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This  is the  first publication  in  the series of  a  study 
rather than  a  text or translation of source material.  Little 
has  been  written  on  the  pre-Christian culture  and  religion 
of Armenia r ,  and  for  the  most  part years  ago;  so  a  new 
investigation of the  subject  is  indeed  sign-ificant. 
As  usual-...  the  text  is  the responsibility of the  author  ...  for 
the  editor only makes  suggestions  which mayor  may  not  be 
accepted.  Since the  subject  is of interest  not  only  to  those 
concerned  with ancient  Iran  but  especially  to  students of 
Armenian matters,  the  aid of  the  National Association  for 
Armenian  Studies  and  Research  in  the publication of this 
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'-great and venerable prophetic  revelation and their adherence to a 
highly moral,  uplifting religious  code.  Cannot  a  residue of such a 
proud heritage have  given them the courage,  centuries later,  to with-
stand the pressures of Islam to which so  many  of their neighbours  suc-
cumbed,  and to uphold the loys hawatkc?  I  hope the living Zoroastrian 
communities  of Iran and India will find interest and  some  encouragement, 
too,  in this  record of another nation,  in many  of whose practices the 
flame of Zoroastrianism still shines brightly:  in his  diary entry for 
19th February,  1891,  the  Khshnoomist  Zoroastrian mystic  Behramshah 
Shroff claimed there was  a  cave  full of Zoroastrian scriptures in Ar-
menia,  'where  the ancient Parsis lived'  (cited by J.  R.  Hinnells  in his 
recent study,  'Social  Change  and Religious  Transformation among  Bombay 
Parsis in the  Early Twentieth  Century,' p.  685  n.  40).  We  have not yet 
found the books,  but the people were there.  (On  the  cave  of Mithra at 
Van,  of which Shroff's report  may  be  a  distant echo,  see  Ch.  8.) 
I  dedicate this book to Professor Mary  Boyce,  to  my  parents,  to my 
grandfather,  and to the memory  of my  beloved grandmother Bertha Russell, 
zikhrii'n8:h  le-berrumah. 
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I PREFACE 
From  the time  of the  conquest of Assyria and Urartu by the Medes 
to the fall of the Sasanian Empire  to the Muslim  Arabs  some  thirteen 
centuries later, Armenian  culture developed under the linguistic, poli-
tical,  and religious  influence of successive Iranian empires.  For most 
of this period the  dominant  religion of the Iranians was  Zoroastrianism, 
and there exists  abundant  evidence that this religion was  practised also 
by Armenians  from the time of the Achaemenians.  The  religion waned in 
Armenia after the  conversion of the Arm.  Arsacid court to Christianity 
early in the fourth  century,  and most  information on the old religion 
must be  culled from hostile Christian texts of the fifth century and 
later.  Classical writers  such as  Xenophon,  Strabo,  and Tacitus stress 
Armenia's ties to Iran,  however,  including common  religious beliefs and 
practices.  There is  some  evidence  also in pre-Islamic Iranian texts. 
Some  features  of Zoroastrian practice in Armenia  can be  reconstructed 
from  archaeological remains,  and the ethnographic material of recent 
times testifies to the survival of Zoroastrian beliefs. 
Like their co-religionists in Iran,  ancient  Arm.  Zoroastrians be-
lieved in a  supreme  God,  Ahura Mazda  (Aramazd),  the  Creator of all that 
is good,  who  is helped by the supernatural beings of His  own  creation, 
by  righteous  men,  and by other good  creations  against the hostile, 
separate,  uncreated Destructive Spirit, Angra Mainyu  (Haramani),  whose 
demonic  hosts,  destructive assaults,  sins and  diseases  have polluted 
this world.  Through  an  active,  ethical life of piety,  charity, truth, 
cultivation of the earth and veneration for the holy creations, particu-
larly fire,  whose  light and warmth embody  Divine righteousness,  man 
struggles towards 
(Hras  akert ),  when 
.  v_  y  v  • 
the  great  renovatlon of the world,  Fraso.keretl 
evil will be  defeated and obliterated. 
There was  probably some  local diversity in Armenian religion, 
though attempts  by the Artaxiads  to  impose  political unity involved 
religious centralisation as well.  The  Zoroastrian cult  drew  from the 
Armenian heritage of Indo-European,  Asianic,  and Semitic religion;  Arm. 
Zoroastrianism was,  perhaps,  distinctive,  but it was  not  a  mere 
v syncretism.  The  Armenians  generally,  though not universally,  opposed 
the iconoclastic and other reforms  of Ardesir I  and his  successors  and 
the attempts  by the latter, particularly Yazdagird II, to re-impose 
Zoroastrianism on  the newly-Christi  ani  sed nation.  But  remnants  of the 
Good  Religion  survived down  to recent times. 
vi INTRODUCTION: 
THE  LAND  OF  ARMENIA 
The  rugged volcanic highland called the  Armenian  plateau occupies 
an  area of some  300,000 square kilometres,  at a  median elevation of 
1500-1800 metres,  on  the  same  latitude as the Balkan peninsula;  in its 
widest extent,  Greater Armenia  (Arm.  Mec  Haykc )  stretched from  37°_40
0
E. 
°  4  °  Long.  and  from  37.5  - 1.  5  N.  Lat.  The  Plateau forms  part of a  mountain 
system including the Anatolian plateau to the west  and the  Iranian pla-
teau to the east; both are lower than Armenia.  The  country's  soils 
vary  from  desert and semi-desert to forest  and mountain meadow.  In 
sub-Alpine  regions,  the soil on the north side of a  mountain  may  be 
rich chernozem,  while the soil on the  southern side is rocky and poor 
for lack of precipitation.  Wind  and water erosion and centuries of 
invasion,  pillage and neglect have  denuded many  mountains  once  rich in 
forests.  But  Armenian  orchards still provide the apricot, praised in 
Rome  as the prunus  Armeniacus "cand the Armenian words  for plum,  apple 
and mulberry  (salor, xnjor,  tCutc )  are  found in Assyrian,  attesting to 
the cultivation and trade of Armenian  agricultural produce  in ancient 
times.  Xenophon,  who  passed the winter in an Armenian  village  during 
the retreat of his  mercenary  army,  described in the Anabasis  the varied 
and abundant Armenian  fare,  much  of it dried or pickled for the winter, 
as  today;  he  and his men  enjoyed Armenian beer.  Armenia has  a  conti-
nental climate, being cut off by high mountains  from large bodies  of 
water,  and winter is long and severe, with an  average  temperature of 
-15°C.  in January;  temperatures of -43.5°C.  have  been  recorded in Kars. 
Summer  is brief and hot, with temperatures  of 26-28·c.  (but only 20°C. 
on the high plateaux).  Spring and autQmn  are the gentlest  seasons  of 
th  .  Arm  .  1  e  year In  enla. 
Armenia may  be  viewed as  the  centre of a  great  cross  defined by 
the Black Sea on the northwest,2 the  Caspian  on  the northeast,  the 
Mediterranean in the southwest,  and the Persian  Gulf in the  southeast: 
at the strategic crossroads  of the  ancient world and lying athwart 
crucial trade  routes,  in proximity to important maritime  centres.  The 
1 
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Euphrates,  Tigris,  Kura,  Araxes,  Chorokh  and many  lesser rivers rise in 
Armenia,  and three  great  lakes  form  a  triangle to the left of centre of 
the  cross:  Van,  Sevan and Urmia,  in the  southwest,  northeast  and south-
east of the  country.  Most  of the  centres of early Armenian  civiliza-
tion are  clustered in the valleys of the great rivers, particularly the 
Araxes  in the east and the Euphrates  and its tributary the Aracani  (Tk. 
Murat  Su)  in the west,  and in the plains of Alaskert,  Manazkert  and Mus 
in the west  and Ararat in the east, or on  the  shores  of the  great lakes, 
particularly Van.  Where  these valleys were  particularly fertile or 
were  traversed by major East-West  routes, they became  population  cen-
tres with aCiministrative offices in the Achaemenian period.  The  dis-
tribution of temples  of the pre-Christian divinities  follows the  same 
pattern,  so major centres of cult are  found at Van  and on the plains of 
Alaskert  and Ararat,  and along the  courses of the Western  and Eastern 
Euphrates,  especially around Erzincan and MuS.  Even when  cities  de-
clined,  sacred sites remained fixed,  following Sir William Ramsay's 
'law of the persistence of worship'  and becoming  Christian shrines. 3 
Armenia is traversed by numerous  mountain  chains,  most of which 
run in an east-west direction.  On  the north are the mountains  of the 
lesser Caucasus;  on  the south are the mountains  of Gordyene;  on the 
northwest  are the peaks of the Pontic  and Antitaurus  ranges;  the Ararat-
Haykakan  Par3-a  Aycptkunkc-Anahtakan  chains  stretch across the  interior. 
The  highest mountain  on the plateau is Greater Ararat  (Arm.  Azat 
Masik
C
), 5165m.  Most  of the  country is soft volcanic  rock,  mainly lava, 
so the valleys  and mountains  of Armenia are  deeply  cut  and the topog-
",aphy  of the land is  super-human in scale  and grandeur. 
Armenia's  fierce winters,  high mountains,  deep valleys  and lofty 
elevation make  it a  land of isolated cantons  marked by ferocious  re-
gionalism and cultural and religious  conservatism.  The  archaism and 
conscientiously preserved integrity of Armenian language  and custom are 
a  boon to the student of Zoroastrianism,  for  forms  and practices over-
come  and eradicated in other lands  remain  a  living part of the Armenian 
heritage.  Armenia was  at different times  a  neighbour or province of 
one  or several empires:  in the west were  the  empires of Alexander, 
then the  Romans,  then the Byzantines;  in the  south,  mighty Assyria once 
held sway;  to the southeast were  the Median,  Achaemenian,  Parthian,  and 
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then Sasanian kingdoms  of Iran.  It was  the Iranians whose ties to the 
Armenians  were  closest  and whose  culture influenced the Armenian nation 
profoundly over the  entire period when  Zoroastrianism was  the chief re-
ligion of Iran:  from the Median  conquest  of Assyria in 612  B.C.  to the 
fall of the Sasanians  in A.D.  651.  Throughout that entire span of 
twelve  centuries, whose  beginning coincides with the emergence of the 
Armenians  as  a  nation in the  annals  of civilisation,  Armenia was  ruled 
ei  ther directly by Iran or by kings  and satraps of Iranian descent. 
Yet  Arrrenia never lost its sense of separateness;  the Armenians 
were  always  a  distinct people.  The  character of the  country tended to 
foster the  development  of a  social system based upon local dynastic 
units,  each virtually self-sufficient in its own  easily defended terri-
tory; while the local kinglets or dynasts,  called in Armenian by the 
MIr.  loan-word naxarars,4 could only rarely be  relied upon to  come  to-
gether and form an effective army,  throughout most  of history it has 
been  as difficult to hold Armenia in complete  subjugation as it would 
be to  crush a  sack of pebbles with  a  hammer.  Thus  one  might  explain 
the  apparent  contradiction of a  country frequently subdivided by  con-
querors,  its borders maddeningly fluid if defined at all,5 yet preserv-
ing throughout  a  definite sense of its own  identity. 
Until recent times,  Armenian  toponyms  remained remarkably consist-
ent  for an area which has  been subjected to waves  of Arab,  Byzantine, 
Seljuk,  Mameluke,  Ottoman  and Safavid invasion since the fall of the 
Sasanians.  Names  such as  Erevan  (Urartean Erebuni),  Van-Tosp  (Urartean 
Biaina-TuSpa),  Aljnik
C  (Urartean Alzini)  et al. preserve the Hurrian-
Urartean substratum;  Semitic  forms  are attested in place-names  such as 
TCil  (meaning  'hill', compo' _  the name  of the Arm.  city Duin,  a  MIr.  loan-
word with the  same  meaning);  6  and Iranian  forms  are particularly abund-
ant.7  Although the  Zoroastrian vision of the world  'made  wonderful'  at 
the end of days with the  destruction of evil specifies that the earth 
will be perfectly flat,  the Armenians  nonetheless  named mountains  after 
Zoroastrian divinities,  and there is evidence to suggest that some 
mountains  were  considered sacred.8  For although mountains  impede  com-
munication  and agriculture,  one  recalls Herodotus'  description of the 
religion of the Persians,  who,  he  reports,  worshipped in high places; 
besides, the  grandeur and majesty of the brilliant white snow  cap of 
t 
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Ararat,  seeming to float  in Heaven,  must  have  inspired religious  awe  in 
the  ancient Armenians  as it continues to  do  to this  day. 
Armenia has  been the  apple of contention of empires,  but it has 
also been  a  refuge  for  many:  the Assyrian kings  complained of crimi-
nals  and other  riff~raff who  escaped to the relative  freedom of Arme-
Supria in the Armenian highlands;  Muski  immigrants  from distant Thrace 
found their homes  there;  and Greek  dissidents of pagan and  Christian 
eras alike settled in Armenian  towns  to write poetry or expound philos-
ophy.  A legend credits Hannibal, ,in flight after the .defeat of Carth-
age,  with the  foundation of the  Armenian capital of Roman  times, 
Artaxata;  the story is probably fiction, but it fairly reflects the 
Romans'  irritation at a  country which provided a  save haven for their 
enemies  and which was  impossible entirely to subdue.  Tacitus wrote of 
the  Armenians,  'An  inconstant nation this  from old;  from the  genius  of 
the people,  as well as  from the situation of their country,  which bor-
ders with  a  large frontier on our provinces,  and stretches thence  quite 
to Media,  and lying between the  two  empires,  was  often at variance with 
them;  with the  Romans  from hatred, with the Parthians  from jealousy. ,9 
As  N.  G.  Garsoian has  noted,  however,  Armenian  disputes with Iran in 
various  periods  are of a  different quality from those with other con-
querors,  being more  in the nature of violent family  feuds  than confron-
tations between nations with different social systems  and attitudes;IO 
until the late third century A.D.,  Armenia  and Iran shared also a  com-
mon  religion. 
That religion,  Zoroastrianism,  is the object of this investigation. 
It is worth noting that  for some  centuries,  Armenia was  entirely sur-
rounded by countries  in which  Zoroastrianism was  practiced:  to the 
west was  Cappadocia,  with its pyraithoi  and its phylon of Magi.  On  the 
north, there is  considerable  evidence of Iranian religion in Georgia. 
In the Sasanian period there were  large  Zoroastrian  communities  in 
(  )  IO-a  northern Iraq  at Kirkuk,  for example  .  To  the east  and southeast 
was  Media-Atropatene:  Media was  regarded as  the homeland of Zoroaster 
himself,  and Strabo  declared that the religious practices of Armenians 
and Medes  were  identical.  The  very considerable enmity that erupted 
into open war between the  Christian Armenian naxarars  and  Zoroastrian 
Iran in A.D.  lf51  has  coloured subsequent perceptions of Armenia's  ties 5 
to the outside world,  leading many  to  view the people of the highland 
as embattled on all sides,  resisting all foreign  influence.  The  uni-
formly  anti-Zoroastrian tone of the  fifth-century Armenian texts,  and 
the  seeming eradication by the  Christians of Mazdean remains,  have per-
haps  discouraged scholars  from attempting a  systematic study of the 
Zoroastrian  Armenian heritage, which has  been,  in the words  of a  recent 
IO-b  wri  ter,  ,',trai  tee peut-etre  un  peu rapidement. '  Armenia's  relation-
ship to  Iran  does  not  support such  a  view;  rather, the Armenians  seem 
to have  been  influenced at  an early stage by Iran,  whose  social customs 
, did not conflict with their own.  Certain of these varied aspects of 
culture were  retained long after their disappearance  in Iran itself. 
In recognising institutions,  art  forms  and the like as similar but of 
separate origin in Armenia  and Iran, or as the  common  heritage of many 
different civilisations of the area,  scholars  such as  Prof.  B.  N. 
Arakcelyan have  sought to minimise  the  impact  of distinctly Iranian 
borrowings,  as  we  shall see below.  Armenian  religion would then be 
seen as  primarily a  native  development,  for to admit  otherwise would be 
to  concede that Armenia was  permeated by Iranian traditions which it 
adopted as  its own.  Authors  of some  studies  have  sought to isolate 
specifically Armenian  phenomena,  inspired perhaps  by the legitimate 
wish to  demonstrate that Armenian  culture is neither an  amalgam without 
a  native  core,  nor indeed a  provincial offshoot of Iran.  There  is the 
danger of seeing Iranian phenomena in Arm.  where  the material is more 
likely Asianic.  Thus,  next-of-kin marriage  might well have  come  to 
Iran  from Anatolia originally.  In language,  Arm.  spand  'sacrifice' 
seems  more  likely to be  related to the Asianic  term,  from which  Gk. 
sponde  'drink offering'  is a  loan-word,  than to  derive  from MIr.  spand, 
Av.  spenta- 'incremental, bounteous,  holy'.  The  basis of Armenian  cul-
ture is  a  fusion of native and Iranian elements  which  has  been retained 
faithfully over the  ages, with comparatively slight accretions  from 
other peoples.  Armenia was  neither the miraculous  child of cultural 
parthenogenesis  nor a  mere  stepson of the Persians. 
When  one  examines  the treasures of mediaeval Armenian  painting,  so 
profoundly influenced by the traditions of Byzantium and Syria,  or 
reads  the verses  imbued with the  imagery of Islamic poetry,  or con-
siders the  impact  of Turkish syntactical  forms  upon  the rich modern 
I, 6 
Armenian  spoken language,  the  image  of an  embattled,  martyred,  insular 
Armenia loses its validity.  As  in past  ages,  the Armenians  merely 
adopted whatever they  found pleasing in other cultures,  turning their 
new  aCQuisitions to their own  use;  the  Persian  rose  and nightingale 
represent the Virgin Mary  and Gabriel in the  songs  of Armenian  min-
strels.  Armenian  Christianity itself preserves  much  Zoroastrian vocabu-
lary, ritual and imagery,  while the  rugged mountains  and isolated can-
tons  of the  country allowed the  Zoroastrian  community  of the  Children 
of the Sun  to  flourish  down  to modern  times.12 
Nonetheless,  there is much  truth in the  remark of the late 
nineteenth-century traveller H.  F.  B.  Lynch,  that  'there is nothing 
needed but less perversity on  the part of the  human  animal to  convert 
Armenia into an almost  ideal nursery of his  race  .  .  •  one  feels that 
for various  reasons  outside inherent  Qualities, this land has  never en-
joyed at any period of history the  fullness  of opportunity. ,13 
Certain limitations of this  study testi£Yto the  grim truth of 
Lynch's  observation,  at least as  far as  present-day Armenia is  con-
cerned.  The  modern  Armenian  republic,  the  smallest  and southernmost of 
the  constituent republics of the Soviet Union,  occupies  approximately 
one-tenth of the area of historical Armenia.  The  other nine-tenths, 
where  most  ancient Armenian  religious sites are located (Ani,  Kamax, 
AStisat,  TCil,  Erez,  Bagayaric,  TCordan,  Bagaran,  Bagawan,  Van,  Ang±, 
et al;), is in the Republic  of Turkey,  and archaeological investigation 
of ancient Armenian  sites is  generally not permitted.  Access  to stand-
ing monuments  of the  Christian period in the  above-mentioned towns  is 
limited;  yet  even these monuments  are of interest, and M.  Thierry's 
recent  studies of the Armenian  monasteries of Vaspurakan provide  some 
insights into the  culture of the  ancient period.  The  monuments  of 
Nemrut  Dag  in  Commagene,  studied by  Goell  and Dorner,  erected by an 
Orontid monarch kin to the rulers of Armenia,  provide  some  indication 
of what  one  might  hope to find,  were  older,  undamaged baginkC  'image 
shrines' to be  excavated.  Temple  buildings,  rather than sacred enclo-
sures  open to the  sky,  probably  date  for  Zoroastrianism from the late 
Achaemenian period.  The  complex at  Zela described by Strabo was  of the 
older,  open  type,  as  was  the  shrine of Nemrut  Dag  from the first  cen-
tury B.C.; it therefore seems  possible that  Zoroastrian  foundations  in 
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Armenia,  too,  might have  been both temples  and roof-less enclosures. 
Cicero wrote that the  Persians  abhorred enclosing the  gods  in temples, 
but this may  be literary anachronism. 
vC  c  The  votive steles and xac  k  ars 
of Arm.  Christianity perhaps  preserve the ancient  custom of outdoor 
worship,  the  cross  replacing images  like those erected by Antiochus  of 
Comma gene  or sacred bas-reliefs.  It was  common  until this century for 
Armenian  villagers to wash  and then  go  outside the house to recite 
morning' prayers  facing East  (called a±otCaran  'the place of prayer,)  .. 13,.a 
On  the territory of the Armenian  republic,  important finds  at 
..,  c  c  .... 
Va±arsapat,  P arak ar,  Zod,  Artasat,  Armawir,  Duin  and Garni  over the 
last three 
Armenia. 14 
decades  have  greatly enriched our knowledge  of pre-Christian 
Sites  may  not be  accessible, but toponyms  can still be 
studied.  The  principal baginkc  were  at sites which bear Iranian names, 
for example,  the shrine of Mihr at Bagayai"ic  'village of the god'. 
Some  place names  present difficulties.  (Y)AStisat,  for instance, was 
understood by Markwart  as  'Joy of ASte  (Astarte)'.  But the texts  do 
not  mention  a  goddess  Aste,  only Ast±ik.  A translation  'rich in yasts' 
(acts of worship,  Av.  yasti-)  seems  preferable.  It is also not  clear 
what the distinction was,  beyond difference of name ,between Bagaran 
and Bagawan.  The  suffix -awan indicates  a  settlement;  -~  in Arm. 
fromMIr.  means  'place where',  but  in MIr.  bag(a)dan :appears to mean 
'temple' . 
enlighten 
Was  one 
14-a  us. 
a  town,  the other only a  temple?  The  sources  do  not 
Archaeological discoveries  in Iran during this  cen-
tury have  expanded immeasurably our knowledge  of Ancient  and Middle 
Iranian language,  culture and religion,  and these  findings  are  of con-
siderable value to Armenian  studies,15 casting new  light on the Armen-
ian primary sources.  (Classical sources  and post-Sasanian Arm.  works 
are  discussed individually,  where necessary,  as  they appear in the fol-
lowing chapters;) 
These  sources will be  discussed individually as  they are  encoun-
tered;  preliminary general remarks  on  them may  be of use at this stage. 
The  two  most  important texts  for the  study of pre-Christian Armenian 
religion are  the Histories of Armenia of Agathangelos  and Movses 
v  c ..  ,Aorenac  J.,~  The  latter is an  account  of the history of the Armenians 
from earliest times  to the mid-fifth  century A.D.,  and the precise 
identity of the author is unknown,  as  is the  date of composition; 8 
scholars have  proposed dates  ranging from the fifth to the ninth cen-
turies.16  Agathangelos,  whose  name  is  a  Greek word meaning  'bringer of 
good tidings'  and whose  identity is likewise obscure,  covers  a  much 
more  limited period:  the years of the  conversion of the Armenians  to 
Christianity (i.e., the late third-early fourth  century).  The  text 
contains much  valuable  information on  the shrines of various  Zoroas-
trian divinities  and acts of public worship  and statements of belief by 
King  Tiridates III,  and versions exist in several languages.  The  text 
in .Armenian  p~obably belongs to the fifth century.1T  The  material on 
pre-Christian Armenian  religion in both texts  appears to be based upon 
both contemporary observation sources of great anti'luity;  Xorenacci 
includes numerous  fragments  of orally transmitted epic which he  de-
scribes having heard with his  own  ears, and he  claims  to have  consulted 
pagan temple  records.  (Often,  too,  Xorenac  ci  appears to elaborate his 
remarks  on  Arm.  anti'luity with material borrowed from  Classical litera-
ture,  and it is sometimes  perilous to accept his  detailed assertions 
uncritically.  At  the same  time,  recent editors have  tended to  focus  on 
scriptural and historiographical problems,  understandably preferring to 
leave  the  Iranian material to Iranists.)  The  latter claim has  been  dis-
puted,  but not the  former.  Some  of Xorenacci's  statements,  such as the 
erection of boundary markers  by Artases,  have  been verified by archaeo-
logical discoveries of recent years.18 
Other important primary sources  are the  fifth-century textE±c 
a±andocc  'The  Refutation of Sects,' by Eznik Ko±bacci,  which  contains 
much  valuable material on  Armenian  pre-Christian religion as well as  a 
polemic against  Zurvanism,  which is apparently regarded by the author 
as  a  sect of the Persians which  did not affect the  Armenians  particu-
larly;  19 and another text,  Vasn  Vardanay  ew  Hayoc  C  paterazmin  'On  Var-
dan  and the Armenian War,'  attributed to Elise vardapet who  was  appar-
ently an  eyewitness to the Armeno-Sasanian war of A.D.  451.  The  text 
appears,  however,  to be  a  composition of the sixth century relying 
heavily upon  the  fifth-century work  of f,lazar PCarpecci.  The  background 
of the war,  the  disposition of the Armenians  toward Iran  and the  ex-
change of theological  arguments  between the  Christians  and Zurvanite 
Sasanians  are  described in useful detail.  20.  The surviving portions of 
the Epic History  (B·uzandaran)  or History of Armenia of PCawstos,  a 9 
mysterious  personage who  probably wrote  in the fifth century,  deal with 
events  of the  fourth  century and contain many  legendary  and epic 
elements.  21 
Much  of the  information  on  ancient religion supplied by these 
early writers,  most  of whom  lived within  a  century of the invention of 
••  v  C  (6  44)  22  the  Armenlan  scrlpt by St.  Mesrop  Mastoc  3  0- 0,  has  been supple-
mented or corroborated by  ethnographic studies  conducted in the late 
nineteenth  and early twentieth centuries, beginning with the works  of 
the  clergyman  and scholar Fr.  Garegin Sruanjteancc  (1840-1892).  The 
latter first  recorded recitations of the Armenian national epic of the 
heroes of Sasun,  one  of whom,  Mher,  is the yazata Mihr,  Av.  Mithra;  the 
deeds  of the hero Mher,  as  sung by Armenians  in some  villages to this 
day ,shed light upon  our understanding of the  Arm.  cult of the yazata.23 
Another example of the way  in which  recently recorded traditions  can 
add to our knowledge  of Armenian  Zoroastrianism is the  legendry of 
modern  MuS  concerning a  supernatural creature  called the  svod or svaz, 
whose  name  appears  to be  a  modern  form of that of the sahapet of 
24  Agathangelos.  Modern  Armenian  folk rituals  on  the holidays of Ascen-
sion  and the Presentation of the Lord to the  Temple  (Hambarjum:  and 
Tearn  end araJ).reveal aspects of the cult of the AmesaSpentas 
Haurvatat  and Ameretat  and of the  ancient celebration of the  Zoroas-
trian feast of Athrakana.  In the  former  case  is encountered a  freQuent 
problem of this study:  definition of the specific Iranian origin of 
rites or  customs  which are widespread amongst  Indo-European peoples 
generally.  The  custom of young girls  gathering spring flowers  and 
casting them into water is known,  for instance,  in Russia before Whit-
sunday.  In such  cases we  have tried to  determine specific Iranian fea-
tures  in such  Armenian  customs,  be  they fire worship,  reverence  for 
trees, or,  here,  the  springtime rite of waters  and plants.  Thus,  an 
Iranian  form of the rite is recorded for the Sasanian period in the 
eleventh-century Kitabu  'l-mahasin wa  'l-aildad:  on  each  day of the 
vernal  New  Year festival of No  Raz,  virgins  stole water for the king, 
and he  recited a  short phrase,  corrupt in the Arabic text, which men-
tions  'the two  lucky ones'  and  'the  two blissful ones '--presumably 
Haurvatat  and Ameretat.  In Armenia,  the  flowers  cast into  a  vat of 
water bear the name  of these  two  divinities:  harot-morot.  Such 10 
Zoroastrian terms,  or telling details  of cult,  are  to be  found  in many 
Arm.  customs  one  might  otherwise  assign to  a  common  stock of Indo-
European  religious  inheritances.
25 
The  first studies of pre-Christian Armenian  religion were  pub-
..  .  '  .... c  .... c 
l~shed ~n the late  e~ghteenth century.  C  amc  ean  devoted a  chapter to 
Armenian  idolatry in his  HayocC  PatmutCiwn,  'History of the Armenians. ' 
Half a  century later, in 1835 ,  Ini.icean in his study HnaxosutCiwn 
HayastaneaycC,  'Armenian  Anti'l.Ui·ty'"  devoted separate chapters to sun 
worship,  fire worship,  pagan  gods  and other subjects.  GatCrcean in his 
TiezerakanpatmutCiwn,  'Universal History',  included a  chapter on  an-
cient Armenian religion. 
In the years preceding the first World War,  numerous  studies were 
published on  Armenian  ethnography and ancient religion.  In 1871, 
M.  Emin  published in Constantinople his Uruagic  HayocC  hetCanosakan 
kroni  'Profile of the heathen religion of the Armenians';  in 1879, 
K.  Kostaneancc  published a  booklet entitled HayocC  hetCanosakan krone,. 
'The  heathen religion of the  Armenians';  in Venice,  1895,  Fr.  L.  Alisan 
published his  Hin hawatkC krun  hetCanosakan kronkc  Hayoc  c  'The  ancient 
faith or heathen religion of the Armenians ';  and in the  same year, 
H.  Gelzer published his  Zur armenischen  GOtterlehre;  in 1899,  Manuk 
Abe±yan published in Leipzig a  work establishing important  connections 
between modern  Armenian  folk belief and ancient  religion,  Der  armenische 
Volksglaube  (repr.  in M.  Abe±yan,  Erker,  VII,  Erevan, 1975); the Ar-
menian  doctor  and intellectual N.  Ta±awarean published a  pamphlet, 
HayocC  hin kronner  'The  ancient religions of the Armenians I, in  Con-
stantinople, 1909;  and in 1913 the Armenian writer and public activist 
Avetis  Aharonian presented to the University of Lausanne  for. the  doc-
toral degree  a  thesis of remarkable brevity entitled Les  anciennes 
croyances  armeniennes  (repr.  Librairie Orientale  H.  Srunuelian,  Paris, 
1980).26  A work of e'l.ual brevity but  greater substance is Hayoc
C 
hin 
krone  krun  haykakan  diccabanutCiwne,  by E±ise.Durean,  Armenian  Patriarch 
of Jerusalem  (Jerusalem,  1933).  Articles on the  subject of ancient Ar-
menian  religion and related modern  folk beliefs were published in a 
number of Armenian  and foreign  journals,  particularly the  Azgagrakan 
Handes  'Ethnographic Journal', which  commenced publication in 1895  and 
appeared sporadically until the  Russian  Revolution.  Research into the 
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ancient  Armenian  past was  encouraged by the linguistic researches of 
de  Lagarde  and Hubschmann,  and by the  archaeological and ethnographic 
studies of the  Caucasus  sponsored by the  Russian  government  and di-
rected by N.  Ya.  Marr and others. 
Much  of this research was  severely disrupted by the systematic 
massacre  and deportation of the  Christian populations of eastern Turkey 
by;.the  Ottoman  Government  and its successors  in 1895-1922.  Some  Armen-
ian scholars  resided in the safety of Tiflis, Moscow  or St.  Petersburg, 
but  many  others perished.  Ta±awarean,  for instance,  whose  work was 
noted above,  was  arrested with over two  hundred fifty other Armenian 
intellectuals at Constantinople  on  the night of 24  April 1915,  and was 
murdered by the  Turkish authorities.26-a  Some  Armenian  scholars sur-
vived the  attempted genocide  or escaped from  Turkey before or during it. 
Martiros  Y.  Ananikean,  born at Sebastia (Tk.  Sivas)  in 1875,  typifies 
the peregrinations of those  Armenian  scholars of this period who  sur-
vived the 1915  genocide.  Educated at the  Central  College  of Turkey in 
Aintab,  an  institution run by American missionaries,  Ananikean was  sent 
after the massacres  of 1895 to Springfield,  Connecticut, where  he 
earned an  M.A.  in theology and was  appointed to teach Oriental lan-
guages  at Hartford Seminary.  In 1923 Prof.  Ananikean  died in Syria 
during a  trip to acquire  rare manuscripts  for the  Seminary library.27 
Ananikean perceived clearly that the Armenians  had practised Zoro-
astrianism before their conversion to Christianity.  An  early article 
on  the subject,  'Armenia  (Zoroastrian),'  in the Encyclopedia of Reli-
gion  and Ethics,  New  York,  1913,  I, 794,  was  later developed into an 
extensive study,  Armenian Wthology  (J.  A.  MacCulloch,  ed.  The  Wthol-
Ogy  of All Races,  Vol.  7,  N.Y.,  1925,  repro  Cooper  Square Publishers, 
N.Y.,  1964),  which was  published posthumously.  Despite  serious  defi-
ciencies,  Ananikean' s  work  contains  much  of value  and is the  only study 
of its kind in English. 
At  the time  of Ananikean's writing, it was  generally considered 
that the only  'pure'  Zoroastrianism was  that of the iconoclastic 
8.asanians  (their depiction of Ahura Mazda  as  a  human  figure  on bas-
reliefs is conveniently forgotten), with their cult purged of foreign 
influences  (the worship of Aniihita notWithstanding)  and their theology 
true to the teachings  of Zarathustra (despite evidence to the effect 
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that the  Zurvanite heresy was  professed by the higher officials of the 
state).  On  the basis of this spurious  understanding,  fostered partly 
by the  Sasanians  themselves  (who  accorded credit,  however,  for the 
first compilation of the texts of the Avesta to a  Parthian predecessor, 
v28)  Valaxs.  and partly also by  Zoroastrians  and Westerners  of the nine-
teenth century who  sought to purge the  Good  Religion of what they per-
ceived as barbaric and polytheistic accretions,  the  religion of the 
Parthians was  dismissed as  a  form of Hellenistic syncretism rather than 
authentic  Zoroastrianism,  and the  religion of the Armenians,  which 
shows  close similarities to the Parthian type,  was  likewise  denigrated. 
The  influence of such prevailing attitudes prevented Ananikean 
from  considering the pre-Christian religion of Armenia as  a  form of 
Zoroastrianism whose  assimilation of non-Zoroastrian aspects, both Iran-
ian and non-Iranian,  illuminate the  character of the Faith as  it was 
anciently practised, particulal'ly by the Parthians, rather than obscure 
it.  He  is thus led to this  awkward  formulation:  'It  [the Hellenistic 
! 
period] was  a  time of conlciliations,  identifications,  one  might  say of 
, 
vandalistic syncretism that was  tending to make  of Armenian religion an 
outlandish motley.  Their only excuse was  that all their neighbours 
were  following  a  similar course.  It is, therefore,  no wonder that the 
Sasanians  during their short possession of Armenia in the middle  of the 
third century seriously undertook to convert the land to the purer wor-
ship of the sacred fire. ,29  According to this view,  the Armenians  prac-
tised a  form of ancient Thraco-Phrygian paganism which had assimilated 
certain features  of the religion of the Hurrian-Urartean autochthons. 
To  this was  added an admixture  of Iranian beliefs over the  centuries of 
Median,  Persian and Parthian influence.  These  were  inundated by  a 
flood of Hellenic religious  oddments  as  the hapless  Armenians  watched 
passively or built temples where--without  system or conviction--they 
solemnised their  'conciliations'  and  'vandalistic syncretism' until the 
Sasanians with their  'purer worship'  arrived to  save the  day.  Ananikean 
adds  that the  Armenians  preserved· a  coherent  group of traditions based 
upon  a  fusion of native  and Iranian elements which endured through the 
periods  of Hellenism,  Sasanian proselytism and even seventeen centuries 
of Christianity. 
Given  his  use  of the term  'Zoroastrian  Armenia'  in the Encyclo-
paedia of Religion  and Ethics, it seems  that Ananikian was  himself 13 
convinced that the  Armenians  had incorporated  various,  disparate ele-
ments  into their Zoroastrian  cult--one  can scarcely exclude the likeli-
hood that the practice of the religion differed from place to place,  or 
that many  Armenians  were never Zoroastrians at all.  There were  other 
foreigners besides  Iranians--Persians  and Medes,  for the most part--in 
Armenia,  such  as  Greeks,  Syrians,  and Jews,  who  brought their beliefs 
with them.  The  temple historian of Ani,  Olympios,  mentioned by Movses 
Xorenacci,  was  probably  a  magus  with a  Greek  name,  like his  colleagues 
in Lydia,  rather than  a  Greek.  One  notes,  howevel',  the apparently 
Greek scribal tradition in Armenia  (seethe discussion of the Aramaic 
inscription of Va±ars in  Ch.  4).  But  even where  distinctly non-Iranian 
terms  are used in the cult, this  does  not  allow us  to  deny  the  Zoroas-
trian essence:  the Aramaic word klimra,  for ·example,  gives  us the pre-
Christian Arm.  word for a  priest, kCurm,  yet the Semitic word is found 
also in the trilingual inscription at  Xanthos  (see  J.  Teixidor,  JNES 
37.2, 1978, 183), where  elements  df Iranian religion also  are  seen. 
The  Arms.  also  seem to have  used Iranian priestly titles (see  Ch.  15), 
and the very term magus,  one  recalls, was  adopted by the  Good  Religion 
from Median  pagan religion.  The  Sasanians  experimented with various 
sacerdotal offices,  so innovation or variation in this area does  not  de-
fine  the nature of Zoroastrian faith for the period under discussion. 
An  eXaJl1Ple  of a  widespread rite, that of flowers  and water in spring, 
has  been  adduced to  show  how  one  might  prove  Iranian origins  as  against 
Indo-European  survivals.  Fire worship is another case:  it is  impor-
tant in  Greek religion, but  in Armenia the terms  and beliefs associated 
with it are  identifiably Iranian.  Greek temenoi  had to have  a  tree and 
a  spring,  like Zoroastri&, temples,  and Arm.  reverence  for trees prob-
ably includes both Mazdean  features  and survivals  from theUrartean 
substratum. 
The  expression  'vandalistic syncretism'  is evidently emotive  and 
betrays  a  prejudice towards the ever-elusive  'cultural purity' that no 
complex civilization has  ever possessed.  The  terracotta mother-and-
child figurines  from Artasat  and Armawir may  represent  a  modification 
of the scene of Isis lactans  (see  the monograph of that title by  Tran 
Tam  Tinh,  Leiden,  1973),  linked to the  cults of Anahit  and Nane.  Medal-
lions  of Isis were  found at Artasat,  and it is likely that her cult 
I 
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influenced Zoroastrian thought in Anatolia.  For example,  an Ar.amaic 
inscription found at Arebsun  in  Cappadocia hails the marriage of the 
supreme  Semitic  god Bel to the  'wise'  (mazda)  Religion of Mazda-worship. 
A shallow relief on  the stone  appears  to depict  a  cosmogonic  scene,  and 
the  Irano-Semitic text perhaps  derives its inspiration  from the teaching 
of the Isis cult that Theos  and Sophia cohabited to produce the  Cosmos. 
Such a  myth  accords well with the  Zoroastrian conviction that the archi-
tect of the world acted with supreme wisdom;  it affirms  also the pre-
existence of Religion.  This is, if anything,  considerably superior to 
the  gloomy tale of Zurvan,  the hermaphroditic  doubter deceived by his 
own  spawn--the old folktale type  seen in the Biblical story of Jacob 
and Esau.  Unless  Zoroastrianism be  defined baldly as that which  Iran-
ians think it to be,  the  Mages  hellenises needed no  instruction in 
their faith  from the emissaries of Ctesiphon. 
Armenia is a  land which is well suited. geographically to conserv-
ing archaisms,  and which has  done  so.  Yet  even so, it could scarcely 
have  sustained such  a  consistent and tenacious tradition had there not 
been  an underlying thread of unifYing belief, namely,  that of Zoroas-
trianism.  It is likely that the  religion was  introduced into the 
t  b  ~h  M  ~  A  h  .  30  ··1 t·  coun  ry  Y  v  e  eU.es  or  c  aemen~ans,  aSSlIDl  a  lng many  non-
Zoroastrian aspects,  and that it was  practised under the Artaxiads  and 
Arsacids.  In this  study,  we  shall seek to describe the  Good  Religion 
in Armenia in the detail that examination of the wealth of linguistic, 
literary,  archaeological,  iconographic,  theological and ethn.ographic 
evidence allows;  to  show,  further,  that the  forms  of Armenian worship 
were  consistent  and ro.oted in centuries of piety, and to demonstrate 
that these  forms  are neither haphazard nor contrary to  Zoroastrian 
practice elsewhere.  Indeed Christian Armenian writers perceived the 
Parthian and Persian  forms  .of the faith to differ in certain respects, 
and took care to distinguish the  rites of their own  ancestors'  Aramazd 
from those of the  Ormizd of their Zurvanite  Persian opponents.  Yet 
their traditional Zoroastrianism had evidently absorbed a  number of 
local elements;  this is seen,  for instance,  in the apparent survival of 
many  beliefs  concerning the Hurrian  Tesub  in the  cult of Vahagn.  The 
~arsis of India,  too  have  been strongly influenced by many  of the 
usages  of that land and have  assimilated many  Hindu practices 15 
(including,  for example,  invocation of the  goddess  Laksmi  during the 
marriage  ceremony) which  distinguish them  from their co-religionists  in 
Iran.  Instances  of such national diversity are  a  commonplace  in most 
of the great religions;  the Jews,  perceived by many  to be  one  of the 
most  ethnically distinct of peoples,  recognise  considerable  differences 
in ritual, practice and custom between the Ashkenazic  and Sephardic 
communities  (these  categories themselves  conceal  a  bewildering variety 
of groups),  not to mention the Karaites  and Samaritans. 
Recognition of Zoroastrian diversity,  what  R.  C.  Zaehner,  perhaps 
somewhat  tendentiously,  called a  'catholic'  Zoroastrianism embracing 
heterogeneous  elements  in a  single edifice of faith,  is  fundamental to 
a  study of the religion in Armenia,  yet prejudice against  such  a  con~_ 
cept  remains  strong; little doubt of the orthodoxy of the Parthians  can 
remain,  in view of the evidence  assembled since the beginning of this 
century,  yet  statements  such as  the  following  are still made  by  serious 
writers:  'Once  established the  [Parthian] Arsacids never adopted full 
Zoroastrianism. ,31  The  same  author  goes  on to list a  number  of Parth-
ian practices which are  clearly an indication, when  taken· together, of 
Zoroastrian piety:  respect  for the Magi, ·worship of Ahura Mazda,  ob-
servance of the cult of the fravasis,  royal names  beginning with Arta-
or Mithra-,  maintenance of an eternally burning sacred fire,  and the 
compilation of the Avesta,  referred to above.  Much  more  evidence 
exists besides;  one  might  mention here in brief also the  transmission 
of the Kayanian epic, which enshrines the  sacred history of Zoroaster's 
mission; the Iranian components  of Mithraism;  and the many  Zoroastrian 
aspects  in Arsacid works  preserved in Zoroastrian Book  Phl.  and  NP~ 
One  recalls that the forefathers  of the Parsis  came  from Parthia, not 
- Pars.  What,  then,  is the proof of the  above writer's claim?  It is 
threefold:  the names  of Greek  deities are  found on  Parthian coins,  the 
Arsacids were buried in tombs,  and they do  not  seem to have persecuted 
other religions..  To  cite the  same  author,  'The  Sasanians would not 
recognise  them as true believers. ,32  But the Sasanians  also practised 
inhumation,  as  had the  Achaemenians  in Persis before  them.  They  cer-
tainly continued to  employ Hellenic art forms,  although they did not 
style themselves  'philhellene' or use  Greek translations of the names 
of their divinities.  But  the latter practice would prove nothing,  in 16 
any  case,  for peoples allover the Hellenistic Near  East  called their 
gods  by Greek names  such as  Zeus  Keraunios or Jupiter Dolichenus with-
out  abandoning their native Semitic or Asianic religions.  One  notes 
besides that the ostraca found at Nisa,  and (as we  shall see below)  the 
religious names  and vocabulary borrowed from Parthian and preserved in 
Armenian,  are thoroughly  Zoroastrian.  The  sole objection we  are left 
with is that the Parthians  did not persecute unbelievers,  as  the Sasan-
ians  did.  But neither were  the Parthians  confronted by the powerful, 
aggressive  Christian Byzantine state, which used religion as  an  impor-
tant instrument of its foreign policy.  It would seem that  judgements 
concerning the religion of the Parthians have  tended to rest upon  con-
viction rather than evidence.  Since the impact of Iranian culture upon 
Armenia was  greatest in the Arsacid period,  such prejudices have  tended 
further to discourage  investigation of Iranian religion in Armenia. 
In the years  following the Armenian  genocide,  research on  ancient 
religion was  resumed.  In Paris, the  journal Revue  des  Etudes 
Armeniennes was  founded in 1920,  and scholars  such as Dumezil,  Ben~ 
veniste,  Bailey, Bolognesi,  Henning,  Junker,  Meillet,  and others made 
valuable contributions to Armenian  studies  from the Iranian field.  In 
the Soviet Armenian  Republic,  scholarship was  pursued,  under extremely 
difficult conditions at first,  for the fledgling state, only a  few 
years before a  forgotten backwater of the  Russian Empire,  had now  be-
come  the refuge of hundreds  of thousands of sick and starving refugees 
from the terror that had engulfed nlne-tenths of the Armenian  land. 
Before  the establishment of Soviet power,  Armenia had also to fight off 
invasion  from three sides:  Georgia,  Azerbaijan and Turkey.  Yet  in 
1926 the newly-founded Erevan  State University began publication of the 
seven-volume Hayeren  armatakan bararan  'Armenian  Etymological  Diction-
ary'  of H.  Acarean,  a  pupil of A.  Meillet.34  This work,  with ca. 
11,000 root  entries,  represents  an  important  advance  on the etymologi-
cal researches of Heinrich Hubschmann,35  adding greatly to our knowl-
edge of Iranian in Armenian.  Acarean's entries  are often,  however, 
uncritical compendia of all previous  opinions, of uneven value.  More 
recently,  R.  Schmitt  and others have  re-examined the Iranian loan-words 
in Arm.  The  historical and mythological studies of M.  Abe±yan  are also 
of great importance  in this area,  and we  shall have  occasion to refer 
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to them often in this  stUdy.36  Despite this increasing volume  of in-
formation,  certain scholars in the Armenian  republic have  tended to re-
gard many  Iranian phenomena  as  either native Armenian  (they indeed came 
to be  regarded as  such in time by the Armenians  of the ancient period, 
but were not in origin) or of common  origin. 37  Other scholars,  such as 
Anahit  Perikhanyan,  have  tended to study ancient  Armenia within the 
framework of Iranian culture,38 but  no  major work has  appeared in Ar-
menia or abroad in recent years proposing to treat of the entire sub-
ject of Zoroastrian religion per ~  in Armenia. 
The  difficulties which attend such  a  study arise  from both  a 
wealth and a  paucity of material.  On  the one  hand,  there exists  a 
great mass  of research on ancient Iran and the other Near Eastern civi-
lisationsunder whose  aegis  Armenian  culture  grew.  On  the other,  the 
inaccessibility of much  of historical Armenia,  the absence of archaeo-
lo,gical material,  and the destruction of the ancient  Armenian  communi-
ties and conseQuent  scarcity of modern,  scientifically presented ethno-
graphic  evidence  creates  gaps, which  cannot  be filled.  We  have  attempted 
to glean information  from memorial  volumes  published by compatriotic 
unions  of various  towns  and provinces in the Armenian  Diaspora,  and 
have  received some  oral testimony of value  from Armenians born in the 
homeland;39  some  ethnographic studies of great value  have  appeared in 
S  .  t  Arm  .  40  OVle  enlaq 
This  study consists of three parts:  the first is  a  historical sur-
vey of the  development of Armenian  religious beliefs and institutions, 
including the priesthood,  temples,  et al.  until the  conversion of the 
nation to Christianity,  and a  consideration of Armeno-Sasanian rela-
tions with regard to  Zoroastrianism; the second part consists of an in-
vestigation of the  cults of Zoroastrian yazatas whose  worship is at-
tested in Armenia;  the third part deals "ith apocalyptic concepts, 
heroes,  demons,  and monsters,  general  Questions of cult and ritual,  an~ 
finally,  the survival of the  Good  Religion  amongst the  Children of the 
Sun  in  Christian times. 18 
Notes  - Introduction 
1.  On  physical  geography and  climate  see  the  chapter  'Hayastani 
bnasxarh'  in HZP,  I, Erevan,  1971,  7-56;  A.  M.  Oskanyan,  Haykakan 
lernasxarh  ev~revan erkrner,  Erevan,  1976,  and Haykanan  SSR-i 
Atlas,  Erevan/Moscow,  1961;  an older source is  ±,  Alisan, 
To  ogra hie  de  la Grande  Armenie  (translated by Dulaurier in JA 
1869.  On  xnjor,  salor and tCutC see  N.  Adoncc,  Hayastani 
patmutcyun,  Erevan,  1972,  382-6. 
2.  The  Greek name  of this sea,  Pontos  Euxeinos,  'the hospitable sea', 
is a  euphemism for an original Axeinos,  taken by popular etymol-
ogy to mean  'inhospitable', but more  likely the transcription of 
an  OP  form  *axsaina,- PhI.  axsen  'blue)  (H.  W.  Bailey,  Dictionary 
of Khotan  Saka,  Cambridge,  1979,  26,  s.v.  al'~eilJ.a)  or xas:en  'dark 
blue'  (D.  N.  Mackenzie,  A Concise Pahlavi Dictionary,  London, 
1971,  94), with the·Armenian loan-word and proper name  Asxen 
(Hiibschmann,  Arm.  Gr.,  20;  a  derivation of this name  from  Av. 
xsoithni- was  favoured,  however,  by E.  Benveniste,  Titres at noms 
propres  en iranien ancien, Paris, 1966,  21).  If the  derivation 
of the name  of the  sea from Iranian is correct, it suggests that 
Iranians navigated it often,  or lived on its shores. 
3.  On  these  routes,  see H.  Manandyan,  0  torgovle  i  gorodakh Armenii 
v  sviazi  s  mirovoi torgovlei  drevnikh.vremen,  Erevan,  1930  (2nd 
ed.,  Erevan,  1954;  English trans.  by N.  G.  Garsoian,  The  Trade 
and Cities of Armenia  in  Connexion with Ancient World Trade, 
Lisbon,  1965).  The  importance of Armenian  routes  in the ancient 
world is underscored by the careful attention paid to the  geog-
raphy of the  country by Strabo,  Ptolemy and others;  see  H. 
Manandian,  'Les  anciens  itineraires  d'Armenie.  Artaxata-Satala 
et Artaxata Tigranocerta,  d 'aprE;s  la carte de  Peutinger,'  REA,  10, 
1930.  Ramsay  is cited by E.  Herzfeld,  Archaeological History of 
Iran,  London,  1935,  89. 
3-a.  The  legendary homeland of the Iranians was  airyanem vaeJo  'the 
Iranian Expanse'.  Armenia seems  to have  two  loci of legendary 
origin in tradition:  the regions  of Van  and Ararat.  In the 
former is HayocC  Jor,  the Valley of the Armenians.  For the lat-
ter, one  might  suggest  a  translation of Haykakan Par as  'the Ar-
menian Place', the word par being here not  'row,  line' but  a  MIr. 
J.:oan-word,  cf.  OIr.  pada-,  Zor.  Phl.  padhak/payag  'place'  (see  on 
the latter H.  W.  Bailey,AI 23,  44). 
4.  Arm.  naxarar is to be  derived from  a  MIr.  form  '~naxwadar attested 
in a  Parthian inscription,  probably of the mid-third century A.D., 
from Kar-i  Jangal,  the inscription mentions  the  n~wdr W ostrp 
'*naxwadar and satrap' of Gar-Ardasir.  The  word is also attested 
as  Nohodares,  the name  of a  Persian general under Sabuhr II men-
tione  d  by Ammianus  Marcellinus,  and as  nwhdr>  in Syriac, trans-
lated into Arabic  as  'army chief'  by Bar Bah1Ul  (W.  B.  Henning, 
'A new  Parthian inscription,'  JRAS,  1953, 132-6).  The  name  of a 
Manichaean presbyter,  Nwghdh'r-;--:tS attested in Sogdian,  and 19 
various possible  Greek  forms  of the name  occur in the works  of 
Agathias  and other writers  (see  A.  Christensen,  L'Iran sous les 
Sassanides,  2nd ed.,  Copenhagen,  1944,  21  n.  3).  On  the use of 
the Iranian prefix naxa-,  naha- 'first' in Armenian,  see H.  W. 
Bailey,  op.  cit. n."2;-190-S:V.  nuha-.  The  classical work  on  the 
development  of the naxarar system in Armenia is N.  G.  Garsoian/ 
N.  Adontz,  Armenia  in the Period of Justinian:  The  Political 
"  Conditions Based on the Naxarar System,  Lisbon,  1970.  In the 
,-,---- --~ourse of this study,  we  shall have  occasion to refer to specific 
aspects of this social institution as it affected ancient reli-
gious practices. 
5.  On  the historical geography of Armenia  in ,ancient times,  see  R.  ,H. 
Hewsen,  'Introduction to Armenian  Historical Geography,'  REArm, 
13, 1978-79,  77-97;  s.  T.  Eremyan,  Hayastan est  '~xarhacCoycC'-i, 
Erevan,1963;  and TC.  X.  Hakobyan,  Hayastani patmakan  c; 
asxarhagrutCyun,  Erevan,  1968.  The  A~xarhacCoycC  'Geography'  at-
tributed erroneously to Movses  Xorenacci or the  seventh-century 
scholar Anania SirakacCi,  is translated into Modern  Armenian  and 
annotated in G.  B.  Petrosyan,  Anania SirakacCi,Matenagrutcyun, 
Erevan,  1979;  the classic study of the text remains,  however, 
J.  MarQuart,  EranSahr nachder Geographie  des  Ps.  Moses  Xorenacci, 
Berlin, 1901-
6.  On  TCil,  see our,Ch.  on  Anahit  and Nane;  on the  derivation of 
Duin,  Gk.  Duvios  (Procopius 11.24),  see V.  Minorsky,  'Sur le nom 
de  Dvin,'  in his Iranica,  Tehran,  1964, 1. 
7.  The  major work  on  Armenian  toponyms  is H.  Hiibschillann,  Die 
altarmenischen Ortsnamen,  Strassburg,  1904  (=IndogermalliSche 
F6rschungen,  Bd.  XVI,  1904,  197-490;  repro  Oriental Press, 
Amsterdam,  1969;  Arm.  tr. by H.  B.  Pilezik~ean, Hin  HayocC  telwoy 
anunnere,  Vienna,  1907);  Garsoian/Adontz,  op.  cit.  n.  4,  provide 
additional valuable information,  including the modern  Tk.  names 
of many  ancient sites. 
8.  See  Ch.  5,  the tomb  at A±cc  in Ch.  9,  and the discussion of Mt. 
Sabalan in  Ch.  6. 
9.  Tacitus,  Annales,  II,  56  (Oxford,  1839,  77). 
10.  See  N.  G.  Garsolan,'Prolegomena to a  Study of the Iranian As-
pects in Arsacid Armenia,'  HA,  1976,  177-8.  This  article, to-
gether with  'The  Locus  of the  Death of Kings:  Iranian Armenia--
the Inverted Image'  and  'The  Iranian Substratum of the 
"AgatCangel,os II  Cycle,' which  deal with the  courtly hunt,  the 
image  of Verethraghna,  and other Iranian themes  in the legend of 
the  conversion of the Armenians  to Christianity,  is now  reprinted 
in N.  G.  Garsoian,  Armenia between Byzantium and the Sasanians, 
Variorum Reprints,  London,  1985.  The  'Prolegomena'  is  an  essen-
tial review of the  sources  for the  study of ancient  Armenian  cul-
ture in its relations with Iran, particularly Greek  and Latin 
;rritings not  discussed in this Introduction though separately 
treated in the succeeding chapters. 20 
10-a.  See,  most  recently,  M.  Morony,  Iraq after the Muslim Conquest, 
Princeton,  1984,  Ch.  10, esp.  pp.  282,  292.  The  tenth-century 
Arm.  historian  TCovma  Arcruni  claims to have  met  Zoroastrian 
sages,  noblemen  from Ap±astan,  i.e., Zabulistan.  He  does 
not  state where  precisely he  met  them,  but one  may  surmise 
they  came  to Vaspurakan  from northern  Iraq. 
10-b.  J., LocLcq,  'L'oeuvre  de  J.  Duchesne-Guillemin,'  AI  23,  1984,  12. 
ll.  See  Ch.  9. 
12.  See  Ch.  16. 
13.  H.  F.  B.  Lynch,  Armenia:  Travels  and Studies,  London,  1901, 
vol.  II, 405,  cited by W  •. L.  Williams,  Armenia Past  and Present, 
London,  1916,  6. 
13~a.  A number of Arm.  MBS.  of the mediaeval period and later contain 
lists of abbreviated words  mixed with hieroglyphic  symbols 
(nsanagirkC)  and their Arm.  meaning,  called nsanagirkC imastnocc 
'of the wise',  anuancc  'of names',  HayocC  azgi  'of the Armenian 
nat!on',  or araJ'nocc  gir . 'writing of the first  (men)'  or sill1Ply 
karcabanutCiwn  'abbreviation'; writers on the history of Arm. 
writing have  compiled lists of these varying from  505  to. 551  sym-' 
boIs,  though  some  MBS.  contain only a  few  score.  Most  of the 
symbols  do  not  seem to be  found in use outside these lists,  and 
although some  are  familiar alchemical signs,  or obviously  in~.: 
vented,  others  may  be  very Old;!  t Cagawor  'king',  for example, 
recalls Hittite ~  with the  same  meaning,  a  hieroglyph used down 
to Roman  period in Asia  ~nor.  The  symbol  for hetCanos  'heathen', 
as  recorded in A.  G.  Abrahamyan,  NaxamastocCyan  hay gir ev 
.  grcCutCyun ,  Erevan,  1982,  63,  appears  to  depict the  ground plan 
of a  temple wi  thin a  walled temenos,  with two  strokes added,  per-
haps  to eradicate the structure in condemnation: @iii J 
Without  further  evidence,.chowever,  it is impossible to tell 
whether that is, in fact, what  the  symbol  represents, or whether 
it preserves  any  memory  of pre-Christian shrines,  for Arm. 
churches,  too,  are often built in walled yards.  (For the stroke 
of cancellation of something evil,  though,  one might  compare  the 
Arm.  and Greco-Roman  symbol of the evil eye, ~  ,  which is 
found in these lists and in some  Arm.  magical MBS.) 
14.  On  the excavations of Nemrut  Dag,  see  T.  Goell,  'The  Excavation 
of the  "Hierothesion" of Antiochus  I  of Commagene  on  Nemrud  Dagh 
(1953-1956),' BASOR,  No.  147,  Oct.  1957,  4-22  and  'Throne Above 
the Euphrates,' National  Geographic,  Vol.  119, No.3,  Mar.  1961, 
390-405;  T.  Goell  and F.  K.  Dorner,  Arsameia  am  Nymphaios,  Berlin, 
1963;  and DOrner,  'Kommagene,'  Antike Welt,  1976.  On  Armenian 
archaeology in the Soviet period,  see  B.  N.  Arakcelyan,  Aknarkner 
hin Hayastani  arvesti patmutCyan,  Erevan,  1976. 
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14-a.  On  AStisat see J.  Markwart,  Sudarmenien und die  Tigrisquellen, 
Vienna,  1930,  288;  on  Ir.  bag(a)dan  'temple',  see most  recently 
S.  Shaked,  'Bagdana,  King of the  Demons,'  AI  25,  1985,  517. 
15.  For the  scope  and importance of these  discoveries in the linguis-
tic field,  see the  survey by P.  Considine,  'A  Semantic Approach 
to the Identification of Iranian Loan-words  in Armenian,'  in 
B.  Broganyi,  ed.,  Festschrift  Oswald Szemerenyi,  Amsterdam,  1979, 
esp.  213-15.  Some  indication of the extent of the  archaeological 
discoveries in the Iranian field is provided by  T.  N. 
Zadneprovskaya,  whose  bibliography of recent Soviet research on 
the Parthians alone--the Iranian group most  important to a  study 
of Armenian  Zoroastrianism,  runs  to nearly twenty closely-printed 
pages  ('Bibliographie  de  travaux sovietiques  sur les Parthes, , 
Studia Iranica,  Vol.  4, 1975,  fasc.  2,  Leiden,  243~60). 
16.  See  R.  W.  Thomson,  Moses  KhorenatsCi,  History of the  Armenians, 
Cambridge,  Mass.,  1978, 1-61.  The  critical edition of the text 
was  published by M.  Abe±ean  and S.  YarutCiwnean,  Tiflis, 1913. 
V.  Langlois,  ed.,  Collection des.historiens anciens et modernes 
de  l'Armenie,  Paris, 1869,  is a  convenient translation of this 
and other sources,  but more  recent translations are often to be 
preferred. 
17.  See  R.  W.  Thomson,  Agathangelos,  History of the Armenians,  Albany, 
N.  Y.,  1976,  xxi-xcvii.  We  use the critical.edition edited by 
G.  Ter-MkrtcCean  and St.  KanayeancC,  AgatCange±ay PatmutCiwn 
HayocC,  Tiflis, 1909  (repr.  Classical Armenian  Text  Reprint 
Series,  Caravan Books,  Delmar,  N.  Y.,  1980). 
18.  See  Ch.  3  and generally  G.  X.  Sargsyan,  Hellenistakan darasrJani 
Hayastane ev Movses  Xorenaccin,  Erevan,  1966. 
19.  The  critical edition was  edited by L.  Maries  and Ch.  Mercier, 
Eznik  de  Kolb  'De  Deo'  (Patrologia Orientalis,  Tome  XXVIII, 
fasc.  3,  4,  Paris, 1959);  a  translation with commentary  in modern 
Armenian  was  published by A.  Abrahamyan,  EznikKo±bacci E±c 
a±andocc  (A±andneri herkcum),  Erevan,  1970.  Passages  in Arm. 
concerning  Zurvanism are  analysed in R.  C.  Zaehner,  Zurvan, 
Oxford,  1955.  The  name  Zruan  (pron.!Zerwan!,  with customary re-
duction to  zero  of short MIr.  -u-)  is used by Arm.  writers .as  the 
equivalent of Gk.  Kronos,  without  any  indication, however,  that 
Zruan played a  role in Arm.  cult.  He  does  not  figure  in descrip-
tions of pre-Christian religion,  and the  Zurvanite cosmogonic 
myth is always  distinguished as  Persian rather than Armenian.  It 
certainly cannot be  employed,  anachronistically and in disregard 
of its distinctly Sasanian Persian character, to explain the sig-
nificance of episodes of the Artaxiad epic, pace Prof.  Mahe 
(  i Artawazd,  les KCaJkc,  et 1e temps,'  REArm,  N. S.  16,  1982,  in 
other respects  a  fascinating study;  see  Ch.  13 on  Artawazd).  The 
Old Man  Time,  Zuk-Zamanak,  of later Arm.  folklore, bears no  resem-
blance to Ir.  Zurvan. 22 
20.  The  critical edition was  edited by E.  Ter-Minasean,  Elisei Vasn 
Vardanay  ew  HayocC  paterazmin,  Erevan,  1957; the  same  ssholar 
published an annotated modern  Armenian  translation,  Elise, 
Vardani  ev HayocC  paterazmi masin,  Erevan,  1971;  see now  the Eng. 
tr.  and  study by R.  W.  Thomson,  E±ishe,  History of Vardan  and the 
Armenian  War,  Cambridge,  Mass.,  1982. 
21.  There is as yet no  critical edition.  The  Venice text of 1932 is 
used here; St.  Malxaseancc  prepared an annotated modern  Armenian 
translation,  pCawstos  Buzand,  Patmutcyun HayocC,  Erevan,  1968;  a 
Russian translation by  M.  A.  Gevorgyan,  with intro.  by L.  S. 
Khachikyan,  ed.  by S.  T.  Eremyan,  Istoriya Armenii  Pavstosa 
Buzanda,  was  published in Erevan,  1953;  a  critical study and 
translation by N.  G.  Garsoian,  with notes  by this writer on 
Iranian features  of the work,  is to be  published shortly. 
22.  On  the  etymology 
Armenian  script, 
v  c  of Mastoc  , 
see  Ch.  9. 
see  Ch.  5;  on  the origins of the 
23.  See  Ch.  8. 
24.  See  Ch.  10. 
25.  See  Chs.  12 and 15.  On  the Sasanian  custom at No  Roz,  see 
R.  Ehrlich,  'The  Celebration and  Gifts  of the Persian New  Year 
(Nawriiz)  according to  an  Arabic source,'  Dr.  J.  J.  Modi  Memorial 
Volume,  Bombay,  1930,  99.  I  am  thankful to  K.  P.  Mistree of 
Bombay  for his  spare  copy of this important book. 
26.  On  the study of ancient  Armenian religion in this period,  see 
L.  Balikyan,  'MkrticC  Emine  hay hetCanosakan mSakuYtCi  masin, v 
Banber Erevani  Hamalsarani, 1974, 1, 206-14. 
26-a.  On  Ta±awarean's life and scholarly studies, which embraced Arm. 
history, letters, and antiquities as well as the natural sciences, 
see Asatur  pCasayan,  'Bnagete"bziske"banasere ... v Sovetakan 
Hayastan monthly 1985.9,  Erevan,  26-7. 
27.  See  T.  A.  TikCicean,  'Martiros YarutCiwn Ananikean,  Kensagrakan,' 
in M.  Y.  Ananikean,  ~nnakan usumnasirutCiwnner,  hratarakcCutCyun 
Hay  Krtcakan HimnarkutCean,  KocCnaktparan,  New-York,  1932,  7-11. 
28.  On  the problems. of Parthian and Sasanian  Zoroastrianism with 
respect to Armenia,  see  Ch.  4.  On  the  destruction of image-
shrines  in Armenia by Sasanian invaders  and the establishment or 
endowment  of fire-shrines  (Arm.  atrusan-kC)  alone,  see  Ch.  15. 
On  the  attribution to  Valax8,  see  M.  Boyce,  Zoroastrians,  London, 
1973,  94,  citing DkM,  412.5-11. 
29.  M.  H.  Ananikean,  Armenian  MYthology,  16. 
30.  See  Ch.  2. 
31.  M.  Colledge,  The  Parthians,  New  York,  1967,  103. 
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32.  Loc.  cit. 
33.  See  Ch.  10. 
34.  H.  Acarean,  Hayeren  armatakan bararan,  7  vols,  Erevan,  1926-35 
(repr.  Erevan,  1971-79,  4 vols.);  on  Acarean's  work,  see J.  R. 
Russell,  'HracCeay  Yakobi  Accarean,'  Encyclopedia Iranica,  Vol.  1. 
35.  H.  Hubschillann,  Armenische  Grammatik,  Leipzig,  1897  (repr. 
Hildesheim,  1972). 
36.  M.  Abelyan,  Erker,  7  vols.,  Erevan,  1966-75. 
37.  See,  for example,  B.  N. 
jevavorume hin haykakan 
Arakcelyan,  'Erku.himnakan u±±utCyunneri 
¥  c  ~  4  msakuyt  i  mej,'  P-bH,  1979,  2,  5-53. 
38.  See  Garsoian,. op.  cit.  n.  10,  190 et seq.  for bibliographical 
references to the works  of Perikhanyan and others on this subject. 
39.  V.  Tarpinian of Karin  (Erzurum)  has  provided information on the 
holiday of Ascension;  Mme.  M.  Metakcsean of Marsovan  contributed 
useful recollections on  the Arewordikc ;  and the Very  Rev.  Fr. 
Khajag Barsamian,  a  native of Arapkir,  described to us  the cele-
bration in his home  town  of Team.end Araj,  the Presentation of 
the Lord to the  Temple.  An  example  of an Arm.  memorial-book con-
taining material of Zor.  interest, recently translated from Arm. 
into English for the new. generation of American-Armenians  unfa-:',·· 
miliar with the old mother tongue is The  Village of Parchanj ,by 
Manuk  Dzeron;  see this writer's  review article  'The Persistence 
of Memory,'  Ararat,  Summer 1985. 
40.  The  series Hay  azgagrutCyunev banahyusutcyun  'Armeniae ethnog-
raphy and folklore'  is of particular interest;  G.  Halajyan's vast 
archive  on  Dersim  (1973),  for example,  provides  interesting data 
on the worship of Ana  (Anahit?)  amongst  the Kurdish neighbours  of 
the Armenians.  The  limits of this study  do  not permit  systematic 
examination of Zoroastrian survivals  amongst the Kurds ,::especially 
the Yezidis.  Although the  core of the Yezidi  cult is a  mediaeval 
Islamic sect which is neither devil-worshipping nor ancient, 
scholars have noted Zoroastrian features  (see  G.  Furlani,  The 
Religion of the Yezidis:  Religious  Texts  of the Yezidis,  Eng. 
tr. by J.  M.  Unvala,  Bombay,  1940;  John  Guest's history of the 
Yezidis, with a  chapter on Yezidi  religion, is in publication). 
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CHAPTER  1 
THE  ARMENIAN  ETHNOGENESIS 
In the third millennium B.C.,  two  racial types,  the Mediterranean 
1  and the  Caucasian,  inhabited the  lands  of the Armenian  plateau.  The 
Caucasian Hurrians,  whose  language is said to have  belonged to the  same 
group  as the speech of various  modern  peoples  of the northeastern  Cauca-
sus,  have left us  cuneiform inscriptions  dating from the  second half of 
that millennium.  They  were  in contact with the Semitic peoples to the 
south of the plateau,  and assimilated certain Semitic art  forms  into 
their rich native culture.  It is thought that the Hurrians were  auth-
chthonous  inhabitants of the plateau,  descendants  of the people of the 
Kuro-Araxes  culture,  remains  of which have been excavated at sites  such 
v  c  2  as  Sengavit  ,  near Erevan. 
Amongst  the  descendants  of the early Hurrians  are  a  people whose 
presence on the southeastern shore of Lake  Van  is attested from the  end 
of the second millennium B.C.  They  called their land Biainili  (whence 
Arm.  Van),  and their capital Tuspa  (cf.  Arm.  Tosp,  Vantosp,  Gk. 
Thospia).  Assyrian sources call the lands to the north Uruatri,  Urartu 
or Nairi.  The  archives of the palace at Assur  record a  war  fought  by 
Assyria against  43  'kings of Nairi';  Salmaneser  I  (1266-1243  B.C.)  men-
tions the  enemy  state Uruatri in his  inscriptions.  N.  Adontz  connected 
c  3  this name  with Gk.  Eretreis  and Arm.  Aytruank.  The  Assyrian Urartu, 
Babylonian Urastu  (on which cf.  infra)  and Heb.  Ararat  (Dead  Sea scrolls 
'wrrt,  ;'Urarat)  have  been  connected with Arm.  Ayrarat  and the Alarodioi 
- .  4 
of Herodotus  3.94 and,7.79.  It is worth noting that the  'mountains of 
Ararat'  upon which  Noah's  ark rested were  probably thought to be  in 
Gordyene,  to the  south of the present-day Mt.  Ararat  (Tk.  Agrr  dag;  Arm. 
Azat  Masik
c
,  Masis),  for the fifth-century Armenian historian PCawstos 
Buzand writes that the Syrian St.  Jacob of Nisibis  climbed Mt.  Sararad 
in Gordyene  to  search for pieces of wood  from the Ark.5  The  tradition 
connecting the Biblical Mt.  Ararat with  Gordyene  is attributed by Alex-
anderPolyhistor  (first cent'. 'B.C.)  to  Berosus  (third cent.  B.C.),6 
and it is likely that it was  forgotten in Armenia only gradually,  as 
25 26 
the  Christian See  of Va±arsapat  (Ejmiacin)  eclipsed in importance  and 
authority the first See of the Armenian  Church,  at Astisat.7  Mt.  Ararat 
(i.e., Azat  Masikc )  was  believed by the Armenians  to be  the abode  of the 
c  ~ c 
legendary k  ajk  and the prison of King Artawazd,  much  as  the  Iranians 
regarded Mt.  Demavand  as the place where  Thraetaona had bound Azi 
Dahaka;8  ~c is also the highest mountain in Armenia,  and must  have  been 
regarded as  sacred.9  When  Va±arsapat  in the province of Ayrarat  came  to 
be the Mother  See of the  Church,  the Biblical legend must  have attached 
to the noble  peak in whose  shadow the  great  Cathedral of Ejmiacin 
stands,  the mountain having been  re-named after the province  (the acc. 
pl.  of the original name  !survives as Arm.  Masis). 
In the  second millennium B.C.  in the northwest  and southeast of 
Anatolia we  find two  Indo-European peoples,  the Hittites and the 
Luwians,  who  were probably invaders  from the  Balkans.10  Hurrian  gods 
are  found in the Hittite pantheon,  along with Indo-European divinities 
such as  Targundai  a  weather",god whom  the Armenians  were to worship as 
Torkc,  two  mille~nia later.ll  The  mining of precious metals  had been  a 
significant feature of the  economy  of the Armenian Plateau since the 
third millennium B.C.  and early in the  second millennium the Assyrians 
established trading colonies  in the south and west of the plateau, 
mainly along the upper  Euphrates,  in order to obtain the copper and tin 
needed to make  bronze weapons.  In the eleventh-ninth centuries  B.C. 
iron began to be mined as well.12 
The  age of certain Semitic loan-words  in Armenian is uncertain,  and 
it has  been proposed that Arm.  kCurm,  '(pagan)  priest', is to be  derived 
from Assyrian kumru rather than later Aramaic  kumra.13  A number of vil-
lages in P~menia bore the name  TCil until recent times;  the word  derives 
from a  Semitic  form meaning  'hill'  (compare  Duin,  Middle:  .. Persian  'hill', 
the capital of the last Armenian Arsacids14).  Armenia  abounds  in hills, 
of course,  and a  hill is both easily defended and economical,  leaving 
the low-lying lands  free  for  farming.  Hills are also the high places at 
which  Zoroastrian yazatas  may  be worshipped,  and the temple of Nane  was 
located at one  town named TCil  on  the  upper  Euphrates.15  Certain names 
of trees and fruits  in Armenian may  be  derived from Assyrian  forms,  how-
16  ever,  so it is not  impossible that the  above  terms of importance to 
the  study of ancient  Armenian  religion may  have  entered the language at 
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an early stage.  A striking example of possible  continuity of linguis-
tic and cultural tradition from earliest times  to the recent past may  be 
illustrated here.  N.  Adontz  proposed that Arm.  kotCo±  'obelisk'  be  de-
rived from the  ancient  Mesopotamian kudurru,  an administrative stele or 
boundary marker.  Such  boundary markers with inscriptions in Aramaic 
were  erected by king Artases  (Artaxias)  I  of Armenia  early in the sec-
ond century B.C.  and were  described by Movses  Xorenacci  in his History 
of Armenia,  perhaps  as  much  as  a  millennium later.17  In the eighth cen-
tury B.C.,  the  Urartean king Argisti  I  erected a  similar stele with a 
cuneiform inscription;  Christian Armenian villagers  carved a  Cross  into 
. the stone,  transforming the ancient kudurru into  a  mediaeval kotCo± of 
vC  c  ,  18  the kind most  COmmon  in Armenia:  . a  xac  k  ar,  'Cross-stone.  Only one 
Semitic  god,  Barsamin  (Bacal  SamIn,  'Lord of Heaven'),  seems to have 
been adopted in Armenia,  however;  this probably occurred late in the 
first millenni  um,'B. C  .19 
In the thirteenth-twelfth centuries B.C.,  the Anatolian peninsula 
was  invaded by warlike tribes called  'sea peoples'  by  contemporary Egyp-
tian records.  It has  been hypothesised that they were  the Achaeans  and 
Danaeans  of Homeric  epic literature.20  Thraco-Phrygian tribes  from the 
Balkan peninsula may  have  invaded Asia Minor at the  same  time,  while 
the Philistines  conquered coastal lands of the eastern Mediterranean. 21 
The  former  destroyed the  great Hittite Empire  in central Anatolia early 
in the twelfth century B.C.,  and records of the  Egyptian pharaoh 
Ramses  III mention the  settlement in northern Syria of Anatolian tribes 
displaced by them.  Assyrian and Hlirrian records  continued to refer to 
the Anatolian peoples west of the  Euphrates  as Hittites, but  called the 
Thraco-Phrygians  Muski.  Early in 
mention the appearance of certain 
I 
the  twelf~h century,  Assyrian records 
Muski  tribes in the valleys of the  up-
per Euphrates  and its tributary,  the  Aracani  (Tk.  Murat  Su); this area 
was  called by the  Assyrians  and Urarteans  the  country of Urumu,  Urme  or 
Arme,  and this may  be  the  Homeric  'land of the  Arimoi,  where  Typhoeus 
lies prostrate.'  It is noteworthy that most  of the temples of pre-
Christian Armenia of Zoroastrian yazatas were  located in the areas of 
the Aracani  (E.  Euphrates)  and the  W.  Euphrates  to the north,·where Ar-
menians  might  have  settled in early times.  The  other centres of cult 
22  were  in the Araxes  valley--the eastern focus  of Urartean power.  I 
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Markwart  proposed that the ethnic name  OP.  armina- 'Armenian'  (the Baby-
lonian version of the text renders  'Armenia'  as  uras~u) in the inscrip-
tion of Darius  I  at Behistun was  formed of ~- with the Hurrian adjec-
tival ending -ini-,  compo  muskini- 'Muski,  a  Moschyean';  he  analysed 
the name  of Armawir  (the  Orontid capital of Armenia,  built in the 
Araxes  valley on  the site of the Urartean city of Argistihinili)  as 
formed  from the base  arme-/arma- with toponymical suffix -vir, the lat-
ter found in the name  of the  Cappadocian  city Gazioura23  (attested in 
Greek of the  fourth  century B.C.  and explained as  'place of the 
24  treasury'  ) . 
It has been noted that for most  of the period under discussion,  the 
Armenian highlands were  ruled by  a  number of local dynasts,  the kings  of 
Nairi,  and in the Introduction it was  proposed that the  geographical 
division of the  country into many  cantons  difficult of access  has pre-
cluded the establishment of a  strong,  centralised power over all Ar-
menia.  Regional rulers  retained considerable sovereignty,  both as kings 
of Nairi  and as naxarars  in later centuries.  In the ninth century B.C., 
a  number of kingdoms  of Nairi  united into  a  single state with its capi-
tal at Tuspa,  on the southeastern shore  of Lake  Van  (cf.  supra),  and in 
i 
an inscription in the  AstlYrian  language  ca.  833 B. C.  Sarduri  I  styled 
himself  'king of kings'.  The  united provinces of Urartu posed a  serious 
threat to Salmaneser III of Assyria  (859-24),  and for over a  century we 
find Assyrian records  full of the news  of victories and  defeats  in wars 
with Urartu,  and the  gods  are  questioned anxiously about the future  of 
relations between the two  states. 
Urartean  culture was  rooted in the  local tradition of the Hurrian 
population, yet many  artistic forms  appear to have  been borrowed from 
Mesopotamia to the south and the  Indo-European Anatolian peoples  to the 
west.25  The  Urartean kings  Ispuini and Menua  have left us  the names  of 
some  eighty Hurrian  gods  worshipped in Urartu,  but the  chief triad, 
vv  v  ..... 
equated in Urartean inscriptions with Assyrian Assur,  Adad  and Samas, 
included Haldi,  the  father 
Ardini,  t~e sun  gOd. 26  In 
of the  gods;  Teiseba,  the  god of storms;  and 
the ninth-eighth centuries,  the 
built the  temple city of Ardini  (Assyr.  Musasir)  to Haldi, 
~ 
Urarteans 
who  as  patron 
divinity of the royal house  periodically received sacrifices of six 
horses,  seventeen oxen,  and thirty-four sheep.27  Urartean dedicatory 29 
inscriptions at temple sites always list the  number  and kind of sacri-
fices to be  performed regularly in honour of a  god.28  Large  temple 
estates such as  those  founded in Asia Minor by the Hittites were estab-
lished on  the Armenian  plateau;  such estates were  held in later cen-
turies by  Zoroastrian temples  and later still by hierarchical families 
and monasteries of the mediaeval  Armenian  Church.  The  institution of 
regular sacrifices of animals  in religious observances by the  Urarteans 
must  have  been  important as  occasions  for social gatherings,  and as  a 
source of charity for the poor.  In  a  country where  the physical condi-
tions of life changed little until recent times,  these ancient prac-
tices may  be  regarded as  providing a  basis for Armenian  observance of 
Zoroastrian gahambars  and for the  matak sacrifices offered by Armenian 
Christians. 
Other aspects of Urartean  religion seem to have  survived in later 
Armenian  culture.  The  Zoroastrian yazata Verethraghna,  called Vahagn 
by the Armenians,  bears many  of the attributes of the weather  god 
Teiseba.  Vahagn's  consort,  Astkik, whose  name  means  'little star' and 
is apparently an Armenian  cal~ue of ancient Syrian Kaukabta,  Astarte, 
may  be  compared to the Hurrian  goddess  Hebat/Hepit.29  The  cult of Nane, 
who  was  worshipped in Uruk  as  Inanna,  the  Lady of Heaven,  may  have  been 
introduced into Armenia  in Urartean times,  but this is by no  means  cer-
tain. 30  The  Urarteans  sacrificed before blind portals  called  'gates of 
God',  and one of these,  carven  on the  rock-face  at the fortress of 
Tuspa  (modern  Van),  is called by Armenians  the  'gate of MIler',  i.e., 
Mithra.31 
The  Urartean king Menua  (810-786)  built fortresses  in the  area of 
Manazkert,  Karin  (Tk.  Erzurum)  and Basen,32  and the Urartean expansion 
to the northeast  continued under his successor,  Argisti  I  (786-64),  who 
con~uered the provinces of Diauxi  (Arm.  Taykc), Tariuni  (Arm.  Daroynkc), 
Zabaxa  (Arm.  Jawaxkc)  and other areas,  including the plain of Ararat. 
In  782,  Argisti  con~uered the lands around Lake  Bevan,  and built  a  for-
tress at  Giarniani  (Arm.  Garni)  on  the  river Azat  to  guard the route 
from  Bevan  to the plain of Ararat,  where  he  founded two  cities, Erebuni 
(Arm.  Erevan)  and Argistiginili  (cf.  supra).  Both  sites became  later 
Armenian  cities, and Garni  became  a  fortress of the  Arm.  Arsacids. 
Argisti  colonised Erebuni with settlers from the upper Euphrates 30 
valley,33 and excavations have  shown  that the Babylonian  god Marduk  and 
the  Luwian  god Ivarsa.were worshipped there; this mixed population pre-
sumably  included Muski  as well.34 
In the  eighth century B.C.  the  Transcaucasus was  invaded by the 
Cimmerians,  a  people probably of Thracian origin who  lived on  the 
northern shores of the Black Sea.  Archaeological evidence  indicates 
that they had maintained peaceful trading contacts with Urartu before 
Iranian_speaking tribes,  the  Scythians,  forced them south  ~masse; 
many  settled in Cappadocia,  and their name  is preserved in the Armenian 
toponym  Gamirkc•35  The  Cimmerians  were  followed in the early decades 
of the seventh century B.C.  by the Scythians,  who  settled in the  dis-
•  (  v  v_)  36  trlct later called Sakacene  Arm.  Sakasen  after them,  near  Ganzaca. 
The  Scythians  are referred to  in the inscriptions of the early seventh 
century Assyrian king Esarhaddon as  ASguzai,  hence Biblical Heb. 
ASkenaz  (Arm.  Askcanaz,  a  name  by which Armenians  sometimes  refer to 
themselves).37  Scythian artifacts have  been  found at Teisebaini,  a 
city founded by the Urartean king Rusas  II early in the seventh century 
near Erebuni  (at Karmir Blur,  on  the outskirts of modern  Erevan),  and 
classical Armenian historians trace the descent of the native Armenian 
kings,  sons of the eponymous  ancestor Hayk,  numbering amongst  them one 
Paroyr,  son of SkaYOrdi.38  Paroyr is to be  identified with the Scythian 
chieftain known  from  cuneiform sources  as  Partatua and by Herodotus  as 
Protothyes.39  The  name  Skayordi has been analysed as  skay-ordi  'son 
(of)  the SCythian,.40  The  word skay alone  in Armenian  came  to mean 
'powerful,  a  strong man'; with the prefix ~- from Iranian hu- 'good', 
it means  'giant·.4l  This  development  may  be  compared to that of NP. 
pahlavan  'hero,  strong man'  from a  word whose  original meaning was 
'Parthian' • 
By  the early seventh century B.C.  there was  already a  large Iranian 
population in the  countries to the  south and east of Urartu and on the 
Armenian plateau itself,42 and from the  genealogical tradition and lexi-
cal  development  cited above,  it would seem that the  contacts between the 
Scythians  and the ancestors  of the Armenians  were  close  and  friendly in 
many  cases.  Cimmerian  and Scythian invasion weakened Urartu in its 
struggle with Assyria,  and the state ultimately fell to the new  power 
of the Medes,  who  despoiled Tuspa early in the sixth century. 31 
The  Muski  on  the  Armenian  plateau seem to have  lived mainly in two 
districts:  Melid-Kammanu  in the upper Euphrates  valley  (in the  region 
of the later cities of Camana  and Melitene,  Tk.  Malatya)  and Arme-Supria 
(the  mountainous  region now  known  as  Sasun).43  The  latter province, 
then as  now,  was  a  refuge  for fugitives of various nationalities,  rebel-
lious and difficult to conquer;  Salmaneser III failed to secure it in 
854  B.C.,  nor were the  Urarteans  able to  subdue it for long,  and it fell 
44  to Assyria only in 673 B.C.,  in the reign of Esarhaddon.  There  were 
MuSki  also in Suxmu,  on  the upper Euphrates,  and it seems  that they were 
variously referred to in neighbouring countries,  according to the  names 
of the provinces in which they lived and upon  which those states bor-
dered.  When  the Urartean kingdOm  fell to the Me des ,  the Muski  country 
appears to have  become  an unbroken area comprising most  of Copckc  and 
Tarawn,  i.e., from the bend of the  Euphrates near Melitene to the region 
north and northwest of Lake  Van.  In Tarawn was  the district of Harkc , 
where,  according to Movses  Xorenacci,  the first Armenians  lived.45  The 
Georgians to the north must  have  called the Muski  by the name  of Suxmu, 
hence  Georgian  somexi  'Armenian',  while nations to the south and west 
would have  called them,  after the region·of Arme-Supria  (and cf.  Gk. 
arimoi  above),  Armenians. 
The  name  of the Muski  survived down  to the  second century A.D., 
when  Claudius  Ftolemeus  described in his  Geography  (V.12)  the  Moschyean 
range of mountains  in Kotarzene,  north of the  Euphrates;  memory  of them 
may  survive  also in the  curious translation of a  Greek passage by a 
fifth-century Armenian  sCho~ar.46  In their own  literature,  the  Armen-
ians  refer to themselves  mainly as hay_kC,  a  word which has been in-
terpreted as  'Hittite':  intervocalic I-~- l:ecomes  -Y..- in  common  Armen-
ian words  of pure  Indo-European origin,  such as  hayr,  'father'  and mayr 
'mother'  (comp.  Gk.  pater, meter).47  It was  proposed by P.  Jensen in 
1898 that Arm.  hay is to be  derived from *hati-yos  'Hittite';  48  the 
Muski  would have  thereby adopted for themselves the name  of the proud 
empire  whose  lands they had crossed in their eastward migration.  Some 
Soviet  scholars,  most  recently  G.  Jahukyan,  have  suggested that hay 
comes  from  a  toponym  'Hayasa',  and links have  been  sought between Ar-
menian  and  Luwian.49 
Classical Greek writers perceived a  genetic connection between Ar-
menians  and Phrygians:  Herodotus  called the Armenians  'Phrygian 
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colonists ,;50 and Stephen the Byzantine  (fifth century A.D.)  quoted the 
claim of Eudoxus  (ca.  370  B.C.)  that  'the Armenians  in origin are  from 
Phrygia and in language  they Phrygianise  a  great  deal  (tei phonei poll  a 
phrygizousi). ,51  Certain  Armeno-Phrygian affinities have  been noted, 
although the evidence is not  plentiful.  Hesychius provides  a  gloss of 
an  Athamanian word which has been read as 'many,  the  gloss being recon-
structed through  emendation  as  Gk.  mikron  'small'.  The  Athamanians 
lived to the west of Thessaly and their language  presumably belonged 
to the  Thraco-Ph.rygian  group;  the word many  was, compared to  Arm.  ~, 
manu- 'small'.  An  Epirotic word,  lyrtos,  has been  connected to Arm. 
lurt
C
,  'greenish-grey, blue'  and lur},  'joyful,  serious';  and an 
Illyrian word,  sybina  'hunting javelin', is presented as  a  cognate of 
Arm.  suin  'spear, bayonet'. 52  Armenian  forms  bear certain important 
53  ~  resemblances to  Greek,  and Jahukyan's most  recent  studies associate 
Armenian with proto_Greek.54 
Contacts between the  various  peoples of the plateau: 
~ .  Muskl, 
Hurrian,  Iranian and Semitic-are attested in personal names.  We  find 
the name  of an  Assyrian agent or vassal ruler on the Assyro-Urartean 
border,  Bag-Tesup!b,  containing the Iranian element baga- 'god'  and the 
name  of the Hurrian weather gOd;55  the  name  of the official is attested 
from the latter half of the eighth century.  In the late sixth century, 
we  find mention in the inscription of Darius  at Behistun of an  Armenian 
named Arxa,  son of Haldita,  who  led a  rebellion against  Darius  in Baby-
56  lon.  The  name  clearly contains the appellation of the  supreme  god of 
the  Urartean pantheon,  Haldi.  The  llieader of such a  rebellion was  prob-
ably a  nobleman  who  opposed what  he  considered the usurpation of power 
by  Darius  (a feeling which was  widely shared,  for provinces  across  the 
Achaemenian  Empire  revolted),  and his  father,  a  member  of an  Armenian 
noble  family ,  might well have  received, a  name  containing the  name  of the 
god who  had been the  special protector of the  Urartean royal house. 
As  seen above,  Armenian  preserves  faithfully a  number of Urartean 
place-names,  and many  sites have been  inhabited continuously since 
Urartean times.  We  have noted also the continuity of the institution of 
periodic sacrifice of animals .  Traditional Armenian  reverence  for the 
white poplar  (Arm.  saws-i,  Urartean  surathu)57 may  well  go  back to 
Urartean practices:  the  Urartean king Rusa planted a  grove of white 
I  , 
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poplars,  and there is  an Urartean bas-relief of a  man  standing in the 
attitude of a  supplicant before  a  tree, with a  vessel  (probably for a 
libation)  on  the  ground at his  feet. 58  The  cult of the  Tree of Life 
was  a  common  feature  of many  of the religions of the  ancient  Near East, 
and we  find traces of it in mediaeval Armenian  folk  songs.  In the lat-
ter, the first stanzas  describe the  'incomparable' branches  and fruits 
of the Tree  of Life  (cam kenacc), while the  final section compares  the 
various parts of the  Tree to the Holy  Family,  Saints  and Patriarchs of 
Christianity.59  A mediaeval manuscript  shows  two  men  in festive  dress 
holding a  stylised Tree  of Life between them;  the  free hand of each 
60  holds  a  taper.  It is likely that the  song and depiction of the Tree 
of Life  are  related to wedding customs,  for another song of the same 
type  mentions  the  'king'  (tCagawor),  i.e., the bridegroom,61  and the 
festive  dress of the two  men  in the miniature would be most  appropriate 
at a  wedding party. 62 
This  tradition would have been easily absorbed into  Zoroastrianism, 
with its reverence for plants,  the  creations of Haurvatat,63  just as 
many  of the attributes of Tesub or Teisebawere ascribed to Vahagn  and 
the ancient  goddess  Nane  was  declared the  daughter of Aramazd.  Such 
developments  may  be  compared to the  conscription of ancient local di-
vinities of Western  Europe  into the  ranks of the Saints of the  Catholic 
Church,  and to the survival of ceremonies  of remote  antiguity in other 
•  c  b  Christian cultures.  Yet,  as  Prof.  B.  N.  Arak elyan has  justly 0  served, 
the  formative  stages of Armenian  culture  coincided with periods  of 
Iranian rule.  64 
In  Xenophon's  partly fictional  Cyropaedia a  servant named  Cyrus  of 
the Median  king  Cyaxares  has  been  sent to  deal with a  rebellious Armen-
ian king.  The  Armenians  are  represented as  chafing under foreign rule, 
yet the king's son  already bears  an  Iranian name,  Tigranes.  Xenophon's 
use of this name  may be  anachronistic, but the  case  may  be taken to il-
lustrate the early impact of Iranian culture upon the  Armen~ans.  It 
was  probably under the  successors  of the  Me des ,  the Persians,\ that 
Zoroastrianism first  came  to  Armenia. 34 
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ARMENIA  FROM  THE  MEDIAN  CONQUEST  TO  THE  RISE  OF 
THE  ARTAXIADS  (585-190 B.C.) 
By  585  B.C., the power of the Medes  extended as  far as  the Halys 
River;l they were thus  in possession of the entire Arm.  plateau and the 
former territories of Urartu.  Median  colonists probably settled in Ar-
menia at that time,  for the districts of Marda±i  and Mardastan attested 
in the 
2  name. 
.....  c  c  As:xarhac  oyc  'Geography'  of the  seventh century A.D.  bear their 
As  we  have  seen, later Arm.  writers  considered Paroyr son of 
Skayordi  'son of the Scythian'  one of their ancestors,  and he is said 
to have  received a  crown  from Varbakes  of Media in return for his  serv-
ices in battle.3  The  Armenians,  as we  have seen,  appear to have set-
tled in the area of Van  and in the northeast,  in the  region of Ararat. 
Numerous  other peoples  also  inhabited the plateau:  Herodotus  mentions 
the Suspyrians,  Alarodians  and Matieni;  and Xenophon  met  on his march 
the  Chaldaeans,  Chalybians,  Mardi,  Hesperites,  Phasians  and Taochi.4 
The  Armenians  appear to have  been most  favoured by the Medes,  and later 
by the Persians,  however,  and Xenophon  mentions  two  sons  of the Arm. 
king,  both of whom  have  Iranian names.5 
Little is known  of the religion of the Armenians  in the Median 
period,  but it seems  reasonable to  suppose that it absorbed elements of 
the cults of the  dominant  Medes,  as well as of the other peoples of the 
plateau.  A small architectural model  found in Soviet Armenia presents 
many  problems,  yet the paucity of material evidence  in this period may 
nonetheless  justify some  discussion of it here.  In 1966,  excavations 
were  carried out at the  cyclopean fortress of Ast±~-blur 'Hill of the 
c  Star' on the northeastern edge of the village of Enok  avan,  about  five 
km.  northwest of Ijevan,  a  provincial  town  in the valley of the river 
A±stev (Joraget or Joroy get6) northeast of Lake  Sevan in the  Armenian 
SSE.  The  region is mountainous  and heavily wooded; .the  Caucasian brown 
bear and wild boar still roam its forests.7  The  finds  at the  site have 
been  dated to the ninth-eighth and sixth-fifth centuries B.C.,  and in-
clude twenty-five  graves  containing various objects of adornment  and 
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everyday use,  from both periods.  A large number  of ceramic  cups  with 
wide  lips and narrow  stems were  found,  also of both periods  and showing 
little difference in type,  and B.  C.  Piotrovskii  suggested that these 
might  have  been intended to  contain sacrificial Offerings.8  Two  small 
bronze statuettes of men  were  also discovered.9  Esayan  dated to the 
sixth-fifth century B.C.  an architectural model  of black fired clay 
found at the site.lO  The  object is a  round,  slightly concave  disk with 
a  crenelated wall around the edge.  The  wall has the outline of a  gate 
cut into it.  Slightly off center  and opposite the  'gate' inside the 
wall is a  building of two  stories with a  pitched roof.  The  ground 
story is  s~uare  (6  x  6  cm.  and 4  cm.  high), with two  thick side walls. 
The  front of the  chamber thus  formed is entirely open;  the back is 
partly open,  too, but the aperture  is narrower.  The  second story is 
3  x  6  cm.,  i.e., the  dimensions  of the  chamber below,  and has arched 
openings to the  front  and back.  The  diameter of the whole  is 18 cm., 
there is a  hole  in the plate, and the outer walls overlap,  as  though 
the model were  meant  to fit securely over something else. 
Esayan  suggested that the model might  have been put  over a  burner, 
whose  light would have  come  through the hole in the disc ,and illumi-
nated the building.ll  Professor Theodore  Gaster of Columbia  University 
suggested that the object might have  been carried on  a  pole,  like the 
12  aediculum. of the  cult of Attis; this would explain the hole.  It is 
c  ~  noteworthy that Xorenac  i  connects  Anusawan  son of Ara with the oracu-
lar cult of the plane trees  (Arm.  saws)  of Armawir  in this period.  The 
legend of Ara in its essence:',is  identical to that of Attis ,13 and the 
mythical  creatures  called aralezkcwhich revived Ara were  remembered 
and believed in by  Christian Armenians  of the  fourth  century;14 the 
cult of Ara/Attis was  clearly of importance  in Armenian belief,  so 
there is thus  a  remote possibility that the model  from Ast±i-blur may 
have been  an instrument of it. 
The  shape of the model  suggests that it might  have  represented a 
temenos,  or sacred enclosure,  and a  temple.  The  plan of the whole  sug-
gests that of Taxt-i  Suleiman,  a  Zoroastrian site 160 km.  southeast of 
Lake  Urmia  at which  there burned continuously the  sacred fire  Adur 
Gusnasp,  one  of the three  great  fires of ancient  Iran.  The  site is a 
flat,  round hill with  a  complex of temples  and palaces wi  thin,  and a 41 
lake .15  The  buildings of Taxt-i  Suleiman  date  from the  Sasanian period, 
however.  MascudI  wrote  that  idols had once  stood there.16  The  latter 
assertion, if it has  any basis in reality,  could mean  either that  a 
pagan temple  once  stood there, or else that there had been an  image-
shrine  as well  (probably adjacent to the sacred fire)  before the  icono-
clastic reforms  of the Sasanians.  Classical writers of the Parthian 
period mention  an  eternally-burning fire in Atropatene,  and refer to  a 
city called Phraaspa or Phraat.17  In Armenian  sources,  the latter site 
is called Hratn or Hratn mec  ('great'), where  the  fire of Vsnasp burned. 
Although these  terms  are attested only in texts of the seventh century 
and later, the  forms  are obviously loans  from pre-Sasanian MIr.,  indi-
cating that the Armenians  had been  familiar with the temple before 
Sasanian additions or enlargements  were  made,  and probably before the 
conversion of the Armenians  to Christianity.18  The  site of Taxt-i 
Suleil!lBn  is unique  in plan and awesome  in grandeur,  and could have  been 
the original of our model. 
This  suggestion  seems  unsatisfactory,  however,  in view of the late 
date of the buildings exacvated at Taxt-i Suleiman,  the  uncertain date 
of the  model  and the location of its discovery,  for it was  found in an 
area which would have  been  at the  extreme  edge  of Armenian settlement 
even  at the period of the  greatest expansion of Armenia under Tigran II 
in the first  century B.C.  A circular wall enclosing a  square building 
could be  found nearly anywhere,  and one  would have  hoped for unmistak-
able  details to  draw  a  wholly  convincing parallel.  Although small 
architectural models  held by princely donors  are  a  common  feature  of 
the bas-relief decoration of mediaeval  Armenian  churches,19 we  have  no 
such models  from the ancient period and  can  only speculate therefore 
about the function the mysterious  object  from Ast±i-blur may  have 
served. 
In  550 B.C.,  the  Persian vassal-king  Cyrus  rebelled successfully 
against his Median  overlord,  Astyages,20  son of Cyaxares,  having mar-
ried Astyages'  daughter,  Mandana.21  Despite their earlier friendly re-
lations with the Medes,  many  Armenians  appear subsequently to have 
joined Cyrus,  for Xenophon notes that Armenian  armies  participated in 
22  c  the Persian attack on  Babylon  in  539  B.C.,  and Xorenac  i  relates the 
increasing alarm of  'Azdahak'  at the  Armenian  Tigran's  friendship  for 
23  Cyrus. 42 
AZdahak  is the MIr.  form of the name  of the  demon  found  in the 
Avesta as  AZi  Dahaka  (Av.  aZi- means  'serpent',  PhI.  and NP.  az),  a 
three-headed,  three-mouthed,  six-eyed monster made  by Angra Mainyu  for 
the  destruction of the material world.24  The  evil creature sacrifices 
to  Anahita in the land of Bawri,  later identified with Babylon.25  In 
the Bundahisn,/Dahag ke Bewarasp  xwanend  '(A2i.)  Dahag  whom  they call 
"(he who  has )ten thousand horses n,  is imprisoned in Mt.  Damawand  after 
being smitten by Fredon  (Av.  Thraetaona-),  but will rise again,becom-
ing unfettered,  and will be slain by Sam.  The  basic elements  of this 
epic 
king 
narrati  ve  recur 
26  Artawazd. 
in the Armenian  legend of the  imprisonment  of 
In the Bah-name  of Ferdousi,  AZi. Dahi'ika  appears  in the  arabicised 
form  Zahhi'ik  as  a  Babylonian tyrant who  overthrows  the Iranian king 
JamS'id  (Av.  Yima-)  with popular support  and then is perverted by Iblis 
(i.e., Satan), after which  snakes  spring from his  shoulders.  He  is 
eventually van'luished and imprisoned in Mt.  Damavand  by Feridiin  (i.e., 
Thraetaona).27  Xorenacci  repeats  the latter tale in its essentials, 
in a  form apparently of local origin,  for the name  Thraetaona appears 
in the northwestern MIr.  form Hruden;  he attributes it to the Persians 
in an  appendix to the first book of his History.28  Xorenacci  adds  a 
significant detail to the story,  however.  He  proposes to describe  the 
anbari  arajnoy  barerarutCean  'first bad beneficence' of Biwraspi 
Azdahak,29  the  details of which  are  as  follows:  .•.  ew  hasarakacc 
c  _  c  c  c 
zkenc  a±s  kamer  C  liC  anel  amenac  un, 
_  ... c  .  ....c.  . 
ew  aser:  oc. lnc  lWT  aranJln 
c  c  uruk  part linel, ayl hasarakac  ,  ew  amenayn  incc  yaytni  ew  ban  ew 
gorc:  ew  i  cacuk.  inee  occ  xorher,  ayl  zamenayn  yandiman  artakcs berer 
lezuov zcacuks  srtin:  ew  zel ew  smut  barekamaccn  orpes  i  tu;;rijean 
noynpes  ew  giseri sahmaner.  'And he wished to show  to all the  common 
life, and said that no  one  must  possess  anything as his  own,  but it 
must  be in common,  and all things, both word  and deed,  be visible.  And 
heconsidered.nothing in secret, but brought out into the  open with his 
tongue  the  secrets of the heart, 
out  and  come  in by night  even  as 
and he  ordained that his  friends  go 
30  by  day. '  The  entire tale bears  , 
scant  resemblance to the narrative  concerning Tigran and Azdahak which 
immediately precedes it at the end of Book  I.of the History,  and indeed 
Stackelberg and Akinean argued that the  demon-tyrant is identified in  , 43 
the tale recorded by  MX  in his  Appendix with Mazdak,  the Sasanian 
heresiarch of the late fifth and early sixth century whose  communistic 
teachings horrified pious  Zoroastrians.31 
The  suggestion  can be  made  therefore that Azi  Dah~a was  regarded 
as  the  incarnation of the  demonic  par excellence;  the tyrant or heretic 
of the  day might be  cast in the epic mold of the monster let loose  on 
the world.  In an  anonymous  Armenian  chronicle  dated to the eleventh-
twelfth century,  we  are  informed that Mahamat  e±ew  diwahar  ew  molegner 
"""  .....  ...  c  i  diwen  awr  est awre  ew  andegneal  i  diwe  xzer i  s±t  aysn  ew  zkapans 
erkatCis  ew  varer i  diwen  i  yanapats,  i  lerins ew  i  kCaranjaws  'Mohammed 
was  one  possessed and was  driven  crazy by the  demon  day by  day,  and, 
emboldened by the  demon,  he broke  out of his  chains  and bonds  of iron 
and was  led by the  demon  into deserts,  mountains  and caves.'  We  are 
also told that he was  born near Rayy  (i kCa±akcn  Reoy)  and that he was 
. d  1  t  (- - .  ~  h  .  )  32  Th  an loa er and magus  ew  Mahmetn  er krapast  awatov  ew  mog  •  e 
KCartClis  CCxovreba  'Life of Georgia',  a  collection of tales and his-
tories first  compiled and edited by Leonti  Mroveli  in the eleventh cen-
tury,  and translated into Armenian  shortly thereafter, records that 
A '  't  k  c,  d  kC  . ~  ..  c  k  t C  k  ~c  c  1  orlon ...  apeac  a~an ov  Zlsxann  aWJlC  yer  a  s,  Z  DC  ec  ea n 
Biwraspi,  yanbnak lerinn Rayisay,  orees  ew  greal  e  i  mateans  Parsicc 
(Arm.  trans.)  'Abriton  [i.e., Thraetaona]  ... bound the prince of 
snakes  in irons,  the one  called Biwraspi,  by means  of spells  .[.a±andovkc , 
.read a±andiwkc], in  an  uninhabited mountain of Rayis  [i.e., Rayy],  as 
is written in the books  of the Persians. ,33 
It would seem that Mohammed  was  regarded in the popular imagina-
tion of the Armenians  as  a  latter-day incarnation of Azi  Dahaka:  born 
in the  Median  district of Rayy,  possessed by  a  demon,  and bound in 
chains  from which he broke  loose to bring evil to the world.  Mazdak 
had undoubtedly been  regarded in  a  similar manner by the  Zoroastrians 
whose  version of the epic cliche Xorenacci  recorded. 34  AZi  Dahaka/ 
Azdahak/Zahhak is always  a  foreign tyrant--either a  Mede  or a 
Mesopota~~--to Persian  8..'1d  Armenian writers,  35  but never a  Turanian. 
It is likely that the  form of the  myth was  elaborated in western  Iran, 
for the  enemy  lands  are  not those we  should find in eastern Iranian 
traditions.  The  depiction of  ~~ak  with  snakes  springing from his 
shoulders is an  iconographic detail whose origin should be  sought  in 44 
the West,  also,  and we  find Nergal, 
thus in a  bas-relief from Hatra. 36 
the lord of the underworld,  shown 
The  Iranians must  have  appropriated 
this  image  of a  chthonian  deity,  perhaps  for the depiction of Yima,  the 
ruler of the  dead.  A baleful little figurine  from Sogdia,  probably of 
post-Sasanian date,  reproduces  the  image  in detail,37 and it is unlikely 
that the object was  a  statue of an  epic monster rather than of a  super-
natural figure.  One  would suggest therefore that the statuette was  of 
apotropaic  function.  Zoroastrian tradition preserves two  separate nar-
ratives  concerning Yima;in one  he  dies  and goes  down  to live in a  happy 
underground abode,  while  in the other version,  he  commits  sin, wanders 
unhappy,  and dies.  It is the latter version which we  find in the San-
name,  and the  former,  it has been suggested,  in certain details  shows 
the influence of Mesopotamian traditions. 38  Perhaps  AZi  Dahaka  in the 
epic is contaminated by an  image  of Yima  appropriated from Nergal 
(~~J:1ik succeeds  Jamsid in the San-name). 39 
MX  I:24-31 relates the battle of Tigran  son of Eruand,  king of Ar-
menia,  in alliance with  Cyrus  the Persian against AZdahak  (Gk. 
Astyages)40 the Mede.  While  Xorenacci  in the Appendix to Book  I  dis-
cussed above provides  a  basically unretouched version of the Iranian 
epic,  albeit interspersed with his  own  sarcastic  comments  about its 
stupidity,  in the body of his History he  attempts to  rationalise as 
history the Armenian  folk traditions he  has  collected.  It is possible 
that the superficial similarity of the names  Astyages  and AZdahak  may 
have  contributed to their equation, but in view of the wide  range  of 
applications  of the literary theme  to historical personages  from the 
Median  to Islamic periods,  as  discussed above,  such  an  explanation is 
unnecessary.  The  similarity of the names  of historical tyrant and 
mythological monster may  merely have  served to strengthen  a  parallel 
already  drawn.  Xorenacci  omits  any mention of AZdahak  as  possessing 
the  attributes of a  dragon or monster,  but notes that the Armenians  of 
c  41  v  c  Gol,t  n  chant  songs'  zArtasise  ew  zordwoc  nora, 
.  c....  ...  .... c  zzarmlC n  Asdahakay,  visapazuns  znose koc elov: 
yiselov aylabanabar 
zi Azdahakd i  mer 
ew 
lezus  e  visap.  Ayl  ew  cas asen  gorcel Argawanay  i  patiw Artasisi,  ew 
xardawanak leal rtmin  i  tacarin visapac  c  I about Artases  and his  sons, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  v  42  .  th 
recalling in allegory also the progeny of Asdahak,  call1ng  em 
descendants  of the  dragon,  for that  [word]  Azdahak is  "dragon'"  in our ! . 
43  44  ~  language.  And  they say  Argawan  made  a  feast  in honour of Artases, 
and there was  a  plot against the latter in the Palace45  of the  dragons' 
(MX  1.30). 
The  Armenians  probably in the  course of time  cast the history of 
their struggle  in alliance with  Cyrus  against the Medes  in the form of 
the old Western Iranian epic of Thraetaona and .Azi  Dah8.ka.  The  legend 
appears  to have been elaborated at least five  centuries after the 
events it describes,  though,  for the hero  Tigran  seems  to have  acquired 
the  added features  of the  Artaxiad king Tigran II (95-56 B.C.),  whose 
.. 46 
short-lived conquests  included large areas of Media Atropatene. 
Tigran is called by Xorenacci the son of Eruand sakawakeacc  'the short-
lived'; we  shall discuss  shortly the· origins of the  Orontid or Eruandid 
dynasty,  the first royal house of the Armenians. 
In  521-520 the Armenians  revolted against Darius  I  (521-486)  to-
gether with nearly all the other provinces of the Achaemenian  empire 
established by  Cyrus.  Struve  suggested that the verb used in the 
Behistun inscription to describe the assembling of the  'rebels' against 
Darius,  hagmata,  refers normally to the scattered forces  of a  defeated 
army;  he  concludes that the  fighters  against  Darius were  Sakas.47  It 
seems  more  likely,  however,  that many  Armenians  would have  regarded 
Darius  as  a  usurper,  as  did the peoples  of other provinces,  and the re-
volt would not have  been  confined to one  particular ethnic  group.  Ar-
menia was  divided into two  satrapies,  the 13th and 18th, by the Per-
sians,  and several sites mentioned in the inscriptions at Behistun have 
been identified in the south and west 
.  f  ". ·kc  d  K  v  k C  48  prOVlnces  0  ~Jnl  an  orcay  ~ 
of the  Armenian plateau,  in the 
The  latter region was  the 13th 
satrapy,  inhabited by  a  people Herodotus  calls polyprobatoi  'rich in 
flocks'  who  brought twenty thousand colts to the court of Achaemenian 
Great King every year for the  feast of *Mithrakana,49 saving others to 
sacrifice to the  Sun.  Horses were  in Zoroastrianism associated with 
the Sun  and Mithra.50  The  18th satrapy included the  regions  around 
Ararat;  we  shall discuss  below the principal sites of the  Achaemenian 
period from that region:  Arin-berd  (Urartean Erebuni)  and Armawir 
(Urartean Argistihinili). 
The  Armenians  of the 13th satrapy traded with Babylonia,  sending 
their wares  down  the Euphrates  in round boats  made  of hides. 51  Their 46 
land was  traversed by the  royal  Achaemenian  road that linked Sardis 
with Susa;  according to Herodotus,  the  road ran 
52  Armenia,  with fifteen stations  along the way. 
some  350  km.  through 
In  480  B.C.  the Ar-
menians  fought  under Xerxes  in 
like the Phrygians,53  although 
Greece,  armed,  we  are told by Herodotus, 
in the bas-relief 
Persepolis the Armenians  are attired more  in the 
of subject peoples  at 
54  style of the Medes. 
In  401-400  B. C.,  Xenophon  (430-355)  and the ten thousand Greek 
mercenaries who  had taken service with  Cyrus  the  Younger against his 
brother Artaxerxes II Mnemon  (404-358)  retreated after their defeat  at 
the battle of Cunaxa,  north across  Armenia to the Black Sea.  Several 
itineraries have  been suggested on the basis of Xenophon's  description 
in the Anabasis.55  The  Armenians  spoke  Persian; the Greeks  conversed 
with village chiefs  (Gk.  komarkhoi)  and lowly women  alike through a 
Persian-speaking interpreter.  One  village headman  refused to partake 
of food together with the  Greeks,  but  ate only with his  own  country-
men,56 perhaps  in adherence to the  Zoroastrian injunction not to  dine 
with infidels.57  At  the  time of Xenophon's  journey,  Armenia was  ruled 
58  by  a  satrap,  Orontas,  Arm.  Eruand.  According to Strabo,  the Orontids 
traced their descent  from Aroandes,  whose  ancestor was  Hydarnes,  one of 
the  companions of Darius  I  and the head of one of the  seven  great noble 
clans  of the Persians.59  This  claim to Persian descent,  presumably 
made  by the  Orontids  themselves,  is important  evidence  for Iranian in-
fluence  in Armenia in the  Achaemenian period,  in a  country where  family 
and lineage are the  foundation  of all social relations.  According to 
Xenophon  and Plutarch,  the Orontids  had a  blood-tie with the  Achaemenids 
themselves  through the marriage  of the daughter of Artaxerxes II, 
Rbodogune,  to  Orontes  (=Orontas),  the satrap of Armenia at the time of 
Xenophon's  campaign.  Xorenacci  (11.37)  mentions  'a certain Eruand,  son 
of an Arsacid woman'  (Eruand 0=, ordi knoj Arsakunwoy);  the Arsacids 
by the time  of his writing had supplanted the  Achaemenians  as  the dy-
nasty which  conferred hereditary power  and prestige; Arsacid descent 
was  considered a  sufficient  claim to legitimacy in Armenia through 
Christian times,  hence  perhaps  the  anachronism.  It is to be noted that 
the Iranian Arsacids  themselves  claimed Achaemenian  descent,  although 
it is apparent they did not press this  claim as  vigorously as  did the 
Sasanians after them  (who  were  Persians  and  could therefore justify it 47 
60 
better).  It is possible that the Orontids  came  in fact  from the 
Oroandes  tribe east of Gaugamela,  which Manandyan  connects with 
Aruantcunikc  in Vaspurakan  (Arvanthunikh,  east of Van,  on  the Map  in 
AON)  ,  the  claim to Achaemenian  descent  being then  a  purely fictitious 
61  one of propaganda value.  A Greek inscription found near Pergamon  in 
western Asia Minor mentions that one  Orontes  de  Artasy[roul  I  to  genos 
baktrios,  apostas  apo  Artaxer[xou toul perl son basileos ekratesen ton 
perga[menon  .•.  'Orontes  (son of)  Artasyras,1 a  Bactrian,  having  re-
volted against Artaxer/xes king of the Persians,  ruled (the city of the 
62  c  people)  of Pergamon ... '  Tirac yan proposed the following  chronology 
of events:  in  386-84,  Orontes  and Tiribazus,  the hyparchos  of western 
Armenia63  (who  presumably administered other areas  than  Orontes but was 
subordinate to him in rank),  fought king Euagoras  of Cyprus;  in 362,  an 
Orontes  became  satrap of MYsia;  and in 360  he  became  satrap of Armenia 
again;  in 354,  Demosthenes  mentioned him in  an  oration. 64 
The  forces  of the  Armenians  who  fought  Alexander under  Darius III 
Codomannus  (337-330)  at  Gaugamela were  led,  according to Arrian,  by 
Orontes  and Mithraustes,65  and it has been suggested that they led the 
armies of Greater and Lesser Armenia respectively.66  These  areas would 
have  corresponded to the 18th and 13th satrapies.  With the  collapse of 
the Achaemenian  empire  and its division  amongst the generals  of Alex-
ander,  Armenia  seems  to have  remained largely free of Macedonian  Greek 
rule  ,  although the mediaeval Persian poet  Ni::am'i:,  preserving a  shadowy 
memory  of Iranian religious  resistance to Hellenism,  wrote that Alexan-
der abolished the worship of fire in Armenia.  Alexander sent  a  satrap, 
Mithrenes,  apparently a  Persian of Asia Minor,  to  Armenia67  (probably 
Lesser Armenia), 68 but  in historical lists of the regions  of Alexander's 
realm Armenia is not mentioned,  and Justin in his  Epitome  of Pompeius 
Trogus  cites the boast of Mithridates  Eupator of Pontus  that Armenia 
was  not  conquered either by Alexander or by  any of his  successors. 69 
A 
Greek  general,  Menon,  was  hanged by  the local inhabitants of Syspiratis 
(Arm.  Sperl,  in the northeast of Armenia,70  and in  317  Armenia was  under 
the  control of a  'satrap' Orontes,  according to  Diodorus  Siculus  and 
71  Polyaenus.  It was  this  Orontes  or Ardoates who  placed his  forces  at 
the  disposal of king Ariarathes  of Cappadocia when  that land was  con-
quered by the  Macedonian  general Eumenes,72  and who  sent  Eumenes  a 48 
letter 'written in Syrian characters'  (Gk.  syrlols  gegrammene 
grammasin)-_73 i.e., in the  chancellery Aramaic of the Achaemenian 
administration.  In 303-2,  Seleucus pledged to respect the sovereignty 
of Ariarathes II of Cappadocia,  and it is likely that Armenia under 
Orontes was  'soumise  de  plein gre', in the words  of Markwart. 74  The 
country may  have  been  regarded by the Seleucids  as  a  vassal state, but 
there is no  evidence that they made  any  further attempts  to place  Greeks 
in positions of power,  nor were Hellenistic poleis  founded in Armenia  on 
the model  of other provinces  of the  defeated Persian Empire.  Outside 
Armenia,  Orontes was  called 'satrap', but  in his  own  country he was 
Ebronte(s)  basile(us)  'Ebrontes  the king l • 75  The  latter appellation is 
found in a  Greek inscription  from Armawir;  the  contents  of the seven 
inscriptions  found there will be  discussed below.  It is interesting to-
note here,  however,  that the  form of the king's  name,  Ebrontes,  is 
closer to the Armenian  form of the name,  Eruand,  than any other spelling 
attested. 
It is evident that  a  single Orontes  did not  reign over the entire 
period from the retreat of Xenophon  to the reign of Seleucus;  such a 
feat of longevity would be  impossible,  even in a  region which produced 
such long-lived monarchs  as Mithridates  Eupator of Pontus  (~. 131-63 
B. C.)  or the Sasanian Siibuhr II (reigned A. D.  309-79).  It is probable 
that we  are  dealing with a  dynastic name  applied to successive rulers 
of the Orontid house,  much  as various  Arsacid kings were  called Arsaces, 
after the  eponymous  founder of the  royal clan,  in later centuries.  The 
tradition of the Achaemenian  foundations  of the Orontids  characterises 
the Iranian orientation of the  dynasty.  In the first  century B.C., 
Antiochus  I  of  Commagene  (69-34)  traced his  Orontid descent  on the 
paternal line to the Achaemenians,  and on the maternal side to the 
Macedonians,  claiming a  double prestige  and legitimacy thereby.  Various 
Armenian noble  families  also  claimed Orontid descent,  well into the 
Christian period.  Although historical material for the Orontid period 
is scanty,  Toumanoff proposed a  king-list  for Armenia  from 401-95  B.C. 
of Orontid rulers in Greater Armenia and Sophene  in his  study  (The 
Orontids of Armenia,.76 
The  Orontids,  claiming Achaemenian  descent,  seem to have  followed 
also the religion of the Persian rulers,  and it may  be useful here to 49 
review some  of the evidence we  possess  about the  faith of the Persians 
in the fifth century B.C.  It has  been proposed that  Zoroastrianism 
gradually came  to the  Medes  from the east, where it was  already an old 
and well-established faith among  the eastern Iranian peoples.77  Al-
though  Zoroastrianism presumably encountered at first opposition from 
the Western Iranian Magi,  the Persiand adopted the religion and sup-
pressed opposition to it.  Darius worshipped Ahura Mazda  and opposed 
drauga,  the  Lie;T8  Xerxes  (486-65)  invoked Arta  (Av.  Asa_,  'cosmic 
order,)79 and  condemned the  daivas  (Av.  daeva- 'evil god,  demon'),80 
again calling upon  'Ahuramazda with the  gods'  (OP.  Auramazda  •..  hada 
bagaibis81).  The  ancient wordbaga- 'god',  used instead of the word 
yazata-. 'a being worthy of worship'  preferred in the  Avesta,  is found 
often in Armenian usage;  the temple of Aramazd  stood at Bagawan,  which 
Agathangelos  interpreted as  Parthian for Arm.  Dicc-awan,  'town of the 
goas,.82  In an inscription at Susa,  Darius praised  'the great god Ahura 
Mazda,  who  makes  wonderful this earth'  (OP.  baga vazraka Auramazda  hya 
frasam  aQy~ya bUmiya kunautiy);  in this  case, the reference is clearly 
to the world at present, but  frasa_ is used also in  Zoroastrian texts 
in connection with the  concept  of renewal or of making wonderful  the 
world,  an idea central to Zoroastrian eschatology,  and a  derivative of 
frasa_ is  found in this sense in Armenian  usage. 83  ijerodotus  describes 
84  Persian rituals, which included reverence  for the  elements,  presum-
ably a  reference to the  cult of the Amesa.Spentas,  the  supernatural 
Bounteous  Immortals who  preside over the various  good  creations of 
Ahura Mazda. 85  For the worship of fire,  the pyraithoi  founded by the 
later Achaemenians  in Asia Minor  are well attested from  Classical 
86 
sources~ 
Zoroaster himself is not  mentioned on  Achaemenian monuments,  nor 
indeed is his  name  to be  found in the inscriptions of the Sasanians, 
who  were  undoubtedly  Zoroastrians.  The  earliest  reference  in Western 
literature to  Zoroaster is to be  found in Plato,  Alcibiades I, 122,  ca. 
390  B.C.,  and other citations of still earlier writers mention the name 
of the proPhet. 87  But  these  attestations of his  name  must  have  come  to 
Greece  from the Achaemenian  Empire.  A tradition preserved by Diodorus 
Siculus,  Eusebius  and Arnobius  presents  Zoroaster as  the king of Bactria 
fighting Semiramis;88 the accurate tradition of the eastern Iranian 
I 
I 
I'  i 50 
origin of Zarathustra has  apparently been  contaminated by  an  epic of 
Iranian struggle  against Assyria, to which we  may  compare  the  Armenian 
legend of Ara  and Samiram  (Semiramis)  preserved by Xorenacci,  or the 
tale of Vahagn  and Barsam preserved by Anania of Sirak.89  XorenacCi, 
Quoting various  sources,90 speaks of Zradast mog  arkCay Baktriaccwocc 
or e  Makacc  'Zradast. [Le., zarathustra191 the  magus,  king of the Bac-
trians, that is, of the Makkc ,92  (MX  1.6). 
There  exists also  a  tradition according to which Er,  the  Armenian 
in Plato,  Republic,  X,  is to be  identified with  Zoroaster; this  claim 
can be  traced back to the third century B.C.  and would indicate that Ar-
menia was  considered a  Zoroastrian land,  even  as  Media had come--
mistakenly--to be  regarded as  the birthplace of the Prophet  as  the  Zoro-
astrian religion took root there.93  According to Arnobius,  this Armen-
ian  Zoroaster was  the  grandson of Hosthanes  or Zostrianos,  a  Median 
magus.  It is this  Ostanes  to whom  Hellenistic and Roman  writers attrib-
ute  the  spread of Persian  'magic'  to the west.94  The  eQuation  could 
have been made  because of the prophetic role of Er  (or Ara,  in MX95)  as 
a  mortal who  visits the next world and returns to tell of it; such  a 
feat would be worthy indeed of a  great spiritual leader.  Both Ara  and 
Zoroaster king of the Bactrians  are  represented as  foes  of Semiramis, 
and this  coincidence may  have led to the eQuation of the  two.  It is  a 
coincidence because the  conflict of Ara and Samiram is not  merely the 
tale of a  war between  two  nations,  as  seems  to be  the  case with  Zoro-
aster and Semiramis; it seems  rather to present beneath Xorenacci's 
historical colouration the myth of the passion of Cybele  and Attis.96 
Certain Armenian  terms  of religious  significance aside  from ele-
ments  such as arta- and baga-,  discussed above,  may  derive  from  Old 
Iranian,  probably Old Persian,  rather than  from northwestern Middle 
Iranian  (Parthian and Atropatenian),  the source of most  Armenian loan-
words  from Iranian.  The  name  of the first month of the  Armenian  calen-
97  dar,  Nawasard,  may  be traced to OP.  Navasarda;  less likely is 
Acarean's  derivation of the name  of the eleventh month,  Margac
C
,  from 
OP.  ~Markazana.98  His  etymology of Mareri,  the name  of the tenth month, 
from  a  MIr.  form of YAv.  Maidhyairya,  the fifth gahambar of the  Zoro-
astrian calendar of feasts,  is more  convincing,  for that obligatory 
feast was  celebrated in the tenth month of the  Zoroastrian calendar, 51 
Dadvah  (PhI.  Dai),  which would  coincide  thus  with Mareri.99  The  sea-
sonal  festivals  are held in Eastern Iran to have  predated Zoroastrian-
.  100 b  ..  . 
~sm,  ut the n=ng of a  month  after one  of them would  ~n Armenia 
be  Zoroastrian.  As  we  shall see below,  the  Armenians,  like the Iran-
ians,lOl also used the Seleucid calendar.  The  name  of the yazata Spent  a 
Armaiti is attested in Armenian in two  forms,  Spandaramet,  probably from 
NW  MIr.,  and the  common  noun  sandaramet  'the underworld',  which  appears 
102  to  derive  from  a  SW  (possibly Old)  Iranian form with initial sw-. 
Other archaeological  and literary evidence  suggests  the presence 
of Zoroastrians  in Armenia in the Orontid period.  A chalcedony or 
crystal gem  found at the village of Vardakcar in the  ArtCik  region of 
Soviet Armenia  depicts  a  crowned man  with a  knife  fighting a  lion which 
stands  on  its hind legs  facing him,  the  same  height  as  he.  The  scene 
recalls  the  Achaemenian bas-relief at the  'hall of a  hundred columns' 
of Persepolis  and the later carvings  of the Parthian king fighting a 
lion in hand-to-hand combat  at  Tang-i Sarvak.l03  Achaemenian  reliefs 
and seals  show lions or leonine monsters,  and it has  been proposed that 
the scene is of mythic  or religious  significance;104 it may  represent 
the king as  a  powerful hero,  or as  a  champion  against the  forces  of 
evil.  An  everpresent  symbol on the  seals  and bas-reliefs of the 
Achaemenian  kings  is the  figure of a  man  enrircled at the waist by a 
winged circle.  The  precise meaning of the sign is still disputed,105 
but we  find a  version of it on  a  silver coin of Tiribazus  (see  above). 
The  man  whose  torso is seen thus rising from a  winged disk is not  a 
stiff, clothed Oriental monarch,  though,  but  a  naked,  muscular Hellene, 
perhaps  Tiribazus  himself--an Iranian ruler in  Greek Asia Minor whose 
image  would be recognisable as  regal and heroic to  Greek  and Iranian 
alike. 
Silver rhytons  and shallow silver lotus-pattern bowls of Achaemen-
ian style have  been  found at Erznka  (Erzincan)  and Arin-berd  (Urartean 
Erebuni),~06 and an  'apadana'  seems  to have  been  added to  an  Urartean 
structure at the latter site, indicating the  adoption of Persian archi-
tectural conventions.  An  Urartean temple there has  traces of ashes 
dated to  the  Achaemenian  period, leading some  archaeologists  to  suggest 
that it had been converted to afire-temple,  107 presumably in the late 
Achaemenian  period. 
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Throughout  most of the  reign of the Orontids, the capital of Ar-
menia was  Armawir,108  'a  city lying on the road from  Ganzaca through 
NaxiJewan  (Gk.  Naxouana)  to  Colchis,  on  the river Araxes.109  The 
foundation  of the  city was  attributed by Xorenacci to Aramayis,  one  of 
the  descendants of the  eponymous  ancestor of the Armenians,  Hayk; 110 it 
may  be inferred from this legend that the Armenians  traditionally re-
garded the city as  very ancient.  There was  a  grove of plane or poplar 
trees  at  Armawir  (Arm.  saws(i)lll)  named after Armenak,  the  father of 
~  112  Arama;yis.  Ara,  who  died fighting Semiramis,  had a  son,  Anusawan, 
surnamed Saws  or S.awsanuer  ('dedicated to the saws' )113 kCanzi  jawneal 
- ~  ""t  c  "  Arm---:- c  _,  c  c  er est pas  amanc  1  saWSlsn  Aramanekay,  or y  aWlr:  zoroc  zSa.:t:art  UC n 
....  ....  .... c  c  c  sawsawiwn,  est handart  ew  kam  sastik snc eloy odoyn  ewet  ostoc 
....  ....  c  ....  c  ....  sarzumn,  sovorec  an  i  hma;ys  asxarhis  haykazanc:  ew  ays  bazum zamanaks 
'for he was  dedicated to the  (religious)  services  at the plane trees of 
Aramaneak  at  Armawir;  they studied the  sough of the foliage  according 
to the gentle or powerful blowing of the wind,  and the movement  of the 
branches,  for  divinationl14  for this  country of the Armenians,  and for 
a  long time yet'  (MX  1.20). 
Such  divination was  practised by the urarteans,115  and various 
cults  connected with trees  and plants  have  survived in Armenia  down  to 
recent times.  Xerxes  made  offerings  to  a  plane tree in Lydia.116  The 
Eastern Plane tree,  according to an  Armenian writer,  can live up  to 
2000-3000 years, 
SSR,  are  700-800 
and a  few  of the trees in the village of Mebri,  Arm. 
years old.  The 
in a  nature  preserve near  Cay  in 
only  grove of them in the  country is 
the district of 1apcan.  The  tree was 
planted in churchyards,  but the  custom died out  in the tenth-thirteenth 
centuries,  at  about the  same  time  as  MxitCar GOs  composed  a  fable 
against the plane tree  (sosi)  in which its opponent,  the useful but 
humble  cotton plant  (bambakeni)  argues:  'You have  no  fruit, your wood 
is bad for building and even  for burning,  nor is your  shade  comfortable 
for men  to rest in. ,117  There  exists  an  Armenian tradition according 
to which the  sosi is sacred because it sheltered Jesus when  his  enemies 
were pursuing him;118 this legend justifies the pre-Christian tradition 
of the sanctity of the tree. 
Xorenacci  provides  a  great  deal  of information  about the temples 
founded at Armawir,  although his  chronology is faulty;  he  attributes 
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these to Va±arsak  (Pth.  Valaxs;  Latin Vologaesus),  the Parthian Arsacid 
king of the first century A.D.  whose  brother was  crowned Tiridates  I  of 
Armenia.  Va±arsak mehean  sineal yArmawir,  andris hastate aregakan  ew 
lusni  ew  iwrocc  naxneacc  'built a  templel19  at  Armawir to the  sun  and 
moon  and his ancestors'  (MX  11.8).  The  deification of kings was  common 
in the Hellenistic age  throughout  the  Near East;  the Parthian kings 
called themselves  theopater  'whose  father is  (a)  god',  and through the 
Sasanian period the  King of Kings  was  regarded as  cihr i  yazdan  I (of) 
120  the  seed of the yazatas'.  The  cult of the  royal ancestors  (Av. 
fravasi,  Arm.  *hro (r)t) is well attested in both Iran and Armenia.
121 
Xorenacci  attributes to  Artases  (Artaxias I, early second century B.C.) 
the establishment in Armenia of images  brought  from the  Greek  cities of 
Asia Minor,  of the  gods  Artemis,  Herakles  and Apollen,  which were  used 
in the  shrines of yazatas with whom  the  foreign  divinities were 
122 
e~uated.  The  use of images  in  Zoroastrian worship  seems  to have 
been established by Artaxerxes II Mnemon,123  and was  suppressed by the 
Sasanians,  both for theological reasons  and perhaps  in  an  effort to 
centralise the religious hierarChy.124  According to Xorenacci,  Eruand 
(probably Eruand IV,  ca,  212-200 B.C.125)  moved  the royal capital from 
Armawir  to his newly-founded city of Eruandasat,  'Joy of Eruand', which 
had better access  to water supplies  and was  more  e.asily  defended than 
the hill and fortress  of Armawir.126  The  sacred images  were  removed 
from  Armawir  and taken to  a  site forty stadia to the north above  the 
river Axurean,  which was  named Bagaran.  Xorenacci  explains that Eruand 
feared that Eruandasat  could not  be  securely guarded,  were  the  images 
to be  transferred there,  what with i  galn  e'"  i  zohel and asxarhi  'the 
whole  country  coming to sacrifice12T there'  (MX  11.40).  Eruand ap-
pointed his brother Eruaz k
Crmapet128  'high priest' of the temples  at 
Bagaran.  [The  word kCrmapet is formed of the  Aramaic  or Akkadian  loan-
word kCurm'priest'  (by metathesis  from kiimra or kumru129), with MIr. 
suffix -pet  (cf.  OIr.  -pati)  'lord,  ruler'.  The  Semitic word may  be 
derived from the triliteral root  KMR  'to be  sombre,  to be prostrated in 
adoration'.  In Hebrew,  kemer means  'pagan priest', in opposition to 
the Jewish kehen  'member  of the  Levite tribe, priest'  (cf.Christian 
Arm.  kCahariay  'priest'.j130  The  priests of the pagan Semites north of 
Israel--and south of Armenia--were  called kumra:  the  Christian Acts  of 54 
Sharbil and Barsamiya mention the kmr'  rb'  'great priest' of Hatra;  and 
Sharbil is called the rs' w pqwd'  dklhwn  kwrm'  'chief and leader of all 
the priests' of Edessa.131  When  Artases  took power,  the  images  at 
Eruandasat  and Bagaran were  moved yet  again,  to the new  city of Artasat 
(Artaxata), but the statue of  'Apollo' was  set up  on  the  road outside 
the  city.132  Eruaz was  murdered,  and a  new  high-priest,  a  friend of 
Artases  named  Mogpaste,  was  appointed; it was  thought,  perhaps,  that 
Eruaz would have  harmed the ne,r  dynasty that had just overthrown  and 
killed his brother.133 
It appears  that entombment  of corpses was  practised by the  Oron-
tids,  even  as it was  by the Achaemenians  and their successors,  for ref-
erence is made  by Xorenacci  to  a  royal necropolis at Angl,134  and 
Artases is said to have buried the murdered Eruand with  funerary  monu-
ments  (maharjanawkc),  showing the proper honour  due  one  of  'Arsacid' 
blood (xaTIlUaC  arsil.kunwoy ,  lit.  'mixture of the Arsacid',  cf.  Arm. 
diwccaxarn  'mixed with the goda', i.e., of their nature,  divine).135 
The  name  'Arsacid'  is obviously an  anachronism;  in the  following  chap-
ter we  shall see that Artases was  to refer to himself in his inscrip-
tions  as  an  Orontid,  and we  shall see  elsewhere that under successive 
Armenian  dynasties the king,  even if opposed,  received the  respect  due 
his hereditary position, which was  defined by the sacrosanct  dynastic 
structure of Armenian  society. 
Although Armawir's  statues were  removed,  one  assumes  the  grove of 
plane trees there was  left in place.  Oracles would still have been 
sought  and recorded there  even after the  foundation  of Eruandasat  and 
Bagaran.  Seven  Greek inscriptions were  found at Armawir,  whose  con-
tents  and purpose  remain  uncertain,  although attempts  have been made 
somehow  to link them with the oracular temple which presumably was 
located at the site.  On  the basis of palaeographic evidence,  the  in-
scriptions have  been  dated to the early second century B.C.  or later. 
Three  were  found on  one  stone 1.5 x  2.9  m.  in size,  in 1911.  The  top 
of the stone has  numerous  cup-shaped depressions  and little staircases 
cut into the  rock;  the  contours  suggest that the whole  may  have  been  a 
model of Arma,fir itself.  The  second stone, with  four inscriptions, was 
found nearby in 1927.136 
The  first inscription, possibly a  quotation  from Hesiod or an 
oracular prediction based on  an  event of the  Greek poet's life, has 55 
been interpreted to read as  follows:  'Hesiod,  famed once,  after he 
lost his land and paternal inheritance, himself encouraged Perses  as 
befits younger brothers.'  The  Greeks  regarded the original Perses,  son 
of Perseus  and Medea  (after whom  Hesiod's brother was  named very much 
later),  as  the eponymous  ancestor of the Persians,  just as  Medea  was 
the mother of the Medes.  But this is probably coincidence.  Hesiod's 
writings might be  engraved,  as here;  p~~sanias saw Works  and Days  in-
scribed in lead,  on Mt.  Helicon.137  The  second inscription appears to 
contain verses of Euripides,  and has been  compared to the  inscriptions 
in Greek metric verse  found at Susa from the first half of the  first 
138  century B.C.  The  text refers to  a  warlike  goddess, it seems,  who 
threatens evil to unjust men.  Boltunova identified the  goddess  as 
Anahita, while  Manandyan  professed to see in the lines the  goddess 
Artemis  ruling that land be  divided fairly.  A number of identical gold 
pendants  found at Armawir  and elsewhere  in Armenia may  have been  con-
sidered to depict  Anahita  (Arm.  Anahit)  by the Arms.,  but they are 
images  of Isis, brought  from abroad or made  on  foreign models.  At  the 
end of the inscription Trever reads the words  phora theelaton, which 
she interprets to mean  '(an oracle)  sent by the  god through the blowing 
of the wind. ,139  The  third inscription, which,  according to the exca-
vators  in 1911 had the words  phora theelaton near it, is five lines in 
length and seems  to read:  'The  four horses,  the yoke  of Euthycharmides, 
one  (?) .pinakion of PHamys.'  A bronze plaque  (Gk.  pinakion)  was  found 
at Dodona which  shows  a  chariot and four horses,  and  a  slot-like niche 
was  cut into the stone  just below Armavir inscription  3  which is the 
right size for such  a  plaque.  The  Greeks  believed that Apollo  rode  in 
a  four-horsed chariot;  he  also  dispensed oracles.140  Tir, with whom 
the Armenians  identified Apollo,  was  a  solar divinity,  and the Armen-
ians,  according to  Xenophon  (see  above),  sacrificed horses to the  Sun, 
yet the names  in the inscription leave  no  doubt that it was  made  by  a 
Greek.  Armenians,  unlike  some  Egyptians,  Syrians,  and Jews,  do  not 
seem to have  used Greek names  in pre-Christian times. 
What  is notable  about the first three inscriptions is their be-
longing to an  exclusively Hellenic  cultural sphere:  the first mentions 
Hesiod;  the  second seems  to be  a  fragment  of Greek verse,  probably 
Euripides;  and the third has  two  Greel,  names.  Inscriptions  4-7,  from the  stone  found in 1927,  differ significantly, in that nearly every one 
(with the possible exception of 6)  has  Some  obviously Oriental aspect: 
4  contains  the names  Mithras  and Ebronte(s);  5  contains  the name 
Pharnake;  and 7  mentions  Armenia  twice  (a certain Noumenios  mentioned 
in  7  appears  also in 6).  If the first three inscriptions  may  be inter-
preted as  having some  oracular significance, then the last four appear 
more  like copies  of documents:  5  is a  list of the months  of the 
Seleucid calendar;  4  and 6  are in the style of the  Greek  formula 
valetudinis;  and  7  seems  to be  a  report on  the violent  death of a  king 
of Armenia,  although it is in verse and may  therefore just as likely be 
a  funerary inscription.  There  does  not  appear to be  any necessary con-
nection between inscriptions 1-3 and 4-7,  unless  one  considers that the 
temple  of Tir as  described by Agathangelos  was  a  place both of inter-
pretation of dreams  and of priestly instruction.141  One  notes that 
Xorenacci makes  reference to U±iwp  kCurm  (h)Anwoy,  graw±  mehenakan 
patmutCeancc  'Olympius,  priest of Ani,  writer of temple histories·,142 
a  figure of doubtful historicity143 perhaps  invented by Xorenacci to 
explain the presence of such inscriptions  as  those  found at Armawir. 
The  inscriptions of Armawir  could be oracles  (1-3)  and significant  docu-
ments  of an  archive  (4-7)  copied in stone to ensure their preservation. 
Trever noted that the  style of the writing has  the appearance  of rapid 
handwriting rather than of the  formal epigraphic type of the time.144 
If her supposition is correct, it would reinforce the suggestion that 
inscriptions  4-7 are  select copies  from  a  larger original store of 
documents. 
Ins cription 4  reads:  OBASILEUS  AB/  MADOEIRiSN /  MITHRASEBRONTE/ 
BASlLEI  KliAlBEIN/  IERRiSSEUANEKROI/HYGIAINEIN  DEKA  ITA  EG/ 
GONAAUTOUHYGIAI/  NON  TEN  BASlLEI/AN  DEATELESEIS/  TE  SIBIOU/  A which 
Boltunova interprets as  follows:  'King Ar(taxias)  Madoeiron Mithras  to 
King  Ebrontes  sends  greetings.  If you are well it would be  good,  that 
his descendants  might be well.  Being healthy you will  complete the 
reign.'  Trever suggested that  AR  in the first line might  be  connected 
directly to the 
lL~5  Armawir(?) '. 
second line, producing  ~~OEIRON 'of the people of 
Ebronte(s)  is probably Eruand,  but it is not  known 
whether Mithras is an epithet of the king  (cf.  HELlOS  TIRIDATES  in the 
Greek  inscription of the mid-first century A.D.  from  Garni146)  or 57 
another king,  but the use of the word BASILEUS  'king' twice,  once  in 
the nominative  and once in the dative, indicates that there  are two 
kings,  and since Mithras  is in the nominative, it probably refers to 
the king who  is MAlXlEIRON  rather than to Eruand.  The  meaning of 
MADOEIRON  is not  clear.  One  might suggest tentatively that the word 
comes  from  *Mados  'Me de ,  and haireo  'I seize'  and means  'conqueror of 
the Medes';  the use of such  a  title could be  justified by the Armenian 
epi  c  tradition of the battle of Tigran and Azdahak,  as we  have  seen 
above,  the heroic  deeds of one  member  of a  dynasty were the inheritance 
of his  descendants. 
Inscription 5  is a  list of the Macedonian  months  used by the 
Seleucids  and by native dynasties  of the Near East in the Hellenistic 
period:  DIOS  I  LA  IAPELIOS  AYAI  PERITIOS  DNII  DYSSTROS  osl  XANDIKOsl 
ARTEMEISIOsl  DAISIOSI  PANEMOS  I LOIOsl  GORPIAIOS  I HYPERBERETAIOS  I 
PHARNAKE  HYGIENEUANEKHOU.  It is interesting to note that the name  of 
the month of Xanthikos  is written with a  delta,  as  though at the time 
the list was  compiled that letter had already come  to be pronounced as 
a  fricative,  dh,  as  in Modern  Greek.147  Trever,  objecting to the sug-
gestion that  PHARNAKE  in the last line referred to King Pharnaces  of 
Pontus  (190-69 B.C.),  pointed out  sensibly that the  formula  '(to) 
Pharnakes,  might he be healthy!'  seems  somehow  inappropriate at the end 
of a :list·  :of months  unless  the name  is to be read as  Pharnakes, the 
Moon-god of Cappadocia and Mysia148 referred to by Strabo  (hieron Menos 
Pharnakou  'temple of Men  Pharnakes,149) ,  who  might be  considered the 
guardian of the lunar months.  Xorenac  ci  mentions the name  PCarnak once, 
as  a  descendant  of Ara  (1.19).  The  24th  day of the month  in the Armen-
ian  calendar is called lusn-ak  < 'little.,moon') ,150  and the  Zoroastrian 
religion enjoins its adherents  to recite at least thrice a  month  during 
~  151  their night prayers the Mah  niyayes  in honour of the moon.  One  re-
calls that statues of the sun  and moon  (i.e., Helios or Mithra,  and Men, 
whose  Asiatic  image  was  widely known  in the Hellenistic world,  as  Mah, 
the Moon-god)  were  placed in the  temples  of Armmrir  (MX  II.  8).  In medi-
aeval  Armenian  calendrical texts,  the first phase of the  moon  is called 
mahik  or naxa-mahik,  from MIr.  mah,  'moon',  with Arm.  diminutive  -ik 
152  -
(see  above);  we  have  noted above  the  influence of Iranian upon  Ar-
menian  astrological terminology. The  sixth inscription  from Armawir  is a  short  formula of greeting 
addressed to one  'Noumenios  the  Greek'{NOUMENI~I HELLENI),153  and the 
same  Noumenios  addresses to Philadelpho  (inscription 7)  what  appears  to 
be  an  epitaph on  the violent  death of the king of Armenia--Eruand IV, 
according to Trever.154  The  inscription mentions  [KA]LONARMENIE[~] 
KHORON  'the beautiful land of Armenia'  and a  city there called 
Kainapoli{s),  i.e., the  'new city', which Trever explains as Artaxata,155 
the capital built by Artaxias.  If these suppositions are  correct, the 
inscriptions may  be  dated to  ~190  B.C.  or later.  The  presence of 
Greeks  at Armawir  during this period may  be explained by the military 
successes of the Seleucid king Antiochus  III against the Armenian 
Orontid Xerxes  {after 228-~. 212).156  .Orontes  IV  (ca.  212-ca.  200) 
apparently regained contr.ol of the kingdom,  but  a  Greek presence  seems 
to have  remained,  for the two local dynasts  who  rebelled against him 
ca.  200  B.C.,  Artaxias  (Arm.  ArtaSes)  in north-eastern or Greater Ar-
menia,  and Zariadres  (Arm.  Zareh157)  in the south-western regions  of 
Sophene  and Acilisene,  are  described by Strabo  as  strategoi  'generals' 
of Antiochus  III.158  Greeks  might well have  remained in Armenia follow-
ing the  conQuests  of Antiochus  III, and they would have  been present 
also to report the murder of Eruand IV.  Sophene,  it is  remembered,  had 
under Achaemenian  administration been part of a  separate satrapy of 
Armenia,  and in the mid-third century B.C.  Sophene  and  Commagene  had 
taken their independence of Greater Armenia.  Following the reign of 
Arsames  (after 228)  Sophene  separated from  Commagene;  the latter prov-
ince  continued to be  ruled by its mixed Macedonian-Orontid dynasty,  and 
in the mid-first  century B.C.  Antiochus  I  of Commagene  erected the great 
temple  complex of Nemrut  Dag  in honour of his ancestors  and the Persian 
gods  he worshipped.  One  supposes  that the two  strategoi  administered 
areas  corresponding to the Achaemenian satrapies,  owing allegiance to 
the Armenian king  (who  would have  re-established his  sovereignty over 
both regions  of the  country),  who  was  himself a  vassal of the SeleucidB. 
After the  defeat of the Seleucid power by  Rome  at Magnesia in 190 
B.C.,  Artaxias  and  Zariadres  assumed full powers  over their respective 
regions.  The  Roman  Senate  acknowledged the  independent  status of the 
two  at the Peace  of Apamea  in 188, but,  as we  shall see,  Artaxias was  to 
reinforce his  claim to legitimacy within Armenia by boasting of his 
Orontid forbears. 
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zargacCman  srjannere,.Vienna, 1928,  9,  221-2)  and N.  Adontz 
(Dionisii Frakiiskii  i  armyanskie tol'kovateli, Petro  grad,  1915, 
129)  >lith the  Tigran of the historical legend recorded by  MX. 
6.  AON,  447. 
7.  1.  B.  Ellaryan,  Mstevi hovti  patmutCyan  ev kulturayi husar.jannere, 
Erevan,  1980,  5-6. 
8.  s.  A.  Esayan,  'Astkhiblurskii mogil'nik,'  Lraber,  1968,  6,  93. 
9.  Ibid., table 8,  figs.  15,  16. 
10.  Ibid., table  9;  the object is reproduced also in Ellaryan,  op.  cit., 
fig.  52,  and in HZP,  I,  471. 60 
ll.  Esayan,  op.  cit., 95. 
12.  Oral suggestion made  at the Ancient  Civilisations  Group,  City Uni-
versity of New  York,  13 May  1981.  Other scholars  present  suggested 
that the object is a  model of a  Roman  basilica and is therefore of 
considerably later date,  but the  antiquity of the objects  found by 
Esayan in the same  stratum would rule out this possibility, if in-
deed Esayan's  dating is accurate.  Professor Trell of New  York  Uni-
versity kindly sent  us  a  photograph of a ocoin of ca.  A.D.  141 of 
Nicopolis  in Epirus,  Greece,  on  which is shown  a  two-storied 
'Heroon'  whose  frontal outline resembles  that of our structure 
closely,  although the  Greek building was  round,  not  square as ours 
is. 
13.  See  our  Ch.  on  Anahit  and Nane. 
14.  See our Chs.  on  Captive Powers  and on  Armenia under the Parthians 
and Sasanians. 
15.  See  K.  Schippmann,  Dieiranischen Feuerheiligtlimer, Berlin, 1971, 
309-57  and fig.  43  opp.  p.  331  for the plan of the complex.  On  the 
v 
name  Gusnasp  see Ir.  Nam.,  354-5;  see our  Ch.  on the Fire-cult for 
a  discussion of fire temples  in Armenia. 
16.  Schippmann,  op.  cit.,  321. 
17.  Ibid.,  311-15. 
18.  Sebeos,  seveete century,  wrote that Heraclius  araw ew  Hratn,  zor 
end inkcean srjecCucCaner tCagaworn  hanapazord yawgnakanutCiwn  iwr, 
or mecagoyn  hamareal er kCan  zamenayn  krak,  or koccer i  noccuncc 
atCas:  hel,jaw  i  getn handerj movpetan  movpetaw  ew  ayl bazmutCiwn 
mecamecacc  'He  also took Hratn,  which the king caused to be  carried 
round himself daily for his help,  and which was  considered greater 
than all fires, which was  called by them atCas  [MIr.ataxs, NP. 
atas .'fire'J; it was  smothered in the river together with the 
~edan  mowbed  and a  crowd of other nobles  [lit.  'great ones'J, 
cit.  by N.  Emin,  trans.  & ed.,  Vseobshchaya istoriya Step'anosa 
Taronskago  Asokh'ika po  prozvaniyn,  Moscow,  1864,  II.iii (85)  as 
the source of the  statement of StepCanos  (late tenth century)  that 
Heraclius  korcane  zbagins Hratin meci,  orum  Vnaspn  koccein· I  de-
stroy( ed)  the altars of Great Hratn,  which they call Vnasp'.  The 
form  Vsnasp  also is attested in Arm.  sources  (Arm.  Gr.,  85). 
Hubschmann,  Arm.  Gr.,  92,  takes hrat  as  a  native Arm.  word  from hur 
'fire'  (cognate with  Gk.  pyr,  see-AXm.  Gr.,  469;  on  Arm.  initial h-
from IE.,  see R.  Godel,  An  Introduction to the Study of Classical 
Armenian,  Wiesbaden,  1975,  4.3);  Benveniste agrees with the latter 
suggestion  and disputes Justi's etymology  from Ir.  *frata- (Ir. 
Nam.,  105).  An  Arm.  name  of the planet Mars,  Hrat,  is probably to 
be  interpreted as  an adjective meaning  'fiery', cf.  Gk.  hopyroeis 
'the fiery one', while  the other common  name  of the planet,  Arm. 
Vram,  is a  borrowing  from the MP.  name .Wahri'im,  i.e., Verethraghna, 
the  Zoroastrian yazata of victory,  cf.  Gk.  Ares,  Latin Mars  (on the 
forms,  see  W.  Eilers,  Sinn und Herkunf't  der Planetennamen,  Mlinchen, 61 
1976,  68,  74,  77,101).  Hratn is to be  taken,  however,  as  a  topo-
nym  derived from  a  MIr.  name,  the  Greek  form of which is Phraata. 
The  change  of initial fr- to hr- in Arm.  loans  from northwestern 
- - v  c  MIr.  is well attested in numerous  examples  (Arm.  hraman,  hras-k  , 
hrestak etc., Arm.  Gr.,  182 et seq.)  and in the name  of the  river 
Hrazdan,  which  flows  through modern Erevan and which  may  have  re-
ceived its name  from  Zoroastrians,  for the body of water called 
Frazdan is referred to in the  PhI.  Sahristaniha i  Eran as  a  place 
where  Vistaspa received instruction in the  Good  Religion  (see  E. 
Herzfeld,  'Vishtaspa,'  Dr.  Modi  Memorial  Volume,  Bombay,  1930,  196 
and A.  V.  W.  Jackson,  Zoroaster,  the Prophet of Ancient  Iran,  New 
York,  1899,  220),  and it is mentioned in Yt.  v.l08  (see  AirWb., 
1005  and Arm.  Gr.,  48). 
19.  An  example  is the bas-relief on  the  drum of the  church of the Holy 
Saviour  (Arm.  Surb  AmenapcrkicC)  at Sanahin,  A.D.  961-2,  which 
shows  the Bagratid queen  Xosrovanua and her consort  ABot  III 
Bagratuni holding a  model of the  church between them  ..  (0.  X. 
~alpaxcean, Sanahin  [Documenti  di Architettura Armena,  3J, Milano, 
1970,  5  and pI.  13). 
20.  Astyages,  Babyl.  Istumegu,  is the  Gk.  form of *Rstivaiga-.  'Spear-
caster' which might  have  sounded to Arm.  ears like *Azidahak  (on 
the name,  a  parallel Av.  form,  and possible transcription in 
Elamite,  see  M.  Mayrhofer,  Onomastica Persepolitana,  Vienna,  1973, 
108,  171). 
21.  Herodotus,  1.96 et seq.,  see  G.  Tirac  Cyan,  'Ervanduninere 
Hayastanum,'  Te±ekagir,  1958,  6,  56-7.  The  Classical account of 
the accession of Cyrus  to the  throne  resembles  the Sasanian romance 
of Ardasir i  Papakan,  in which the  future king,  now  a  lowly ser-
vant,  escapes  from the  royal court and marries  the king's  daughter. 
This  is pure folklore;  on  the probable  course of events,  see I.  M. 
Diakonoff  (D'yakonov)  in  CHlran  2, 142-8. 
22.,  TiracCyan,  op.  cit., 59. 
23.  See  MX  I.24-31 and below. 
24.  Yt.  9.8,  Yt.  15.19 etc.;  see  AirWb.,  266. 
25.  (Indian or Lesser)  Bdh.,  29.9,  trans.  by West,  SBE,  Vol.  5,  119. 
On  the motif of an epic  figure  who  is imprisoned in a  mountain un-
til he  rises  anew  at the  end of time,  see  our discussion of 
Artawazd in the  Ch.  Captive  Powers. 
26.  See  Ch.  13. 
27.  B.  CCugaszyan,  'Biwraspi  AZdahaki  araspeleest Movses  Xorenaccu,' 
Te±ekagir,  1958,  1,  70. 
28.  See  Thomson,  MX,  126-8,  for  a  translation of the text. 62 
29.  MX  I,  I  Parsicc  araspelacc  'From the  fables  of the Persians'.  In 
his translation,  Thomson  leaves  out  anbari  'bad' without 
explanation. 
30.  Loc.  cit. 
31.  See  H.  N.  Minean,  'Biwraspi .  Azdahak  ew  hamaynavarn  Mazdak  hay 
awandavepi  mej est Movses  XorenacCwoy,'  HA,  1936,  1-3, 1-22.  For 
a  comparison between the narratives of Ferdousi  and MX,  see 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
A.  Saruxan,  'Firdusi  ew  M.  Xorenacci,'  HA,  1935,  1-2, 1_24. 
M.  H.  Darbinyan-MelikCyan,  Arm.  text ed.  & Russian trans., 
PatmutCiwn  Ananun  ZrucCagri karcecceal  Bapuh  Bagratuni,  Erevan, 
1971,  40-3. 
Cited by  CCugaszyan,  op.  cit., 75. 
This  would contradict the  fi.:fth-century  date  of MX  generally ac-
cepted by Soviet scholars.  See  also the Introduction to  Thomson, 
MX,  and  C.  Toumanoff,  'On  the date of Pseudo-Moses  of Chorene, , 
HA,  1961,  467. 
vc  C ugaszyan,  op.  cit., 71,  suggested that the name  of the  father of 
~~9ak in the  Sah~name, Mardas,  preserves  a  recollection of the 
tyrant's Median origin  (cf.  Gk.  Mard-oi),  although he is born in 
Arabistan  (i.e., Mesopotamia).  It seems  the Parthians eQuated 
Seleucus  Nicator,  rather than Astyages, with AZi. Dahaka as  the 
great  foreign tyrant.  For the Macedonian  may  have  enlarged the 
Parthian city of Hecatompylos  (Komi;;),  and the Bahristaniha i  Eran, 
18  (tr.  J.  Markwart,  ed.  G.  Messina,  Analecta Orient  alia 3,  Rome, 
1931,  55,  with ref.  to  ZDMG  49,  644  n.l) attributes toAz r  Dahak 
the building of Komi;;.  The  image  of  ~alfltak as  a  man  with serpents 
springing from his  shoulders was,  as  seen, widespread in Eastern 
Iran,  though it probably  came  from the West  originally (see,  e.g., 
the  fresco at Panjikant  showing the tyrant,  A.  M.  Belenitzki, 
Kunst  der Sogden,  Leipzig,  1980,  203). 
See our Ch.  on  Torkc  Ange±eay.  The  curious  depiction of the  Arm. 
king Pap  by the  fifth-century historian pCawstos  Buzand as  having 
snakes  spring from his breast is probably an  adaptation of the 
image,  for Pap  was  accused of demonolatry  and may  have  been  a 
Christian heretic--a follower of the Arian teaching  (see  ibid.  and 
our Ch.  4).  He  would thus  share  the  stigma of the later Mazdak 
and of the still later Mohammed.  Of the latter, one  recalls that 
Christians of the mediaeval period freQuently  regarded Islam as  a 
heresy of Christianity rather than  a  separate religion. 
See  our  Ch.  on  Evil Spirits  and Creatures. 
See  Boyce,  Hist.  Zor.,  I,  95  and n.  69. 
It is interesting to note that the Bah-name  contains  the  NP. 
generic  form  aZdaha  'serpent,  dragon'  from MP.Azdah.ag,  with 63 
various  compounds  (azdaha-fas  t dragon-formed',  etc.), as well as 
tee arabicised name  ?:al).l).8k  (see  1SCugaszyan,  op.  cit., 70).  NP. 
azdaha is the name  given by the  Kurds  to the visap ('  dragon' )-
steles in Armenia  (see our  Ch.  on  Vahagn).  Curiously,  the proper 
name  Zohag  is  found in thirteenth-century Arm.  (but  ~al).l).8k is a 
well-known name  in Arabic),  see  G.  M.  Nalbandyan,  'Etimologiya 
armyanskikh lichnykh imen,'  Voprosy yazykovedeniya 1-2,  Erevan, 
1983,  161).  For a  theological reconciliation of the two  contra-
dictory legends of Yima,  see this writer's  Government  Fellowship 
Lectures  of the  K.  R.  Cama  Oriental Institute, Bombay,  1983-4,  JCOI 
(in publication).  --
40.  MX  was  familiar with the  Chronicle of Eusebius,  a  Gk.  text which 
was  translated into Arm.  in the fifth  century.  The  history of 
Cyrus  and Astyages,  and a  Median king-list  containing the name  of 
Astyages  are  found there  (see  Thomson,  MX,  110 n.  4  and 114  n.  11; 
TiracCyan,  op.  cit., 55-7).  -
41.  Arm.  tCueleacc  ergkc,  'rhythmic'  or  'counting'  songs;  these  could 
have been parts of an  epic, with the  sense of  'chronological'  (see 
Thomson,MX,  120 n.  14). 
42.  The  spellings  ASdahak  and AZdahak  are used interchangeably.  The 
former  could be  a  scribal error or a  rendering of the unvoiced -st-
of the name  Astyages. 
43.  On  Arm.  visap  'dragon'  see n.  39  above  and our  Ch.  on  Vahagn.  For 
the suggestion that the Arms.  may  have  linked the Medes  (Arm. 
mar~kc, see  above)  with  dragons  through a  popular etymology  from 
MIr.  mar  'snake',  see  MA  I, 132-3. 
44.  See  MX  11.51. 
45.  Arm.  tacar in this  case  must  mean  'palace'  (as  OP.  tacara-)  or 
'(banqueting)  hall'  (cf.  pCB  111.9 tacar arkcuni  'royal hall, 
palace')  and not  'temple',  as  Thomson  renders it (MX,  121).  The 
latter meaning probably developed from the  former \Cf.  the  Chris-
tian terms  basilica and ecclesia, both of which had original secu-
lar meanings);  see  Arm.  Gr.,  251.  For the  use  of tacar as· ,a non-
Christian temple,  see  Ch.  4.  Originally,  tacara- may  have  meant 
any  enclosure the  size of a  ring in which  a  horse  ran  (OIr.  base 
tak-), which was  then  roofed over.  Cf.  mediaeval Pers.  compound 
maidan  asfris,  Ph1.  aspres  'horse-track',  Arm.  l-w.  asparez 
'idem,  area,  field'.  One  recalls that ancient  Iranian kings 
encamped more  often than they resided;  and even their palaces 
always  had a  paradeisos  (Arm.  l-w.  pardez  'garden')  for hunting 
(see most  recently M.  Dandamayev  for the  Achaemenian period,  in 
Acta Iranica 23,  Leiden,  1984,  113-7). 
46.  The  description of Tigran in MX  1.24  can  apply only to  Tigran II 
the Artaxiad (95-56 B.C.);  see  G.  M.  Sargsyan,  Hellenistakan 
darasrjani  Hayastane ev Movses  Xorenaccin,  Erevan,  1966,  53.  On 
Tigran II, see the following  Ch. 64 
47.  OP.  inscription  DB  11.32:  see  R.  G.  Kent,  Old Persian,  New  Haven, 
1950,  183 and V.  V.  Struve,  'Novye  dannye  istorii Armenii, 
zasvidetel'stvovannye Bekhistunskoi nadpis'yu,'  Te±ekagir, 1946,  8, 
32-5. 
48.  On  the  two  satrapies,  see  TiracCyan,  op.  cit., 62.  Zuza,  mentioned 
in  DB  11.33, has  been identified by Justi with the Kurdish village 
of Zozan,  near Jezire;  Tigra  (DB  11.39)  is connected with Till,  on 
the  Tigris  (this equation seems  doubtful,  in view of the large num-
ber of toponyms  in Arm.  with the  Semitic  element tel or til 'hill'; 
see  the preceding  Ch.  and our  Ch.  on  Anahit  and Nane);  F-:-Justi, 
Grundriss  der IranischenPhi1610gie,  II,  5,  429,  placed Autiyara 
(DB  11.58-9)  in the  Tiyari  region of Kurdistan,  in the  valley of 
the  Great  Zab,  although H.  Manandyan;  op.  cit. n.  1,  52-53,  cites 
the suggestion of J.  Sandaljian· (HistOire  documeritaired'  Armeriie, 
II, Rome,  1917)  that Autiyara was  the l\ytruankC of MX,  in KorcaykC . 
49.  Herodotus,  II  1.  93,  V.  49;  Strabo,  X1.14.9. 
50.  Xenophon,  Anab.,  IV.5.35.  See  also our discussion of the  Gk.  in-
scriptions of Armawir below,  and the  discussion in  Ch.  3  of the 
connection of horses  to the  cult of the Sun  and Mithra. 
51.  Herodotus,  1.194. 
52.  Ibid.,  V.52.  The  Arm.  word for a  roadside  inn,  aspinJ,  is a  loan-
word from Mlr.  (cf.  Sgd.  'spnc,  PhI.  aspinJ,  see  W.  B.  Henning,  'A 
Sogdian  Fragment of the Manichaean  Cosmogony,'  BSOAS,  1948,  307 
line  37),  Syr.  'spyzkn'  (Arm.  Gr.,  109  s .v.  aspnJakan).  Arm. 
Aramazd  (=  Ahura Mazaa)  was  regarded as the  'hospitable one' 
(vanatur);  see  Ch.  5.  . 
53.  Herodotus,  VII.73. 
54.  See  S.  Krkyasaryan,  trans.,  Xenophon,  Anabasis,  Erevan,  1970, 
pI.  opp.  92. 
55.  See  H.  Manandyan,  Hin  Hayastani  glxavor canaparhriere,.Erevan,  1936, 
37-40. 
56.  Xenophon,  Anab.,  IV.5.30-34. 
57.  In  a  mediaeval  Zoroastrian res]Jonsum in B.  N.  Dhabhar;  The  Persian 
Rivayats  of Hormazyr  Framarz  and Others,  Bombay,  1932,  267,  Nariman 
Hoshang asks,  'Can  one  sit with the  juddins  [non-Zoroastrians]  and 
the  unworthy and eat with them,  or not?'  The  answer is:  'Sitting 
with them and eating food in any way  and of any kind is not proper; 
it is a  sin. v 
58.  Justi, Ir.  Nam.,  235  and Hiibschmann,  Arm.  Gr.,  39,  derive Arm. 
Eruand from Av.  aurvant- 'mighty';  an  etymology was  proposed also 
from  OIr.  *rayavanta- 'possessing riches'  (lizp,  I, 437)  on  the 
basis of the  form Aroandes.  ---59.  Strabo,  XI.14.15;  on  Hydarnes,  OP.  Vidarna,  see  Z.  G.  ElcCibekyan, 
'Ervandunineri  cagman  harcci surje,' P-bH,  1971,  2,  111. 
60.  See  Toumanoff,  op.  cit., 279;  Sargsyan,  op.  cit., 30;  HZP,  I, 504; 
Xenophon,  Anab.,  III.14.13; Plutarch,  Vita Artax.,  33;  on the 
legendary prestige of the Arsacids,  see  Ch.  4. 
61.  HZP,  I,  439;  Pliny;  Nat.  Hist. ,  VI.1.18. 
62.  See  ElcCibekyan, op.cit., 108,  and B.  Ya.  Staviskii,  Kushanskaya 
Baktriya:  pr6blem&istorii  i  kul'tury,  MOSCOW,  1977,  8 n.  11. 
63.  Xenophon,Anab.,  Iv.4.4 
64.  TiracCyan,  op.  cit., 62. 
65.  Ardan,  III.8.  On  Mithraustes  and the Arm.  Valle,  see our  Ch.  on 
Vahagn. 
66.  H.  Manandyan,  Erker, I, Erevan,  1977,  95. 
67.  Arrian,  I.17,  III.16;  on  Alexander,  see  M.  Southgate, tr., 
Iskandarnamall,  New  York,  1978,  App.  I, 176,  citing V.  Dastgirdl, 
ed.,  Ni~ami, Saraf-name,  Tehran,  1937 & 1957,  273-4. 
Manandyan,  op .  cit. n.  66,  96. 
Ibid.,  97;  Justin,  38.7. 
Strabo,  XI.14.9. 
Manandyan,  op.  cit. n.  66,  100. 
Ibid.,  101. 
Diod.  Sic.  XIX.23,  cited byK.  Trever,  Ocherkipoistoriikul'tury 
drevnei  Armenii  (II v.  do  n.e.  - IV v.n.e.), Moscow-Leningrad, 
1953,  104. 
J.  Markwart"  'Le  berceau  des  Armeniens,'  RDEA,  8,  1928,  229. 
Trever;op.  cit., 135'. 
See  Toumanoff,  op.  cit., 277-354,  esp.  293~4, and 108-9 n.  168; 
L.  Jalabert,  R.  Mouterde,  Inscriptions  grecQues  et latines de la 
Syrie, I;  Commagene  et Cyrrhestique, Paris, 1929,  15-16;  see also 
Ch.  9. 
77.  See  Boyce,  Zoroastrians,  48-77 on  the  adoption of Zoroastrianism 
in Media and Persia in the Achaemenian  period,  and now  Hist.  Zor., 
II, Lei  den ,  1982.  The  latter is now  the most  thorough treatment of 
Achaemenian  religion,  which Boyce  identifies  as  Zoroastrianism,  de-
spite problems  and inconsistencies.  Despite  the weight of the 
I 
I 
I 
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evidence  adduced for Iran, her conclusions  are  debated (and recon-
structions of the  Jewish  response  to Iranfan religion,  resting 
largely on  the work  of M.  Smith,  have  even been termed  'highly 
adventurous' by J.  Barr,  Journal of the American  Academy. of·Re-
ligion 53.2,  June  198·5,  228 n.  47).  Armenia in the Achaemenian 
period is far less well  documented than Persia or Israel, yet the 
network. of cultural contacts there was  almost  as  complex,  so  the 
interpretation of much  of the evidence  (such as  the  temple-model 
(?)  above)  must be tentative. 
78.  Cf.  the Arm.  loan-wordsdritem  'I betray'  and druitan  (with Ir.  pres-
ent participial ending ..:.an),  from MIr.(Arm.  Gr., 146). 
79.  Arm.  names  in Arta- such  as  Artawazd  (see  Ch.  13), Artases  (Gk. 
Artaxias,  see  Ch.  3),  Artawan  (see  Ch.  4)  et ai.  are loans  from 
Western  Old and Middle  Iranian,  see Arm.  Gr.,  28,...30  ·andIr.Nam. , 
31-40;  on  OP.  arta- (=Av.asa, Skt.rta-), see Boyce,  Zoroastrians, 
55. 
80.  On  the  Arm.  loan-word dew  'demon'  from MIr.,  see Arm.  ·Gr.,  140;  on 
Arm.  demonology,  witchcraft,  daevic terminology and xrafstaran 
'evil creatures',  see  Ch.  14. 
81.  See  inscription XPb  in Kent,  op.  cit. 
82.  Agath.  817;  dicc=  gen.  pI.  of dikc  'gods'.  On  Bagawan,  see our  Ch. 
on  Aramazd.  The  etymology  from Pth.  may  be  anachronistic,  as  ref":' 
erences  in Classical Arm.  literature to the Arsacids·frequently 
are.  On  Bagayaric,  see our  Ch.  on Mihr.  On  Bagan  (AON,  345)  see 
Ch.  15.  Baga-,  Vedic Skt.Bhaga-,  means  'god'  (Boyce  suggests it 
may  have  stood for OIr.  *Vouruna).  In the Sogdian  documents  from 
Mugh  we  find the priestly titles IiIwghpt  and vgh1ipt,  to be  compared 
with Arm.niogpet  and bagnapet·, the latter from Arm.  bagin . 'altar  , , 
apparently a  Pth  .. loan-word with the  element bag- .'  god' . (seeM.  . 
Boyce,· 'Iconoclasm amongst the Zoroastrians, , . Studies for Morton 
Smi th at Sixty, IV,  Leiden,  1975,  99).  On  the Arm.  priesthood, 
temples  and image-cult,  see  our  Chs.  3,  4  and 15;  It is noted here 
that the  foundation of Bagaran is attributed to an Orontid by MX, 
implying thatbaga- came  into Arm.  before Pth.  times.  One  recalls 
also the proper name  Bag-Tesub  cited in  Ch.  1, which testifies to 
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ARTAXIAD  ARMENIA 
In 190 B.C.,  Armenia was  a  patchwork of 120  dynastic states, re-
ferred to by Pliny as  regna  'kingdoms,.l  These  were  the  domains  of the 
naxarars,  and their  'barbaric  names'  are  presumably the Arm.  forms  of 
toponyms  dating back to Urartean times,  and preserving the names  of the 
2  ancient peoples of the plateau.  Many  of these peoples still spoke 
their va~ious native tongues,  such as Urartean,  for it was  only after 
the  conquests of Artaxias,  according to Strabo, that the Armenians 
(probably only gradually)  became  'of one  language 1.3 
Certain of the  regna may  have had very large temple estates,  for 
Pliny equates with Acilisene  (Arm.  Eke±eac
C
),  an entire province  in its 
own  right, the Anaitica regio.  Cassius  Dio  includes  among  the conquests 
of Pompey  'the  country of Anaitis, belonging to Armenia and dedicated 
to a  goddess of the same  name.  I  Such temple  estates existed throughout 
Asia Minor,  and most  of them were  dedicated to the worship of the an-
cient Anatolian  Great  Mother  goddess,  in one  or another  guise.  In cer-
tain areas the  cult underwent Hellenisation,  and the  deity was  equated 
with Artemis,  but in other areas it would appear that temple estates 
became  Zoroastrian  foundations  during the Achaemenian period,  the  god-
dess  being equated with the yaza".;aAn8.hitii. whilst retaining the loyalty 
of the indigenous population:  the Attalid kings  of Pergamon  made  grants 
to the sanctuary of the  'Persian Goddess'  at Hiera Kame  (lit.  'Sacred 
Village')  in Lydia,  and a  great temple estate at Zela in Pontus was 
dedicated to Anaitis  and  'the Persian deities'.  The  temple  of the 
Great  Mother at  Pessinus,  on the border of Phrygia and Galatia,  was  re-
garded throughout the Hellenistic and Roman  periods as  an  independent, 
theocratic principality,  and in eastern Asia Minor,  where  hellenisation 
was  slight,  such ancient  forms  of administration must  have  survived to 
an  equal or greater degree.5 
Zela,  in the province of Zelitis, is a  short distance to the west 
of Gaziura.  We  noted above  in our discussion of the  derivation of the 
toponym Armawir  (Gk.  Armaouira)  that the  ending -wir may  be  an old 
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toponymical suffix;  the name  of the Pontic city would therefore  contain 
the  OIr.  element  ga(n)z- 'treasure'.  The  site may  have been  a  satrapal 
treasury of the  Achaemenians,  situated close to an important temple es-
tate.  The  administrative divisions  of Armenia at the  close of the 
Orontid period would appear to be  archaic:  a  loose-knit patchwork of 
small principalities with temple estates,  following the ancient  social 
patterns of Anatolia,  yet bearing the  cultural and religious  stamp of 
Iran. 
The  influence of Greek  culture and Seleucid power was  also evident 
in Armenia,  as  seen in the preceding chapter,  and Antiochus the  Great 
(223-187)  sought to expand. his power in Armenia by instigating a  revolt 
amongst  the naxarars against the ruling Orontes  (Arm.  Eruand).  Such  a 
tactic probably could not have  succeeded without the active connivance 
of some  naxarars,  who  to the very last days  of the  sovereignty of 
Greater Armenia were  to seek alliances with  foreign powers  against 
their own  king:  the  dethroning of the last Armenian  Arsacid,  Ar-
taxias  IV,  by Bahram  V of Iran in 428  was  urged upon  the Sasanians by 
Armenian  naxarars,  who  received privileges afterwards,  and in neighbor-
ing Georgia the  Iberian princes in 580  similarly urged upon  Hormizd  IV, 
the  overthrow of their royal Mihranid dynasty.6 
In Greater Armenia,  a  dynast  named Artaxias  (Arm.  Artases)  was  in-
stalled as  strategos;  the Armenian king of Sophene,  Xerxes,  was  be-
sieged in his capital, Arsamosata,  and subsequently assassinated.  An 
Armenian  Orontid,  Zariadres,  was  named  strategos of Sophene.  In 191 
B. C.,  Antiochus  was  defeated in battle by the  Romans,  who  shattered his 
power at Magnesia and confirmed their. control over Asia Minor by the 
peace treaty of Apamea,  three years later.  The  two  Armenian  strategoi, 
rebelling in their turn against ftntiochus,  'joined the  Romans  and were 
ranked as  autonomous,  with the title of king.·7  The  Artaxiad dynasty 
of Greater Armenia was  to last until the first decade  of the  Christian 
era;  in 95  B.C.,  at the beginning of the brief period of the imperial 
expansion of Greater Armenia under Tigran II, Sophene  was  annexed and 
ceased to be  a  kingdom,  the Orontid royal  family  continuing as  a 
naxarardom,  however,  into the  Christian era_8 
Movses  Xorenacci  describes  in accurate detail the stone boundary-
steles that Artaxias  caused to be  erected on  the lands belonging to 
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( c)  9  towns  and estates  Arm.  agarak-k  .  It has been suggested that the 
Hellenistic period was  marked by perpetual boundary litigation moti-
vated by an everpresent  fear of crop failure  and starvation,  and that 
such litigation and arbitration in many  cases  replaced actual  fighting. 
Boundary barkers  (PhI.  saman  i  wimand,  cf.  Arm.  l-w.  Sahman)  were,  as 
it seems,  equally important in Iran,  for  Ch.  50  of the Arday Wiraz 
Namsg  describes  the hideous punishment  in hell of a  man  who  in his life 
removed one with malice.lO  A number  of these steles have  been  found 
from the reign of Artaxias  I  (189-160 B.C.),  and since to date none  has 
been unearthed of earlier date, it is assumed that he instituted the 
11  practice of erecting such markers.  The  later Arsacid king Tiridates  I 
erected an  inscription at Aparan,  apparently recording the  grant of the 
town of Nig to the  Gntcuni naxarar house.  The  inscription is in Greek, 
and the  stone  does  not have  the serrated top  characteristic of the 
steles of Artaxias--as  described by Xorenacci--which are inscribed in 
Aramaic.  But  the legal intent of the later monument  is similar:  to 
establish a  property claim in the name  of the king.l2 
On  the various  steles of Artaxias,  the name  of the king is  found 
in the  forms  IR~SS,  C'JR~SCSYJ and  C'RJ~SSY,  corresponding to the 
Aramaic  form of the name  of the  Achaemenian king Artaxerxes,  'R~SSY, 
in an inscription 
v  •  13  Naqs-l  Rustam. 
land  I  (Aram.  MHLQ 
of the first half of the third century B. C.  from 
The  Arm.  king describes himself as  an  'apportioner of 
'RQ,  in Spitak 4-5),  an  Orontid king  (MLKRWNDKN,  MLK 
'RWNDCKNJ  in Spitak 2  and  Zangezur 4;  MLK  'king'  appears  alone  in 
Sevan B,  2),  and son of Zariadres  (Arm.  Zareh,  presumably not the  same 
as  the strategos 
ZRYHR,  in Spitak 
and king of Sophene:  BR  ZRYTR,  BR  ZY  CZRJYTR,  BR 
14  3-4,  Sevan B 2-3,  and  Zangezur 5-6).  Although 
Artaxias had overthrown Orontes, his  claim to legitimacy was  based on 
his presumed Orontid lineage;  such an attitude wouJ.d  accord at once 
with Iranian  and Armenian  conceptions,  as  we  have  seen  above.  The  same 
patronymical formula was  followed later by the Armenian  Arsacids;  an 
Aramaic  inscription  from  Garni,  probably of the  second century A.D., 
reads:  (1)  .••  (2)  MLK  RB  ZY  'RMCYN  (3)  BRR  ZY  WLGS  (4)  MLK:  '(1) 
(2)  Great  King of Armenia  (3)  Son  of Vologases  (4)  the King,.15 
In the  inscriptions  from  Zangezur and Spitak,  the king bears  the 
epithet TE,  TB '.  The  same  Aramaic word was  as  an ideogram rendered by MIr.  nev  'brave',  a  common  royal attribute of Iranian kings.16  In Arm., 
the word for brave is  ~Caj, which  may  be of Iranian origin,  and is also 
the name  of a  race of supernatural creatures who  are  said to  dwell with-
in Mt.  Ararat.  In the  Arm.  epic  fragments  preserved by Movses 
Xorenacci,  Artaxias  curses his  son  Artawazd,  who  is taken captive by 
the kCaj_kc.17  PCawstos  Buzand refers to  p~c~a~r~k~C~t~C~a~g~a~w~o~r~a~c~c~n~e~w~ 
baxtkCn  ew  kCajutCiwn  'the glory of kings  and their fortune  and bravery' 
(IV., 24).  Glory and fortune  (pCar_kc  and baxt, both Ir.  loan-words)  are 
constantly paired in Iranian and Armenian  usage  and are probably repre-
sented on  the Armenian  tiara depicted on the  coins of the Artaxiad kings 
as  eaglets)  and star.18  KCaj_utCiwn  in the passage  cited is likely to 
correspond to MIr.  nev-agih  'bravery',  19  as  a  Zoroastrian attribute of 
the king,  who  is blessed with xVarenah- so that he  may  be  a  brave fight-
er for the  Good  Religion  against evil in its various manifestations.  In 
an  Aramaic boundary inscription from  TCe±ut  in Soviet Armenia,  Artaxias, 
who  is called  'RTRKSRKSS--an  apparently Hell:enised:'form not  found in the 
other inscriptions--bears  two  additional epithets:  QrRBR  and  ~SHRSRr, 
which are  found in the inscription  from  Zangezur.  The  first word is 
read by Perikhanyan as  an  Aramaic heterogram of MIr.  taga-bar  'crown-
bearer'lit.  'king',  QTRbr;  the  second is interpreted as  'Allied with 
Xsathra',  i.e., with the  Zoroastrian Amesa  Spenta Xsathra Vairya,  'the 
Desirable Kingdom',  who  represents  the spiritual archetype of righteous 
20  government.  In the word WNQPR  Perikhanyan proposes  to see MIr. 
*vanakapar,  from  OIr.  *vanat.akapara- 'who  vanquishes all which Evil 
21  ~ 
engenders/encourages'.  The  erection of boundary steles was  appar-
ently a  Hellenistic administrative practice,  as were  certain other re-
forms  introduced by the  Artaxiads which we  shall have  occasion shortly 
to  consider.  But  the various attributes of the king in these inscrip-
tions  accord admirably with Iranian religious beliefs.  Perikhanyan's 
suggested etymologies  for  ~SHRSRr and  ~~QPR are necessarily hypotheti-
cal, but  even without  them the epithet  TB  is of great significance,  and 
there  seems little doubt that  QrRBR  is an Aramaic  heterogram of the 
Iranian word which we  find as  Arm.  tCagawor.  The  ending -KN  in  'RWNDKN 
'Orontid)  is also  an  Iranian adjectival ending -akan which is attested 
as  a  loaned form  in Arm.  -akan.  The  inscriptions are not long enough 
for us  to tell whether the language of the inscriptions is in fact 
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Aramaic  or a  form of Middle  Iranian or Armenian written with  Aramaic 
ideograms. 
It is beyond dispute,  however,  that several Iranian terms--or Ar-
menian  terms  of Iranian derivation--are  found in 
tions.  We  have  noted also  a  probable heterogram: 
the boundary inscrip-
c  v  'Pl  for Arm.  k  a,j. 
.  c  ...  c  It is  l~kely that the k  ajk  of Mt.  Ararat  represented in fact the 
royal ancestral spirits, who  received reverence  from Artaxias,  as  we 
shall see,  as  the fravasis of Zoroastrianism.22  A number of mediaeval 
.  b  c~  c  ,  and modern  Arm.  tales  ex~st a  out the K a,jan  c  tun  House  of the 
Brave',  and the  family of the epic heroes  of Sasun is also  called by 
~  ~  c 
the latter name  or else Jojanc  tun  'House  of the Giants'.  S.  Kanayean 
c  y  c  constructed family trees of the K aJanac  tun of Arm.  legend,  and 
sought to link the various  characters with the Arsacid kings,  ~ueens 
and noblemen of Armenia in the fourth  centurY A.D.,  starting with 
Xosrov II Kotak.  In the legends,  polygamy,  next-of-kin marriage  aDd 
marriage of first cousins  is  fre~uent; such  customs were praised by the 
Zoroastrians  and condemned by the  Christians,  as we  shall see.  In ad-
dition to kCaj,  the Arms.,  as it appears,  used also  a  term common 
amongst  Zoroastrians  for a  similar complex of meanings,  *kaw  (NW  MIr. , 
cf.  Phl.  kay,  OIr.  kavi),  in the toponym Kaw-a-kert  'built by the hero'; 
MIr.  Kawiis,  Av.  Kavi  Usan,  is found in Arm.  as  the Kawos-akan line  (Arm. 
tohm)  mentioned by PCawstos.23 
The  reign of Artaxias  appears  to have been  a  period in which ener-
getic measures  were  taken to regulate Armenia's  economy  and administra-
tion.  Artaxias  secured control over Caspiane,  Phaunitis  and Basoropeda 
towards  Media;  he  con~uered Chorzene,  Gogarene  and the Paryadres  foot-
hills, which had been in the hands  of the Iberians;  Carenitis  and 
Derxene,  with their populations  of Chalybians  and Mossynoeci,  were 
placed firmly under the  control of the king of Greater Armenia; 
Acilisene was  wrested from the  Cataonians;  and in the southwest 
Taroni  tis was  taken  from the Syrians.  24  The  expansion of the Arm. 
state means  that cities were  to be built and coins were to be  struck; 
Armenia became  a  power to be  reckoned with in international politics, 
and we  find  fre~uent mention  of various  noblemen  and warriors  in the 
works  of Roman  writers.  The  artefacts  found in cities, the symbols  on 
coins,  and onomastic  and other evidence  from literary sources  provide 78 
important information about the  religious beliefs of the  Armenians  in 
the period. 
Artaxata,  Arm.  Artasat,  a  city whose  Iranian name  means  'Joy of 
Artases',25  was  probably founded only a  few  years after Artaxias  came 
to the throne,  although according to some  sources it was  built only six 
years before the  death of the king in 160 B.C.26  According to several 
Classical sources,  the  defeated  Carthaginian general Hannibal had taken 
refuge with Antiochus  III.  After the battle of Magnesia,  Hannibal ap-
parently fled to Armenia  and helped to build Artaxata,  but  one of the 
conditions of the peace of Apamea  was  that he  be  handed over to the 
Romans.  Artaxias was  pro-Roman,  for the Romans,  as  we  have  seen,  recog-
nised his legitimacy,  so Hannibal would have  fled Armenia soon after the 
treaty which broke the Seleucid power in Asia Minor;  according to 
Cornelius  Nepos,  he was  at Gortynon the island of Crete after the 
peace of Apamea.  It is not impossible that Hannibal assisted Artaxias 
in the planning of Artaxata, but it would have  to have been  done  ca. 
189-188 B.C.27  Whatever the truth of events  may  have been,  the  story 
occupies  a  prominent place in Classical descriptions  of Artaxata,  all 
of which were written long after:the  days  when  Rome  and Armenia were 
28  friendly.  Plutarch called Artaxata  'the Armenian  Carthage':  the 
capital of a  powerful  enemy  whose  way  of life was  neither Roman  nor 
Greek. 
Artaxata was  built on nine hills along the river Araxes  near the 
modern  Soviet Armenian village of P
C6kcr  VedL  The  northeasternmost 
hill appears  to have been the oldest  Quarter.  Water was  drawn  from the 
Artaxes,  and channelled down  from the  Ge±am  mountains  towards  Lake 
Sevan;  the approaches to Artaxata from the Sevan  area were  guarded by 
the ancient  fortress of Garni,  which had been founded by the Urarteans 
(the  Arm.  name  derives  from  Urartean  Giarniani).29  Armawir,  the 
Orontid capital,  stood but  a  short  distance  away  from  Artaxata,  the 
former itself a  city built on  Urartean  foundations,  and it is likely 
that Artaxias  chose  the site for his  capital in the area because it was 
populous  and its defences  were  already well  developed;  such conditions 
would have  facilitated the rapid growth of the city.  Artaxata was 
heavily fortified; its wallS,  which narrowed into passages between 
hills, had towers  and armories.  More  than  3000  arrowheads  of iron of 
the second-first century B.C.  have been  found at the site. 79 
Buildings were  made  of local limestone,  grey marble or pink tufa, 
and colonnades  and bath-houses were  constructed in Hellenistic style. 
Of  the 12  colours of paint  found,  a  brownish-red pigment is most  common. 
This paint,  called sandix, was  exported to  Rome,  where it was  used ex-
tensively at Pompeii  and other cities, and the raised frame  of the Ara-
maic  inscription from Garni  mentioned above  also bears traces of the 
pigment.  The  buildings of the  city were built very close together; 
every precious  inch of space within the strong walls was  utilised,  and 
no  remains of gardens  have been  found.  The  craftsmen of Artaxata pro-
duced fine  glazed ceramic  and glass wares,  and it is likely therefore 
that the objects of cultic importance  to be  discussed presently were  of 
local manufacture.  Fine  jewellery from Artaxata seems  also to have been 
made  in Armenia,  for the gold mined at  Zod,  an  area near the southeast-
ern shores  of Lake  Van  where  pre-Christian cultic bas-reliefs have been 
found,30  contains tell-tale amounts  of bismuth  and tellurium.  Life at 
Artaxata was  rich:  flagons,  oinochoes  and fish  dishes  have  been exca-
vated,  and a  gilded hippocampus  of silver which once  served as  a  vase 
handle  has been unearthed.3l  Another handle of silver was  modelled in 
the  form of a  young Eros. 
All of these objects  display Hellenistic workmanship  of  ex~uisite 
~uality, and may  have  been made  locally or imported.32  They  testify to 
a  sophisticated and luxurious way  of life, and indeed the  'Armenian 
Carthage' was  a  city whose  loose morals  are  referred to by Juvenal  as  a 
matter of common  knowledge:  Sic\praetextatos referunt Artaxata mores 
(Satires, II, 170).  It was  a  centre of Hellenistic culture with many 
foreign inhabitants;  the poet  Ianiblichus,  who  composed his  romance  in 
35  books,  the Babylonica  (now  lost), is reputed to have lived there. 33 
Artaxata was  a  centre also of industry and commerce,  and according 
to Xorenacci,  Artaxias  caused to settle there numerous  Jews  who  had re-
sided at nearby Armawir. 34  Some  of them may  have  formed the nucleus of 
the early Christian  Church  in Armenia--as  Jews  did in other countries--
before it became  a  national institution closely linked to the ancient 
dynastic order,  as  we  shall see in the following  chapter.  No  material 
evidence of the  Jewish presence  at Artaxata has  been uncovered,  but 
much  of the Armenian  vocabulary for business activities is Semitic  in 
origin,  e.g.,  Arm.  sukay 
siiqa,  J;laniita,J;:esiw). 35 
'market',  xanut
C  'shop',  hasiw  'account')  (cf. 
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From the  foregoing it would seem that the Armenians,  like the 
Iranians of the  same  period,  maintained control over cities as  centres 
of trade, but  did not live  in them as  a  rule,  preferring to leave the 
arts of commerce  and fine  craftsmanship to foreign  residents.  Most  Ar-
menians lived and worked in their widely  scattered rural districts. 
Yet the  royal household and members  of the priesthood at the very least 
must  also have  resided at Artaxata,  for Xorenacci  relates that Artaxias 
kangnei nma  mehean,  ew  pCoxe  i  Bagarane  zpatkern Artemiday  ew  zamenayn 
kurs hayrenis:  baycc  zApo±onipatkern artakcoy kCa±akcin kangne hup  i 
canaparhn  'raised in it a  mehean  [temple36 ]  and transferred from 
Bagaran37" the  image38 of Artemis39  and all the  statues of his  fathers.40 
But the  image  of Apollon he  set up  outside the city, by the roadside' 
(MX  11.49).  Many  of these  statues were  captured from  'Greeks  by Ar-
taxias;  one  may  compare  to this the Achaemenian practice of removing to 
Persepolis  temple  images  and other objects  from Egypt,  Babylonia,  and 
Greece.  Presumably Arm.  Zoroastrians,  like their Iranian co-
religionists, had no  indigenous  iconographic tradition.41  No  temple 
has been discovered to  date  at Artaxata;  presumably,  it was  one  of the 
first buildings to be  converted to a  church in the  fourth  century after 
the  conversion of Tiridates.  Reference is made  by Agathangelos to the 
'Sun-gate' of the city  (Arm.  Areg  durn);  42  this probably  faced south, 
for where  the  Arm.  text of para.  206  reads  end durn  harawoy  'by the 
south gate',  the  Gk.  version has  tes heliakes  pyles  '(by)  the  Sun-
43  gate' .  The  Sun  is  an  important object of veneration for  Zoroastrians 
as  the  greatest of the  luminaries  of heaven,  and Armenian  Zoroastrians 
of later centuries were  to be identified as  'Children of the Sun,' per-
haps  because of their conspicuous worship of it,44  so it is likely that 
the name  of the  gate was  intended to reflect the  Zoroastrian piety of 
the king,  as  well as  the radiance of his  glory.  The  South  (PhI.  nem 
roz)  is in  Zoroastrianism the  'place of midday',  where  the Sun  should, 
ideally,  always  stand. 
Although no  temples  have been  found,  a  number of artefacts of 
religious  significance have  come  to light.  Bronze  figurines  of eagles 
may  represent  xVarenah,  and similar statuettes have been  discovered in 
neighboring Cappadocia and in other regions of Armenia.45  A number of 
terra-cotta figurines  depict  a  woman  with  a  draped headdress  who  is 
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seated on  a  throne nursing at her breast a  young,  naked boy who  stands 
with his back to the  viewer.  This 
stone  to the west  in Armenia,  near 
scene, which is attested also in 
... c  c  ...  C nk  us,  is  undoubtedly the ancient 
Asianic  Great  Mother,  Cybele,  with the infant Attis, probably equated 
by the Armenians  with Nane  or Anahit  and Ara.46  A small bas-relief de-
picts  a  young woman  resembling Aphrodite undressing beneath  a  rounded 
arch supported on either side by pillars.  The  manner of portrayal of 
the woman  is Greek,  although the architectural details are Oriental, 
and the Armenians  tended to identify in texts their own  goddess  Ast±ik 
'with Aphrodite.  The  composition of the  scene  and the style of the pil-
lars, arch,  and drapery--though to be  certain, not the  activity of the 
lady--are strikingly similar in a  stone bas-relief of the Virgin Mary 
as  Intercessor,  a  fragment  of a  fourteenth-century Deiosis  from the 
Church of the Mother of God  of the Monastery of Spi  takawor. 47 
Twenty-eight terra-cotta bas-reliefs have been  found in Artaxata 
which  depict  a  rider in Parthian dress  on  horseback,  in side or three-
quarter view.  Nearly identical figurines  have been  found in large num-
bers  in Iran  from the Parthian period,  and in parts of Syria and Meso-
potamia which became  part of the Arsacid empire late in the  second cen-
tury B.C.  Staviskii,  XacCatryan  and others  have  suggested that these 
objects  were  of religious  Significance.48  The  figure  may  represent the 
yazata Mithra, it is suggested,  for this most  prominent  god  represented 
the Sun,  and there is abundant  evidence to link horses to the cult of 
the  Sun,  either as  sacrifices or as  symbols,  in both Iran and Armenia 
from Achaemenian  times.49  Such  an  explanation would be  supported also 
by the  Armenian  epic of Sasun,  in which Mher  sits on horseback in his 
cave  at Van.  The  image of a  rider god is not unusual  for the period or 
50  area.  A number of iconographic  concepts,  such as  the eagles and star 
mentioned above,  or the  demonic  figure with  snakes  at his  shoulders  dis-
cussed in the preceding chapter,  seem to have  come  to Armenia  and west-
ern Iran  from Syria and northern Mesopotamia.  In Palmyrene bas-reliefs, 
a  number of gods  are  shown  mDQnted  on horses or camels,  frequentlY 
carrying the paraphernalia of battle. 51  Mithra  (Clas.  Arm.  Mihr, 
Mediaeval  Arm.  Mher)  was  identified by Arm.  writers with the  Greek  god 
of fire,  Hephaistos,  and had been associated since earliest times  sec-
ondarily with the Sun,  the greatest visible fire of all.  The  importance 82 
of his cult in Armenia is  eloquently attested in the very fact that the 
generic Armenian word for  a  non-Christian place of worship,  mehean,  con-
tains his  name.  The  cult 
Arsacid period by that of 
of Mihr was  apparently eclipsed in the 
52  Vahagn,  as  we  shall see  subsequently,  but 
it is plausible that the  figure  on  horseback may  represent  him.  One 
example  from the period in which horses  most  likely represent the Sun 
may  be  cited here.  The  reverse of a  silver tetradrachm of the Artaxiad 
king Artawazd II (56-34 B.C.)  depicts  a  crowned charioteer driving a 
four-horse  chariot left,  and holding the reigns with his left hand. 53 
One  recalls the dedicatory inscription in Greek at Armawir  discussed in 
the preceding chapter,  which refers to a  four-horse  chariot and near 
which there was  cut  a  slot in which  a  bronze pinakion was  to be in-
serted.  It was  also noted that a  plaque with such a  chariot was  found 
at Ibdona.  Although Mithra may  not be the  driver,54 the Sun  in the 
Avesta is described as  aurvat.aspa- 'having swift horses',  and yt.  10 
describes  Mithra's own  chariot.55 
Having mentioned above  one  coin of Artawazd,  we  may  continue with 
a  discussion of the  coinage of the Artaxiad dynasty.  The  Orontid kings 
of Armenia minted very  few  coins,  and the Armenian  Arsacids  appear not 
to have  struck any issues  at all; the latter used Roman  and Parthian 
coins,  and no  convincing explanation has  yet been presented for their 
failure to mint their own,  for there were  long periods  during their 
nearly 400-year reign when  Armenia enjoyed such sovereignty as would 
have  justified their doing so.  The  issue of coins is attested, however, 
for the entire period of the Artaxiad dynasty,  and attests to the 
wealth,  commercial  development,  and administrative organisation of the 
Armenian  state.  The  coins of the Artaxiad kings  are  important  for our 
purpose  as  a  source of information on  religion,  for they depict various 
mountains,  trees,  animals,  symbols  and human  figures  (the latter pre-
sumably  representations of gods)  which are probably of religious sig-
nificance.  Unlike  the later KuSans  in Bactria,  the Armenians  unfor-
tunately did·not provide on their coins the names  of the  gods  shown,  so 
explanations of the  significance of a  scene,  or identifications of fig-
ures,  cannot  be offered with complete  certainty. 
Arakcelyan published and dated to 183 B.C.  a  coin or medal with 
the inscription ARTAXIS(A)TON  M(E)TR(O)P(O)L(EOS)  'of the  capital of 
!  , 
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(the people of)  Artaxata,.56  There  is shown  a  winged Nike who  holds  a 
wreath in her upraised right hand.  The  figure  appears  on  Armenian 
coins throughout  the period.  The  depiction is Hellenistic in style; if 
it represents  a  female yazata, it is impossible to tell which is in-
tended.  A copper coin with a  head of Zariadres  (labelled in Gk.  ZADRI-
ADOU)  has  a  thunderbolt  on  the reverse and the inscription BASILEOS 
BASILEON  '(of the)  king of kings·.57  Neither  Zariadres  the  father of 
Artaxias nor  Zariadres  the  strategos of Sophene  would have been likely 
to use  such a  title, so Bedoukian  dismisses  the  coin as  a  forgery.  The 
title was  used only by Tigran II and his  successors,  a  century later, 
so the  forgery may  have  been  done  then.  The  symbol  of the thunderbolt 
may  bevassociated with Aramazd, rho is referred to by Xorenacci with the 
epithet ampropayin  'of the thunder';  elsewhere in Asia Minor  we  find 
the cult of Zeus  keraunios  'Zeus of the thunder,.58 
A copper  coin of Artaxias  I  (189-63 B.C.)  shows  an  eagle on  the 
reverse turned left and perched on the  summit  of a  mountain.  A similar 
coin struck late in the first century B.C.  has  been  found  from  Cappa-
docia;59 the mountain on the latter is undoubtedly Argaeus,  near Mazaca, 
which was  worshipped as  sacred.60  The  eagle recalls the figurines  from 
Artasat  and elsewhere,  which show  an  eagle atop  a  cone  or stepped pyra-
mid.  In this  case,  the mountain  shown  is probably Ararat,  which towers 
magnificently over Artaxata.  The  eagle, which must  represent either a 
.  1  t  .  61  divinity or the glory of the king,  is also  found  alone  on  a  er cOlns;; 
a  small  copper coin,  attributed by Bedoukian to Tigran II although pos-
sibly a  jugate issue  (two  profiles are  clearly visible on  the obverse), 
shows  on  the  reverse  two  mountain peaks,  this  time without  an eagle, 
the mountain  on  the left the lower of the two.  Above  the peaks  is the 
trace of a  legend with the letters  -ISAR  visible.  Bedoukian identified 
the mountain peaks  as  those of Argaeus,62 but it is more  likely that 
they are  Great  and Little Ararat.  The  fragmentary legend may  contain 
the Armenian  word sar  'head,  mountain',  probably a  MIr.  loan-word,  often 
suffixed to the na:-of a  mountain. 63 
A copper  coin of Tigran  I  (123-96 B. C.)  shows  a  male  figure  on the 
reverse seated to left on  a  throne and resting his left hand on  a 
sceptre.  The  figure  in Hellenistic issues  represents  Zeus  Nikephoros,64 
and may  have  been identified by the  Armenians  with Aramazd.  Modern 84 
Armenian  scholars  have  suggested that the Hellenistic figure of T,vche--
the personification of Fortune--on the  reverse of the coins of Tigran II 
(95-56 B.C.)  represents the yazata Anahit,  here  depicted as  the  goddess 
of the river Araxes.65  But this identification,  too, is pure  conjec-
ture,  for the  T,vche  is  found in Hellenistic iconography elsewhere. 
On  copper  coins  of Tigran II and Tigran  IV  (8-5  B.C.)  the figure 
of the  Greek  god Herakles  is clearly shown. 
divinity leans  on  a  club or spear,  and holds 
The  muscular,  naked 
l ·  k'  66  Th  a  lon  S  In.  ere 
seems  little reason to  doubt that this is meant  to represent Vahagn, 
the yazata of strength and victory,  for the  depiction of the  god is the 
same  in  Commagene  of the first century B.C., to the west,  for Artagnes, 
and in Sasanian Iran,  for Bahram,  in the east, in the third century, 
and the cult of the yazata was  of enormous  importance to the Armenian 
royal  family. 67 
The  cypress tree was  and remains  sacred to  Zoroastrians,  and such 
a  tree appears  to be  depicted on  a  coin of Tigran  IV.68  Tigran II and 
his  successors  issued coins with  a  picture of an  elephant on the re-
verse;69  Hannibal had used these in fighting Rome,  with well-known and 
disastrous  results,  and the Sasanians were  to  employ  elephants  at the 
battle of Avarayr against the  Christian Armenian  forces  of Vardan 
Mamikonean  in A.D.  45l. 70  It is probably  from the east rather than the 
Carthaginian west that the Armenians  learned of the creatures,  for Arm. 
pC i:±  'elephant' is a  loan-word from MIr. 7l 
Although Artaxias  himself erected boundary steles with inscriptions 
in the  Aramaic  alphabet,  all the  coins of the  dynasty are in Greek  only. 
The  coins  of the predecessors  of Tigran II have the title BASILEOS 
MEGALOU  '(of the)  great king',  a  title we  shall see in Sasanian epi-
graphy  as wuzurg  sarr,  an office lesser than that of the  sahan sah  'king 
of kings',  Gk.  basileus basileon, which title Tigran II and his  succes-
sor Artawazd II  (56-34  B.C.)  used on  their coins. 72  Following a  custom 
widespread in both the Hellenistic and Iranian worlds,  the Artaxiad 
kings  deified themselves:  Artawazd II and Tigran III  (20-8 B.C.) bear 
the epi  thets  THEIOU  • (of the)  divine' or THEOU  • (of the)  god'. 73  A more 
modest,  but equally widespread appellation,  PHILHELLENOS,  is  found  on 
the coins of Tigran  I  (l23-96 B. C.)  and his  succes sors. 
The  need felt  by  an  independent monarch of the east to declare 
himself a  lover of Greek  culture is an indication of the profound 
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! influence of Hellenism upon  a  country which,  as  we  have  seen,  generally 
escaped conQuest  and colonisation by the  successors of Alexander.  The 
advance of commerce,  the  centralisation of government,  and the evidence 
of Greek  style in coinage all are part of the  cosmopolitanism of the 
Hellenistic world.  As  the word implies,  a  man's polis was  now  the 
cosmos,  the whole world.  The  direct democracy that had sufficed to 
govern the  relatively intimate,  compact  community of the old Greek 
·polis was  replaced by vast bureaucracies;  the local agora became  a  web 
of international trade routes,  and the koine,  the  common  language of 
this  new  world was  Greek.  It was  only natural that the Artaxiad mon-
archs  should declare themselves philhellenes, yet it must  not be 
thought that their religious beliefs ceased to be what  they had been of 
old:  staunchly Zoroastrian.  For religion was  perhaps  the most  unsatis-
factory facet of the 'otherwise  shining jewel of Hellenic  culture.  We 
have  seen how  Plato had looked towards  Armenia and Iran in his meta-
physical Quest,  and Alexander himself had paid homage  to the  gods  of 
the various ancient  Oriental nations he  conQuered.  The  patrician Greek 
religion, if not the  Orphism brought  from abroad,  offered no  cosmologi-
cal,  eschatological or theological vision  comparable to the  faith of 
the Iranians.  Its gods  were  petty,  capricious  and often local;  the 
souls  of good  and bad men  alike went  down  to a  dreary world of shades; 
and no  redemption or perfection might be  hoped for.  It is unlikely in-
deed that the  Armenians,  so  zealous  in other respects  in defence of 
their national traditions,  should have  succumbed to such a  dispiriting 
and primitive religion,  even if they had been  asked to.  There  is no 
evidence of Greek proselytism, and if anything the direction of religi-
ous  influence was  from east to  we~t,  culminating in the victory of an 
Oriental mystery cult,  Christianity. 
Thus,  the presence of various aspects of Hellenistic culture in 
Armenia neither contradict nor challenge the assertion of Strabo,  who 
li  ved in the last years of the Artaxiad dynasty,  that the Armenians  and 
Medes  performed all the religious  rituals  of the Persians.74  And  the 
political ties between  Al~enia and Iran that had been  shattered at 
Gaugamela were  soon to be  restored. 
Since the mid-third century B.C.,  the Arsacid dynasty of Parthia 
had been gradually advancing westwards  across  Iran,  reconQuering the 86 
provinces which had been ruled since the time of Alexander by the  de-
scendants of Seleucus.  Mithradates  I  (171-138 B.C.)  extended his  do-
mains  to Media,  and Mithradates II (123-87)  advanced to the Euphrates, 
taking hostage the young prince  Tigran,  who  was  to become  king of Ar-
menia in 96  B.C. 75  To  the northwest of Armenia was  the kingdom of 
Pontus,  a  fertile strip of land between the Black Sea on the north and 
the  rugged chain of the Paryadres  on the  south.  This land early in the 
third century B.C.  had become  independent of Seleucid rule,  and its 
kings,  all of whom  bore  Iranian names,  had embarked upon  a  policy of 
conquest:  Pharnaces  I  ca.  185  invaded Cappadocia,  and Mithradates  VI 
of Pontus  ca.  120 B.C.  seized Lesser Armenia,  a  region to the west  and 
- 76 
north of the upper Euphrates.  In 96  B.C., the Parthian Arsacids  in-
stalled Tigran on  the throne of his ancestors. 
In the administration of Tigran II, there appear to have  been  four 
executive officials or sub-kings  called bdeasx_kc•  The  institution, it 
is suggested, was  probably Seleucid,77 but the word is a  loan from 
MIr.,78 and it is recalled that Mithradates II of Parthia (d.  87  B.C.) 
is  shown  in a  bas-relief at Behistun with his  four principal officials, 
of whom  the chief was  called satrap of satraps,  and the other three 
simply satraps.79  This  aspect of government may  have  been introduced 
by Tigran  from Parthia.  He  inherited a  rich, well-organised state, 
which,  through astute political manoeuvres  and audacious  military cam-
paigns he proceeded to transform into  an  empire.80 
Tigran's  first acts as king were  to annex Sophene,  bringing to an 
end the  Zariadrid dynasty.  At  the  same  time,  presumably to avoid hos-
tility from  Pontus,  he  concluded an alliance with Mithradates  VI  (111-
63)  and married the latter's daughter,  Cleopatra.  Tigran went  on  to 
conquer north Syria and Cilicia; in 91,  the Armenian  generals  Mithraas 
and Bagoas  attacked Cappadocia;81 by 83,  Tigran had conquered the  great 
Syrian city of Antioch;  and in the  70's his forces  advanced as  far as 
ptolemais  in Phoenicia.82  Ca.  82-81 B.C.  Tigran  founded  a  new  capital, 
Tigranocerta  (Arm.  Tigranakert), perhaps  on  the river Nikephorion  (Tk. 
Farkin su).83  The  king deported people of the various  conquered terri-
tories to the new  city,  and Plutarch in his  Life of Lucullus notes that 
when  the  Romans  conquered the city scarcely, ten years after its founda-
tion,  the  Greeks  there revolted against the  'barbarians' who  remained. 87 
Not  all the inhabitants of Tigranocerta were  so hostile;  one  Metrodoros, 
surnamed misoromaios  'the Roman-hater',  wrote  a  history of Tigran's 
reign. 84 
The  Armenian  empire was  short-lived.  Tigran's rapid military ad-
vances  alarmed the  Romans,  and Pompey  in 66  B. C  .  forced Tigran to  cede 
most  of the territories he had seized, but left him king of Armenia. 85 
Although three of Tigran's  six children had been wedded to members  of 
the Parthian  royal  family,  Tigran had not hesitated to seize  a  large 
area of disputed territory in Atropatene  and to  assume  the title  'king 
of kings'  (which he  was  forced to relinquish by Pompey).  His  son,  also 
named  Tigran,  who  had married the  daughter of the Parthian Arsacid king 
Phraates III, was  persuaded by the  Parthians to attempt to seize power 
from his father,  and mounted an unsuccessful attack on  Artaxata.  Al-
though  Tigran's  successor,  Artawazd II (56-34  B.C.), was  to mend  and 
strengthen relations with Parthia,  Rome  had realised the strategic im-
portance of Armenia and was  to play an  active role  in the affairs of 
the  country for centuries to  come. 
With the  adv~n~ of Tigran,  Armenia became  a  major bone of conten-
tion in international politics, and the names  of a  number of Armenian 
noblemen  and generals were  recorded by Classical historians and other 
writers.  Certain of these names  deserve our attention,  as they bear 
testimony to aspects of Armenian religion in the period.  The  name 
Tigran itself is Iranian,  and the epic exploits of an ancient  Tigran 
were blended with the  deeds  of the Artaxiad king,  as  we  have  seen in 
the last chapter.  The  memory  of Tigran as  an  epic hero  survived long 
into the  Christi&~ period.  An  Armenian  Christian philosopher,  called 
David the Invincible or Thrice-Great  (Gk.  aniketos,  trismegistos;  Arm. 
anYa±tC  ,ehuitec), who  was  born  in the late fifth century  and belonged 
to the  School of Alexandria, .,rote  a  work  in Greek called  'Definitions 
of Philosophy'  which was  translated into  Clas.  Arm.  probably not  long 
afterwards.  In the  Arm.  text,  there are explanatory interpolations,  as 
well as  substitutions  for  certain Greek proper names  of Arm.  ones  more 
likely to be  familiar to the reader.  At  one  point,  for instance,  the 
translation mentions  zAtCenaye,  tCe  i  glxoyn  Aramazday  cnaw  'Athena, 
.,ho was  born 
86  for  Zeus. 
from the head of Aramazd';  Aramazd  has  been substituted 
At  another point the text  reads: 
v  C  ..... c  Isk sarunak k  anakn. oc 88 
_  ....  c  c  ..,.  .... 
kare  ansp ot abar zanazan  tesaks  endunel,  vasn  zi  mom,  or e  sarunak 
kCanak,  etCe  okc  stelcane  zna est Tigranay kerparanin,  oec  kare ayl 
....  c_  ... c.  y  .  c  .  c_  .... c 
kerparan endunel,  et e  oc  yaraJagoyn 1  bac  elcan1:  apa et e  oc 
spcotCumn  lini.  'But  a  continuous  quantity  cannot  receive without  con-
fusion various  shapes,  for if one  makes  a  wax  candle,  which is a  con-
tinuous  quantity,  in the  form of Tigran, it cannot 
unless the previous  one is effaced.  If it is not, 
take on  another form 
confusion results. ,87 
In the Greek original is  found not  Tigran,  but the  Homeric  hero Hec-
tor,88 the  doomed  defender of Troy  against the Achaeans.  The  learned 
Armenian translator would certainly have  known  at least that Hector was 
a  great hero whose  country went to its doom  with his defeat;  perhaps he 
had this in mind when  he  substituted Tigran,  or else he merely replaced 
the  Trojan warrior with a  figure of comparable  fame  in the epic tradi-
tions of his  own  nation. 
We  find mentioned by Lucullus  the name  of Tigran's brother, 
Guras.89  An  Armenian  prince of the Marzpetuni.naxarar family named  Gor 
lived during the reign ·of the Bagratid king ABot  III the Merciful in 
the tenth century,90  and both Justi  and Aearean  connect the  two  names 
with Arm.  gor,  goroz  'proud'.  It is possible,  however,  that the name 
is Iranian,  and to be  connected with MIr.  g6r  'onager, wild ass',  cf. 
Bahram V,  called GOr,  a  Sasanian king of the fifth century.91  The  hunt 
was  central to the lives of Iranian and Armenian kings,  and the wild 
boar  (Arm.  kine or MIr.  loan-wordvaraz,  symbol  of the yazata Vahagn 
and of the  Armenian  Arsacid house92)  and onager  (Arm.  isavayri, lit. 
'wild ass')  are the  two  animals  mentioned in a  pre-Christian Armenian 
legend cited by Xorenacci  on  Artawazd,  who  meets  his perdition while 
hunting. 93 
In 1913,  the British Museum  acquired three parchment  documents 
found at Avroman,  in Persian Kurdistan.  The  first two  are in  Greek  and 
the third is in Parthian;  all three relate to  a  deed of sale of a  plot 
of land with a  vineyard,  and apparently were written in the first  cen-
94  tury B.C.  According to the first  document,  in Greek,  Tigran had a 
daughter named  Aryazate,  who  married Arsakes  Epiphanes,  i.e., probably 
the Parthian Mithradates  II here  called by the  name  of the  eponymous 
founder of the  dynasty with an  epithet meaning  'manifest  (di  vini  ty) , , 
ca 88  B.C.95  The  deification of kings is familiar from the inscriptions 89 
on  Artaxiad coins,  discussed above;  we  shall have  occasion shortly to 
discuss  the institution of next-of-kin marriage  attested here.  The 
name  Ariazate is clearly composed of two  Iranian elements,  OIr.  ~­
'Iranian'  and the suffix -zat  'born,  i.e., 
here,  and Arm.  ari_kc  'Iranians', are both 
son  or daughter of':  ~­
Arsacid rather than SWIr. 
f  f  Pth  '  ,  95-a  orms,  c.  •  ry n.  A proper name  of similar form  from the  same 
period is  found in an  inscription on  a  silver bowl  found at a  burial 
site in Sisian  (in the southeastern Arm.  SSR;  called Siwnikc  or Sisakan 
in the period under discussion96).  The  site is an  enclosure made  of 
blocks  of stone,  containing a  sarcophagus  of clay;  the construction is 
of a  type that would have  prevented corpse matter from polluting the 
earth of Spenta Anmaiti,  and it is possible therefore that it is a  Zoro-
astrian site.97  Coins  of the  second-first century B.C.  were  found,  the 
latest of the Parthian king Orodes  II (57-37 B.C.); this provides  a 
terminus  ante  'luem  for the  date of the inhumation.  The  inscription on 
the bowl,  which is 6.3  cm.  high, with an  upper  diameter of 16  cm., 
reads;  rmbk  znh  'rhszt mt'll ksp mE'hJ  z[wzynJ  'This  *boW198 belongs to 
~  . 
Arakhszat,  silver weight 100 drachmas.'  Inscriptions in Aramaic  on 
other luxurious  objects  such  as  a  glass,  spoon,  and lazurite tray have 
been  found from the first century B. C.  at Artaxata,99 so the practice 
of incising such inscriptions must  have  been fairly common  in Armenia 
at the time.  It is likely also that the owner of the bowl was  an Ar-
menian,  for the first part of the name,  'rhs  *Arakhs,  appears,  in this 
--~-. 
writer's opinion,  to be  a  form of the name  of the river Araxes,  at-
tested with metathesis of the last consonants  in fifth-century Arm.  as 
Erasx.  The  name  would mean  'Born of' the  Araxes'. 
The  name  Ariazate would mean,  similarly,  'Daughter of an Iranian'. 
Iranians--and Zoroastrians particularly--divided the world into seven 
kesvars  or  'climes'.  In the  central kesvar of Xwanirah,  the  one  inhabi-
ted by men,  people  could be either arya- or an-arya- 'Iranian' or  'non-
Iranian'.  In the Sasanian period,  the king of kings  ruled subjects of 
both groups,  and in the works  of Xorenacci,  E±ise. and other Classical 
Armenian historians, his was  the  court Areac c  e;r Anareac  c  ('of the 
Iranians  and non-Iranians',  nom.  Arikc  ew  Anarikc).  The. Armenian  Chris-
tians  clearly regarded themselves  as non-Iranians,  for to PCawstos 
c  Buzand the  gund Areac  'army of the Iranians' was  a  troop of foreign 
! 
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invaders,  and for Eznik the  azgn  ariakan  'Iranian nation' was  an  alien 
100  people. 
But the distinction between Eran  and Aneran  is  a  complex matter. 
Akopov  and Grantovskii  have  argued that in the works  of Strabo  and 
Pliny certain tribes of speakers  of Iranian languages  are  called non-
Iranian,  whilst other peoples who  were not  speakers  of Iranian lan-
guages  are  included as  Iranians.  D 'yakonov suggested that the term may 
have  means  'Zoroastrian',  having a  religious rather than  an ethnic 
101 
sense.  The  Parthian Arsacid king Gotarzes  II  (ca.  A.D.  40-51),  who 
ruled an  empire inhabited by the multifarious peoples who  were later to 
be  subjects of the Sasanians,  refers to himself in a  Greek inscription 
simply as  GOterzes  basileus basileon Areanon hyos  Geo  (ke)kaloumenos 
Artabanou  'Gotarzes king of kings of the  Oranians,  son of Gew  called 
102 
Artabanos'.  It seems  doubtful that all the subjects of the Arsacid 
king were  considered Areanoi,  though,  and it is not known who  was,  and 
who  was  not. 
The  Sasanians  divided the known  world into four parts:  the land 
of the  Turks;  the area between  Rome  and the  Copts  and Berbers;  the 
lands of the blacks,  from the Berbers to India;  and Persia--according 
to the Letter of Tansar,  a  document  attributed to the chief herbad of 
Ardesir I  (A.D.  226-41)  which has  come  down  to us,  however,  in a  late 
translation in which many  additions or changes were probably made.  In 
the Letter, Persia is defined as  stretching  'from the river of Balkh up 
to the  furthermost borders of the land of Adharb8igan  and of 
Persarmenia,  and from the Euphrates  and the land of the Arabs  up to 
Oman  and Makran  and thence to K1ibul  and Toxaristan. ,103  Although Per-
sian Armenia here is included in Iran,  104 the reference  does  not neces-
sarily indicate that the  Armenians  were  considered Iranian,  for  Arab 
territories, also,  are part of the kingdom as  described above. 
Sasanian epigraphic material offers little help.  The  inscription 
of S1ibuhr  I  on the KaCaba-yi  Zardust  records  his  con~uest of Armenia, 
__  -v  v_ 
which became part of Eransahr; his  sons  Hormizd-Ardaslr and Narseh both 
ruled Armenia  subse~uently with the title of  'great king'  (familiar to 
us  from the BASILEOS  MEGALOU  0 f  Artaxi  ad coinage,  see  above),  each be-
fore his accession to the throne of the king of kings itself.l05  In 
his  contempbrary inscription at the  same  site, the high priest Kartir 91 
declared that he  had set in order the fire temples of Armenia,  Georgia, 
Caucasian Albania and BalaSagan.l06  We  shall see that Arsacid Armenia 
was  to be  regarded as  the  second  domain  of the Arsacid house  after Iran, 
itself, a  position of privilege which may  indicate that Armenia was  in-
deed regarded as  an  Iranian land.  Kartir's  testimony shows  that in the 
third century there were  also  Zoroastrians  there.  Yet  in the inscrip-
tion of Narseh at Paikuli,  A.D.  293,  reference is made  twice to depart-
ing from  Armenia to EranSahr;107 the  obvious  inference is that Armenia 
was  considered a  separate  country. 
The  Christian Armenians  naturally wished to be  considered anarikc, 
for it seems  that the Sasanian authorities treated non-Iranians who 
were not  Zoroastrians,  such as the  Jews  of Mesopotamia,  with consider-
ably more  tolerance than they did Iranians who  converted to  Christian-
ity.  In the Syriac ma~tyrologies of the Sasanian period,  most  cases 
involve converts to Christianity with Persian names.  As  Gray  noted, 
'Christianity has  always  been a  proselytising religion,  Zoroastrianism, 
in the Sasanian period and  subse~uently, has not been;  and although the 
Mazdeans  were,  on the whole,  rather indifferent to other religions  so 
long as these  did not  interfere with their 
main unconcerned by proselytising directed 
own,  they could scarcely 
.  108 
against themselves. I 
the  Armenian martyrologies of the naxarars  Atom  Gnuni  and Manacihr 
Rstuni,  who  were  executed during the reign of Yazdagird II (438-57), 
re-
In 
the  two  are not  accused by reason of their own 
they  came  from Armenia to  Ctesiphon to  convert 
beliefs, but because 
109  others.  According to 
the  Chronicle of Arbela  (a work whose  authenticity, however,  is seri-
ously disputed),  the  Jews  and Manichaeans  stirred up  agitation against 
the  Christians by  informing king Sabuhr II  (309-79)  that Catholicos 
Simon  had converted prominent  Magians  to his  faith,110 undoubtedly well 
aware  that this was  a  charge to which the  Zoroastrians would react with 
particular sensitivity. 
Although the Sasanians  made  repeated attempts to  convert the Ar-
menian  Christians to  Zoroastrianism,  most  notably in the proselytising 
campaign which  culminated in the war of 451  chronicled by Elise.,  adher-
ents of other faiths were also persecuted.  Kartir recorded with satis-
faction that he  had suppressed a  number  of different faiths,  including 
Christianity and Buddhism,  in Iran,  and the  Jews  received with 92 
trepidation the news  of the overthrow of the Arsacids  in 226.111  The 
fears  of the latter were  justified:  Yazdagird II forbade  observance of 
the Sabbath,  and his  successor Peroz,  according to Hamza  I~fahani, mas-
sacred half the Jews  of Spfihan  on the pretext of a  rumour  that they had 
flayed two  herbads;  their children were  impressed into the service of 
th  f ·  tIS  -y  - - - .  th  b  ·11  f  H  - 112  e  lre  emp  e  of  ros  Aduran  In  e  near y  Vl  age  0  arvan. 
It is probably no  coincidence that the  above  instances of persecu-
tion  coincided with the period of the most virulent  campaign  in Armenia. 
In KHge's  account,  the  stated purpose  of the Sasanians is not  so much 
to  return Armenian  backsliders to their old religion  as  to  convert all 
the peoples of the Empire  to the Mazdean  faith; the Magi  address 
Yazdagird II in the following  speech: 
c  c  .... '  c  c  Ark  ay k  aj ,. astuack n  etun k  ez 
c  c  c  ..... c  ... c  c  zterut iwnd ew  zyabt ut  iwn:  ew.oc. inc  .karawt  en marmnawor  mecut  ean, 
baycc etCe  i  mi  awrens  darjucCanes  zamenayn  azgs  ew  azins,  or en i 
terutCean kCum:  yaynzam ew  agxarhn Yunacc  hnazandeal mtcCe  end 
.  kC  c  c  awrlnaw  k  ovk  .  'Brave king,  the  gods  gave  you your  dominion  and 
victory,  nor have  they  any want of corporeal greatness,  except that you 
turn to one  law all the nations  and races that are in your  dominion; 
then the  country of the  Greeks  also will submit to your law. ,113  By 
'law'  (Arm.  awren_kc)  is meant  here  the Zoroastrian religion;  PCawstos 
114  uses  the word to mean  Christianity in another context.  Although the 
campaign of the Sasanians  against the Armenians  is the most  important 
and vigorously prosecuted episode of their policy, this is so  most 
probably because  Armenia was  the most  influential of the various  coun-
tries in the Sasanian orbit,  and because  Christianity was  the only 
minority religion of the Empire which was  also the official cult of a 
militant  and hostile power.  It cannot  be  suggested with certainty, 
therefore, that the Sasanians perceived the Armenians  as  part of Eran, 
or that they were particularly anxious  to reconvert the Armenians  be-
cause of this. 
Let  us  return to the name  Aryazate.  It is unlikely that Tigran 
was  ignorant of the meaning of the  name  he  bestowed upon his  daughter. 
In neighboring Cappadocia,  a  country where  Zoroastrianism survived at 
115  least down  to the  fourth  century A.D.,  and whose -language  bears  the 
influence of Zoroastrian vocabulary,116 the Iranised kings  bore  names 
such as  Ariaratha,  Ari(ar)amnes,  and Ariobarzanes,  which  contain the 93 
element  arya-;  Diodorus  Siculus mentions  two  Armenian  kings  named 
Ariamnes.117  It is  reasonable to suppose that the similarly Iranised 
Tigran,  who  was,  one  recalls,  raised in Parthia,  considered himself an 
~- by  faith and heritage,  for his ancestor Artaxias,  as we  have  seen, 
claimed to be  an  Orontid,  and the Orontids  of Commagene  in the time of 
Tigran still boasted of their Achaemenian  forbears.  If this supposi-
tion is correct,  then the name  he  gave  to his  daughter is the only evi-
,  c n8  dence  we  have  that the Armenians  once  regarded themselves  as arl-k  • 
Again,  one  must  admit that this is not unimpeachable  evidence, when 
Sasanian Jews  could bear names  like Spandarmed  and Ormizddad. 
Outside the immediate  family of Tigran,  the names  of several of 
his  commanders  are noteworthy.  An  Armenian  cavalry commander  named 
Naimanes  or Nemanes  fought  under Mithradates  VI  of Pontus;  the  same  man 
is also referred to  as  MenoPhanes.119  Justi explained the name  as  Ir-
anian,  containing the elements nev  'brave'  and ~  'mind,  spirit'.  120 
It is also possible that the name  is a  form  of the Iranian name  Nariman, 
with the  element nairya- "manly,.121  The  names  of Mithraas  and Bagoas 
have  already been mentioned;  the  name  of the latter is  found  also in 
th  f  M  122  'f  C'l'  ,  e  orm  agoas,  and the name  of the  Armenlan  governor  0  l  lcla 
and northern Syria is variously attested as Magadates  and Bagadates.123 
The  latter form is interesting in that it appears  to predate the intro-
duction into Armenian of the northwestern MIr.  form Bagarat with the 
change  of original intervocalic -d- to  -r- that is so  abundantly common 
124  in Arm.  loan-words  from MIr.  It may  be that this  form of the name 
is a  survival of OP.;  other possible such survivals were noted in the 
preceding chapter. 
In 56  B.C.,  Tigran died and was  succeeded by his son,  Artawazd II. 
Like his father,  the new  king was  a  philhellene,  an  accomplished Greek 
poet whose  works  were still read at the time of Plutarch,  in the second 
century A.D.125  His Hellenistic culture notwithstanding,  Artawazd's 
policies were  generally pro-Parthian and anti-Roman;  we  shall discuss 
in a  later chapter the  famous  episode in which the head of the defeated 
Crassus was  brought into the marriage  feast of Artawazd'  s  daughter and 
the Parthian  crown  prince  Pacorus  during a  recitation of the Bacchae of 
Euripides.126  Parthian-Armenian  relations suffered vith the  death of 
Pacorus  I  in  38 B.C.  and the  coronation of the other son of Oro des II,  I 
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Phraates  IV  (ca.  38-2 B.C.).  The  Armenians,  alarmed by the murderous 
policies of the latter towards  his own  family  and the Parthian nobility, 
were  reluctantly forced to side with Rome,  for the exiled Parthian lead-
er of the nobles,  Monaeses,  hoped to rid the kingdom of Phraates with 
the heJ_p  of Mark  Antony.  When  the  Roman  campaign  met  with failure, 
Artawazd renounced the alliance;  he was  subse~uently seized by Mark 
Antony  and taken to Alexandria in 34  B.C.  There he was  paraded in the 
Roman  general's triumph,  imprisoned,  and finally murdered three years 
later.  The  Romans  ravaged Armenia,  sacking the  temple of Anahit  in 
. Acilisene.  Artawazd's  son,  Artaxias,  who  had fled to Parthia, was  en-
abledto return to Armenia in 30  B.C.;  he  was  murdered ten years later 
by his brother Tigran III, who  had been raised in  Rome  and was  sup-
ported by a  pro-Roman  faction in Armenia.  In 8 B.C., the latter died 
and his  son  Tigran  IV  assumed the throne.127 
From  2  B.C.  to A.D.  1,  Tigran  IV reigned jointly with his sister 
and  ~ueen, Erato,  and jugate  coins  depicting the regnal  couple were 
128  struck.  One  coin in the Hermitage  at Leningrad bears the legend 
BASlLEUS  BASlLEON  TIGRANES  on  one  side, with a  portrait of the king; 
and ERATO  BASlLEa8  TIGRANOU  ADELPHE,  with the likeness of his  ~ueen, on 
129  the other.  The  practice of next-of-kin marriage,  called in Avestan 
xVaetvadatha,  was  important in the  Zoroastrian faith in historical 
times,  and is mentioned in the last section of the  doxology,  Yasna 
12.9.130  This  practice, which is first attested in Iran with the marri-
age  of Cambyses  in the sixth century B.C.  to two  of his full sisters, 
is mentioned as  characteristically Zoroastrian by a  Greek writer, 
Xanthos  of Lydia,  who  was  a  contemporary of Herodotus.  The  practice 
therefore  goes  back at least to the early Achaemenian  period,  and would 
have  featured in  Zoroastrianism by the .time the teachings of the  faith 
reached Armenia.  Perhaps  the ,,-estern Iranians  adopted next-of-kin mar-
riage  from Elam or Anatolia;  the practice of consanguineous  marriages 
is well known  in both places.131  But it seems  possible  also that the 
custom may  have  developed amongst  eastern Iranians  far  removed  from 
these  foreign  cultures,  for,  as  we  have  seen,  it has  an  Avestan name. 
The  possibility exists, therefore, that the  Armenians  adopted the prac-
tice from their neighbours  in Asia Minor,  and not  as part of Zoroas-
trianism, but by the time of Tigran  IV  the Armenians  were  so  steeped in .1 
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Iranian cultural  and religious tradition that his marriage must  have 
been  regarded as  a  fulfillment of the pious  obligation of xVaetvadatha-, 
and wholly  Zoroastrian in character,  regardless of its origin for the 
Armenians.  The  marriage is recorded in A.D.  2  of the Parthian king 
Phraataces  to his mother Musa,132  and Tacitus wrote that neither Tigran 
nor his  children reigned long,  'though,  according to the  custom of for-
eign nations,  they took partners of the throne  and marriage bed  from 
133  among  themselves. I  The  historian does  not tell us  which  foreign 
nations  are meant,  but there was  before  him the  example  of the Par-
thians at nearly the  same  time. 
The  practice of xVaetvadatha- must  have  survived for a  long time 
to  come  amongst the Armenians,  if one  is to  judge  from the  frequency 
and vehemence  of the  condemnations  of it that issue  from the pens  of 
historians and clerics.  St.  Nerses  I  the  Great in A.D.  365  at the ec-
clesiastical council of AStisat  established for the Armenians  canons 
governing marriage which  forbade  the practice of xVaetvadatha-.  These 
c  c. 134  canons  are  allotted detailed treatment by both P  awstos  and Xorenac l, 
and Garsdian has  suggested 
the issue was  regarded.135 
that such attention indicates how  seriously 
Although the  council of AStisat  did not 
prescribe  any penalty for those who  persisted in the practice of 
xVaetvadatha-,  perhaps because it was  in nO  position to dictate to the 
powerful naxarars it implicated  (they maintained the practice, it is 
explained,  to preserve property within the  family),136 later canons  are 
more  severe.  One  recommends,  Or kin arne., zmayr  kam  zdustr,  i  hur 
ayrecCekc  znosa  'He  "ho takes to wife his mother or daughter--burn ye 
them in a  fire. ,137  We  shall have  occasion to note that the very 
St Basil who  consecrated St Nerses  as  bishop shortly before the  council 
of Astisat attacked the  'nation of the Magousaioi'  in  Cappadocia for 
their  'illegal marriages '.138  It appears  that the  Church  failed to 
eradicate  consanguineous  marriage in Armenia,  for "e find the practice 
condemned in the  DatastanagirkC  'Law  Book'  of MxitCar  Gos 
139  v  (d.  A. D.  1213).  Remarkably,  x  aetvadatha- persisted down  to the 
eve of the  Russian  Revolution  amongst  the Armenian  meliks  of the  Cau-
casus,  dynasts  who  preserved something of the ancient naxarar system in 
their remote  mountain  domains.  In the village of Alighamar of the  dis-
trict of Surmalu,  the melik  VrtCanes  married t"o women.  By  the first 
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he  had a  daughter,  Arpcenik;  by the  second he  had a  son,  Garegin.  The 
boy  and girl were later married.140  Marriages between first cousins 
were  common  in Surmalu,  and even  in cosmopolitan Tiflis  a  case was  re-
corded in which  two  brothers married their two  sisters.141 
With  the  death of Tigran  IV,  the royal line of the Artaxiads  ended. 
Erato was  apparently allowed by  Rome  to  remain  on  the throne for a  time, 
perhaps  to placate the Armenians,  who  rebelled against the various can-
didates  the  Romans  placed on the throne,  even  though all were of local 
origin,  coming  from the royal stock of neighboring countries.  From  ca. 
A.D.  11-16 the Parthian prince Vonones  held the Armenian  throne.  Al-
though he was  regarded by the Parthians  as  a  Roman  puppet, his Arsacid 
lineage  seems  to have  induced the Armenians  to  accept him,  for  a  time. 
In A.D.  16,  they rebelled,  and he was  forced to flee. 
In A.D.  18,  Rome  installed Zeno,  son of Polemon,  king of Pontus. 
It is recorded of the young man  that he had  'imitated the manners  and 
customs  of the Armenians,  and by hunting and ban'luets:a.hd all else in 
which barbarians indulge had won  the  attachment of nobles  and commoners 
alike. ,142  Zeno  assumed the  dynastic name  Artaxias,  and gained accep-
tance.  At  his  death,  the Parthian king Artabanus  III declared his in-
tention to expand the borders of the Arsacid Empire  to rival the  an-
cient states of Cyrus  and Alexander.  He  was  forestalled by the Romans, 
however,  from making Armenia an  appanage  of the Iranian  crown;  the Ro-
mans  had formed  an  alliance with the Iberians, the neighbours  of Ar-
menia to the north,  and their king,  Pharasmanes,  sent his brother 
Mithradates  to become  king of Armenia.  The  Armenians  rebelled against 
143  Mithradates;  the uprising "as led by one  Demonax. 
Although  Rome  "as to pursue for centuries  to  come  its policy of 
interference in Armenian  affairs, the sympathies of the Armenians  lay 
"ith Iran,  a  country "hose  religion and way  of life "ere familiar to 
them.  In A.D.  51,  Vologases  assumed the throne of the Arsacids.  The 
younger of his  tYro  brothers,  Tiridates, "as made  king of Armenia,  al-
though it "as Nero,  the Roman  emperor,  who  was  to  give him the  crown. 
The  Arsacid house  in Armenia,  indeed,  would outlast the  dynasty in Iran 
itself by  tYro  centuries,  but it "as to  face  a  challenge ultimately far 
more  serious than the glittering cohorts of the Roman  legions:  the 
apostles of Jesus  Christ. 97 
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sity on  6  March198i  on  recent finds  at the site, some  of which 
have not yet been published elsewhere). 
32 .  B.  N.  Arak  c elyan,  Aknarkner hin Hayastani arvesti pa  tllllit Cyan, 
Erevan,  1976, pI.  97  (Eros-handle),  98  (hippocampus). 
33.  T.  Mo~en, Romischen  Geschichte,  V,  Berlin, 1886,  407,  citing 
Photius,  Epjjt.,  X. 
34.  MX  11.49. 
35.  Arm.  Gr.,  304,  308-9,  314. 
36.  On  this word,  which probably meant originally  'a place of Mithra', 
see  Ch.  8. 
37.  Lit.  'place of the  gods',  a  sacred city founded by the Orontids; 
see the preceding Ch. 
38.  Arm.  patker  'image'  (from MIr.  patkar;  the Arm.  is used to trans-
late LXX  Gk.  eik6n in Gen.  XXVI.27:  Arm.  Gr.,  224),  cf.  Sgd. 
ptkr'y  'image',  as  in  'bt'  'rwr'n _ck' pwty ptkr'ywn'y  'He 
should make  seven  images  of the Bhaisajyaguru Buddha'  ( E.  Ben-
veniste,  Textes  Sogdiens,  89,  P.  6.135-7,  cited by H.  W.  Bailey, 
'The word 'Bwt  in Iranian, 'BSOS,  6,  2, 1931,  279).  G.X.  Sargsyan, 
Hellenista.ka:;1  darasrjaniHaYiiStan~evMovsesXorenacCin, Erevan, 
1966,  44,  in discussing the passage  from MX,  suggeststhatpatker 
meant  a  statue in the round, whilekui'-'kc  meant bas-relief,  and 
cites the example of the hierothesion at Nemrut  Dag  in  Commagene, 
where  there are both statues  and bas-reliefs, the latter depicting 
the royal ancestors,  according to Sargsyan,  and the  former the 
images  of the gods.  But  in fact  one  of the statues represents 
Antiochus  himself,  who  was  considered neither more  nor less  a 
deity than his  ancestors  (on the  deification of kings  in this 
period,  the first century B.C.,  see below).  Furthermore,  the bas-
reliefs at Arsameia on  the Nymphaios  nearby clearly depict the 
yazata Mithra,  so the  distinction Sargsyan proposes to see is of 
no  validity as  an  iconographic  convention.  From  Sasanian Iran, 
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indeed,  we  have bas-reliefs of both  gods  and kings, but only one 
statue in the  round of monumental  size has  come  to light:  a  great 
stone  image  of Sabuhr II found in a  cave  above  Bishapur  (see  T. 
Talbot  Rice,  Ancient  Arts of Central Asia,  New  York,  1965,  85  & 
pl.  70).  From the kingdom of the  Kusans  to the east in the same 
period comes  the well-known statue of the  monarch  Kaniska,  found 
in  a  temple  (B.  Staviskii, 'Kushanskaya Baktriya,  Moscow,  1977,  20 
pl. 2).  The  latter, but probably not the former,  may  have  re-
ceived reverence  as  part of the  cult of the royal ancestors.  As 
we  shall see,  the Sasanians were  to  destroy such  images  in Armenia. 
In the Parthian period,  images  in the  round,  both monumental,  such 
as  the statue of Sanatruk from Ratra or the great representation 
of a  Parthian prince, unearthed at Shami,  or in miniature,  such as 
the crude  figures  from Susa,  were  probably used in the fravasi- \ 
cult  (see  Talbot Rice,  op.  cit., pl.  71  for the statue  from Shami; 
see  V.  G.  Lukonin,  Persia II,  New  York,  1967, pl.  8,  9  for 
Sanatruk;  and R.  Ghirshman,  Iran,  Penguin Books,  1978, pl.  39  b 
for the  figurines  from  Susa)~n Armenia,  a  number of crudely 
executed heads of stone have been  found at Artaxata and elsewhere 
which may  likewise have  represented ancestors  whose  spirits re-
ceived honour and offerings  (see Arakcelyan,  op.  cit. n.  32, 
pls. 1-20,  31,  32).  The  Arm.  word kur_kc  'idol,  image,  statue' 
comes  from the  verb kr-em 'I carve,  sculpt'  and is  found in a 
fragment  of epic preserved by Xorenacci  on  Vardges  (for names  with 
the Ir. loan-word vard  'rose',  see  Ch.  12;  the name  seems  to mean 
'rOSY-haired',  and the Ir. loan-word ges  is  found  also  in the  name 
Gisane,  an  epithet or cult name  of the fiery red-haired Vahagn, 
see  Ch.  6), who  settled on the  KCasa±  river  (on this region,  see 
the  discussion of Nig/Aparan  above):  krel kopcel zdurnn  Eruanday 
arkcayi  'to cut  and hew  the bate of Eruand the king'  (MX  11.65). 
The  basic meaning of the verb  seems to be  'to make  hard by strik-
ing'  (RAE,  II, 662),  so the original meaning of kui-kc  may  have 
been  an  image  of beaten metal.  The  word translates  LXX  Gk. 
eidolon,  Gen.  XXXI.19,  and in Arm.  Christian literature 
kra-pastutCiwn is a  calque  upon  Gk.  eidolo-latreia  'idolatry'. 
KurkC  meant  'idol', while patker retained the meaning  'image'  as  a 
neutral word  free of necessarily religious  connotation.  The  varia-
tion in usage  of the words  by Xorenacci thus would seem to be  a 
matter of differentiation for the sake of style rather than  an  in-
tentional distinction between  two  kinds  of images; if anything, 
the word kui-kc  by the  time  of his writing would have  meant  a  statue 
in the  round,  while patker would be more  appropriate for  'bas-
relief', meaning basically any kind of picture. 
39.  Presumably Anahit is meant here;  see  below and  Ch'  7. 
40.  This is a  reference to the  fravasi~cult; see n.  38  above  and 
Ch'  10. 
41.  This was  the  temple of Tir,  referred to also by Agathangelos  as  an 
archi  ve  or academy  of priestly learning;  see below and  Ch.  9.  On 
statues,  see  M.  A.  Dandamaev,  Iran pri pervykh  Akhemenidakh, 
MOSCOW,  1963,  245  and n.  49. 103 
42.  Agath.  192. 
43.  See  R.  W.  Thomson,  Agathangelos,  History of the Armenians,  Albany, 
New  York,  1976,  473  n.  192.1.  Mediaeval Jayy in Iran also had a 
Bab  Xur  'Sun  Gate',  see H.  Gaube,  Iranian Cities,  New  York,  1979, 
68. 
44.  See  Ch.  16. 
45.  See  Arakcelyan,  op.  cit. n.  32,  pIs.  93-95;  and  Ch.  9. 
46.  Ibid., pIs.  84-86;  see  also  Ch.  7.  It is recalled that a  medallion 
of earlier date  from Armawir  depicts the  same  scene,  attesting to 
. the continuity of religious observances.  Xorenacci alludes to such 
preservation of tradition in describing how  the  images  of the 
yazatas  and royal  ancestors were transferred from Bagaran  to 
Artaxata by Artaxias. 
47.  The  plaque  from Artaxata is unpublished and was  described orally 
by Arakcelyan, with a  slide  (see  Russell,  op.  cit.); the  Christian 
relief is published in N.  Stepanyan,  ed.,  Dekorativnoe  iskusstvo 
srednevekovoi  Armenii,.iLeningrad,  1971,  plo  139. 
48.  SeeZ.  XacCatryan,  'Ir~a-haYkakan diccabanakan a±ersneri harcci 
surj,' Lraber, 1981,2,54-72, pls. 1,  2.  For Pth.  examples,  see 
M.  Colledge,  The  Parthians,  New  York,  1967, pl.  2?  a,  b.  The  most 
recent example  unearthed at Artaxata was  published by B.  N. 
ArakCelyan,  IPe±umner Artasatum,'  HayrenikCi  jayn,  Erevan,  28  Nov. 
1979,  4.  See  also n.  64  to  Ch.  8. 
49.  See,  e.g.,  Xenophon,  cited in the preceding Ch. 
50.  This  detail is not  mentioned by the  above writers;  see  Ch.  8.  The 
remote  Thracian kin of the  Arms.  worshipped a  rider-god strikingly 
similar in bas-reliefs of the Roman  period to Mithra in Parthia 
(perhaps  influenced by the  developing iconography of Mithraism in 
the Pontic region):  see Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum  of 
Art,  Summer,  1977. 
51.  M.  Colledge,  The  Art of Palmyra,  Boulder,  Colorado,  1976,  43-5, 
fig.  26  and plo  43. 
52.  See  Chs.  6  and 8. 
53.  Bedoukian,  op.  cit., 69  and pl.  129;  see  also XacCatryan,  op.  cit. 
n.  48,  56. 
54.  See  ARM,  38-40,  where  Gershevitch argues  against the  identifica~ 
tion of Mithra as  driver of the  chariot of the  Sun  in Avestan 
texts. 
55.  yt.  10.13.  In the  Xwarsed  niy~es,the Litany to the  Sun,  which 
is recited daily together with the Litany to Mithra,  the Sun  is 104 
continually addressed as  'swift-horsed'  (in the  NP.  translation, 
tez asp);  see  M.  N.  Dhalla,  The  Nyaishes  or Zoroastrian Litanies, 
New  York,  1908,  repro  1965,  2-65,  and Boyce,  op.  cit. n.  31,  45. 
56.  See  Arakcelyan,  op.  cit. n.  32, pl. 107 and op.  cit. n.  31,  45. 
57.  Bedoukian,  op.  cit., 7. 
58~  See  Ch.  5. 
59.  Bedoukian,  7-8. 
60.  See  Ch.  5  on  Argaeus  and the religious  importance of mountains  in 
Armenia.  Zoroastrians have traditionally regarded mountains  as 
sacred.  In Y.  42.2  are worshipped gairisca afstacin6'mountains 
flowing with water'  (the waters  flow  down  from high Hara,  and from 
Cappadocia is found  a  dedication to Aniihita with the Av.  cult epi-
thet rendered in Gk.  letters barzokhara  '<;if  high Hara').  In 
Sir6zag 2.28 reverence is offered to vispa garay6  'all the mOun-
tains'.  In Y.  1.14,2.14 f.  specific mountains  are named  for wor-
ship  (pace Boyce,  Hist.  Zor., II, 141).  A book of prayers and 
nirangs,  Navsari  MS  T3,  p.67, contains  a  namaskar  'salute) based 
upon the Sir6zag passage, to be  recited upon  nudidan koho  mas  [sic] 
'seeing a  great  (?)  mountain for the first time'.  E.  Herzfeld, 
Archaeological History of Iran,  London,  1935,  55,  compares  the  NP. 
nameK6hzad  'Born of the Mountain'  to pth.-in-Gk.  Kophasates  at 
Behistun;  the  element k6f  'mountain'  at least seems  clear.  Accord-
ing to the Men6g  iXraa:-Ch.  56,  the mountains were  made  to check 
the  force  of the winds  (an idea shared with, if not  derived from, 
Aristotle).  According to Bundahisn,  the mountains  sprang up to 
stabilize the dish of the earth when it was  shaken by the  ebgad 
'onslaught' of Ahriman;  Qur'an 21.31 appears to echo this;  sug-
gesting that mountains  were  created to prevent earthquakes. 
61.  On  coins of Tigran III (20-8 B.C.),  an  eagle or dove  is shown with 
an olive branch in its beak;  on  coins of Tigran  IV  (8-5  B.C.), an 
eagle is shown  facing a  serpent;  see Bedoukian,  71,  74. 
62.  Bedoukian,  24,  68. 
63.  Arm.  Gr.,  236,  489;  for -sar as  a  suffix in toponyms,  see  AON, 
387.  Both Hiibschmann  and Acatean,  HAB,  IV,  182-3, trace  sar 
'mountain'  to  *IE and ~  'head, leader'  to PhI., but such a 
semantic  division  seeIllB  unnecessary. 
64.  Bedoukian,  46. 
65.  Ibid. ,  14. 
66.  Ibid. ,  19,  35,  63,  74. 
67.  On  Vahagn,  see  Ch.  6. 
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68.  Bedoukian,  75;  see  Ch.  12  for a  discussion of the  cypress  and 
other plants of religious significance. 
69.  Bedoukian,  67,  72,  73. 
70.  There were  3000  hoplites  for every elephant in the  Sasanian army 
at Avarayr according to E±ise,  Vasn  Vardanayew HayocC  paterazmin 
(fifth century),  ed.  by E.  Ter-Minasean,  Erevan,  1957,114-5.  The 
Arms.  in later centuries whenever the battle was  depicted in MS. 
paintings  showed the Persians  as  seated upon  elephants, e.g.,  in 
a  Saraknocc , 'Hymnal'  of A.D.  1482,  Erevan Matenadaran  MS.  1620,  in 
L.  A.  Durnovo  and fl.  G.  Drambyan,  ed.,  Haykakan  manrankarcCutcyun, 
Erevan,  1969,  pl.  71.  The  Sasanians  also hunted with elephants; 
such a  scene is  shown  in bas-relief at Taq-i Bostan  from the sixth 
century A.D.  (see  Lukonin,op.  cit., pI.  130). 
71.  See  Arm.  'Gr.,  255.  In a  PhI.  work  on  the  game  of chess,  Wizarisn 
i  catrang,  we  learn that pil 0  pustibanan salar homanag  'the 
(piece  called the)  elephant is like the  chief of the bodyguards' 
(cf.  Arm.  pCustipan and an earlier loan,  pastpan,  Arm.  Gr.,  221, 
255;  the latter form,  from Fth., with the  generalised meaning  'de-
fender',  is the only one  of the  two  which  came  into general  use  in 
Arm.),  J.  M.  Jamasp-Asana,  Pahlavi  Texts,  Bombay,  1913,  116.10. 
Both  animal  and game  came  to Iran from India.  On  the  name  of the 
animal,  see P.  Kretschmer,  'Der Name  des  Elephanten,'  Anzeiger der 
Phil.-Hist.  Klasse  der Osterreich Ak.d.  Wiss.,  Jahrgang 1951, 
Nr.  21,  Wien,. 1952,  307 ff.  The  Armenians  might have kept a  few 
elephants  as  an exotic curiosity or symbol  of royal power  under 
the Artaxiads,  but the  climate  cannot  support elephants;  Armenia 
is horse  country.  The  elephant was  regarded by Iranians  as  a 
daevic  creature  (see  G.  Scarcia,  'Zunbil or Zanbil?', in Yadname-ye 
Jan Rypka,  Prague,  1967,  44  on  the monstrous  Kus-i pil-dandan, 
based perhaps  on  an elephant god;  also  A.  Tafazzoli,  'Elephant: 
A Demonic  Creature  and a  Symbol  of Sovereignty,' Monumentum 
H.  S.  Nyberg, II, Acta Iranica.5,  Lei  den ,  1975,  395-8). 
72.  Bedoukian,  46  et seq. 
.....  w  •  .....  ":  •  C  t C .  C  v  73.  X.  A.  Muse±yan,  Hin  Hayastani  dramaYln  srJanarut yan  patmu  yunlC  , 
;!:-bH,  1970,  3,  74-5. 
74.  Strabo,  Geog.,  XI.14.16:  Hapanta men  oun ta ton Personhierakai 
Medoi  kai  Armenioi  tetimekasi. 
75.  HZP,  I,  552;  N.  C.  Debevoise,  A Political History of Parthia, 
Chicago,  1938,  41-2;  see also J.  Wolski,  'L'Arm!;nie  dans  la 
politique  du  Haut-Empire  Parthe  (env.  175-87 avo  n.El.),'  In 
Memoriam  Roman  Ghirshman,  I, Iranica Antiqua 15,  Leiden,  1980. 
76.  Magie,  op.  cit. n.  4,  I, 189-92. 
77.  Toumanoff,  op.  cit., 124,  156. 
I 
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78.  Hubschmann,  Arm.  Gr.,  120.,  suggested that the word bdeasx was 
Iranian, but  did not offer an  etymology.  H.  W.  Bailey derived it 
from  an  Ir.  base  8.xS'  ......  '.observe,  watch  over',  cf.  Av.  ~iaxsaya, 
Old  Indianadhy8.k~a~  'superintendent' ('AIKharo~~ri inscription of 
Senavarma,  klng of Odi,'  JRAS,  1980, 1, 27,  n.  2  to line 9). 
79.  Debevoise;op.  Cit.,  xxxix. 
80.  The  political history of Tigran's  reign has been  amply studied on 
the basis of Gk.  and Latin documents,  which naturally reflect a 
Roman  viewpoint..  Y.  Manandean's  study,  Tigran· II ev Hi-ome,. nor 
lusabanutCyamb  estskzbna±bYlirneri  (repr.  in H.  Manandyan,Erker, 
I,  Erevan,  1977,  407-602,tr.  byH.  Thorossian,Tigrane; IIet 
Rome,  nouveaux eclaircissemerlts 'a'la lumiere  des 'sources 
originales,  Lisbon,  1963), is  a  revisionist treatment of the 
sources  from the Armenian point of view.  In his  study,  the 
author seeks to demonstrate,  among other things,  that hostile at-
titudes towards  Tigran II and Mithridates  VI  in the works  of Clas-
sical historians were  accepted uncritically by later scholars  as 
objective  evidence. 
81.  Both these names  are Iranian:  on the first,  a  theophoric  form 
with the  name  of Mithra,  see  Ch.  8;  on  the  second, with MIr.  bag-
'god',  see our dis cussion of Bagaran,  Bagawan et al.  in the 
preceding  Ch. 
82.  See  Appian,  Syr.  War,  VIII,  48-9. 
83.  On  the  form with MIr.  suffix ~kert  'made',  see  AON,  384,  474-5. 
It is now  generally accepted that Tigran8.kert is to be identified 
with  Gk.  Martyropolis,  Arabic maiyafariqin,  Arm.  Npckert  in the 
region of MjnikC  (see J.  Markwart,  Sudarmenienund die 
.  Tigrisquellen,  Vienna,  1930,  86etseq.  and N.  Adontz/N.  G. 
Garsoian;Armenia in the Period of Justinian,  Louvain,  1970,  376 
n.  10;  a  study of the history of the city was written by  G.  X. 
Sargsyan,  Tigranakert,  Moscow,  1960).  R.  H.  Hewsen,  'Ptolemy's 
Chapteron Armenia, 'REArm,  N.S.  16,  1982,  135,  identifies 
Tigran8.kert with modern  Silvan;  T.  Sinclair has  proposed instead 
Arzen,  about  35  km.  distant.  A bas-relief of a  horseman  in Par-
thian style, of monumental  size has  been discovered at Bosat,  a 
few miles north of Silvan  (see  M.  Nogaret  in REArm,  N.S.  18,  esp. 
pls.  44,  45);  presumably,  it depicts either the  god Mithra or 
else,  more likely,  an  Arm.  Artaxiad king. 
84.  Plutarch,  Lucullus,  22;  Strabo,  Geog.,  XIII.1.55,  XVI.4.16;  Pliny, 
Nat.  Hist.,  XXXIV.16;  C.  Muller,  ed.,  Frag.  Hist.  Graecorum, 
Paris,  1849.,  204. 
85.  Magie,  op.  cit., I,  344-9. 
86.  S.  S.  Arevsatyan,  ed.  and trans.  into Russian,  ::Do::a::w~i:..!t::..c---,An~Y1Ca'O;±=-t"'-c, 
S8.hmankc  imastasirutCean,  Erevan,  1960, 114 line 10. 107 
•  tI  v  C....  ....c  Ib1d.,  130.32-132.  .  Arevsatyan translates Arm.  et e  oc 
YRta5agoyn  i  bacc  e±cani  as  Rus.  esli emu  zavedomobylapridana 
drugaya  forma  'if another form was given· it (the  candle)  deliber-
ately', which  does  not  correspond to the Arm.,  even if one  ac-
cepts the MS.  variant e±ani  'becomes'  for·e±cani  'is refused, 
effaced', which  Arevsatyan  does  not. 
88.  See  S.  S.  Arevsatyan,  ed.  and trans.  into Modern  Arm.  DavitC 
Anha±tC,  Erker,  Erevan,  1980,  310 n.  77. 
89.  Plutarch,  Lucullus,  32-4;  see  also Ir.  Nam.,  121. 
90.  HAnjB,  I, 488. 
91.  Ir.  Nam.,  362. 
92.  See  Ch.  6  for names  with varaz;  as  K.  Maksoudian notes  in his 
introduction to Koriwn,  Varkc  MastocCi,  Clas.  Arm.  Text  Repr. 
Ser.,  Delmar,  N.Y.,  1985,  ix,  the ancient  Arms.  liked animal 
names,  like Koriwn  'cub,  whelp',  Enjak  'panther',  etc. 
93.  See  Ch.  13. 
94.  1.  M.  Oranskii,  Vvedeniev iranskuyu filologiyu,  Moscow,  1960,  193. 
95.  Gk.  APYAZATH,  see  Debevoise,  op.  cit., 47,  and A.  A.  El nitskii, 
'0 ma10izuchehnykh iliutrachennykh grecheskikh  i  latinskikh 
nadpisyakh  Zakavkaz'ya, 'VDI,  2  (88), 1964,135; H.  S.  Nyberg, 
'The  Pahlavi  Documents  from·Avroman,'  LeMondeOriental 17, 
Uppsala,  1923;  and,  most  recently,  M.  Mayrhofer,  'Zu  den  Parther~ 
Namen  der Griechischen Awroman-Dokumente,'  Memorial Jean  de 
Menasce,  Louvain,  1974.  In the  same  Gk.  letter is given also the 
name  Aramasdes,  in a  form which,· when  stripped of its Gk.  ending, 
is identical to  Arm.  Aramazd. 
95-a.  See  R.  Schmitt,  'Iranisches  Lehnigut  im Armenischen,' ·REArm,  N.S. 
17, 1983,  77. 
96.  On  the  toponym Siwnikc,  see  W.  B.  Henning,  'A  farewell to the 
Khagan  of the  AQ-AQataran,'  BSOAS,  1952,  1,  512,  and  Ch.  9,  where 
the  form of this  and similar Aramaic inscriptions  found in Arm. 
is also  discussed. 
97.  On  burial !customs,  see  Ch.  10;  on  the site and inscription,  see 
A.  G.  Perikhanyan,  'Arameiskaya nadpis'  na serebryanoi  chashe iz 
Sisiana,' P-bH,  1971,  3,  78. 
98.  Perikhanyan,  ibid.,  80,  derives  rmbk  from  an  OIr.  form  *rambaka 
'bowl',  comparing NP.  naclbaki,  ;:;a:D)aki,  with the metathesis of 
!!..  and l  and lh  variation. 
99.  Z.  D.  XacCatryan,  'Sisiani arcatCya ge±arvestakan. tCasern  u 
skahaknere,'  P-bH,  1979,  1,  280-6;  see also ArakCelyan,  op.  cit. 
n.  32,  31  & pl.l.  t 
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100.  Arm.  Gr.,  25-6. 
101.  See  G.  B.  Akopov,  'K voprosu ob  "ar 'ya" v  drevneiranskom obikhode,' 
in G.  X.  Sargsyan et. a1.,  ed. ,Iran·  (Mer,jawor ewMiJin Arevelkci 
erkrner ev zo;l,ovurdner,  8),  Erevan,  1975,  186-91. 
102.  See  E.  Herzfeld,  Am  Tor  von  Asien,  Berlin, 1920,  47. 
103.  M.  Boyce,  trans.  and ed.;  The  Letter of Tansar,  Rome,  1968,  63  & 
n.  2.  On  the history of the text,  see the translator's introduc-
tion.  This  division of the world into  four parts is attested in 
various  cultures outside Iran,  as noted· by Boyce.  The division 
of the  administration of the Artaxiad and Parthian kingdoms 
amongst  fourbdeasx_kc  or satraps,  as  discussed· above,  may  re-
flect  a  similar concept before the Sasanian period,  applied in 
microcosm. 
104.  The  term Persarmenia must  refer· to the territories acquired by 
the· Sasanian Empire  after the partition  . of Greater· Armenia be-
tween  Iran and Byzantium in  A.D~· 38"  or else to the smaller area 
that remained in Persian hands· after the· second partition, in 591. 
At  the time of ArdaSir,Armenia was  an independent kingdom ruled 
by· the Arsacids.  It became the appanage  of the  candidate to the 
Sasanian throne  in the last quarter· of the third century  (see be-
low and  Ch.  4.),  but  even if this  comparatively brief· period of 
Persian rule is meant,  the reference to Persarmenia still cannot 
be· contemporary with Ardasir I  and must be  a  later interpolation. 
105.  See  BKZ,  II  .14,  in M.  Sprengling;  Third Century Iran:  Shapurand 
Kartir,  Chicago,  1953 and V.  G.  Lukonin,  Kul turaSasanidskogo 
Irana,  Moscow ,1969,  56,  197:"8;  see  also  Ch.  4.  The  text of the 
inscription,  BKZ,  calls Hormizd-Ardasir the  'great king ofAr-
menia':  MP.  1.23, 1.25LB' MIJ('  'rmn'n; Pth.1.18, 1.20 RB'  MLK' 
'rmnyn;  Gk.  1.41, 1.48  (tou)  basileos  Armenias  (see M.-L. 
Chaumont,  'Les grands  rois Sassanidesd'Armenie,'  Iranica Anti  qua, 
8,1968,  81).  The  word order of the MIr.  here  cannot  support the 
contention of W.  B.  Henning that the title should be  read as 
Vazurg Armenan  Bah  'King of Great Armenia',  parallel to the Arm. 
title tCagawor HayocC  Mecacc  (op.  cit. n. 96,  517  & n.  4).,  at-
tested in the  Arm.  historians  and in the  Gk.  inscription at Garni 
as  BASILEUS  MEGALES  ARMENIAS  (see Ch.  8). 
106.  Sprengling,  op.  cit., KKZ  11.11-13,  pp.  47,  51-2. 
107.  Cit.  by  Henning,  op.  cit., 517-18. 
108.  L.  H.  Gray,  'Two  Armenian  Passions  of Saints in the Sasanian 
Period,' Analecta Bollandiana,  67,  Melanges  Paul Peeters,  I, 
Brussels, 1949,  363. 
109.·  Ibid.,  370. 
110.  G.  Widengren,.  'The Status of the  Jews  in the Sassanian Empire,' 
Iranica Antiqua,  1,1961, 133. 
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111.  Ibid., 125.,  citing the  Talmud,  tractate  c Ab6a.a  Zara,  10 b.  On 
the religions persecuted by Kartir,  see  H.  Bailey,.  'Iranian mktk-, 
Armenian  mkrtem,'  REArm,  N.S.  14, 1980,  7-10. 
112.  Ibid., 142. 
113.  E±ise,  op.  cit. n.  70,  9. 
114.  On  the use  of Arm.  awrert::'kc,  see  Ch.  13, n.  91. 
115.  See the letter of St.  Basil of Caesarea,  Cited in  Ch.  16. 
116.  ·For instance,  the·month-name·Teirei,  from Ir.  Tir;  see  Ch.  9. 
117. ·HArtjB,  I, 276;  Ir;  Nam. ,23-'6;  Diodorus  Siculus XXXI.28. 
118.  In the  following  Ch.  we  shall have  occasion to  discuss the  con-
tents of a  Gk.  inscription found at the  site presumed to be 
Tigranakert,  which was  probably carven there at the order of 
Sabuhr II, who  besieged and captured the city,  ca.  A.D.  363. 
Movses  Xorenacci  composed a  short address of the-Persian monarch 
to the besieged citizenry, probably on  the model  of pseudo-
Callisthenes  (see  Thomson,  MX,  282  n.  5), which  may  be  cited for 
its interesting wording,  for-it begins:  Mazdezancc  kCaJ  sapuh 
arkCayicC arkCay,  TigranakertacC orkc  occews ekc  anuanelocc  i 
meJ  Areacc  ew  Artareacc  'The brave one  of the Mazda-worshippers, 
Sapuhr king of kings,  to  (the people of)  Tigranakert,  (you)  who 
are no longer to be named  amongst  the  Iranians  and non-Iranians' 
(MX  111.26).  Since all living men  are either one or the other, 
the  implication is that the rebellious burghers will soon be  dead. 
119.  Magie,  op.  cit., I, 212;  HArtjB,  IV,  18. 
120.  Ir.  Nam.,  228. 
121.  Loss  of intervocalic -r- in the  Arm.  would produce the  form at-
tested in Gk.  with the-diphthong -ai- as  Naimanes.  Loss  of inte~ 
vocalic -r- (probably,  however,  under the influence of following 
-s-)  may  be attested in an  Arm.  loan-word from MIr. ,  past- 'wor-
ship',  derived by  G.  Bolognesi,  op.  cit.  n.  11,  35,  from MIr., 
parist.  The  element nai!;ya- 'manly'  is attested, with -!.-,  in 
two  borrowed MIr.  forms  of the name  of the divine  messenger of 
the  gods  in Zoroastrianism,  Nairy6.sanha-;  these are the proper 
names  Nerses  and Narseh or Nerseh,  of which the  former  is the 
older and more  popular  (see Arm.  Gr.,  57;  Ir.  Nam.,  221-5;  and 
HArtjB,  IV,  30-70, where  Acarean lists 24  instances of Nerseh,  a 
Sasanian MP.  form,  and 232 of the Arsacid Pth.  form Nerses).  As 
in the  case of pCustipan/pastpan discussed above,  the Pth.  form 
became  part of the  Arm.  vocabulary,  but Sasanian culture and lan-
guage  had considerably less influence;  the  same  pattern will be 
seen in religious matters. 
The  Tertius Legatus  of the Manichaeans  was  called by the 
Persians nrysgyzd *Narisah yazd, i.e., the yazata  Nairy6.s~ha-, 
but by the Parthians either myhryzd,  i.e., the yazata Mithra or 110 
nrysfyzd *Narisaf yazd.  In Manichean  Sogdian texts,  the  Friend 
of Light is  calledn;:ry)<l'mt vghyy  'the  god  Nairyo.salJha-'  (ARM, 
40_1  & n.  1).  Thus,  it is seen that the Parthians  and Sogdians 
identified the messenger:"god also  as  a  divinity of light,  for 
Mithra was  theyazata of fire and the Sun  (see  Ch.  8).  The 
Commagenians  also perceived a  linkage of Helios  and Hermes  (see 
M.Boyce,'On Mithrainthe ·Manichaeail pantheon,'  in ·A  Locust's 
Leg,  Studies  in honour of S.H.Tagizadeh,  London,  1962,  47-8), 
and the Arms.  regarded Tir, it seems,  as both a  messenger of the 
gods  and a  solar divinity (see  Ch.· 9).  In Arm.,  the very fre-
quent  use of the name  Nerses  indicates the  ancient popularity of 
.ayazata whose  cult is otherWise not attested in Arm.,  where it 
may  have been· overshadowed by that of Tir,  even  as  in Persian 
Zoroastrianism the  cult of Srao<l'a,  MP.  Sro<l',. appears  to have 
eclipsed that of  Nairyo.s~ha:". 
122.  Ir.  Nam.,  184. 
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,  I,  Erevan,  1964,  471.7. 
138.  See  Ch.  16. 
139.  Moyan,  op.  Cit.,  61. 
140.  Kanayean;  op.  Cit.  n.  23,  519~' 
141. 'Ibid.,  518~ 
142.  Magie;  op.Cit. ,I, 498. 
143.  Ibid., 1,  507-51.  It is, possible that this is a  hellenised form 
of the Arm.  dynastic name  Dimakcs':'ean,  which is often' attested' in 
the Arm.  sources  ~ ---------- ----------~~~~~~~~ CHAPTER  4 
ARMENIA  UNDER  THE  PARTHIANS  AND  SASANIANS 
At  the  clo.se  o.f  the Artaxiad mo.narchy,  the  Armenian natio.n  fo.und 
itself at the meeting po.int  o.f  the  two.  great empires  o.f  Parthia and 
Ro.me.  But the  co.nflict between the  two.  empires  seems  net to.  have af-
fected Arm.  ·religio.us  affairs;  Ro.me  did net  seek to.  turn the Armenians 
·fromtheir Iranised religio.n,  and even  acquiesced in the establishment 
o.f  a  branch o.f  the Arsacid ho.use  in Armenia,  pro.vided candidates. to.  the 
thro.ne  upheld Reman  po.licies.  Parthia, whilst regarding Armenia as the 
seco.nd kingdo.m  o.f its empire,  made  no.  attempt to.  deprive the naxarars 
o.f  their traditio.nal do.mains  and po.wers,  no.r  did they apparently seek 
to.  impo.se  upo.n  the Armenians  any religio.us belief o.r  institutio.n which 
the latter did net readily accept. 
There  emerged upo.n  this scene,  ho.wever,  the po.werful message  o.f 
Christianity,  which was  to.  transfo.rm the  Reman  Empire  and wrench  Ar-
menia  fro.m  the  religio.us  o.rbit  o.f  Iran fo.rever.  Fer all the brilliant 
and unique  po.wer  o.f  the perso.n  o.f  Christ himself,  Christianity came  to. 
be  an ingenio.us  marriage  o.f  Reman  o.rganisatio.nal structure with  an 
o.ther-wo.rldly teaching,  o.f  Plato.nic trans-natio.nal tho.ught  with the 
Jewish  co.ncept  o.f  a  cho.sen  peo.ple.  Christianity o.ffered mere  than 
initiatio.n into.  a  mystery;  the  Christian became  a  citizen o.f  a  natio.n 
cho.sen  by God--in later centuries the  Church wo.uld  upheld the structure 
o.f  Reman  so.ciety when  the Imperial administratio.n faltered.  The  Chris-
tians o.ffered net  o.nly  the  so.lace  o.f  an  attainable wisdo.m  which trans-
cended histo.ry and released the adept  fro.m  it, but  intro.duced the  idea--
co.mmo.n  to.  JUdaism and Zoro.astrianism alike--o.f  Go.d  w~rking in histo.ry, 
to.wards  a  desired end.  There was  a  co.nstant  flew o.f  co.nverts  to. 
Judaism fer several centuries befo.re  and a:Cterthe birth o.f  Christian-
ity, mainly in Ro.me  and Asia Miner,  but  co.nversio.n  to.  Christianity be-
came  a  flo.o.d  as  teachers  o.f  the  new  faith gradually stripped their cult 
o.f  the  co.ncept  o.f  Hebrew  exclusivism and o.f  the  requirements  o.f  Mo.saic 
law go.verning diet,  circumcisio.n,  and similar matters.  This  divo.rce 
fro.m  normative  Judaism o.ccurred ever several centuries,  and at first it 
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was  in Jewish  communities  that  Christianity took root  and began to 
spread;  the process was  ~uickened by the  growth of the  Diaspora after 
the  Palestinian revolts  of A.D.  70  and 131.  In Apostolic times,  Chris-
tian communities  seem to have been  concentrated in the  Roman  provinces 
of Asia Minor  and Syria, to the  immediate west  and south of Armenia, 
and the Apostles  Thaddeus  and Bartholomew are  reputed to have  preached 
the  Gospel in Armenia itself, perhaps  in the large Jewish  communities 
of Tigranakert,  Artasat,  and other trading cities.  Rome,  plagued by 
barbarian invasion and internal political upheaval,  was  ultimately to 
seek stability and order by embracing the very  Church it had brutally 
persecuted,  and Armenia,  too,  would become  a  Christian state at about 
the  same  time  (and perhaps before the Edict of Milan,  thus  becoming the 
first Christian state). 
In Iran,  the Parthian Arsacid house was  rent by internal conflict. 
Bloody battles over the succession to the throne  in the first-third 
centuries weakened the  country by dividing it into warring factions  at 
the  same  time  that Rome  was  pressing unrelentingly at its populous 
western territories and attempting to  foment  anti-Parthian feeling 
amongst  the Hellenised and other non-Iranian populations of the large 
cities of Mesopotamia,  the administrative  centre of the kingdom.  In 
the  second decade  of the third century,  one of the contestants for the 
throne,  Vologases  V,  secured the support of the Roman  emperor  Caracalla 
against his brother, Artabanus  V,  who  seems  to have been aided in turn 
by the Armenian  Arsacids  and the ,bulk of the Iranian nobility.l  At 
this moment  of civil discord,  the local ruler of Pars  (Gk.  Persis), 
v_ 
Ardes~r I, rebelled and overthrew the Arsacid dynasty,  which had 
2  reigned in Iran nearly five hundred years.  Pars was  a  semi-independent 
domain  of the Parthian Empire,  enjoying the right to mint silver coins; 
the province was  administered by several kings;  numismatic  evidence in-
dicates that they were  pious  Zoroastrians.  The  new  Sasanian  dynasty 
embarked upon  a  campaign to subjugate the various  peoples  of the Parth-
ian Empire,  as well  as  those lands  once  ruled by their Achaemenian  fore-
bears, to a  centralised monarchy.  This policy went  hand in hand with a 
policy of organizing the  Zoroastrian religion under a  parallel adminis-
tration closely tied to that of the state.  These  acts were  violently 
opposed by the  Armenians,  as well as  others in the Parthian Empire, 115 
whose  cherished image-shrines  and fire-temples,  staffed by priests of 
local noble  families,  were  placed in immediate peril.3  In the mid-
third century,  Armenia was  invaded by the Sasanians4 and made  an  appa-
nage of the Empire,  much  as it had been under the Parthians,  although 
it remains  to be  demonstrated conclusively whether the  country was  con-
quered during or after the reign of Ardesir 1.  Less  than  a  century af-
ter the fall of the Iranian Arsacids,  the Armenian  Arsacids were  con-
verted to Christianity. 
The  new  faith was  to serve  as  a  rallying point against the en-
croachments of the Sasanian state and church,  from the restoration of 
the Arsacid house  in the late third century after a  brief period of 
Sasanian hegemony,  until the  end of the  dynasty in 428.  Thereafter, 
the  Church  remained as  an  important unifYing factor in Armenian  na-
tional life, against Byzantine  Greek and Persian alike.  The  Battle of 
Avarayr in 451, in which the  Christian forces  of Vardan Mamikonean  re-
sisted unto  death the superior armies  of Yazdagird II and his  Arm. 
naxarar allies, who  had sought unsuccessfully to turn the  Armenians 
back to  Zoroastrianism,  became  quickly enshrined in the  Arm.  imagina-
tion as  a  second Maccabeanrevolt,  emblematic of zeal for the Lord 
against heathen tyranny,  and it sealed the destiny of the  Good  Religion 
as the  guiding faith in that land,  although isolated followers  of the 
faith seem to have  held out  down  to the early twentieth century. 
We  are informed by Tacitus that the Parthian Arsacid king Arta-
banus  III (ca.  A.D.  16)  wished to re-establish the ancient borders  of 
the Achaemenian  Empire,  and crowned his  son Arsaces king of Armenia at 
the  death of Artaxias, whose brief reign was  discussed in the previous 
chapter. 5  The  Romans,  anxious  to forestall Parthian expansion,  made 
allies of the  Iberian king,  Pharasmanes,  whose  brother, Mithradates, 
was  installed on  the Armenian  throne  during a  struggle for the  succes-
sion in Parthiabetween Artabanus  and Tiridates III, the latter receiv-
.  6  (v)  lng Roman  support.  Ca.  52,  Vologases  Pth.  Valaxs  . I  came  to power  in 
Parthia and determined to place his brother Tiridates on the  throne of 
Armenia,  'which his  ancestors had ruled'  (Tacitus,  Annales,  XII.52). 
Rome,  with her Iberian allies, repulsed the Parthians  during several 
campaigns  over a  period of ten years, but in 66 the  Emperor  Nero  fi-
nally crowned Tiridates king of Armenia in a  notable  ceremony  at Rome. 7 I 
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Vologases·I may  have  been the king who  first portrayed fire-altars  on 
Pth.  coins  and who  ordered the  compilation and redaction of the  Avesta, 
but there were  two  other kings  of the  same  name  before A.D.  192.  It is 
noteworthy that the Parthian monarch believed his house  had a  heredi-
tary right to Armenia,  however,  and that he pursued his policy of con-
quest with singleminded vigour;  perhaps the religious prestige and po-
litical success of Vologases  combined to produce  the  Arm.  historical 
anachronism whereby  one Vakarsak was  held to be the first Arsacid king 
v 
of Armenia,  and younger brother of. the eponymous  king Arsak of Parthia 
himself,  ~. 250 B.C.S  In 72,  the  Caucasian tribes. of the Alans  in-
vaded the new  kingdom of Tiridates I, probably with the support of the 
Iberian king Pharasmanes I, an ally of Rome.  The  Roman  emperor 
Vespasian  (69-79),  who  during his reign increased from  four to seven 
the number of legions  on his eastern frontiers ,9 annexed the  Orontid 
10  kingdom of  Commagene  in the same  year. 
It seems  that Tiridates ,;as  succeeded by Sanatruk,  but the dates 
of his  reign have been  disputed.  The  Parthian royal name  Sanatruk is 
attested several times  in various  lands which  came  under Arsacid rule 
around the  time of Christ.ll  According to. Armenian tradition, the 
Apostles  Thaddeus  and Bartholomew arrived in Armenia  during the reign 
of this king;12  such a  legend is of obvious value  as  evidence  to sup-
port the  claim o:f the Armenian  Church  to  autocephalous  status as  an 
Apostolic  :foundation.  The  structure and custom o:f  Arsacid society in 
Armenia re'l.uired a  second founder,  however,  :from  a  native  and princely 
house,  in the person o:f  St  Gregory the Illuminator;  in later literature, 
arti:ficial links between the  two  traditions were  to be  :forged.  The 
Apostolic traditionitsel:f bears  suspicious  resemblance  to the mission 
o:f  Thaddeus  to cure king AbgarUkkama of Edessa  (c:f.  the cure attrib-
uted to St  Bartholomew noted above,  in an  Arm.  tradition of A±bak); 
this Syriac tale is probably a  fiction modelled upon the historical 
conversion·ca.  A.D.  36  o:f  king Ezad o:f  Adiabene to Judaism.13  It seems, 
however,  that Abgar IX  o:f  Edessa did embrace  Christianity late in the 
second century;  the legend attributing the conversion to his predeces-
sor,  Abgar  V,  would,  like the  Arm.  tradition,  endow  the  Church  at 
Edessa with Apostolic  foundations.  It has  been  suggested that the  :fate 
of the third-century Arm.  Sanatruk  (mentioned in Classical· sources)  was 
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interwoven with that of Abgar  IX  in reality; this facilitated the 
chronological shift to the  time of Christ in the  Arm.  Apostolic tradi-
tion.14  There  is attested from the  region of Sophene  an Arm.  bishop of 
the mid-third century named  Meruzanes,  apparently a  native Arm.  of the 
princely Arcruni  family;  this indicates that  Christianity had come  to 
Armenia  around the time of Abgar  IX,  from the Syrian communities  con-
tiguous to Sophene.15  The  Arsacids  suppressed this tradition of a  pre-
Gregorian  church in the  country.  According to PCawstos  (IV.24), 
Sanatruk was  interred in  a  tomb  of stone at Ani,  the  centre of the cult 
of Aramazd  and royal necropolis of the Arm.  Arsacids;16 in the mid-
fourth  century,  the traitor Meruzan  Arcruni led the Sasanian Sabuhr II 
to  the place.  The  latter ransacked the  tombs  and kidnapped and held 
for ransom the bones  of the Arm.  kings,  but was  unable to break into 
the strong sepulchre of Sanatruk.  It is noteworthy that the  Roman  em-
peror Caracalla had behaved similarly ca.  216  when  at Arbela he broke 
into the Parthianccwoyal tombs  there.17  Like  the Achaemenians  before 
them,  the Parthian and Arm.  Arsacids  are  seen to have practiced entomb-
ment  and burial,  presumably with appropriate precautions to prevent the 
pollution of the sacred earth of the  Zoroastrian yazata Spenta Armaiti 
bY'·corpse-matter. 
The  dethronement of one  Tiridates, king of Arm.,  is recorded ~. 
109-110.  It is doubtful whether Tiridates I  is meant;  the  coup was  ac-
complished by the Pth.  Pacorus  II, who  installed his son  Axidares  on 
the Arm.  throne.  It is possible that the  deposed king was  Sanatruk, 
but the  chronology cannot be established with certainty.  It has  been 
suggested that this Axidares,  Arm.  ASxadar,  is to be  connected with the 
wicked Sidar of Arm.  legend,  but this  seems  most  unlikely;  18  Axidares 
reigned three. years;  in 113,  the successor of Pacorus II, Osroes,  de-
posed the king of Armenia and enthroned the brother of the latter, 
Parthamasiris, without,  however,  consulting Trajan  (98-117).  In 114, 
Trajan advanced upon  Armenia,  and had Parthamasiris treacherously mur-
dered at Elegeia,  where  he  had been lured to  an interview.19  Axi dare  s 
was  restored by the  Romans  to the throne,  and Trajan  continued his  cam-
paign against the Pths.  in Syria and Mesopotamia,  but the native popu-
lat±on revolted--Trajan was  unable  to  capture Hatra--and the  Romans 
were  forced to withdraw. 
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Parthamaspates,  crowned by  Trajan at  Ctesiphon  ca.  116-7,  ruled 
but  a  year,  and at the  same  time  Vologases  (Arm.  Va±ars),  son  of 
Sanatruk,  recon~uered Armenia and ruled until 140-143, with the consent 
of Hadrian  (1l7-38).  The  new  king  founded  a  city in the plain of Ara-
rat, Va±arsapat  ('built by Va±ars'),  called in Gk.  Kainepolis( 'the New 
City,).20  The  city became  the administrative capital of Armenia,  and 
was  in close proximity to Artasat  and to the holy city of Bagawan; 
there may  have  been temples  at Vabarsapat,  for stone  foundations  in 
Hellenisti.c style of an  earlier building have  been  found beneath the 
great  church of St Hi-ip c  sime in the  city,  and it is hypothesised that 
the shrine of a  pagan  goddess  had stood on  the site.21  The  town  is now 
-v 
called Ejmiacin  'the  Only-Begotten  (of God)  Descended',  after a  vision 
in which St  Gregory is said to have  beheld Christ descending and order-
ing him to  found a  church at the  spot.  Va±ars  I  resisted successfully 
a  second Alan incursion into Armenia. in 134,  which was  probably encour-
aged by the Iberian Pharasmanes  II,  an  ally of Rome.  It may  be  assumed 
that the Romans  had consented to the coronation of the Arsacid simply 
because they could not  do  otherwise, but upon his death in 140-143 they 
installed Sohaemus,  a  member  of the  royal house  of Emesa  (modern  Homs), 
Syria related to the Orontid line of Commagene.  Sohaemus,  a  member  of 
the Roman  Senate,  was  intolerable to the Parthians,  and was  deposed in 
161.22 
The  Parthian king Vologases  III (148-92)  installed his son Pacorus 
on  the throne of Armenia,  but the latter was  deposed scarcely three 
years later by the invading Romans,  who  restored the  crown  to Sohaemus. 
Pacorus  appears  to have  been  taken as  .. a  hostage to Rome,  for he  dedi-
cated there a  funerary altar to his brother Mithradates,  calling him-
self Aurelios  Pakoros  BasileusMegales  Armenias  and invoking  'the gods 
beneath the earth. ,23  This  .m~ be  no  more  than  a  formal  invocation of 
'Greco!-Roman  divinities; it certainly does  not  sound Zoroastrian.  (But 
see  the  discussion of Sahapet  gerezmanacc  '(god-)  ruler of the tombs' 
in Ch.  10.)  Sohaemus  died in 186,  and the Arms.  took  advantage of in-
ternal troubles  at Rome  to enthrone  Va±ars II (186-98). 
At  Garni,  where  Tiridates  I  had built a  temple  and left an  inscrip-
tion in  Gk.  (see  Ch.  8),  there has  been  found also  an  inscription in 
Aramaic.  The  text reads:  (1)  (2)  MLK  RB  ZY  'RMCYNJ(/)  BRR  ZY 119 
WLGS  (4)  MLK;24  it is translated:  '(2)  Great King of Armenia  (3)  son 
of Vologases  (4)  the king.'  A.  Perikhanyan,  who  published the inscrip-
tion,  ascribes it tentatively to the  Arm.  king Xosrov I, son of 
Vakars II; the  former  reigned to  216  and was  succeeded by his  son, 
Trdat II.  The  script resembles  that of the Armazi  bilingual inscrip-
tion  and of other Aramaic  inscriptions  from  Georgia of the first-third 
centuries,  or of inscriptions  from northern Mesopotamia,  but the style 
varies  considerably from that of the Artaxiad boundary steles, which 
are  closer to the chancellery Aramaic  script of the Achaemenians.25  It 
is curious,  too,  that the spelling of the name  of the king's royal fa-
ther,  WLGS,  corresponds more  closely to the  Gk.  rendering of the Fth. 
name  than to the Ir.  form preserved in the Arm.  language,  Va±ars;. the 
transcription of the name  of Artaxias  (Arm.  Artases)  in the Artaxiad 
Aramaic  inscriptions  is often similarly Hellenised to  a  form of 
Artaxerxes.  This  case may  indicate the  continuity of a  Greek  scribal 
tradition in Armenia parallel to an  Iranian oral tradition reflected in 
the pronunciation of the same  names  in Armenian. 
Va±ars II steered a  cautious policy of friendship with Septimius 
Severus  (193-211),  who  invaded Armenia and northern Mesopotamia  in 
191 f-5  and was 
'th· oft  26  w~  g~  s, 
welcomed by the Arsacid monarch in the plain of Xarberd 
Like his predecessors,  however,  Va±ars II died at the 
hands  of the northern barbarians,  in 198.  His  son,  we  are told by 
Xorenacci.;  led a  victorious  campaign of retribution and arjan hastate 
hellenacci  grov  'erected a  monument  in Greek script'  (11.65)  to  com-
memorate  his victory.  The  same  Xosrov I  appears to have  accompanied 
Severus  to Alexandria,  ca.  202,  and at Thebes  left a  Greek  inscription: 
Khosroes  Armenios  idon ethaumasa  'I, Khosroes  the Armenian,  beheld and 
was  astonished. ,27  ,.  . 
In 211,  CarpalIa became  emperor.  The  Parthian empire at this time 
was  rent by internal conflict.  Vologases  V,  virtually a  puppet of Rome, 
was  opposed by Artabanus  V,  his  own  brother,  and the  Arms.  probably 
supported the latter.  When  Ardesir the Persian,  son  of PaPak28  and 
grandson of Sasan,  came  to the throne,  Armenia was  a  kingdom faithful 
to the Arsacid line and implacably opposed to the upstart  from Pars: 
in the first-second century,  two  Arm.  kings were  Great Kings  of Parthia, 
five were  sons  of Great Kings,  one  was  a  nephew  and another a 
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grand-nephew of Great Kings,  and one  an  Arsacid of unknown  parentage.29 
The  naxarars,  who  enjoyed semi-autonomous  rule in their domains,  occu-
pied hereditary posts  in the  service of the Arsacid king;  respect for 
his position ensured the maintenance of their own,  and rebellions by 
individual naxarars were  crushed ruthlessly, with the slaughter of whole 
families  and the  re-apportionment of land amongst  those who  had loyally 
fought  for the king. 30  The  terms  'king'  and  'Arsacid' were to be  re-
garded by .Arm.  writers of the fifth century and later as  synonymous; 
none  but an Arsacid could wear the  crown,  nor could the  sins of an 
Arsacid deprive him of it.31  The  Arsacid king was  thebnak tern 
asxarhis  'the natural lord of this  country'  (pcB  III-ll). 
In religious affairs  as  in political matters,  Armenia was  com-
pletely integrated.into Parthian Iran.  The  vast majority of the Iran-
ian loan-words  in Armenian,  which comprise most  of the vocabulary of 
the language,  are  from Northwest  Middle  Iranian dialects, that is, from 
the speech of the Parthians and Atropatenians of the Arsacidperiod. 
Nearly all the names  of the  gods  of pre-Christian Armenia  are Pth. 
forms,  as  are nearly all the  terms  associated with religious belief, 
ritual and institutions.  In cases where both Parthian and Middle  Per-
sian  (Sasanian)  forms  of the  same  word are attested in Armenian, it .is 
the Parthian word,  in  almost all cases,  which has become  part of common 
Arm.  usage.  There is little discontinuity in the transition  from 
Art  axi  ad to Parthian rule;  instances of close ties between the two 
houses  are  seen in the first century B.C.,  and,  indeed,  Arm.  historians 
ascribe to the  'Arsacids'  the  deeds of the Artaxiads  and of the Oron-
tids before them,  in a  telescoped narrative full of Iranian epictopoi. 
The  constant Roman  incursions  into Armenia,  and their interference in 
political life in the country,  never were  intended to  change  the reli-
gious or  cu~tural orientation of Armenia,  nor did Armenian  alliances 
with Rome  ever touch such matters;  as was  seen, the Parthian Arsacids 
themselves  did not hesitate to  form such alliances in the course of 
their internecine  feuds.  It does  seem that  Roman  soldiers brought 
their own  .gods  with them. 
All the temples  of the yazatas to be  discussed in the  following 
chapters existed throughout the Arsacid period,  and most had been built 
before it.  Yet,  by contrast with the Artaxiads,  there is a  striking 121 
absence of material evidence,  perhaps  attributable more  to the  changing 
political fortunes  of the land than to a  paucity of cultural activity, 
for the  Armenian writers of the fifth century drew  upon  a  rich tradi-
tion of oral literature, including lyric poetry and music. 32  Not  a 
single coin minted by the Armenian  Arsacids,  from  Tiridates I  to the 
end of the  dynasty in 428,  has been found,  in stark contrast to the 
abundant  numismatic  evidence of the Artaxiads  discus.sed in the preced-
ing chapter.  It is likely that the Arsacids  in Armenia  did not rely 
upon  a  monetary economy  throughout most  of the  country.  In trading 
·ci  ties, the  coinage of Parthian and the Roman  Empire  .appears to have 
been adequate.  Despite the  severe  conditions of foreign  invasion and 
frequent political instability, the Arsacids  became  firmly established 
in::.a  country which welcomed them as its own. 
In the third century,  Armenia became  the  scene of the confronta-
tion of two  philosophies  and ways  of life which threatened to  change 
its very nature as neither Zoroastrian Parthia nor pagan Rome  had ever 
done.  In ca.  226,  Ardesir defeated his Fth.  overlords and set about  a 
radical reformation of Iranian.life.  Throne  and altar had never been 
entirely separate under Arsacid rule--Tiridates  I  of Armenia  impressed 
33  y.  the  Romans  as both monarch  and Magus  --but  Ardes~r transformed the 
Zoroastrian  Church  into a  militant, highly centralised bureaucracy at 
the service of a  similarly centralised state. 34  In Armenia,  the 
Vahunis  were  the hereditary priests ofVahagn,  and the royal  family 
presided,  as it seems,  over the cult of the  father of the gods,  Aramazd. 
The  priesthood seems  not to have  been  concentrated in a  single  caste or 
rigidly hierarchical structure,  despite the kCrmapetutCiwn  'high-
priesthood' of the  royal family.  St Gregory i=ediately sought to en-
list the  sons .. of the kCurms  as  candidates  for the  Christian priesthood, 
and the provisions of the treaty of Nuarsak  (see below),  which prohibit 
training of Armenians  as  Magi,  indicates that a  kind of tug-of~war 
existed between the  two  fid.ths,  in which the  Zoroastrians were  not 
without  success.  As  well be  seen,  the  Christians  themselves  adopted 
elements  of Sasanian hierarchical structure,  much  as it had threatened 
the pre-Christian order.  Local  cults were  subordinated to the state 
religious hierarchy,  and non-Zoroastrian religious minorities were .sub-
jectedto persecution.35 122 
Various  teachings  came  to Armenia  from the  south and west  also. 
Large  communities  of Jews  had resided in the cities of the  country 
since the time of Tigran II's  con~uests in the first century B.C.,36 
and some  Jews  must  have been early converts to Christianity,  as  else-
where  in Asia Minor,  assisting the spread of the new  religion.  For 
many  Christians  must  also have  fled eastwards  under the pressure of 
increasingly severe persecution by Rome.  As  was  seen,  Christians also 
came  to Armenia  from Syria, to the south.  In the first century,  the 
pagan religious leader Apollonius  of Tyana visited Armenia;37 early in 
the third century,  the Edessan  Christian heresiarch Bardaisan fled to 
Armenia  to  escape persecution under  Caracalla,  and wrote  a  History of 
Armenia  during his stay. 38  In the third century,  Manichaeism spread to 
Armenia as well.  Later,  Mazdakites  and  ~uramiya fled to Armenia. 39  Of 
the various  teachings noted above,  Christianity alone would pursue  a 
militant policy comparable to that of the Sasanians,  and,  indeed,  force 
another wave  of refugees to flee to the East:  the Monophysi tes, 
branded as heretics, whose  learning assisted the  development of the 
Hellenophilic school in Arm.  literature,  and the pagan philosophers, 
who  came  to Iran when  Justinian ordered their school at Athens  closed 
in 529.  The  latter, unlike settlers in Armenia,  returned West  from 
alien,.  'barbaric' Persia as  soon as they  could,  although their knowl-
edge  and services were welcomed there  (recalling perhaps  the experience 
of some  Greek  doctors  at the Achaemenian  court).  40 
The  events  preceding the establishment of Christianity by 
St  Gregory the  Illuminator are linked closely to the  campaigns  of the 
Sasanians  and their militant; Zoroastrian  church.  In 244,  the  Roman  em-
peror Gordian was  killed in battle by Sabuhr  I  (241-72);  the  former's 
successor,  Philip the Arab  (244~9), signed a  peace treaty with the 
41  Sasanians  in 245,  ceding Armenia to them.  It is unlikely that Iran 
had actually seized the country yet,  for Sabuhr attacked the  Arm. 
Arsacid king Trdat II, in 252-3;  the  defeat of Valerian by Iran in 260 
strengthened the Persian position in Armenia  further.  In the  Arm. 
42  sources,  Trdat  II is referred to as  Xosrov,  and the defeat of Armenia 
is ascribed to treachery:  'Xosrov'  was  murdered by  one  'Anak',  of the 
princely Suren  Pahlaw  family,  acting as  a  Persian agent.  nise. recalls 
a  tradition that  'Xosrov'  was  murdered by his brothers,  and it has  been  I 
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suggested that  'Anak'  was  one of them.  Although Bailey  (written  com-
munication)  suggests that the  name  Anak  may  mean  something like  'suc-
cessful', with base nak- 'attain'  and preverb a- in Iranian  (we  note 
that the name  'nkdwxty  'daughter of *Anak'  is  found  on  a  Sasanian seal), 
it is likely that the name  was  understood by the  chronicler as  Pth. 
anak  'evil'  (cf.  Burdar and Sophia,  and the possible explanation of 
Vardan also as  an  epithet).43  The  implication of the legend is that 
Armenia  could not  have been  defeated on  the battlefield.  The  Armenian 
nobles,  according to Agathangelos  and later historians,  caught  'Anak', 
murdered him,  and then exterminated his  family,  except for one  son,  who 
was  spirited off to  Caesarea in Cappadocia by a  noble Persian named 
'Burdar'  (i.e., burdar,  'carrier')  and his wife  'Sophia'  (Le., 
'Wisdom,44).  The  details  concerning  'Burdar'  and  'Sophia'  are  supplied 
by Movses  Xorenacci,  and probably represent  a  further development of 
the mrcth.  The  son of the murdered  'Xosrov'  was  saved similarly,  we  are 
told,  and spirited off by his  dayeak  'nurse',  the naxarar Artawazd 
Mandakuni,  to  Rome. 45  The  son of the murderer was  to return to Armenia 
as  Gregory,  the  Christian who  would convert Tiridates,  son of the mur-
dered king,  to the new  faith.46  In both cases,  a  baby  destined for 
greatness is shielded from violence by being rescued,  taken away,  and 
raised in obscurity until the  day  of destiny arrives;  one  recalls the 
account by Herodotus  of the early childhood of the first Achaemenian 
y- king,  G-y-rus,  or the  deri  vati  ve  .and late legend of the  escape of Ardes~r, 
a  young man  of humble  origins,  from the court of Ardawan,  in the 
Karniimag  'i:  Ardes'i:r .'i  Piipakan.  A version of this Wandersage  is  found 
appended to the beginning of the Armenian  Agathangelos,  and in earlier 
Armenian tradition,  also,  legends of escape  from the massacre of a  clan 
are often found:  the  escape df Artases  from the general slaughter by 
Eruand of the sons  of Sanatruk  (MX  11.37);  or that of Xesa,  son of the 
bdesx Bakur,  after the  family of the latter are put to the  sword for 
their insurrection against the Arsacid king of Armenia  in the  fourth 
century  (pCB  III  .9) .47 
There  seems  little doubt that the missionary activities in Armenia 
ascribed by Xorenacci  to Ardesir:  the establishment of ormzdakan  and 
vramakan  fires  and the  destruction of image-shrines48 were  in fact 
undertaken by Sabuhr I, his  son.  In a  letter ascribed to  Gordian III  I 
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(~. 242),  the  Roman  emperor  addresses  the Senate,  declaring:  'We 
freed the necks of the Antiochians  from the yoke of the [kings] of the 
Persians  and the Persian laws. ,49  Persian law at this period was  in-
separable  from  obedience  to the  customs  of Zoroastrianism.  In describ-
ing the  campaign of Sabuhr I  against the Romans  in Syria and Asia Minor 
in 260,  the high-priest Kirder mentions  Armenia  amongst  the countries 
where.Magi  and sacred fires were  found;  he notes  in the following pas-
sage that Magi  who  were  ahlamogh  'heretics'were punished and set 
straight.  The  other countries mentioned in the list are Syria,  Cilicia 
(with Tarsus),  Cappadocia  (with Caesarea),  Galatia,*Iberia (wlwc'n) 
and Balasagan as  far as  the  Daryal Pass  (Alanandar,  Arm.  durn Alanacc). 
Kirder devoted his attentions both to  foreign religions, including 
Christians, whom  he persecuted,  and to  Zoroastrians whose  usages were 
not unacceptable to the Sasanian church.  This probably brought him in-
to conflict with most  classes  and confessions of third-century Arm. 
society.50 
The  Persians were not content  merely to  impose  their laws  upon  the 
Arms.;  in ca.  252,  Sabuhr  I  installed his  son,  Ormizd-Ardesir,  on the 
throne  as  Great King of Armenia,51 undoubtedly hoping to establish a 
pattern of relationship and succession in the  country similar to that 
which had existed under the Parthians.  Ormizd-Ardesir succeeded to the 
throne of the King of Kings  upon  the death of his  father,  ca.  273,  and 
in 279-80,  his brother Narseh assumed the throne of Armenia.  The  lat- c 
ter ruled in Armenia  until 293,  when  he himself became  King of Kings. 
It is suggested by Toumanoff that Arsacid rule was  restored to Roman-
controlled areas of Armenia ca.  280  under XosrovII,  son of Trdat II. 
In ca.  287,  he was  murdered by his brothers; this event  may  have  served 
as  the basis  for the anachronistic legend of Gregory  discussed above. 
Then,  Tiridates,  son of Xosrov II, escaped to Rome,  and returned to Ar-
·menia eleven years later, under Roman  auspices.  The  murder of Xosrov 
occurred in the  fourth year of. the reign of Diocletian  (284-305),  ac-
cording to the  Arm.  historian Sebeos  (seventh century);  Tiridates be-
came  king in the  fifteenth year of Diocletian,  and Constantine was 
crowned emperor in the ninth year of Tiridates.52  According to the 
chronology of Sebeos,  Tiridates would have  come  to power in 298,  and 
St  Gregory the Illuminator would have been  consecrated a  bishop at 125 
Caesarea in  314,  i.e., in the seventeenth year of his  reign.  In his 
inscription at Paikuli,  Narseh refers to one  Trdat, king of Armenia. 
Since the inscription was  made  in 293-4, it cannot  refer to a  Tiridates 
who  was  not yet king.  Toumanoff therefore suggests that Xosrov was 
killed by Tiridates III, his brother, the Anak  of the legend,  who  was 
made  king of Armenia by the Sasanians;  Xosrov's  son,  Tiridates  IV,  es-
caped.ito  Rome  and returned to take the throne in 298. 
The  Iranians  cannot have wanted Tiridates  IV,  but the balance of 
power had shifted by that time  in favor of Rome:  in 297,  Galerius  de-
feated Narseh  and in the following year signed the  Peace of Nisibis, 
according to which. the Syrian and Arab  marches  of Armenia to the south-
west were  ceded to Rome. 53  It .is possible that Narseh waS  forced to 
accept the overthrow of Tiridates III in favour of the pro-Roman  Tiri-
dates  IV  because of the military reversals  suffered by Iran;  he  may 
even have  sought  Roman  support against his nephew,  Varahran III, whom 
he had deposed to become  King of Kings ,and towards  this  end had 
acquiesced in their demands  concerning Armenia. 
According to Agathangelos, .Tiridates was  proud of his Parthian an-
cestry,  and offered sacrifices and prayer to the various yazatas of 
Zoroastrianism.  He  even  claims to have visited Parthia itself, which 
he  calls his ancestral homeland.  (This  waS  even then a  fairly short 
journey,  on  major roads all the way.)  Presumably he  paid homage  to the 
fravasis of Arsacid forebears at Nisa,  and made  a  pilgrimage to Adur 
Burzen Mihr.  Indeed,  the earliest and most  abundant literary evidence 
of the cults of the yazatas at the various  shrines of the  country comes 
from Agathangelos,  and forms  part of the  account of the  Conversion of 
Armenia.  The  date of the  Conversion traditionally accepted by the Ar-
menians  is 301-3 A.D.,  i.e., six years before the edict of toleration 
of Christianity issued by Galerius  and re-affirmed by the Edict of 
Milan of Constantine in 313;  this would make  Armenia the first  Chris-
tian state in the world.  In support of the early date,  the testimony 
of Eusebius  is  cited that Maximianus  in  311  fought  the Armenians be-
cause they were  Christian,55 but it is more  likely that the Roman  em-
peror fought the  Christians in Armenia with the aid of the Arm.  king 
himself.  It would have been sheer folly for the latter to have  accepted 
a  religion severely  condemned by the very empire that kept  him in power. 126 
According to Agathangelos,  Tiridates  (IV according to Toumanoff;  III ac-
cording to the chronologies proposed by others)  imprisoned Gregory  for 
fifteen years.  If Gregory arrived in Armenia  at about the  same  time  as 
the  Roman  installation of Tiridates  on the  throne, he would have  been 
released--and the king  converted--~.  314,  after the Edict of Milan. 56 
In Agathangelos,  the very narrative of the  conversion of the king 
is presented in Iranian epic terms:  Tiridates,  in punishment  for his 
mUli.der  of Christian missionaries,  is transformed by God  into a  boar 
(Arm.  varaz),  the  symbol· of Verethraghna depicted on the Arsacid royal 
seal,  and the  animal of the  royal hunt.  His  conversion at the hands  of 
Gregory is the price of his  cure.  The  general  framework,  and many  of 
the details,.  of the Arm.  legend of.  the  Conversion,  appear to be  drawn 
in part from the Kayanian epic narrative of the conversion of Vistaspa 
and his  court to  Zoroastrianism.  This  epic was  preserved by the Parth-
ians,  and elements  are transmitted in various  Zor.  PhI.  books.  In 
Denkard  T,  for example,  the Iranian nobles were  rosnenid  'illuminated' 
in the  Good  Religion by  ZarathuStra.  The  8ah-name,  also,  speaks of the 
conversion of the nobles of the realm.  In Armenia,  St Gregory is the 
lusaworiC'C.  'Illuminator' of king and  court;  this  .. seems  to be  a  Zor. 
epithet.  And  we  are told little about the  common  people,  including 
Jewish-Christians,  who  must  have played a  major role  in the  Christiani-
zation of the  country.  Later,  Xorenacci  gives his Bagratid patrons  a 
Hebrew  pedigree-~but in the Davidic  royal line.57  But it may  be  as-
sumed,  myths  aside, that official conversion to Christianity was  an act 
of friendship towards  Rome;  Armenia had suffered greatly already from 
Sasanian invasion and persecution,  and it may  have  been  feared that the 
country would be  absorbed entirely into Persia, were  Zoroastrianism al-
. lowed to remain  as  a  potential instrument of control by a  foreign 
priestly hierarchy.  Nor were the Sasanians  in a  position to  counter 
effectively Gregory's  coup  d'autel.  8abuhr II  (309~79)was still a 
boy,  brought  into power after a  violent struggle within Iranian ruling 
circles,  and there seems  to have been  no  renewal of systematic persecu-
tion against the  Christians  of Iran itself until 339. 58 
Not  all the Armenian  nobles  and  commoners  accepted the new  reli-
gion of Christianity with enthusiasm.  The  shrines  of the yazatas  were 
defended by main  force,  and armies  fought  over the temple  complex of  I 
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AStisat.  St.  Gregory took  immediate measures  to assimilate the  Church 
into the structure of naxarar and Arsacid society:  patriarchs of the 
Church were buried at TCordan,  near the Arsacid necropolis of Ani,  and 
the main  centres of  ~he faith were built on  the sites of old holy 
places of the yazatas;  major festivals of the  Church were  established 
to coincide with old Zoroastrian feasts,  and particular saints  seem to 
have  corresponded closely in their character and functions to  Zoroas-
trian yazatas.59  Gregory was  by tradition a  naxarar, the  son of 
Anak  Suren Pahlaw--and in Parthian society,  the Suren family was  second 
only to the Arsacid house itself. 
The  early hierarchy of the Armenian  Church was  drawn,  not  from the 
Judaeo-Christians, nor from the  ranks  of the humble  and the outcast for 
whose  sake, Christ had come,  but from the privileged class of the old 
order:  Tayr hraman  Trdat ••.  bazmutCiwn  mata±  manktwoy  acel yaruest 
c  dprut  ean,  ew  kargel  i  veray hawatarimvardapets:  ai-awel  zazgs 
p±cagorc kCrmaccn  ew  zmankuns  nocca i  noyn  zo±ovel. .•  ew  znosa yerkus 
bazaneal,  zomans  yAsori  dprutCiwn kargeal,  ew  zomans  i  Hellen  'Trdat 
commanded ...  that a  multitude of young boys be brought  for education in 
the scribal art, and that trustworthy teachers60 be appointed over them: 
particularly [he  ordered] that the  families  of the kCurms  of filthy 
deeds  and their children  61  be  gathered,  and that they be' divided in two, 
some  to study Syriac and some  to study Greek'  (Agath.  840).  St. Gregory 
lived to see his  son Aristakes  attend the  Council of Nicaea in 325, yet 
his other son  and successor,  VrtCanes,  was  to  face  continued opposition 
from adherents  of the old faith.  It is noteworthy that the Arm.  ec-
clesiastical hierarchy ,being second to the monarchy,  drew  i tscentral-
ised character from the Sasanian order as well as the Byzantine:  an 
Arm.  patriarch of the  fourth  century,  St.  Nerses  the  Great, i's described 
by pCawstos  (Iv.4)  as  jatagov amenayn  zrkelocc  'intercessor for all the 
deprived',  a  rough equivalent 
driyosan  jadagow  'intercessor 
c  P  awstos  reports  (III.  3) 
of the  Sasanian MP.  priestly epithet 
61-a  for the poor. ' 
that the  Queen  of Xosrov Kotak  (332-8), 
son of Tiridates  IV,  stirred up  a  mob  to attack VrtCanes  as  he was  of-
fering the Divine Liturgy at AStisat,  the  centre of the  fourth-century 
Church.  Xosrov's  successor,  Tiran,  murdered the righteous Patriarch 
Yusik,  who  had condenmed his  sinful and unjust way  of life. 
c  P  awstos  I 
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A__  0  (  )  ~  ak'  t C  •  c  says of the  ~.=n~ans  III.13:  Yaynm  zaman  ~  z  agawom  ~wreanc 
awrinak  cCari arnein,  ew  novin  awrinakaw  jewel sksan,  ew  noynpes  gorcelo 
Zo  .  -,-.,.  C  - h  t- .  0  kC  kC 
0  t  - t C  1  k  .  1  ~  Va.:I:1J.JUC  ,yorme  e  e  arln no  a  zanun  rlS  oueu  eann"  0  mayn 
°b  k  0  dk  t C 
00  0  c  ~c .,.  •  dn  0  ~c  1  rew  z  rawns  llnn  mar  u  ean yan.l1ns  lwreanc  ,  ew  OC  .]ermeran  lnc 
hawatovkc  enkalan,  ayl  ibrew  zmolorutCiwn  imn  mardkutCean  i  harke.  acc 
etCe  orpes partn er,  gitutCeamb yusovkam hawatov,  ba:ycC  miayn  sakaw 
incC orkC zhangamans  gitein hellen kamasori  dprutCeancC,  orkC ein hasu 
incCaynm pCoker i\ sate.  Isk orkc  artakcoy kCanzgitutCiwn aruestin ein 
ayl xarna±ancbazmutCiwn mardkan  zo±ovrdocc  naxararaccn  ew  kam 
Vo  ak  t C  °tkC  .  C  ~  0  ~ d  t  t C  b  1  s~n  anu  ean •••  =  ~wreanc  end  anp~tans en  anawgu  s  ewe  z  awsea 
....  c  c.  ....  .... c  c  '.  c  c  ein  ..•  degereal masein yanu±±ay krt ut  ~wn end C k  ot~ mtac  n  i  hnut  iwn 
c  c  c  c  c  ...,.  v,  het anosut eanc  sovorut  eaflc  ,  barbaros  xuzaduz =ts unelov.  Ew 
ziwreancc  ergs araspelacc  zvipasanutCeann sireccealkc  i  pCOytC 
krtCutCeanccn,  ew  nmin  hawataccealkc,  ewi noyn  hanapazordealkc •••  Ew 
zdiccn hnutCean pastamunsi nmanutCiwn  pornkutCean  gorcoyn end xawar 
katarein  'At that time  [after the murder of YusikJ·they made  their king 
the  ex~ple of evil and by his example  they began to appear,  and to act 
as well.  For since earlier times,  when  they had taken the name  of 
Christianity,  they only accepted it in their souls  as  some  human  reli-
gion but  did not  adopt it with fervent  faith;  (they accepted it) rather 
as  a  confusion of humanity,  and by compulsion.  (They  did not  accept it) 
·as was  necessary,  through knowledge,hope or faith, but only a  few  knew 
the particulars of the Syrian and Greek writings;  those  competent  in 
the latter were  few  out of many.  And  those who  were not privy to the 
wisdom of art were  the motley  crowd of the peoples  of the naxarars of 
the peasantry  .••  they occupied their minds  only with useless  and un-
profitable matters •.•  they erred and spent  (their powers)  in mistaken 
study and trivial thought of the  anti~uity of (their) heathen customs, 
having barbarous  and crude  minds.  They  loved and studied with  care the 
songs  of their legendary epics  and believed in these  and spent  every 
day with them  •••  And  they fulfilled the 
the  dark,  as  though performing the act 
worship of the  ancient 
t Ot  to  62  of pros  ~  u  ~on. 
gods  in 
Later in the  fourth  century,  according to  PCawstos,  the naxarars 
Meruzan  Arcruni,  whom  he  calls  a  kaxard  'witch'  (v.43),  and Vahan 
Mamikonean,  apstambealkc  ein yuxte  astuacapastutCeann,  ew  zanastuacn 
Mazdezancc  a±andn yanjn areal pastein:  sksan  aynuhetew yerkrin HayocC 129 
awerel  zeke±eccis,  zte~is a±awtCicc  kCristoneicc  yamenayn  ko±mans 
c  c  c  c  c  _ 
Hayoc  ,gawarac  gawarac  ew  ko±manc  ko±manc.  Ew  ne±ein  zbazum 
mardik  zor i  burn arkanein,  tCo±ul  zastuacpastutCiwn ew  i  pastawn 
darnal Mazdezanccn  'had rebelled against the  covenant of the worship of 
God  and had accepted the  godless  cult of the Mazda-worshippers, which 
they served.  After that they began to destroy the  churches  in the land 
of Armenia,  the places of Christian worship  in all the  regions  of Ar-
menia,  province by province and region by region.  And  they persecuted 
many  men,  whom  they forced to renounce the worship of God  and to turn 
to the servi  ce .of the Mazda-worshippers. I  This was  done,  of course,  at 
the  direction of Sabuhr II, and represents the first of three. major 
campaigns  by Iran to return the Arms.  to Zoroastrianism,  the other two 
leading to the revolts of 451  and 571-2.  On  each occasion,  the Sasan-
ians  found supporters  amongst the naxarars,  who  in 451 were  almost 
equally matched for and against Christianity.  The  Arm.  sources present 
the pro-Sasanian nobles  as  superstitious, wicked traitors; no  one  has 
yet proposed a  revisionist historical view of their motives. 
c  P  awstosspeaks  of specific practices well. known  from the pre-
Christian period,  as well.  Meruzan  consults· magical dice:  ijaner i 
hroays  ka±deutCean,  zkcues  harccaner:  ewocc  goyr nma  yajo±ak yurutC 
c  kaxardakanac n  yor yusayrn  'he  stooped to  Chaldean spells  and ques-
tioned dice,  and there  came  not to him success in the witches'  talisman 
which he hoped in'  (V.' 43)--this practice recalls the talismans in the 
story of Ara and Samiram.  The  Christian relatives .of the dead Muse± 
Mamikonean  placed his body on  a  tower in the hope that he would be 
resurrected by dog-like  supernatural creatures which revive heroes 
slain in battle; this belief, too,  recalls the legend of. Ara and 
Samiram and.is  a  survival of very ancient practices:63  Reverence  for 
dogs  is noted by Yovhannes  of Awjun,  also.  In the fifth century,  many 
Armenians  returned to their pre-Christian ways  during the  campaign of 
Yazdagird II;  as  we  shall see presently,  the  Christian general Vardan 
Mamikonean  destroyed fire-temples  in a  score of Armenian  cities, and at 
least ten naxarars  opposed him and  fought  alongside  the  Sasanian forces. 
Their leader,  Vasak  Siwni,  encouraged Armenians  to  renounce  Christian-
ity by entertaining 
by Movses  Xorenacci 
them with their epics,  of which the  fragment 
on  theyazata Vahagn  is presumably a  part.64 
cited 130 
Despite their nominal  Christianity,  the Arsacid kings  of the 
fourth  century are  almost all condemned by the  Church;  Arsak II (345-68) 
.and  his  son Pap  (368-73)  both seem to have  been Arianising heretics, 
but not outright infidels.65  In Arm.  literature, however,  they are 
cast as  villains or heroes in an  Iranian context:  Pap is described as 
66  having snakes which  spring from his breast;  the account of the  death 
of ArSak  II seems  to have been cast  as  an  epic  using Iranian forms. 
Arsak,  who  assisted Julian the Apostate  (361-3)  against  Iran,  was 
captured by Sabuhr II, Julian's  successor Jovian  (363-4)  agreeing not 
t ."  "  ..  al"t  67  ·0 lntervene In Armenia,  provlded Iran protected lts neutr  l  y. 
~  Arsak  was  invited to an  interview in a  tent with the King of Kings,  who 
had had half the  floor of the tent covered with soil brought  from 
Armenia--the other half was  Iranian soil.  Sabuhr led Arsak around the 
tent as they talked,  asking him whether Arsak would refrain from attack-
ing Iran,  if he were allowed to return home  and regain the throne. 
When  he  stood on  Iranian soil,  PCawstos tells us  (IV.54).,  Arsak  agreed 
with  deference to all the king's  suggestions,  but  as  soon as  his  feet 
touched the soil brought  from his native land,  he became  haughty  and 
angry and promised to raise  a  rebellion against Persia as  soon  as  he 
arrived·. home..  In various  cultures,  the earth is regarded as  conferring 
strength or security.  The  giant Antaeus,  whose  mother is Gaea  and 
whose  father is Poseidon,  is defeated only when  Herakles holds  him in 
the air.6B  In the Welsh  epic,  The  Mabinogion,  Macsen  Wledig (i.e., 
Magnus  Maximus,  who  served with  Theodosius  in the British wars  of the 
fourth  century)  married a  maiden in Eryri  and lived at Arfon,  'and soil 
from Rome  was  brought there so that it might be healthier for the em-
peror to sleep  and sit and move  about. ,69  According to an  Iranian tra-
.di tion recorded by Marco  Polo,  Kermanis  are peaceable  by nature, while 
people  from Fars  are  contentious:  soil was  once brought to Kerman  from 
I~fahan in Fars,  and when  Kermanis  trod upon it, they became  quarrel-
some.  (This is, presumably,  a  Kermiini  tradition.  A Yazdi  saying ex-
presses  another point of view:  'If you meet  a  Kermani  and  a  snake  on 
.  .  70 
the  road, kill the Kermani  and let the  snake live. ') 
Procopius  (Persian Wars,  I.5)  repeats the legend of Arsak's  inter-
rogation,  and cites his source  as  a  'History of Armenia',  probably that 
of PCawstos.  But  in the  Greek text, the story is used to illustrate a 131 
legal precedent:  Arsak's  faithful  chamberlain,  Drastamat,71 was  al-
lowed to visit his lord in the  Fortress of Oblivion,72 and to entertain 
him there with gusans  and feasting,  after Drastamat had rendered val-
iant service to Iran.  This was  an  exception to the rule according to 
which prisoners confined to the place were  to be  forever isolated from 
the rest of the world--Arsak had been thrown into the  dungeon  after the 
fateful interview noted above.  It is probable that the transgression 
of a  royal  command  in Iran in the  favour of a  worthy individual was  it-
self a  subject in epic:  in the Biblical romance  of Esther,  a  text 
permeated with Iranian names,  vocabulary and themes,  the Persian king 
Ahasuerus  cannot  revoke  an order that the Jews  be massacred--the king's 
order is law and irreversible as  such--butissues a  second order allow-
ing the Jews  to defend themselves.  The  visit of Drastamat  and the en-
counter between Arsak  and Satuhr both are cast, it seems,  in Iranian 
epic themes--of the various  legends  cited above  about the power of the 
earth,  the Iranian tale of the soil of Fars  seems  closest to the narra-
tive of PCawstos.  It is seen that the Armenians  continued after the 
Conversion to weave73  epics of the kind that PCawstos  condemns  as  sur-
vivals of the old religion. 
During his  campaigns  in Armenia,  Sabuhrdesecrated the necropoli 
of the Arsacid kings  and stole their bones;  the Armenians  ransomed them 
c  and re-interred them at A±g.  The  episode  is reminiscent of the be-
74  haviour of Caracalla at Arbela,  described above.  An  inscription in 
Greek was  found by  C.  F.  Lehmann-Haupt  in 1899  on  the walls of the 
ruined town  of Martyropolis/Maiyafariqin which might have been made  at 
the order of Sabuhr,  or by Julian, the  .. ·Apostate,  perhaps,  for it refers 
~o. TON  THEON  BAS ILEA  TON  BASlLEON  'the god,  the King of Kings',  a  Per-
sian title,75 and an  invocation is made  PRONOlAi  TON  THEONKAI  TEi 
TYKHEi  TEi  HEMETERAi  'by the providence of. the gods  and by' our Fortune'. 
It has  been suggested that the Arm.  king Pap  (368-73)  was  the  author of 
the inscription,  but it seems  inconceivable that it could be the work 
of a  monarch  who  was  even nominally  Christian. 76 
Arsak II's son,  Pap,  apparently pursued a  pro-Iranian policy  ~hich 
disturbed Rome;  he  was  murdered in a  plot and an Arsacid named  Varazdat 
was  placed by  Rome  on the Arm.  throne  (374..,8).  A decade later, Rome 
and Iran re-established the balance of power in the  region by 
I 
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partitioning Greater Armenia between themselves.  In the larger, east-
ern part, Persarmenia,  the Arsacid kings  continued to rule until 428. 
As  was  noted above,  Christian teachings  in Armenia were  transmitted in 
Syriac  and  Greek,  and were thus  inaccessible to the bulk of the popula-
tion, who  continued to recite their epics  and hymns  of the old gods  in 
Armenian.  As  we  have  seen, both Aramaic  and Greek were  used in pre-
Christian Armenia in inscriptions.  Xorenacci  (II.48) mentions  tempie 
histories  composed by Olympios,  a  priest at Ani,  site of the shrine of 
Aramazd,  and compares  them to the books of the Persians  and the epic 
songs  (ergl{ vipasanacc  .. -see n.  T3,  above)  of the Armenians;  according 
to Movses,  Bardai,?an consulted these histories and translated them into 
Syriac  (II.66).  Thomson  demonstrated that Xorenacci was  citing in fact 
the works  of various  Greek and Syriacwrit.ers  such as  Josephus  and 
Labubna whose  wo:r:ks  are known. TT  It was  seen that the legends of 
Gregory  and Arsak  follow Iranian modes  of epic composition,' however;  in 
Ch.  2,  Gk.  inscriptions were  cited from the  Arm.  Orontid cult centre of 
Armawir,  so it is not improbable that a  priest named  Olympios,  a  Greek 
or an  Arm.  or Persian with a  Gk.  name,  may  have  resided at another cult 
centre,  Ani.  Although  Xorenacci's  citations are  sometimes  forgeries 
designed to impress his patrons  as  examples  of an ancestral literary 
tradition (to be  contrasted with the illiteracy of the Arms.  of his  own 
time,  which he  s corns  and laments),  there is no  reason to suppose that 
he  did not hear of Olympios  of Ani.  It is recalled also that other 
anti'l.ue historical 'works were  composed in Armenia  and are now  lost: 
the Babyloniaca of Iamblichus is one  example,  In  Ch.  9" we  shall 
examine  the testimony of Agathangelos that there was  a  priestly scrip-
torium at the  temple of Tir, near Artasat.  There  is also preserved in 
the  anonymous  'Primary History'  at the beginning of the History of 
Sebeos  a  reference to inscriptions  in Greek  on  a  stele at the  palace of 
Sanatruk in Mcum  on  the Euphrates  giving the  dates of the Parthian and 
Armenian kings;  the Syrian historian Mar  Abas  Katina is said to have 
consulted these.T8 
In addition to the epigraphic evidence  in Aramaic  and Greek  from 
Armenia which we  actually possess,  there is a  brief but interesting no-
tice of pre-Christian Armenian  script in a  Classical source.  It was 
noted above  that the  charismatic pagan  teacher Apollonius of Tyana  came 
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to Armenia.  The  biography of the philosopher, who  died ca.  A.D.  96-8, 
was  completed by Philostratus  ca.  A.D.  220.  According to Philostratus, 
Apollonius was  accompanied on his  journey to the East by an Assyrian of 
Nineveh named  Damis,  who  boasted knowledge of the Armenian  tongue,  and 
of that of the Medes  and the Persians' (1.19).  In Pamphylia,  the 
travellers came  upon  a  leopard with a  golden collar on  which there was 
written in Armenian letters  'King Arsaces to the Nysian  God'  (i.e., to 
Dionysos) •  Arsaces,  Philostratus informs  us,  was  king of Armenia at 
that time,  and had dedicated the beast to Dionysos  on  account of its 
size.  The  leopard,  a  female ,was tame,  and had wandered down  from the 
mountain in search of males. 79  Presumably,  Damis  was  able to distin-
guish between  (spoken)  Armenian  and Persian, but it is likely that the 
engraving on  the beast's torque was  in the Aramaic  language  and script 
of the inscriptions  discovered in this  century. 
During the reign of king VramSapuh  (388-414),  a  scribe of the 
royal  court named MastocC  (361-440)  was  assigned the task of creating a 
script suitable for Armenian;  the nature of the undertaking suggests 
that the Aramaic  inscriptions,  although they might contain individual 
Armenian names  or common  nouns,  were still regarded as written in a 
foreign  language.  The  need for Armenian  Christian texts to counteract 
the influence of ancient orally recited epics is obvious,  and must  have 
impressed MastocC with particular urgencY,as he himself led a  Chris-
tian mission to the  Armenian  province of Go;J,tCn.  That region,  accord'-
~  c  .  ing to the  disciple and biographer of Mastoc  ,  Kor~wn, had resisted 
..,  c  .  c  c  Christianity, but Mastoc  gereal  zamenesean~ hayreneac  awandeloc,  ew 
.  t  ak  di  ~t  t C  - 0  hn  d  t CO  KC 
0  t  0  1.  sa allay  an  wapas-, spasaworu  enen  1.  'azan:u  11m  rlS  081 
matucCaner  'captured all from the traditions of their fathers,  and from 
the  demonolatrous  service of Satan,  and delivered them into submission 
o  ,80  ~  c  t'O  Chr~st.  Mastoc  learned that an Assyrian bishop named  Daniel had 
discovered letters which had been yaylocC  dprutCeancc  tCa±ealkc  ew 
yaruccealkc  dipeccan  'found buried and resurrected from other writing 
systems';  81  Daniel's alphabet  (Arm.  nsanagirs  a±pcabetacC  'alphabetical 
synibols ') was  found inadequate to express the  sounds  of the Armenian 
~  c  language,  and Mastoc  devised a  new  script,  consulting scribes  and 
scholars in the Syrian cities of Amida  and Edessa;  he  then worked with 
a  Greek calligrapher,  Ruphanos,  at Samosata. 134 
The  Armenian  letters finally  devised reflect the  dual  influence of 
the Northern Mesopotamian  Aramaic  and  Greek scripts,  the latter supply-
ing the  seven vowels  and various  diphthongs,  the former  service as  a 
basis for the  invention of letters to represent certain consonants, 
such as the  affricates,  for which no  Greek  equivalents  existed.  Many 
of the letters may  have been borrowed also  from the  form of Aramaic 
used to write Middle  Persian.  Several mediaeval  MSS.  declare flatly 
that Mesrop  invented only the  seven vowels  of the Arm.  alphabet;  Daniel 
invented all the 29  consonants.  Mani  had much  earlier adapted the 
Estrangelo  consonants  to use in Iranian languages;  and the Avestan 
script, with its sophisticated representation of vowels  and semi-vowels, 
was  probably conceived in the  fourth  century, at the  same  time the 
Sasanians were exerting pressure upon  the Arms.  to return to the  Zor. 
fold.  For all the hagiographical,  nationalistic sentiments expressed 
by Koriwn  himself in the Varkc  MastocCi,  the  Arm.  alphabet appears ,to 
be less  a  work  of original genius than  one  element in a  general pattern 
82  of the  development of Near Eastern scripts in the  Iranian world.  The 
first work to be written in Arm.  was  a  translation of the Biblical Book 
of Proverbs;  83  the rest of the Bible was  rendered into Arm.  shortly 
thereafter,  and Koriwn  exulted:  Yaynm  zamanaki  eraneli ew  cCankali 
~  h  H  C  k C  ~c l' l' - asxar s  ayoc  anpayman  s  anc  e  l  lner:  yorum yankarc  uremn 
awrensusoyc
C  Movses  margareakan  dasun,  ew  yarajademn Paw±os  bovandak 
arakcelakan  gndovn,  handerj  asxarhakecCoycc  awetaranawn KCristbsi, 
,miangamayn  ekeal haseal i  jern erkucc  hawasareloccn hayabarbarkc 
hayerenaxawskc  gtan  'At that time  this  country of Armenia became 
blessed and desirable,  and infinitely wonderful,  for suddenly then 
Moses,  teacher of the  Law  with the ranks  of the Prophets,  and energetic 
Paul with all the army  of the Apostles  and the  Gospel of Christ ,that 
gives  life to the world,  in an instant at the hands  of the two  col-
leagues84  became  Armenian-speaking'. 85  The  vision of Koriwn  is signifi-
cant.  Heretofore,  the  gods  alone had spoken to the Armenians  in their 
native tongue;  how  their message was  drowned in the stridor of an  army 
of foreign prophets who  had stolen  from the yazatas their language. 
Christianity had the crucial technical advantage of a  written Awetaran 
over the spoken Avesta.  The  Zor.  scriptures were  systematically edited 
,in writing in the Sasanian period,  Pahlavi was  widely used for 135 
commercial  and administrative purposes  in both Iran and Armenia,  and 
late writers  report that the long chants of the minstrels were  recorded 
in carefully preserved manuscripts  in Persia.  Even  so,  the  Zor.  written 
tradition could not match Manischaean or Christian developments,  and 
most  Zoroastrian learning was,  then as now,  oral and conservative. 86 
The  written Christian Bible was  even  more  critical an  advance  over Ar-
menian oral tradition than the  Christian codex had been  over the  cumber-
some  pagan  scroll in the  Classical West  scarcely two  centuries earlier. 
The  invention of the Arm.  script, and the rapid labours of the Holy 
Translators of the fifth century,  probably helped the  Arms.  to survive 
as  a  nation.  Neighboring  Cappadocia had had its own  dynasties,  Zoro-
astrian faith,  and Asianic language,  much  like Armenia,  but it fell 
under Byzantine suzerainty.  St.  Basil of Caesarea is said to have re-
marked that he was  glad Cappadocian was  too  crude  a  tongue to  describe 
the more  abstruse  Greek heresies; he wrote  in Greek.  Cappadocian had 
no  separate script,  and it waned;  the  Cappadocians went the way  of the 
Phrygians,  whose  language  died in;the By.zantine period.  Had  Armenia 
not been a  part of the Iranian .sphere,  a  factor which  seems  to have 
facilitated the  development of a  distinct script, it might well have 
been absorbed entirely into the  Greek milieu. 87 
Amongst  the·Biblical heroes who  became  suddenly Armenophones  at 
the  hands  of MastocC and his  disciples were  Mattathias  and his  sons. 
In the decisive battle against Sasanian Iran that was  to erupt  a  decade 
v  c  after.the death of Mastoc  ,  the  sparapet Vardan Mamikonean  was  to be 
shown  to the nation through the powerful lens of Holy Writ  as  a  latter-
day  Judas  Maccabeus  striking the  impious  attacker of the children of 
the  New  Covenant.  In  428,  Bahram V in one  stroke  dethroned both the 
Arm.  king Artases  V and the leader of the  Church,  Bishop Sahak PartCew 
('the Parthian').  ctes:i:phon  installed a  marzpan  'governor'  directly 
responsible to the King of Kings:  Vasak,  head of the naxarardom of 
Siwnikc•  A Nestorian Syrian named  Bar Kiso. took the place of Sahak--
the Nestorian sect, which was  to be  anathematised at the  Council of 
Ephesus  in  431,  was  considered less of a  potential threat than those 
Churches which  maintained ties with the Orthodox hierarchy of the hos-
tile Roman  Empire.  The  Church  in Armenia rejected Bar Kiso  and his 
successor,  Smuel,  and ratified the provisions of the  Council of Ephesus, 136 
but the naxarars  aCQuiesced in the overthrow of the  Arsacid line, re-
taining their ancestral  domains  and military units. 
The  Sasanians  under Yazdagird II  (438-57)  attempted again to im-
pose  Zoroastrianism on  the Armenians,  apparently as part of a  general 
proselytiSing campaign which was  undertaken once  Yazdagird had defeated 
the nomadic Hephthalites  on the northeastern frontier of the  empire. 88 
This  victory allowed the King of Kings  to  concentrate his attention on 
the western parts of the empire;  the war had also provided an  excuse to 
keep  far from home  the  Armenian  forces  conscripted to serve,  should 
.military action be  called for.  The  Prime Minister89  of the empire, 
Mihrnerseh,  despatched to the Armenians  a  letter directing them to ac-
cept the deni ma"dezn  'the religion of Mazda-worship' ,90 in which the 
basic tenets of the faith are outlined.  Mihrnarseh's  description is of 
the  Zurvanite heresy,  and in E±is,Ps sixth-century text, some  of its de-
t.ails  derive  from the description of Zurvanism refuted by Eznik of Ko±b 
in his  E±c  Mandocc  ('Refutation of Sects', fifth century),  and from 
tazar PCarpecci.  The  latters  and speeches  in E±ise's Vasn  Vardanay  ew 
HayocC  Paterazmin('On Vardan  and the Armenian War')  are literary com-
positions in the  manner of Maccabees  and of Thucydides.  Mihrnarseh's 
letter contains authentic  Zor.  phrases,  as  does  the  decree of 
Yazdagird II  (discussed in  Ch.  15).  Amongst  these is the contention 
that those who  do  not accept  Zoroastrianism are  xu];  ew  koyr  'deaf and 
blind'  (presumably because its truth is intuitively obvious):  this is 
a  translation of Phl.kor ud karr  'blind and deaf', used in the  Zand  as 
a  gloss  of kay ud karb  'Kavi(s)  and Karapan(s) ,.90-a 
E±ise reports also that the  sparapet  'commander-in-chief'  of the 
Armenians,  Vardan  Mamikonean,  and the marzpan  Vasak  Siwni were  detained 
at ctesiphon on their way  home  from the Hephthalite war and were  forced 
to convert to  Zoroastrianism.  The  king had accused them:  zkrak 
.  -kc  '!"  ,  -kc  .  h  '  t C_,  1  k·  -kc  spanane  ew  zJurs  p~ce  ,ew zmereals  1  0%  ~e ov zer lr spanane  , 
ew  kCrpikar cCarnelov oyz taykC  Haramanoy  'You kill the fire, pollute 
the water,  and kill the earth by burying the  dead in the soil,  and by 
not performing good  deeds91  you give strength to Ahriman92• ,93  The  ac-
cusations are  couched in Zoroastrian theological terms:  to  'kill' a 
fire means  to extinguish it;94  water is a  sacred creation which must 
not be pOlluted;95  and corpses  must  be  exposed or securely entombed. 137 
Whilst the two  leaders  of the people were  at ctesiphon,  Magi  were  sent 
to Armenia  to  enforce the  observance of Zoroastrian rituals by the 
people.96 
Vasak  and Vardan  returned to Armenia;  the latter instantly repudi-
ated his  conversion,  whilst the  former took it seriously.  The  bishops 
of Armenia  had roused the people  to violent resistance against the Magi, 
and the latter, who  had,  apparently,  expected to be welcomed,  were 
ready to abandon their mission.  Vasak,  seeing that their Sasanian cult 
seemed foreign  and undesirable to his  countrymen,  took the matter in 
hand:  Sksaw  aysuhetew patrel  zomans  karaseaw ew  zomans  o±okcakan 
baniwkc :  zramikn amenayn  ahe± baniwkc  srtatCapc aIDer.  Hanapazord 
't c  c.......  .....  C  ....  ara ac  oyc  zroc~ks  tacar~n:  ew  yerkarer znuagsn uraxutean,  maselov 
c  ....  c  CC.  C  c  zerkaynut  iwn  giserac n  yergs  arbec ut ean  ew  ~ kak aws  lktut ean, 
c  c  cc_  c  _.........  c  k  a±c  rac uc  aner omanc  zkargs  erazstakans  ew  zergs het anosakans 
'Then he began to deceive  some  with property and others with flattery. 
He  dismayed all the masses with frightful words.97  He  daily made  more 
bounteous  the offerings to the  temple,98  and lengthened the melodies of 
joy, whiling away  the long nights in drunken  songs  and lew d\dance~  ,99 
and for  some  he  sweetened the musical scaleslOO  and the heathen 
101  songs. ' 
It is implicit from this passage that the ancient  customs  of the 
Arms.  differed from  those which  the Magi  now  sought to impose  upon  them, 
but whether doctrinal differences between  Arm.  and Persian  Zoroastrians 
still existed in 450,  two  centuries after the first iconoclastic  cam-
paigns of the Sasanians  in Armenia,  is not  stated.  There is an indica-
tion that regional  zands  'interpretations' of the Avesta still existed, 
though;  at a  later point,  E±ise mentions  that one  Zoroastrian priest 
sent to Armenia was  called Hamakden,  i.e.,  '(Knower)  of all the Reli-
()  c  ~  .  gion'  Phl.  hamag-den  ,  because he  knew  the  Ampartk  as,  Bozpay~t, 
Pahlavik and Parskaden.102  These,  E±ise explains,  are the  five kestkC 
'schools ,103 of Zoroastrianism,  but there is also  a  sixth  (he  appar-
ently includes  hamakden  in the first five)  called Petmog.  Benveniste 
explained AmpartkCas  as  'a treatise on penalties',  from OIr.  *hamparta-
(t)kaisa-;  Bozpayit  appears  to relate to penitence,  and Petmog might 
mean  'ta book)  in support of the Magi'  from  *pati-magu-,  cf.  Vrdevdat 
'law against the  demons'  (written communication of H.  W.  Bailey).104 
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Zaehner suggested that the Pahlavik and Parskaden were  the  'Parthian 
and Persian religions',  and notes that in the Manichaean texts  from 
Turfan,  the  supreme  deity is called Zurvan  in Persian, but not in Par-
thian.l05  We  have  noted the  fre~uent use of bag- in Armenian  toponyms, 
but the word,  in the  form bay,  is used with  fre~uency also  in Sasanian 
Middle  Persian.  Zurvanism,  however,  is treated as  distinctly Persian 
by Eznik,  who  distinguishes it from  Arm.  'heathen' beliefs,  so the dis-
tinction drawn  by  Zaehner may  indeed be valid. 
Soon  after Vasak began his  campaign of luring the  Arms.  back to 
their old cults,  Vardan  and other naxarars  loyal to  Christianity 
threatened to kill him.  He  made  a  show  of repentance,  and participated 
in a  plan to mount  a  three-pronged attack on the Persians  in Armenia. 
The  Arm.  forces  surprised the Persians  in a  score of cities and for-
tresses,  and in all of them ayrein kizuin ztuns  pastaman kraki  'burned 
and incinerated the houses  of the worship of fire'.  This is obvious 
irony,  like the burning of the Persian marzpan in his  own  sacred fire 
at Duin  in 571. 106  Vasak,  who  commanded  the  central armies,  suddenly 
turned to the Persian side, but Vardan  ~uickly counter~attacked; Vasak 
and his allies amongst  the naxarars  fled to 
Siwnikc  at the end of the  summer  of 450.107 
the  safety of his 
In May,  451,  the 
domain  of 
Sasanian 
forces  under general Muskan  Niwsalawurd attacked Armenia in force.  On 
26 May,  the  two  sides  clashed on the plain of Avarayr,  on  the banks  of 
the river T±mut,  to the west of modern Maku.  The  Armenian  forces under 
Vardan were  defeated,  and Vardan himself was  killed, but it was  a 
Pyrrhic victory;  rebellions erupted throughout  Armenia against Persia, 
and Yazdagird II abandoned his plan to return Armenia to the faith. 
Over the next  few  decades,  the Sasanians  renewed their campaign,  but  a 
successful guerrilla war led by the Mamikonean  naxarardom forced 
king Peroz to sign  a  treaty of religious tolerance with Vahan  Mamikonean 
at Nuarsak,  near Xoy,  in  484.  Armenia was  recognised officially as  a 
Christian land.  According to the terms  of the treaty signed by Vahail 
Mamikonean  and  NO!k cor.·iVsnaspdat  (Gusnasp-aad)  (bpc 89) :  Ew  e  mi 
yericCn nax ew  arajin xndirs ays  karewor  ew  pitani:  etCe  zhayreni  ew 
c  c  c.....c, .  -kc  zbnik  awrens  mer  i  mez  t  o±uk  ,  ew  zhay  ayr  zok  ml  mog  oc  . arne  ,  ew 
c  c  .....c  c  ,  _....  _ 
umek  ya±ags  mogut  ean  gah  ew  patlw C tayk  ,  ew  zkrakarann yasxarhes 
HayocC  i  bacc  tanikc; ••  'And the first,  foremost,  most  important  and 139 
needful request of the three is this:  that you  leave with us  the native 
law of our fatherland,  that you make  no  Arm.  man  a  magus,  that you give 
no  one throne or honor on  account  of being a  magus,  and that you remove 
the  fire-temple  from Armenia ••• '  It would seem,  however ,  thatpractic-
ing Zoroastrians  remained in the  country,  and there was  a  fire-temple 
at Buin,  recently excavated,  which  Vardan Mamikonean  II destroyed  (see 
Ch.  15) .108 
The  Armenians  sought also to avoid Byzantine  domination.  The  re-
fusal  of the Synkletos to grant aid to the beleaguered forces  of Vardan 
in 451  had embittered Arm.  opinion,  and may  have  been one  cause of the 
refusal of the Arm.  Church  to  recognise the  Cliristological definitions 
of the  Council of Chalcedon  convened in the  same  year--Arm.clerics had 
not been in attendance.  In the  sunnner  of 451,  By.zantine attention was 
probably  focused upon  events in the West,  where  the Huns  were  routed 
near Troyes;  Armenia was  not the priority of Byzantine foreign policy 
in that fateful year.  Legislation in the Byzantine-held part of Armenia 
tended to break up the  domains  of thenaxarars  and to  deprive  them of 
their hereditary powers;  such acts were  regarded with profound suspi-
cion by the nobility on  the Iranian side of the border,  and their sup-
port must  have  emboldened the  Church  further to dissociate itself from 
Byzantium.  Eventually, the  Arm.  Church even  accepted direction  from 
the King of Kings.  Such  a  policy was  profitable also  from the point of 
view of relations with the Sasanians,  who  wished to maintain good rela-
tions with the land they still regarded as  the  second kingdom of Iran, 
and,  according to StepCanos Aso±ik,  Xusro II Parvez  (591-628)  ordered 
the  Christians of the empire to follow the  'Armenian' :·.'fai  tho !L09  Chris-
tian Armenia still maintained close relations with Iran,  down  to the 
end of the  Sasanian  dynasty.  It appears that some  Armenians  may  have 
married Iranians, practiced Zoroastrianism,  and resided in Iran in the 
Sasanian period.  A fourth-century  chalcedony seal,  probably from Iran, 
is inscribed in PhI.  'lmndwxty  *Armen-duxt  'daughter of (an)  Armen-
ia·Cn) '--probably the name  of the noblewoman  who  owned it.  It depicts  a 
woman,  probably the  goddess  Anahita,  who  holds  a  trefoil.  She  dwarfs  a 
turbaned man  who  faces  her with one  hand raised in salute; he  may  be  a 
magus.  As  Christians often depicted Christian scenes  or symbols  on 
their seals in Sasanian Iran, it is likely the owner of this one  was  a 140 
Zoroastrian.  Armenia is written in PhI.  as  'lmn or  'lmyn; it is  found 
abbreviated  '1m  on  a  coin  from the Sasanian mint  at Duin.l09- a 
The  Zoroastrian faith lived on  in Armenia  after the Battle of 
Avarayr  and the Treaty of Nuarsak;  instances of its survival will be 
seen in the  following chapters.  Even  in the times  of Justinian I  (527-
65),  under whose  intolerant rule MonoPhYsites  and philosophers  fled the 
Byzantine Empire  for the  comparative  safety of Iran,  John of Ephesus 
still found 80,000 pagans  to  convert in Asia Minor,  and 'fabari claims 
that a  treaty between Justinian  and'X~sr5 I  stipulated that  Zoroas-
trians in Byzantine  dominions  have  fire-temples built by the Emperor 
for them.  This would have  included Byzantine-held Armenian lands,  and 
one  surmises that the restoration of confiscated or desecrated fire-
t  1 ·  t  110  emp  es  lS  mean  •  When the Arabs 
century,  they were  to find  'Magians' 
entered Duin  in the mid-seventh 
amongst  the inhabitants;lll ~, 
undoubtedly,  were Persians, but others 'may  have been Armenians,  who, 
like the informants of Movses  Xorenacci perhaps  a  century later still,l12 
whiled away  the long nights with the songs  of Vahagn,  Artases,  and 
Artawazd. r 
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Notes  - Chapter 4 
1.  S.  T.  Eremyan,  'Hayastane ev verJin PartCew Arsakunineri  paykCare 
Hromi  dem,'  P-bH,  1977,  4,  59-72,  suggests that the  Arm.  tradition 
found in Agathangelos of the raids carried out by the Arm.  king 
Xosrov against Ardesir I  in support of Ardavan  V refers more  likely 
to  campaigns  by the Arm.  Trdat II against Valaxs V and the  Roman 
backers of the latter.  According to Agathangelos  19-22, .Xosrov 
raided Ctesiphon,  massacred numerous  Persians,  and then made  vows 
(uxt-awor linel) to the  seven bagins of Armenia (i.e., the cult 
centres  of Artai3'at,  TCordan,  Ani,  Erez,  TCil,  BagayaHc and 
AStisat--at some  of these sites there were  several bagins;  see 
Chs.  5-9).  He  honoured his Arsacid ancestors  (see  Ch.  10 on  Arm. 
ancestor-worship)  with offerings of oxen,  rams,  horses  and mules, 
all of them white  (cf. the Av.· stipulation that offerings be i 
ham6.gaona- 'of one  colour',  Yt.  8.58;  on  the Ir.  terminology of 
sacrifice in Arm.,  see  Ch.  15), as well as  offerings of gold, 
silver,  and other costly stuff. 
2.  For a  chronology of the Arsacida of Iran  from ca.  250-248 B.C.  to 
the fall of the  dynasty,  ~. A.D.  227-9,  see  E:--J.  Bickerman, 
Chronology of the Ancient World,  London,  1980,  270  and D.  Sellwood, 
An  Introduction to the  Coina  e  of Parthia,  London,  1971, 13  (the 
two  authors  vary considerably.  For a  comparative chronology of 
Sasanian Iran and the principal events  in Central Asia and the 
Roman  and Byzantine West,  see  P.  Harper,  The  Royal  Hunter,  New 
York,  1976.  V.  G.  Lukonin,  Kul'tura Sasanidskogo Irana, Moscow, 
1969,  offers  a  chronology based upon  numismatic  evidence,  the 
identifYing feature of each king being the particular style of 
crown  he wore. 
3.  On  aspects of this policy,  see  Ch.  15. 
4.  Opinions  as to when  the Sasanians  first  conquered Armenia vary. 
S.  H.  Taqizadeh,  'The  Early Sasanians,  Some  Chronological Points 
which Possibly Call for Revision,'  BSOAS,  11, 1943-6,  6,  22  n.  1, 
notes that according to Tabari and the Nihayat  al-arab, Ardesir 
was  crowned after his  conquest  of Armenia and other countries; the 
'Letter of Tansar',  a  document  purported to have been written at 
the time  of Arde§ir,  refers to  'Persarmenia'  (see  Ch.  3);  and 
Movses  Xorenacci  reports that the Sasanian king Artasir established 
a  fire-temple  at Bagawan  in Armenia after destroying the image-
shrines there  (see  Ch.  5).  According to  C.  Toumanoff,  'The third-
century Armenian  Arsacids:  a  chronological and genealogical  com-
mentary,'  REArm,  N.S.  6,  1969,  251-2,  Armenia became  a  vassal 
state of the Sasanians after the  defeat of the Roman  emperor 
Gordian by Iran in 244--the  Arm.  king Trdat  II having sought the 
aid of the Romans  in assisting the  sons  of Ardavan  V  (who  were  his 
first cousins)  against Ardesir.  Armenia was  actually invaded by 
S1ibuhr  I  only in 252,  and the  sons  of the latter, Ormizd-Ardesir 
and Narseh,  became  Great Kings  of Armenia before attaining in turn 
to the throne of the King of Kings. 
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5.  Tacitus,  Annales,  VI. 31.  The  Parthians  seem in Western  Iran to 
have  claimed legitimacy as heirs  and descendants of the  Achaemen-
ians;  see J.  Neusner,  'Parthian political ideology,'  Iranica 
Antiqua 3.1, 1963.  As  E.  Bickerman  demonstrated subsequently in 
'The  Seleucids  and the Achaemenids,'  La Persia e  il mondo  greco-
romano,  Accademia Nazionale  dei  Lincei,  Quaderno  No.  76,  Rome, 
1966,  87-117,  the Eastern Iranians  scarcely recognized Achaemenian 
rule,  and their internal stability was  nearly independent  of it. 
The  Parthians  appear to have  adopted Western Iranian ideology seen 
also in the political propaganda of Antiochus  I  of Commagene,  who 
claimed Achaemenian  ancestors. 
6.  N.  C.  Debevoise,  A Political History of Parthia,  Chicago,  1938,  158. 
7.  See  Ch.  8  on  the  Zoroastrian aspects of the  ceremony. 
8.  See  MX  1.8;  Xorenacci  generally attributes the  deeds  of all kings 
after the  remote  eponymous  ancestor Hayk  himself to the Arsakuni 
'Arsacid' house--an indication that the Armenians  perceived the 
religious  and administrative  forms  of ·the earlier, Artaxiad dy-
nasty as  unchanged and uninterrupted by Pth.  rule; we  shall return 
to this  suggestion presently. 
9.  Two  of the legions were  stationed in Melitene and Satala, in the 
west of Armenia;  on  evidence  from Satala, which is  considered to 
have been the site of a  temple of Anahit,  but is more  likely to 
have been  a  Roman  military shrine,  see  Ch.7. 
10.  H.  Manandyan,  Erker, II, Erevan,  1978,  14-15. 
11.  Ibid., 18 & n.  3;  according to Greco-Roman  sources,  Sanatruk would 
have  reigned from 215-7.  The  free-standing statue of one  Sanatruk, 
king of Hatra,  has been excavated  (see  H.  Ingholt,  Parthian Sculp-
tures  from Hatra,  New  Haven,  1954,  6),  and there was  a  king of 
Parthia,  Sinatruces,  who  reigned ca.  78-68 B. C.  The  name  may  mean 
'one who  triumphs  over enemies',  from OIr.  *sana-taruka- (see 
M.  van Esbroeck,  'Le  roi  Sanatrouk etl  'apotre Thaddee,.'  REArm, 
N.S.  9,1972,242 & n.  8).  According to Debevoise,  op.  cit., 237, 
Sanatruces was  a  king of Armenia who  succeeded to the throne of 
Parthia,  early in the third century A.D.  Owing  to the  apparent 
popularity of the  name  in the Arsacid period, there may  have  been 
several kings bearing the name  of Sanatruk in Armenia,  but  Arm. 
tradition is unanimous  in placing the  reign of Sanatruk at the 
time of the mission of the Apostle  Thaddeus  to Armenia,  i.e., in 
the second half of the first century. 
12.  According to a  local tradition, the Apostle Bartholomew cured 
'king Sanatruk or the  son of king Trdat' of leprosy at  a  spring of 
milk  (Arm.  katCna±biwr),  and the  church of St Bartholomew at A±bak 
was  built to commemorate  the event;  according to another tradition, 
a  pagan  temple  had stood on  the site (see M.  Thierry,  'Monast,hes 
armeniens  du  Vaspurakan,  III,' REArm,  N.S.  6,1969, 163).  The 
popular tradition appears  to  support Manandyan f s  chronology,  noted 
above. l3.  J.  B.  Segal,  Edessa,  the Blessed City,  Oxford; 1970,  63-5. 
l4.  See  N.  Adontz/N.  G.  Garsoian,  Armenia in the  Period of Justinian, 
Louvain,  1970,  27l-4 et  se~.  on the  Apostolic traditions of Edessa 
and Armenia,  and on  the  attempts  by  Arm.  Christian writers  subse-
~uently to harmonise  the traditions of Apostles  and Illuminator. 
l5.  Loc.  cit.; Meruzanes,  Arm.  Meruzan,  is a  MIr.  name  (see  Ch.  8). 
l6.  On  Aramazd,see the  following  Ch.;  on  interment,  see  Ch.  lO. 
l7.  Debevoise,  op.  cit., 263. 
l8.  Manandyan,  op.  cit., 23;  see  Ch.  l3. 
19.  Debevoise,  22l;  on the location of Elegeia in Armenia,  see Ptolemy, 
cit. by  Garsoian/Adontz,  ll3*. 
20.  Va.±ar;Japat  may  also be the  city of Azara,  76°l0'-40'50', referred 
to by ptolemy  (see  S.  T.  Eremyan,  'Va.±ars II-i kCa±akcakan 
haraberutcyunner Hromi  ev PartCevneri het,' ~,  1976,  4,  38). 
21.  See  Ch.  7  n.  62. 
22.  A.  A.  Barrett,  'Sohaemus,  King of mesa and Sophene, 'American 
Journal of Philology,  98,  1977, l53-9. 
23.  Corpus  inscriptionum graecorum,  6559,  cit. by Manandyan,  49.  The 
I gods'  referred to may  be  Greco-Roman,  but more  likely the yazata 
Spenta Arruaiti is meant,  with other chthonic divinities.  It is 
known  that the  Arm.  Orontids buried their dead at Ang±,  site of 
the shrine of Torkc ,  e~uated with the  Mesopotamian  Nergal, lord of 
the underworld.  A possible derivation of the name  Sanatruk was 
cited above which contains the element  *taruka- 'van~uishing'; the 
OIr.  base is etymologically. related to Asianic tarh-, itself the 
base of the name  of the powerful  god attested in Arm.  as  Torkc 
(see  Ch.  ll).  It is unlikely that Sanatruk is to be  regarded as  a 
theophoric name  with Torkc-, but it is  ~uite possible that the Pth. 
rulers of Armenia,  long familiar with the beliefs of Mesopotamia, 
accepted Torkc /Nergal as  one  of the  'gods  beneath the earth  '.,  per-
haps  e~uating him with the IranianYima.  Such  a  formulation would 
not have  been  uni~ue in the  development of Western Iranian  Zoro-
astrianism;  cf.  Mesopotamian  Nabii  and Iranian Tiri  (Ch.  9).  The 
Pths.  buried their dead,  as  we  have  seen,  and evidence  from the 
burial ground of Sahr-i  Qiimis  (probably to be identified with 
ancient Hecatompylos)  suggests other funerary practices not at-
tested in Zoroastrian texts,  most  notably the provision of a  coin 
placed with the corpse,  probably as  'Charon's obol'  (see J. 
Hansman,  D.  Stronach,.  'A Sasanian repository at Shahr-i Qiimis,' 
JRAS,  1970,  2,  l42-55,  and appendix by A.  D.  H.  Bivar on p.  l57 
with a  discussion of the  Gk.  loan-word from Persian,  danake,  'a 
coin used as  Charon's  obol').  The  bones  at the site were broken, 
as  though the bodies  had been exposed before burial,  in accordance 
with  Zoroastrian law,  and torn by  animals  (cf.  Herodotus  I, l42, 144 
who  reports that the Persians leave a  body to be torn by  a  bird or 
dog,  and then bury it).  Despite the apparent practice of exposure 
before  interment,  the Parthian practices are  substantially differ-
ent  from those  enjoined by the Videvdat,  a  late Avestan text ap-
parently compiled in the Parthian period.  If there. were  no  sin-
ners,  there would be  no  sermons;  and one  may  suppose that the work, 
most  of which is a  dreary treatise on purity and pollution, was 
published because practice had diverged so widely from the canons 
of the Good  Religion. 
24.  A.  G.  Perikhanyan,  'Arameiskaya nadpis'  iz Garni,'  P-bH,  1964,  3, 
123. 
25.  Ibid., 127. 
26.  Eremyan,  op.  cit., 44. 
27.  Corp.  inscr.  graec.  4821,  cit. by ibid.,  49. 
28.  Cf.  the  Arm.  proper name  Pap  (Arm.  Gr.,  65;  HAnjB,  IV,  222-4), 
from the  same  Ir. base  as  Pap-ak. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
Toumanoff,  op.  cit. n.  4,  243. 
¥  C  _....  c....V'  c  See  S.  M.  Krkyasaryan,  'Tagavorakan.isxanut yune  Arsakuneac 
Ha:yastanum, 'P-bH, 1971, 1,  196~206 and Idem.,  'TCagavorakan 
isxanutCyun hin Ha:yastanum,'  Banber  Erev~Hania1sarani, 1969,  3, 
158-67.  An  example  is S:±uk,  head of the  S±jI:uni  family,  who  was 
induced to rebel against the Arm.  king Trdat by the Persian king 
Siibuhr and took refuge  in his  fortress of O:±akan.  One  Mamgon 
trickedS:±uk by asking him to the hunt, where a heathen killed him. 
The  Arm.  king gave  O:±akan  and all the property of theS:±kuni house 
to Mamgon  and his  descendants,  the Mamikoneans  (Mx  II.  84) . 
Garsoian,  'Prolegomena,'  180 & n.  22-27. 
Poets recited historical and religious lays to the  accompaniment 
of musical  instruments,  see e.g.  the song of Vahagn, Ch.  6;  the 
minstrels were  called gusans,  after a  Pth.  word  *gosan  (see 
M.  Boyce,  'The  Parthian gosan  and Iranian Minstrel Tradition,' 
JRAS,  1957).  For the strong connection of such literature to the 
pre-Christian religion,  see below. 
See  Ch.  8. 
On  the organisation of the state in the reign of Ardesir,  see 
R.  N.  Frye,  'Notes  on  the early Sasanian State and Church,'  in 
Studi orientalistici in onore  di  G.  L.  Della Vida,  Vol.  I, Rome, 
1956. 
The  Sasanian persecution of the  Jews  was  noted in the previous  Ch.; 
in his inscription on  the KaCaba-yi  Zardust,  the third-century 
Sasanian high-priest Kirder records that he harried: Jews,  Chris-
tians, Buddhists  and followers  of other faiths.  The  'Letter of 
·1 
i 36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
4l. 
42. 
44. 
Tansar',  a  mediaeval  document  based on  a  sixth-century redaction 
of a  letter attributed to  a  high-priest of the third century,  de-
scribes the  suppression of Zoroastrian cult centres within Iran 
itself which lay outside the  jurisdiction of the Sasanians  (see 
Ch.  l5). 
c  See  MX  111.35,  P  B IV.55.  To  the north of Armenia,  Jewish grave-
stones of the fifth-sixth centuries have  been  found at the ancient 
Georgian capital,  McCxetCa  (G.  V.  Tsereteli,  'Epigraficheskie 
nakhodki v Mkskheta drevneistolitse Gruzii, 'VDI,  1948,  2,  50), 
attesting to the existence of a  community there; it exists to this 
day.  The  above-mentioned Arm.  historians  report that the Sasan-
ians in the fourth century deported the  Jews  of Armenia  eli  masse 
to Iran.  Most  of them probably settled in ·the large·, well-
established communities  of Mesopotamia,  such as  the great Talmudic 
centres of Sura and Pumbeditha;  those who  remained there must  have 
been assimilated into the  Christian majority; there is no  record, 
from the close of the Sasanian  dynasty  down  to this  day,  of an in-
digenous,  Armenian-speaking Jewish  community. 
Philostratus,  Life of Apollonius,  1.  20,..6. 
Segal,  op.  cit. n. l3,  35-7. 
Eznik  attacked the Manichaeans  in his  fifth-century  'Refutation of 
Sects'; on  Mani's  Epistle to the Armenians,  see  Ch.  5;  on  the 
Mazdakites  and Huramiya,  see B.  Dodge,  tr., The  Fihristof an-
Nadim,  New  York;  1970,  vol.  2, p.  8lY,  and A.  Christensen;  Le 
Regne  du  Roi  Kawadh  et le communisme  Mazdakite,  Copenhagen,1925, 
83. 
S.  T.  Eremyan,  ed., Kul'tura rannefeodal'noi  Armenii  (IV-VII vv.), 
Erevan,  1980, 19-2l. 
Manandyan,  II, 86. 
Ibid., II, 92. 
A.  A.  Martirosyan,  'Hayastane ev arahn Sasanyannere,"P':'bH,  i975, 
3,  l52;  on  *Anakduxt,  see  A.  Bivar,  Catalogue of the Western Asi-
atic Seals in the British Museum.  Stamp  Seals II:  The  Sassanian 
pyuasty,  London,  1969,  p.  25,  No.  CF  2  /l20200. 
This  name  seems  as  important  symbolically as the two  Iranian 
epithet-names Anak  and Burdar,  for Wisdom  was  regarded with par-
ticular esteem by Christians  and  Zoroastrians alike  (on  Arm. 
imast-utCiwn  'wisdom',  see  Ch.  5). 
Martirosyan,  op.  cit. n.  43,  l53. 
46.  On  the legend,  see  N.  Adontz,  'Gregoire l'Illuminateur et Anak  le 
Parthe,' ~,  8,  tasc. l, 1928,  233-45.  j.  , 
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47.  Although the Iranian vocabulary of the myth  of Gregory and the 
general proximity of Arm.  legend to Iranian  forms  (cf.  the story 
of Arsak II, below)  seem to· place the myth  in Iranian tradition, 
the  form is fairly widespread in the oral literature of various 
cultures,  and is called a  Wartdersage  (see J.  Vans ina,  Oral Tradi-
tion, London,  1961,  73).  In modern  Greek  folklore,  the survivor 
of a  holocaust is regarded as  theniayia  (NP.  maya)  'yeast' which 
regenerates  the Hellenes.  According to Agathangelos,  Anak  was 
pursued and caught at the bridge  called Tapcerakan which  spans the 
Araxes  at Artasat.  He  was  killed by being thrown  from the bridge; 
this detail recalls the  death of Sidar at the hands  of the evil 
spirits called ayskC in Arm.  epic  (see  Ch.l3).  The  name 
Tapcerakan apparently contains the element tapc.'flat'; Minorsky 
connected the  toponym Dhugh-tat to Arm.  on the basis of the  second 
part of the name;  it is  found in the works  of the poet Xag.iini,  a 
nati  ve  of Shirvan in Azerbaij  an  (twelfth century)  whose  mother is 
called 'of MObadian  origin', Le., a  Zoroastrian.  She  seems  to 
have been a  Nestorian slave-girl converted to Islam,  however  (see 
V.  Minorsky,  'Rha'l.ani  and Andronicus  Comnenus,'  BSOAS,  11, 1943-6, 
esp.  566  n.  1). 
48.  See  Chs.  5  and 15. 
49.  Ta'l.izadeh,  op.  cit. n.  4,  11. 
4 
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50.  KKZ,  12-1  ,  in which Armenia is called  'lmn' str' *Armen  sahr. 
The  non-conformist priests of the passage  following  are called 
'lswmwk'  W gwmlc 'k GBR'  MNW  BYN  mgwstn,ahlomiSgh  ud  *gomarzag mard 
ke  andar magustan  'heretics and  destroyed  (p.  part.)  men  amongst 
the Magi'.  The  reference  seems to be to the priesthood generally, 
including clergy in Armenia  and Asia Minor,  the kCurms  and 
pyraithoi whom  the Sasanians  considered nominally  Zoroastrian,  but 
unorthodox in their practices.  The  word gwmlc 'k, translated by 
1.  Gershevitch as  'pernicious' C iVisapa, I  in N.  Ya.  Gabaraev,  ed., 
Vo  rosy iranskoi  i  obshchei  filolo ii, Tbilisi, 1977  [=  Fest-
schrift for V.  I.  AbaevJ,  65  ,  was  connected by Henning with Sgd. 
and MMP.  wimarz  'destroy'  (BSOAS,  11, 1946,  713  n.  5  and BBB,  100), 
from the  OIr.  base marz-,  cf.  Phl.  marz-idan  'coire', NP.  miilidan 
'rub'; with preverb vi-, it means  lit.  'to rub out, Le., destroy' 
(cf.  Arm.  marz-im  'I-exercise', Mod.  Arm.  marz-aran  'sports 
stadium') . 
51.  On  this title, see the preceding  Ch. 
52.  Manandyan,  II, 107;  Toumanoff,  op.  cit. n.  4,  256  et se'l..  The 
chronology of the period of the Sasanian Great  Kings  of Arm.  and 
the Arsacid restoration is not  certain,  and the opinions  of 
scholars  differ widely  (see I.Rh.  Ter-Mkrtchyan,  Armyanskie 
istochniki  0  Srednei  Azii,  V-VIIvv.,  Moscow,  1979, 14 n.  2,  for a 
comparison of chronologies  suggested by Soviet Armenian  scholars). 
53.  Toumanoff,  264.  The  independent naxarars of these territories, 
which included the Arcrunid  domain  of Sophene,  were  thereafter  I 
I 
f 
! 54. 
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outside the aegis of the rule of the Arsacid kings of greater Ar-
menia,  to the northeast,  through the  fourth. century.  It is sug-
gested that naxarars  from thi·s  region who made  treaties with the 
Sasanian kings  and returned to the· Zoroastrian faith,  such as 
Meruzan  Arcruni (see below),  were  exercising legitimate  sovereign 
power  from their own  point of view;  from the vantage point of the 
historians, who  universally support the  Arsacid position, they 
were  apostates  and traitors  (see  N.  G.  Garsoian,  'Armenia in the 
fourth century.  An  attempt to re-define the concepts  "Armenia" 
and "loyalty"',  REArm,  N.S.  8,1971,341-52). 
A.  A.  Martirosyan,  'Sasanyannere ev Hayastani 
v  y  y  4  srjadarje III darum,'  P-bH,  1979, 1,  7. 
c  c  k  a±ak akan 
55.  Ibid.,  49. 
56.  See  N.  G.  Garsoian,  'PolitiQue ou orthodoxie?  L'Armenie au 
Quatrieme siecle,'  REArm,  N.S.  4,  1967,  299  & n.  14. 
57.  On  thevaraz;  see  Ch.  6;  see also N.G.  Garsoian,  'The  Lccus  of 
the  Death of Kings'  and  'The  Iranian Substratum of the 
"AgatCange±os"Cycle,' full ref.  in the Intro., n.  10; 
58.  Garsoian,  op.  cit. n.  53,  347. 
59.  In the mid-fourth  century,  the  Council of Laodicea forbade  certain 
exaggerated cults of angels  of Christianity,  because these.angels 
were  invoked,  it was  argued,  for magical purposes  (s·ee  A. 
Momigliano,  ed.,  The  Conflict between Paganism and  Christianity in 
the 4th  Century,  Oxford, 1963,  107). 
60.  Arm.  vardapet, lit.  'teacher,  doctor':  this and many  otherMIr. 
terms became  titles in the Arm.  Church hierarchy,  see  Ch.  15. 
61.  The  expression kCrmordi  'son of a  kCurm'  is found in the Book  of 
Lamentations.'  of the tenth-century mystical poet St Gregory of 
Narek( 68.3):  Aragunkc  en xndrel  zvrezstacCo±in arawel ar is, 
kCan  erbemn  zEkisein ar Natal, mankuns  betCelacCis kCrmordis  'They 
hasten against  me  to exact vengeance  the One  who  receives it, [a 
vengeance  greater] than that of Elisha from the young boys  of 
Bethel,  the sons of the priests. ' 
61-a.  See  N.  G.  Garsoian,  'Sur Ie titre de  Protecteur des  Pauvres,' 
REArm  N.S.  15, 1981;  on the  continuity of the term into Islamic 
society as wak!lu  'l-raCaya,  see Perry,  JNES  37.3, 1978,  205; 
Sasanian Jadagow is said to be eQuivalent to PhI.  hayyar  'helper' 
in the  Denkard,  and one  recalls the heroic  Cayyaran \of early NP .. 
literature,  defenders of the poor. 
62.  On  the  concealment practiced in the performance of forbidden 
religious rites,  compare  the descriptions of Arewordi meetings, 
Ch. ·16. 
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63.  On  the legend of Ara  and Samiram,  see  Chs.  7  and 13.  This  use of 
towers  probably predates  Zoroastrianism in Armenia;  see  D. 
Stronach,  'Urartean and Achaemenian  tower temples, , 'JNES,  1967. 
64.  See  Ch.  6. 
65.  See  Garsoian,  op.  cit. n.  56,  311. 
66.  See  Chs.  11, 14. 
67.  Eremyan,  op.  cit. n.  40,  10. 
68.  New  Larousse  Encyclopedia of Mythology,  London,  1978,  133, 172. 
69.  G.  &  T.  Jones,  trans.,  The  Mabinogion ,  London,  1963,  85. 
70.  Marco  Polo;  The  Travels,  Periguin Books,  1972,  63. 
71.  The name  seemS  to be  aMP.  form meaning  'Welcome'  (drust  amad) . 
72.  On  the Fortress,  called in Arm.  AnuSnberd;J\rt;yuSn,Arid:m~sn, etc. 
and identified by Hilbschillann  with AndimiSk.  modern  Dizfiil"in 
Xuzistan' (Arm.  Gr., 19), see A.  Christensen,t'IralisDusles 
Sassanides',  2nd ed.,  Copenhagen,  1944,  307-8. 
73.  Arm.  yep  'epic' is a  loan; cf.  OIr.  *v(alip-,  Av.  Vifra- 'habile, 
expert'  (E.  Benveniste,  'Etudes  Iraniennes,'TPS, 1945,  74). 
74.  On  the hypogeum at Mcc,  see  Ch.  10. 
75.  For photographs,  transcription, translation and  commentary on the 
inscription,  see  C.  F.  Lehmann-Haupt,  'Eine  griechische Inschrift 
aus  der Spatzeit Tigranokertas,'  Klio,  8,1908,497-521 (the Ir. 
title in G.,  504).  In  an Arm.  text describing the martyrdom of 
St  Atom Anuni,  his  son,  and Vars,  Nerseh  and Varjawor at the hands 
of Yazdagird II in the fifth century,  the Sasanian king is called 
dicc-a-xarn  'mixed of the gods', i.e., of divine birth.  In  a 
scholion to the epithet isodaimon  'e'lual to  a  di  Vini  ty' used 'of 
the Persian king by Aeschylus,  The  Persians, line 632, it is ex-
plained that tous basileas theous kalousin hoi Persai  'The  Per~ 
sians  call the'kings  gods'  (L.  H.  Gray,  'Two  Armenian Passions of 
Saints in the Sasanian Period,' J\rtalecta Bollandiana,  Vol.  67, 
Mela.'lges  Paul Peeters, I, Brussels,  1949,  369;  the Arm.  text of 
the martyrology is published iIi  Sopcerkc  HaykakartkC,  Vol. 19; 
Venice,  1854,  69-82).  In MX  III.65,  the Armenian patriarch 
Sahak PartCew(388-439)  at the court of Bahram Gor  (Bahram V, 
420-38;  Arm.  Vram)  criticises the belief of the poets  (kCertCo±kCn) 
that the princes  are noynasermartkc  astuacocc  'of the  same  seed as 
the  gods'.  According to Thomson,  MX,  345 n.  15,  the refutation is 
drawn  from Philo, but it is  as likely that the  Arm.  expression is 
'a  cal'lue  on MP.  yazdan cihr' 'of the  same  seed as  the gods'.  In 
the History of StepCanos  Asolik,  Tiridates III calls himself 
diwccaxarn partCew  'A Parthian,  mixed of the gods'  (trans.  Emin, 
Mos cow,  1864,  292).  ' 149 
76.  L.  A.  El'nitskii,  'K istorii antitserkovnykh i  antikhristianskikh 
tendentsii v  Armenii  v  IV v.n.e.,' VDI,  92,1965,127,  and  '0 
maloizuchennykh ili utrachennykh  grecheskikh i  latinskikh 
nadpisyakh  Zakavkaz 'ya,'  VDI,  88,  1964,  maintains that the in-
scription belongs  to Pap,  but this suggestions  seems  unacceptable, 
in view of the title of King of Kings,  which Pap  would not have 
used,  and the invocation of many  gods  which  Pap  would not have 
made.  The  inscription seems  to contain a  warning to the citizens 
against rebellion;  such  a  warning by Sabuhr is, indeed,  preserved 
by  MX  (see our discussion of atya- and aliarya- in  Ch.  3).  G.  X. 
Sargsyan,  Hellenistakan  dara~~i Hayastane ev Movses  Xorenaccin, 
Erevan,  1966,  66,  compares  the  formula of the Greek  invocation in 
the  inscription to  a  passage in the  Gk.  version of Agathangelos: 
pronoia genetai  apo  tes ton theon boetheias  'providence  comes  from 
the help of the  gods '.  The  crucial word in the inscription, 
though,  is tykhe  'fortune', MIr.  baxt or xwarrah  (see  Ch.  9  on 
Arm.  baxt  andpCarkC), which is not  found in the passage  from the 
Gk.  Agath. 
77.  See  Thomson,  MX,  15-16 et seq. 
78.  See Ibid.,  357;  the Primary History apparently predates  Xorenacci, 
and the tradition of the  discovery of the stele at Mcurn  may  be 
authentic.  But  Xorenacci  attributes to Mar  Abas  additional in-
formation,  which,  MX  claims,  come  from the Parthian royal archives; 
much  of it, however,  comes  from  Gk.  texts,  and the attribution is 
spurious  (Thomson,  53-6). 
79.  Philostratus,  The  Life of Apollonius of T,vana,  I, Loeb  Classical 
Library,  Cambridge,  Mass.,  1969,  11.2:  kai halonai pote  phasin en 
tei Pamphyliai pardalin streptoi hama,  hon peri tei derei ephere, 
khrysous  de  en kai  epegegrapto Armeniois  grammasi  BASILEUS  ARSAKES 
THEOi  NYSIOi.  basileus  men  de  Armenias  tote en Arsakes,  kai  autos, 
oimai,  idon ten pardalin aneke  toi Dionysoi  dia megethos tou 
theriou.  See  Ch.  10,  and R.  Ettinghausen,  From  Byzantium to 
Sasanian Iran and the Islamic World,  Lei  den ,  1972,  3  on  the· asso-
ciation of Dionysus with panthers  in both Greco-Roman  and Sasanian 
art. 
80.  VM,  5. 
81.  VM,  6; the  Arm.  word dprutCiwn,  from  dpir  'scribe'  can mean  a  book, 
records, literature in  general, or writing.  The  latter,  in the 
sense of foreign  scripts,  seems  to be meant  here. 
82.  This  is the  development proposed by  A.  Perikhanyan,  'K  voprosu  0 
proiskhozhdenii  armyanskoi pis 'mennosti,'  Pereaneaziatskii  Sbornik, 
2,  Moscow,  1966,  103-133.  A.  B.  Abrahamyan,HayocC gri  ev 
gr~CutCyan patmutCyun,  Erevan,  1969,  and HayocC  gir ev grcCutCyun, 
Erevan,  1973,  derives  the  alphabet mainly  from  Greek.  Like  Greek, 
Arm.  is written  from left to right,  and the early Arm.  uncials, 
with their thick and thin lines,  resemble  the  Greek book hand of 
the fifth century.  On  Koriwn,  see  most  recently K.  H.  Maksoudian, 
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Intro., Koriwn,  Varkc  MashtotsCi,  Delmar,  N.  Y.,  1985.  The  MSS. 
are  Erevan  Matenadaran  6962,  4Tb;  7117,  l11b; etc., cited by P.  M. 
Po±osyan,  'DavitC  Anha±tCi  "EotCnagreankci"  gitakan ev patmakan 
arzekCe,'  in  G.  A.  Brutyan,  S.  S.  Arevsatyan et aI., eds.;  DavitC 
Anha±tCe:  Hin  Hayastani mecpcilisopcan,  Erevan,  1983,  546. 
83.  On  the significance of this choice,  see  Ch.  5. 
84.  . vee  I.e., Mastoc  and Bishop  Sahak Part ew. 
85.  VM,  11. 
86.  The  meaning of the word Avesta is not known with certainty; 
'Authoritative Utterance'  is a  likely interpretation,  suggested by 
Boyce,Zoroastricans,  3.  F.  C.  Andreas ·apud·K.  F.  Gelaner, 
Grunffi'iss  deriranischen·Philologie, hrsg.  vonW.  Geiger und 
E.  Kuhn,  Strassburg,  1895-:1904,. II, 2, para.  1, traced the word to 
Av.  upasta  'foundation '.  A  folk~etymology is provided in the 
Greater Bundahisn (In.  7-8,  cited by Dasturs  K.  M.  Kutar and 
D.  Pahlan,  'Pahlavi Folk-Etymology and Etymological Curiosities,' 
in J.  C.  Cayagee  et al., ed.;  Dinshah Irani Mem()rial  Volume,  Bom-
bay,  1943,  173): 
~  ..  I~IU' ~VeY I~e.!,  ...ool~  ¥"'tWW' 
'pst 'k MNWs  wc'lsn. 'pyck st' dS'n.  ZY  yzdt Abastag ke-s 
wizarisn. abe  zag stiiyisn i  yazd  'The  Avesta,  whose  meaning is 
unblemished  (abezag)  praise  ()f  God. ' 
Another derivation cited by Kutar and Pahlan is from Av;  a- + 
vista  (pp.  of vid- 'to know'),  but the suggestion of Anffi'eas  cor-
responds  more  closely to the PhI.  form.  Arm;  avet-aran, with  a 
base  from  OIr.  *a-vet'- ( 'speak forth '), cf.  Turfan MIr  .. uvydg  . 
'tidings'  (s·ee  H-::-W:-Bailey,  'Iranica IT,' ·JRAS,  July 1934,  508-9, 
on  Arm;  aweti-kc  '(  good)  tidings '=Gk.  euaggeJ::iOn),  looks  super'-
ficiallylikeAvesta, but probably is not  related.  For a  recent 
etymology,  see H.  W.  Bailey,  'Apastiik,'  AI  24,  9;i4. 
87.  On  the  codex,  see Peter Brown,  The World cifLateAnti9.uity,  wndon, 
1971,  92-4  and pI.  66,  and Katz,  'The· Early Christians'  Use of 
Codices  instead of Rolls,' Journal of The()lcigicalStudies,  46, 1945. 
88.  E±ise, p.  9,  refers anachronistically to the Hephthalites  as 
Kusans, i.  e.,  a  central Asian kingdom defeated ca.  270 by the 
Sasanians.  According to the  Arm.  tradition of Agath.· and others, 
the Arm.  Arsacids  considered the Kusans their c·ousins  and the· only 
other branch of the Parthian royal house  which actively resisted 
Ardesir after the  death of ArdaV8.n  V,  ca.  226. 
89.  MP.  Wuzurg  framadar,  transcribed byE±ise,· 24  as  vzurk hramatar 
and trans.  as  Arm.  hazarapet;  on the latter title, see  Ch.  16. 
90.  E±ise,  24. 
90-a.  See  B.  N.  Dhabhar,  Translation of the  Zand i  KhurtakAvistiik, 
Bombay,  1963,  6  n.  2;  H.  W.  Bailey in BSOS  6,  1931,  591;  and 151 
K.  CzegleCly,  'Bahr1i.m  Cobin  and the Persian Apocalyptic Litera-
ture,' Acta Orient  alia (Budapest)  8.1, 1958,  37  n.  74. 
91.  Arm;kcrpikar, a transcription of PhI.  kirbil.kkar(~ih)  'pious 
deeds' , 
92.  On  Arm;  Haramani,  see  Ch.  14. 
93.  E±ise.,. 46.  The· name  Vardan,  somewhat  too appropriately,  perhaps, 
to be  an entire coincidence  in this case ,  means. 'hero'  in Pth., 
cf".  NP.  valiin  'brave'  (see Shil.ked. in AI  25,  514). 
94.  See  Ch.  15. 
95.  Tiridates  I  on  his  journey to  Rome  travelled overland to  avoid 
polluting the sea (Ch.  8); on washing £"irst with  gomez  and only 
af"terwards with water,  see  Ch.  15. 
96.  On  the particulars of these, which included the maintenance of 
sacred fires ,the killing of noxious  animals,  washing withgomez 
(bull's urine),  and wearing a  face-mask while baking,  see Ch .•.  15. 
97.  Promises of hell £"ire  in retribution for apostasy from  the  Good 
Religion are probably meant  here.  In Zoroastrian communities to 
this  day,  simple believers  find the fear of damnation  in the 
world to come  a  powerful support of faith,  as  expressed in the 
ArdayWiraz N1i.mag.  The· book  describes· in vivid detail the tor-
tures of hell,  and some  copies are illustrate.d (see,  e.g.; ·Z6ro-
astrians, 21).  . 
98.  'Arm.  taJar can also mean  'palace';  on the Ir. loan-words ·roJik 
andpatrutil.k,  see  Ch.  15. 
99.  The  voluptuous  dancing girls and performers  depicted in Sasanian 
and pre-Christian Arm.  art (e.g.,  a  player of pan_pipes  on  a 
silver rhyton of the  Orontid period and  a  terracotta female 
. lutanist, bare-breasted,  from Artasat,  in B.  N.  Aril.kcelyan, 
Aknarkner hin Hayastani arvesti patmutCyan,  Erevan,  1976, 
pIs.  59,  87-b)  were  condemned as  heathen and demonic  by Yovhannes 
Mandil.kuni  in the fifth century Mihrnarseh condemned the  Chris-
tians  as  haters of human  generation by reason of their celibacy; 
Eznik  countered by  attacking Zoroastrians  as kinemol- 'woman-
crazy',  perhaps with reference to upper-class polygamy. 
100.  The  reference here is probably to the  dastgahs of Iranian music, 
attested from the Sasanian period.  The  system of modal  scales 
corresponds  to the Indian raga or Arab  maq1i.m. 
101.  E±ise,  64. 
102. 
103. 
c  ~ 
Arm.k est, has  been derived from the  same  Ir. base as  the loan-
word kCes'teaching,  religion',  cf".  Av.  tkaesa_  (Arm.  Gr.,  258); 
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it is attested also in the  f'ifth~century Arm.  trans.  ofvqhrem 
Syrus  (HAS,  IV,  576~7).  It may  be  connected with Phl.  castag 
'doctrine'  (MacKenzie,  22).  The  initial k~ in Arm.  is to be  ex~ 
plained as  contamination by  thebetter~known loan~wordkces, of 
closely similar meaning,  rather than as  dissimilation (forcf. 
Arm.  cist. 'true', cf.  Phl.  nam-'-cist(~ik), cit. by Bailey, 
'Iranica II,' op.  cit., 511,  who  defines the PhL  word as  'known 
by name,  particular,  famous').  The  base of Phl ..  ~cist~ is Av. 
kaes~ 'teach',  from which both Av.  tkaesa~ and Phl:-rast,-ag are 
derived.  J.  P.  Asmussen,  'A  Zoroastrian  "De~Demonization,'" in 
S.  Shaked,  ed.,  Irano~Judaica, Jerusalem,  1982,  115  and n.  15, 
notes  that in Manichaean  MP.  kes means  'false teaching'; it has 
the  same  pejorative  sense  in Eznik,  and,  subsequently,  in E±ise. 
104.  EA,  1927,  763,  cit. by R.  C.  Zaehner,  Zurvan,  A Zoroastrian 
Dilemma,  Oxford,  1955,  29  n.  5;  Christensen  (loc.  cit.),  interp~ 
reting differently the first element  hampart~, defined it as  'a 
complete  collection of doctrines  relating to the faith',  and  ex~ 
plained Bozpayit as Phl.  *Bazpatit  'a confession of crimes  com~ 
mitted'.  Petmog,  Zaehner notes,  is not  clear; it looks like a 
reversal of the Arm.  form mogpet.  Benveniste's  explanation of 
part~ as  having to  do  with penalties accords with the meaning of 
the  Arm.  loan~word ~art~kC  'debt,  duty';  in the Lord's Prayer, 
z~parti~s  (acc.  pl.  renders  Gk.  opheilemata  (on the  etymology, 
see  Arm.  Gr.,  228). 
105.  Zaehner,  Zurvan,  29-30. 
106.  E±ise,  69. 
107.  Ibid.,  74-6. 
108.  Eremyan,  op.  cit., 18. 
109.  Cit.  by  Garsoian,  op.  cit.  n.  53,  350  n.  31. 
109-a.  See  P.  O.  Harper,  The  Royal  Hunter,  New  York,  1975,  145,  and 
Bivar,  op.  cit. n.  43,  No.  CC  1  I  119358,  on  *Armenduxt.  On 
coins,  see  X.  A.Musebyan,  'Sasanian coins  circulated in Armenia' 
(in Arm.),  inDo  KOuYmjian,  Y.  T.  Nercessian,  eds.,  Essays  on  Ar-
menian  Numismatics  in Honor of Fr.  C.  Sibilian  (Arm.  Numismatic 
Journal 1.4),  Pico  Rivera,  California, 1980. 
110.  Momigliano,  op.  cit.  n.  59,  19;  T.  Noldeke, tr., Geschichte  der 
Perser und Araber  zur  Zeit  der Sasaniden  aus  der arabischen 
Chronik  des  Tabari,  Leiden,  1879,  repro  1973,  288.  On  this 
treaty and that of Nuarsak  discussed above,  see  also  L.  H.  Gray, 
'Formal Peace-Negotiations  and Peace-Treaties between Pre-
Muhammadan  Persia and other States,' Modi  Memorial  Volume,  Bombay, 
1930,  esp.  146-7 and 151 n.  1. 
111.  See  Ch.  16 on  the edict of toleration granted the various  faiths 
in the  city. 
112.  See  C.  Toumanoff,  'On  the  Date of Pseudo-Moses  of Chorene,'  HA  75, 
1961,  467-76,  who  supports  a  date in the eighth century.  I 
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I CHAPTER  5 
ARAMAZD 
Having observed the historical development of Zoroastrianism 
in Armenia,  we  turn now  to an  examination of the cnlts of indi-
vidual yazatas,  in order of their apparent  importance in Armenian 
sources.  It is fitting that we  begin with the discussion of Ahura 
Mazda,  the  Lord of Wisdom,l  the  supreme  divinity of Zoroastrianism, 
invoked first in every act of worship,  and the  one whose  name  is 
most  fre~uently attested.  It is not  proposed here to enter into 
an  exhaustive treatment of his cnlt in Iran, but only to eluci-
date those aspects that have  a  particnlar bearing on the Armenian 
evidence. 
The  study of the cnlt of a  supreme  god in .pre-Christian 
Armenia presents three major problems.  The  first concerns  Ahura 
Mazda  himself.  There  are  attested in Armenian  two  forms  of his 
name,  Aramazd  and Ormizd,  and two  forms  of the name  of his wor-
ship,  or worshipers,  mazdeacci~kc and  (den i) mazdezn.  In both 
cases,  the latter form is Sasanian Middle  Persian and is treated 
generally as  foreign by Armenian writers, while the  former term 
derives  from  an older Iranian form  (although attested only in 
Armenian texts of the Sasanian period and later)  and is regarded 
as  native.  Were  Aramazd  and Ormizd worshipped in the  same  way  in 
Armenia? 
The  second problem is that of the two  Semitic  supreme  gods, 
c  v  _ 
Bel and Ba  alsanup.  Both  are mentioned in Armenian literature, 
and the  god Barsamin  (i.e., Bacalsamin)  was  worshiped in Armenia. 
Bel Marduk  was  the  supreme  god of the pagan Mesopotamians  of the 
Hellenistic period,  and Bacalsamin was  the  supreme  god of Syro-
Phoenicia;  it appears  that Achaemenian  Zoroastrianism influenced 
strongly the  development of their cnlts.  By  the  .... \3.Ei.cond  cen-
tury A.D.,  the Palmyrenians  regarded them as  virtually identical: 
two  names  for the  creator and lord of the Universe.  The  Semitic 
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deity worshiped in Armenia would have been  seen to occupy  a  posi-
tion of supreme  dominion  similar to that of Aramazd.  Were  the 
cults of the two  divinities related? 
The  third problem is that of the name  given  in Armenia to the 
God  of Christianity,  Astuac.  It appears  to have  been preferred to 
di_kc  'god',  perhaps because the latter word occurs  only in a 
plural form in texts; but by etymology Astuac  may  reflect ancient 
Armenian beliefs. 
IRANIAN  ARURA  MAZDA 
One  of the most  important aspects of Ahura Mazda  in Zoroas-
trian belief is that he is the  Creator  (Av.  dadvah-,  datar_;  Phl. 
day,  dadar),  the maker of all good things.  Zoroastrians have used 
various  images  to  describe the manner of his creation.  Although 
essentially he willed the world into being through his mind  (Av. 
manah_),2  he is called metaphorically the  'father' of the Amesa 
Spentas; 3  the Armenians,  too,  called Aramazd the father of all. 
Although he is entirely good,  Ahura Mazda  is not  omnipotent,  for 
he  cannot prevent evil from invading his  good creation.  Conse-
quently he is to be  regarded as  the commander-in-chief of the 
forces  fighting the  cosmic battle against evil, and images  of him 
in  Zoroastrian temples  of the post-Alexandrine period presented 
him as  a  manly,  warlike  figure.  St Acindynus  destroyed in a  fire 
temple the  eidolon tou andriantos  'image of the statue  (of Zeus 
[",. Ahura Mazda]) '.4  At  McCxetCa  in Georgia,  St Nino  beheld a 
gr~at bronze  image  of  'Armaz ,5  which was  dressed in  a  cape and 
helmet with ear-flaps,  and held a  sharpened,  rotating sword.6 
We  have noted in the preceding chapter the iconoclastic  cam-
paign of the Sasanians  in Armenia,  and shall have  occasion to men-
tion it again shortly.  It may  be noted here briefly that the 
Sasanians  depicted Ahura Mazda  in bas-relief,  and a  Pahlavi text 
relates that  Zarathustra was  privileged to behold Ahura Mazda  in 
the  form of a  man. 7  Sasanian  Zoroastrians therefore  also visual-
ised the  supreme  god as  a  powerful,  manly  figure,  but there is no 
suggestion that the bas-relief representation of the  deity was  an 
object of cult. 
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Fire,  the most  important  symbol  of the  Zoroastrian faith,  is 
referred to  frequently in  Zoroastrian texts as  the  son  (Av. 
puthra-)  of Ahura  Mazda,  and a  Zoroastrian  does  penance  pes 
xwarsed ud mihr ud mah  ud ataxs i  Ohrmazd  'before the  Sun  and 
Mithra and the  Moon  and the fire of Ahura Mazda. ,8  In Armenia, 
as  we  shall see later, the  'fire of Ahura  Mazda'  was  referred to 
as  ormzdakan hur. 
Ahura  Mazda  is closely associated in Zarathustra's original 
revelation,  and in all subsequent  Zor.  theology,  with the  seven 
Amesa  Spentas,  the  Bounteous  Immortals.  Although these were  not 
generally personified in the temple  cult as  were  the lesser 
yazatas  such as  Mithra or Anahita,  perhaps  because the Amesa. 
Spentas  were  seen mainly as  emanations of the abstract qualities 
of the  Creator himself,  Spenta Armaiti was  worshipped in Armenia 
as  an  earth goddess  (Ch.  10), Haurvatat  and Ameretat  survive  as 
flowers  (Ch.  12),  and Omanos  (perhaps  Vohu  Manah,  the  Good  Mind) 
was  an object of cult in Asia Minor  (see  Ch.  14).8-a  There  is 
recognition in the Arm.  texts of a  tier of Iranian gods  above that 
of the lesser yazatas,  for the Arm.  bishops  of the fifth century,  in 
responding to the  Persian polemicists  in E±ise,  speak of Mihr 
(called by  the Persians  mec  astuac  '(  the)  great god')  as  but a 
hamharz  kCaj ewtCnerordacc  astuacocc  'adjutant of the mighty 
8-b  .  vv  v  (  heptad of gods'  --l.e., the seven Amesa  Spentas  PhI.  haft 
amahraspandan).  The  latter personified the principal creations, of 
which  the  inanimate  ones  were understood by Christians as the ele-
ments,  so Arm.  tarrapastutCiwn  'worship of 
Christians identical to  Zoroastrianism and 
The  Sasanian kings were  offended that  such 
the elements' was  to Arm. 
·t  'f·  h·  ,  8-c  1  S  lre-Wors  lp  . 
worship of the ordikc 
Astucoy'sons of God'  was  seen by the  Christians as  hetCanos 
'heathen', i.e., polytheism.  To  the  Zors.  it manifestly was  not, 
and Bahram V was  outraged when  told by the  Christian Yakovik that 
h  h ·  f th·'  .  '(xl·  c  k  c  .  suc  wors  lp was  0  lngs  deaf and bllnd  lC  ew  urac  ,  epl-
thets the Sasanians  themselves  were  wont to apply to those who 
rejected Zoroastrianism)  and not of the  Creator  (araricC). 8-d 
Ahura Mazda,  Lord of all the Universe,  is the particular guard-
ian of kings,  the temporal lords of the world.  Darius  I  boasts at Behistun vasna Auramazdaha  adam  xsayathiya amiy  'by the will of Ahura 
Mazda  I  am  king,;9 and,  according to Arrian,  Darius  III prayed for 
aid to  Zeus,  i.e., Ahura Mazda,  'to whom  it is given to order the 
affairs of kings  in this world. ,10  Under  the Sasanian king Ormizd I 
(A.D.  272-3),  Kirder received the title Ohrmazd  mowbed.ll  This 
title is to be  connected with the god,  rather than the  theophoric-
named  king;  yet it is possible that this particular rank of mowbed 
was  to be  connected with the royal  family,  reflecting the belief that 
the  supreme  god was  the yazata most  directly associated with it.  We 
shall have  occasion to return to this  theme  in connection with the 
Armenian  cult of Aramazd at Ani  and elsewhere. 
It is noteworthy that Ahura  Mazda  came  to be  identified with 
the chief divinities of both the Semitic  and Greek pantheons.  In an 
Aramaic  inscription  from Arebsun,  he  seems  to have been identified 
.~12  with Bel,  the husband and brother of Den  Mazdayasn~s  ..  and there is 
said to have  been  a  votive inscription at the  *Fratadara temple at 
Persepolis  in which three divinities are mentioned:  Zeus  Megistos, 
Apollon-Helios,  and Artemis  Athena.13  Zeus  Megistos,  as  we  shall 
see,  is also a  Greek  name  for Bacalsamin. 
ARMENIAN  ARAMAZD 
The  fusion of the two  words  Ahura  Mazda  into one,  as  seen in 
the inscription of Darius  cited above,  is attested in Old Persian 
14:: 
from the fifth century B.C.  :  The  words  continued to be  separated 
in Avestan texts,  however,  and there is a  possibility that in Armenia 
the  two  separate words  were  recognised.  There  are  found in Assyrian 
cuneiform texts  a  number of proper names  which appear to  contain the 
Iranian element  *masta,  identified with MaZda_,15  and on  this basis 
.....  c  .....  c.  a  derivation of the Armenian  proper Mastoc  ,  gen.  sg.  Mastoc  ~, was 
proposed from Mazda_.16  The  word is first  found  as  the  name  of a 
bishop of Siwnikc  consecrated by  Catholicos  Nerses  the Great  in the 
third quarter of the  fourth  century.  At  around the  same  time  there 
was  born  in the village of Haccekacc  in Tarawn  the blessed Mastoc
C
, 
~  c  later called also Mesrop  Mastoc  ,  who  invented the Armenian  script 
around the turn of the  fifth century.  His life and deeds  are re-
corded in the  Life written in the fifth century by  one  of his 
disciples,  Koriwn. 
~  c  Variants of the name  as  Mazdoc  or 
~  c  Mastoc  are 
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found in early texts, but they are rare.17  In Greek,  the  forms 
Mastoubios,  Mastentzes  and Mastous  are attested for the Armenian  name. 
c  v  c  Mnac  akanyan argued that Mastoc  must  be  a  word of some  religious sig-
nificance apart  from its use  as  a  proper name,  for the service book 
of the Armenian  Church is called the Mastocc.  This  suggestion seems 
farfetched,  however,.-for the name  of the prayerbook is that of 
Catholicos Mastoc
C  (ninth century),  not  St.  Mesrop Mastocc.  Narek 
is the  name  given,  similarly,  to the  Lamentations  of St  Gregory of 
Narek  (tenth century),  and it, too,  has  no  special meaning.18  It is 
v  c  equally farfetched to propose  an etymology of the name  Mastoc  based 
upon  the hypothetical reading of names  of a  remote  language  and time, 
all the more  so since no  similar form of the name  of Ahura Mazda  is 
found elsewhere in Armenian,  or,  indeed,  in the Iranian languages 
from which loan-words  are  found in Armenian.  Arm.  mazd  alone means 
'thick,  compact',  and although it is probably an Iranian loan-word,19 
it is not related to Mazda- 'WiSdom'.  Mastoc
C  may  be related to the 
Av.  proper name  Maxstay-,  attested in the  Fravardin  Yast. (Yt.  13.1162°), 
or it may  be  a  derivative of Arm.  mast-im  'I go  bald';  G.  Jahukyan 
derived the name  from *IE.  *mad- 'damp,  wet'  with the suffix *_to_.21 
It is perhaps more  interesting to  seek  a  form related to Mazda 
v  c  in the writings of Mastoc  themselves.  According to Koriwn,  the first 
words translated into Armenian  from Scripture--the Bible being the 
first text written in the newiy-invented Armenian  alphabet--were  from 
22  v  vC  c  the  Book  of Proverbs:  Canac  el zimastut  iwn  ew  zxrat,  imana1  zbans 
hancaroy = LXX  gnonai  sophian kai paideian,  noesai te logous  phroneseos 
(Prov.  1.2).  In the fifth century,  few  other languages possessed terms 
which  conveyed the  power  and attraction of what  was  expressed by the 
Gk.  word gnosis  (cf.  gnonai),  used of the  goal of innumerable  religious 
sects  and philosophical schools throughout the Mediterranean world,  and 
Sophia,  enthroned as  divine in Byzantine  Christianity.  In Iran,  Xrad 
'Wisdom'  (the Arm.  loan-word above  means  wisdom,  learning,  and coun-
23)  .  .  24  v  c  sel  was  similarly personlfled and exalted.  Mastoc  cannot have 
translated this particular passage first for  any  canonical reason 
other than to exalt  Christianity as  the only true source of wisdom,  be 
it the  Gnostic  Sophia or the  Zoroastrian Xrad.  For the Book  of Proverbs 
does not  come  at the beginning of either the  New  or Old Testament,  it 158 
is not prophecy,  nor  does it even bear particular witness  to the  actions 
of the  divine  in the world.  But MastocC was  schooled in both Greek  and 
Persian.  He  had worked as  a  missionary in regions  of Armenia where 
Christianity still had not taken hold,  and it is likely that he trans-
lated Proverbs  first because of its similarity to religious  genres  of 
the East,  such as the  Wisdom  of ~iqar or the  andarz literature of 
Iran,25 which  would have been familiar  and readily understandable to 
Armenians.  The  word used for Gk.  sophia is the abstract noun 
imast-utCiwn,  from  imast  'meaning',  Arm.  imanam  'I understand'.  Lagarde 
connected the verb with Indo-Ir.  man- 'think'  and Emin  connected imast 
with Mazda.  Such  a  suggestion is tenable only if iman- is the base, 
with ending -am.  Although  E±ise. (fifth century)  uses  a  form  iman-o± 
'understanding',25 which would support  such  an  analysis,  the aorist 
imacCay  would indicate an  inchoative in -anam with base  ima-.  If the 
base  does  contain -man- (the  conjugation then being explained as  assimi-
lation of the  form by  Arm.  grammar--an unprovable hypothesis),  then the 
form  imast  could be regarded as  parallel to Arm.  hrazar-em  'renounce' 
..,  "',  ..  26  and hraz-est  renunc~at~on'.  If i- is taken as  a  preverb,  we  have  an 
Ir. loan,  i-mast,  parallel with Av.  Mazda-,  wisdom par excellence. 
While  the above  examples  are hypothetical,  references to  Aramazd 
in Classical Armenian  texts  are  clear and abundant.  Tiridates III in 
Agath.  invokes  zmecn  ew  zarin Aramazd,  zarariccn erkni ew  e~kri  'the 
great and manly  Aramazd,  Creator of Heaven  and Earth'  (Agath.  68),  in 
full accord with  Zoroastrian conceptions of the Deity.  He  requests 
1iutCiwn  parartutCean yaroyn Aramazday  'fullness of abundance  from manly 
Aramazd'  (Agath.  127).  Arm.  parart  'fat, rich', apparently an Ir.  loan-
word,27  is used by a  later Christian writer to  describe the foods  eaten 
by the  Children of the Sun,  whose  enjoyment of earthly bounty he  thought 
voluptuous.  Although  Christians are bidden to  ask only for their daily 
bread and to live in poverty,  the  Zoroastrians  do  not regard wealth as 
a  barrier to spiritual awareness,  nor  do  they consider reasonable  enjoy-
ment  of it as  sinful;  the  invocation by the Armenian king may  reflect 
this  conspicuously Mazdean  attitude which  A~athangelos reproduces  in 
scorn.  In the  Pahlavi  zand of the Videvdat I(IX.  53-57),  it is the 
-- I 
ah16m6~ 'heretic' who  is said to  remove  sirenih ud carbih  'sweetness  and 
fatnessi'  (cf.  Arm.  loan-word carp  'fat')  from  the land by ignoring the 
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laws  of purity.  Fatness  (Av.  azuiti-) is also praised in the  Gathas 
(Y.  49.4).28 
Aramazd  is hailed as  creator not  only of all physical substance, 
but of the lesser gods  as well;  at Ani,  the Armenian  Arsacid necropolis, 
St  Gregory  and his  cohorts korcaneccin  zbaginn  Zews  diccn Aramazday, 
hawrn  anuaneal  diccn  amenayni  'destroyed the shrine of the god  (diccn29) 
Aramazd,  named  the  father of all the  gods  (diccn)'  (Agath.  785).  The 
word  di_kc  may  be  considered here the eQuivalent of either Ir.  yazata 
or baga;  Agathangelos  explains  'Parthian' Bagawan  as  'Armenian'  Diccawan 
(Agath.  817).  Anahit is called the  cnund ...  mecin arin Aramazday  'child 
••• of the great,  manly Aramazd'  (Agath.  53),  and at Bagayaric, 
St  Gregory  destroys  the Mrhakan  meheann  anuaneal  ordwoyn  Aramazday 
'temple of Mihr,  who  is named  the  son of Aramazd'  (Agath.  790).  At 
TCil,  Gregory  obliterates the  Naneakan  meheann  dstern Aramazday  'temple 
of Nane,  the  daughter of Aramazd'  (Agath.  786). 
In the Mediaeval Armenian  History of the Hripcsimean Virgins  is 
mentioned sastik yoyz bazmutCiwn  diwacc,  zor  asein  Tun  Aramazday  ew 
..".  ...  C  ... 
Ast±kan,  mehean  erku,  yanun yacax pastamanc  n  tawn  kardayin or e  Pasat: 
·"or  ew  ayzmmardik asxarhin viceal asen:  tCuis  i  Pasatay diwaccn  gal, 
1  .  c,  h  an ur ew  anlIDaCa great  crowd of demons  which they called t  e  House 
of Aramazd  and Ast±ik,  two  temples.  Because  of the  freQuency  of reli-
30  v  31  gious  services  they called the house  Pasat,  and even now  when  people 
of the  country argue  they say  "You  seem to  come  from the  demons  of 
Pasat,  senseless and meaningless. ",32  It appears,  then,  that in each 
temple  in Armenia  devoted to  a  given yazata,  the  subservience  of that 
yazata to the  creator Ahura Mazda  was  emphasised,  as is only proper, 
for every major act of public and private  Zoroastrian worship  contains 
his  invocation.  As  these prayers  must be recited in Avestan,  it is not 
surprising that local people  remembered them as  'senseless  and meaning-
less'.  In  Zoroastrian communities  today,  most worshipers  have  only a 
vague  idea of the literal meaning of their prayers.  The  Muslims  of non-
Arab  countries who  memorise  long passages  from the Qui-·'an  often have  no 
idea what  they mean,  and similar examples  may  be  adduced for many  other 
religions.  The  entrenchment of Christianity in Armenia was  no  doubt 
v  c  greatly aided,  at least after Mastoc  ,  by the  simple  fact that the Bible 
and Divine Liturgy were read in Armenian.  The  pejorative attitude of 160 
the  Christians is paralleled by the Muslim description of Zoroastrian 
prayers  as  Arabic  zamzama  'mumbling'.  It was  suggested in a  note that 
the explanation of Pasat  sounds  very much  like that offered by 
y  .y 
Agathangelos  for  Ast~sat, the shrine of Vahagn  and Ast±ik.  The  descrip-
tion of Pasat may  indeed be  a  corruption of the narrative in Agath.,  and 
the name  of Aramazd mistakenly substituted for that of Vahagn,  for,  as 
we  have  seen,  Aramazd was  prominently invoked in all temples,  and would 
have  been  remembered  as  the primary heathen  god,  while  Ast±ik was  re-
called as  a  female  consort of tne  ari.  'manly'  deity. 
According to Xorenacci,  Tigran II in the first century B.C.  had 
kangneacC zo±ompiakan  patkern Diosi yamurn  Ani  'erected the Olympian 
image  of Zeus  in the  fortress  of Ani'  (MX  II.14)--presumably at the 
temple which St Gregory was  later to destroy.  (See  Plate 1  at the end 
of this  chapter.  The  photographer has  asked to be  identified by his 
initials only.)  Tigran's ancestor,  Artaxias  (Artases)  I  had  zMazan 
karge kCrmapet  i  yAni  diccn Aramazday  'appointed Mazan  high priest of 
the god Aramazd at Ani'  (MX  II.  53).  Mazan  was  the brother of the king. 
Xorenacci reports that the naxarardom of the Vahunis  supplied the 
v  y  33  hereditary high priesthood of the cult centre of Vahagn,  at Astisat, 
while exercising temporal power over their local domain.  Similarly, 
the Artaxiad royal family  supplied the high priests of Aramazd,  the 
supreme  Lord who  ruled the other gods  just as  they ruled all the prov-
inces of Armenia. 
Mazan  was  entombed at Bagawan,34  and at that place,  according to 
Xorenacci,  Va±ars tawn  asxarhaxumb  kargeacC iskzban  ami  noroy,  i  mutn 
Nawasardi  'Va±ars35  instituted a  celebration for the entire country at 
the start of the newyear,  at the beginning of Nawasard'  (MX  11.66). 
Gregory the Illuminator fixed the  commemoration  of the martyrs St John 
the Baptist and St Athenogenes  at Bagawan  on  diccn Amanoroy  amenaber 
c  ...  c  ...  nor pt±oc  tawnin,  Hiwrenkal  dic n  Vanatri,  zor yarajagoyn isk i  nmin 
te±woJ pastein yuraxutCean  Nawasard awur  'the festival of the  first 
fruits,  of the  god of the  New  Year,  the bringer of all good things,  of 
the hospitable  and  sheltering god,  which in earlier times  they cele-
brated joyfully in the  same  place  on  the  day  of Nawasard'  (Agath.  836). 
These  various  epithets refer to Aramazd.  In the Arm.  version of the 
Chronicle of Eusebius,  translated in the fifth century,  reference is  I 161 
made  to Aramazday  awtarasirin  '(of)  Aramazd philoxenios',36 and Arm. 
hiwraser  Ormzdakan  diccn Vanatri  'the hospitable  god  Ormizd,  the Shel-
terer' is used to translate  LXX  Gk.  Dios  Xeniou  (II Macc.  VI.2);  in the 
Arm.,  a  MP.  form of the name  is used which we  shall examine presently. 
Grigor Arsaruni, writing in 690,  stated that 1  Nawasard was  the  feast 
of Aramazd  in Armenia. 37  The  first fruits are harvested in Armenia in 
mid-late August,  so  Nawasard must have  been an  autumn  festival.  Ar-
menian writers regard Nawasard as  a  native word,  and use it to translate 
a  proper name,  NP.  NawrUz,  i.e., MP.  No  Roz,38 the vernal New  Year whose 
celebration anticipates the resurrection of the  dead at Frasegird,  even 
as  nature in spring rises  from the  dead  days  of winter.  There  is  a  tra-
dition amongst  the Armenians  of Naxijewan recorded by Zelinskii that 
they won  a  great battle on  Nawasard;39  perhaps the legend is a  shadowy 
recollection of the  Zoroastrian belief that the cosmic battle of good 
and evil will end in final victory for Ahura Mazda. 
c.  ....c  c  c  Xorenac  J.  wrote,  o.c  . Aramazd ok  ,  ayl i  kamec  o±sn linel Aramazd, 
.... c  .  c  c  c  c  c  c  orJ.c  ews  ayloc  anuanec  e10c  Aramazd,  yoroc  mi  e  ew  Kund  omu 
Aramazd  'There  is no  such person as  Aramazd,  but  for those desiring 
that there be  an  Aramazd,  there are four others  called Aramazd,  of whom 
there is also  a  certain Kund  Aramazd'  (MX  I.31).  Ananikian explained 
kund as  'brave',40  which would accord well  wit~· the epithet ari  'manly' 
discussed above;  yet it is also possible that the word is the  common 
Arm.  adjective kund  'bald·'  and refers to the  statue of Zeus  phalakros 
'the Bald'  that is said to have  existed at Argos. 41  There is a  Zoro-
astrian demon  called Kundag,42 but it is unlikely that the two  have  any-
thing in common.  Xorenacci was  perhaps  attempting to impress his 
Bagratid patron with his  recondite learning;  a  creator of the  cosmos 
unable  to preserve his  own  hair is a  curiosity.  For  Zoroastrians, who 
regard baldness  as  a  deformity  caused by Ahriman,  it is an  impossibility. 
Certain  MSS  have  instead of kund omu  Aramazd the words  katarumn Aramazd 
'the perfection Aramazd',  which  seem to hint at an eschatological con-
cept of completion  and fulfillment.  The  four Aramazds  may  be the tetrad 
of Ahura Mazda,  Infinite  Time,  Endless  Light and Wisdom,  a  Zoroastrian 
adaptation of a  ~uaternity originally conceived, it is suggested,  by 
devotees  of Zurvan,  consisting of Infinite Time  and three hypostases of 
his  cult-epithets.  43  Ephraim Syrus,  whose  works  were  translated into 162 
Armenian  in the fifth century,  wrote that Manasseh  u±±eacc  zpatkern 
cCorekcdimean  i  tacarin Tearn  'straightened the four-faced image  in the 
temple of the  Lord; ,44  the mediaeval Armenian writer Tiranun  vardapet 
c  .  c......  c  c  c  added,  T o±er zanlrawut  lwn  zo±ovrdean k  0,  zor yanc  ean yort n 
Yrovbovamu  ew  i  T
C amuz , 
vC  c  k  c.  i  patkern  C  orek dimean,  or  ayr  i  yanc  s  ew  1 
muts  tacarin  srbutCean,  zor haykC Aramazd  ew  aylkC Zews  asen' 'Thou has 
forgiven the wickedness  of thy people,  who  transgressed by the calf of 
Jeroboam and by  Tammuz,  by the four-faced image  which stood in the pas-
sages  and in the  entrances of the 
nians  call Aramazd  and the others 
temple of holiness,  which the Arme-
44  call Zeus.'  It is most likely, 
however,  that the four  Aramazds  are  the four  days  of the  Zoroastrian 
month  (the 1st, 8th,  15th and 23rd)  named  after the  Creator,  as  stated 
in the third chapter of the  Greater Bundahisn:  nam  i  xwes  pad 4  gyag 
andar mahigan  passaxt  Ohrmazd  'his own  name  was  ordained by Ohrmazd  in 
46  four places  in the months. '  In the  Armenian  month,  each of the thirty 
days  is named,  as in the  Zoroastrian calendar,  and the names  are at-
tested in a  table attributed to the seventh-century scholar Anania of 
Sirak.  In the Arm.  calendar,  the first day of the month  is Areg  'of the 
Sun',  which mayor may  not refer to Aramazd  (the name  of Ahura Mazda  in 
local forms  is given to the Sun  in various  E.  Ir.  languages,  including 
Khot'a;nese);  the 6th  day is Mazde±  or MaztCe±,  which may  contain the 
element Mazda-;  the 14th is VanatCur?J,  perhaps  the epithet  'Shelterer' 
often applied to Aramazd;  and the 15th is Aramazd. 47 
As  we  have  seen,  Aramazd was  regarded by the Armenians  as  the 
Creator of heaven  and earth,  father of the  gods,  provider of all bounty 
and sustenance,  a  manly  and warlike divinity who  was  especially vener-
ated by the  royal family.  His  cult was  observed in all the temples, 
but particularly at Ani  and Bagawan,  the  two  royal shrines of the 
country.  Ani  had been the principal shrine of the Orontids,  whose 
necropolis was  located at Ang±,48 but  as  the political centre of Armenia 
shifted decisively towards  the east in the Artaxiad period,  a  second 
royal shrine was  established,  Bagawan.  There,  the royal  family cele-
brated their sovereignty and affirmed the unity of the  country at the 
New  Year,  in a  festival dedicated to Aramazd. 
In the  fifth-century translations of Classical literature into 
Armenian,  Aramazd regularly renders  Gk.  Zeus.  In the Arm.  translation  I 
I 
I 
I 
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of pseudo-Callisthenes,  Alexander before his  death  invokes  Aramazd;49  in 
the Arm.  version of the life of Helikonis of Thessalonik&  (second cen-
turn A.D.),  the saint destroys  zayl bagins  Aramazday  ew  Asklepioni 
'other shrines  of Aramazd  and Asklepios; ,50  obviouslY,  Aramazd  has  been 
used here to translate  Zeus,  while  no native  e~uivalent of Asklepios was 
found.  A misreading of Gk.  diakosmos  as  diokosmos  resulted in the Hel-
y  51  lenophilic Armenian  cal~ue aramazdasxarh.  An  Arm.  commentary  on 
Chrysostom explains  Dios,  zor HaykC Aramazd  asen ...  Zews,  zor  ew  Dion 
vC 
koc  en,  ew  hayeren  Aramazd  'Dios,  whom  the Armenians  call Aramazd •.. 
Zeus,  whom  they also call Dion,  and in Armenian,  Aramazd,'  thereby 
covering most of the declensions of the  Greek word.  In the Arm.  trans-
lation of Eusebius,  the definition is widened to include Bel:  Ew 
zBelaynasenor yunaren  Dios  tCargmani  ew  hayeren Aramazd  'And of Bel 
they say that it is translated into Greek  as  Dios  and into  Armenian  as 
Aramazd. ,52 
The  Gk.  Agathangelos has  ton bomon  Kronou tou patros  Dios 
pantodaimonos where  the Arm.  text cited above  (Agath,  785)  reads 
zbaginsn  ews  diccn Aramazday  hawrn  diccn amenayni,  and the  Arm.  Eusebius 
explains  Krovn •.. zor hayr anuanen Aramazday  'Kronos ...  whom  they call the 
father of Aramazd [i.e., of ZeusJ. ,53  Xorenacci  calls the Biblical Shem 
Zruan,  i.e., MIr.  Zurvan,  and makes  Astt.ik his  sister.  54  It appears 
that  Zruan  has  taken the place  of Aramazd  (cf.  the relation of the lat-
ter to Astbik in the History of the Hripcsimean Virgins  cited above), 
although other references to Kronos'are  to be explained within the  con-
text of Greek  mythology.  There is in modern  Arm.  mythology an old man 
called Zuk  or Zamanak  'Time'  who  sits upon  a  mountain  and rolls  down 
alternately black and white balls of thread. 55  But  there is scant evi-
dence  to indicate that the teachings  of Zurvanism were  elaborated in 
Armenia to  any  great degree;  as  we  shall see,  Eznik in his attack on 
Zurvanism has  in mind a  cult prevalent amongst  the Persians,  not the 
Armenians. 
Certain natural sites other than temples  seem to have been  dedi-
cated to the cult of Aramazd:  a  mediaeval writer refers to mayrekan 
Aramazd  'Aramazd of the grove ( s) "  and there is abundant  evidence that 
Armenians  revered particular trees  and 
tion. 56  In a  poem  on  the  Cross-shaped 
groves  and used them for 
.  ,_  ..... c  ....  Staff (Yalags  xac  ansan 
divina-
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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gawazanin)  dedicated to the Armenian  Catholicos  Petros  on  the birthday 
of the latter, the  scholar and nobleman  Grigor Magistros  Pahlawuni 
(d.  1058)  wrote  that the staff is occka±nin aramazdean,  ayl Mambrein 
abrahamean  'not the oak of Aramazd, 'but of Abraham  at Mambre'  (cL  Gen. 
S  57  XIII.l  ,  XIV.13,  XVIII.l).  But  Grigor boasted a  Classical education, 
and was  probably referring to the oak of Zeus  at Dodona,  substituting 
Aramazd  for the  Greek name  in imitation of ancient writers. 
It was  noted previously that,  according to Herodotus,  the 
Achaemenians  ascended to mountaintops  to perform rituals.  In Yasna 
I.14,  Mount,Usi.darena and the other mountains  are  invoked as  Mazda-
created and glorious  in sanctity; the  great fire of Burzin Mihr burned 
on  Mount  Revand  in Xorasan;  and on  two  Parthian ostraca of 73  and 
32  B. C.  from Nisa is  found the proper name  Grprn,  interpreted as meaning 
'glory of the mountain  ( s) , .58  A number of other mountains  in Iran are 
sacred:  Zarathustra in Western Iranian tradition is reputed to have 
conversed with Spenta Armaiti  on  Mount  Asnavad,  where  the fire of 
Gusnasp was  enthroned;59 according to  Qazvini,  the Prophet  spoke with 
Ahura Mazda  on Mount  Sabalan, northeast of Lake  Urmia.60  Further west, 
according to Maximus  of T,yre  (late second century A.D.),  the  Cappa-
docians  'consider a  mountain  as  a  god,  swear by it and bow  to it as  a 
sacred creation·;6l this mountain was  undoubtedly Mt  Argaeus,  which 
towers  over Kayseri,  ancient Mazaca/caesarea,62  and which has  a  lofty 
t  al  -,"  d  t  1  .  h  .  63  F  t  th  t·  cen  r  pe~ an  wo  esser ones  to elt er slde.  ar  0  e  eas  ,  ln 
Sogdia,  was  the Rock  of Ariamazes,  i.e., Ahura Mazda,  which was  captured 
by Alexander in 327 B.c.64 
In Armenia,  coins  depicting mountains  were  struck in the Artaxiad 
period, portraying either a  single peak with an eagle at its summit,  or 
two  peaks  (probably Ararat);65 the eagle,  also represented in  figurines 
as  perched upon  a  stepped pyramid probably representing a  mountain,  was 
v  ~  used symbolically by the Armenians  to represent x  arenah- 66  ·glory·.  In 
Cappadocia,  also,  coins were  minted on  which Mt  Argaeus  is shown  on  the 
reverse with  an  eagle or other figure  on  it.67  A complex web  of 
legendry deeply permeated by  Zoroastrian conceptions  surrounds the awe-
some  massif of Ararat,68 and a  day  of the month  is named after it; eight 
other mountains  also are venerated thus. 69  A mountain  in the  region of 
Sivas  (Sebastia)  is named  after the  goddess  Ast±ik;70 in modern  Soviet Armenia,  there  are mountains 
Ara  and the  fiendish monster 
which bear 
y  71  Azdahak. 
the names  of the legendary hero 
The  highest peak of the 
Bargusat  chain,  in the  Zangezur region of Soviet Armenia,  is Mount 
72  Aramazd  (3392  m.);  one  may  see in the name  a  parallel to the distant 
rock in Sogdia, likewise named  after the  supreme  Lord. 
ORMIZD 
Anania of Sirak wrote:  Belos  yunaren  Dios,  hayeren Aramazd, 
parskeren Ormizd  'Bel is  Dios  in Greek,  Aramazd in Armenian,  and  Ormizd 
in Persian  • .' 78  In fact,  the name  Ormizd is used also in an  Armenian 
context:  Tir is called by Agathangelos  diwan  grcCiOrmzdi  'the scribe 
of Ormizd',74  and the Arm.  version of II Maccabees  6.2,  cited above, 
contains the  form ormzdakan.  The  seventh-century writer Sebeos  puts in 
the mouth  of a  Sasanian king the boast es ya±tCeccicc  erdueal  i  mec 
astuacn Aramazd  'I shall triumph,  having sworn by the great  god 
Aramazd' ,75 when  he  ought to be  swearing by Ormizd.  By  the fifth cen-
tury,  the two  forms,  Aramazd and Ormizd,  appear to have  been almost 
interchangeable in use,  but the  distinction between them was  remembered. 
Aramazd belonged to the pre-Sasanian,  native cult.  The  use of the  form 
Ormizd with reference to Tir may  indicate that the temple was  connected 
with Persian traditions,  or else that the foundation of a  scriptorium 
for religious learning was  an  innovation of comparatively late date;  in 
Iran, writing had been  reserved traditionally for matters  such as  com-
merce,  law and administration. 
gion had to be  learnt orally. 
The  mathra- 'sacred Word'  of the Reli-
t 
According to Xorenacci,  the Sasanian  Great  King of Armenia, Artasir, 
..... _.....  _  _ _ , ,  c 
zhurn  ormzdakan  i  veray bagnin or i  Bagawan,  ansej  hramaye  luc anel 
'ordered that the fire of Ormizd on the altar which is in Bagawan  be 
kept burning continuously. ,76  This  king was .Ohrmizd-Ardasir,  the figure 
Ormizd  I  and wuzurgsah Arminan  of the inscription of Sabuhr at the 
c  .  v  Ka  aba-y~ Zardust,  the  same  king during whose  reign Kirder became 
Ohrmazd  mowbed. 77  Anania vardapet  (after tenth  century),  in a  'Paean to 
y  c  C 
the  Cross',  refers to the  zOrmzdakan  ew  zVramakan  hrapastut  eanc  'fire-
worship of Ormizd and vram',78 using the  MP.  form of the name  of the 
v  v 
yazata.Verethraghna-,  who  was  worshipped in Armenia only under the  NW 
MIr.  name  Vahagn.  The  term ormzdakan hur may  refer merely to the  com-
mon  Zoroastrian practice, noted above,  of hailing fire as  the son of 166 
Ahura Mazda;  vramakan  hur is an  Arm.  translation of MP.  ataxs i  Wahram, 
the highest of the three  grades of holy fires,  which  must  indeed be kept 
blazing continuously.  It is not known  whether the  'fire of Ormizd' 
represented a  particular grade,  such as  a  royal fire,  for the term is 
obscure  and  did not  survive the Sasanian period--nor,  indeed,  did the 
equally perplexing rank of Ohrmazd  mowbed.  The'  fire of Wahram',  too, 
was  apparently a  Sasanian innovation.  The  Armenians  had fire temples, 
Y  - I-v  called atrusan,  from  Fth.  *ata~osan, and there may  have  been various 
grades  of the sacred fires before the  Sasanian period:  we  have  cited in 
a  note the testimony of Isidore of Charax that the Parthian Arsacid 
sacred fire at Asaak  burned continuously, yet there are in Armenian  also 
references to the heathen ancestors of the nation as  moxrapast  'ash-
worshipping'.  This  epithet indicates that  some  fires were buried for a 
time,  the  red embers  carefully embedded  in ash to keep  them alive; infi-
dels 
upon 
may  have  ignorantly or maliciously 
the altar was  an  object of cult.79 
assumed that the mound  of ash 
Since the  fire was  not  actually 
extinguished,  one  could pray before the mound  of ash,  knowing it to  con-
tain living fire.  This  grade  of fire would have  corresponded to the 
~dara:n fire,  a  lesser grade  than the kind kindled at Bagawan  by  Ohrmizd-
Ardasir.  But the word atrusan was  used for all sacred fires,  regardless 
of grade. 
The  two  Armenian writers of the fifth century who  use the  form 
Ormizd exclusively are Elise, and Eznik.  By  neither is the  form used 
with reference to Armenian beliefs.  To  Elise,  chronicler of the Battle 
of Avarayr,  Ormizd is the  god of the Sasanian  Zurvanists who  are seeking 
to impose  upon  the  Armenians  the deni  mazdezn,80 a  cult so unlike their 
own  form of Zoroastrianism that the mowbeds  must  employ  Armenians  who 
follow native  customs  distinct  from those of the invading Persians  as 
intermediaries in their proselytising mission.  To  Eznik,  the god  Ormizd 
is son of Zruan,  both part of the kCes  'teaching,81 of the Persians, 
again distinct  from the pre-Christian Armenian  religion.  Eznik attacks 
" 
as  a  kCes related to that of the Persians  also the  teachings of 
Manichaeism.  Although his  source on  the  doctrines of the  'Persian' 
faith was  probably the Syriac translation of the Peri tesen Persidi 
magikes  of Theodore of Mopsuestia,  it is likely that there were  Mani-
chaeans  in Armenia in the fifth century.  The' Fihrist of an-N.adim 
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mentians  an epistle of Mani  to.  the Armenians, 82  and a  Sagdian Manichaean 
fragment  mentians  the  same  dacument:  .•.  rt[yJ/ rmyn  (f)  [rwrtyy npystJ 
, lmd[he writes  in the epistle  J  to.  Armenia'. 83  A Parthian text cn 
Mani's  last jcurney tells us  he was  accampanied by a  certain nab1eman 
named Bat;  84  there was  an  Armenian  nab1eman  named  Bat af the Saharuni 
family,85  but he lived a  century after Mani's  death. 86  It is perhaps 
natewarthy that Mani's  mother  came  fram the  Kamsarakan  family,  a  branch 
af the great nab1e  clan af the Karen,  which became  ane cf the prcminent 
naxarardams  cf Arsacid Armenia. 87  The  Arm.  Manichaeans  seem to.  have 
used the names  Zruan  and Ormizd,  and Eznik cculd have heard these terms 
first-hand. 
In the fifth century,  the Persian Densapuh,  acccrding to.  StepCancs 
(  ) 
........ C  C  .  Asa±ik  11.2, established an  crmzdakan hur In Rstunlk  ;  T  CVilla  Acrunl 
(II.1) wrcte that Sawasp  Arcruni  during the  reign cf Yazdagird II (fifth 
century)  fcunded an  crmzdakan mehean  in Duin,  the  Armenian  capital,  and 
established a  sacred fire there.  In bath cases,  these are  fareign in-
stituticns impcsed by invaders cr traitcrs,  rather than survivals af the 
c1d custcms cf Zcrcastrian Armenia. 
The  Arm.  term deni mazdezn,  describing the  Zaraastrian religian, is 
simply a  transcript  ian af MP.  It appears that there was  also.  a  native 
Arm.  farm,  althaugh the  sale attestatian af it we  passess is  fram a  text 
af the seventeenth century.  Accarding to.  an  Arm.  MS.,  the late fifth-
century phi1asapher Dawi t c  lmya±t C'the Invincible',  88 arar girk  c  mi,  ar 
~c  6  Y  t C •  k C • ~c  b  .  ,  d  kac  i  OOO-eak,  ew  en yayz xr  In  ew  nnlC  amenayn  anl  ma  e  a  baak 
called the 
thing f. 89 
Six Thausand,  and it is very  camp1ex  and scrutinises every 
Armenian  fclk traditicn ascribes the wark 
The  term  'Baak af Six Thausand'  (Arm.  Vecc  Hazareak) 
90  to.  King Sa1aman. 
appears  to.  refer 
nat  to.  a  single wark,  hawever,  but  to.  a  wide  variety af magical, 
ange1alagiCal,  astralagical and mathematical texts af cansiderab1y vary-
ing length,  campased ar capied aver nearly thirteen centuries.  The 
earliest text af the name  we  passess  is  a  table af divisian based an the 
number  6000  by lmania af Sirak.  The  table is arranged with the  divisar 
in the left-hand calumn,  the  dividend in the right,  and the  Quatient in 
the centre, viz.:  144286000.91  The  base af 6000  seems  to.  be derived 
fram ancient Mesapatamian mathematics;  Arm.  sas  '60 years'  and ner 168 
'600 years' are to be  derived from Sumerian  sus and neru,  via Gk.  sasos 
d  - 92  .  v,  an  neros.  Anan~a of Sirak was  also an  astrologer,  and it is recalled 
that in the  Roman  Empire  practitioners of that art were  called also 
mathematici  because of their complex calculations,  and Chaldaei because 
of their Eastern 10re.93  It does  not  seem  altogether unreasonable, 
therefore,  that Anania should have  been cited as  one  of the early trans-
c  mitters of the occult wisdom  of the Vec  Razareak,  although his  sole 
contribution to it was  a  simple arithmetical table.  It is indisputable, 
however,  that the number  6000 possessed further mystical significance, 
for many  and marvellous properties are ascribed by Armenians  to the 
book,  to this  day.94  From the  days  of the  Talmud on,  throughout vir-
tually the entire Christian world,  the belief was  current that  Christ 
had redeemed the world in its6000th year,  and that 6000  years later the 
world would come  to an  end.  Pliny the  Elder  (d.  A.D.  79)  says that 
Eudoxus  handed  down  a  tradition that  Zoroaster had lived 6000  years be-
fore  the  death of Plato  (Nat.  Rist., ,,30.1  (2).  3f., tr.  by W.  S.  Fox and 
R.  Pemberton,  Passages  in Greek  and Latin Literature  Relating to  Zoro-
aster and Zoroastrianism,  K.  R.  Cama  Or.  Inst.  Publication 4,  1929,  45 
and 109).  Sometimes,  the period of 6000 years in which we  live was 
divided into three parts:  2000 of emptiness,  2000 of the  Law,  and 2000 
of the  Mes,siah.95  What  is most striking about these conceptions is the 
manner  in which they seem to have  been adapted to the l2,000-year  Zoro-
astrian  cosmology,  which  seems  to have been originally a  period of 6000 
years.  In the  developed cosmology of the Bundahisn,  the assault of 
Ahriman  upon  the material world comes  at noon  on the first  day  of 
Fravardin in the year 6000.96  In a  poem  by the fourteenth-century Arm. 
poet  Yovhannes  TClkurancci,  we  find these lines:  Sern  zAdam  draxten 
h  /  Y  k ·  .  c'j I  v.  /  Ew  t·  t"  c  /  0  e  an,  er  l.r  Jgec  If arar  Slwar,  -sa  an].  zna ma  neac,  "r 
.... c  ... c  c  c  /  c  arc  areac  am  vec  hazar.  'Love  removed Adam  from Paradise,  Cast him 
into the world and made  him giddy, /  And  betrayed him to Satan,  /  Who  tor-
tured him six thousand years. ,97  The  three periods  mentioned above  in 
the  Christian scheme  appear illogical and forced.  Do  they  come  before 
or after the advent of Christ?  ,If they come  before him,  how  is the 
present era to be  divided?  They  make  sense  only in the  Zoroastrian 
scheme,  in "hich there are three ages:  spiritual creation, material 
creation,  and the mixture  of good  and evil in material creation  (two periods of 3000  years'  duration each in the  age  of bundahisn  'creation', 
and one period of 6000  years  called gumezisn.  'mixture',  in which we  live 
now}.  The  Armenians,  as  is  seen  from the mediaeval lyrics cited above, 
also knew  the  6000-year  (or 12,000-year)  cosmology.  It appears  that 
there may  indeed have been  a  Zoroastrian source for the  concept.  A 
short version of the  Vecc  Hazareak,  a  treatise on  spells  involving 
angelology and astrology,  is bound in  an  Armenian  miscellany of astro-
logical and magical manuscripts,  Brit.  Mus.  Or.  MS.  6471,  fol.  233a-b. 
The  text is on  paper,  in a  mixed notrgir and bolorgir hand,  with 29 
lines to  a  page.  The  text is very worn,  and most  of the title, as well 
as  a  number  of words  on  the verso page,  is illegible.  The  MS.  is 
dated A.D.  1611,  and in his  colophon  on  Fol.  258,  the scribe writeS, 
6000-eak marsvan  a:H  'I acquired the Book  of the Six Thousand at 
Marsovan. f  Although the  colophon is written in two  columns,  the hand-
writing is nearly identical to that of the text on  fol.  233a-b.  Even  if 
the scribe  did not  copy the Vecc  Hazareak himself,  the  style of the 
script is late and probably contemporaneous  with the author of the colo-
phon.  In the text there is  a  preamble tracing the transmission of the 
Vecc  Hazareak which mentions  first that it came  i  mec  imastasiraccn ew 
mazdeaccwocc  'from the great philosophers  and  *Mazdeacci_kc,.  Dionysius 
the Areopagite,  Abraham,  Plato,  Aristotle,  Porphyry,  DawitC Anya±tC, 
Anania of Sirak and Sts Sahak  and Mesrop  come  after.  The  word 
*mazdeacci,  here attested as  a  hapax legomenon  in the abl.  pl., appears 
to be  a  native Arm.  word meaning  'Mazdean',  the  only such word we  pos-
sess for the pre-Christian faith. 
BAcALSAMIN 
Xorenacci mentions  a  Scythian tyrant named  Barsam whom  the Arm. 
~  c  hero Aram  fought  and killed in Assyria,  ew  zays  Barsam vasn arut  ean 
iwroy bazum  gorcoc
C  astuacaccucceal pastecCin Asorikc  zamanaks  yolovs. 
'And the Assyrians  worshipped this Barsam for many  years,  having  deified 
him on  account of his many  manly  deeds.t· (MX  1.14).98  One  notes  the epi-
thet ari  'manly'  in the abstract noun  aru-tCiwn here;  as we  have  seen 
above,  it is one  of the most  frequent epithets  of Arm.  Aramazd:  The 
same  historian records  that Tigran II inkCnijane i  Mijagets,  ew  gteal 
and  zBarsaminay  zpatkern,  zor  i  pC±oskroy  ew  i  biwre±e kazmeal er 
arcatCov,  hramaye  tanel kangnel yawanin  TCordan  'himself descended into 170 
Mesopotamia  and found there the statue of Barsamin,  which was  os  ivory 
and crystal set in silver,  and he  ordered that it be taken  away  and 
erected in the village of TCordan'  (MX  11.14).  Several  centuries later 
St  Gregory the Illuminator,  according to Agathangelos,  hasaner  i 
Darana±eacc  gawarn,  zi  ew  and  zanuaneloccn  zsut  astuacocCn  zbaginsn 
korcanesccen,  or er i  geaw±n  TCordan,  mehean  anuaneal  spitakapcar diccn 
Barsaminay:  nax  zna  korcanein,  ew  zpatker norin pCsrein  'arrived in the 
province of Darana±i  in order to  destroy the altars of those  falsely 
named  gods,  where  in the village of TCordan  there was  a  temple of the 
god Barsamin,  named  "of white  glory".  First they destroyed it and 
shattered his  image'  (Agath.  784). 
The  god appears  also  in Armenian traditions on the origin of the 
..,  c  .~  c  c  Milky Way  galaxy.  Anania of Sirak wrote,  O_nk  yaraJnoc  n  hayoc 
asaccin,  tCe  i  xist jmerayni,  Vahagn  naxnin hayocC  go±acCaw  zyardn 
..,  C  c  c  c  c 
Barsamay  asorwoc  naxnoyn,  zor  ew  mek  sovorec  ak  bnaxawsut  eamb 
Yardgo±i  het  anuanel  'Certain of the earliest men  of the Armenians  said 
that during a  bitter winter,  Vahagn,99  the ancestor of the  Armenians, 
stole straw from Barsam,  the ancestor of the Assyrians,  which  [straw] 
we  have  become  wont  in science to call the Trail of the Straw-Thief. ,100 
This  corresponds  exactly to  a  Persian name  of the Milky Way,  kah kasan, 
indicating probably a  similar legend  (see  M.  Haug,  Essays  on the Re-
ligion of the Parsis,  London,  1878,  217).  A much  later version of the 
tale,  recorded by  the nineteenth-century Arm.  ethnographer Garegin 
Sruanjteancc,  has it the other way  around,  and the names  are forgotten: 
Zamanakov uris araracocc  astuac  iwr mSaknere  ±rker,  mer  erkri  astucoy 
kalen  go±cCer,  u  mer  astucoy hrestaknere net  a±e±ov zarker spanner  en 
....  c  c  c  c  go±ere,.yard tap er erknic  eresn u  mnac  er  'Once  upon  a  time  a  god of 
other creatures  sent his plowmen  to steal straw from the stores of the 
god of our land,  and the angels  of our god struck and killed the thieves 
with bow  and arrow.  The  straw fell to the  floor of Heaven  and  remained 
th  ,101  ere. 
Bacal  gamin,  whose  name  means  'Lord of Heaven',  was  the  chief di-
vinity of the Phoenician pantheon.  His  name  is attested as  early as the 
fourteenth  century B.C.  in  a  treaty between the Hittite king Suppilu-
liumas  and king Niqmadu  II of ugarit.102  He  was  not originally a  Meso-
potamian  god.  In  Arm.  tradition,  the  eponymous  ancestor of the nation, 171 
Hayk,  refused to submit to the Assyrian  Bel and  fought  successfully for 
independence  from his  rule.103  The  Arm.  translator of Eusebius,  cited 
above,  equated Bel with Arm.  Aramazd.  Armenian writers  seem to have 
preserved some  memory  of Mesopotamian  gods;  why,  then,  do  they identify 
Barsam(in)  with Assyria? 
It seems  that the religious tolerance  and political stability of 
the Achaemenian  Empire,  and the  influence of the cult of a  single, 
supreme  god Ahura Mazda,  encouraged the  development  in the northern 
Semitic world of a  trans-national monotheism.  The  syncretistic philoso-
phies of the Hellenistic period,  in which the  various  gods  of different 
nations were  often regarded as  the  same  divine personage possessing 
merely different names,104  can only have  strengthened such a  trend.  In 
Phoenicia,  the  concept of a  heaven  inhabited by numerous  gods  in coun-
cil,  some  of whom  might be  disobedient to :the chief god,  was  replaced by 
the vision of a  supreme  Lord for whom  the lesser gods  were  but  angels 
and servants.105  Throughout  most of the first millennium B.C.,  Bacal 
Samin  was  primarily a  weather god,  like the north Syrian Hadad and the 
Anatolian  Tesub.  Even  after he  became  a  supreme  god,  he retained this 
function;  a  bilingual inscription of A.D.  134  from El-Tayyibe is  dedi- .. 
cated by one  Agathangelos  of Abi.a LBcL  SMN  MR'  C LM )/  Dii megistoi 
keraunioi  'To  Bacal  Ballin,  Maste:  of the World/  To  Zeus,  the Greatest, 
106  the  Thunderer. '  The  same  epi"1et of  'Thunderer' was  applied to 
Aramazd of McCxetCa by Movses  X013nacci, who  reports  that st Nune  (Geor. 
Nino,  see  above)  korcaneacc  zampr)payin patkern Aramazday  or kayr mekusi 
.  k C  ,  kC- v  -"  C  -.  k  1  ~  a"a  en  getoyn hzawri  end mej  anc  anelov:  zor sovor  e~n er rapage 
aygun  aygun  i  taneacc  iwrakcancciwr,  zi handep nocca erewer:  isk etCe 
okc  zohel kamer,  ancceal  end getn araji.meheniccn  zoher  'destroyed the 
image  of Aramazd the  Thunderer that stood alone outside the  city;  a 
ful  .  107 fl  d·  b  t  power  r~ver  owe  ~n  e  ween.  They  were  accustomed to  do  obei-
sance to it, each  on  his  own  rooftop every morning,  for it faced them. 
And  if anyone  wanted to perform a  sacrifice,  he  crossed the river and 
sacrificed before the temple(s),  (MX  11.86).  One  also notes  an  Armenian 
108  . d  t·  Artaxiad coin with the  image  of a  thunderbolt  on  the reverse,  ~  en  ~-
cal til the thunderbolts held by Adad,  the Babylonian  god of tempests,  in 
a  bas-relief from  a  stele of ca.  eighth century B.C.  found at Arslan 
Tas.109  On  another bas-relief from  Commagene  of the first  century B. C.,  , 172 
Ahura Mazda  is shown  with  a  tiara and  diadem decorated with winged 
110  c  thunderbolts.  The  epithet megistos  'greatest', applied to Ba  al 
Samin  in the bilingual inscription cited above,  is found applied, it 
seems,  to Ahura Mazda  in the  *Fratadara Gk.  inscription cited earlier, 
where  he  is called Zeus  Megistos.lll 
The  epithet spitakapcar may  refer to the ivory of the  statue at 
c  T ordan,  or to the brilliant lightning of the  Thunderer,  or to  some 
other divine quality.  The  Zoroastrian faith itself is called aI-din 
I  v  v~  al-abya£  the white religion'  in a  letter of Xas,  brother of Afs~n, 
cited by Tabari  (ed.  de  Goeje,  III, l311).  White  (Arm.  spitak)  dogs 
called  'gods'  (Arm.  astuac-kc )  by Movses  Xorenacci  (II.7), probably the 
marvel·lous  creatures called aralez-kc,  save lost children and resurrect 
the  dead;  perhaps their whiteness bears  some  relation to the white  glory 
of Barsamin  in Armenia.112  The  epithet spitakapcar may  be  echoed in the 
description by  ~azar of PCarpi  (fifth century)  of the vision of St  Sahak 
c  c  ..... e  c  Part  ew  (387-439):  ..•  ew kangneal  erewec  aw  inj yerkri bemb  c  orek kusi 
ampelen,  oroy barjrutCiwnn hasaner minccew yerkins,  ew  laynutCiwnn 
taraceal lnoyr zamenayn  erkir.  Ew  i  veray bembin  erewer tetraskel 
.......  c  ~  v 
yoskwoy  srboy,  xoranard,  est arzani spasaworut  ean  Tearn,  cackeal yoyz 
barak ktawov spitakapCayl  gunov  'And there stood revealed to me  on earth 
a  four-sided tabernacle of cloud,  whose  height reached Heaven,  and whose 
breadth extended to fill all the earth.  And  atop the tabernacle was  a 
t  k  1- 113  h  .  te ras  e  es  of pure  gold,  vaulted,  according to the wort y  serv~ce of 
the  Lord,  covered with an  exceeding fine  linen of shining-white  colour' 
c 
(~p  L1T).  The  vision of St  Gregory  (Agath.  787)  also  contains the 
image  of a  four-sided vault,  supported by pillars.  The  buildings  de-
scribed in both visions,  it has been  suggested,  derive their shape  from 
the  temples  of pre-Christian Armenia.114  Much  later Armenian  church 
architecture  contains  elements  of the cahar taq and squinch,  an  archi-
tectural form  common  in the Sasanian period which may  have  evolved under 
the  Parthians; it is that  form which is apparently described in the 
above  vision of St Sahak.  The  pillar-dome motif is  a  common  decorative 
feature  in Armenian,  Syriac,  and Byzantine illuminations of the  canon-
tables  in manuscripts of the Gospel;  in Armenian,  the structure is 
115  called by an  Iranian name,  however,  xoran,  derived from Pth.  wxm. 
In St Sahak's vision,  the structure is called by a  Gk.  name  by PCarpecci, 173 
yet it seems  sound to  suggest that pre-Christian imagery was  used from 
the  Zoroastrian past.  The  word  spitakapcaYl  'shining-white'  used in the 
narrative is very like spitakapcar,  and perhaps it echoes  the ancient 
epithet of the pagan  god.  But  the  vision continues,  and the true en-
lightenment of the saint comes  only with the lifting of the  shining 
white  veil; it is tempting to  imagine  here  a  warning to the  followers  of 
the old dispensation that what  once  seemed radiance  is now  outshone by 
the fulfillment of Christ,  and that the heathens hold not light but that 
which obscures it and will be torn away,  even  as  the holy curtain of the 
T  1 ·  .  al  t  th  .  ..  ll6  Th'  f  d'  emp  e  at Jerus  em  was  ren  . at  e  Cruclflxlon.  e  lmage  0  ra l-
ance  is of such general  importance  in  Zoroastrianism that it cannot be  a 
property ascribed exclusively to one  divinity or another,  but one notes 
that the Arm.  translator of Philo  calls the shining· rainbow gawti 
Aramazday  'the girdle of Aramazd',  and the  same  expression is ascribed 
independently by  TCovma  Arcruni  (1.1)  to the tarrapast-k
C  'worshipers 
of the elements '--a likely designation of Zoroastrians  (see the  discus-
sion of the AmesaSpentas  above),  whose  careful reverence  for the holy 
elements  of the Mazda-created world is a  conspicuous  feature of the 
faith.117  The  epithet  'of shining glory' may  well have  been applied to 
th  S  L  d  . f  h  .  d'  h'  If'  'b  llS  e  upreme  or,  1  e  was  regarded as  glr lng  lmse  ln raln ows. 
In the writings  of Dawit
C  Anya±t
C
,  the name  of the planet Jupiter is 
translated as  Aramazd,  and the name  of the planet is Ohrmazd in Pahlavi 
writings.1l9 
It is  seen that both Aramazd  and Barsamin  shared a  number of 
characteristics.  In Palmyra,  by the  second century A.D.,  Bel  and Bacal 
Samin were  both worshiped as  identical deities,  and their separate 
functions  as  creator and weather  god respectively, had  coalesced en-
tirely.  Bacal Samin  could be  regarded as  equal to  Aramazd  and perhaps 
even  identical to him.  It is unlikely that Tigran II  (according to MX) 
c  established purely by coincidence the temple of the  former  at  T ordan,  a 
village scarcely a  few miles  from Ani,  where  the  shrine of the latter 
stood.  In the  Christian Arsacid kingdom of Armenia,  the  members  of the 
royal  family were  buried at Ani  as  of old, whilst the  Catholicoi--
descendants  of the Suren  family,  the  second clan of Parthia after the 
c  120  Arsacids themselves--were buried in T ordan.  Such  an  arrangement, 
which  served to express  the balance  and accord of throne  and altar, 174 
indicates that Aramazd  and Barsamin before the  Conversion  must  have  been 
associated.  The  Armenian  legend of the origin of the  Milky Way  must  go 
back to  a  time when  Barsam(in),  occasionally confused with the other 
Semitic  divinity Bel,  was  regarded as  a  weather  god merely.  Such  a  con-
fusion  is not  implausible,  for both names  contain the word bacal  'lord'. 
For Barsam(in)  is pitted against Vahagn,  also a  weather  god;  it will be 
seen in the  following  chapter that he had assumed the  functions  of the 
earlier Hurrian divinity Tesub.  It is interesting to note that Bacal 
Samin is called Kronos  in an inscription of the Hellenistic period from 
121  Byblos,  but,  as  seems  to be the  case with the  Gk.  translation of 
Agathangelos  cited above where  Aramazd is called Kronou ..•  Dios,  this 
would be  a  manner of stressing the primeval supremacy of the god,  and 
need not  imply th,e  influence of Zurvanist  doctrines. 
The  cult of 
the  Conversion. 
i  .... 
Brrsamin  seems 
The  Synaxarion 
to have  disappeared from Armenia after 
of Ter Israel records  the  martyrdom at 
Ctesiphon,  probably in the fourth  century,  of one  Barbasmen  'Son of 
c  ~  _  ~_  ()  122 
Ba  al Salllln' at the hands  of Sabuhr  II,  and the  Arm.  version of the 
_~.  123  Wisdom  of ~iqar mentions  one  Belslm.  Both  references probably go 
back to  Syriac  sources. 
ASTUAC 
Aramazd,  because of its obvious  associations with the old religion, 
is besides  a  personal name,  and could not therefore be  used as  a  name 
.p  th  Ch· t·  God  Ar  d·  kC  t·  d  124  b·  1  ~or  e  rlS  lan  .  m.  l- ,  a  na l ve wor,  was  0  VlOUS  Y  un-
acceptable,  also,  for although it has  been used with both singular and 
plural meaning,  as  we  have  seen,  the base  form attested is  a  plural, 
implying polytheism.  By  the  fifth century,  when  Eznik wrote, 
astuacapastutCiwn  'worship of Astuac'  implied Christian piety,  while  a 
.  c  y  125  diwc  apast was  a  heathen.  Astuac,  used in the singular or plural, 
could refer, with or without the  qualification of a  proper name,  to non-
Christian  gods  also:  Sabuhr II accused Sts Abdisoy,  Sahak and Simeon, 
.  ~c  y  -c,  ds'  126  d  saylng,  oc  pastek  zastuacs  im  you  do  not worship  my  go  ,  an 
swore to the Arm.  Arsacid king Tiran  i  Mihr  mec  astuac  'by the great  god 
Mihr'  (MX  IIL17) .127 
Various  etymologies  of the word Astuac  have been proposed since the 
mediaeval  period.128  Acarean  and Marr both support  a  derivation  from 
the name  of the  god Sabazios,129  who  was  apparently worshipped on  the 175 
western border of Armenia,  in  Cappadocia,  as  a  talisman of his  has  been 
found there.130  His  worship was  associated further to the west  of Asia 
Minor,  in lifdia,  with the cult of the  'Persian'  goddess,  Artemis 
Anaeitis;  one  inscription  found there reads:  Ekopsa  dendra the  on  Dios 
Sabaziou kai Artemidos  Anaeitis  'I  cut  down  trees of the  gods  Zeus 
Sabazios  and Artemis  Anaeitis. ,131  Sabazios  appears  originally to have 
been  a  chthonian deity.132  There  may  be  a  reference to Sabazios  in a 
late mediaeval Armenian manuscript published by Macler which  depicts 
crudely drawn  demons  and prescribes talismans against them.  One  dew 
'demon'  boasts,  Mardoy  xelkce tanem or sat xosi or lini occ  ca± occ 
nacM 'I take  away  a  man's  senses  so  he  speaks  so  much  that he is 
~  .  neither well nor ill.!  The  spell one recites reads:  Muxtakin  sar~an, 
~  ~  ~  "<  133  azuni,  sabazuz ali say dil sati bi isn acoy  azay vJay.  The  form 
sabazuz may  be  a  form of the name  Sabazios;  the verse as  a  whole  seems 
to be  gibberish,  although several Arabic and Persian words  and phrases 
may  be  distinguished.134  But the  etymology of Astuac has yet to be ex-
plained with certainty.  ].35 176 
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8-b.  E±ise ,text p.  35,  lines  7-8. 
8-c.  MX  III.63, based on tp
C  (see  Thomson,  tr.  of MX,  339  n.  3). 
8-d.  Martyrdom of St  Yakovik,  in the  Arm.  VarkCewiVkayabanutCiwnkc 
Srbocc,  Venice,  1874,  I, 111. 
9.  DB  I, 11-12. 
10.  A.  de  Selincourt,  trans.,  Arrian,  The  CampaignS  of Alexander, 
Penguin Books,  1976,  235-6  & n.  53  (=  IV.20). 
11.  KKZ,  4:  u-m kard nam  Kirder i  Ohrmazd mowbed,  Ohrmazd bay pad nam 
'and I  was  ordained with the title mowbed  of Ohrmazd,  by the name 
of Ohrmazd  the  Lord. I  It is probably the  god referred to here, 
not the monarch.  In  Sasanian Pahlavi,  the king is customarily re-
ferred to in this  and other inscriptions  as  im bay  'his present 
majesty',  and when  he  is  called bay,  the word precedes his  name; 
when  reference  is ·made  to the  divine origin of kings,  either bay 
(from  OP.  baga-)  or yazd  (cf.  Av.  yazata-)  may  be  used.  Although 
the office of Ohrmazd  mowbed  is attested for later reigns  of other 
kings,  and in those  cases  definitely cannot  have  been a  rank bear-
ing the  name  of the reigning monarch,  its origin is still 
uncertain. 
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12.  Gray,  op.  cit., 24;  Boyce,  Hist.  Zor.,  II, 274-5;  M.  Lidzbarski, 
Ephemeris  fUr  semitische Epigraphik,  I,  Giessen,  1902,  59-74, 
319-26,  and  H.  Donner,  W.  Rollig,  Kanaanische  und aramaische 
Inschriften,  3rd ed.,  Wiesbaden,  1971,  III,  311  n.  264.  Den 
Mazdayasni·~ is the  Zoroastrian religion  (MP.  den  i  m8.zdesn,  ATm. 
transcription deni  mazdezn,  lit.  'religion of the worship of 
Mazda'),  here personified as  female  (cf.  Av.  daena-,  nom.  f.). 
The  next-of-kin marital tie alluded to in the  inscription was 
common  in ATmenia;  see  Ch.  3,  esp.  on  Tigran and Erato.  Photo-
graphs  of the inscribed stones  from  ATebsun  were kindly  supplied 
to this writer by the TU.k  ATkeoloji  MUzesi,  Istanbul,  Env. 
Nos.  7753,  7754.  They  have  shallow reliefs which may  be inter-
preted to depict the creation of the world by Bel or Ahura  Mazda. 
It is as  Creator,  indeed,  that the  Zoroastrian God  is chiefly in-
voked.  Env.  No.  7753  shows  two  hands,  perhaps those of the 
Creator,  clenched over an  inverted trapezoid covered with  ATamaic, 
beneath which is an  eight-spoked wheel very like the Buddhist 
Wheel  of Dharma  set in motion by  SakYamuni.  rrom it water radiates 
in waves.  At  the bottom a  duck is  shown  against a  background of 
leaves,  and fish with  donkey-like  faces  (perhaps  the Avestan kara-
fish)  swim  in the water.  The  scene is  one  of striking motion and 
intricate beauty. 
13.  E.  Herzfeld,  Iran in the Ancient East, Oxford,  1941,  275,  cited by 
M.  Boyce,  'On  the Zoroastrian temple  cult of fire,' JAOS,  95,  3, 
Jul.-Sept.  1975,  460  & n.  49.  These  would represent the  customary 
Iranian triad of Ahura  Mazda,  Mithra and Anahita,  attested since 
the reign of the  Achaemenian  Artaxerxes  II.  On  the substitution 
for Mihr  (Mithra)  of Vahagn  in the  Armenian triad,  see  Ch.  B. 
From  Herodotus  onwardS,  Zeus  was  the  Gk.  'translation' of Ahura 
Mazda,  amply  attested thus  in Hellenic references to the Persians. 
14.  Boyce,  Hist.  Zor., I, 49. 
15.  E.  A.  Grantovskii,  Ranyaya  istoriya iranskikh plemen perednei 
Azii,  Moscow,  1970,  252-B. 
16.  A.  Mnaccakanyan,  'MastocC anvan  stugabanutcyune,'  Lraber,  1979,  B, 
B1. 
17.  HAnjB,  III, 214-5. 
lB.  Ir.  Nam.,  200;  G.  A.  Hakobyan,  "S7a:=rc:a"k~a",n,"n"e,-,r::.:i=-.;ze:an=r"-e:::v_h=a"-y-,,m",i,,,J..:;n:::a:..:d::::a::::r:...y"a",n", 
grakanutCyan meJ,.Erevan,  19Bo,  B. 
19.  See  H.  W.  Bailey,  Dictionary of Khotan  Saka,  Cambridge,  1979,  259. 
20.  AirWb.,  1112. 
21.  G.  Jahukyan,  Hayere ev hndevropakan hin lezunere,.Erevan, 1970,  74. 
22.  Koriwn,  VM,  B. 
23.  Arm.  Gr.,  162. 178 
24.  See  S.  Shaked,  intro., Aturpat-i  Emetan,  The  Wisdom  of the 
Sasanian Sages  (nenkard VI)  (E.  Yarshater,  ed.,  Persian Heritage 
Series,  34),  Boulder,  Colorado,  1979,  xxiv. 
25.  In Mediaeval  Armenian,  xikar as  an adjective was  a  synonym  for 
'wise',  indicating that knowledge  of the book was  very  common. 
For instance,  the  fourteenth-century poet Yovhannes  of TClkuran 
calls upon  his beloved with these words:  Tur inji xrat:  du  xist 
xikar es  'Give  me  counsel;  you are very wise'  (E.  M.  Pivazyan, 
ed.,  Hovhannes  TClkurancci,  Ta±er,  Erevan,  1960,  X.6l).  In the 
same  century,  Kostandin of Erznka wrote,  Xelokced.ler du,  ayd 
xikar .•.  'Be  careful, that wise  one ... '  (H.  M.  Poturean,  ed., 
Kostandin Erznkacci,  XIV  daru  zo±ovrdakan banaste±c,  Venice,  1905, 
XVII.4).  The  thirteenth-century Arm.  poet Frik praised A±ek  manuk, 
mec  hawr ordi,  u  ±arip,  dawst  u  xist xikar  'The  comely  lad,  son of 
a  great father,  an exile,  a  friend,  and very wise'  (Abp.:  Tirayr, 
Frik Diwan,  New  York,  1952,  XVI.42).  The  Classical Arm.  text of 
the maxims  of Al).iqar,  chaniberlain of Senekerim of Nineveh,  was 
published by F.  C.  Conybeare,  ed.,  The  Story of  Ati~ar, London, 
1898,  and A.  A.  Martirosyan,  ed.,  PatmutCiwn  ew  xratkC Xikaray 
Imastnoy,  Book  I,  Erevan,  1969.  On  the Iranian wisdom literature 
called andarz  'precept'.  a  simila.r genre,  see  M.  Boyce,  'Middle 
Persian Literature,' Handhucl:LderiOrientalistik,  1  Abt.,  4  Bd., 
2  Abs.,  Lief 1, Leiden,  1968,  51-5.  The  word is found as  an  Arm. 
loan,  andarj  'testament',  to be connected with the  Sasanian title 
attested in Arm.  texts  as  anderjapet;  Biblical handerjapet  (=  LXX 
oikonomos)  reflects  an earlier borrowing,  and,  as  in numerous 
other cases,  the earlier form is the one which became  common  in 
Arm.  Correspondence between the  Al).iqar  and andarz texts is shown 
by F.  De  Blois,  'The  admonitions  of Adurbad  and their relation-
ship to the  Al).iqar  legend,'  JRAS 1, 1984,  41-53. 
25.  On  the  ending -o± in Arm.  see  the  discussion of gr-o± in  Ch.  9; 
on  imanam,  cf.  HAB,  II, 241. 
26. 
27. 
Bailey,  TPS,  1956,95 ff.,  derives  Arm.  harazar-em from Ir. 
*fra-Jar::-1"remove,  send away', with the base  gar-/Jar- 'take' 
(cf.  Arm.  ger-em  'take  (captive) ').  P.  Considine,  'A  semantic  ap-
proach to the  identification of Iranian loan-words  in Armenian,' 
in Bela Broganyi,  ed., Festschrift Oswald Szemerenyi,  Amsterdam, 
1979,  215-17,  suggests  a  primary base  gad-l:jad- 'ask', with pre-
verb fra-,  hence  'beg off', cf.  Av.  Jasti- 'prayer,  request',  pth. 
hwjstg  'blessed',  Phl.  zastan  'to beg',  from gad-.  Hrazest would 
then be  derived from *hrazest  (cf.  the variation of -s-/-s-/-z-
in forms  of the name  MastocC cited above).  - - -
A.  Meillet,  'De  quelques  mots  parthes  en armenien,'  RDEA,  2, 1922, 
2,  compared Arm.  parar,  parart with Sgd.  prst,  a  gloss  on  a 
Chinese word in the Siitra of Causes  and Effects meaning  'fat' 
(repr.  in M.  Minasyan,  trans.,  A.  Meillet,  Hayagitakan 
usumnasirutcyunner,  Erevan,  1978,  127-8.). 
28.  On  the parart  food of the Arewordikc,  see  Ch.  16. 
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29.  Here  used as  pluralis tantam,  subsequently as pl.;  see below. 
30.  The  Arm.  text reads an"' ..  ~  tawn  'holiday',  probably a  scribal 
error for cnnl.'u  tun  'house'-.--
31.  MS.  var.  Pa±at,  by  confusion of ±  ('1.)  with s  ('L).  Pasat may  be 
a  contractio!; of *Past(i)sat with past 'worship'  (see  Ch.  3, 
n.  121)  and sat  'joy' hence  'abundant ly)'  (cf.  Arm.  Gr.,  28;  AON, 
408),  through hapology.  The  explanation of the name  is  probably 
borrowed word for word from that offered by Agath.  (see  Ch.  6)  for 
AStisat,  the  centre of the  cult of Vahagn  and his  consort Ast±ik. 
32.  AHH,  53. 
33.  See  Ch.  6. 
34.  MX  11.55. 
35.  Presumably Va±ars  (Vologases,  Fth.  Valaxs)  III of Armenia, 
A.D.  148-92  (see  Thomson,  MX,  210 n.  1).  This  is probably an 
anachronism,  however,  for the name  goes  back to  OP. 
36.  M.  Awgerean,  ed.,  Ewsebios  Kesaracci,  Zamanakakankc  erkmasneay, 
Venice,  1818,  II,  240;  Ovid,  Metamorphoses,  X.224,  calls Jupiter 
'the  god of hospitality'. 
37.  S.  H.  Taqizadeh,  'The  Iranian Festivals adopted by the  Christians 
and condemned by  the Jews,'  BSOAS,  10, 1940-2,  640. 
38.  Arm.  Gr.,  202. 
39.  Cited by  A.  A.  iSdabasyan,  'Navasardyan tonaxmbutcyunneri 
verapruknere,'  P-bH,  1974,  3,  121. 
40.  Ananikian,  24. 
41.  Clement  of Alexandria,  Protrepticus,  11.39,  cit. by  G.  XalatCeanc~ 
Armyanskii  epos  v  Istorii Armenii  Moiseya Khorenskago,  Moscow, 
1896,  291-2.  In the nineteenth century,  many  Arm.  villagers re-
garded men  who  were bald  (kCacCal)  or smooth-faced  (kCosa)  as af-
flicted by evil and therefore  dangerous;  this would appear to be 
a  survival of Zoroastrian attitudes to be noted below.  See  G. 
SrvanjtyancC,  Erker,  I, 1978,  161.  It appears  that the beardless 
old man  serves  as  an  apotropaic  figure  against evil in the Persian 
folk holiday of kose bar nisin on  22  November  (cf.  T.  W.  Redhouse, 
TUrkge-Ingilizleye Sozlugu,  Constantinople,  1890,  repro  Beirut, 
1974,1594,  s.v.  kosa).  At  TatCew  in Armenia,  at the start of 
Lent  and on  Nawasard in the  autumn  there was  a  similar celebration 
involving a  kCyosa  'beardless (man) '.iand  gyalin  'b,ride', who  would 
play dead.  Amongst  the Armenians  of Ganja,  the  ceremony was 
called kose  geldi  'the beardless  one  has  come'  (A.  A.  Odabasyan, 
'Amanorehay  zo±ovrdakan  tonacCuyccum,'  Hay  azgagrutCyun  ev 
banahyusutcyun,  9,  Erevan,  1978,  27. 180 
42.  A.  V.  W.  Jackson,  'Studies  in Manichaeism,'  JAOS,  43,  1923,  24. 
43.  See  R.  C.  Zaehner,  Zurvan,  A Zoroastrian Dilemma,  Oxford,  1955, 
219,  citing H.  S.  Nyberg,  'Questions  de  cosmogonie  et de 
cosmo10gie  Mazdeennes,'  JA,  July-Sept.,  1931,  47 et seq.;  Zaehner, 
following Nyberg,  defined the basic  Zurvanite tetrad as  Time 
(Zurvan),  Space,  Wisdom  and Power.  Neither formulation accords  a 
place to Ahura Mazda,  however. 
44  E  c  X'  M kn  t C'  c  c  III  V'  1836  I  490  •  p  rem  url,  e  u  J..wn  rnnac  ordac,  ,enlce,  "  . 
45  .  ....c  Ie,  .  .  C~  t. by  G.  Ter-Mkrt c  yan,  Haykakank  VII,  Hayag~  takan 
usumnaSirutCyunner,  I,  Erevan,  1979, 122-4. 
46.  See  also  Gray,  op.  cit., 22,  and ARM,  11;  in Yasna  16,  the  invoca-
tion is given of all the calendar divinities in order,  showing all 
four  days  explicitly devoted to Dadvah  Ahura Mazda--Ahura  Mazda 
the creator (PhI.  Day). 
47.  ARH,  157-8. 
48.  See  Ch.  11. 
49.  F.  Macler,  L'enluminure  armenienne  profane, Paris, 1928,  30. 
50.  G.  Bayan,  ed.  & trans.,  Le  Synaxaire  Armenien  de  Ter Israel  (X: 
Mois  de  Mareri),  (Patrologia Orientalis,  vol.  21,  fasc.  4), Paris, 
1928,  22  Mareri/29 May. 
51.  St.  Malxaseancc,  Hayeren  bacCatrakan bararan,  repro  Beirut,  1955, 
s.v.  Aramazd. 
52.  Eusebius,  op.  cit., 1.25. 
53.  Ibid., 1.31. 
54.  MX  1.6. 
55.  Zaehner,  op.  cit.,  56,  citing M.  Abeghian  (Abe±ean),  Der 
armenische  Volksglaube,  Leipzig,  1899,  53  (repr.  MA  7~04). 
56.  See  Ch.  12. 
57.  Grigor Magistros  Pahlawuni,  Ta±asacCutCiwnkc,  Venice,  1868,  89. 
58.  I.  M.  D yakonov,  V.  A.  Livshits,  Dokumenty  iz Nisy  I  v.  do  n.e., 
Moscow,  1960,  77. 
59.  A.  V.  W.  Jackson,  Zoroaster,  The  Prophet of Ancient  Iran,  New 
York,  1899,  48;  w.  E.  West,  'Contents  of the Nasks, I  inPahlavi 
Texts,  4  (SBE,  37), 190 n.  6,  citing  (Indian)  Bdh.  17.7 and 
Wizidagiha-r-Zadspram,  11.8-10;  on  Arm.  references to this  fire, 
see  Ch.  2. 181 
60.  Ibid.,  34;  on  Sabalan  in Arm.  tradition,  see  Ch.  6. 
61.  Fr.  Dubner,  ed.,  Theophrastii  characteres ...  Maximi  ~rii 
dissertationes, Paris,  1840,  oration 8.8  (Ei theois  agalmata 
hidryteon) • 
62.  See  N.  G.  Garsoian/N.  Adontz,  Armenia  in the Period of Justinian, 
Lisbon,  1970,  59  and J.  Markwart,  'Le  berceau des  Armeniens,' 
RDEA,  8,  fasc.  1, 1928,  216 n.  4. 
63.  Cf.  Map  in K.  Gabikean,  Hay  busasxarh,  Jerusalem,  1968;  the moun-
tain rises  immediately to the southeast of Kayseri  (Arm.  Kesaria). 
64.  Quintus  Curtius,  VILll, cit.  in Arrian,  op.  cit., n. 10, 233  n. 48. 
65.  See  Ch.  3. 
66.  See ibid.  and  Ch.  9. 
67.  E.  A.  Sydenham,  The  Coinage  of Caesarea in Cappadocia,  London, 
1933,  27. 
68.  See  Ch.  13. 
69.  The  13th day  is called Parxar  (=  Gk.  Paryadres,  in  Tayk c,  AON, 
358).  The  16th is called Mani,  according to  AHH  and AON,  466, 
also Sepuh.  The  latter word derives  from a  MIr.  form with the 
ending -puhr  'son', possibly vispuhr,  and is a  rank of the Arm. 
nobility; it may  be  used here  as  an honorific title of the  sacred 
mountain.  The  name  Mani  may  be related to  OIr.  mainyu- 'spirit', 
cf.  Arm.  Hara-mani,  a  form of the name  of Angra Mainyu  (see 
Ch.  14).  The  18th day  is Masis,  acc.  pl.  but in Mod.  Arm.  nom. 
sg.  of Masikc,  i.e., Ararat;  the  20th is Aragac,  site of the 
hypogeum of A±cc  and therefore probably a  sacred place  (see 
Chs.  9,  10).  The  21st  day  is  Gergor or Grgur  (named either after 
the mountain of that name  on the Euphrates  near Nemrut  Dag,  or 
else after the bathing-place of the  goddess  Ast±ik;  see  yi>\  31  and 
Ch.  6),  see  A.  G.  Abrahamyan,  G.  B.  Petrosyan,  ed.  & trans., 
Anania Sirakacci MatenagrutCyun,  Erevan,  1979,  257 for the variant 
name.  The  26th is named after Npat,  Gk.  Niphates,  a  mountain  in 
Ca±kotn,  whose  name  is derived by ffubschmann,  AON,  457,  from Ir. 
ni-pata- 'guarded'.  The  28th is Sim,  mentioned in MX  1.6 in con-
nexion with  Zruan,  in Sanasunkc/Sasun  (AON,  316);  the name  may  be 
Ir., cf.  NP.  kUh-i  slm  ('mountain of silver'),  'a borough  on  the 
slope of a  mountain with  a  silver mine'  in Xorasan  (V.  Minorsky, 
Hudiid  al-ciLam,  London,  1970, 104).  The  29th  day  is named after 
Mt  Varag,  near Van,  site of one  of the most  important monasteries 
of western Armenia until the 1915  Genocide  (see  Ch.  9,  discussion 
of Vareghna-).  One  other name  may  be  mentioned here which  is  a 
toponym of Zoroastrian interest,  although not  a  mountain.  The 
17th  day,  Asak,  is perhaps  the  Asaak of Isidore of Charax, 
Stathmoi  Parthikoi  (ed.  E.  Miller,  Paris,  1839,  253-4),  en he 
Arsakes  pratos basileus  apedeikhthe,  kai phylattetai entautha pyr 
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athanaton  'where  Arsaces was  made  first king,  and an  immortal fire 
is guarded there',  a  place of sufficient importance to  Zoroas-
trians in the Arsacid period to warrant memorial  as  the  name  of a 
day  of the month. 
70.  Gabikean,  op.  cit., xxxii. 
71.  Haykakan  Sovetakan Hanragitaran,  Erevan,  1974,  I, 133,  688. 
72.  'BarguSati lernas±tCa, ,  HayrenikCi  jayn,  Erevan,  6  Feb.  1980,  7-8. 
The  name  Mt  Aramazd  is not  mentioned in a  known  Clas.  Arm.  source; 
one  cannot therefore  determine its antiquity. 
74.  Agath.  778;  see  Ch.  9. 
75.  R.  Patkanean,  ed.,  PatmutCiwn  Sebeosi,  St Petersburg,  1879,  37. 
76.  MX  II.  77. 
77.  See  Ch.  3  on  the title great King of Armenia with  citation of SKZ. 
78.  ARH,  51. 
79.  On  the fire-cult in Armenia,  see  Ch.  15. 
80.  Arm.  Gr.,  139. 
81.  A MIr.  loan-word;  see ibid., 258. 
82.  Cit.  by P.  Alfaric,  Les  ecritures manicheenes, I, Paris, 1918,  70. 
83.  Sgd.  trag.  M 915,  12(R)-13(V), published by  G.  Haloun  and W.  B. 
Henning,  'The  Compendium of the Doctrines  and Styles of the  Teach-
ing of Mani,  the Buddha of Light,' Asia Major,  N.S.  3, 1953,  206. 
84.  M.  Boyce,  ed.,  A Reader  in Manichaean  Middle  Persian and Parthian 
(Acta Iranica,  ser.  3, vol.  2),  Leiden,  1975,  43  (Text k-l).  This 
man  appears  to have been a  convert  from  Zoroastrianism to the 
religion of Mani.  He  is called in Pth.  sahrdar,  and must  have 
been  a  sub-king,  possibly a  Babylonian or Armenian  (see W.  B. 
Henning,  'Mani' s  Last Journey,'  BSOAS,  1942,  944-5). 
85.  Arm.  Gr.,  32. 
86.  w.  B.  Henning,  'Mani's  Last  Journey,'  BSOAS,  1942,  944. 
87.  w.  B.  Henning,  'The  Book  of the Giants,'  BSOAS,  1943,  52  n.  4,  and 
N.  G.  Garsoian,  'Prolegomena,' 181,  196 n.  28. 
88.  See  Ch.  3. 
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89.  H.  S.  Anasyan,  Haykakan  matenagitutCyun,  I, Erevan,  1959,  xli.18, 
citing Erevan Matenadaran  MSS.  3408,  vol.  144a-b;  462,  fol.  218a; 
and 220,  fol.  290a-b. 
90.  S.  Sahnazarean,  Msoy  barbare,  Beirut, 1972,  88. 
91.  See  Abrahamyan,  Petrosyan,  ed.,  Sirakacci,  op.  cit., 47-8. 
92.  G.  B.  Dzhaukyan  (Jahukyan),  'Ob  akkadskikh  zaimstvovaniyakh  v 
armyanskom yazyke,'  P-bH,  1980,  3, Ill. 
93.  J.  Balsdon,  Romans  and Aliens,  Chapel Hill,  North  Carolina,  1979, 
242. 
94.  The  Very  Rev.  Fr.  Khajag Barsamian,  b.  1951 in Arapkir,  Turkey, 
told us  that in his native  town  the people  feared a  man  who  pos-
sessed the book.  When  he  opened the  palm of his hand,  faces  ap-
peared in it; he was  clairvoyant,  and could locate lost property. 
In Akn  in the nineteenth century, it was  believed that the text 
contained all the  secrets of the witches'  sciences  (kaxardakan 
gitutCeancC),  and that the one  who  mastered it would have all the 
demons  (dewer)  at his beck and call.  But  one  could also  go  mad 
from the study of it (Y.  K.  Canikean,  HnutCiwnkc  Aknay,  Tiflis, 
1895,  145-6).  According to Mr.  Bedros  Norehad,  The  Armenians  in 
Massachusetts,  Federal Writers'  Project, Works  Progress Adminis-
tration for the State of Massachusetts,  Boston,  1937,  128,  Ar-
menians  in the  New  World left most  of their superstitions behind 
in the  Old Country,  yet many  still believed in the potency of the 
Book  of Six Thousand.  This writer was  told of it by two  young 
Cypriot  Armenians  in London,  1975,  who  assured him that  a  mark ap-
pears  somewhere  on  the  body of one  who  has become  a  master of the 
lore contained in the book.  So  long as the mark  remains,  he has 
the supernatural power to perform all manner of beneficial  deeds; 
should he  misuse  this power,  though,  the mark  vanishes with it. 
Such a  belief goes  back to ancient Iran:  according to Velleius 
Paterculus,  first century A.D.,  Hist.  Rom.  2.24.3,  Parthian  ambas-
sadors  to Rome  came  to Sulla;  amongst  them were  Magi  who  beheld 
certain marks  on his  body and foretold by  them that his life would 
be  glorious  and his  memory  immortal.  The  Arm.  belief may  have  a 
more  recent source,  however;  Muslims  believe that Muhammad  had a 
mark  on his back which proved he  was  the Prophet  (R.  M.  Aliev, 
ed.,  Sacdi,  Gulistan,  Moscow,  1959,  219  n.  2).  Some  Armenians 
view the book of Six Thousand as wholly evil:  in New  York,  1979, 
an  Armenian  lady  from Beirut actually backed away  from the present 
writer and urged him in genuine  fear to  abandon his  study of it. 
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tion, I  The  Huntington  Library Quarterly,  San  Marino,  California, 
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wizarisn,  at the end of the period of bounded Time--( cf.  Agath. 
336,  Irenaeus,  Adv.  Haer.,  v.28.3,  Xosrov AnjewacCi  [tenth 
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sive event occurs  (in  Zoroastrianism,  the ebgatih of Ahriman;  in 
Christianity the epiphania of Christ),  must  have  been occasioned 
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puzzled as  to what  the  further 6000  years  represent;  Agathangelos , 
as  we  have  seen,  uses  both systems. 
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Chapter  Five.  Plate  1.  View  from  citadel of Kemah 
(Ani-Kamax).  looking up  the  upper  Euphrates 
(Photo  by  T.  S ••  TI2.  22.  20(a)). ---------- ----------~~~~~~~~ CHAPTER  6 
VAHAGN 
The  name  of the yazata Verethraghna- is found in Arm.  as  Vahagn. 
This  form  derives  from a  pre-Sasanian MIr.  word,  cf.  Sgd.  Vasaghn, 
Saka Varlaagn,  Kusana  ORLAGN.  ~e name  of the last king of the 
Zariadrid dynasty of Sophene  was  Artanes,l and in an  inscription at 
Nemrut  Dag,  the  contemporary  Commagenian  king Antiochus  I  eQuated the 
Gk.  divinities Herakles  and Ares  with the  Zoroastrian  god,  whose  name 
appears as Artagnes,  very like the  form  from  s!Sphene,  which is prob-
ably Arm.  The  Arm.  Vahagn  has  been derived by Toporov  from  a  hypo-
thetical Fth.  *V(a)rhragn.2  As  the eQuation with Herakles  and Ares 
would imply,  the Iranian .god is the personification of Victory;  his 
name  means  'one who  smites resistance'.  Verethraghna is considered 
the  'standard-bearer'  of the yazatas  in the struggle against evil; 
and in historical times,  he  came  to be  regarded as  a  protector of 
travellers,  the sick,  and the demon-afflicted.3  It is perhaps be-
cause of his  identification with victory and the  Zoroastrian belief 
that fire is a  warrior against  .. the  darkness  of the assault of evil 
against the  good creations of Ahura Mazda,  that temple  fires of the 
highest grade were  dedicated to him by the Sasanians.4  As  an  up-
holder of righteousness,  Verethraghna is closely allied to Mithra 
and Rashnu,  especially to the former.  In the Mihr  Yast  (Yt.  10), he 
appears  as  a  powerful and raging boar  (Av.  varaza-)  who  destroys  any 
manlfalse to the  sacred contract; this became  by far the most  impor-
tant and popular of his  numerous  incarnations,  as  we  shall see.5  It 
has been suggested that the Bahram Yast  (Yt.  14), which  incorporates 
a  number  of archaic passages,  was  compiled in Arsacid times,  when 
the prestige of the yazata enjoyed great popularity.6  In Hellenis-
tic times,  Iranian Verethraghna was  eQuated by  Classical writers 
with Herakles. 
Two  important  centres of the cult of the divinity in Arsacid 
times  appear to have  flourished in close proximity to Armenia--one 
is indeed cited by an  Arm.  writer--and therefore  deserve brief 
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discussion here.  Mount  Saba1an,  4270  m.  in height,  rises at 
38°  N.Lat.,  47°33'  E.Long.  According to Qazwini  (ca.  A.D.  1263), 
Zarathustra went to the mountain  from  Biz  and brought a  book  called 
Basta  (the Avesta?)  from there.  He  adds  that,  according to the 
Prophet  M~ammad, the mountain lies between Armenia  and Azerbaijan. 
At  its summit  is a  frozen pool  and the grave  of one  of the prophets. 
On  the mountainside  are hot  springs where  the  sick are  cured--one 
reca1ls  the curative powers  ascribed to Verethraghna--and at its 
foot is 
mals. 7 
a  large tree at whose  base there  grows  a  plant fatal to ani-
The  Armenian writer Grigor Magistros  (11th century)  in one 
of his letters writes,  Occ  moracCaycc  zSpandiarn i  Saba1anin ka10v 
lerin  'I will not  forget Spandiar,  who  stands  in Mount  Sabalan, ' 
comparing this tradition to the  Arm.  belief that king Artawazd lan-
guishes  in Mt  Ararat.8  Later,  he  speaks  of mayrn  Sabalani,  zorme 
c  c  .C  c  c  c  c  c  asen Part ewk  er~c  kalak ac  yostoc n  kertac eal, isk armat  ew 
miJocc  nora i  vem  yelapCoxea1,  Spandiaray  zna kangnea1  ar.jan  'the 
cedar of Sabalan,  about which  the Parthians  say that three cities 
were built of its branches, whilst its root  and trunk were  trans-
formed  into rock:  Spandiar erected it as  a  monument. ,9  Spandiar is 
probably an  early form of NP.  Isfandiyar,  from  OIr.  spent6.data-. 
Movses  Kalankatuacci  (7th century)  in his  'History of the Alans'  re-
fers  to  a  great tree worshipped with sacrifices by the barbarian 
Hon-kc,  which  they call TCangritc::xan  (Le., the  Turkic  skY-god 
Tengri),  and the Persians call Aspandiat.10  Although the Arms.  re-
vered certain trees,ll the  reference here is most likely to Persian, 
and not  Armenian,  custom,  for the  common  derivative of Av. 
spento.data- in Arm.  is Spandarat,  a  NW  MIr.  form,  as  distinguished 
from Spandiat; the shift of -d- to -y- in the latter is characteris-
tically SW  Ir.12  According to the Farhang-i  anjoman-i arai Nasiri, 
s.v.  Sava1an,. the mountain was  an  abode  of religious hermits  even in 
pre-Islamic times;  the Magi  considered it so  sacred that they  swore 
by it; and there is 
which there lies  an 
legend,  Artawazd is 
a  frozen lake at the  summit,  in the  depths  of 
13  enormous  statue of human  shape.  In the Arm. 
a  sinister figure;14  in the tradition of Mt 
Sabalan to which the tale is compared,  we  find the epic  figure 
Spandiat.  In the Yadgar  i  Zareran,  'The  Memorial  of Zarer',  a 191 
Parthian epic preserved in Pahlavi,15 Spandidad is a  hero, but in 
the Sah-name  he  is an  opponent of the hero  Rustam.  Perhaps  because 
of this,  Grigor Magistros  regarded Spandiar as  a  villain; he  cites a 
legend which is not found in the Sah_name,16  in which it is said 
y  c  . 
that erbemn  nnjeal k  nun  Rostom,  i  veray haseal patabmamb  Spandiarn 
c  c  anuaneal,  sparnayr zDabawand  i  veray nora holovel.  Zor  zart uc  eal 
• vee  ...  ....  .  .  restagesn ayn  sot ahem aysink n  sarzeal zvarsn  ~bru erbemn  Kronos 
y  v  Y_  17  yaknarkeln  zO:±ompios  ew  i  cayrs  kawskin artakiteal i  ver,i  nahanjer 
'Once,  while  Rustam was  sleeping,  the one  named Spandiar happened 
upon  him and threatened to roll Mount  Damavand  over him.  The 
Restages,  that is, the shaggy-haired one,18  shook his  locks,  even  as 
Kronos  once  leered at Olympius,  and,  shaking19 it with a  tap of the 
tip of his boot,  restrained himself. ' 
It is probable that Spandiar came  to be  associated with the 
holy mountain in popular legend as  an apocalyptic  figure  imprisoned 
and doomed  to rise and fight a  hero,  even as  Azi  Dahaka is to leave 
Damavand at the end of days,  when  Thraetaona shall awaken  from mil-
lennial slumber to fight him.  The  various  references  to a  statue 
indicate that in Parthian times  the mountain may  have been the site 
of an  image-shrine.  There  is only one  certain reference to it in 
pre-Islamic literature:  in the Sahristaniha i  Eran,  a  mountain is 
mentioned called  b'l'  •  20  sw  n.  In his Annals  (XIL13), 
Tacitus  describes  a  campaign of the emperor  Claudius  (1st century 
A.D.)  against the Parthians,  during which the Parthian king Gotarzes 
went to Mount  Sanbulos  to offer sacrifices to the various  gods  of 
the place,  'and amongst  these Hercules with especial solemnity, "ho, 
at stated times, warns  the priests in a  dream,  "to prepare him 
horses  eg.uipped for hunting,  and place them by the temple;" the 
horses,  when  furnished with 'luivers  full of arrows,  scour the  for-
ests ,land return at night with empty  'lui  vers, .;pan:t;in·g  vehemently: 
again,  the  god,  in another vision of the night,  describes the course 
he took in traversing the woods;  and beasts  are  found stretched upon 
the  ground in all directions. ,21  The  god called Hercules,  Gk. 
Herakles,  is undoubtedly Verethraghna;  the  divine hunt  perhaps  re-
flects  the hallowed Iranian institution of the royal hunt;  the 
favoured 'luarry was  the wild boar  (symbol of Verethraghna and 
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heraldic  animal of the  Arm.  Arsacids,  as  we  shall see below)  or the 
onager  (cf.  discussion of the name  Guras  in  Ch.  3).  It is likely 
that Sanbulos  is the mountain  now  known  as  Sabalan,  the site of an 
important temple of Verethraghna,  probably an  image-shrine,  and a 
place of royal worship  and pilgrimage. 
Sir Mark  Aurel Stein associated Sanbulos with another site, at 
a  considerable  distance to the south.  This  is a  complex of over 
twenty  caves,  one  of which is natural and of vast proportions,  the 
others  smaller and some  of them man-made,  in the cliff-face at 
Karafto,  near  Sa~~iz, Iran.  Although  the  caves  are at  some  eleva-
tion, it would be unreasonable to call the site a  mountain;  the 
identification, which,  we  think,  is not  accurate,  was  prompted 
rather by a  Greek  inscription,  dated tentatively to  ca.  300  B.C., 
over the lintel of the entrance to Room  A.  The  inscription was  read 
first by  R.  Ker-Porter,  who  published a  fragmentary version of it in 
his  Travels  in Georgia,  Persia,Armeniaand Ancient Babylonia, II, 
22  London,  1822.  The  inscription,  a  shortened form of a  common  Hel-
lenistic apotropaic  formula,  reads:  Herakles  enthade katoikei/ 
meden  eiselthoi kakon  'Herakles resides herein;/ might no  evil en-
ter.'  This  inscription mayor may  not be associated with the Ira-
nian cult of Verethraghna; its general Hellenistic character makes 
this virtually impossible to  determine.  P.  Bernard,  who  is inclined 
because of Pliny's use of the name  Cambalidus  for the  rock of 
Behistun to identifY Sanbulos with the latter rather than with  some 
other place,  notes  that the inscription at Karafto is of a  form 
typical of houses,  not of sanctuaries,  and that it is entirely Greek 
23  in character. 
Armenian  sources  concerning Vahagn  are numerous.  In  Agath.  127, 
king Tiridates  invokes  in an edict addressed to the Arm.  nation the 
aid of the triad of Aramazd,  Anahit  and Vahagn:  ewkcaJutCiwn 
hascce  jez i  kCaJen  Vahagne  'and may  bravery come  to you from brave 
Vahagn'.  Such  a  characterisation would stress the martial aspect of 
Verethraghna noted above.  After the  conversion of the Arm.  king to 
Christianity,  St Gregory proceeded to  demolish  the temple of Vahagn: 
Ew  ibrew eknehas  i  sahmarts  HayocC  luaw Grigdrios,tCe Vahevanean 
meheann  mrtacCeal  e yerkrin Tarawnoy ;meheann mecaganj, li oskwov  ew 193 
arcatCov,  ew  bazum  nuerkc  mecamec  tCagaworacc  jawnea1  and:  utCerord 
....  . .... c  .....  c  ...... .  c  c  pastawn hrc  akawor,  anuanealn Vlsapak  a±n  Vahagnl,  yastlc  te±ik 
tCagaworaccn  HayocC  Mecacc,  i  snars 1erinn KCarkCeay,  i  veray  getoyn 
Epcratay,  or handep hayi  meci  1erinn Tawrosi,  or  ew  anuanea1 est 
.............  c...  ....  ....  ..,. 
yacaxasat  pastaman te±eac n  Yastisat.  Zi  yaynzam der ews  sen kayin 
erekc  baginkC i  nma:  arajin meheann  Vahevanean,  erkrordn  Oskemawr 
Oskecin  dicc,  ew  baginn isk yays  anun  anuanea1  Oskehat  Oskemawr  dicc: 
ew  errord meheann  anuanea1  Ast±kan  dicc,  Seneak Vahagni  kardacceal, 
or e  est yunakanin Apcrodites.  Ard  dimeacc  gal surbn Grigorios,  zi 
kCandescce  zays  ews,  zi takawin isk tget mardik xarnakutCean  zohein 
yays  bagins  mnacceals.  'And when  he  reached the boundaries  of Ar-
menia,  Gregory heard that the  Vahevanean  temple had remained in the 
land of Tarawn,  a  temple  of great riches,  full of gold and silver, 
and many  gifts of the greatest kings 'had been  dedicated there.  It 
was  the eighth renowned cult, named after Vahagn  the  Reaper of drag-
ons,  a  place of prayers  of the kings of Greater Armenia,  on the  sum-
mit of Mount  KCarkce,  above  the river Euphrates,  which looks  across 
to the  great Taurus  mountain.  It was  also called Yastisat because 
of the  fre~uency of religious services in the place.  For at that 
time three shrines still stood there.  The  first was  the Vahevanean 
temple;  the second was  that of the  Golden  Mother,  the  goddess  of 
Golden  Birth,  and the shrine was  thus  named the Golden-Built of the 
Golden  Mother  goddess;  and the third was  the shrine named after the 
goddess  Ast±ik,  addressed as  the  Chamber  of Vahagn.  According to 
the  Greek,  this is Aphrodite.  Now,  St Gregory set out to destroy 
this also,  for  even then ignorant  men  of confusion sacrific'ed at 
these  remaining shrines'  (Agath.  809).  Agathangelos  then relates 
that St Gregory  returned to the temples  of Astisat with relics of St 
John  the Baptist and St Athenogenes.  He  ordered that the shrines  be 
smashed,  but  dewkc  'demons'  concealed the  doors  from his  deputies 
(Agath.  812),  whereupon the saint prayed and a  great wind  from the 
holy  Cross  swept men  and buildings  from the mountain,  leaving no 
trace.  Gregory then ordered that the two  Christian martyrs  whose 
relics he  deposited be  commemorated at the place  on  7  Sahmi.  He 
then proceeded east to Bagawan,  destroyed the  images  of the  gods 
there,  and ordered that the  same  two  saints be  honoured on I 
194: 
1  Nawasard,  the ancient  New  Year's holiday. 
The  location of the temple is corroborated by Xorenacci,  accord-
ing to whom  Tigran  (II)  zApCroditeay  zpatkern,ibrewHerakleay 
tarpcawori,  ar norin patkerin Herakleay hramayeacC 
te±isn  'commanded that the statue of Aphrodite·;  as 
v  •  c  kangnel  yast~c 
the lover of 
Herakles,  be erected next to the statue of the latter in the places 
of prayers'  (MX  II.  14 ).  Astisat became  the first Mother See ·of the 
Armenian  Church.  According to PCawstos,  Chorepiskopos  Daniel was 
appointed at the monastery yawurs  yorum korcaneacc  zbagins  meheniccn 
Herakleay,  ays  inkcn  Vahagni,  orum te±oyAstisatn kardacceal:  ur 
nax ed  zhimans  ekelecCwoy  srboy ..•.  Ew  yacax er yakn  a±bern  i 
nerkCoy sarabarjr mehenate±woyn Heraklean,  or kay  dem  yandiman 
lerinn meci  orum  CCuln  anuaneal kardan,  ibagnin te±woje  i  bacCagoyn 
ibrew kCarengecC mi  i  nerkCoy kuse,  i  doyzn  corcorakin i  sakaw 
andarakin  i  hac  Cut  purakin  orum anun  te±oyn isk Hacceacc  draxt 
vC 
koc 'en  'in the  days  when  CSt  Gregory]  destroyed the altars of the 
temples of Herakles,  that is, of Vahagn,  which place is called 
Astisat, where  CSt  Gregory]  first laid the  foundations  of the holy 
Church ...• And  often he  [Daniel] was  at the spring below the  summit, 
the place of the temple of Herakles,  which  stands  opposite  a  great 
mountain which  they call the  Ox  [i.  e.,  the  Taurus],  about  a  stone'  s 
throwaway on  the side below the place of the shrine,  in a  little, 
sparsely wooded valley,  in a  grove  of ash trees which  they call the 
Grove  of the Ash  Trees'  (pcB  III.14). 
The  various  passages  cited above  raise a  number  of  ~uestions. 
The  name  Vahevanean  is found in MSS.  also as  Vahevahean.  The  tenth-
century historian  TCovma  Arcruni mentions that a  Vahevahean  mehean 
was  located in the village of Ahewakankc  on  the eastern slopes of 
c  Mount  Varag,  a  few  miles  south of Van;  the  Christian Joroy yank 
'monastery' was  later built on  the site;  TCovma  adds  that king 
Artaxias  (I)  had commanded  that meheans  of Herakles  and Dionysos  be 
built in Lesser A±bak,  to the southeast.24  Vahe  vahe is the  chorus 
of a  wedding song of Vaspurakan,  the  region where  the two  temples 
were  located;  the  song was  recorded by the ethnographer E.  Lalayean 
- .1  at the beginning of the twentieth century:  . Eg  barew,  lay  eg barew  / 
Egn  arewun  tankc  barew/  Ta  tCagaworin  sat arew/ Vahe  Vahe  'Greetings, o greetings to the  dawn./  Let  us  greet the  dawn  of the Sun/  That 
is give the king [i.e., the bridegroom] 
Vahe,  vahe. ,25  Benveniste  suggested a 
and some  ancient orgiastic cry,  citing 
much  Sun  [i.e., a  long lifeJ./ 
connection between  Vahevahe 
the bakkhebakkhonaisai of 
A  .  t  h  - 26  rlS  op  anes.  The  word may  come  from  a  form  of the name  of the 
yazata,  however,  for the members  of the naxarardom of the Vah(n)-uni 
considered themselves  descendants  of the divinity,  and supplied the 
priesthood of the cult.  Xorenacci writes that king Artaxias  I  found 
in Asia Minor  gold-plated bronze  statues of the Greek divinities 
Artemis,  Herakles  and Apollon; 
with Anahit,  Vahagn  and Tir.27 
these were  e~uated by the Armenians 
.  c  c  -.  Zor areal k  rmapetac n, or eln yazge 
Vahuneacc,  zApolonin  ew  zArtemidayn kangnecCin  yArmawir:  isk 
zHerakleayn  zarnapatkern,  zor arareal er i  Dkiwleay  ew  i  Dipinose 
kretaccw0Y,  zVahagn  iwreancc  varkanelov naxni,  kangnecCin  i  Tarawn 
yiwreancc  sepchakan  gewln  yAStisat, yet mahuann  Artasisi  'The  high 
priests, who  were of the  Vahuni  family,  took them.  They  erected 
[the statues] of Apollon  and Artemis at Armawir,  but the manly  image 
of Herakles,  which had been  fashioned by Scyllos  and by  Dipinos the 
Cretan,  they set up  in Tarawn  in their own  village of Astisat after 
the  death of Artases,  considering him their ancestor Vahagn' 
(MX  11.12).  One  of the Vahunis,  Vahe,  is reputed to have  died 
fighting on  the Persian side against Alexander of Macedon.28  In 
view of the  close  connection of the  family with Astisat and the simi-
larity of the names  Vahuni  and Vahe  to Vahevahean, it seems  most 
probable that the latter term is merely an adjectival form of the 
name  of the yazata.  We  shall see presently why  Vahe,  i.e., Vahagn, 
was  to be  invoked in a  wedding  song praising the  dawn,  some  seven-
teen centuries after the obliteration of his cult. 
The  name  of the site of the temple ,AStisat, is explained by 
Agathangelos  and Xorenacci  as  composed of two  MIr.  bases: 
'prayer'  and sat  'abundant I.  The  latter suffix is encountered often 
in Arm.  toponymy,  as 1;e  have  seen in the  cases  of Artasat, Eruandasat 
et al.29  In early Christian times,  Astisat was  called the teli 
a±awtCiccn  'place of prayers '--a rendering of the old epithet of the 
place without the specifically Zoroastrian term yast. 30  Eznik uses 
the term yast.arnel in describing the ritual performed by  Zruan 
"  , 
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r (Zurvan)  so that Ohrmazd  might be born;  the  associated verb yaz-em 
'I sacrifice' is also used in texts without  reference to specifi-
cally Persian practices.31  J.  Markwart  connected with the Ir.  base 
yaz- also the name  of a  place in Armenia attested in Greek in Strabo, 
Geog.,  XI.14.14,  as  Iasonia. 32  An  Arm.  proper name  from Siwnikc, 
Yazd,  is attested in the History of ~azar pCarpecci  (late 5th cen-
tury);  this would be the sole attestation of a  word for Av.  yazata-
in Arm.,  here  a  MIr.  borrowing. 33  The  tradition of a  temple  complex 
in Tarawn  with three idols  survived down  to the early years of this 
century amongst the Arms.  of Naxijewan.  They  related that when  St 
Gregory heard of the temple,  he  hastened there and arrived on 
Nawasard.  In order not to anger the  crowd,  he told them to proceed 
with their festivities, but he  removed  the three  golden  images  of 
the  gods  and set up  in their place the holy  Cross.  The  feast was 
~c  34  called Surb  Xac  ..  'Holy  Cross' thereafter. 
In the  fifth-century Arm.  translation of the Bible,  Vahagn  is 
used to translate LXX  Gk.  Herakles  (II Macc.  IV. 9),  but he  seems  to 
have been regarded also as  a  sun god.  In the fifth-century Arm. 
translation of Philo,  we  find the explanation kCanzi  koccen  omankc 
••. zhur HepCestosn  ew  aregakn  zVahagn  'for some  call  ••. fire 
Hephaistos  and the  sun  Vahagn. ,35  In a  Mediaeval  tawnakan matean 
c  y  c  'Book of Festivals' we  are told Omank  zaregakn pastec in  ew  Vahagn 
vC  c.  c  c  koc  ec  In:  ew  aylk  zlusin,  ew  Artemis  jaynec in  'Some  worshipped 
the Sun  and called it Vahagn,  whilst others  worshipped the moon  and 
called it Artemis. ,36 
A source of such an  identification may  be  sought in this cita-
tion by Xorenacci of an  ancient epic:  Sora ordi Bab:  Tiran: 
- .  c  __ 
Vahagn,  zorme  asen araspelk:  Erkner erkin,  erkner erkir,  erkner  ew 
~  c 
covn  cirani:  erkn  i  covun  uner  zkarmrikn  e±egnik:  end e±egan p  o± 
cux elaner,  end e±egan  pCo± bocc  elaner: 
c  _  v 
ew  i  boe  oyn  vazer xarteas 
patanekik:  na hur her uner,  bocc  une; mawrus  ew  acckunkcn  ein 
c  c.  akc  ~c  aregakunk.  Zays  ergelov omanc  bambramb,  lu  isk akanjawk 
merovkc.  Yet  oroy ew  end visapacc  asein yergn kruel nma  ew  ya±tCel: 
ew  kari  imn  nmanagoyns  zHerakleay nahatakutCeanccn nma  ergein.  Ayl 
c  .....  c  .... c  c  asein  zsa  ew  astuacac eal:  ew  and yasxarhin. Vrac  zsora c  ap 
hasaki kangneal patuein  zohiwkc.  Ew  sora en  zarmkc  Vahunikc  'His son(s)  [i.e., of the Eruandid TigranJ  (were)  Bab,  Tiran and Vahagn, 
about whom  [Le., VahagnJ  the legends  say:  "Heaven  was  in labour, 
earth was  in labour,  the purple  sea was  in labour.  The  labour in 
the sea seized a  red reed.  Along the  reed stalk smoke  ascended; 
along the reed stalk fire  ascended.  And  out of the fire leapt a 
golden-haired boy.  He  had fiery hair and a  fiery beard,  and his 
eyes were little suns."  We  have heard with our own  ears how  some 
sang this to the accompaniment  of the bambirn.  After this  in the 
song they spoke of his fighting with and vanquishing dragons,  and 
they attributed to him in their songs  much  that was  very like the 
exploits of Heraklep.  They  also said he  waS  deified.  And  in the 
land of the Georgians  yonder they honoured with sacrifices  a  full-
scale statue of him.  And  the Vahunis  are of his line'l'  (MX  1.  31). 
The  Arm.  song quoted by Xorenac ci  shows  alliterative qualities, and 
may  be  divided into metric lines and hemistichs.  The  concepts of 
physics  implied in the  song of the birth of Vahagn  are archaic  and 
find a  parallel in the Vedas,  where plants,  born of water,  become 
sticks, which when  rubbed together give birth to fire. 37  Survivals 
of this  image  may  be perceived in mediaeval  and modern  Armenian 
poetry and  folklore.  In the nineteenth century,  the Arms.  of 
Bukovina, \a 'Romanian  district then part of the Russian  Empire,  told 
of a  mythical creature,  the  covac  cul 'sea bull', which  gives birth 
to  a  son by blowing fire through  a  reed.  Out  of the reed leaps  a 
huge  man  with beard and hair of fire;  two  dogs  accompany  him. 38  The 
epithet  'Dragon Reaper'  used of Vahagn  by Agathangelos will be  ex-
amined shortly; bulls  and the sea will both be  seen to playa sig-
nificant part in the legend as  we  reconstruct it.  The  distant image 
of Vahagn  may  be perceived also in these lines describing the  four 
holy creatures of the heavenly  Chariot by the tenth- eleventh-
century Arm.  poet,  Vardan  of Ani:  Ew  boxc  pCorjanacc/ Vareal  i  me} 
e±egann  ew  akanccn:/  Ew  axtiw ceracCeloy anceranali hogwoyn/Manuk 
norogeal/ Ew  tCewawkc  aregakann  slacceal i  ver  'And the  flames  of 
tribulation/ Flared up  in the reed and in the springs:/ By  the dis-
ease of age  was  renewed/  The  child of ageless  sOul,/ And  on  wings  of 
the Sun  he  soared aloft. ,39 The  bambirn was  probably a  stringed instrument similar to  the 
lute.  The  tenth-century Catholicos  Yovhannes 
Tigran  cneal ordi  zBab,  zTiran,  zVahagn  zor i 
of Drasxanakert wrote, 
c  ktntoc  ahar  a±ebaxs 
....  ....  c  c  ....  C  "'f.  end visapac  hambawein  kruil nma  ew  ya±t el,  ew  end k  aJln Herakleay 
c  c  c  nahatakut eanc n  zna hamematel.  Asi ban  zVahagne,  t  e  i  nahan  gin 
Vracc  est cCapC  hasaki nora andri kangneal patuein  zohiwkc .  Ew  i 
zarmicc  sora serin Vahunikc•  'Tigran begat  the  sons  Bab,  Tiran and 
Vahagn.  With  strums  of the plectrum  4o  they  celebrated his struggle 
against and victory over the  dragons,  and likened his  [deeds] to the 
exploits of brave Herakles.  The  story about Vahagn  says that in the 
province of Georgia they erected a  full-scale  statue of him and hon-
bured it with sacrifices.  An, the Vahunis  are  among  his  progeny. ,41 
It is seen that the  above  is  ~irtually a  literal citation of 
Xorenacci,  except  for the explanation of the bambirn.  Fragments  of 
y 
terracotta bas-reliefs  from Artasat  depict  long-necked stringed in-
42  struments  similar to the lute, an  instrument which is played with 
a  plectrum. 
Before  recounting the Herculean  deeds  of Vahagn,  we  may  examine 
several other references  to his  sun  like  ,  fiery appearance  and golden 
hair.  The  Arm.  word hrat,  which means  'fiery', is also the name  of 
the planet Mars,  called after Verethraghna by the Iranians,  and the 
word may  thus  be  an  epithet of Vahagn,  for it was  also paired (as  a 
planetary name)  by mediaeval  Arm.  astrologers with a  star named  Xoz 
'Pig' ; 43 the boar, it is remembered,  is the principal heraldi  c  animal 
of Vahagn.  The  Arm.  loan-word varaz  'boar' is  found alone or in com-
pounds  as a  proper name,  and it was  used often by the Arsacid kings 
44  on their seals.  According to Agath.  727,  king  Tiridates was  trans-
formed into a  pig  (xoz)  during his persecution of St Gregory,  and 
the word may  have been used with the "meaning  'boar',  for St Nerses 
Snorhali  (d.  1173)  wrote  in a  poem that the king became  varazakerp 
'the shape  of a  boar,.45  It is likely that  Christian polemicists 
sought thus  to turn the images  and powers  of the  Zoroastrians against 
them;  the king is brought  low in the very  form of the yazata whose 
symbol  had represented his  erstwhile  glory.  The  word hrat,  accord-
I c  -- 46 
ing to Malxaseanc  ,  was  also used in the  sense of a  sacred fire; 
I 
it is not certain whether in this case the word was  used with 199 
reference  to Vahagn,  although in Sasanian times  the  name  of the 
yazata came  to be  associated with the highest  grade  of sacred temple 
fire,  as  we  shall see presently. 
The  image  of the fiery Vahagn  appears  in two  texts on the his-
tory of the province of Tarawn.  The  first is the PatmutCiwn  Tarawnoy 
'History of Tarawn',  whose  author calls himself Zenob,  and is given 
the surname  Glak,  after the  monastery of st Karapet,  which bore also 
that name.  The  events  of the text take place in the time  of St 
Gregory,  and the local temples  and their destruction are  described 
in minute  detail.  The  second narrative,  ascribed to Yovhan 
Mamikonean,  purports  to be  a  continuation of the first to the 
seventh century,  but it is generally agreed that the two  histories 
were  compiled at the  same  time,  perhaps  as late as the eighth cen-
tUry.47  The  two  texts  contain much  that is puzzling and perhaps 
spurious,  yet we  may  glean  from them information nO  doubt  derived 
from local tradition of great interest. 
According to  Zenob,  St Gregory the  Illuminator commanded  him to 
teach  Christianity at the monastery of Glak,  in a  place  called 
Innaknean  ('Nine Springs'), where the image-shrines  of Gisane  and 
Demetr had stood.  The  place is almost  certainly the same  site where 
in Agathangelos  we  learn that the shrines of Vahagn,  Anahit  and 
Ast±ik had been established,  and where  the relics of St  John the 
Baptist  (Arm.  surb Karapet48)  and st Athenogenes  were  deposited.  The 
Monastery of St Karapet  founded there was  a  place of pilgrimage un-
til the first World War.  It stood at  an  elevation of about  6400  ft. 
over the Aracani  river  (Tk.  Murat  Su),  a  few  miles  from the  town  of 
Mus  (see Pls.  IV,  V),  on  Mt  KCarkce  (cf.Agath.  above),  also called 
Innaknean.49  Zenob  calls the Monastery of Glak kayeannsxaracc 
srboy Karapetin  'the station of the relics of St John the Baptist,.50 
When  Gregory  determines 
kCurms  get wind of his plans 
to destroy the  shrines of Tarawn,  the 
.  ....  .  "'"  and tell the prlests of Astlsat to 
gather fighting men,  zi mecn  Gisanes  i  paterazm elanelocc  e  end 
uracceal isxansn  'for great  Gisane will go  to war against the apo-
state princes. ,51  Presumably,  this place is the  shrine of Gisane 
and Demetr,  but the identification is not stated.  Thekcurms  make 
their battle plans at Kuarkc--perhaps  a  form of KCarkce--and the 
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high-priest Arjan52  goes  out to lead the forces,  with his  son  Demetr 
second in command.  When  the  Christian naxarars  attack,  Arjan taunts 
them:  Yaraj matikc,  ov denakoroyskc,  ew  uraccaw±kc  zhayreni 
t  t Cy  'kc b  c..  GO  -0  yC  °t-kC  °  as  uacsn,  ew  snarra  arep  arln  lsanel:  .oc  gl  e  Zl  aysawr 
Gisane  i  paterazm eleal e  end jez,  ew  matnelocc  e  zjez  i  jers mer, 
ew  harkanelocc  e  zjez kurutCeamb  ew  mahuamb  'Come  forward,  you who 
have  abandoned the den53  and apostasised the gods  of your fathers, 
who  are  enemies  of Gisane of fair glory!  Do  you not know  that today 
Gisane has  arisen to battle against you,  and will deliver you into 
our hands,  and will strike you with blindness  and death? ,54  It will 
be  seen presently why  the  foes  of Gisane  should be  stricken specifi-
cally with blindness. 
The  battle is then  joined.  The  armies of the kCurms  are  joined 
by the men  of Visap kCa±akc  'City of the  Dragons',  a  city also re-
ferred to as  Awj  kCa±akc  'City of the Serpents',  an  Arm.  translation 
of the MIr.  loan-word. 55  The  epithet of Vahagn  in Agath.  879, 
.....  c  ....  c  c  Vlsapak al  'Dragon  Reape.r',  is  found in  one  MS.  as  vlsapak a±ak n 
'City of the Dragons ';  such an  error may  indicate that the  copyist 
associated the legends of Vahagn  and of Gisane.  Others  came  from 
Me±ti,  a  nearby town which was  still inhabited in the twentieth  cen-
56  °  c  c  tury,  and  from Tlrakatarn k  a±ak  ,  'the  City of the Summit  of Tir', 
C  c  C  where  the  Arm.  Monastery of the Holy Apostles  (Afak eloc  vank) was 
later to be built, also near Mus. 57  One  of the kCurms  who  fought 
was  the kCrmapet  of AStisat itself, Metakes  or Mesakes  (MSS.  differ, 
and both names  are attested in Ir.).58  It is not implausible that 
Zoroastrian priests should have  fought  for their temples.  At  the 
consecration of a  sacred fire,  Zoroastrian priests  carry swords, 
maces,  shields  and daggers,  which are hung  on  the walls  of the fire 
temple  and may  be  used to defend it against infidel attackers;  the 
sole recorded instance of this,  however,  waS  in India,  in the 
eighteenth century.59 
The  heathen priests and their armies  are defeated,  of course, 
and the great statue of Gisane,  fifteen cubits  in height,  shatters 
of its own  accord into four pieces;  the  dews  'demons'  of the place 
are  seen to flee  in the  shapes  of winged men,  wasps  and rain clouds. 
A Christian church is built on  the site of the temple of Demetr--the 201 
tacar  'temple' of Gisane stands but two  cubits  distant--and relics 
of St  John  the Baptist and Athenogenes  are  deposited there.  The 
sons of the kCurms,  438  in all,  are taken  away  to 
Christian priests,  and their long hair (Arm.  ges) 
be trained as 
60  is shorn. 
Zenob  then explains that Demetr  and Gisane were  two  Indian 
princes hounded out of their country by their king,  Dinakcsi(s). 
They  fled to Armenia and were  given the province of Tarawn  by 
Va±arsak  (Vologases,  i.e., the earliest of the Arsacid line).  They 
built a  city,  Vi sap  kC~akc, and erected statues of their gods  at 
AStisat.  When  they died,  their own  images were  erected by their 
sons,  Kuar,  Me±tes  and Horean,  on  Mount  KCarkce.  The  spring of 
Gisane on  that mountain was  reputed to  cure the sick,  and the name 
of the  god  (or deified man)  is explained as  gisawor  'long-haired'. 61 
The  MIr.  loan-word ges  has  been  encountered before; the  shaggy 
hero  Rustam in the  legend cited by  Grigor Magistros  drives  off 
Spandiar by flailing his  dense locks.  To  this  day,  Mount  KCarkce  is 
~  ~  ~  62  calle.d,  .. by the  Arms.  of Mus  Mso_cam  'the tresses of Mus',  and  Zenob 
notes that the local people kept their children long-haired even af-
ter the  Conversion,  in memory  of Gisane.63  PCawstos  (v.43)  describes 
th  f  V vc_  Mamik  Art  d  - .  t'  c  e  young  son  0  .  ac  e  onean,  awaz:  ...  er na l  lOC 
ew  est mankutCeann  awrini,  est krawnicc  HayocC  orpes  awren  er, 
t±ay: 
zglux 
manktoyn,  soynpes  i  zaman akin  gerceal er zglux mankann  Artawazday  , 
c  c  - t C ,  1  - 'ak  ew  c  c  uns  er  o~ea  ew  ges  arJ  eal  'he was  a  boy in years,  and 
according to the custom of childhood,  according to the  religion of 
the Armenians,  as was  fitting,  so had the head of the child Artawazd 
been  shaved at that time;  one  lock was  left to  grow long.'  Appar-
ently,  children had been left entirely gisawor in earlier days. 
The  tradition of the origin of the cult presents  some  problems. 
The  mention of India may  refer to eastern Iran,  perhaps  to the 
Kusano-Bactrian culture; it is recalled that the legend of restages 
Rustam probably stems  from the traditions of the Sakas,  an eastern 
Iranian people.  Demetr  could be  the yazata Spent  a  Armaiti,  Arm. 
Spandaramet,  the  female  divinity of the earth and of fecundity,  here 
eQuated with  Demeter and perhaps  to be identified with Ast±ik,  the 
consort of Vahagn  cited above.64  The  names  of the three sons  sound 
~  suspiciously like the names  of villages  in the Mus  area,  and the .202 
sons  are probably fictional,  eponymous  figures  from local tradition. 
It is not  explained who  the  gods  of Demetr  and Gisane  enthroned at 
~  ,v 
Ast1sat were;  probably  Demetr  and  Gisane  themselves were  the  gods. 
The  derivation of the name  Gisane  from an  Ir.  word,  suggested by 
Zenob  himself,  reinforces our supposition that the name  is  Iranian; 
other Arm.  names  containing ges  are attested in fifth-century Arm. 
texts,  such as  Gisak or Vard_ges;65 the latter, meaning  'rosy-
haired',  may  indeed refer to the hur her  'fiery hair' of xarteas 
·'golden-haired'  Vahagn.  Long  hair,  one recalls, was  a  conspicuous 
feature of the pre-Islamic Iranian peoples of various  epochs,  which 
Classical writers often noted with contempt.  Why  did Gisane blind 
his  enemies?  For an explanation,  we  must  examine the narrative of 
Yovhan  Mamikonean. 
The  scene of Yovhan's  History is  the early seventh century.  By 
this time,  the Monastery of St Karapet,  Glakay  vankc,  is a  well-
established Christian shrine.  Yet St Karapet  seems  to have  assumed 
the aspects of Gisane.  When  a  noblewoman,  Mariam of the Arcruni 
house,  commits  a  sacrilege,  she is set upon  and slaughtered near the 
~  c  1  .  monastery by ayr mi  gisawor end amps  orotac ea  •.• ar na sur sreal ew 
tCaccucceal  ew  yare  an nerkeal  'a long-haired man  thundering above 
the  clouds ••.  with a  sharp sword  drenched and bedaubed in blood. ,66 
It is obvious  that this is the  image of warlike Verethraghna,  shaggy-
haired (gisawor,  Gisane)  Vahagn,  seen here  also  as  a  weather-god, 
thundering above  the clouds.  Later,  the Sasanian Persians attack 
the monastery,  but its entrance is miraculously hidden  from them,67 
even as  the  door to the mehean  of AStisat was  concealed from the 
minions  of St  Gregory,  centuries before  (cf.  Agath.  above).  Later, 
5mbat,  son of gayl  Vahan  (Vahan  the Wolf),  of the  Mamikonean  house, 
advances  on  the Persians,  loudly invoking St Karapet.  Then, 
yankarcaki tesin ayr mi  gisawor,  or loys  pCaYler  i  heracc  nora,  ew 
.... c  c....  c  c  c  _  c  ....  zac  s  tsnameac n  kurac  uc  aner.  Zor  teseal k  ajin 5mbatay,  ase 
c  KC  ~ 1  c  ukc  d  akkc  'knvc'kc  ,  b  c  zawrsn:  aJa erec  ar  ,  or  e  ,  ew  IDl  er  c  2  :  Zl  sur 
Karapetn  mex  i  tCikuns  haseal kay,  ew  end mer  inkcn paterazmi. 
'Suddenly they beheld a  long-haired man,  and light shone  from his 
hair,  and blinded the  eyes  of the  enemy.  When  brave  5mbat  saw  this, 
he  said to the troops:  "Take  courage, little sons,  and do  not  fear, for St Karapet  has arrived to stand behind us,  and he  himself fights 
alongside us. ,68  This  supernatural  figure  cannot be other than 
Vahagn,  whose  eyes  and hair are aflame,  in whom  Arjan must  have 
hoped when  he boasted to the  Christian naxarars that blindness  and 
death would be  the  recompense  for their apostasy  from the  den.  The 
two  eyes,  apparently of the Virgin Mary,  in the Melody  of the Nativ-
ity of the tenth  century Arm.  poet St  Gregory of Narek,  are described 
as  being erku pCaylakajew aregakan nman  'like two  fiery suns '.  This 
may  be  a  memory  of the  image  of Vahagn.  Sight was  anciently be-
lieved to be  the result of light emanating from the eyes.  The  ninth-
century Pahlavi text Skand-Giimanig Wizar, \1.56-7,  calls a  benevolent 
i 
gaze  casm r xwarsed  'the eye  of the Sun',  and Mary  at the Holy  Na-
tivity is the very embodiment  of love,  of course,  for the  Lord. 
Light of the eyes 
(as with Vahagn): 
is associated by  Zoroastrians with victory as well 
Hvare.cithra ('the Sun-faced'),  who  is the  son of 
ZarathuStra by his  second wife,  is to lead the  _  .....  - "'"  army  of Vlstaspa s 
~~  68-a  immortal son,  Pesotanu,  in the last days.  Christ,  too,  is  come 
to vanquish Death. 
Armenians  continued to  invoke  St Karapet,  the ancient  Vahagn/ 
Gisane,  down  to recent  days.  Until the  shrine was  destroyed by the 
v  Turks  in the Arm.  Genocide  of 1915,  St Karapet  of Mus  was  a  place of 
pilgrimage for Arms.,  second in importance only to Ejmiacin.  St 
Karapet was  considered the patron of minstrelsy;  the  fourteenth-
century bard Yovhannes  of TClkuran  invokes  the saint in his poems,69 
and in the eighteenth century the Arm.  asu±  'minstrel' SayatC-Nova, 
court musician of king Irakli at Tiflis, attributed his  mastery of 
musical instruments to the power of Karapet.  Until recent times, 
jugglers and other performers  would gather outside the monastery 
gates  on  feast  days  of the 
of St Karapet  for lovesick 
Church,  and poets would sing the praises 
70  young men.  In one  Armenian  folk  song, 
St Karapet--like Verethraghna--is  referred to as  the protector of 
wayfarers. 71 
Natives of Mus  still relate how  St Gregory the Illuminator cast 
the heathen priests of Astisat,  thekcurms,  into a  'bottomless  sea' 
(Arm.  an(y)atak  cov)  beneath a  small  domed  chapel in the monastery 
called the  deveri  kayane  'station of the  demons',  dzoxkci  du;,  'gates 
I· 
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of hell' or Diwtun  'House  of the Demon'.  One  of the old pagan 
priests, called the ka±  dew  'lame  demon',  still is said to  slouch 
unseen through the monastery,  taking dust  from under it to build a 
hill beneath the PCre_batCman  __ the bridge over the Batman  Su 
(Aracani). I This  hopeless,  Sisyphean labour is to end with the second 
coming of Christ.  On  the association of this  demon  with  a  bridge, 
one  may  note that some  European bridges,  such as  the Pont  de  St 
Cloud of Paris,  are in popular superstition considered to have been 
made  by the Devil.  The  Arm. 
(see  Ch.  13 on the adventure 
ays,  a  demon, 
~  72  of Sidar). 
pushes  people off bridges 
One  asu±  song of Taron 
relates:  LusaworiC'c  zo±uecc  diwan  lccecc ·zndan: /  Ka±  dewn  ekaw 
asacc :  Eaman,/  Zis  mi  dner  zndan./  Es  k  e±im surb Karapetu 
c  ....  ,  .  p  osehan ..•  The  Illuminator collected the demons  and filled a  pr~s-
on with them. /  The  lame  demon  came  and said,  "Alas! /  Do  not put  me 
in prison. /  I  will become  the  dustman of st Karapet ....  '"  73 
The  Diwtun  is a  pit beneath the  Chapel of the Holy Resurrection 
(Surb  YarutCiwn),  a  building of recent construction in a  southwest-
ern part of the Monastery in XaC'c  pCak,  the  Yard of the  Cross  (cf. 
the festival of the  Holy  Cross  in the legend from  Naxijewan cited 
above).74  The  chapel was  opened for services only on Easter,  hence 
perhaps its name.  5mbat  Sahnazarean,  who  was  raised at St Karapet, 
wrote  that the noise of mumbling,  as of indistinct voices,  could be 
heard emanating  from beneath the place where the  chapel stood.  Once, 
on  Easter Sunday,  the children of the monastery school were  leaving 
the  chapel after the  Divine  Liturgy.  The  priest warned them to step 
carefully near the  door,  for there was  a  big,  open hole \there,  with 
slits like handholds  cut into its sides.  When  all the worshippers 
had left, young  5mbat,  who  had remained behind,  in hiding,  took a 
lighted candle  from the altar and  climbed down.  Up  to this point, 
the details of the memoir  are plausible.  At  Xor  Virap,  in Soviet 
Armenia,  there is a  chapel  over the subterranean  cavern where st 
Gregory is said to have languished in prison before the  Conversion  . 
. There is an  open hole, with handholds,  to the right of the altar as 
one  faces it, and there is indeed a  cavern lat  the bottom,  with an-
i 
other altar and yet more  holes,  in the sides of the  cavern.1  From 
these,  we.'were  informed by an  Arm.  peasant  woman,  visaps had emerged 
to torment the saint. 205 
After the  description of the place,  however,  Sahnazarean's nar-
rative  assumes  the character of fantasy.  In the  cave below,  he 
found a  heap of brick tablets inscribed with unintelligible charac-
ters.  Then  he  beheld two  huge  bronze statues,  which,  he  claimed, 
were  images  of Demetr  and  Gisane,  like huge pillars supporting the 
roof of the  cave.75 
The  nineteenth-century Arm.  ethnographer Fr.  Garegin 
Sruanjteancc  described the site in an  article,  'The  Tradition of the 
Lame  Demon  of St.  Karape.t'  (in Arm.)  (first published in the journal 
Arcuik Tar6noy  ['Little Eagle  of Tarawn'J,  2/37,  1 March  1865,  49-50; 
reprinted in his  Grocc u krocc,  Ch.  30,  repro  in his Erker  ['Works', 
with  some  deplorable  abridgements],  Erevan,  1982).  He  reports that 
the local people believed devoutly in the  Lame  Demon,  Arm.  Ka±  Dew; 
c  c  those who  doubted whether his heap of dust  at  P  re Bat  man  was  ash 
were  denounced as  anhawat  'unbeliever' or  farmason  ~Freemason  I  •  It 
it interesting that the Arms.  insisted so vehemently that the  dust 
~  ash,  for this belief presumably preserves the memory  of the way 
the  Zoroastrians  of ancient  days  would have  removed excess  ash  from 
the fire temple  to the waters,  as  Bombay  Parsis still do. 
Sruanjteancc  describes  a  round hole filled with earth and stones to 
one  side of the altar in the portico  (gawitC)  of the  chapel of the 
Resurrection--the place,  that is, where  Sahnazarean  claims there was 
I 
a  gaping hole.1  Pilgrims hastened thither,  demanding to be  shown  the 
Demon  of the Diwatun,  the house of the  demon(s),  but when  the  care-
taker could not  oblige  them,  they protested he .was  being kept  from 
them on  purpose.  Sruanjteancc  laments that all wanted to see the 
Ka±  Dew,  but nobody  asked to see the  graves of eminent  Christians at 
the monastery. 
,v  c  We  now  approach the  ~uestions of Vahagn  the vlsapak a±  of 
,v 
vlsaps,  and of Ast±ik,  of the sea and bulls, of the two  festivals  of 
St John the Baptist  and St Athenogenes,  and of iconographic portray-
als of Vahagn.  As  for visaps, Arm.  legends  abound on  the variety of 
forms  they take,  the places  they inhabit,  and the mischief they per-
form.  The  prayers of holy men  are said to petrify them.  Some  live 
in mountain palaces;  the thirteenth-century writer Vahram  vardapet 
reported:  AsentesealomancCkCajacC ew  visapacc  ilerinsbarjuns ew  bnakutChms  'They say 
c  .,.  c76.  . ~  c  the k  aJk.  and Vlsapk 
some  have  seen the temples 
in the high mountains. ,77 
and dwellings of 
Every two  years, 
it is said,  the visapkc  of Ararat  fight those of Aragac;  this tale 
is perhaps  inspired by the traditional rivalry thought to exist be-
tween the two  volcanic  peaks  themselves. 78  There are two  steles 
.~  called v~saps in the thickly wooded  district of Lori,  near the 
Georgian border  (these monuments  and their origin will be  discussed 
shortly).  Their presence is explained in two  tales,  in both of 
which  the hero is the theologian  Yovhannes  of Awjun  (eighth  century).1 
In the first,  Yovhannes  was  praying when  two  huge  visaps  attacked 
him.  His  servant cried out in alarm.  The  theologian paused,  made 
the sign of the  Cross,  and the creatures were  instantly petrified. 
Out  of the navel of one  of them sprang a  rivulet of water which to 
this day is reputed to  cure  people of snakebite. 79  In the  second 
tale,  Yovhannes  was  celebrating the  Divine  Liturgy when  he heard a 
hissing sound.  He  sent one  of his  seven  deacons  outside to find out 
what  the matter was.  The  deacon  did not  return;  a  second was  sent, 
who  also vanished,  and so it was  with all seven.  Finally,  AwjnecCi 
~  left the  church himself and saw  a  huge  visap and a  woman  who  was 
carrying bread to  a  ploughman  in the fields.  Yovhannes  commanded 
that the visap vomit  forth the  seven  deacons 
visap,  and the hard-hearted woman  were turned 
it had eaten; 
80  to stone. 
they,  the 
South of 
the village of Areni  on  the right bank of the Arpca  river  (Tk.  Arpa 
cay)  there is another visap stele.  A villager of Areni told the 
Soviet Armenian  scholar Sargis HarutCyunyan  in 1958 that  a  priest's 
daughter was  once walking along the river-bank collecting herbs.  A 
.~ 
v~sap sprang out of the water and was  about to  devour her;  happily, 
her father saw the monster in time  and said a  prayer,  and it was 
81  c  turned to stone.  Sat  0  Ayvazyan  of Garni told the Soviet re-
searcher Grigor Karaxanyan  in 1965  of the origin of four visap 
steles near the  fortress of Kaladip,  in the foothills of the  Gelam 
Mts.  of Soviet Armenia:  according to the tales of aged wise men,  a 
visap  came  down  out of the  sky to  destroy humanity,  but  God  petri-
fied it. 82  One  nineteenth-century informant  claimed that visaps 
have  been  'pulled up out of the mountains  into the sky, ,83  and 
Vahram vardapet,  cited above,  wrote  in a  letter to the Armenian Cilician 
earth to 
king Hetcum that  'many  men  have  seen visaps  ascend from 
84  heaven.  In  an  early Arm.  translation of Origen,  we  find 
this explanation:  Ew 
v  c.  c  c  . v  c  vasn  dzuaranc  ~c  leranc  zors  v~sap anuanemk 
ew  xaramanis  asemkc .  Ew  bazum kendaneacc  i  mecamecacc  visap,  i 
c  c·  c  c  camak aynoc  asemk  pCbi,  awji,  ew  mardoy  cCarin brnawori  dnelov 
c  .... c  c  ....  ...  ....  c  c  ... c  anuank  t  oc  zbnut  iwnn  srjen.  Visap  asemk  ew  anerewoyt  c  ar 
zawrutCeann,  or xndrelov  zawrutCiwn  i  Tearne,  ehar  zardarn  i 
... c  .... c  ..... c  c  c  c  c  arac ar haruacs.oc  miov masamb,  ayl amenayn  masambk  ,  artak novk 
ew  nerkcriawkc  ' ...  And  about the mountains  difficult to traverse 
which we  name  visap and call xaramani. 85  And  we  call visap many  of 
the largest animals;  of those on  land,  the  elephant and serpent,  and 
an evil and violent man,  but when  the names  are once applied,  they 
do  not  change their nature.  We  call visap also the invisible evil 
power,  which,  asking power of the  Lord,  struck the righteous  man 
with grievous blows,  not in one part, but in all his parts, outer 
and inner. ,86 
It would seem from the  above  citations that the term visap must 
cover a  fairly wide variety of monstrous  or evil creatures.  In the 
Gk.  version of Agath.,  the Arm.  epithet visapakca± is translated as 
drakontopniktos;  in the  Arm.  translation of the Bible,  visap is used 
to translate LXX  Gk.  ketos,  the big fish that swallowed Jonah on  his 
unsuccessful escape to Tarsis (i.e., Tarsus,  in Cilicia,  in the vi-
cinity of Armenia).  As  we  have  seen above,  Classical Arm.  writers 
explain visap as  awj  'serpent', but because the visap is no  mere 
snake,  we  have  preferred the English rendering  'dragon'.  Two  pro-
posed derivations of the word  from Ir.  warrant  attention.  Arm. 
visap, like Syriac vesap  and Georgian vesapci,  has  been held by 
Benveniste  to  come  from a  Pth.  form of the  Av.  adjective *visapa-
'with poisonous  slaver', which,  he  presumed,  had formed part of the 
name  of a  dragon,  *Azi  Visapa.87  More  recently,  Bailey connected 
Arm.  visap with Khotanese  Saka guksapa  'large',  from an older 
*vis)ipa- in. the  sense of  'extended hugely', with the base vai-/vi-
'to extend'.  It is noted that Av.  mazan  'huge'  is used of demons, 
and that Arm.  visap is used of anything monstrous. 88  This  second 
etymology is strongly corroborated by the translation of Origen 
cited above,  and appears  to explain better the wide  variety of applications of the word than  does  the first.  It is evident,  how-
ever,  that in the  Classical Arm.  sources  the visap is specifically a 
monstrous  serpent  (awj)  or dragon. 
In a  letter addressed to  TCornik Mamikonean,  Grigor Magistros 
relates the tale of a  fish called Asdahak  (i.e.,  AZi  Dahaka89),which 
gave  a  concubine  a  huge  pearl;  she took it to the king,  who  had it 
set in the  crown  called Ezdadovsen,  a  word which Magistros  explains 
as  meaning  'God-given'.  It is probably a  transcription of MP. 
*yazdadad  'given by the yazata'.  The  king then ordered that the 
gods  be honoured with rich offerings,  and that the  image  of this 
fish be  carven,  together with the effigies of the other divinities, 
and that sacrifices be  made  on  the banks  of the river Phison,  where 
it had appeared to the  concubine.9? 
The  above  legend is the first explanation we  possess of the 
origin of the stone steles, three to four metres long,  that are found 
scattered over the expanse of the Armenian  Plateau,  often near bodies 
of water.  These  are  called vi  saps by the Arms.  and aZdahas by the 
Kurds  and Turks;  the latter word,  originally the name  of a  demonic 
monster in the Avesta,  came  to be in NP.  a  generic word for serpent 
or dragon,  and it is likely therefore that the tale related by 
Magistros was  of local origin and recent  date,  despite the references 
to pre-Islamic  polytheism;  the river Phison,  one  of the  four rivers 
of Paradise,  is a  specifically Christian feature that identifies the 
tradition as  Armenian,  rather than  Iranian.91  In 1909,  N.  Marr  and 
Y.  Smirnov studied a  number  of steles at a  place in the  Ge±am  Mts • 
. called Visapner by the Arms.  and Azdaha-yurt by the Kurds.  Some  of 
the steles have wavy  lines carven into them to represent water; 
others are in the  shape of a  fish. 92  A number  have  carvings  in re-
lief of the hide of an  ox.93  Some  have  rude  Christian crosses  cut 
into them,  indicating that they had been  sacred objects before the 
Conversion  and  remained so.94 
What  have  oxen to  do  with visaps?  The  answer is to be  sought 
in the literary and archaeological monuments  of ancient Anatolia,  in 
the Ek Mandocc  'Refutation of Sects' of Eznik of Ko±b  (fifth century), 
and in modern  Armenian  folklore. 2.09  '':''',. 
Eznik  argues that Ews  etCe barnaycCi,  occetce  ezambkc  incc 
anuanelovkc  ayl  cacuk  zawrutCeamb  iwikc yAstucoy hramane,  zi mi 
sogin mardoy  kam  anasnoy me±anccicce  'And if [a visapJ be raised up, 
it is not by so-called oxen,  but by  some  hidden power,  by the  com-
mand of God,  lest its exhalations  harm man  or beast. ,95  Why  visaps 
should be lifted up  is explained also in a  folk belief recorded late 
in the nineteenth century:  visaps  when  they reach the  age  of 1000 
years  are large enough to  swallow the world.  Gabriel and the other 
angels  find visaps of this age  and 
them with swords  of lightning (cf. 
drag them up  to heaven,  fighting 
the thunder of St 
apparition of Gisane  in the narrative of Zenob  Glak, 
Karapet 
above) • 
in the 
This 
cosmic battle is perceived by men  as  a  storm.  When  the visap is 
taken to heaven,  it is cast into the Sun,  which burns it to cin-
96  v  ders.  In another version of this tradition, the visaps  grow  at 
the bottom of Lake  Van.  When  they are  a  thousand years  old and be-
come  able to swallow all the water of the lake,  angels  descend and 
drag the  fully-grown vi  saps  out of their lair; the water  churns  and 
a  storm rages.  When  the visaps  are  cast into the Sun,  their ashes 
descend as  a  mist.97  This belief appears to  go  back at least to the 
seventh century,  for Anania of Sirak explains the  idiom visap hanel 
'to extract a  visap',  used in fables,  as  a  storm;  98  in some  modern 
Arm.  dialects,  the word visap or,  usap alone  means  'storm'.  99 
The  presence of oxen  is perhaps  explained by the  scenes por-
trayed on  a  Hurrian golden bowl  found at Hasanlu,  in Iranian Azer-
baijan.  The  Hurrian weather-god,  Tesub,  is shown  crossing the sky 
in his  chariot,  which is drawn  by  a  bull.  Water pours  out of the 
mouth  of the bull onto  a  monstrous  creature whose  upper half is 
human,  but whose  lower half is a  mountain with three  dog-headed 
snakes  sprouting 
water,  for it is 
from it.  The  creature appears  to be  submerged in 
100  surrounded by bubbles.  It is known  from Hittite 
literary sources  that Tesub  was  the progeny of another  god named 
Kumarbi,  and that  Tesub  had a  consort,  a  goddess  named  Hebat  or 
HePit.
lOl 
Tesub  was  a  prominent  divinity also of the Urarteans,  and 
was  called'  ·by  them Teiseba;  the cities of Teisebaini  (Karmir Blur, 
near Erevan)  and Tuspa  (Arm.  Van;  the  Urartean name  survives  in the 
Arm.  name  of the surrounding district,  Tosp)  were  named  after the god.  Teiseba was  one  of the members  of the  supreme  triad of the 
Urartean  gods,  Haldi,  Teiseba and Ardini  (corresponding to the As-
•  •  yy  Y  Y)  102  y  y  syrlan trlad of Assur,  Adad  and Samas  .  Tesub/Teiseba was  a' 
weather-god,  like Tarhunda,  who  was  worshipped by the  Luwians,  an 
y 
Indo-European people,  and by other Asianic peoples of Anatolia;  the 
c  Asianic  god is attested in Arm.  as  Tork  ,  who  appears,  however,  to 
have  become  a  divinity of the netherworld.  It is as  a  weather god 
that Vahagn  appears  in the legend of the origin of the Milky Way, 
which relates his  contest with the foreign weather-god Bel or 
Barsam( in),  discussed above. 
103  weather  god. 
,  c  Vahagn,  and not  Tork  ,  endured as  a 
One  of the celebrated deeds  of Tesub was  the slaying of  a dragon, 
Illuyankas,  whose  name  is also  a  Hittite common  noun  meaning  'ser-
pent', and the  spawn 
battle took place at 
of the monster;  according to  some  accounts, the 
104  sea.  Vahagn,  it is recalled,  bears the epi-
thet visapakca±;  Toporov,  following Abe±yan,  takes  the second part 
of the word from Arm.  kCa±-em  'I reap,.105  Xorenacci notes that 
Vahagn  was  the vanquisher of many  visaps.  He  would pluck  them selec-
tively,  as  they reached deadly maturity,  much  as  one  might  reap a 
crop when  it is ripe,  but leave the unripe plants to grow.  These 
.y 
Vlsaps  were  drawn  up  to heaven,  presumably,  on  a  chariot pulled by 
oxen,  as  on  the Hurrian bowl.  It has  been suggested that the half-
man,  half-mountain on the bowl  is Ullikummi,  about  whom  we  shall 
speak in  Ch.  8.  But the three serpents may  represent Illuyankas  and 
his progeny,  which the weather-god Tesubprepares  to  reap  from the 
sea-bottom and drag heavenward on  his  ox-drawn  chariot. 
The  same  ancient legendry which  seems  thus to have  informed the 
cult of the  Zoroastrian yazata Vahagn  in Armenia,  may  have  survived 
also in Iran.  Qazvini relates that the Persians believed the sea-
dragon to be either a  hurricane or  a  black serpent dwelling on  the 
106  sea-bottom.  The  silver Klimova  Cup  of the Hermitage,  Leningrad, 
a  piece in Sasanian style,  shows  a  fully-clothed man  carrying bow 
and arrow,  who  is standing in an  archway which rests  on  a  wheeled 
platform;  two  oxen at each side--four in all--pull at traces attached 
to the platform.  Above  each pair is  a  winged being who  whips  the 
animals.  The  being to the right  seems  to be  pouring water onto the heads  of the oxen  (cf.  the Hasanlu cup);  the water is represented by 
two  wavy,  diverging lines.  On  the top of the  arch of the wheeled 
platform (or chariot?) is a  crescent moon.  Within it is a  beardless 
figure who  sits  cross-legged on  a  throne,  with the two  horns  of an-
other crescent moon  emerging from behind his  (or her)  shoulders.  To 
the right of the figure  stands  an  ax.107  Perhaps  this is the moon 
god  (who  is male  in Iran),  or else a  goddess  who  is the  consort of 
the warlike,  masculine  figure below with his  full beard and typi-
cally Sasanian bunches of hair.  The figure  may  be  Verethraghna,  but 
in the  absence  of a  serpent in the scene  one  cannot  suggest with cer-
tainty that this  cup portrays the  same  legend we  have  sought  above 
to link with Arm.  Vahagn. 
Zoroastrianism was  not the only monotheistic religion to adopt 
the myth  of serpents which had to be  slain or neutralised, lest they 
devour or destroy the world.  The  heroic  deed of the Arm.  Zor. 
Vahagn  appears  in the Babylonian  Talmud,  inspired,  as it seems,  by 
the ancient Babylonian legendry heard by Jewish sages  of the Sasanian 
period,  but here it is an  example  of the  farseeing wisdom of GodJhim-
self:  in Tractate Baba Batra 74b/, it is said that if God  had not 
castrated the male  and slain t:te  female  Leviathan,  they would have 
mated and destroyed the world  (presumably by the number  and size of 
their offspring).  Neither visaps nor Leviathanjare whollyextir-
pated;  their issue is periodically reduced,  in the first case,  or 
precluded,  in the second.  The  reasons  are probably correspondingly 
various:  for the  Zoroastrians,  evil is always  present  and always  to 
be  combated,  in this world of mixture.  For Jews,  the  Leviathan,  for 
107-e.  all its monstrosity,  is an  example  of God's  majesty and  economy. 
Iconographic  depictions of Verethraghna in Armenia may  be  found 
on  the  coins of Tigran II, where  a  bearded male  nude  is shown  fron-
tally,  standing;  a  lion's skin is draped over his right arm,  and 
with his left hand he  leans  on  a  club.10S  This  is the usual  Greek 
rendering of Herakles,  and is reproduced also in a  statuette from 
Hatra,  from  about the  same  period,  and fairly close,  both  geographi-
cally and politically,  to Arsacid Armenia.109 
Another piece,  discovered recently,  deserves  discussion here. 
In 1979,  a  fragment  of rose-colored tufa was  found in the gold mines of Zod,  ~, 12 kill,  east of Basargechar,  near the SE  shore of Lake 
Sevan and just south of the Sah-dag range,  in the  Arm,  SSR,110  Two 
human  figures  are  carven in high relief on  two  sides of the object. 
Suren Ayvazyan,  who  published a  brief description of the find  (with-
out,  however,  providing dimensions  and other archaeological details 
of importance),lll together with a  small photograph,  identified the 
two  figures  as  Vahagn  and Ast±ik.  Mr Ayvazyan  kindly sent at our 
reQuest  two  good photographs of the stone  (see pIs.  II and III, ap-
pended to this chapter),  and his proposal  seems  justifiable, although 
the  date  he  suggests,  the first or second millennium B. C. , . seems  to us\. 
too  early;  \ 
The  male  figure  holds what  appears  to be  a  giant snake,  perhaps 
a  visap;  this and the musculature of his body suggest  Vahagn.  The 
naturalistic depiction of the human  figure would derive  from Hellenis-
tic forms,  and the powerful torso recalls the Artaxiad Arm.  coins 
cited above,  the relief of Herakles--Artagnes  from  Commagene,  or the 
naked male  figures  in bas-relief at the temple of Garni  in Armenia.112 
The  snake, if such it is, blends  into the folds  of the  drapery of 
the woman.  Her figure  is exaggeratedly and voluptuously  feminine, 
and may  be  compared to the figure of Aphrodite  in bas-relief on  a 
terracotta piece  from Artasat,  in which the  goddess  is  shown  par-
tially naked and in the act of undressing.113  This  figure bears 
little resemblance to the  ceramic  figurines  of 
and sedate mother  goddess  Anahit or Nane,  also 
the heavily draped 
v  114  found at Artasat. 
It is,  rather,  of the Aphrodite  anadyomene  type  found commonly  at 
Dura  and elsewhere in the Greco-Roman  world.  For Anahit,  although 
regarded as  a  goddess  of fertility  (Agath.  68), was  also  considered 
mayr  amenayn  zgastutCeancc  'mother of all chastity'  (Agath.  53), 
very different  indeed from the bas-relief of Zod. 
Zod,  Classical Arm.  Cawdkc,  has  gold mines  which have been in 
use  since the fifteenth century B.C.;  settlements  and graveyards  of 
the second-first millennia have  been unearthed;  and various bronze 
weapons,  items  of personal adornment,  talismans with  depictions of 
the  Tree  of Life and other implements  have  been  found dating  from 
the twelfth century B.C.  The  place has  been. continuously settled 
throughout historical times,  with the river Zod  affording access r 
I 
from the east to 
115  church there. 
Lake  Sevan,  and there is a  seventeenth-century Arm. 
The  area was  known  to Agathangelow,  who 
and UtikC (Agath. 
refers to 
it as  Cawdekc,  a  region between  Siwnikc  597) .  The 
purpose of the tufa carving itself is impossible to  determine.  Be-
cause it is  c1arven  on  two  sides, it may  have  served as  part of a 
I 
laxger structure,  perhaps  as the corner of a  shrine or other build-
ing,  or of an altar.  In all recorded periods,  Arm.  reliefs are 
characterised by smooth,  finely dressed stone  and flat backgrounds; 
this piece is rough,  and,  it seems,  unfinished. 
The  legend of Vahagn's  dragon-reaping appears  to have its;source 
in the  ancient  myths  of the peoples who  inhabited the Arm.  Plateau 
in the  second and early first millennia B.C.  Similarly non-Iranian, 
it seems,  are the details of his origin and the presence of a  con-
sort,  Ast±~k.  Tesub's birth is mentioned in Hittite texts,  as  is 
his  female  consort,  called Hebat or Hepit.  The  name  Ast±ik is com-
posed of Arm.  ast±  'star' with the  diminutive  suffix -ik, probably 
used here  also  in an honorific sense; the closest parallel is  found 
in a  'Manichaean'  prayer cited in the  Oskipcorik,  a  thirteenth-
century miscellany:  'The  Manichaeans  swear by the Sun  and say 
"Little light,  sweet little Sun,  you are  fu11··o·f  the heavens  (lusik 
arewik kCa±ccrik,  li es  tiezerokc}.u,  According to  Yovhannes  of 
Awjun,  the  'Paulicians',  also Sun-worshippers,  addressed it thus: 
Arewik,  lusik  'Little sun,  little light·.116  As  it will be  argued 
in Ch.  l6,  the  reference  in both cases is probably to the  Arewordikc 
'Children of the Sun',  apparently a  community of Arm.  Zoroastrians 
who  survived through the mediaeval period.  Abe±yan  and others 
have  identified Ast±ik  'Little Star' with the Syrian  goddess 
Kaukabta,  of which her name  would be  a  translation.  The  'little 
- -'·1 
star' is Venus,  Gk.  Aphrodite; I in the Arm.  translation of Philo, 
.  ,  117 
Ast±ik is identified with Aruseak  '(  the  plane~) Venus'.  A temple 
of the first century B.C.-A.D.  32  at Palmyra  contains  a  bas-relief 
of Herakles  accompanied by a  goddess  with a  radiant nimbus.  In 
other reliefs,  she is replaced by a  star in  a  crescent  (cf.  the 
crescent  on  the Klimova  cup,  discussed above).  The  cult of Hebat/ 
Hepit  survived in Maionia,  in Asia Minor,  long after the fall of the 
Hittite empire;  she is called meterHipta in a 'Greek  inscription 
118  found there. 21lt. 
According to the seventh-century writer VrtCanes  kCertCo±  'the 
I.  C  C  C  .... c  c  c  poet  ,  Ast±~k  .•.  zor mayr  c  ankut  eanc  koc  en  amenayn  het anosk:  ew 
b  b  c  t C'  kC  'ak t C.  kC  ,  11 th  h  th  all  azum  en  ar ec u  ~wn  sora ew  anar  u  ~wn  a  e  ea  ens  c 
Ast±ik the mother of passions,  and her drunken  orgies and debauch-
eries  are  numerous. ,119  In the nineteenth century,  the  Arm.  priest 
and ethnographer Garegin Sruanjteancc  recorded this legend,  told by 
the people of MuS:  the place where  the  Euphrates  enters the plain 
f  M v  f  th  t  .  .  v  •  G(  ).  • (  .)  120  d  o  us  rom  e  moun  a~ns of K1nc  ~s called  u  rgur a,  an 
there is a  pool there where  Ast±~k bathes.  Young  men  used to  climb 
nearby Mt  Da±on  and light a  fire in order to behold the beauty of 
the naked goddess,  and that is why  the waters  send up  a  mist there--
to shield her from their eyes.121  It is perhaps  noteworthy that 
kine is  a  native Arm.  word for the wild boar,  called also varaz,  the 
animal  symbolic of Vahagn  (cf.  above).  There is in the vicinity of 
Mus  also an  ancient  fortress  (Arm.  berd)  referred"to by  Zenob  as 
well as  other writers,  ancient and modern,  called Ast±kan berd  'For-
c  122  tress of Ast±ik',  Ast.±p,  Astaberd,  or Ast.±awnk  •  This  may  have 
been  the structure described by  TCovma  Arcruni  (1.8),  according to 
whom  Artaxias  I  i  mej  erekcarmatean  gogajew hovtin pCokcu ...  sine 
astarak barjraberj pCoruacoy mijocCaw,  ew  i  veray kangne  zAst±kan 
patkern ew  mawt  nora ztun  ganju pastpanutCean kroccn  'built in a 
three-cornered,  concave little valley a  lofty tower,  at the  centre 
of the cavity,  and on  it he  erected the statue of Ast±ik,  and nearby 
it [he built] a  treasure-house  for the protection of the idols. ,123 
We  have noted the adjective vramakan  'of Verethraghna'  applied 
to sacred fires,  and the  apparent identification of Verethraghna in 
Arm.  also  as  Hrat  'fiery', the latter also  an epithet applied to 
holy fires.  In the preceding chapter, it was  noted that there may 
have been varying grades  of sacred fires  in pre-Sasanian,  Zoroas-
trian Arm.,  and in  Zoroastrianism the  'fire of Verethraghna'  is in-
deed the highest grade.  The  information we  possess  concerning the 
cult of fire in Arm.  will be  treated at greater length in  Ch.  15; it 
is sufficient to  remark here,  however,  that the  forms  Vram  and 
Vahram,  used as  proper names  alone or in  compounds  (e.g.,  Vramsapuh, 
v.  124)  .  Anusvram  appear to be  Sasan~an,  and are  clearly distinct from 
forms  such as  Artagnes,  Artanes,  Vahagn  and Vahan,  discussed 
I 
I 2l;~ 
previously.  AJ3  a  yazata in Armenia,  Verethraghna is called invari-
ably by the  name  Vahagn,  never by the later, Sasanian form,  and the 
vramakan  krak  'fire of Vram'  is mentioned generally as  a  foundation 
of the Sasanians  or their Arm.  confederates.  It is also important 
to note that Arm.  Hrat  Mecn  in one  case at least is a  rendering of a 
toponym,  Phraata,  and need not  refer to Verethraghna at all.  We  can-
not.therefore agree with Benveniste's  suggestion that the  vramakan 
krak was  an Arsacid institution.125 
It was  observed that Verethraghna is a  close  companion  of 
Mithra in the struggle  against evil;  in yt.  14, the two  appear to-
gether with  Rasnu.  In  a  Mithraic relief found at Mannheim,  Mithra 
is accompanied by Herakles,  behind whom  stands  a  wild boar  ramp-
ant.126  In the Acts of St Acepsimas,  the saint refuses  the  demand 
of the Magian  high priest that he offer sacrifices to Helios  and 
Ares,  i.e.  (in a  Persian context),  Mithra and Verethraghna.127  In 
Iran,  Mithra,  a  god of fire,  came  to be identified with the greatest 
of all physical fires,  the Sun,  but  in Arm.  he was  eQuated rather 
with  Gk.  Hephaistos--the  god jof fire--alone,  and not with Helios 
(cf.  MX  IL14).  Tiridates in Armenia  invoked Aramazd,  Anahit  and 
Vahagn,  in striking contrast to the  common  Iranian triad of Ahura 
Mazda,  Anahita and Mithra attested since the time of Artaxerxes II. 
We  shall see in  Ch.  8 how  the cult of Mithra may  have been eclipsed 
in Arm.  by the  cult of Vahagn. 
For the temple of the latter enjoyed vast prominence,  to the 
extent that it became  the first See of the Arm.  Church,  before the 
centre was  shifted to Va±arsapat,  in the northeast,  at or near the 
royal  capital of the country.  Xorenacci  refers to the cult of 
Vahagn  in Georgia,  but  Georgian  sources  do  not refer to the yazata. 
To  this  day,  however,  the  Georgians  celebrate  'the great feast of 
128  summer',  Atengenoba,  in honour of Atengena,  i.e., St~,Athenogenes, 
whose  relics, it is recalled,  were transferred .to Astisat by St 
Gregory when  the cult of Vahagn  had been eradicated there.  The 
feast of the martyr Athenogenes  is  celebrated in the Syrian  Orthodox 
church on  24th July,129 while  in Armenia it is celebrated on 
17 July130  (Arm.  11 Hroticcl3l).  All of these  data affirm that it 
is indeed a  summer  feast.  Why  was  Athenogenes,  Arm.  AtCangines,  so important?  The  Arm.  Synaxarion relates that he  lived in Sebastia 
(Tk.  Sivas),  immediately contiguous  to Armenia,  Ew  i  mium  awur etes 
patani mi  enkecceal  i  durn ayri mi  yorum buneal er visap:  kCanzi 
bnakicckc  tebwoyn  vasn ahi visapin matucCanein  nma  patani mi,  vasn 
zi spareal er zamenayn  anasuns  tebwoyn  'And  on  one  day he  (St 
AtCangines)  beheld a  youth who  had been  cast at the entrance to  a 
cave where  a  visap had its nest.  For the inhabitants of the place 
because of fear of the visap used to offer it a  youth,  as it had ex-
hausted all the  animals of the region.'  The  saint freed the youth 
and slew the  dragon.  In memory  of this heroic act, the text  con-
tinues,  a  hind comes  down  to the  church once  a  year on this  day  and 
is sacrificed to  God. 132  It is easy to see how  this legend might 
have  been linked with the heroic,  dragon-slaying exploits of Vahagn; 
it is recalled that legends of propitiatory sacrifices to visaps 
were  still related until recent  days.  A relief from Bayazit pub-
lished by Alisan and reproduced by Ananikian  depicts  two  robed, 
priestly figures  in soft,  'Phrygian'  headdresses;  between them is a 
walled-in portal,  above  which  stands an animal which resembles  a 
hind;133 perhaps  the scene portrays  an  ancient sacrifice which sur-
vived as  a  ceremony of the  Chur~h. 
St  Gregory,  according to AI';ath.,  ordained that the feast of St 
Athenogenes  be  celebrated on  7  2ahmi  at AStisat,  but  on 1  Nawasard 
at Bagawan.  Neither 7  Sahmi  or  Nawasard  corresponded in the  fourth 
century,  around the  date  of the  Conversion when  these events  are 
said to have  taken place,  to either of the two  dates  in July.  Sahmi 
is the name  of the third month,  probably to be  derived from  Georgian 
sami  'three·;134 the word has no  apparent  religious  significance 
which might enlighten us  about why  Gregory chose  that month.  The 
popular Arm.  tradition of NaxiJewan  cited above  has  Gregory arrive 
~ .v  at Astlsat on  Nawasard.  Agathangelos  states that king Tiridates 
waited a  month  (Agath.  817)  for Gregory to  come  to Bagawan  from 
Astisat,  so  Gregory was  at the latter place  in mid-late July,  corres-
ponding to the twelfth month of the Arm.  calendar,  HroticC,  which 
immediately precedes  the  New  Year.  This  is in accord with the evi-
dence  from the Synaxarion and Georgian  and Syriac  sources  concerning 
the  date  of the  feast of St Athenogenes,  but not with the  date of 
7th Sahmi. It is probable that  Gregory  arrived at Bagawan  on  Nawasard,  and 
offered reverence  to the  same  saints, at the royal centre of cult on 
the specifically kingly holiday of Nawasard,  as  he had done  at 
Astisat a  month  before.  It is recalled that the Artaxiad kings 
struggled to  subject the  cult of Vahagn,  dominated by the Vahunis, 
to their own  control--and their centre,  like that of the newly-
Christian Tiridates, was  the temple of Aramazd,  at Bagawan.  Greg-
ory's action,  inexplicable otherwise--for why  ought  a  saint to 
receive two  separate  days  in his honour--may be  viewed as  a  gesture 
of altar to throne of both fealty and equilibrium.  The  burial of 
kings  and catholicoi at the neighbouring necropoli of Ani  and 
TCordan,  discussed in the previous  chapter,  reflects the  same  deli-
cate relationship. 
Grigor Arsaruni,  writing ca.  690,1  called 7th Sahmi  the festival 
of Vahevahean,  whom  he  calls  'the  golden mother  demon',  confusing 
Anahit with Vahagn.135  In the  Arm.  calendar,  the  7th day of the 
month  is named  after Ast±ik;  the 19th, after Anahit;  and the 27th, 
136  c  after Vahagn.  Perhaps  the three dates we  have,  11 Hrotic  , 
1  Nawasard,  and 7  Sahmi,  all reflect Zoroastrian festivals  replaced 
by Christian observances.  The  first,  which  endured as the feast of 
Athenogenes,  must  have  been  dedicated to Vahagn;  the second was  con-
secrated to Aramazd;  and the third,  7  Sahmi,  belonged to a  goddess, 
most likely Ast±ik rather than Anahit.  It is not St Athenogenes, 
however,  whom  we  encounter as  the  successor to Vahagn,  but St John 
the Baptist,  and the relics of both saints were  deposited,  as  we 
have  seen,  at Astisat.  St Karapet,  is, of course,  a  figure of in-
comparably greater importance in Christianity than Athenogenes;  he 
is no  less than the  forerunner of Christ,  and better entitled thus 
to  assume  the mantle of Vahagn,  who  was  second only to Aramazd  in 
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Chapel of the Monastery of Surb  Karapet,  Mus.  Photo 
taken before 1913.  The  Arm.  caption handwritten  on 
c  v_  C  c  back of the original reads,  K rmakan  senk  i  mnac  ord, 
s.  Karapeti  srjapCakin mej'Remnant of a  building of 
c  the  k  urms,  in the yard of St Karapet.'  From  the 
collection of the late Harutiun  Hazarian of New  York. 
I  am  indebted to  Ruth  Thomason  (Thomasian),  director 
of Project SAVE  (an  Armenian  photographic  and docu-
mentary archive),  for  a  copy of the photograph  (SAVE 
ref.:  Hazarian 18-78). 
Plo  II, III.  The  bas-relief excavated at  Zod, .Armenian  S.S.  R. 
Plo  IV. 
Plo  V. 
Photographs  courtesy of Mr  Suren Ayvazyan,  Erevan. 
Map  of the district of MuS,  from Sargis  and Misak 
Bdeean,  Harazat  patmutCiwn  Taronoy,  Cairo,  1962,  8-9. 
St Karapet  and Astisat are  in the upper left-hand 
corner. 
The  Monastery of St Karapet  (the  dome  of the chapel 
of Plo  I  i's  visible to  the  fore),  from Baeean,  ibid. ------------------------------------------------------------------------
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KEY  TO  LOCATIONS  ON  MAP  (PLATE  IV) 
1.  Plain of Mush 
2.  City of Mush. 
3.  Surb Karapet 
4.  Ashtishat 
'5.  Murat  su  (Aracani) 
6.  Shatakh  (Korduk) 
~ 
OJ 
~ 
7.  XoytC 
8.  Baghesh  (Bitlis) 
10.  Lake  Van 
11.  Xlat
C  (Akhlat) 
9.  Batman  su ---,or 
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ANAHIT  AND  NANE 
The  worship of the two  goddesses  Anahita  (PhI.  Anahid,  Arm.  Anahit) 
and Nana  (or Nanai,  Arm.  Nane)  is widely attested in Iran and in coun-
tries to the west  and east in pre-Islamic times,  although Anahita alone 
of the two  is recognised in existing,  canonical texts as  a  yazata of 
Zoroastrianism.  Both  goddesses  were worshiped in Armenia,  and they 
shared so many  aspects,  in Armenia as  elsewhere,  that it seems  fitting 
to  consider them together.  For both seem to have  derived many  of their 
characteristics  from the "Great  Mother  goddess of ancient  Asia Minor,  \ 
whose  cult"  flourished in remote  ages  before the revelation of the  \ 
Zor~astrian faith,  and which may  in part survive still in the  reverence 
paid by Armenian  Christians to the  Virgin Mary.  It is proposed to con-
sider first this most  ancient of cults  and its connection with Nane  in 
Armenia  and other countries,  and then to  discuss  Iranian Anahi ta and 
Arm.  Anahit. 
The  name  of the  Great Mother  goddess,  known  to the Romans  as  Magna 
Mater,  is encountered most  fre~uently in Asia Minor  as  Kubaba  or  Cybele, 
This  and the name  Nana are  considered to be  Lallworter  (e", g., English 
Papa,  Mama)  meaning  'mother'  I  The  cult of the mother goddess  has been 
dated as  far back as the Palaeolithic Age.  The  goddess  is usually shown 
enthroned,  with lions  (or,  sometimes,  leopards)  to either side of her, 
as  on  a  terracotta !figurine  from  Catal Hiiyiik  (ancient Phrygia),  ca. 
2  6000 B. C.  Cybele  was  regarded as  the Mother of all, the  Queen  married 
to the Sky-god,  .,ho .,as  king.  As  the earth,  she .,as both the source of 
life and the  abode  of all at its end.  Another of her titles seems  to 
have  been  'the lady',  as  attested in the North Syrian theophoric  name 
Alli-Kubaba,  meaning  'Kubaba is the  Lady'  (seventeenth~sixteenth cen-
turies B.C.).3  Cybele .,as the ruler, not  only of the land,  but of the 
life-giving waters,  also:  in a  hymn  of the  second century A.D.,  prob-
ably  from Pergamon  on  the western  coast of Asia Minor,  she is  described 
as ruler of  'the rivers  and the  entire sea!; 4 
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The  mother  goddess  is referred to often together with her young  son 
and lover,  the  dying  and rising god best known  as  Attis.  The  legend of 
the divine pair is often related thus:  The  Great  Mother made  herself 
into a  rock called Agdus,  with which Jupiter (i.e., the Sky-god,  see 
above)  desired to have  sexual relations.  He  spilled his  seed on  the 
rock,  and in the tenth month  a  bisexual being named ,Agdistis was  born. 
The  gods  perceived the' danger of such  a  being,  for Agdistis  could im-
pregnate himself and give birth,  and was  not  therefore  subject to the 
natural order established by the divine powers.  Bacchus  stole up  on  the 
sleeping Agdis,tis  and tied his virile parts to a  tree.  When Agdistis 
woke  and tried to move,  he was  emasculated,  and the blood that fell to 
the  ground caused a  tree to sprout  (the pomegranate  or almond,  in most 
accounts).  Nana,  the daughter of the river Sangarius,  took the, frui  t 
of the tree  and put it in her lap  as  she sat  (or,  she sat beneath the 
tree  and the fruit fell into her lap).  The  fruit vanished,  and later a 
child was  born,  Attis.  Sangarius,  angered by the violation of his 
daughter's virginity, tried to kill her, but was  unsuccessful.  Attis 
was  exposed to die,  but the animals nourished him.  The  Great MOther 
then became  the boy's lover,  and numerous  terra cotta figurines  from 
Asia Minor  and Syria show the  Great  Mother  seated,  with the young Attis 
5  on  her lap.  These  figurines  show Attis  as  a  naked babe;  in other 
scenes  he  appears  as  an  adolescent youth of great beauth,  attired as  a 
Phrygian shepherd. 
Then,  according to the legend,  Attis became  enamoured of a  nymph 
named Sagaritis,  daughter of the river Sangarius  (like Nana,  above); 
The  Mother  Goddess  learnt of this,  and in her rage  and jealousy drive 
Attis  insane.  The  distracted youth mutilated his  genitals with a  stone 
under a  pine or fir tree  (and that is why  they are evergreens:  his 
blood made  their leaves  immortal). 6  Attis, it was  believed,  rose  from 
the  dead,  and the  ceremonies of Roman  devotees of his cult were held in 
March  and divided into two parts:  the tristia,  commemorating his pas-
sion and death;  and the  subseQuent  festivities  called hilaria,  celebrat-
ing the  awakening of the  god after his  long winter slumber. 7 
Nana was  often identified directly with the Mother  Goddess;  such  an 
eQuation is logically in keeping with the legend related above,  in which 
it is clearly implied that the relationship of youth and goddess  was  an 
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incestuous  union  of mother  and son.  Just as  the  Great  Mother was  called 
by  various  names,  so  also was  Attis.  In remote  Sogdia,  as  we  shall see, 
the  goddess  Nanai  was  imagined as  grieving for the  dead youth Siyavaxs, 
whilst in Armenia it was  believed that the  jealous Assyrian  queen 
Semiramis  had killed her young lover Ara the Beautiful, who  rose  from 
the  dead with the help of supernatural  dog-like beings; belief in such 
beings  persisted into  Christian times.7 
The  goddess  Nana  described above is probably to be  identified with 
Nana,patron  goddess  of the Sumerian  city of Uruk,  whose  name  in Sumer-
ian,  Innin or Inanna,  means  'Lady of Heaven'.  Nana was  principally a 
goddess  of fertility,8 and this role is in keeping with the various 
associations of earth, water,  sex and motherhood referred to  above  in 
our discussion of the  Great Mother.  But  she was  also a  figure of awe-
some  and destructive might  (as,  indeed,  was  Anahita,  as will be seen). 
In a  Sumero-Akkadian hymn,  Nana is praised in one  strophe  as the embodi-
ment  of love,  but in the next,  she is the  goddess  who  'takes  away  the 
young man  in his prime/ She  removes  the young girl from her bed-
~8-a 
chamber ... ' •  '<  Her title,  'Lady',  as  we  shall see,  was  applied later 
in Zoroastrian and Arm.  texts to Anahita.  In  ca.  1700 B.C., the Elamite 
king Kuter-Nahhunte  captured the  statue of the  goddess  of Uruk  and bore 
it off to Susa,  where it remained until ASsurbanipal  recovered it in 
646  B.C.9  The  cult of the  goddess  continued to flourish,  of course,  in 
Mesopotamia,  and the Persians probably adopted it from the  conquered 
Elamites;  under the  Achaemenians,  army  and administration must  have 
spread the  cult to eastern Iran,  for in later centuries it is abundantly 
attested there. 
According to II Maccabees  1.13, the Seleucid king Antiochus  IV 
(mid-second century B. C.)  sacked the temple  of Nanaia in Persis  (LXX  Gk. 
Nanaias  hierol;  Arm.  tacar Naneay--Naneay is the  gen.  sg.  of Nane): 
evidence  that the  cult of the  goddess  persisted there.  Theophoric  names 
such  as  Bathnania,  Mekatnanaia  and Baribonnaia are attested from Hellen-
istic Mesopotamia.lO  In the  fourth  century A.D.,  the Sasanian king 
Sabuhr II commanded  a  general named Mucain  or MuCin,  a  recent  convert 
to  Christianity,  to worship the Sun,  Moon,  fire,  Zeus,  Bel,  Nebo  and 
11  Nanai  'the great  goddess  of all the world'.  The  name  of the general 
is probably Arab,  so it is possible that Sabuhr was  referring to the 
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gods  of pagan  Mesopotamia rather than to Ir. yazatas.  The  Sasanians 
were  not,  in general,  concerned by the  conversion of a  non-Iranian from 
one  alien religion to another,  however,  so  perhaps it was  the  important 
rank of the  convert in this  case that troubled the king.  In the  same 
century,  reference is made  to  a  Mesopotamian  settlement named  'Ninety' 
after ninety families of the southern district of Mesene  who  had emi-
grated with their idol Nanai;12  about  a  century later, in A.D.  484,  a 
Nestorian  Christian,  Nanai  of Prat,  presided over the Nestorian  Council 
of Beth Lapat;  13 apparently,  the  fact that Nanai was  a  female  di  vini  ty 
did not prevent men  from  bearing her name.14 
In the Parthian period,  Nana was  widely venerated.  An  image  of 
Artemis  in  Greek  dress  from Palmyra is labelled NNY  *Nanai,  15  and an 
inscription on  an  ostracon  from Nisa,  the heart of the Arsacid kingdom, 
reads:  (1)  SNT  159  (2)  MN  'yzny  (3)  Nnystnkn  '(1)  Year 159  (2)  from 
the temple  (3)  *Nanaistanakan·.16  The  last word of the inscription ap-
pears  to mean  'of the place  of Nanai';  the  Pth.  adjectival ending -akan 
,  --
borrowed by  Arm.  is used similarly with the name  of a  yazata and the 
word mehean  'temple' to  denote  a  temple of that yazata,  as  we  have  seen 
in our discussions of Aramazd  and Vahagn;  the toponymic  suffix -stan, 
also borrowed by Arm.,  is used in that language  to  describe mainly large 
districts or countries  (e.g., Hayastan  'Armenia'),  but it can be used 
also to  describe far more  limited aggregates  (e.g.,  gerd-a-stan  'house-
hold').  In Ir., -stan may  refer to a  country or a  single locus,  e. g., 
OP  *Bagastana,  modern Behistun.  The  Pth.  adjective may  refer,  there-
fore,  either to  a  temple estate or an entire province,  cf.  Anaetica in 
Armenia,  below,  or it may  be the name  of a  temple  alone.  We  are in-
clined to regard the word as  descriptive of a  temple  estate at least, 
for the ostraca from Nisa are records mainly of the  accounts of vine-
yards,  some  of which belonged to very large estates. 
The  cuJ_t  of Nana  was  prominent  farther east.  A four-armed  goddess 
seated on  a  lion or lion-shaped throne is  found portrayed at Usriishana, 
and on  a  silver dish from  Chorasmia.17  In Sogdian,  the name  of the  god-
dess  is  found as  nny  '~Nanai,  and the  theophoric names  nny-pntk 
*Nanai-vandak  'servant of Nanai',  nny-S't  *Nanai- tat  'given by Nanai', 
and  nny-!i~" r  *Nanai- 6var  'gift of Nanai'  are attested in a  group of 
documents  called the  'Sogdian  Ancient Letters',  dated to  ca A. D.  311; 239 
the  authors  of the letters seem to have  been worshipers of Nanai  and to 
have believed in their native  Old Iranian religion.18  Nanai  was  the 
city goddess  of Panjikant,  and was  called  'the  Lady'  (Sgd.  Nn~f?'mbn 
'Nan(a)  the  Lady,).19  In a  fresco  from that  city is  shown  a  scene of 
mourning over a  dead youth,  probably Siyavaxs.  The  wall-painting,  much 
restored,  has  been  dated to the seventh-eighth centuries  A.D. 20  In a 
Manichaean text, preserved,  unfortunately,  only in very fragmentary 
form,  a  scene of terrible grief and mourning is  described:  ' •.•  purify-
ing  .•.  without  delay •.•  he  dismounts,  and there take place spilling of 
blood,  killing of horses,  laceration of faces,  and taking  (=  cutting 
, 
off?) of ears'(1).  And  the lady Nan(a),  accompanied by her women,  walks 
on  to the bridge,  the  smash  the  vessels,  loud they callout, they weep, 
tear (their garments),  pullout  (their hairs),  and throw themselves to 
21  the ground. '  There  seems little doubt that the  fresco  and the text 
refer to the same  event:  the mourning of Nana  over her  dead  son-lover. 
Henning tentatively suggested that the latter be  identified as  a  mys-
terious  figure  named Kughline  who  appears  just before the  scene  in the 
Manichaean  fragment,  and is called also  'son of Ahriman' ;22 the Mani-
chaeans would have  frowned on the wild and destructive  ceremonies  de-
scribed,  and may  have  sought  merely to  calumniate  Kughline.  In contrast 
to this vivid tristia is a  terracotta \statuette of a  woman  holding a 
pomegranate,  with a  little boy  standing to her left; the piece is  dated 
to the second-fourth centuries  A.D.  and  comes  from the territory of 
ancient Sogdia.23  Terracotta \figurines of a  goddess  standing alone  are 
common  in Sogdia,  but this type is rare,  and it is therefore  suggested 
24  . 
that it was  produced from  a  Parthian model,  but it is clear at least 
that it must  represent  Nana  (cf.  the pomegranate,  above)  and the young 
Attis, before his tragic self-mutilation and death. 
A·terracotta \ statuette of a  mother  suckling a  child--presumably 
Nana  and Attis--was  found at Koy  Krylgan  Kala in  Cb()~aSmia; the  same 
scene is shown  on  a  medallion of greenish glass mounted in silver with 
a  ring at the top for a  neck-chain,  from Balalyk Tepe,  also in 
.  24-a  ~  Cborasffila.  Nana is  found  also on  coins  of the Kusano-Bactrian 
kings  Kaniska and Huviska:  she  appears  on the reverse,  facing  forward 
and seated on  a  lion which is standing or walking to the left.  There 
is a  crescent over her shoulders, with the horns  pointing upwards  to 240 
either side.  The  inscription on  the  coin reads  NONA  SAO  in Bactrian 
Greek  script; it has been  suggested that the letter ~  was  written mis-
takenly in place of the Bactrian letter san (r =, s).  The  second word 
would then be  reconstructed as  sao  'king,25  (or,  in this case,  'Queen', 
presumably).  The  crescent probably represents  the planet Venus,  with 
which the  Mesopotamian  goddesses  Nana  and Istar (Astarte)  both were 
associated.26 
According to  MX  11.14,  Artaxias  I  established the  statue of the 
goddess  Athena at TCil,  in the province of Eke±eacc  (Acilisene)--within 
a  short  distance  from the shrine of Anahit  at Erez  (Eriza),  as  we  shall 
see below.27  In his  description of the  campaign of Gregory to destroy 
the meheans  of Armenia,  Agathangelos  mentions  the temples of Anahit  and 
Nane  together:  Ew  apa yet aysorik  anden  i  sahmanakicc  gawarn  Eke±eacc 
c  c  c  elaner.  Ew  and ereweal  diwac  n  i  mec  ew  i  bun mehenac n  Hayoc 
tCagaworaccn,  i  te±is pastamancCn,  yAnahtakan mehenin,  yErezn  awani: 
c  ....  c  .... c_  ..... c 
ur  i  nmanut  iwn  vahanawor  zawru zo±oveal  diwac  n  martnc  ein,  ew  mecagoc 
.  .  .... c  c  c  _.  c  c  c  c  ...  barbarov  zler~ns hnc  ec uc  ane~n.  Ork  p  axstakank  edealk  ,  ew  end 
pCaxcceln nocca korcaneal barj',aberj  parispkcn hartCeccan.  Ew  orkc 
dimeal hasealein zgastacCeal  zawrawkcn,  surbn  Grigor tCagaworawn 
handerj,  pCsrein  zoski patkern .ilnahtakan kanacci  diccn:  ewamenewin 
zte±in kCandeal  vatnein,  ew  zosk'n  ew  zarcatCn awar areal.  Ew  anti end 
~~~~~~~~~-=~~~ 
getn  Gayl  yaynkoys  anccanein,  ew  kCandein ,zNaneakan  meheann  dstern 
A  d ·  TC'l  .  .  k  c  h  c  1  v  ,  1  ramaz  ay  1  1  n  yawanl.  Ew  zgE:.nJS  er  OC  un  me  enac  n  awarea  zo!!::ovea 
i  nuer spasucc  surb eke±ecCwoyn  j,stucoy tCo±uin te±eawkc  handerj.  'And 
after that [i.e., the  destruction of the temple  of Aramazd  at  Ani  in the 
neighbouring province of Darana;I,iJ  he  crossed from there into the  con-
tiguous province of Eke±eacc.  And  the  demons  emerged  from the great and 
native temples of the kings  of Armenia,  in the places of worship,  in the 
temple  of Anahit at the village of Erez:  there,  the  demons  congregated 
in the likeness of a  shield-bearing army,  and with mighty shouts  they 
made  the mountains  resound.  They  were put to  flight,  and when  they fled 
the lofty battlements  collapsed and were  flattened.  st Grigor and the 
king,  who  had come  there with the  forces  of, the meek,  shattered the 
golden  image  of Anahit, the feminine  deity.  They  destroyed and de-
spoiled the place entirely,  and pillaged'  the I  gold and silver.  And  from 
there they  crossed to the  opposite bank of the  Lycus  river28 and 241 
destroyed the temple  of Nane,  daughter of Aramazd,  in the village of 
TCil.  They pillaged and gathered the treasures of both temples  and left 
them,  together with the places,  as  a  gift to the service of the holy 
Church of God'  (Agath.  786). 
In the  Greek text of Agath.,  Nane  is called Athena,  as  in Xorenacci 
above.  Armed  resistance to Gregory and his  forces  has  been  discussed in 
thep'r'eviouschapter,  and is seen to have  been  in keeping with  Zoroas-
trian principle.  We  have  seen  also how  Ani,  TCordan  and Astisat became 
Christian holy places;  the  same  transformation was  effected at  TCil. 
Aristakes,  the  son of St  Gregory,  was  buried there  (MX  11.91;  pCB  111.2), 
as  was  St Nerses  the  Great  in the mid-fourth century  (MX  111.38).  The 
reference to Nane  as  'daughter of Aramazd'  need not  be taken literally, 
and may  be  compared to yt.  17.16,  dedicated to the yazataAsi  (PhI.  Ard), 
where the  goddess is addressed thus:  pita te yo  Ahuro  Mazdi  'thy father 
is Ahura MazM'.  Although the hymn  is late,  ASi. is mentioned in the 
Gathas;  as  a  goddess ,  ASi  represents  fortune ,  prosperity and fecundity, 
like her Sanskrit  counterpart  (and cognate) Sri,  who  was  at times  identi-
fied with the earth.29  The  two  divinities,  ASi.and Nane,  may  share  cer-
tain aspects,  and perhaps  also the appellations  cited.  In both cases, 
the words  'daughter'  and  'father' would be  allegorical in  a  Zoroastrian 
context.  But  in the legend of Cybele  and Attis, the filial and maternal 
relationships are emphatically literal, and the Arm.  worshippers  of Nan~ 
like the other peoples  who  worshipped the Mother  Goddess  and her divine 
Child under various  names,  may  have believed that Nane  was  daughter in-
deed of the  supreme  God. 
As  we  shall see presently,  there were numerous  shrines  in Armenia 
to·Anahit,  but the temple  of Nane  at  TCil  is the only centre of the cult 
of the  goddess  which is attested with certainty.  At  the foot of 
Mt  Arnos  in Vaspurakan,  however,  is Nanenicc  jor  'Valley of *Nane-ankc " 
and it has  been  suggested that the valley was  named after a  temple of 
Nane  which lay once  have  stood there.  A Christian church was  built at 
the site,  30 jd, as we  have  seen,  shrines of the new  faith were  commonly 
established in the holy places of the elder religion. 
A large number of  terracotta i figurines  have  been  discovered at 
Artaxata and Armawir  which  depict  a  lady enthroned.  She  is dressed in 
robes,  and  a  veil suspended from the top of her high tiara falls  evenly 
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on  both sides to the base of the pedestal of the statuette.  To  her 
left, with his back  to the viewer  and his head at her left breast, 
stands a  little naked boy. 31  There is no  doubt  that these  figurines 
served as  cult statues of the  Great  Mother  and the child Attis.  It is 
known  that the tragic legend of the pair was  told in Armenia as  the epic 
y  • 
of Ara and Samlram,  referred to  above,  yet it is not  known  whether the 
Mother  Goddess  was  called Samiram; it is, indeed,  unlikely that  a  lady 
portrayed in legend as  the  ~ueen of a  hostile foreign state would have 
been  accorded reverence.  It is more  likely that the  goddess  was  called 
by the name  of Nane.  For although it appears that the cult of Nana  was 
widespread throughout the Iranian lands,  we  shall see that Anahita was 
the principal female  divinity who  absorbed such functions  as  Zoroastrian 
values  would permit her to assimilate.  The  legend of the mutilated son 
and the wild rites of mourning performed at his  death are,  obviously,  at 
variance with  Zoroastrian ethical principles, which forbid self-
.mutilation and excessive  grief;  for a  Zoroastrian, his body is part of 
the  good creation of Ahura Mazda  and must not be  abused thus,  and in 
bereavement  one  is bidden to be steadfast and calm,  resolute as  a  good 
soldier in facing Ahriman-created death.  Nana would therefore  remain  as 
the  great Mother Goddess  of the legend, worshipped in Armenia and 
Parthia,  but  ignored in  Zoroastrian texts.  Anahita,  officially ac'-
knowledged by throne  and priesthood alike,  could not be  regarded as  the 
Great  Mother entirely,  for the reasons we  have  enumerated,  although cer-
tain aspects of the  divinity were  absorbed into her cult. 
It was  seen  above  that Nana was  often accompanied by a  lion or 
other animal or pair of animals.  A coin tentatively ascribed by Babelon 
to a  king of Sophene  or Commagene  of the second century B.C.,  shows  on 
the reverse  a  goddess  seated frontally above  and between two winged, 
32  leonine  creatures  seated on  their haunches  and facing away  from her. 
It is likely that the  figure  represented is Nane.  An  inscription of one 
Julia Ammia,  who  claims  she  is the  daughter of king·/Tigranes  of Armenia, 
is found on  an  altar dedicated to the Magna  Mater at Falcrii, north of 
Rome,  and is dated to the first half of the first century A. D.  ; 33  it is 
possible that the  Tigranes  referred to was  one of the  Roman  candidates 
34  placed on the  Arm.  throne.  I 
I 
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Nane  and her young  son may  be  depicted also in bas-relief at 
.... c  c  ..... 
C nk us,  a  village near the bend of the Euphrates  south of Xarberd--at 
the other,  southwestern edge of Armenia  from Artaxata,  where the mother-
and-child figurines  were  unearthed.  According to  Gafnik Georgean,  a 
native of the  town,  there is a  little bridge over  a  valley to  the east 
..... c  c',· .... 
of C mk'··us  Bridge.  Near the little bridge is a  carVing in  rock  (Arm. 
kCare±en kertuackc  Y)35  me  depicting a  woman  with  a  babe  in arms.  The 
people of the  Arm.  .  ....c  c....  . ....  vlllages of C nk  us  and Atls  explained that the  child 
had defecated and its mother,  wanting to wipe it clean and  finding no 
rag,  committed the unpardonable  sin of using a  piece of bread instead, 
36  whereupon  she  and the infant were turned to stone by  God. 
The  goddess  Nane  may  be  remembered in an  Arm.  tale recorded by the 
ethnographer G.  Serencc  at Van  in the nineteenth century.37  Love  be-
tween  Christian  and Muslim is a  common  theme  in the region,  proViding 
numerous  opportunities for narrative  complexity and often, also,  a 
tragic  denouement.  In the  Arm.  versions,  the  Christian boy is usually 
called Yovhannes  and the Muslim girl is Aysha.  The  love  story is at-
tested in verse 
to Yovhannes  of 
as  early 
c  T lkuran 
as  the  fourteenth century, attributed variously 
or Yovhannes  of Erznka  (Tk.  Erzincan). 38  In 
the prose version  recorded at Van,  Yovhannes  falls  in love with a  huri 
called Salcum Pasa.who  has  disguised herself as  a  Turkish girl.  The 
couple,  hounded by their respective  communities,  take  refuge with an 
obliging hermit who  resembles  somewhat  the Friar Laurence of Shakespeare. 
The  girl, who  has  been poisoned by her mother,  appears  to the hermit  as 
a  fiery being,  whom  he  addresses at  'my  Nane';  when  he  asks her to take 
a  seat,  she  falls  down  dead.  Later,  she  rises  from the  dead;  the boy 
arrives, they both die, light shines  over them,  and the  angel  Gabriel 
bids the  monk  dig them a  holy grave.  The  word nane  in Armeno-Turkish 
dialect means  the  same  as  English  'mama'  (as,  indeed,  did presumably the 
name  Nana originally),  so the hermit may  not necessarily be  calling the 
huri by the name  of a  divinity,  although the  supernatural nature of the 
huriand the circumstances of the  story  (love  and death)  might be  seen 
to  support such a  contention. 
We  turn our attention now  to Anahita  (Arm.  Anahit),  a  divinity vho, 
as will be  seen,  shared many  of the  attributes  of the  Great Mother,  Nana. 
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sacrifice to  an  alien goddess,  presumably Assyro-Babylonian Istar, the 
Lady of the planet  Venus,  and of love  and war,  whose  cult,  as  we  re-
marked above,  came  to  embrace  that of various mother-goddesses.  The 
Persians,  according to Herodotus  (1.131),  sacrificed to the  'Heavenly 
Goddess',  whom  later Greek writers  called Aphrodite Anaitis or simply 
Anaitis.  The  latter name  was  explained by Bartholomae39  as  OP. 
*ana-hiti-s  'undefiled',  the name  the Persians  gave  to the planet  Venus. 
This  form,  with long -i-, might  explain why  the Phl.  Anahid and NP. 
Nahid contain the long vowel where  Av.  Anahita  does  not.  The  latter is 
the  fem.  of an adjective meaning 
40  the yazatas Mithra and Haoma. 
'irmnaculate t, 
*Anahitis was 
an. epithet used also for 
then  apparently assimi-
lated, through the epithet anahita,  to the river-goddess  *Harahvati 
I. 
(Ar~dvi sUra),1 the hypothetical OIr.  form postulated in part  from the 
Skt.  name  Sarasvati.,  a  goddess of the waters.  The  name  is preserved in 
the  Av.  toponym Haraxvaiti,  Gk.  Arachosia,  a  region with many  rivers  and 
lakes  in eastern Iran  (where  the original Sarasvati probably was).  The 
word  ar~dvi, attested only here,  probably is  an  adjective meaning 
'moist,  humi d',  and sUra is  a  COmmon  epithet meaning  'strong, mighty'. 
*Harahvati was  identified with *Anahitis, it seems,  because the  former, 
as  a  river-goddess,  was  worshipped also  for fertility.  The  name 
*Harahvati  seems  gradually to have  been  forgotten,  and the  goddess 
Ar~dviSura Anahita  came  to be  accorded the place of *Vouruna  Apam  Napat 
'Vouruna the  Son  of the Waters',  the third Ahura .'Lord'  of the  Zoroas-
trian pantheon  (the other two  being Ahura Mazda  and Mithra).  Although 
Apam  Napat  continues  to be  invoked in  Zoroastrian prayers--the hypo-
thetical proper name  of the  god,  *Vouruna,  cf.  Skt.  Va~a, having been 
lost--it is Anahita who  was  regarded among  the people  as  the preeminent 
divinity of the waters  and of fertility.  The  early Achaemenian  kings 
invoked the  supreme  God,  Ahura Mazda,  alone  in their inscriptions, but 
Artaxerxes II  (405-369 B.C.)  mentions  the triad of Ahura Mazda,  Anahita 
and Mithra.41 
Anahita is invoked for fertility,  possessions,  and victory.  Al-
though  she  is principally the  goddess  of waters--yt.  V,  dedicated to 
her,  is called either by a  MIr.  form of her two  epithets, Ardvisur,  or 
Aban  'of the waters,42  __ she is also  a  hamldir  'fellow-worker' of the 
amesa. spent  a  Spenta Armaiti,  guardian of the  earth.43  As  we  shall see, the Arm.  Spandaramet  was  a  deity of fertility,  and the association of 
the two  yazatas may  reflect not only the natural alliance of earth and 
waters,  but also the  chthonian,  fecundative  aspects  of the earth-goddess 
adopted by the early Western  Iranians.  It is recalled also that the 
Great  Mother was  ~ueen of waters  and lands alike. 
Anahita's particular title in MP.  was  banug  'lady'; the title is 
found in Sasanian inscriptions,  in MP.  portions of the  Zoroastrian 
liturgy where ArdvisUr is addressed;  and in modern  Persian usage,  both 
Zoroastrian  and Islamic, it has  been  demonstrated that the title banu 
,used in the 
name  of the 
names  of certain shrines  represents Anahita,  even where  the 
It was  noted that the  yazata proper has  been  forgotten. 44 
title  'Lady'  was  applied to Nana,  both in Mesopotamia  and in eastern 
Iran.  The  particular sacrifice offered to Anahita,  in ancient  and mod-
ern times  alike, is the  cow  or bull,45 perhaps  because of the connection 
of the  animal with fertility. 
No  single  Greek  goddess  could be  found as  the exact  e~uivalent of 
Anahita.  Thus,  according to Plutarch  (Artaxerxes,  IV),  the Persian king 
Artaxerxes II visited at Pasargadae  a  temple to  a  warlike goddess 
likened to Athena;  while  Clement  of Alexandria  ~uotes Berosus  to the ef-
fect that the  same  king sponsored at Babylon  and other cities the cult 
of Aphrodite-Anai  tis.  46  In the  divine triad of the  *Fratadara inscrip-
tion in Greek  from Persepolis  (cited in  Chs.  5,  6  above),  the  female 
deity is called Artemis-Athena.47  In these various  cases, it is most 
likely Anahita who  is referred to;  one  recalls that Nana was  identified 
mainly with Athena. 
Strabo,  Geog.  XII. 3) 
In Asia Minor,  the shrine of Zela  (Gk.  Zelitis: 
built on  a  hill named after Semiramis  (cf.  the 
legend ofAra and Samiram noted above),  was  dedicated by the Aehaemen-
called by  Tacitus  (Annales  III.63) the  ians to the worship 
'Persian Diana,.48 
of Anahita, 
In yt.  5.21,  Anahita'isworshipped at the  foot  of 
Mt  Hara,  which bears the  constant epithetberezaiti'the Lofty'.  In  an 
....  .  -I 
inscription  from Ortakoy,  Cappadocia,  near Nigde,  on  an  altar/,  three 
hierodoUloi  invoke  in Greek  Agathei  Tykhei  Theai MegisteiAnaeitidi 
Barzokharai  'Good Fortune,  Great  Goddess  Anaeitis Barzoxara.'  The  lat-
ter cult epithet,  from OIr.,  meaning  'of Lofty Hara',  indicates the 
strongly 
tenacity 
Zor.  character of her cult in Asia Minor,  together with the 
of local beliefs  and traditions.  48-a  . 246 
There was  a  great  and ornate temple  presumably to  Anahita in the 
Parthian period at Kangavar in Kurdistan,  described by Isidore of Charax 
as  a  temple of Artemis;49 in the Sasanian period,  the principal temple 
of the  dynasty was  Adur  Anahid at Staxr,  where  the forebears  of 
Vv  50  Ardeslr  I  had served as  priests.  Both temples  probably contained 
images  of the  goddess  originally, but  a  fire was  installed in the place 
of the idol at Staxr,  according to Mascudi,  generations before Ardesir's 
rise to  power.  Unusual  features  of cult, appropriate,  though,  to  a  war-
like  goddess,  are  recorded for the  Zor.  temple  in Sasanian times:  the 
severed heads  of enemies were  hung  from its walls. 51  It is likely that 
the shrine  at Kangavar  retained its effigy of Anahita until the  end of 
the  Arsacid dynasty;  the  image  was  probably splendidly adorned,  and it 
has  been proposed that the  description of the  goddess  in the Ardvisur 
Yast is based upon  an  actual cult statue of the late Achaemenian 
period.52  Although  the  Sasanians  vigorously suppressed the worship of 
images  in the  Zoroastrian religion,  they were not  averse to  depicting 
the yazatas  in bas-reliefs,  as  we  have  seen in the  case of Ohrmazd,  and 
a  womari,  probably the  goddess  Anahid,  is shown  in the relief of Taq-i 
Bostan presenting a  crown to  Xusro II (late sixth-early seventh cen-
tury).53  It has  been  suggested that  female  figures  on Sasanian silver 
plates  and vases  may  represent  Anahita. 5q· 
References  in Arm.  texts to the  goddess  Anahit  are plentiful,  and 
the principal ones  from the major  Classical sources will be  cited forth-
with;  we  shall then  discuss  the significance of the information,  in rela-
tion both to Ir.  Anahita and to the  Christian Tiramayr  'Mother of the 
Lord',  the  Virgin Mary,  who  absorbed aspects  of the goddess  in the be-
liefs of Arm.  Christians.  Towards  the beginning of the History of 
Agathangelos,  the scene is set thus  for the ensuing conflict between  the 
old faith and Christianity:  YaraJin  alliin  Trdatay arkcayutCeann HayocC 
mecacc,  xa±accin  ekin hasin yEke±eacc  gawar,  i  gew±n  Erizay,  i  meheann 
Anahtakan,  zi  and zohs  matusccen:  ew  ibrew katareccin  zgorcn 
anarzanutCean iJin banakeccan ar apcn  getoyn  zor  Gayln ko;cen.  Ibrew 
ekn  emut  i  xoran  andr  ew  yentCris  bazmeccavr,  ew  ibrew end  ginis mtin 
hraman  et tCagaworn  Grigori,  zi psaks  ew  tCaw osts  carocc  nuers tarcci 
bagnin  Anahtakan patkerin. 
vC  v  Ayl naoc  arnoyr yanjn pastawrtatar linel 
48-49).  'In the first year of the reign of 
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Trdat of Greater Armenia,  they set off,  journeyed,  and arrived in the 
c  province of Ekeleac  ,  at the village of Erez,  at the temple of Anahit, 
in order to offer sacrifices there,  and when  they had completed the un-
worthy  deed they  descended and pitched camp  on  the banks  of the river 
called the  Lycus.  When  the king  came  into the tent for  dinner,  and when 
they had drunk their wine,  he  commanded that Grigor take wreaths  and 
leafY branches of trees  as  gifts to the shrine of the statue of Anahit. 
But  he  (Gregory)  did not  undertake to participate in the worship  of the 
god.'  The  mediaeval theologian  Yovhannes  of Erznka may  be  recalling 
this scene in his  Commentary  on  Matthew  (MeknutCiwn  S.  Awetaranin,  or 
est MatCteosi,  Constantinople,  1825,  444):  Ew  darjeal yet melaccn  i 
moraccons  ekeal ararccin  ztunks  salartCawors  i  paston kroccn  diwacc 
jonein.  'And again by their sins  coming to forgetfulness  of the  Creator, 
they dedicated leafY boughs  to the worship of the idols of demons.'  The 
enraged king thereupon threatens  Gregory with death,  etCe occarnuccus 
yanjn  diccn pastawn matucCanel,  manawand  aysm  meci  Anahtay tiknojs,  or e 
c  . kC'  C  c ..... c  C  C  t  p  ar  azgls  me roy  ew  kec  uc  lC  ,  zor ew  t  agawork  amenayn  pa uen, 
manawand  tCagaworn  Yunacc :  or e  mayr  amenayn  zgastutCeancc,  barerar 
amenayn  mardkan 'bnutCean,  ew  cnund e  mecin arin Aramazday  'if you  do  not 
undertake to offer worship to the  gods,  particularly to this great  Lady 
Anahit,  who  is the glory and giver of life of our people,  whom  all kings 
honour,  particularly the king of the  Greeks;  who  is the mother of all 
chastity,  the benefactor of all mankind;  and who  is the  child of the 
great,  manly  Aramazd,'  (Agath.  53).  Grigor responds  coolly that the  one 
called Anahit tikin  'Anahit the Lady'  (Agath.  59)  may  have  been  a  his-
torical personage  deified in remote  ages,  but  assuredly no  divine being. 
The  king again  reproaches  Gregory for  scorning the  gods,  particularly 
Aramazd  and  zmecn  Anahit,  orov keay  ew  zkendanutCiwn kre erkirs  HayOcC 
'the great Anahit,  by whom  this land of Armenia lives  and thrives I 
(Agath.  68). 
In an  address to his nation,  Trdat  proclaims  Oljoyn haseal  ew 
sinutCiwn  diccn  awgnakanutCeamb,  liutCiwn parartutCeanyaroyn 'Aramazday, 
xnamakalutCiwn yAnahit  tiknoje,  ewkCajutCiwnhascce jez  i  kCajen 
Vahagne  amenayn  Hayoc C asxarhis  'May  health and prosperity come  to you 
and to all this  country of Armenia by the help of the gods,  rich full-
ness  from manly  Aramazd,  providence  from Anahit the  Lady,  and bravery 248 
from brave  Vahagn'  (Agath.  127).  According to  Lucian,  De  Dea  Syria, 
Arms.  and Medes  travelled to Hierapolis  in Syria to adorn with jewels 
the  statue of  'Hera', i.e., Astarte.  It is possible that they regarded 
the  goddess  as their own  Anahit,  whose  name  is used to translate that of 
Hera in the  Arm.  version of the  Alexander  Romance  of Pseudo-
Callisthenes.55  At  the triumph of Christianity,  Grigor travels around 
Armenia,  destroying the pagan  temples.  At  Artaxata,  he  levels the 
temple of Tir and zbagins  Anahtakan  diccn  'the shrines of the  god Anahit' 
of the Anahtakan  meheann  'temple of Anahit'  (Agath.  778,56  779).1  The 
temple  at Erez is pillaged next  (Agath.  786,  see  above),  then the  com-
plex of temples  at AStisat with its shrines of the  Oskemayr  'Golden 
Mother',  Ast±ik  and Vahagn  (Agath.  80957).  It is generally accepted 
that Oskemayr was  a  cultic epithet of Anahit.58 
Movses  Xorenacci  refers to Anahit  only as  Artemis,  and never by her 
Ir.-Arm.  name,  but the identity of the  goddess  is nowhere .in  doubt.  Her 
statue is said to have  been erected at Armawir  (MX  11.12), moved  from 
there to the holy city of Bagaran,  and finally to Artasat  (11.44); the 
foundation of her shrine at Erez is attributed to Tigran  (11.14),  and 
_  vv  C 
the  dying Artases  is portrayed as  asking the idols there  for bzskut  iwn 
ew  bazum keans  'healing and much  life'  (11.50).  The  request  of the king 
corresponds to the life-giving attributes  and caring providence ascribed 
to Anahit in the narrative of Agath. 
Other references  to  Anahit  concern her cult and temples.  The 
temple  at Erez  (Gk.  Eriza)  in Eke±eacc  (Gk.  Acilisene)  was  particularly 
well known  to  Classical writers;  Cassius  Dio  (36.48,  53.5)  calls the 
entire region of Acilisene Anaitis khora,  and Pliny  (Nat.  Hist.,  V.34,S3) 
calls it Anaetica,  indicating that the temple  possessed very extensive 
estates.  According to Plutarch  (Lucullus,  24),  cattle branded with the 
symbols  of the  goddess:  a  torch or half-moon,  grazed on  the temple 
lands,  and it may  be  assumed that these were  intended for sacrifice. 
One  recalls that  cows  in particular were offered to Anahita,  and,  ac-
cording to one  Arm.  MS.,  Trdat yarajin amiet nuers  Anahtaykaputak 
erinj i  ge±n  Eriza  'On  the first of the year Trdat 
Anahit:  a  blue heifer in the village of Erez. ,59 
gave  offerings  to 
Strabo  (Geog., 
XI.14.16),  who  claims that Anahit is the  most popular of the Persian 
di  vini  ties worshipped by the· Armenians,  adds  that the virgin  daughters of Arm.  noblemen  (Gk.  epiphanestatoi)  become  temple prostitutes at Eriz& 
The  practice of such ritual prostitution was  widely attested in Asia 
Minor  and elsewhere in the  ancient world,  and such  a  practice at Erez 
may  have provoked the  seventh-century writer VrtCanes  kCertCo±  'the Poet' 
to decry  Anahi  t  ew  p±cut  ciwnkc  iwr ew  patirkc  'Anahi  t  and her lewdnesses 
and falsehoods ,.60  Such practices would be  repugnant to orthodox  Zoro-
astrians and are not mentioned in the  Arm.  texts, whose  authors,  one  may 
be  certain, would have  derived the fullest possible polemical  advantage, 
had they known  of them.  It is difficult also to reconcile temple prosti-
tution with the  cult of a  goddess  called by Agath.  'the mother of all 
chastity' and  e~uated most  fre~uently by  Arm.  writers  (and exclusively, 
by Xorenacci)  with Artemis,  that most  chaste of Greek  divinities.61 
Several other temples  of Anahit  may  have  existed in Armenia.  The 
remnants  of the foundation of a  monumental  stone building in'the style 
of the building at  Garni  (on which  see  Ch.  8)  have been unearthed be-
neath the  great  church of St Hhpcsime at Va1arsapat  (Ejmiacin).  The 
saint,  one  of the  most  prominent of the  Arm.  Church,  was  a  virgin nun 
and companion  of St  Gregory,  and it has  been  suggested that the  church 
bearing her name  was  erected where  the  temple  of a  pagan  goddess  had 
stood earlier.62  During the excavations  at Satala  (Arm.  Sata±,  Tk. 
Sadag,  Saddak)  on  the Kelkit river, north of Erzincan,  late in the nine-
,teenth century,  a  bronze  head of the  Gk.  Aphrodite type was  unearthed. 
The  piece,  dated to the  second-first  century B.C.,  is  36  cm  high and 
93  cm  in circumference,  of very  fine workmanship,  and was  cast  perhaps 
in western  Asia Minor.63  Alfred Biliotti, who  spent nine  days  'at the 
site in 1874,  reported rough  stone walls 18 feet high,  with traces of 
ashlar facing,  and  found  a  sculpture which  he  identified as  a  winged 
victory.  The  excavations of Satala yielded also bronze  legs which had 
belonged to a  lifesize sculpture of a  horse,  and a  brick was  found 
stamped LEG  XV  N"  1.  This  is undoubtedly an  abbreviation of the  name 
of the  Roman  Legion  XV  Apollinaris,  which was  stationed in Armenia  dur-
ing the  campaign of Corbulo  in A. D.  62.64  There was  a  large  Christian 
community at Satala in the  fourth  century;  the bishop of the town  at-
tended the ecumenical  Council of Nicaea in 325,  and St Basil of Caesarea 
visited the  community  in 372.65  Armenian  scholars  have  sought to iden-
tifY the bronze  head as  having belonged to  a  cult statue of Anahit,66 
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and the  town  appears  to have  been sufficiently important  in ancient 
times  to have  been  a  religious  centre,  although there is nothing to  sug-
gest that the  shrine was  Arm.  or Zor.  It may  have been  frequented 
though,  like the  more  distant shrine at Hierapolis  mentioned above. 
On  the slopes of Mt  Ararat there is a  spring called Anahtakan 
&bbiwr  'the spring of Anahit'  to this  day.  The  origin of the  fountain 
is ascribed in popular tradition to St  Jacob of Nisibis,  who,  as we  have 
seen,  climbed a  MtoArarat  far to the south,  in Gordyene.  The  attribu-
tion is  doubly  spurious,  in that  a  spring bearing the name  of a  Zoroas- \ 
trian yazata cannot  have  had anything to  do  with a  pious  Syrian saint, 
and probably was  named before his  <luest  for the lost Ark of Noah.  Arms. 
believe that the  spring cures barrenness  and prevents locusts  from eat-
ing crops;67  both properties accord well with the  characteristics of 
life-gi  ving protection and fecundity  ascribed to the  goddess  in texts. 
In  a  mediaeval  account of the  apostolic mission of Sts  Thaddeus  and 
Bartholomew in Armenia,  mention is made  of a  place  in the district of 
AnjewacCikc  called Darbnacc  KCar  'Blacksmiths'  Rock'  where  there was  an 
incessant  din,  the  sound of blacksmiths  striking anvils.  st Bartholomew 
c  ..... c.  c....  c 
halaceac  zdarbinsn  zgorconeays  carin,  ew  zkursn  p  sreac  or yanun 
Anahtay er  'drove out the blacksmiths,  the ministers of evil,  and shat-
tered the  idols, which were  in the name  of Anahit. ,68  Blacksmiths,  as 
we  shall see,  struck their anvils to strengthen the bonds  of the wicked 
Artawazd,  imprisoned in Mt Ararat,  and in Iran and Armenia blacksmiths 
and the  iron they  forged represented the  struggle of good against  evil.69 
It is possible,  therefore,  that  Darbnacc  KCar  had been the site of a 
Zoroastrian  shrine of Anahit;  the  Christian HOgwocc  Vankc  'Monastery of 
All Souls' was  founded on  the site.70 
PCawstos  mentions  a  Greek hermit  named  Epipcan  (i.e., Epiphanios), 
.  c  ..... c  c  .  ,  who  lived i  meci lerinn i  te±i dic  n  zor koc  en  at or Nahatay  in the 
great mountain,  in the place of the  gods,  which they call the Throne  of 
*Nahat'  (pcB  V.25).  It is not known  where this mountain was,  although 
at the  death of St Nerses  the  Great,  we  are told by  PCawstos  that 
Epiphanios  and a  Syrian monk  named Sa±ita7l beheld a  vision and hastened 
to  TCil  in Eke±eacc,  where  Nerses  had just been buried.  It is possible, 
therefore,  that the mountain  called AtCor Nahatay was  not  far  from Erez, 
the site of the temple of Anahit.  The  name  "Nahat,  gen.  Nahatay,  is 251 
attested only here,  but  from the  reference of PCawstos  to the  gods  and 
the  NP.  form Nahid we  may  assume  it is  a  form of the name  Anahit.  One 
notes  also the cult epithet  'barzoxara' of the  goddess; it would have 
been appropriate to call a  mountain after Anahit  'of Lofty Hara'.  As 
was  noted earlier, the  NP.  form  and its Phl.  predecessor retain the long 
vowel  -1:- of the hypothetical  form  ;'Anahitis.  In the  Arm.  case,  however, 
the  replacement  of -i- in  (A)nahit by  -~- probably indicates that the 
name  of the goddess  was  subjected to internal development  in Arm.,  as 
evidenced by the intrusive  -~-,  cf.  loan-words  xoraset,  Sandaramet, 
Spandaramet et al.72  Arm.  -i- is a  weak  vowel in final syllables,  cf. 
Anahit,  gen.  sg.  Anahtay,  and the  form attested in PCawstos  may  conceiv-
ably have  evolved from the  gen.  sg.  form or from the  adj.  anahta-kan, 
both of which  are attested far more  often,  as  we  have  seen,  than the 
simple nom.  sg.,  in references  to the  cult of the  goddess  and her 
temples. 
In the ancient  Arm.  calendar recorded by Anania of Sirak,  the  7th 
month  and the 19th day  of the month were named after Anahit;  the  same 
writer,  in a  list of the planets,  equates  Gk.  Apcrodite  (Aphrodite;" i.e., 
Venus),  Arm.  Lusaber (lit.  'Light-bringer')  and  'Persian'  Anahit.73  As 
we  have  seen in the previous  chapter,  the Arms.  tended to identify the 
planet with Ast±ik,  but the  crescent or half-moon  on  the heifers of the 
goddess  in Armenia probably reflect the Ir.  identification of the  god-
dess with Venus,  the only planet besides the moon  whose  phases  are 
visible from Earth with the naked eye.  We  shall see that this  symbol, 
the  sacrifice of cows,  the title  'Lady',  and the characteristic of life-
giving fecundity,  were all transferred from Anahit to the Holy Mother of 
God,  Mary,  by  Arm.  Christians. 
The  mediaeval cleric Anania vardapet wrote:  Awrhneal  es  du 
•  ......  c....  c  lusankar aragast,  or sk e±acox nazanawk  c.  tk  c  zawrac  ar  l  veray  pa  erac  n 
.....  c  c  v  ....  c.....  .... 
drawseloc  ,  ew  hareal xortakec  er zsnoti pacucans  diwanuer  ew  k  ajaperc 
pancanacc  Anahitn tiknoj  'Blessed are you,  canopy etched in light,  who 
have  triumphed in magnificent  delicacy over graven  images,  and have 
stricken and destroyed the vain,  demonolatrous  pomp  and overweening 
boasts  of Anahit  the  Lady. ,74  The  Arm.  Feast of the Transfiguration, 
Vardavar,  celebrated on  the  seventh Sunday after Pentecost,  is a  holiday 
of the waters,  and,  as  such,  retains aspects of the cult of Anahit,  who,  I 
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as  we  have  seen,  is preeminently the yazata of the waters  in later Zoro-
astrianism.  In  Dersim until recent  times,  calves born with a  half-moon 
or star on  their foreheads  (both,  presumably,  were  regarded as  symbols 
of Venus)  were  sacrificed on  Vardavar,  and offerings of flowers  and 
branches were  made  to the Holy Mother of God  (cf.  Agath.  48-9,  above); 
it was  also believed by the inhabitants of the region that Anahit bathed 
on  Vardavar morning where  two  rivers met--a similar legend exists  con-
cerning Ast±ik,  as  was  seen in the previous  chapter.75 
In  Christian times,  the Virgin Mary  has  been  regarded by the  Arms. 
as  the saint who  cures  those  afflicted with venereal  disease,  who  are 
called Tiramor xe±cere  'the poor ones  of the. Lord's  mother I.  The  latter 
used to  go  for  a  cure to the  KCajberuneacc  Xatcun  Tiramor  Vankc  'Monas-
tery of the  Lady  Mother of the Lord,  of KCajberunikc  [province]' at the 
village of Aknancc  near Arces  (on the  NE  shore of L.  van).76  It is seen 
that the title of Anahit,  'Lady'  (Arm.  tikin), is now  found as  Armeno-
Turkish xatcun,  applied to the  Virgin Mary.77  St Barbara  (Arm.  Varvare), 
too,  may  have  acquired these ancient  characteristics of Anahit:  there 
is a  cave  called Ca±kevankc  ('Monastery of Flowers')  in the side of the 
mountain named after Ara in Soviet  Armenia  (on  Ara,  cf.  above).  Until 
not  long ago,  women  who  were barren used to  go  to the  cave  on  Vardavar 
and pray  for fertility as  they stood beneath the  drops  of water that 
trickle  down  from the  roof of the  cave.  If the  drops  touched them,  they 
believed St Varvare had consented to grant them their desire. 
Amongst  the Kurdish tribesmen of Dersim are many  who  still mark 
their loaves with the  sign of the  Cross  and  remember  how  their Armenian 
forebears,  harried by their Muslim persecutors,  had abandoned their 
farms,  adopted the  creed of Islam,  and fled to  join the  armed Kurdish 
clans of the mountains.  Many  of these Kurds  recalled traditions still 
more  ancient,  for they  spoke  of a  Spring of Anahit whose water they 
called  'mother's milk'.  When  two  parties were  in conflict, they would 
be brought to  drink  from the  spring,  whereupon they acknowledged that 
they were brothers of the  same  mother,  and the  dispute was  settled.78 
The  Mirag  clan,  who  still remembered the  Arm.  tongue,  offered reverence 
to  a  shrine of Ana-yi  Pil;79 the  Kurds  called Anahit either Anahid or 
Ana,  and the word pil is a  form of NP.  pir  'old man,  Islamic  saint '.  In 
Iran,  various  ancient  Zoroastrian  shrines ,rere  called those of Muslim 
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pirs,  in  simple  ignorance  or perhaps  as  a  camouflage  against  desecration. 
The  Zor.  shrines  did not  contain  tombs,  however,  as  many  of the wholly 
Islamic pir-shrines  dO. 80  The  Mirag  clansmen persisted also in calling 
- 81 
the pir their  'great mother',  preserving,  as  it seems,  a  usage  even 
more  ancient than the name  or cult of Anahit herself,  and one  may  justly 
marvel  at the remarkable  tenacity of this  Zoroastrian cult in Armenia, 
informed in part by the  ancient worship of the  Mother  Goddess  of Ana-
tolia,  in surviving the successive  depredations of the two great  and 
militant  faiths,  Christianity and Islam.  Anahit,  the giver of life, 
herself lived on  amongst her children,  as the  Great Mother and as  the 
yazata of the  curative  and life-giving waters of the rivers and springs 
and of Vardavar. 254 
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Tiezerkc,' Ecole  des  langues orientales anciennes  del'Institut 
Catholi'lue,  Memorial  du  C:-_n'luantenaire  1914-1964,  Paris,  [1964J). 
The  'golden'  aspect of the  goddess  Anahit  and her perennial title 
of tikin may  be linked in the Arm.  fem.  proper nameOsketikin 
'Golden  Lady',  attested thrice in written  sources  of the 
thirteenth-sixteenth centuries  (HAnjB,  IV,  190-1).  According to 
Hesychius,  a  lexicographer and grammarian  who  lived in  Alexandri~ 
ca.  fifth century A.D.,  'Zaretis was  the Persian Artemis'  (cit. 
by Mukherjee,  op.  cit.,  23 n.  32).  The  Persian Artemis  was,  of 
course,  Anahita;  the name  Zaretis may  contain the Ir.  element 
zar- 'gold',  cf.  Arm.  Oskemayr,  or it may  be  an alternate pro-
nunciation of the name  of the cult  centre of the goddess  in Asia 
Minor,  Zelitis, mentioned above. 
59.  Erevan  Matenadaran  MS.  2679,  cited by  V.  A.  Hakobyan,  Manr 
zamanakagrutCyunner 13-18 dd.,  II, Erevan,  1956,  10. 
60.  Cit.  by  E.  Durean,  HayocC  hin krone,  Jerusalem,  1933,  36. 
61.  The  Gk.  translation of Agath.,  too,  renders  Arm.  Anahit tikin as 
Artemis  despoina. 
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62.  A.  Sahinyan,  'Recherches  scientifiques  sous  les voutes  de  la 
Cathedrale  d'Etchmiadzine,'  REArm,  N.S.  3,  1966,  67,  69,  pl.  25. 
63.  See the British Museum  Catalogue of Bronzes,  no.  266,  and 
ArakCelyan,  op.  cit.,  21  & pl.  21. 
64.  See  Ch.  8. 
65.  See  T.  B.  Mitford,  'Biliotti's Excavations at Satala,' Anatolian 
Studies,  24,  1974,  221-36. 
66.  E.g.,  AHH,  463. 
67.  See  'Ararat,' HayrenikCi  jayn weekly,  19 July 1978,  7. 
68.  AHH,  42. 
69.  See  Ch.  13. 
70.  AHH,  48. 
71.  See  Arm.  Gr.,  296. 
72.  See  Ch.  10. 
73.  G.  B.  Petrosyan,  A.  A.  Abrahamyan,  ed.,  Anania Sirakacci, 
MatenagrutCyun,  Erevan,  1979,  116. 
74.  Cit.  by  AHH,  293. 
75.  On  the Arm.  ceremony of the  casting of vicaks  'lots' on  Vardavar 
and its similarity to the Irani  Zoroastrian  cOkadula  game,  see 
Ch.  12.  On  the beliefs of the Arms.  of Dersim,  see  K.  V. 
Melikc-pCasayan,  Anahit  diccuhu pastamunkce,  Erevan,  1963,  132, 
135,  147.  S.  H.  Taqizadeh,  'The  Iranian Festivals  adopted by the 
Christians and condemned by the  Jews,'  BSOAS,  10, 1940-42,  643-6, 
noted that in the Iranian calendar 19  Asfandarmad  (the 12th month) 
was  the  date of the festival called  'the Nawruz  of rivers and 
running waters',  which he  seeks  to equate with the 19th of the 
Arm.  month  (Which  was  dedicated to Anahit,  as  we  have  seen)  of 
HroticC  (the 12th month)  and with the Feast of the Transfigura-
tion,  which is referred to as  Nausard-el  'the New  Year of God' 
(cf.  the Arm.  loan-,rord nawasard)  in Syriac sources.  Such  a  co-
incidence would have  occurred in A.D.  425,  439  and  481.  It is 
not  clear,  however,  that  such calendrical equations were  made  by 
the Arms.  during the  above years,  which were not of particular 
historical significance. 
76  .cc.....  8  .  Mellk  -P  asayan,  op.  cit., 13  . 
77.  In  Ch.  16, it will be  seen that the  Arm.  Children of the  Sun  of-
fered cakes  to  one  called  'the  Lady  of Heaven';  the Armeno-Tk. 
form is attested,  significantly,  also  in the proper name 
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NanaxatCun  'Nana the  Lady',  from  a  MS.  of A.D.  1479  (HAnjB, 
IV,  20). 
78.  Melikc-pCasayan,  op.  cit., 154.  On  the history of the Kurdish 
y  C  y 
tribes of Dersim,  see  G.  Halajyan,  Dersimi Hayeri  azgagrut yune 
(Hay  azgagrutCyun  ev banahyusutcyun,  5),  Erevan,  1973,  249  ff. 
79.  Ibid.,  257. 
80.  See  Boyce,  'Bibi Shahrbanu  ••. "  op.  cit.,  30. 
81.  Halajyan,  257. CHAPTER  8 
MIHR 
Of  all the yazatas  of Zoroastrianism, it is Mithra  (Av.  Mithra-, 
Phl.  Mihr)  who  has attracted the greatest scholarly attention,  for the 
religion of Mithraism was  a  cult of the first importance  in the  Roman 
Empire  during the early centuries of Christianity;  many  of the spiritual 
values of the two  religions  are similar,  and in the  second and early 
third centuries it was  still by no  means  clear which would prevail ulti-
mately over moribund  Greco-Roman  paganism.  Monuments  of the Mithraic 
cult have been  excavated from Syria to Britain, and references to the 
god Mithra in classical sources  are  also numerous. 
As  we  shall see, it is possible that  Roman  legionaries  stationed in 
Armenia  and Pontus  learned of the  Zoroastrian yazata,  were  impressed by. 
aspects  of his cult,  and spread it to the west,  where it acquired numer-
ous  non-Zoroastrian accretions  in Europe  and  developed into an  independ-
ent religion.  The  impressive performance of the Arm.  Arsacid Tiridates I 
at the  court of Nero  is widely noted by Classical historians,  and the 
invocation by the Oriental potentate of Mithra may  have provided addi-
tional impetus to the  growth of the new  cult at  Rome. 
Aspects  of the  Arm.  cult of Mihr may  go  back to the prototypes 
which inspired the  Roman  armies:  the hero  Mher  in Armenian  epic was. led 
to  a  cave  at  Van  by a  crow,  and the western Mithra,  who  had a  raven-
familiar,  was  worshipped in temples  called spelaea  'caves',  The  ubiq-
uitous  theme  of Mithraic bas-reliefs,  the tauroctony (i.e., slaughter of 
a  bull),  may  have been inspired by the  Zoroastrian tradition of the sac-
rifice of the bull Hadhayans  that is to take place at Frasegird.  Arm. 
worship of Mithra,  however,  including the aspects  noted above,  appears 
to have  been  solidly within the  framework  of Zoroastrianism,  and evi-
dence  that the Mithraic  cult existed at all amongst  the native popula-
tion of Anatolia is meagre.l 
It is proposed,  therefore,  to  consider Arm.  Mihr  as  a  Zor.yazata, 
and to  examine his cult primarily in the light of the Iranian evidence. 
Artaxerxes II,  as  we  have  seen,  was  the  first Achaemenian king to  invoke 
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a  triad of yazatas:  Ahura  Mazda,  Anahita and Mithra--in inscriptions, 
rather than Ahura Mazda  alone.  As  one  of the three ahuras,  Ahura  Mazda 
and  (*Vouruna-)  Ap~  Napat  being the other two,  Mithra stands at the 
head of the  Zoroastrian pantheon.2  As  a  judge of SOuls,3  a  guardian of 
covenants  4  and a  fighter against evil,  5  he  epitomises  the  Zoroastrian 
ethic and world-view.  Zoroastrian temples are  called  'gates of Mithra' 
(NP.  dar-i  Mihr),  a  term attested,  however,  only after the  Islamic  con-
Quest  of Iran;6 we  shall have  occasion to note its use  in Arm.,  as well. 
It is recalled that in Achaemenian  times the  Arm.  vassals of the  Persian 
king brought 20,000 horses  to him each year on the great festival of 
*Mithrakana;  in Sasanian Iran, Mihragan was  a  festival  second in impor-
tance only to No  Roz,  which was  consecrated to  Ohrmazd,7  and Zor.  tradi-
tion holds  that by presiding over the  second half of the month  through 
the 16th day which bears his name,  Mithra is subordinate only to 
Ohrmazd,8 the  Creator,  of whose  creations  he is the Protector.  Mithra 
appears to have  been primordially a  god whose  function it was  to be  the 
overseer of contracts,  and this  function of seer was  naturally associ-
ated with light.9  Mithra was  identified with fire, too,  at a  very early 
stage, it appears,  perhaps  because  the administration of justice was  so 
closely linked to the ordeal by fire,  perennially connected in Iranian 
tradition with oath_taking.10 
As  we  shall see, it is mainly as  a  god of 
fire,  eQuated with  Greek Hephaistos,  that the yazata was  known  in Ar-
menia.  The  name  Adarmeheki,  apparently meaning  'fire of Mihr(agan)' 
(discussed in n.  37),  is interesting in this context.  But  in Iran at 
least by the Parthian period,  Mithra had come  to be ritually identified 
"i  th the  Sun,  11 which is at once  the  greatest of all physical fires,  and 
the  source of the light by which the  god oversees the  conduct of men. 
In Arm.,  the name  of the  god is attested in the MIr.  form Mihr  (in 
Arm.  epic,  the yazata appears  as  a  hero  called Mher).  In proper names, 
Mihr  is  found alone,  or in  compounds  with the  forms  mirh-,  meher-,  mrh-, 
meh- and mir-.  The  OIr.  form mithr- (rendered in Arm.  as  mitCr_)  is 
found in Arm.  texts,  and in  Classical and Arabic  sources relating to Ar-
menia.  In  MX  III.17,  the  Sasanian king Artasir invokes  Mihr mec  astuac 
'the great  god Mihr',  and the  Arm.  bishops  in their letter to the  Sasan-
ian Prime Minister,  Mihrnarseh,  ca A.D.  450,  refer to Mihr  astuac  'the 
god Mihr'  (E±ise,  II).  Parthian Manichaean  missionaries  identified 263 
their Tertius  Legatus  with the  yazatas Mithra and Nairyo.sanha;  the  two 
di  vine  names  are  paired also in the  case of Mihrnerseh  above,  and a 
Christian monastery in  Caucasian  Albania was  called Ners_Mihr.12  A 
of the Alans  was  named  Mihr,  and an  Alan prince  seventh-century bishop 
was  called Zar_Mihr.13  The  eighth  day  of the  Arm.  month  was  consecrated 
to Mihr,  according to the list preserved by Anania of Sirak  (seventh 
century),  and  an  Arm.  named Mihr-Artasir was  the lord of Siwnikc  in the 
mid-sixth century.  14  The  following names  in Arm.  contain mihr-:  Mihran, 
Mihrdat,  Mihriar,  Mihriban,  Mihrsapuh and Mihru;15 with meh(e)r:  Mehrab, 
Mehri,  Mehrizad,  Mehrimelikc,  Mehrisat,  Meher,  Meher( ean),  Mehrewan, 
Mehruni(kc),  Mehar  and Mher;16 with the metathesised form mrh- are  found 
Mrhawan,  a  fourth-century Albanian version of the name  attested above  as 
Mihriban,  and Mrhapet,  perhaps  originally a  priestly title.  The  latter 
~c c  name  is  found only once,  on  an  undated xac  k  ar  'Cross-stone'  from 
c  17  Arc  ax.  We  shall discuss shortly also the  form mrhakan  mehean  'temple 
of Mihr'  (Agath.  790).  The  form meh- is found in Mehendak,  from  OP. 
*Mithra-bandaka- 'servant of Mithra',  Mehewan  (cf.  Mrhawan,  Mihriban 
above)  and Mehnuni,  the latter being the name  of a  naxarar family  (cf. 
the Vahuni  clan in  Ch.  6).18  Mehekan,  also attested as Mehek(i),  the 
name  of the  7th month  of the  Arm.  calendar and a  fem.  proper name,  from 
OP.  *Mithrakana- (see  above)  may  be cited here,19  as well  as  the  Arm. 
generic term for  a  (non-Christian)  temple,  mehean,  which we  shall dis-
cuss  at greater length presently.  With the  form mir- are  attested the 
name  of the Armeno-Kurdish  Mirag  clan in  Dersim  (see  Ch.  7),  and the 
Arm.  and Albanian names  Mirhawra and Mirhawrik.20  The  OIr.  mithr- (Arm. 
mitCr~) is  found  in MitCreos,  the name  of a  Chaldaean  (!) king in a  list 
provided by Xorenacci  (MX  1.19).  The  Arabic version of Agath.  refers to 
TCordan  in Darana±i  (see  Ch.  5)  as  Mitrodan,21 but this  may  be  a  scribal 
error. 
An  inscription at the monastery of Ge±ard  (Ayrivankc)  states that 
MitCereancc  ein kCurmkc  Parsicc  'The priests of the Persians  were of the 
*Mi t c ereans. ,22  The  ending -ean is  commonly  used in Arm.  as  a  patronymic 
suffix in family names,  and it is possible that this is  a  reference to 
the  great  Mihran  family of Arsacid Iran, whose  residence was  probably 
the  Khoro-mitrene  mentioned by ptolemy  (Geog.,  VI,26).  The  district was 
near Ganjak,  the site from mid-Sasanian times of the sacred fire of 264 
Gusnasp  (Arm.  Vsnasp).  In  Gk.  sources,  the name  of the  family  is at-
tested as  ...  touMirranou oikarkhias ...  demou  d'  Arsakidou;  the  Arm.  in-
scription may  preserve  an earlier form,  and the  Arms.  could easily have 
regarded the  great Mihran  family  as  guardians  of the  sacred fire of 
neighbouring Atropatene.23  In the Arsacid period,  the fire particularly 
exalted by the Parthians was  Adur  Burzen_Mihr;24 the name  Mrhapet  in Arm. 
was  cited above,  and the  element  -pet  (OIr.  -pati).  'chief,  ruler'  is  com-
monly  found in religious titles in Arm.25  The  above  evidence would tend 
to support the  supposition that the name  of the yazata was  associated 
with priestly titles,  even  as it will be  seen to be  an  element  of Arm. 
mehean  'temple'. 
Greek  sources preserve  a  number of names  with mithra- associated 
with  Armenia.  An  Orontid monarch  named Mithranes  is attested,  ca. 
331  B. C.,  and the  Arms.  fought  Alexander at  Gaugamela  under two  generals, 
Orontes  and Mithraustes; it has  been  suggested that the name  of the lat-
ter is to be  derived from OIr.  *Mithra.vahista- 'Mithra  (who  is) the 
best'.  An  Arm.  named  Mithrobuzanes  fought  Artaxias  for the throne  of 
26  the  country over a  century later.  Plutarch in his  Life of Lucullus 
mentions  an  Arm.  general of the first century B.C.  named Mithrobarzanes 
who  fought  under  .  27  Tlgran II. 
During his  campaign  of destruction of the old temples  of Armenia, 
St  Gregory  Gayr hasaner  i  Mrhakan  meheann  anuaneal  ordwoyn  Aramazday,  i 
.  .......  ......c.....  c_  glwln  zor Bagayarlcn koc  en  est part ewaren lezuin  'Came  to the temple 
of Mihr,  who  is named  son of Aramazd in the village which they call 
Bagayai'icc  in the Parthian tongue'  (Agath.  790).28  (See  Plo  IV  at  the~ 
end of this  Cb.  The  photographer has  asked to be identified by his 
initials only.)  We  have  already encountered the word mehean  as  'temple' 
in a  variety of contexts.  It was  proposed by  Gershevitch that the  Arm. 
word is to be  derived from an  OIr.  form *mithra-dana  'place of Mithra', 
with the  Arm.  ending  -~  from MP.  -yan,  the latter form resulting from 
the normal shift of intervocalic  -~- to  -L- in  SW  MIr.29  Earlier, 
Meillet had proposed that the word be  derived from OIr.  ;<mai thryana-, 
also meaning  'place of Mithra,.30  The  first part of the word,  meh-,  un-
doubtedly  comes  from the name  of the yazata, but the ending is more  of a 
problem.  It was  proposed above  that MitCer-ean was  a  native  form;  the 
same  might be true of meh'-ean.  In all known  cases,  the OIr.  suffix 
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I -dana- is attested in Arm.  as  -(a)ran,  via forms  borrowed from  NW  MIr. , 
not  SW  MIr.  As  we  have  seen,  most borrowings  from the latter are  re-
stricted to the  Sasanian period,  and in cases  where  both  NW  and  SW 
Middle  Iranian  forms  of the  same  word are attested in Arm.  (e.g.,  NW 
pastpan and SW  pCustipan), the earlier,  Arsacid  'Parthian'  form  generally 
is the  one  more  frequently used.  It is unlikely that the Arms.  would 
have  borrowed from their Sasanian adversaries  a  religious term of such 
central importance to the ancient Arm.  cult, when  they resisted other 
innovations of less moment.  A derivation  from Sasanian MP.  *mihryan is 
probably to be  ruled out.  There is another argument  against the  adop-
tion of the loan-word at such a  late date,  although it is more  hypo-
thetical.  Had the Arms.  borrowed the word during the Sasanian period, 
i.e., at  a  time not  remote  from that of Agathangelos,  they would have 
known  its meaning,  'place of Mithra',  as  the  foremost  signification of 
the word.  Why  would Agathangelos,  with his  sensitivity to the  'Parthian' 
meanings  of names,  have  produced a  pointless tautology such as  mrhakan 
mehean  'place of Mithra,  of Mithra'?  If the term had become  general in 
Armenia before then,  when  was  it introduced?  It would have had to have 
been made  a  part of the religious terminology between A.D.  226,  the 
date of the Sasanian accession to power and the earliest possible time 
of direct MP.  influence in Arm.,  and the  Conversion less than eighty 
years thereafter.  This  is not  enough  time  for  a  specialised term to 
take  on  such broad meaning.  But if the term had become  a  general  one  in 
Persis,  instead,  then why  is it nowhere  found there?  Surely a  word of 
such prominence  could not have  been lost merely in the  great prolifera-
tion of religious  grades  and offices of the early Sasanian period. 
It is probable that the word mehean  is to be  assigned to the 
Arsacid period or earlier.  The  ending -~  could have  come  from the 
form proposed by Meillet, or else it is  an  Arm.  suffix, ultimately of 
Ir.  origin,  like MitCer-ean.  The  importance of ¥uthra in  Zor.  in 
Arsacid times  has  been noted already,  and,  as we  shall see,  the  concept 
of the yazata in Arm.  seems  to have  ceased to  develop long before  the 
Sasanian period. 
By  pth.  times  at least,  as  we  have  seen,  Mithra had  come  to be  as-
sociated with the Sun.  At  Nemrut  Dag  (first century B.C.),  the  god is 
called Mithras-Apollon-Helios-Hermes.  Christian Syriac writers of the 
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Sasanian period emphasise  the  Persian belief that Mihr  and the Sun  were 
identical;31 and to this  day,  the  Zoroastrian litanies  (NP  niyayes)to 
Mihr  and Xwarsed,  the Sun,  are recited together daily during the first 
watch of the  day,  the Havan  Gah,  which is ruled by Mithra. 32  In the 
fifth century A.D.,  Eznik of Ko±b  describes  a  Persian myth  in which the 
Sun  is a  mediator between  Abura  Mazda  and Angra Mainyu,  and calls the 
Sun  Arm.  datawor  'judge';  these  references  seem to identifY the  Sun  with 
Mithra,  who  is described by Plutarch as  a  mediator  (Gk.  mesites),  and 
who  is referred to in the Phl.  books  as  dadwar  'judge l • 33  But the  Arm. 
writer here is not  describing a  belief common  amongst  those of his  own 
nation.  In Armenian  sources,  Vahagn,  not Mihr,  is identified with the 
Sun.  Mihr is called by Xorenacci  HepCestos  (Gk.  Hephaistos),34  and al-
though  TCovma  Arcruni  (1.3)  identifies HepCestos with the  Sun,  he  adds 
that the  god has  hur vars  'fiery hair'.  The  latter description indi-
cates that the  Arm.  writer had in mind Vahagn,  who  is often referred to 
thus,  and not  Mihr.  The  Arms.  regarded Mihr as  guardian of covenants  as 
well,  preserving faithfully the most  ancient  characteristic of the 
yazata in the adjective vatmirh  'perfidious', with the initial element 
vat  'bad'  (PhI.  wad). 35 
In the ancient  Arm.  calendar,  the  8th  day of the month was  called 
Mihr,36  and the  7th month  was  called Mehekan  or Meheki,  a  name  descended 
from  OP.  *Mithrakana  (Phl.  and NP.  Mihragan).37  In the  Zor.  calendar, 
the festival of Mihragan was  originally celebrated on  Mihr  R6z  of Mihr 
Mah  (the 16th  day of the  7th month),  but with the first calendar reforms 
of the Sasanians,  the  date of the festival was  shifted to the 21st  (Ram 
R6z),  and since pious  Zoroastrians,  perplexed by the  reform,  were  fear-
ful lest they mark the  feast at the wrong time, it came  to be  celebrated 
as  a  six-day festival,  from 16-21 Mihr Mah,  the last day being called 
'Great Mihragan
l
• 38  The  21st  day of the month of Mihr,  one notes,  would 
not have  been  connected to the  cult of the  god before  the third century 
A.D.  In the  Arm.  Church,  21  Mehekan  is the  date of the  feast of 
St  George the Soldier  (Arm.  Georg);39 if any  connection is to be  sought 
between yazata and saint on the basis of this  circumstance,  it is to be 
assumed that the  Christian  feast was  established in the Sasanian period 
to  coincide with Great Mihragan,  and without  reference to the ancient 
Arm.  calendar,  in which the 8th  day of the month  is  consecrated to Mihr. 
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I There  are  two  possible  reasons  for this.  First,  the  Christians of Meso-
potamia,  with their profound influence  on  developments  in Armenia,  lived 
at the centre of the Sasanian state,  and they may  have  eQuated their 
feast with the  Zoroastrian  observance;  the  Arms.  would then have  followed 
them.  The  second possibility is that the Arms.  themselves  set the  date 
of the feast,  for  Great  Mihragan was  second in  importance only to  No  Roz 
itself in the calendar of the Sasanian state--as the older date,  the 
16th,  had been in bygone  ages  (cf.  Strabo,  above,  on  the Achaemenian 
*Mithrakana)--and would thus  have been recognised in Armenia,  at least, 
as yet another insidious  innovation of the Persian enemy which  invited 
Christian response. 
In  Georgia,  aspects  of the cult of St  George  bear  comparison to the 
cult of Mithra.  At  the Monastery of Ilori in Mingrelia, it was  custom-
ary to lock a  bull in the  church overnight,  announce that Mithra had 
stolen it, and then appoint  a  youth to slay it.40  This  rite has been 
linked to the Mithraic tauroctony,  and in  Zoroastrianism sacrifice plays 
an  important  role at Mihragan.  St  George  is also often shown  mounted, 
like Mithra.  In  Armenia,  such connections  as  may  be  perceived between 
saint and  god are  far less explicit.  St  George,  unlike st AtCangines  or 
St Karapet,  is  a  comparatively obscure  figure,  and the  few  legends told 
of him centre  on  the Monastery of St  Georg of pCutCki.  This  sanctuary 
is called after Mt  ButC (like BtC-aric,  see  Ch.  14),  a  volcano whose 
fiery cone  made  it a  place of pre-Christian worship,  perhaps  of Mihr,  a 
lord of fire;  according to the mediaeval  author of a  'History of the 
Image of the Mother of the Lord',  or telin ButC lsi:  kCanzi  anun 
kCrmapetin ButC kardayr  'the place is called ButC because the  [pagan] 
high priest was  called by the name  of Butc.,  Next  to the church are the 
ruins of a  vaulted hall;  according to local popular tradition, this was 
a  mehean  in ancient times. 41  The  monastery had cocks which were  reputed 
to warn travellers  in the mountains if a  pass was  to be  snowed  in.42 
The  cock is a  bird sacred in Zoroastrianism to Sraosa,  a  yazata whose 
function  as  guardian  and overseer of men  and their deeds linked him with 
Mithra.43  Another monastery of St  Georg is Devocca  or Devkcse  Vankc ,  SE 
of Sebastia, which was  said to have  taken its name  from the  dews  'demons' 
that lived on  the site before it was  consecrated to  Christian~orshiP;44 
that is, there had probably been  a  Zoroastrian shrine there before 
St  Gregory. 
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The  Parthian Arsacids who  came  to the  throne of Armenia in the 
first century A.D.  were pious  Zoroastrians who  invoked Mithra as  the 
lord of covenants,  as  is proper.  An  episode which illustrates their ob-
servance of the  cult is the  famous  journey of Tiridates  I  to  Rome  in 
A.D.  65.  Tiridates, the first Arsacid king of Armenia,  travelled to 
Nero's  capital to receive his  crown,  going by land as far 
order to avoid polluting the  sacred creation of water.45 
as  possible in 
At  the  corona-
tion  ceremony,  Tiridates  declared,  'I am,  my  lord,  a  descendant of 
Arsaces  and a  brother of the kings  Vologaesus  and Pacorus,  and your 
servant.  And  I  have  come  before you,  my  god,  to be  obeisance  to you 
even  as  unto  Mithra,  and I  shall be  as you decree,  for you are my  fate 
and my  fortune. ,46  During his stay at Rome,  the king initiated Nero 
into  'Magian'  ban~uets.4T  It is not  certain what  the latter were,  for 
Zoroastrians  are not  supposed to sup with infidels at all; perhaps  what 
is meant  here is that  Tiridates took the baJ,  probably with barsom (the 
Zoroastrian ritual bundle of twigs  used in religious  ceremonies,  cf. 
48  Arm.  barsmunkc  ).  This  routine act of prayer before meals,  which are 
then eaten in silence,  is at once  so  conspicuous  and so  common  that in 
one  Judaeo-Persian text the  Zoroastrians  are  distinguished by it from 
adherents of other religions.49  Tiridates  could not have neglected this 
essential ritual, regardless  of the circumstances.  Iranian literature 
records  a  number  of instances  in which kings  in dire distress  and great 
haste still refused to take  food until they had performed the  necessary 
rituals.50  The  oath taken by Tiridates is in keeping with orthodox  Zoro-
astrianism,  and Xenophon  depicts  the Persian king swearing by Mithra in 
both the  Cyropaedia and the  Anabasis. 51 
It has been  suggested that soldiers of the  Roman  legion  XV  Appolin-
aris, which was  transferred from Pannonia to  Armenia to fight  in 
Corbulo's ill-fated campaign of A.D.  62,  may  have  ac~uired knowledge  of 
the yazata as  a  sun  god in Armenia  (more  likely Pontus)  and carried his 
cult back with them.52  If so,  Tiridates was  swearing by Mithra  and  im-
pressing by his  ritual silence at  ban~uets the patricians of Rome,  at 
the  same  time  that the legionaries were  returning west with tales of the 
Sol  Invictus  'the Invincible  Sun',  Mithra. 
Before his  departure to Rome,  in about  A.D.  64,  the 11th year of 
his actual reign  in Armenia,  Tiridates left an  inscription at the ancient fortress of Garni  (see plate Ii,  appended to this  Ch. ).53  Mosaics 
have  been  found at the site which  depict  scenes  from Greek mythology and 
bear the  caption meden 
[Le., no wagesJ. ,54 
labontes  ergasametha  'we  laboured,  taking nothing 
The  palace  for which the  mosaics  were  made  is 
called by  Xorenacci  a  tun hovanocc  'cooling-off house'  (MX  11.90),  and 
he  attributes it to Tiridates III (late third century)  and says it was 
built by the latter for his  Queen,  Xosroviduxt.  Perhaps  the building 
was  so  called because  of its baths  and pools;  cf.  the  aQuatic  scenes  in 
the mosaic  floor.  Garni  stands  at  the edge  of a  wedge-shaped promontory 
overlooking the  deep  ravine of the  river Azat  in the  Ge±aID  mountains, 
and in the  summer  its cool breezes  are  a  pleasant relief after the 
stifling heat of the plain of Ararat.  AE  was  seen in  Ch.  3,  the  great 
cities of Artaxiad and Arsacid Armenia stood on this plain,  and Garni 
was  a  fortress  of enormous  strategic importance 'for the  defence  of the 
cities of the plain  from barbarian marauders  to the north and east, 
whose  incursions were  a  perennial threat to both the Roman  and Iranian 
empires,  for whom  Armenia  se::,ved as  a  buffer. 
Xorenacci  adds  that Tiridates III greal i  nma  zyisatak iwr 
hellenacci grov  'wrote in it [i.e., the palaceJ his memorial  in Hellenic 
script'  (MX  11.90).  The  inscription  (see pl.  2)  was  found in the 
fortress-wall of Garni,  not  in the ruins of the palace.  It is also ap-
parent,  on paleographical grounds,  that the inscription was  made  in the 
first  century,  and it has,  accordingly,  been  assigned to Tiridates  I. 
The  inscription,  in Greek,  was  discovered in 1945  on  a  block of basalt 
165  cm  long,  50  cm  high and 79-80  cm  thick;  the letters are  about 
5  x  5.5  cm  in size.  The  stone rests in the fortress-wall,  which stood 
about  6.5 m high.55 
Owing to weathering and other  damage,  there are  many  lacunae  in the 
inscription,  and readings  have varied considerably.56  The  most  reason-
able  rendering seems  to be that of A.  G.  Abrahamyan,57 yet his  reading, 
too,  involves  the restoration of many  words  where  lacunae are  too large 
to allow for  a  completely convincing reconstruction.  Without  attempting 
to restore the text and leaving most  of the lacunae,  a  fragmentary trans-
lation may  be attempted:  'The  Sun  Tiridates/ of Greater Armenia,  10rrJ58  / 
as  despot,  built a  temple59/  for the  queen;  the  invincible ...  /  in the 
eleventh year of his reign./ ... Under the protection of the ..•  /  may  the 270 
priest60  to the great  cave  (?)61/ in vain  (??)62 of the witness  and 
thanks.'  Tiridates,  a  Parthian by birth, may  refer here to Mihr implic-
itly with the Sun,  thus  associating himself with the yazata.  Mithra re-
ceives  frequently in Mithraic inscriptions the epithet  'invincible' 
(Latin Invictus);  cf.  ton aniketon here.  The  word litourgos  (sic), as 
noted,  may  refer either to  a  priest or to the performer of a  public 
service.  Who  is  'the witness'?  This,  too,  may 
.  d  63  JU  ge. 
be  a  reference to Mithra, 
Although  Arm.  scholars  who  is both witness  to men's  deeds 
such as  AXakcelyan  insist that the 
and 
colonnaded building at  Garni  was  a 
temple  of Mithra,  there is no  evidence to support this  save the 
inscription--and one  cannot be  certain that the inscription refers to 
it.  The  only temple  of Mihr in Arm.  known  beyond doubt is the shrine at 
Bagayaric in the province of Derjan,  far to the west.  From  the inscrip-
. tion,  we  know  only that Tiridates calls himself the  Sun. 
The  importance  of Mithra in Zoroastrianism is amply attested in 
both Iran and Armenia;  numerous  terracotta \figures of a  horse  and rider 
found at  Artaxat~ and in the Parthian empire  may  represent Mithra on 
horseback;  we  shall see the  Arm.  Mher  portrayed thus  in the Epic  of 
64  Sasun.  In two  inscriptions of Artaxerxes II, the triad of Ahura  Mazd~ 
Anahita and Mithra is invoked.  In Agath.  127,  however,  Tiridates in-
vokes  Aramazd,  Anahit  and Vahagn,  in that order.  Mithra is conspicu-
ously absent.  It is recalled that Mithra and Verethraghna are often 
represented together in Zoroastrian texts,  in  Christian hagiographies, 
and,  apparently,  on  Mithraic bas-reliefs.  In Armenia,  it was  Vahagn, 
not Mihr,  who  was  equated with the Sun  (cf.  the  Classical Arm.  comment a-
tor on  Genesis,  who  noted that 
~c  c 
koc  ec  in  'some worshipped the 
C  'V'  c.  omank  zaregakn pastec In  ew  Vahagn 
Sun  and called it Vahagn ,65);  and the 
hero who  fought  Alexander  and was  known  to the  Greeks  as Mithraustes, 
seems  to be the 
probably a  form 
same  person as  the  Vahe  of Xorenacci.  The  name  Vahe  is 
66  of Vahagn.  It seems  that Vahagn  excelled Mihr in im-
portance,  certainly by the time of the  Conversion,  when  AStisat became 
the first See of the Arm.  Church;  Bagayaric,  though  much  closer to Ani, 
TCordan,  TCil  and Erez than Astisat, which was  also  distant  from Bagawan, 
Artasat  and valarsapat,  became  an  obscure  shrine of little importance. 
The  cult of Vahagn  absorbed the older reverence of the  great weather-god, 
Tesub,  and the  cult of Anahit  absorbed,  at least in part, that of the 
Great Mother. 271 
Mithra,  too,  seems  to have  been associated in Armenia with  a  pre-
Zoroastrian mythological  figure,  but not one likely to become  popular 
amongst  Zoroastrians.  Pseudo-Plutarchus  (De  Fluviis,  XXIII. 4)  relates  a 
curious tale in the  course of his  description of the Araxes.  The  river 
was  as  symbolic of Armenia as  the Tiber was  of Rome;  when  Tacitus  opined 
that the  Araxes  tolerated no  bridges,  his  readers  did not  need to  con-
sult  a  map  to understand the metaphor.  Pseudo-Plutarchus writes:  'Near 
it (the Araxes)  also is a  mountain  Diorphus,  so  called from the  giant of 
that name,  of which this story is told:  Mithra,  being desirous of a  son, 
and hating the  race of women,  impregnated a  certain rock;  and the  rock, 
becoming pregnant, after the appointed time  bore  a  youth named  Diorphos. 
The  latter when  he  had grown  to manhood  challenged Ares  to  a  contest of 
valour,  and was  slain.  The  purpose of the  gods  was  then fulfilled in 
his transformation into the  mountain bearing the  same  name  as  he. ' 
M.  Schwartz  has noted the  similarities between this  story and the 
Hittite legend of Kumarbi.67  Kumarbi,  the parent of Tesub,  wished to 
regain the heavenly kingship which he had lost to his  son,  and impreg-
nated a  rock which  gave birth to the monster Ullikummi.  With the  help 
of Ea,  the  god of water,  Tesub  succeeded in destroying the mountain-like 
giant.
68 
Benveniste  and Adontz  have  noted the similarity of the  story 
also to the rock-birth of Agdistis;69 this is but  a  later version of the 
same  ancient Anatolian legend.  Ares  must  be  Tesub/ Vahagn;  Mithra,  who 
would have  been known  to  Greek-speaking readers  by name,  appears  in the 
place of Kumarbi;  and the  god of the waters,  Ea,  may  perhaps  have  been 
identified by Arms.  who  knew  the story with  (the goddess)  Anahit.  As  we 
have seen,  the Arm.  cults of both Vahagn  and Anahit  are strongly in-
formed by non-Zor.  legend. 
There  is nothing Zoroastrian in the tale, which seems  to have  been 
re-cast in a  deliberate attempt to  discredit Mithra.  Perhaps  the 
priests of Vahagn  had  come  to regard the  expansion of the  cult of Mithra 
with suspicion as  usurping the various  attributes of  'their' yazata:  as 
Sun  god and weather  gOd,  as  divinity of victory,  and even  as  dragon-
reaper.  St  George of Cappadocia,  the  dragon-slayer;  St  Georg of pCutld, 
who  could control  storms,  and whose  cocks  could predict  snow;  both must 
have  absorbed aspects  of Mithra,  the yazata they replaced in the new, 
Christian faith of the Armenians.  Mithra is referred to by 
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Pseudo-Plutarchus  as  to ton  gynaikon  genos  mison  'hating the  race  of 
women',  a  detail not  elsewhere  attested in recorded versions  of the myth, 
and a  characteristic which would have  been particularly repugnant  to 
Zoroastrians.  Mihrnarseh  (whose  name  was  discussed above)  in his letter 
to the noblemen of Christian Armenia heaped scorn on  their priests, who 
anargen  zcnunds  mardoy  ew  goven  zanordutCiwn  'dishonour human  birth and 
praise childlessness'  through their celibacy.70  Mithraism is a  wholly 
masculine  faith,  and the  Arms.  may  have  regarded this  and other non-Zor. 
aspects  of the  Roman  cult with  feelings  of revulsion which the Vahnunis 
could have used to their advantage.  The  cult of the  Zoroastrian yazata 
was  certainly not extirpated,  but  Vahagn  seems  to have  taken his place 
in royal invocations of the third century.  And  even before that, Mithra 
is seen only in his  ancient  and primary aspects  as  a  god of fire  and of 
covenants;  the  development of his cult that is observed elsewhere  in the 
Zor.  world,  did not take place in Armenia. 
One  locality where  the  god survives  in legend down  to this  day  is 
Van,  and Sasun to the west of L.  Van.  It was  a  practice of the Urartean 
kings  to  carve  into  rocks  and cliff-faces blind portals called  'Gates  of 
God',7l  before which sacrifices and other rituals were  performed.  As 
Tuspa  (Van)  had been  the  capital of Urartu, the  Gate of God  in the rock 
that rises over the  town  may  have been of particular importance to the 
Arms.  of later times.  The  Armenians  named it Mheri  durn  'the  Gate  of 
Mithra'  (see Plo  3),  substituting the name  of the yazata in the Urartean 
title.  In  Zoroastrianism,  the phrase  dar-i Mihr is attested in Iran 
only in Islamic times;  the Arm.  name,  which  is identical,  is  found in 
the epic of Sasun.  The  main  events  of the epic  commemorate  the uprising 
of the Arms.  of XoytC (a particularly wild district of the mountainous 
canton of Sasun)  against the  Arab  Caliphate  in A.D.  850;  but many  legend-
ary episodes of great antiquity are  interwoven. 
'Little' Mher  is one  of these.72 
c  c  The  story of P  ok  r 
Mher  is a  guileless,  rough youth who  rides around Armenia on  his 
horse,  getting into trouble at the hands  of hostile and crafty men. 
Eventually,  he tires of life, and complains,  Occ  zarang kay inji,  acc 
mah  unim  'I have neither offspring nor  death. ,73  He  arrives at  Ostan, 
in HayocC  Jor,  and carries  on  from there to Van,  but encounters the 
usual hostility and cunning.  He  is about to turn away,  but his mother 
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cormnands  from her grave,  KCo  te± Agrawu  kCarn  e,/ Gna  Agrawu  kCar 
'Raven's  Rock  is your place./  Go  to  Raven's  Rock.'  His  father then 
speaks  from his  grave,  adding KCo  te± Agrawu  kCarn e/ Asxarkc  aweri,  mek 
v  /  c  v  /v  cc  ,  el sinwi,  Or  get  in k  0  jiu arjew  dimanay,  Asxark  k  onn  e  Raven's 
Rock  is your place./ The  world will collapse  and be  rebuilt anew./  When 
the earth can bear your steed,/ Then  the world will belong to you. ,74 
Mher  turns  around to return to  Van  and sees that mek  akraw ker ke xoser 
'there was  a  crow  and it spoke.'  Mher  wounds  the bird, which  flies into 
a  cave;  Mher  gallops after it, the hooves  of his  mount  sink into the 
ground,  and the gates of the  cave  close.  The  rock of the  cave  (the lat-
ter thought to be  one  of the  caves  in the Rock,  or to lie behind an 
Urartean blind portal)  is called Agrawu  kCar  'Raven's  Rock',  Vanay  kCar 
The  cave  is called Mheri  --- 'Rock of Van'  or Tospan blur  'Hill of Tosp'. 
d  •  - v  C  ZV  c  - (  - v  ,  ')  •  'b  urn or  Zemp  - emp  Ma±ara  -from Tk.  Magara  cave  .  Here  lS  a  POSSl  Ie 
source  for the western Mithraic  spelaeum.  The  blind portal has  a  cunei-
fo-rm  inscription on it, and black water can  sometimes  be  seen trickling 
down  from  above;  local people  explained that this was  the urine of 
Miler's  horse. 75  Twice  a  year, it was  believed, the cave yawns  open,  on 
Ascension  Day  and the 
and Vardavar. 76  Miler 
Feast of the  Transfiguration,  Arm.  Hambarjman  tawn 
then may  be  seen 
falak  'wheel  of fate'  in his  hands. 77 
astride his  steed,  the carx-i 
According to  one  account,  Miler 
emerges  from his  cave to test the earth,  and,  seeing that it is still 
not  firm enough to  support his weight,  he  returns  to his place.  Once,  a 
shepherd in the tale asked Miler  when  he would come  out  for good,  and the 
hero  replied that 
grows  bigger than 
he  would return to the world only when  a  grain of corn 
78  a  walnut.  The  re-emergence of Miler  seems  to be  con-
nected with an  eschatological belief in  a  time  of fullness  and ripeness 
when  all untruth shall have  been  defeated. 
In other versions  of the legend of Miler,  it is told that he will 
destroy the world when  the Wheel of Fate  he  holds  ceases to turn. 79  Or, 
it is related that  God  sent his six mounted angels to fight  Mher.  They 
defeated him, 
thereafter to 
and he  pleaded to  God  for mercy;  the  Lord confined him 
80  Raven's  Rock.  The  latter version  resembles  somewhat  the 
legend of Kumarbi  cited above,  in which  Diorphos,  the  son of Mithra 
(rather than Mithra himself,  as here),  is defeated by  the  collective ef-
forts  of the other gods,  Ares  (i.  e., Vahagn)  in particular, and made 
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into  stone  (cf.  confinement  in a  rock,  here).  Like  other Armenian 
heroes  associated with apocalyptic events,  Mher  is variously regarded as 
81 
good or bad.  In  one  Arm.  legend,  he  appears as  similar to  AZi  Dahaka, 
who  will rise and cause havoc,  but will then be  vanquished for good by 
Thraetaona:  Mher  u  ur jin ku  gan  asxar.  Nor  Mher  kotorum keni,  verJ 
ke martirosvi  'Mher  and his horse will  come  into the world.  Mher  will 
82  slaughter anew,  and in the  end he will be  martyred. ' 
We  have  seen that Mher  was  guided to his  cave by a  talking raven 
(Arm.  agraw  'crow,  raven').  Gershevitch suggested that the bird is to 
be  identified with Av.  Karsiptar,  a  name  for which he  proposes  the mean-
ing  'black-winged,.83  Karsiptar flew through the var of Yima  spreading 
84  the evangel of Zarathustra.  In Georgia,  it is believed that the hero 
Amiran,  whose  name  is  a  derivative of Mihr,  is fed by a  crow,  and is 
confined in Sa-Korne,  'Crow Mountain'. 
~c c 
An  Arm.  xac  k  ar  'Cross-stone' 
from  Zangezur  depicts  a  crow rescuing people  from a  serpent.  In Lori, 
there is a  place called Agravi  gerezman,.  'Raven's  Tomb',  so  named be-
cause  a  raven,  trying to warn  some  plowmen  that a  serpent had slithered 
into their tCan  (a drink of yoghourt  and water),  drowned itself in the 
bowl  where  the  beast lay hidden;  this alerted the men,  who  made  the bird 
a  tomb  to  show  their gratitude.  Similar stories are told elsewhere of 
ravens  saving people  from snakes,  or  from eating food 'poisoned by  snakes, 
and there is an Arm.  incantation scroll which mentions  an  ojnagrawnates 
'serpent seen by  a  raven';  one  imagines  that  such  a  serpent is afforded 
scant opportunity to  do  evil.85 
Perhaps  in Arm.  tradition the var of Yima  ,ras  remembered as  the 
cave  of Mher,  the hero  who  upholds  truth in a  world polluted by sin, 
guided to his  refuge by a  raven,  perhaps  the bird Karsiptar.  Although 
the cult of the yazata Mihr  seems  to have  declined amongst  some  Zors.  in 
Armenia,  events  in that  country possibly contributed to the rise of 
Mithraism in the west;  the original,  specific meaning of the word mehean 
may  have  been  forgotten,  yet the  god is still called by name,  by the old 
men  who  still recite  from memory  the  epic of Sasun.  But  Mihr,  brooding 
in his  cave,  might well have  said,  as  his  cult was  degraded by  some 
devotees of Vabagn,  'If indeed men  were  to worship me  by mentioning my 
name  in prayer,  as  other yazatas  are worshipped with prayers that men-
tion their names,  I  should go  forth to righteous  men. ,86 ,,----------
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Mehrewandak  (cf.  Arm.  Gr.). 
19.  AHH,  154. 
20.  Avdalbegyan,  op.  cit., 14;  Ka.±ankatuacci,  op.  cit., 103.  The  name 
Mirag is perhaps  to be  compared to the  Sgd.  inscription incised on 
a  partially gilded Sasanian silver vase of the  fifth-sixth century 
whose  weight,  however,  is  recorded in Pahlavi.  The  Sgd.  proper 
name  is  read by  Lukonin  as  'Mithrak'  (V.  G.  Lukonin,  Persia II, New 
York,  1967,  224 n.  183). 
21.  N.  Marr,  Kreshchenie  army an ,  gruzin,  abkhazov i  alanov,  St Peters-
burg,  1905,  119. 
22.  Avdalbegyan,  op.  cit., 14. 
23.  See  N.  G.  Garsoian,  N.  Adontz,  Armenia  in the Period of Justinian, 
Lisbon,  1970,  508 n.  22. 
24.  M.  Boyce,  Zoroastrians,  88;  the  name  of the  founder meant  'Mihr the 
Lofty'. 
25.  Examples  include mog-pet,  kCrm-a-pet  and bagna-pet  in the pre-
Christian period,  Christian vardapet  'doctor of theology, priest' 
(cf.  PhI.  vardbad,  an office of the  Sasanian  Zor.  Church,  SKZ  32, 
cited by  E.  Benveniste,  'Etudes  iraniennes,'  TPS,  1945,  69),  and 
hazarapet,  the title of the religious leader of the  Arm.  Arewordikc 
(see  Ch.  16).  On  questions  of the Arm.  priesthood and fire-cult, 
see  Ch.  15. 
26.  On  Mi throbuzanes,  see  C.  Toumanoff,  Studies  in  Christian Caucasian 
History,  Georgetown  University Press,  1963,  289,  293;  in  Arm.  Gr., 
507,  the name  is  compared to  Arm.  Mehruzan  (above).  A more  direct 
parallel is found in the Pth.  name  Mtrbwzn  *Mihrbozan  'Mithra the 
Saviour'  (see 1.  M.  D'!yakonov,  V.  A.  Livshits,  Dokumenty  iz Nisy 
I.  v.  do  n.e.,  Moscow,  1960,  24).  On  Orontes  and Mithraustes,  see 
Arrian IIL8.5,  and L.  P.  Sahinyan,  'Movses  Xorenaccu  "PatmutCyan" 
meJ  hisatakvo± Vahei  masin,'  P-bH,  1973,  4,  174  and Ir.  Nam.,  216-7. 
27.  Ir.  Nam.,  208-9. 
28.  Cf.  Agath.  817,  where  Tiridates  gayr hasaner  i  kCa±akcageaw±n 
Bagawan,  or  anuaneal kocci  i  partCewaren  lezuen  Diccawan  'arrived 
at the komopolis  of Bagawan,  which is named  from the Parthian 
language  Diccawan.'  In both cases,  baga- 'god'  is regarded as  a 
Parthian word.  Bagaya:Hcc is  found on  Lynch's  Map  of Armenia as 
Pekerij, west of Erzincan;  shortly to the west of the village was 
an  Arm.  monastery of the  same  name,  Pekerij  Vankc,  see  also  AON, 
410  and 379-80 on  the toponymic  suffix -aric, -arinJ.  On  Arm-:-
BtCaric,.anglicised Put  Aringe,  see  Ch.  ~  In the  same  province 
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.  .  ....  ..... 
as  Bagayarlc,  Derjan,  was  the  fortress  of Mhrberd  'the fortress of 
Mihr'  (G.  Halajyan,  Dersimi  Hayeri  azgagrutCyune,  Erevan,  1973,  19). 
29.  See  1.  Gershevitch,  'Die  Sonne  das  Beste,'  in J.  R.  Hinnells,  ed., 
Mithraic Studies,  Manchester,  1975,  I,  87  n.  8,  and II,  357. 
30.  A.  Meillet,  'Sur les  termes  religieux iraniens  en  armenien,'  RDEA, 
1, 1920,  233-4. 
31.  Boyce,  op.  cit. n.  3,  22,  30  n.  102. 
32.  Ibid.,  27;  Stronghold,  50;  'Mihragan among  the  Irani  Zoroastrians,' 
Mithraic Studies,  I, 113. 
33.  R.  C.  Zaehner,  Zurvan,  a  Zoroastrian  Dilemma,  Oxford,  1955,  101; 
see  also  S.  Shaked,  'Mihr the Judge,'  Jerusalem Studies in Arabic 
and Islam 2,  1980,  who  identifies Mihr  also  as  miyanclg  (=  mesites) 
from a  PhI.  passage  (see esp.  p.  12). 
34.  MX  IlL  1 7 . 
35.  TCovma  Arcruni  describes  a  Nestorian who  robbed a  church at  Ostan 
as  vatmirh  (TCA  111.27).  We  may  note here  a  ceremony of oath-
taking attested in Armenia which  may  be  related to  ancient  Zoro-
astrian custom. 
In the final stanza of a  love  poem,  the  fourteenth-century 
Armenian  bard Yovhannes  T 'lkuranc 'i admonishes  himself:  Xew 
Yovhannes  TCulkurancci,/ Xist  mi  haner  zotkCd i  cren:/ A±~suratCn 
erb merani,/  CCamkci  gnay  gunn  eresen  'Crazy Yovhannes  TClkurancCi,/ 
Do  not take  sharply your foot  out of line./ When  the splendid 
visage dies,/  Colour flees  to  dry earth  from the  face'  (E.  Pivazyan, 
Hovhannes  TClkurancci,  Ta±er,  Erevan,  1960,  XI.17-20).  TClkurancci 
appears to have been  a  cleric,  and a  frequent  theme  in his  poems  is 
the  renunciation of holy vows  by a  priest for the  sake  of a  pretty 
girl. 
The  withdrawal of one's  foot  from  a  line is  an  idiom which 
seems  to  represent the breaking of a  vow  or an oath.  The  thirteenth-
century writer MxitCar  Gos  in his  DatastanagirkC  'Law  Book'  warns 
Christians  against the ways  of other nations:  Ew  kam orpes 
aylazgikC uracCutCean  i3rinakaw tan erdumn:  kam yeke±ecCi  mtanelov 
zloys  siJu~canel,  ew  kam  beranov,  i  Jur  ew  i  jete pCccel,  kam  xacc. 
i  getni nkarel ew  koxel,  kam  zsan  zjetoy unel,  kam oskr i  jers 
arnul,  kam  i  getni erkus cirs arnel ew  i  moy i  milfsn  mtanel.  Zi 
ayd amenayn  elf  aydpisikcd uracCutCean  i3rinak e  zor  cCe  part yanjn 
arnul kCristonei tCeew mah  hasane kam tan kCakumn.  'Or the way 
those of other nations  swear  an  oath of disavowal:  by entering the 
church  and extinguishing the light, by blowing with one's  mouth  on 
water or on oil, by tracing a  Cross  in the  ground and then treading 
on it, by holding a  dog by the tail, by holding a  bone  in one's 
hand,  or by making two  lines in the  earth and stepping out of one 
into the other.  For all these  and their like  are  an  example of 
disavowal  which  a  Christian must  not undertake  even if death or the 
destruction of his house threaten'  MxitCar  Gos,DatastanagirkC, 278 
Va±arsapat,  1880,  51,  cit.  by  G.  Ter-Po±osean,  'Naxni  HayocC 
hogepastutCean srjanicC,' Yusarjan-Festschrift,  Vienna,  1911,  233. 
A century later, the poet  Yovhannes  was  warning himself not to step 
out of line  (Arm.  cir)  for the love of a  girl,  so  clearly the prac-
tices which  Mxit 'ar Gcs  condemns  as  foreign were widespread enough 
amongst the  Armenians  themselves. 
What  kind of disavowal was  meant?  It is immediately evident 
that at least certain of the practices mentioned by the Armenian 
lawgiver would be  reprehensible to  Zoroastrians,  and,  like the 
breaking of the kusti mentioned by TClkurancci  in another poem, 
might  even  symbolise  apostasy.  Extinguishing a  fire was  a  method 
favoured by Iranian  Christians of the Sasanian period for renUncia-
tion of their ancestral faith  (see Boyce,  Zoroastrians, 139); here, 
the practice seems  to have  been  conveyed to a  church.  Allowing the 
breath deliberately to pollute water,  a  sacred element,  and oil, 
which was  presumably the  fuel  for  a  flame,  would be  considered 
criminal by  Zoroastrians in a  religious  context;  during  Zoroastrian 
rituals, the breath is kept  away  from sacred objects by the  face-
mask  (PhLpadam,  Arm.pCa(n)dam,  see  Arm.  Gr.,  254).  It is known 
that  Zoroastrians  regard the dog  as  a  particularly holy creature, 
and it has  been  suggested that for  Zoroastrians who  rejected their 
faith for Islam,  'maltreating a  dog ...  wasa distinctive outward 
sign of true  conversion'  Boyce,  Zoroastrians,  148.  It is likely 
that the specific gesture of apostasy in yanking the hapless  crea-
ture's tail became  a  general formula of disavowal.  The  Armenians 
must  have  learned some  practices  from their Iranian Muslim neigh-
bours,  particularly the latter, primarily because the  mediaeval 
lawgiver considers  them foreign,  but  also because  Christianity has 
no  particular bias  against  dogs;  mistreatment of them appears  to 
have  been  a  Muslim  custom which was  evolved as  a  deliberate  offence 
to the  Zoroastrians  (loc.  cit.). 
Zoroastrians when  taking an  oath are  required to step over a 
furrow  (NP  kas)  which is  drawn  about  a  fire with the knife used for 
cutting the bars  om  (NP  kard-i barsom-cin).  The  process is described 
in the Sogand name  'Book  of Oaths':  an  kas ...  ke  sogand niixorad ..• 
bar pay  [emended by  Dhabhar  from paliJ istadan u  ruy bariatas 
kardan u  az biriin-i kas pay  dar kax-;;:-ihadan  'He ...  who  is taking the 
oath [lit.  'eating sulphur'  J ••• (should)  stand up  and turn his face 
to the fire  and  from outside  the  furrow place  (his)  foot wi thin the 
furrow'( 'Saogand-Nama,  or the Book  of Oaths,' in B.  N.  Dhabhar, 
The  Persian Rivayats  of Hormazyar Framarz,  Bombay,  1932,  47-8; 
text:  M.  R.  Unvala,  Darab  Hormazyar's  Rivayat,  I, Bombay,  1922, 
51,  lines 17-19).  The  oath is taken,  and then the advice  concern-
ing it is  read yet  a  second time,  and  a  second furrow  is  drawn 
(Dhabhar,  49).  This  seems  to be why  MxitCar  Gos,.with his atten-
tion to legal detail,  mentions  two  furrows.  .Tclkurancci,  who  is 
using a  popular idiom,  has  only one.  But  the meaning is  nonethe~ 
less  clear:  by stepping over the line,  one  enters  a  sacred 
precinct,  the pavi or  'pure place'  (Boyce,  Hist.Zor., I, 166) 
where,  presumably,  one's oath will be heard by Mi  thra himself.  To 
step out meant  to break one's oath,  this much  is clear from 
TClkurancci,  and it is  indeed probable that  such a  rite was  em-
ployed by the Armenian  Zoroastrians. 279 
It is likely,  however,  that Modern  Armenian  usage  reflects 
contamination by American  idiom,  as  in an editorial in HayrenikC, 
Boston,  16 May  1975, 1:  Me±maccman  ayn  kCa±akcakanutCiWn,  orke 
hetapndui  oruan artakCinnaxararutCean ko±me,  piti karenay 
occ~miJamtutCean ciren dUrsgal  'Will the policy of relaxation pur-
sued by the present State  Department be able  to  step out of the 
line of non-interference?' 
36.  G.  B.  Petrosyan,  A.  G.  Abrahamyan,  ed.  and trans.,  Anania Sirakacci, 
MatenagrutCyun,  Erevan,  1979,  257. 
37.  L.  H.  Gray,  'On  certain Persian and Armenian  Month-Names  as  influ-
enced by the  Avesta  Calendar, 'JAOS,  28,  1907,  338;  Boyce,·Strong-
hold,  84  n.  40.  In  theDiction~of Eremiavardapet,  1728,  is 
foUIld  the Biblical name  Ararmeliki  corrupted to Adarmeheki  (see 
M.  Stone,  Signs of the Judgement ...  ,  Univ.  of Penn .. Arm.  Texts  and 
Sts.  3,1981,208).  The  form  seems  to be  an  Iranizedword meaning 
'fire of Mihragan'  (on similar Iranized Biblical names  in Arm.,  see 
this writer's  'The  Name  of Zoroaster in Armenian,'  JSAS,  1985  [in 
publicationJ).  ----
38.  See  M.  Boyce,.  'On  the calendar of Zoroastrian feasts,'  BSOAS,  33, 
1970,  3,  513 et  seq. 
39.  S.  H.  Taqizadeh,  'The  Iranian Feasts  Adopted by  the  Christians  and 
Condemned  by the Jews,' BSOAS,  10,  1940-42,  642. 
40.  M.  Schwartz,  'Cautes  and  Cautopates,  the Mithraic torch-bearers, I 
Mithraic Studies,  II,  417;  F.  Cumont,  'St  George  and Mithra,  "the 
cattle thief,'"  Papers  Presented to Sir Henry Stuart Jones,  London, 
1937,  62-71. 
41.  AliH,  49,  50  & n.  1  on  ButC;  on the site of the  mehean,  see  A.  A. 
ManucCaryan,  KCnnutCyun  Hayastani  4-11  dareri  sinararakan 
vkayagreri,  Erevan,  1977,  248-9. 
42.  Ibid.,  54. 
43.  See  Boyce,  Stronghold,  257;  Hist.  Zor.,  I,  60,  203.  In Armenia, 
certain of the  functions  of Sraosa seem to have  been acquired by 
Tir;  see  the  following  Ch. 
44.  E.  Lalayean,  'Vaspurakan,'  All,  1917,  210. 
45.  Pliny,  Nat.  Hist., 1.6. 
46.  Cassius  Dio,  63.5.  It has  been suggested by A.  Dieterich,  'Die 
Weisen  aus  dem  Morgenland,'  Zeitschrift fur neutestamentliche 
Wissenschaft,  3,  1902,  that this  journey served as  the prototype of 
the Biblical voyage  of the Magi  to Bethlehem in Christian writings. 
The  Arm.  word for the Antichrist,  Nero,  gen.  sg.  Nerin,  has  been 
derived from  Gk.  Neron,  i.e., Nero,  whose  name  was  numerically 
equi  valent to  666,  the  number of the Antichrist  (cf.  Revelations 
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XIII.18).  John  Chrysostom likened the  Roman  emperor to the  Anti-
christ  (seeHAE ,  III,  441).  The  Arm.  word for 600 ,ner (from 
Sumerianneru, -via Gk.rieros  '600',  see  G.  B.  Dzhaukyan,  'Ob 
akkadskikh  zaimstvovaniyakh v  armyanskom yazyke,'-P-'bH,  1980,  3, 
111,  citing H.  Acarean;  see  also our note on  the- Arm.  Book  of the 
Six  Thousand in  Ch.  5), would have lent further weight to  a  corres-
pondence  already established between  Nero  and the number of the 
Antichrist, if indeed the name  of the number  in  Greek  did not in-
fluence  the  equation in the first place  (on  666,  see  Ch.  14).  The 
journey of Tiridates would have  been viewed by  Christians  as  a 
demonic  parody of the adoration of the Magi.  In  Cappadocian  Greek, 
the wordrieria,  used in folksongs,  means  • Charon,  or Death ,-(HAE, 
op .  cit.),  and may  be related to Arm.  Nern. 
47.  Pliny,  op.  cit. n.  45:  magicis etiam cenis initiaverat. 
48.  See  Arm.  Gr.,  119  and  Ch.  15. 
49.  See  M.  Boyce  and F.  Kotwal,  'Zoroastrian baj  and dron  - I, '-BSOAB, 
34,  1971, 1,  56. 
50.  M.  Boyce  and F.  Kotwal,  'Zoroastrian baj  and  dron  - II, 'BSOAB,  34, 
1971,  2,  300-302. 
51.  See  ARM,  34. 
52.  C.  M.  Daniels ,- 'The  Role  of the Roman  Army  in the  Spread and Prac-
tice of Mithraism, '  MithraicStudies, II, 251.  Evidence was  noted 
in the preceding chapter of the legionaries  at Satala, where  there 
seems  to have  been  a  temple  of Anahit. 
53.  The  site is attested in Urartean records  as  Giarniani,  conquered by 
king Argist;.  I  in 782  B.C.;  see N.  V.  HarutCyunyan;Biainili 
(Urartu),  Erevan,  1970,  211,  428.  It is unlikely that the  imposing 
colonnaded building at  Garni  had been built yet.  R.  D.  Wilkinson, 
'The  Ionic Building at  Garni, 'REArm N. S.  16,  1982,  221-44_,  argues 
convincingly that it was  a  Roman  tomb  of the latter half of the 
second century A.D. 
54.  See  B.  N.  Arakcelyan,  Aknarkner hin Hayastani arvesti patmutCyan, 
Erevan,  1976,  colour pIs.  23~27; the  scenes  portray aquatic  gods 
and fish  (ibid.,  92-5).  -
55.  See  B.  Arakcelyan,  'Excavations  at  Garni,  1949-1950  (and)  1951-
1955,'  Contributions to the Archaeology of Armenia,  Vol.  3,  No.3, 
Russian  Translation Series of the  Peabody Museum  of Archaeology and 
Ethnology,  Harvard University,  Cambridge,  Mass.,  1968,  13~199. 
56.  The  first interpretation to be  published was  that of S.  D. 
LisicCyan in the  daily newspaper Sovetakan  Hayastan,  23  Sept.  1945; 
in 1946,  H.  Manandyan  produced another reading  (both  are published 
in Arakcelyan,  op.  cit.  n.  55).  K.  V.  Trever published a  consider-
ably different restoration of the text, with translation,  in 281 
Nadpis  0  postroenii  armyanskoi  kreposti  Garni,  Leningrad,  1949. 
M.-L.  Chaumont,  following F.  Feydit,  persisted in reading 
(AUR)ELIOS  TIRIDATES  at the head of the inscription  (Recherches  sur 
l'histoire d'Armenie,  Paris, 1969,  179),  comparing the title to an-
other Gk.  inscription,  found  on  an altar at  Rome,  which reads 
AURELIOSPAKOROS  BASILEUS  MEGALES  ARMENIAS  'Aurelius  Pacorus,  king 
of Greater Armenia'  (cit.  by S.  T.  Eremyan,  'Va.±ars II-i  . 
kCa.±akCakan  haraberutCyunnere Hi-omi  ev PartCevneri het, 'P-bH, 
1976,  4,  37,  =  Corpus  inscriptionum graecorum,  6559).  As fSseen 
in our Pl.  2,  there is an  ample  margin to the left of the inscribed 
part of the  smooth  surface of the stone,  and no  chance whatsoever 
of a  lacuna;  the  reading AURELIOS  is utterly impossible. 
57.  A.  G.  Abrahamyan,  Hay  gri ev grcCutCyan patmutCyun,  Erevan,  1959, 
30. 
58.  Restoring Gk.  anaks  or anaktor  from  ana .... 
59.  Restoring naidion  from nai .... 
60.  Gk.  litourgos;  the word  can  also mean  one who  performs  a  public 
service,  or a  minister,  cf.  the statement in the later mosaic that 
the artist laboured without  receiving wages;  perhaps  a  similar 
service is referred to here.  The  correct spelling of the  Gk.  word 
is leitourgos; the  form here  indicates  iotisation. 
61.  Restoring spelaion  from sp ....  One  thinks  immediately of the 
Mithraic  spelaeum,  but the reading is wholly hypothetical. 
62.  Gk.  metamate. 
63.  Arm.  vkay  'witness'  is to be  derived from Pth.  wigah.  In Pth. 
Manichaean texts,  Mithra is called dadbar  ud wigah  'judge  and wit-
ness',  see Boyce,  'On  Mithra in the Manichaean pantheon,'  op.  cit., 
53,  and Yt.  X.92. 
64.  On  the equestrian figures,  see  Ch.  3.  It is apposite to note here 
the use of the equestrian figure in other cultures  under Iranian 
influence to  symbolize  the  defeat of evil powers,  a  theme  appropri-
ate to Mithra.  In the  Dura Mithraeum,  Mithra is shown  mounted, 
though  as  a  hunter,  not  a  soldier.  The  whole  scene is  drawn 
directly,  as it seems,  from Pth.  Zor.  iconography  (on the  fire 
altars and cypresses  in the Mithraenm,  see this "riter's discussion 
of Reva~d in the art.  'Armeno-Iranica,'  Boyce  Festschrift  [in 
pressJ).  The  triQ~phant Mordechai is shown  as  a  Fth.  rider in the 
Purim fresco  of the  Dura Synagogue,  whilst the  vanquished Haman  is 
depicted as  a  slave-groom in  Roman  dress  (see  D.  Tawil  in JNES 
38.2,  Apr.  1979,  95-7  and figs.  1-3).  In  Christian art, St  George 
is often shown  on  horseback,  stabbing a  dragon;  this scene  finds  a 
Je"ish parallel in the  scene of a  mounted Solomon  smiting a  demoness 
(Lilith?)  on  an  antique  gem  (see  F.  M.  and J.  H.  Schwartz  in 
Museum  Notes  of the  American  Numismatic  Society 24,  Ne"  York,  1979, 
184-6).  Both scenes  are most likely inspired by the Pth.  Zor. 
image of Mithra. 282 
65.  ARH,  96. 
66.  See  Sahinyan,  op.  cit.  n.  26,  173. 
67.  M.  Schwartz,  'Cautes  and  Cautopates,  the Mithraic torchbearers,' 
op.  cit.,  416. 
68.  H.  G.  Gilterbock"  'Hittite Mythology,'  in S.  N.  Kramer,  ed." Myth-
ologies of the Ancient World,  New  York,  1961,  161. 
69.  N.  Adoncc,  'Mi  hin pastamunkci hetkCere Hayastanum,'  Hayastani 
patmutCyun,  Erevan,  1972,  371-2;  E.  Benveniste, t.  Renou,Vrtra et 
Vrthragna,  Paris,  1934,  77.  This  hypothesis  is proposed'in this 
writer's  'Zor.  Problems  in Armenia:  Mihr  and Vahagn,'  in 
J.  Samuelian,  ed.,  Classical Arm.  CUlture,  U.  of Penn.  Arm.  Texts 
and Sts.  4,  Philadelphia, 1982,  1-7. 
70.  Ebise,  p.  27  (II). 
71.  I. M.  D'yakonov,  Preaystoriya armYanSkClgCl  naroda,  Erevan,  1968,  130. 
72.  The  name  Mber,  pronounced ,Meher,  is to be traced to  a  Pth~  , form at-
tested in the name  Mehe:rdotes  (i.e., Mithradates),  the brother of 
Osroes  and fathe:r' of Sanatruces  (Arm.  Sanatruk) ,early' secondcen-
tury A.D.  (see  N.  C.  Debevoise,APCllitical History of Part  hi  a, 
Chicago,  1938,  235). 
73.  H.  Orbeli,  intro.  and ed.,  Sasuncci  Davit
C
,  haykakan  zo±ovrdakan 
epos,  2nd ed.,  Erevan,  1961,  307;  the episode is translated into 
English, with  commentary,  by J.  A.  Boyle,  'Mber  in the  Carved Rock,' 
Journal of Mithraic Studies,  I, 1976,  2,  107-118. 
74.  Ibid.,  317. 
75.  MA  1,  351. 
76.  On  the shared Zoroastrian  aspects of these two  Christian feasts, 
see  Ch.  12. 
77.  The  phrase  is  a  borrowing  from NP.  Compare  to this  image  the tradi-
tion,  preserved by Porphyrius  and Dio  Chrysostom,  that  Zoroaster 
dwelt  in  a  cave  adorned to represent the world and the various 
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0. CHAPTER  9 
TIR 
Nabii 
In the Babylonian pantheon of the first millennium B.C.,  Nabii,  a 
god of Sumerian origins whose  Babylonian name  appears to be  derived 
from a  Semitic base nbi- 'to call', was  regarded as the first  son of 
the  god Marduk.  ' During the  autumnal akitu-festi  val, the Babylonian 
king would proceed to the nearby cult centre of Nabii,  Borsippa, where 
the image  of the god was  ceremonially removed  from its place; it was 
Nabii's  task to  journey to the underworld and bring his father Marduk 
from there.  The  akitu-festival was  a  celebration of the rebirth of 
nature,  symbolised by the release of Marduk  from his  captivity beneath 
the earth; the imprlsonment of Marduk  and his release by  Nabii  are  con-
nected with the essential symbolism of the  festival.  Nabii  might  thus 
have  been seen as  an emissary and guide between this world and the next, 
a  function which will be  seen also in the Armenian Tir,  and the Armenian 
Christian Gro±.  In Susiana,  Nabii's  underworld journeys may  perhaps be 
reflected in the attribution to him of chthonic powers,  symbolised by 
the serpent.  But this is not  a  clearly recorded function of Nabii.l  He 
seems  to have  been identified with the planet Mercury,  the swiftest of 
the planets.  He  was  also the sage  and scribe of the  gods,  the  divine 
.  t  f  .  t  (S  '  DINGIR.  )  2  d h'  t  I  all  lnven or 0  scr~p  umerlan,  Dlm.sar,  an  lS  emp  e  gener  y 
had a  library attached to it.3  Nabii  ~ixed the  destiny of man;4  as  the 
swiftest luminary in the sky,  he  could be  regarded as the messenger of 
the will of the  gods,  and as  inventor of writing,  he  recorded past and 
future events.  The  art of writing was  learned by the Iranians  from 
Mesopotamia,  and the first element in the word for scribe,  OF  dipivara-, 
from Akkadian  dipi  'writing,  1L~. loan-word dpir,  came  MP'dabir, 
record. ,5  To  a  certain extent,  the Iranians  always  regarded writing as 
foreign  and even  demonic:  the  Sah-name  attributes its invention to the 
divs.  This  sense of the  uncanny might,  correspondingly,  have  applied 
to the  god  connected with the scribal art.  It will be  seen that the 
scribal god was  disliked and feared as  the  Arm.  Gro±.  The  Armenian  god 290 
Tir, who  possessed many  of the  attributes of Nabii,  was  called the 
scribe of Ormizd;  in later centuries, when  the  name  Tir was  suppressed 
or forgotten,  the  god was  to be  remembered  simply as the sinister Gro± 
'the writer' of human  destiny,  who  comes  to men  when  they are to die. 
As  the planet Mercury,  Nabii  was  equated with Hermes  in Hellenistic 
times,  but his main  Greek  counterpart was  Apollon,  the god of writing 
and the arts, who  was  identified astrally not with Mercury but with the 
Sun.  In the Middle  East  and  Cyprus,  Apollon was  associated with death 
v 
and the underworld;  he is linked with Resep,  the shooter of plague ar-
5-a  rows,  and it appears that as  a  sun  god associated with death he was 
associated also with· the  Iranian Mithra.  In the temple of Nabii  at 
Palmyra there is a  bas-relief of a  curly-haired, youthful god with a 
rayed nimbus  around his head.  He  is flanked by two  eagles in side view, 
their bodies turned towards  him and their heads  facing the nimbus  crosn-
ing his head.  The  same  scene is shown  as the ornamentation of a  temple 
pediment in a  graffito  found at Khirbet  Abii  Diihiir,  northwest of Palmyra, 
6  dated A. D.  147.  The  god depicted is presumably Nabii-Apollon.  A simi-
lar scheme,  of two  eagles  flanking an  eight-rayed star, but without the 
face  of the  god,  was  the most  common  ornament on  the tiaras of the 
Artaxiad kings  of Armenia on their coins;  we  shall examine the  symbolic 
significance of this scene below. 
The  cult of Nabii,  or Nebo,  survived in Sasanian Mesopotamia:  a 
martyrology preserved in Syriac relates that Sabuhr II (A.D.  309-379) 
commanded  a  general named  Mucain  to abandon  Christianity and to worship 
Nebo  and other gods.7  As  his Semitic name  indicates,  Mucain was  most 
likely neither an  Iranian nor a  Zoroastrian,  and the  Sasanian king was 
therefore probably not referring to Tir, the  Zoroastrian yazata he  him-
self worshipped. 
In the  Christian literature of fifth-century Armenia,  the name  of 
Nabii  in Deuteronomy  32.49 is simply transliterated as  Nabaw,  the  diph-
thong awprobably pronounced  ~, and is not translated into Tir.  In an 
Armenian  MS  of the Book  of Acts  cited by Ananikian and Acarean,  a  mar-
ginal gloss explains  Hermes  as  Tir dikc  'the god Tir,' Tir understood 
here  as the bearer of divine  decrees,8 but this addition was  probably 
made  several hundred years after the translation of the Bible by the 
school of Mastoc  c  early in the fifth century.  The  translators  rendered 291 
Dionysos  as  Spandaramet  in Maccabees  (see  an.  10),  so they did not al-
ways  feel  constrained to transliterate the names  of pagan  divinities 
from the  Greek  rather than translate them into terms  more  familiar to 
the Armenian  reader.  Movses  Xorenacci  (II.27),  following  Labubna  of 
Edessa  (Arm.  ferubna Edesiacci),  gives the names  of the  four Semitic 
deities of Abgar of Edessa (called the king of Armenia in the  Arm.  tr.) 
as  Nabog,  Bel,  BatCnikca±,  and TCaratCa,  with MS.  variant readings 
Nabag,  Nab at  ,  and Nabok,  for  'Nabog'  (Le.,  Nabu).  The  Arm.  text of 
Labubna  gives  Neboy,  Bel,  BatCnikca±,  and  TCartc •  Nabog,  etc., may  be 
a  Sasanian MP.  form of the name  wi th wk  for final o.8-a  The  Armenians, 
it will be  seen,  tended to identify Tir more  often with Apollon than 
with Hermes. 
Iranian Tir(i) 
The  name  Tir is nowhere  to be  found in the  Avesta,9 yet this 
yazata.is extremely prominent in Zoroastrianism.  The  fourth month  and 
the thirteenth day of each month bear his name,  10 and theophoric names 
with Tir- are numerous  in Iranian.ll  These  show  that Tir was  a  divin-
ity of importance  in Achaemenian 
Tiridad(d)a are  found on Elamite 
times:  the names  Teriyadada and 
12  tablets,  and a  silver libation bowl 
found at Tel el-Maskhuta in Egypt,  dated ca,  300 B.C., bears the Iran-
ian name  TRYPRN,  Gk.  *Tiriphernes,  in Aramaic letters.13 
It seems  that the cult of Nabu  was  adopted by the Western  Iranians, 
who  assimilated Nabu to their own,  probably minor,  stellar divinity 
Tiri.  Gershevitch has  suggested that the name  is to be  derived from a 
root tr- meaning  'to move  swiftly, ,14 because of the swift movement  of 
the planet Mercury.  The  aspect of the  Gcd  Tir as  scribe and master of 
destiny is preserved in modern  Persian tradition, which  assigns. epi-
thets to Mercury  such as  dabir-i falak  'scribe of fate'  and aJ;ttar-i 
danis'star of knowledge';  an  Arabic name  of Mercury,  al-Katib  'the 
wri  ter' similarly preserves  the memory  of Nabu.  From  Sasanian Iran is 
found the  MP.  name  *Dabirboxt  'saved by the  Scribe  (Le., Tir) ,  on  a 
seal.  15 
In order for Tir(i) to be worshipped by  Zoroastrians, it was 
necessary that he be  somehow  equated with  an  Avestan  divinity, 
Tistrya.16  Tistrya is identified with the star Sirius  and is pictured 292 
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in the Avesta as bringing rain 
fication of drOUght;17  none  of 
and fighting Apaosa,  the  demonic  personi-
these  functions  are  shared by Tir,  but 
Nabu  as the planet Mercury was  associated with the  coming of  'life-
giving rain  and flood'  in Babylonia,  and *Tirildina- was  a  rain-festival. 
v  18 
This  important  function  thus  linked Tiri-Nabu and Tistrya. 
The  elaboration of astrological ideas by the  Zoroastrians,  prob-
ably in Sasanian times but at any rate centuries after the adoption of 
Tir,  presented a  system in which  the planets were  essentially malefi-
cent in their influence in opposition to the beneficent stars.  Thus  in 
the  Greater Bundahisn 57.7.12,  we  are told that Tir ast APos  dew,  0 
Tistar mad  'Mercury,  which is the  demon  Apos,. came  to  (oppose) Sirius. \19 
Several lines later, Tir is described as  doing good to the  good  and bad 
to the bad,  since his power is equal to that of Sirius  (Tistar, i.e., 
Tistrya) •  In another Pahlavi text,  Sahristaniha i  Eran,  which  enumer-
ates the provincial capitals of the Iranian empire,  Babylon is men-
tioned as  having been built by Batel during the reign of Yima,  u-s Tir 
abaxtar oy be bast. 'and by him the planet Tir was  bound. ,20  Zoroas-
trians perhaps  drew  a  distinction between Tir the planet and Tir the 
yazata in this case,  but the association of Tir with Babylon suggests 
some  recognition of his  place of origin. 
Armenian  Tir,  Tiwr 
Agathangelos  gives his name  in the genitive singular,  Tri  dicc, 
from *Tir dikc  'the god Tir '.  In the  Venice 1835  and Tiflis 1883 edi-
tions of Arm.  Agathangelos  is  found  another form,  Tiwr,  which is not 
attested in MSS,  however,  according to  Thomson. 21  It seems  that Tir is 
the more  common.  form  and the primary one,  Tiwr being a  variant.  As  a 
possible analogy one  might  adduce  the names  of the Arm.  province of 
Siwnikc  (pcawstos  Buzand,  Elise,  Lazar PCarpecci)  and of the  dynastic 
house  that 
SYKN  (SKZ, 
_k_an.22 
ruled it, Sisakan.  The  Pth.  form of the name  Siwnikc  is 
line 2),  and  Lagarde  suggested a  base si- with Ir.  endings 
~  23  .  But  there is also  a  mountain,  Siws,  near Artasat,  whlch 
suggests the possibility of a  base Sis-/Siws- in Arm.  producing 
*Siwsnikc
>  Si,mikc  and Sis-a-kan.  This  suggestion is supported also by 
.the  existence of the  Arm.  proper names  Siws  and Sis; the former being 
the name  of a  Bishop of the Mamikonean  dynastic  house. ordained by 293 
St.  Gregory the  Illuminator,24 the latter found in the  forms  Sisis, 
Sisak and Bahram-Sis.  The  latter was  an eighth-century marzban of 
Xurasan,  while the first two  are names  of Armenians  attested by Strabo 
and Movses  Xorenacci  respectively.  It is likely that the  form  Siws  is 
an  expansion of an Iranian name,  Sis,  and ,the  form Tiwr may  have  de-
velopedin a  similar way.  The  meaning of sis seems  to be  • (noble) 
lineage,  seed',  from  OP.  ~-,  Av.  cithra-, e.g.  Sisaphernes,  OIr. 
*cithrafarnah-.  Sisakan would then mean  something like  'noble  domain', 
cf.  Arm.  Vaspurakan.  This would explain also the name  of St Sisinnius 
. as  a  HelIT.enisation of MP.  *Sis-in  'noble'; the saint was  reputed by 
tradition to have been  a  Parthian knight.  Even if, as  has been sug-
gested recently,  the name  as  used in amulets was  in fact  derived from a 
different,  Aramaic  appellation, it could have served well as  a  generic 
name  for any brave  Iranian demon-slayer  (a Parthian,  one  adds,  from 
Western  Iran).  (The  name  Sisinnius is known,  of course,  as that of a 
princelY Parthian disciple of Mani  in the third century;  the  fame  of 
this missionary perhaps  influenced the  development of the  Christian 
figure. )25 
The  name  of Tir is attested also in the name  of the  fourth month 
of the Armenian  calendar--as in the  Zoroastrian--Tre.  The  fourth month 
is called Teirei in the  Cappadocian calendar  (written in Greek let-
ters).26  The  form Teirei has  been analysed as  derived from Tistryehe, 
the genitive of Tistrya- in Avestan,27 but this is U.!1likely to be  true, 
as  the  Zoroastrian and Armenian names  are both clearly derived from Tir, 
not  from Tistrya.  The  ending  -~in Tre  may  be  Iranian,  the oblique  form 
of an  old ending *-aki, with the loss of -i- in Tir.  It is also pro-
posed that Arm.  Tre  derives  from Achaemenian  Tiriya.28  Less  likely is 
the  Classical Arm.  dative ending  -~,  as  in i  tue  'by day,  in the  day-
time', or  -~ as  a  shortening of gen.  sing.  -eay,  as  in the modern  Arm. 
dialect of Me±ri,  mrhn6re  'Day of death'  (gen.  sg.);.the gen.  of Tre is 
in fact attested as  Treay.29  A folk  etymology provided by Grigor 
TatCewacci  (fourteenth century)  in hiS  Gi:rkc  kCarozutCean,  orkocci 
Jmeran hator,  published at  Constantinople in 17L ;0,  confuses the proper 
name  Tir with Arm.  ter  'Lord': 
- y  Tre  zterunakan  xorhurdn  ase,  yorzam 
tireacc  Astuac 
when  God  ruled 
i  veray  araracocc  ~Tre 
30  over the creatures.' 
means  the mystery of the  Lord, 
Although the error of the 294 
mediaeval  Christian scholar is clear, it is often less apparent when 
one  is dealing with proper names  whether the theophoric element is Tir 
or ter, i.e.,  Zoroastrian or Christian.  In the  case of Tiruk,  an  Ar-
menian priest of Zarisat in Vanand  mentioned by Movses  Xorenacci  III.65, 
for instance, it is not  clear whether his name  contains  Tir or not, al-
though he lived fairly early, in the first half of the fifth century. 
A case where  no  doubt exists is that of Tiribazos,  one  of the two 
satraps of Armenia to whom  Xenophon  refers in his Anabasis,  ca, 
401  B.C.  The  other satrap was  Orontes,  father of the Orontid dynasty 
of Armenia  and  Commagene.  Tiribazus,  we  are told, helped the  Persian 
King of Kings  Artaxerxes  Mnemon  to mount  his horse,  and was  later made 
commander of the royal forces. 31  It was  the  same  Tiribazos  who  caused 
to be  minted a  number  of silver coins  in Cilicia bearing the  charac-
teristic Assyrian/Achaemenian winged figure  surmounted by the  upper 
part of a  man's  body,  naked and Hellenic in appearance.32 
The  Elamite  form Tiridad(d)a was  cited above;  the  same  name  occurs 
as  Tiridates  in the  Greek  inscription at  Garni  of Trdat I, the first 
Arsacid king of Armenia,  ca.  A.D.  65_70.33  About  two  centuries later, 
Trdat III led the  Armenian people to embrace  the faith of Christ.  His 
name  is found in the  Greek variants Tiridates,  Terdates,  Teridates, 
Teridatios,  Tiridatios,  Syriac Turadatis  and Latin Tiridates.34 
Tiri  t C,  son of Artases,  son of Tiran II, loved pCaranjem,  wife of 
Gnel,  whom  he  accused falsely before King  Arsak in a  romantic legend 
preserved by PCawstos  Buzand IV.5.35  The  other theophoric names  with 
Tir are  Tir Bagratuni  (fi  fth  century);  Tiran  (comp.  King Teiranes  of 
the Bosporus,  A.D.  276-9),  a  royal name  of the  Artaxiads  and Arsacids 
(MX  1.31,11.54; pCB  III.5,12);  Tirocc  Grtcuni,  tenth century36  and 
Tirocc Arcruni,  a  companion of St.  Gregory the  Illuminator  (TcA 1.9,10); 
Tirikes,  son of akcurm  '( Zoroastrian) priest' taught by Gregory the 
Illuminator and made  a  Bishop  (Agath.  845);  Tiranam,  a  deacon,  compan-
ion of Catholicos  Nerses  the Great,  fourth  century  (pCB  Iv.6); Tirik, 
Bishop of Basean, late fourth century;  Tirican, mentioned by StepCanos 
of Siwnikc,  eighth  centux'l,  occurs  also in  a  Georgian martyrOlogy;37 
Tiraxosrov,  mentioned by StepCanos  of Siwnikc;38 Tirot,  Abbot  of Sakat, 
fifth century;39  Varaz-tirocc  and varaz_trdat.40 
Several toponyms  are known  which probably contain the  name  Tir. 
The  Milky Way  is  called the Tirkan  or Tirakan goti  'Tir's belt'; Alisan 295 
and HUbschmann  mention  a  village called Tirafie in Bagrewand,42 with 
the  common  Pth.  toponymical  suffix -afie (see AON,  Arm.  ed.,274 and 
our  Ch.  on Mithra for Baga-(y)a He).;  in the  Ch.  on  Anahit  is  discussed 
the temple  on  the mountain of Tirinkatar at which she was  worshipped, 
and it is likely that the word may  be analyzed as  Tirin  'belonging to 
Tir'  (adj., also as  a  proper name  in the  Aramaic letter from Avroman, 
TYRYN)42-a  and katar  'pinnacle,  summit';  there was  a  village of TretukC 
in SiitCkC,  Siwnikc,43 the  name  of which probably is  formed of Tre- and 
a  suffix from Arm.  tu- 'give'. 
Agathangelos tells us 
the  Zoroastrian 
of the  decision of King Trdat III of Armenia 
temples of the city of Artaxata  (Arm.  to  destroy 
Artasat) :  isk anden  va±va±aki  tCagaworn  inkcnisxan hramanaw,  ew 
c  c  amenec  un  hawanut  eamb,  gorc  i  jern tayreranelwoyn Grigori,  zi 
zyarajagoyn  zhayrenakan hnameaccn naxneaccnew ziwr karceal astuacsn 
..... c  ..... .......  c  c 
c  astuacs  anuaneal arnel,  jnjel i  mijoy.  Apa  inkn isk tagaworn 
xa±ayr  gnayr amenayn  zawrawkcn handerj  i  Va±arsapat kCalakce ertCal 
.  ...  c  c  .'.  c  yArtasat kalak  ,  awerel  and zbaglnsn  Anahtakan  dic n,  ew  or zErazamoyn 
te±isn anuaneal kayr.  Nax  dipeal i  eanaparhi  erazacCoycc  erazahan 
....  c  ·c  c  c  _ .  ....c.  pastaman Tri  dic,  dpri  gitut ean k  rmac  ,  anuaneal  Dlwan  grc  l  Ormzdi, 
usman  eartarutCean mehean:  nax i  na  jern arkeal kCakeal ayreal awereal 
kCandeccin  (Agath.  778).  'At that the king,  by his autocratic  command 
and with the  consent of all, placed the work  in the hands  of the 
blessed Gregory swiftly, that the latter might  erase utterly and con-
sign to oblivion  (those whom)  his native ancestors of ancient  days  and 
he himself had thought  gods,  calling them false  gods.  And  he,  the 
king himself,  moved  out with all his  armies  from Va±arsapat to  go  to 
the city of Artasat,  in order to  destroy there the bagins  (i.e., image 
shrines)  of the  god Anahit,  and also that one  which stood in the place 
called Erazamoyn.  On  the  road they first  came  upon the temple  (mehean, 
see  Ch.  on  Mithra)  of learning and elo'luence,  of the  dream-displaying 
(erazacCoycc),  dream-interpreting (erazahan)  worship of the god Tir, 
the scribe  (dpri,  gen of dpir)  of the wisdom of the priests, called the 
Archive  of the writer (gricc)  of Ormizd.  First they set to work, 
smashed it, burned it, ruined it and destroyed it. ,44  MSS  of the text 
c  c....  c  c  have  variants  erazanac  aye  and erazendhan  for erazac  oye  and  erazahan; 
as  was  noted above,  two  printed editions have the variant tiwr dicc, 296 
with the  former word apparently in the nominative,  but this  form is not 
attested by MSS. 
This  is the  only explicit mention of the temple of Tir in Armenian 
literature, but Movses  Xorenacci  (IL12,49)  refers to a  statue of 
Apollontransferred from the Eruandid  (Orontid)  capital,  Armawir,  to 
the newly-built  city of Artasat.  This  is probably  a  reference to Tir, 
and suggests that the  cult existed in the  Eruandid period.  Xorenacci 
also mentions  a  certain magus  in the time of Artases  who  was  a.erazahan 
'dream interpreter'  and may  therefore have had some  connection to the 
cult of Tir:  Artases  had Eruaz,  high priest and brother of Eruand,  put 
to  death,  and in the place of Eruaz  i  veray bagnacCn  kaccuc~anezentani 
Artasisi,  asakert mogi  orumn  erazabani,  or yayn  saks  ew  Mogpaste  anun 
kardayin  'over the  image-shrines he appointed a  relative of Artases, 
the pupil of a  certain magus  who  was  an interpreter of dreams;  they 
called the name  (of that pupil)  for that reason also Mogpaste' 
(MX  11.48).  The  worderazahan is attested in Gen.  41.8,24  and 
Deut.13.l,3,5 in the  Armenia" translation of the Bible.  The  meaning 
of erazamoyn has  never been fully explained,  however.  In the  Greek 
version of Agathangelos,  where  the  temple of Ttidis  (sic.,  Tri  dicc)  is 
explained in an  interpolation as  bomos  Apollonos  '(the)  altar of 
Apollon',  erazamoyn is rendered as  oneiromousos,  translating eraz 
'dream'  and interpreting the  second part of the word,  -moyn,  as  having 
something to  do  with a  Muse,  perhaps  because of the slight similarity 
.  45  of the  sound of the two  words  -moyn  and moUSOS.  Eraz is probably an 
Iranian loan-word,  as  suggested by Patkanean 
- 46 
a  century ago,  from  OP 
raza-, which occurs in Biblical Aramaic with the meaning  'secret'.  The 
word  can be  analyzed by analogy to Arm.  erani  'blessed'  from OIr. 
*  _.  47 ,_  ,.  ,  48  ~,  t' f  ranya-;  rum.  erak  veln  ,  PhI.  rag;'  Arm.  erasx  guaran ee,  rom  - - 4 
OIr.  *raxsi-,  compo  Skt.  rak9a  'guarantee';  9  and the proper name 
Erazmak  (pCB  IV.15),  from  PhI.  razm  'war,.50  There is an  Arm.  toponym, 
c  ~  51  Erazga,rork - Sirakawan,  and an unexplained hapax legomenon, 
(y)erazgay(icc)  (ab1.  pl.) which  may  contain the  element eraz  'dream', 
in the writings of the tenth-century mystic  Gregory  of Narek.52  Strabo 
mentions  a  city in Armenia  called Anariake where  prophecies were  made 
for sleepers,  presumably by interpretation of their dreams;  Marquart 
connected the name  of the city with Arm.anu.rJ  'dream'.  The city was 
I 
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apparently located near the  country of the Mardoi,  i.e., near the 
Median  frontier.  Its name  almost  certainly means  'non-Iranian'. 
The  suffix -~  is  found in Classical and Modern  Armenian  in the 
compound  covamoyn  'drowned'  with ~  'sea' .53  In Classical Armenian  is 
(  c  v  c  found hawramoyn  'eupator'  Agath.  13,  ew  kam  vasn hawrambyn  k  ajut eann 
Trdatay  'or also about  the bravery of Trdat like his father's'; 
I  Macc.  6.17, II Mace.  10.10 hawramoyn  AntiokCay).  ~  alone is 
translated as  'beauty,  floridity,  grace ',54 while  tmoyn  with negating 
prefix t- and  cCaramoyn withcCar  'evil! mean  'discolored'  and  'unhappy' 
respectively.  55  The  basic meaning appears to be  'like', the  concepts 
of  'like' and  'color' being closely allied,  compo  Arm.  pes  'like', con-
nected to Av.  paesa- 'leprous !,56 and Arm.  pes-pes  'multicolored'.  The 
toponym Erazamoyn probably means  something like  'Dream-like' or  'Belong-
ing to Dream'.  In numeroUs  cultures,  dreams  are regarded as  messages 
from  God  or as  signs of one's destiny,  and to this day many  Armenians 
consult erazahans,  books which interpret the  symbols  of dreams  and as-
sist the reader to interpret the intimations of his fate that he  has 
been granted·in his  sleep.  'rhe  interpretation of dreams  would have 
been  an activity appropriate to Tir,  the scribe of destiny. 
In  Ch.  5 it was  noted that most  Armenian writers  draw  a  careful 
distinction between the Pth.  or Middle  Atropatenian,  NW  Middle  Iranian 
form of the name  of the  Creator,  Ahura Mazda,  Aramazd,  and the Middle 
Persian form Ormizd  (Phl.  Ohrmazd).  The  former is the name  of the  Zoro-
astrian  God  whom their ancestors worshipped;  the latter is the  God  of 
the militant,  iconoclastic Sasanian  church.  Agathangelos  uses the name 
Ormizd once  only,  in the  case of Tir; when  writing of the other Zoroas-
trian shrines,  he  uses  the name  Aramazd.  It is unlikely that he uses 
the  form,  then,  because  he  lived in Sasanian times,  or because  he  was 
unaware  of the  difference between the  two  forms.  Iranian and  Zoroas-
trian tradition stressed oral recitation and memorization rather than 
written records,  particularly in the  case  of sacred texts,57 and medi-
aeval records  indicate that the Arewordikc,  a  surviving remnant of the 
Armenian  Zoroastrian  community,58 did indeed transmit religious  learning 
orally from  father to  son.  But  Movses  Xorenacci  refers to temple  re-
cords  in variousmeheans  across  Armenia,59 and in matters  concerning 
ancient tradition of this kind,  the much  maligned patmahayr  'Father of 298 
History'  may well be  right,  even  as  archaeological finds of the past 
two  decades  have  proven  the  existence of the inscribed boundary-markers 
set up  by Artases  (in Aramaic with Iranian or Armenian  names  and words, 
as it happens)  to which  he  refers.60  Thus  we  must  probably eliminate 
another possible explanation for the use  of Ormizd,  namely,  that the 
institution of a  temple  archive was  an±nnovation introduced to Armenia 
by the  Sas ani  ans. 
Yet it is well known  that  Zoroastrian shrines established by the 
Achaemenian Persians  in Asia Minor  continued to be maintained by the 
Iranian faithful long after Iranian power had receded from the area;  in 
the  Christian centuries,  the rites of these magusaioi were  described 
with disapproval by Byzantine writers.6l  Evidence of a  southwestern 
Iranian presence  in Armenia exists in political chronicles,  62  and,  what 
is perhaps  more  important to the subject of the present investigation, 
in religious vocabulary and in a  toponym:  the word  sandaramet  and 
proper name  Spandaramet have  long been  recognized as  loan-words  from  SW 
and NW  Iranian respectively  ,  and the  geography of Claudius  ptolemaeus 
(second century A.D.)  cites the name  of an  Armenian  town  called 
63  Magoustana.  The  introduction of the word sandaramet  into Armenian 
cannot be  dated with precision,  and may  go  back to the Achaemenians. 
We  have  referred to the 
were erected by Artases 
boundary_stone  found at 
dered as[  'Jrtl;ts[sYJ,  65 
boundary-markers  inscribed in Aramaic  which 
in the mid-second century B.c.64  On  the 
Zangezur in Siwnikc,  the king's name  is ren-
a  form  corresponding to  Lydian Artaksassa,66 
Gk.  Artaxesses,Artaxias,  Artaxas,  Artaxes,  and,  indeed,  to the Armen-
ian form itself.  Another boundary stone  found at TCe±ut  on  the river 
A±stev north of Erevan67  has the name  of the king in the  forms 
'rtrksrk[sJs,  'rtsrkssy,  68 apparently a  transliteration of the oldest 
Gk.  form of OP.  Artaxsathra-:  Artaxerxes.  Whether this is a  conscious 
archaism on  the part of the scribe,  or whether it is the survival of a 
Greco-Achaemenid  form,  cannot be  determined on existing evidence.  But 
it may  indicate the persistence of such Achaemenian  Persian tradition 
in the  Armenia of the  second century before  Christ.  This hypothesis 
may  seem less farfetched if one  considers the pride taken by the  Oron-
tids in their Persian ancestry.  One  recalls the boast of Mithridates 
Kallinikos,  an  Orontid king of Commagene,  whi ch was  a  small state to 299 
southwest of Greater Armenia.  In his great inscription at Arsameia on 
the  river Nymphaios,  he  calls upon  patroious  hapantas  theous  ek 
Persidos te kai Maketidos  'all (my)  paternal gods,  from Persia and  from 
Macedon. ,69  Artaxias,  too,  must  have. been proud of his Achaemenian 
heritage; it seems  likely. that the  descendants  of Persian colonists 
would have been welcome  to reside  in his kingdom and to  follow the  ways 
of their ancestors,  even  as  he  exalted his  own.  , 
Movses  Xorenac  ci  refers to Mogpaste,  a  relative of Arfases whom 
the king made  high priest and who  had been apprenticed to a  certain mog 
'Magus'  who  was  a  erazahan  'interpreter of dreams'.  The  common  Arm. 
word for a  priest of the pre-Christign religion of the  country was 
kCurm  'priest';kcrmapet  'high priest'  (with MIr.  suffix -pet).  The 
termsmog andmogpet  are used often with reference to the Persians  and 
to the  Sasanian. mogutCiwn  'priesthood of Magi'. 70  Although recording a 
tradition attributed to Artases,  Movses  may  be  using the terminology of 
the  Arsacid period,  for the wordmog is used by Elise. to refer to the 
Sasanian clergy of the fifth century A.D.,  and erazahan in Agathangelos 
must  also be  the usage of that century,  the earliest time at which the 
Arm.  text of his history could have  been written,  for it was  early in 
that century that MastocC invented the Armenian  script. 
It is possible that the temple of Tir at Artasat,  the place where 
dreams  were interpreted by Magi,  was  a  sanctuaryo·f the Persians,  re-
ferred to, therefore, with the name  Ormizdinstead of Aramazd,  where 
Armenian  kCurms,  however,  we,'e  trained in the scribal art.  It was  a 
logical place for them to  lea~n it; until the  Christian MastocC,  Armenia 
had no  script of its own  save  the Aramaic  inherited from the chancel-
leries of the Achaemenian  empire.  In the  inscriptions  cited above, 
Aram.  tb may  render MIr.  nev,  Arm.  kCaj  as  an  ideogram,7l  and qtrbr is 
probab; an  ideogram of MIr.~aga-~-, Arm.  tCagawor  'king', lit. 
'crown-bearer,.72  But  the  Armenian-Aramaic  system is attested only to 
date  in  a  number  of boundary steles, the texts of which  are all short 
and fairly similar in content,  an  inscription in Aramaic  from Garni, 
and a  brief inscription incised on the rim of a  silver bowl  giving the 
name  of the owner,  'rl;lszt  *Araxszat,  and rmnk,  perhaps  a  MIr.  word mean-
ing  'bowl'.  74 
There  is no  evidence to indicate that the use of this Aramaic  de-
veloped further in Armenia;  it seems  to have  been  confined to brief 
I 
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inscriptions of a  practical or administrative type.  But the Armenians 
did use  Pahlavi,  according to Movses  Xorenacci,  and it is  reasonable to 
c  assume  that their k  urms  went to the academy  attached to the temple of 
Tir at Artasat to learn dprutCiwn,  the scribal art.  Movses  Xorenacci 
at the beginning of his history refutes the  argument that the  Armenians 
had few  books  because they had no  writing and constant wars  made  liter-
ary activity impossible:  Ayl  occ  ardarew aysokCik karcecceal linen: 
kCanzi  gtanin ew  miJocckc  leal paterazmaccn,  ew  gir Parsicc  ew  Yunacc, 
kc  v  .,. c  •  c  .  akc  vc.  t  c  oroy.  ayzm_  g1W~lC  ew  gawarac  ews  ew  1wr  anc  lwr  ane 
.  .  ak  t C  c  h  c  hak  •  c  Cd'"  C  .....  •  aranJu  anu  eanc  ,ew  anure.  arakut  eanc  ew  asanc  ayzm  ar mez 
gtanin  anbaw  zruccacc  mateankc,  manawand or i  sepchakan  azatutCeann e 
payazatutCiwn  'But they  do  not think this with justification, because 
there were  intervals between the wars,  and (there are)  the script(s) of 
the Persians  and the  Greeks,  in which there are  found now  amongst  us 
innumerable books  of tales of villages, provinces,  private families  and 
public controversies  and treaties,  and particularly the  succession of 
the nobility. ,75  Later Movses  relates that MastocC in the early fifth 
century was  unable to find a  skilled secretary from  amongst the scribes 
(i dpracc,  abL  pI.  ofdpir) of the Armenian  King VramSapuh,  kCanzi 
parskakanawn  varein  grov  'because they used the  Persian script' 
(MX  111:52).  Although Pahlavi  and Greek were  used extensively in Ar-
menia,  together with Syriac in the  century or so between the conversion 
of the nation to Christianity and the  invention by MastocC of the Arm. 
v  c  alphabet,  most of the letters devised by Mastoc  seem to be based on 
forms  of the Aramaic  scripts used at Hatra,  Palmyra and Armazi  in North-
ern Mesopotamia  and  Georgia and at Garni  and Sevan  in Armenia  (Arm. 
c  v  c)  a,b,g,d,x,o,h,t,k,l,m,n,p,k ,r,s,t  ,  while  a  number  for which Aramaic 
...... c  .  ";  .... 
equivalents  do  not exist were  derived from  Pahlavi  (Arm.  c  .,J,J,c,c 
from Phl. ~  .<:.;  Arm .  ., from PhI. ~  l/r; and Arm.  v,w from PhI. l. , Q,.  ~). 
The  vowels probably  ~rived from  Greek.76 
The  Gro±  'writer' 
In  Classical Armenian,  the word  for writer is either the Ir.  loan-
word dpir or the native Armeniangrice  (as  in Agath.  778,  supra),  which 
is formed  from the native Armenian  stem gir  'write' with the  suffix _icC 
denoting an  agent.  The  form  gro±,  'writer'  formed with the  agent suffix 
-0" (-aw±),  is not  found in  Classical Armenian texts,  and the suffix 
,  , 
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itself is rare in early texts; the earliest attestation of the word 
,.  .  h  1  di  1  G'  kC  C  Vs  t  cak  C  .e;~ lS  In t  e  ear y  me  aeva  lr  Vastakoc:  oy  p  ea ew  cep  ea, 
or od cCmtane,  zi iwr gro±n odn  e  'Quickly close  and seal it lest the 
air enter,  for itsgro± is in the  air,.77  In modern  Arm.  ~o± is the 
ending of the present participle active,  and the word gro± is the  COm-
mon  noun  'writer'; the use of the  (now)  participial form in this way 
may  be influenced by Turkish,  in which the participial ending -er/-ar 
forms  agent nouns:  yaz-ar  'writer', yaz-ar-lar  'writers',  compo  Arm. 
gro±,  nom.  pl. gro±ner. 
In mediaeval  and modern  Arm.  texts is encountered a  supernatural 
being called the  Gro±.  A mediaeval interpreter of Gregory the Theolog-
c.  _  c  c  .....  ian w'rote,  Sovorut  lwn  e  axtac eloc  or ambastanen  zmahn,  zhrestakn or 
Grc±  asen:  Aniraw e  datastand,  brrlUtCeamb  tanikc  'It is customary for 
the sick to rebuke  death,  the  angel they call Gro±,  (saying):  "Your 
judgement is unjust.  You  bear  (me)  away  by force. Ii,  And  in the medi-
aeval A±tCarkc,  an  astrological book,  we  receive this helpful advice: 
Ov  or zGro±n  tesne,  ov zir hogin  arnul lini, ew  inkcn i  hogevarkC lini 
i  yerazin,  yaynzam  me±ay  asel piti  'He  who  sees in a  dream that the 
Gro±  is  COme  to take his seul away  and he 
must  say the "I have  sinned"  (prayer)'. 78 
himself is  about to expire, 
- c  c  M.  Emin,  G.  bap  anc  ean  and 
other Armenian  scholars long ago  perceived the  identity of the  Gro± 
with the  ancient  dpir  'scribe'  and yazata of destiny,  Tir, the messen-
ger of heaven.79 
In the  region of Mus  it was  believed that the  Gro±  is blind,  and 
that he puts  a  piece of bread on  one's  mouth  to lure the  soul away, 
hence  the  curse  zGro±i brduc  dnim berand  'I would put the  Gro±'s  crust 
on  your mouth! ,80  In the Vaspurakan  region, there were  clairvoyants 
called GroH ,gzir81  who  could predict their own  deaths  and those of 
others; the late nineteenth-century Armenian  ethnographer E.  Lalayan 
was  told of Yoro  of Narek,  who  was  working in his field one  day when 
the  Gro±  arrived and told him his  time  was  up.  He  said farewell to his 
82  friends,  <rent  home,  and died an  hour later. 
The  Gro±i  gzir may  have  also incorporated some  of the  functions  of 
the ancient erazahan,  since  the  citation from the  A±tCarkc  above  men-
tions  the  Gro±  in  connection with  dreams.  A modern  Armenian  idiom, 
..... c  c  .  gro±  c  ap  el, II  t.  'to measure  the  gro± r,  is explained as  stretching 302 
out the palm of one's  hand towards the  face  of another to  curse  him. 83 
Father Xazak  Barsamean,  who  was  born at Arapkir,  Turkey  (Western Ar-
menia)  in 1951,  told this writer of a  man  of Arapkir named.Nsan  Tascean 
who  was  a  clairvoyant and who  once  caused faces  to appear on  the palm 
of the hand of Fr.  Xazak's  mother as  though on  a  screen; he was  reputed 
to be  in possession of a  manuscript of the esoteric Vecchazareak  '(Book) 
of Six ThOUSand',84  a  magical text containing sections  on  angelology, 
astrology and other subjects. 
In Armenian  tradition,  the role of the  Gro±  has  been  assumed by 
the Angel  Gabriel,  who  is called the  Gro±  outright by the inhabitants 
~  85  of Xotorjur.  As  such,  the  Gro±  is regarded as  a  benevolent being; 
according to one  tradition recorded by Armenian. ethnographers  late in 
the nineteenth century,  the  Gro±  is an  angel who  sits on  one's  right 
shoulder and inscribes  one's  good  deeds;  another angel  seated on  the 
left shoulder records transgressions.  One  of these protects the  grave; 
86  the other conveys  the soul to Heaven,  Because  the  Gro±  is an  angel, 
it is considered a.sin to curse him.87  The  manuscript  illuminator 
Cerun  shows  an  angel  labelled Gabriel  removing the soul of the Holy 
Mother of God  from her dead body  and carrying it off to Heaven,  in a 
Gospel  from Ostan,  Armenia  dated A.D.  1391. 88  Implicit in the prohibi-
tion against  cursing the  Gro±,  and in his identification with one of 
the most  prominent  archangels of Christianity  (an equation made  also, 
incidentally, with Vahagu89),  is the  conviction that the  Gro±  is not  a 
personification of death,  but  rather the  servant of God's  judgement  and 
the being who  guides  the souls of the newly  deceased to Heaven. 
The  play bet;reen Gabriel of the Annunciation  and Gabriel the  Gro± 
becomes  the subject of discourse between the rose  and nightingale of 
mediaeval Armenian minstrel poetry.  In the poem  Ta±  yArakcel  vardapete 
asacceal  i  veray vardi  e;r  kiwlpiali  'Song said by the priest Arakcel 
[of Ba±es,. modern Bitlis,  fifteenth  century]  about the  rose  and nightin-
gale', the nightingale is Gabriel  come  to proclaim the  coming of Christ 
to Mary,  ;rho  is the:':·:t'ose.  But  in the  Tal vasn vardi  ew  blbuli  'Song 
about  the  rose  and nightingale'  of MkrticC Na±as  (fifteenth century), 
where  the roles  are  reversed,  Blbuln i  vardu  asacc,  xist ano±orm es,IOr 
zim arun kCez  halal ku dues, lOr hancc  pekuman  du  Gabriel es, INa  arek sa 
zhogis,kCani  dutanjes  'The nightingale said to the  rose,  "You  are 303 
qui  te merciless, /for you make  my  blood your own  [halal,  from Arabic 
~  'permissible  (i.e., to  shed or to  consume)',  hence in mediaeval 
Arm.  'correct', hence  'one's own'];/Undoubtedly you are  Gabriel./Come 
on,  take my  soul then.  How  much  longer will you torment me?" ,90  The 
sixteenth-century minstrel Nahapet  KCuccak  wrote  a  number of short 
poems  called hayrens  in which he  complains  of the  Gro±,  who  will sepa-
rate him from :'his  beloved:  Ays  astenvoris vera erku ban o±orm u  lali: 
/Mek  or siro ter lini, mek  or ga gro±n  u  tani./Meracn  gem  cCe  lali, or 
.  c  /  c  - c  ~c  •  - YC  k  d  . 
un~ zyur xoc  n  alani,  Ekek  ,  zo±ormuks  tesek  ,  oc  merac e,  oc  en  an~. 
'In this world two  things  are lamentable  and to be pitied:/One is when 
one is a  lover (lit.  'master of love');  the other is that the  Gro± 
comes  and takes  one  away./I  do  not bewail one  de,ad,  whose  wound is 
readily seen./Come,  behold me,  the wretched one, neither dead nor 
quick.'  Hogek,  tCe tayir testCur,  or zcoccikd i  yet banayi:/zcoccikd 
~  c  c  C  palc  a  anei, test urov i  ners mtnei:/Erdvi,  erdum tayi,  ayn test uric 
durs  cCgayi:/Ayn incc  anhavat  gro±,  zig  i  kCo  coccud ga tani.  'Little 
soul, if you let me  open  up your breast/I should make  a  garden of it, I 
should enter if you let me./I would swear not  to depart  from that 
liberty./Faithless is the  Gro±,  who  would  come  and from your breast re-
move  me!'  KCo  gunovn  gini piter,  xmei  u  harbenayi./Kco  coccd  Adama 
draxt,/Mtnei xnjor kCa±ei./Kco  erku ccamijin parkei u  kCun  linei:/Ayn 
zamn  es  hogi  partCi  grolin, luk tCol  ga tani.  'Would there were wine 
of your color;  I  should drink and get  drunk./Your breast is Adam's  para-
dise;  I  would enter there and apples  reap./Between your nipples  I  would 
lie and sleep, / And  at that hour  consign my  soul to the  Gro±,  would he 
only  come  and take it away. ,91 
The  Gro±,  even if he  interrupts our earthly pleasures,  is  essen-
tially a  protector of man;  it is believed by Armenians  that  during the 
seven-day-long journey of the  soul to Heaven,  a  good angel with  a  fiery 
sword,  presumably the  Gro±,  defends it from  evil angels  so that on  the 
dawn  of the seventh  day it may  be  jUdged.92  In the  Zoroastrian reli-
gion,  death is an evil and is attributable to the Evil Spirit, Angra 
Mainyu,  never to Ahura Mazda,  so the yazata which  removes  the soul  from 
the body and transports it to Heaven  cannot be  regarded as  responsible 
for or connected to  death itself.  Christians  regard death as  dependent 
on the  judgement  of God,  and again  do  not therefore  rebuke the  angel 
which executes  judgement. 304 
The  yazata Sraosa  (Phl.  Sros,  NP  Saros),  whose  name  seems  to mean 
'hearkening'  or  'obedience',  is praised in the  Gathas  and is regarded 
by  Zoroastrians as  guardian of prayer,  the  regent of Ahura  Mazda  on 
earth and as protector of man. 93  The  meaning of his  name  and the 
character of the  above  functions  indicate also that Sraosa records--
presumably in memory--the  deeds  of men  and reports  them to Ahura  Mazda. 
Sraosa is also the  guardian of the hours  between midnight  and dawn,94 
the time when  demonic  darkness  is deepest  and the  forces  of death are 
therefore strongest, requiring a  powerful  adversary to protect the 
creatures  of Ahura Mazda  from  them.  Sraosa is very prominent  in Zoro-
astrian funerary rites.  In the  Zoroastrian communities  near Yazd,  the 
priest performs  a  service in the name  of Sros to invoke the protection 
of the yazata upon  a  newly-deceased member  of the  community,  and when 
the  corpse bearers  deposit the body at the  dakhma,  they commit  it to 
the protection of the yazatas with these words  in archaic  NP:  '0 Mihr 
Ized,  Sros Ized,  Rasn  Ized,  the pure and just!  we  have withdrawn our 
hands  from him,  do  you take  him by the hand..  ,95  These  rites indi-
cate that Sraosa, ,rho  with Mithra and Rasnu is one of the three  judges 
96  of the soul after death,  has  the particular responsibility of guard-
ing the  soul before its journey to Heaven,  having also observed and re-
called the acts  and prayers of the believer in life.  These  roles  are 
similar to  some  of those of the  Gro±  in Armenia,  who,  as we  have  seen, 
is to be identified with  Tir/Nabu. 
We  have  noted above that  Zoroastrianism has  tended to assimilate 
new  divinities to the accepted yazatas of the  Good  Religion,  as  appears 
to be the  case with Tir and Tistrya.  Perhaps  certain functions  of Tir 
which Tistrya did not  assimilate were attributed to Sraosa..  If this is 
so, it is not surprising that ·Sorus is equated in Islamic Iran with 
Gabriel,  even as  the  Gro±  is Gabriel to  Christian Armenians.  And  even 
as  Tir was  pre-eminently the scribe of Ormizd,  the yazata of learning 
in the Religion,  so we  find Sorus/Gabriel in the works  of the twelfth-
century Iranian Muslim mystic philosopher  Sohravar~ as the Angel  of 
initiation, who  imparts  gnosis  to men.97 
Before proceeding further,  one  may  summarize  the  complex career of 
this divinity,  the Scribe of Heaven  and planetary deity Mercury whom  we 
first meet  in Babylonia as  Nabu:  the  Achaemenians  are probably the  I 
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first Iranians to adopt his  cult,  during their campaigns  in Mesopotamia. 
He  is given an  Iranian name,  Tir,  and is  e~uated with  Tistrya.  In Ar-
menia is  found  a  temple  of Tir where  the original characteristics of 
Nabu  are clearly discernible.  The  temple  appears  to be  a  Persian 
foundation:  the scriptorium and academy  attached to it, and the tradi-
tion of Achaemenian  chancellery Aramaic  as  the lingua franca of the 
area,  suggest that it may  be  an  Achaemenian  foundation.  Armenian 
sources attest to the widespread use  of Pahlavi  in Armenia,  and certain 
letters of the alphabet  devised by MastocC indeed seem to have been 
based on  Pahlavi  forms,  as well as  on letters adapted from Greek  and 
Northern Mesopotamian  Aramaic.98  When  Armenia became  Christian,  the 
word dpir  'scribe'  came  to be used as  a  bureaucratic and ecclesiastical 
title, although echoes  of Tir's book of destiny may  be heard perhaps  in 
the sarakan  'hymn'  said by the  dpirkc  'clerks  I  at the nawakatikC  'Dedi-
cation,99 of a  Church:  I  patrasteal kCo  yotCewans  srbocc  kCocc  nkal ew 
zmez  pCrkicc  yordegrutCiwn  i  dprutCean kenacc  'Into thy resting-places 
prepared for thy Saints receive us 
( c)  .  100  the Book  <iprut  ean  of L~fe. ' 
also,  0  Redeemer,  for adoption in 
Tir came  to be called the  Gro±, 
'writer',  a  native term of mediaeval origin,  and was  identified with 
the angel  Gabriel,  who  carries the  soul protectively to Heaven after 
death.  In  Islamic Iran we  find the yazata Bros identified with  \ 
Gabriel,  and an examination of the character of this yazata,  Avestan 
Sra6sa~, suggests that he  may  have  absorbed many  of the  functions  of 
Tir that the cult of Tistrya did not or could not  absorb. 
The  Crown  of the Artaxiads 
It was  noted above  that the motif of two  eagles  in side view 
flanking a  nimbus-crowned god ma;)'  be  seen in a  relief from the temple 
of Nabu  at Palmyra;  a  very similar image,  of two  eagles  flanking a  star 
or rayed sun,  is the  characteristic adornment  of the tiaras of the 
Artaxiad kings  on  their coins.10l  At  Hatra,  an  P~abo-Parthian city im-
mediately south of Armenia,  there  are shown  on the lintel from the 
South liwan two  eagles in side view,  with rings  about  their heads, 
flankil'lg the bust of a  god with a  rayed nimbus.  At  Dura  Europos,  a 
fresco  shows  a  god with rayed nimbus;  he  stands on  a  pedestal,  and to 
ei  ther side of his head are  figures bearing rings:  an  eagle  on  his 
right,  and a  winged humanoid being on his left.102  We  propose to 306 
analyse this  image with relation to that at Palmyra,  where  the  central 
figure  may  represent  Nabu:  in Armenia,  the star or sun would represent 
k ·  •  v  v  h  Tir;  the eagles  flan  ~ng T~r appear to represent the royal  x  arena -
'glory', Arm.  pCarkc.  Tir would personify the baxt  'fortune,  fate'  of 
the king;  the  symbol  taken  as  a  whole,  then,  could represent the two 
concepts,  which  are  frequently paired and seem to  complement  one  an-
other in meaning,  if indeed they are not regarded as  identical.l03 
Eznik translates  MP.  Zurvan  as  baxt kam  pCarkc.  'fortune or glory'; we 
- .- find xwarrah  and baxt perhaps  associated also in the  Denkard:  ZlWlsn 
ud xwarrah az  anoh baxt estad  'life and glory were  distributed from 
thel'e', but in the  PhI.  passage baxt is merely a  participial form. 
Still, glory is an attribute which is apportioned.  The  Sasanians  are 
depicted by PCawstos  Buzand  (IV.24)  as  raiding the necropolis of the 
Ar  .  Ar  . as  .  c  'kc  t C  c  b  tkC  kC "  t C'  menlan  saCl  ,  Zl  P  ar  agaworac  n  ew  ax  n  ew  aJu  lWll 
.....  •  c.....  c  c..,  c  asxarhis  ast~ gnac eal end oskers  t  agaworac  n  yasxarhn mer  ekesc  en 
'so that the glory of the kings  and  (their)  fortunes  and the valor of 
this  country here,  departing with the bones  of the kings  may  come  to 
our country [i.e., IranJ.' 
Interpreters of the carvings  and frescoes  from  Dura Europos, 
Palmyra and Hatra described above  have  generally assigned to the  cen-
tral figure,  the  god with rayed nimbus,  the  identity of Samas,  the sun-
god,  equated with  Greek  APollon.l04  Yet  in Palmyra,  we  find the  figure 
in the  temple  of Nabu,  and it is recalled that Agathangelos  identifies 
Tir with Apollon,  as  probably does  Xorenacci  as well.  In Armenia,  as 
we  have  seen,  Tir is equated also with Hermes,  probably because of the 
role of Tir as  psychopomp  os  and messenger.  At  Arsameia  an  inscription 
in Greek  refers to Apollon-Mithra and to Helios-Hermes  as  separate di-
vini  ties, but they are also mentioned together at Nemrut  Dag  as  Apollon-
Mithras-Helios-Hermes.l05  The  Armenian  Mihr is not  generally identi-
fied with the  Sun,  however;  he is equated rather with  Greek Hephaistos, 
in accordance with the earliest Zoroastrian  concepts  of Mithra.106  It 
seems,  therefore, that the  central star or Sun  on  the Armenian  crown 
represents  Tir,  as  the yazata of baxt  'destiny'  (an  Old Iranian p.part. 
as  MIr.  loan-word in Arm.  from the  same  root  as  bag- 'god', bagin 
'image altar', etc.lOT).  The  idea of fate  as  represented by  a  star 
comes  down  to us  in the Armenian A±tCarkc  ('Stars'), a  generic title 307 
for works  on  astrology.  What  of the eagles that flank the star of 
fate,  though? 
Eagles 
The  eagle is regarded in nearly every culture where it is found  as 
a  royal and noble  creature representing power  and  dominion.  Bronze 
statuettes of eagles perched on  pyramidal pedestals or on  the heads of 
antelopes  have  been  found at Artasat  from the 
(A.D.  66-428)  and on  the slopes of nearby Mt. 
Armenian  Arsacid period 
108  Aragac;  a  figure of an 
eagle perched on  the head of an antelope was  found also in Iran  from 
the second-third century A.D. ;109  a  partially. gilded Sasanian silver 
vase of the fifth-sixth century shows  a  large 
tially spread,  standing on a  kneeling goat or 
eagle with its wings  par-
110  deer;  and numerous 
figurines  similar to the  Armenian  examples  have  been  found in Anatolia, 
particularly Cappadocia,  and have been dated as  early as the late sec-
ond  'II  '  B  C III  lID.  ennlum.  0  • 
/  "  b  .  d  112  Armenian  arciw arcui,  gen.  arcvoy  eagle  may  e  a  nat1ve wor  , 
but if so it is closely cognate to Av.  erezifya- in erezifyoparena-
'with eagle feathers',  and recent studies suggest that arCiw/arcui  is  a 
loan-word from Iranian, probably borrowed at a  very early date.113  The 
word in Iranian was  used as  a  proper name;  an Aramaic inscription from 
Lycia informs  us  that  'Artim son of ArzifiY  ('rzpy)  made  this ossuary 
(astodana) .'  Artim was  probably the Artimas  who  was  made  Persian gover-
nor of Lycia in 401  B.C.,  and because he had his remains  interred in an 
't .  d  th t  h  Z  t'  114  I  Arm'  ~h  ossuary 1  1S  assume  a  e  was  a  oroas  r1an.  n  en1an,  v  e 
word arciw used as  a  proper name  is found only rarely,  amongst  the 
modern  inhabitants of the  Caucasus.  In ancient times,  however,  the 
eagle appeared on  the standard carried into battle by Armenian  armies 
(arcuensankc  'eagle-standard(s)',  pCB  IV.2),  and in a  fragment of a 
pre-Christian epic preserved by Movses  Xorenacci,  hecaw ari arkCayn 
Artases  i  semm  geleccik/  Ew  haneal  zoskeaw±  sikapcok parann/ Ew 
ancceal orpes  zarcui  stratCew end getn,/ Ew  jgeal zoskeaw±  sikapcok 
parann/ enkecc  i  mejkC awriordin  Alanac  c  'The  manly king Artases 
spurred his  comely black  (steed),/ took out his  red leather lasso 
adorned with  golden rings,/ and,  crossing the river like a  swift-winged 
eagle/ he  cast the red leather lasso  adorned with  golden rings/ About 
the waist of the mistress  [SatCenikJ of the Alans'  (MX  11.50).  It is 308 
probably out of desire to flatter his Bagratid patron that Xorenacci 
describes the latter's (probably mythical)  ancestor,  5mbat  Bagratuni, 
as  defeating Eruand on  behalf of Artases  at a  battle in which the brave 
commander  ibrew  zarciw yerams  kakcawucc  xoyanayr  'swooped  down  like an 
eagle  upon  a  flock  of partridges'  (MX  II.46).  5mbat  was  not the only 
naxarar to be linked with the eagle.  Xorenacci  (MX  II.T)  cites  an an-
cient legend containing a  popular etymology of the name  of the Arcruni 
dynastic  family  from arciw  'eagle'.  That it is in ffact  not  a  true 
derivation is proven by the attestation of a  pre-Armenian  form of the 
family name,  Urartean Arcuni  unLl15  The  legend related by Movses  is 
probably of Iranian origin,  for even  from his  sketchy reference the 
basic elements  of the story are  seen of the  rescue of the  abandoned Zal, 
son of Sam,  by the miraculous  simurgh-bird in the Sahname.  Aelianus, 
De  hist.  animo  12.21, reports the tradition that the Persian Achaemenes 
was  reared by an eagle.  Xorenacci  relates:  Ew  zArcrunisd  gitem: 
vC  oc 
Arcrunis  ayl arciw unis,  orkc  arcuis araJinora krein.  TCo±um 
zaraspeleaccn ba±aJans  or i  Hadamakertin patmin:  mankan  nirheloy 
anjrew ewarew hakarakeal,  ew  hovani  tCrcCnoy patanwoyn  tCalkacCeloy. 
'And  I  know  those Arcrunis  are not Arcrunis but  arciw unis  ["he has  an 
eagle"], who  carried eagles before him.  I  leave aside the nonsense of 
those  fables  told in Hadamakert of a  sleeping boy whom  rain and sun op-
pressed and a  bird shielded the youth  as  he lay swooning.'  Hadamakert 
or Adamakert  was  the capital 
southeast of Lake  van.116 
c  of the Arcrunis,  now  called Ba~-qal a, 
The  simurgh,  PhI.  sen ~,  is probably to be identified with Av. 
saena-,  compo  Skt.  syena- 'eagle,  falcon',  Arm.  cCin  'kite ',lIT plus 
OIr  meregha~, MP  mwrw,  Mpth  mwrg,  Ossetic margh  'bird'.  In  MS  illumina-
tions of the  Sahname  the  simurgh is shown  with the bright and multi-
colored plumage  that one  might  associate with that of a  peacock,  not  an 
eagle.  In Arm.  is  found siramarg  'peacock', with modern  dialect  forms 
containing also  the element sin-,  sim- and sometimes  substituting Arm. 
haw  'bird'  for Iranian marg_;118 these variants make  the  suggestion by 
Bailey of a  base  *se- with -na or -ra suffixesl19 preferable to 
Greppin's  repetition of the  folk etymology of sir- from Arm.  ser  'love' 
with Ir.Iilarg- 'bird'  (comp.  lor-a-marg  'quail ,120).  The  peacock-like 
image of the  NP  simurgh  may  have  resulted from the widespread 
I 
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attribution of magical  powers  or supernatural qualities to the peacock. 
Most  notable is the  reverence shown  by the Yezidi  Kurds  to Malak  Tacus, 
'the Peacock Angel', 
'peacock-winged' .121 
and angels  are  described in NP  as  taCus  parani 
In Pahlavi,  the  peacock is  called fras(a)murw,122 
possibly containing Av.  frasa_  'wonderful',  compo  Arm.  hras-kc  'wonder, 
miracle ',123 which indicates that in Sasanian times marvellous proper-
ties may  have  been ascribed to it.  The  Armenian  saint Nerses  KlayecCi 
(called Snorhali  'the Graceful',  died 1173)  wrote,  Siramarg osketip 
nkar hogi,/ Tatrak o±jaxoh makcur  aJ,awni  'The  peacock,  golden  image  (of 
the)  soul,/ Turtle-dove,  pigeon  clean and whole  in thougnt',124 yet 
Eznik  repeats  a  legend which he  attributes to the  Zoroastrian Persians: 
that Ahriman  created the peacock  (siramarg)  in order to show  that he 
was  unwilling to create other beautiful creatures,  rather than unable 
to do  so.125  The  Armenians  of mediaeval times  often painted peacocks 
in MS  illuminations,  and a  bas-relief of a  peacock  from the  fifth-sixth 
century was  found at Duin.126 
It is likely that the  form of the legend of the origin of the 
Arcrunis  preserved by  Xorenacci  is the original form of the Iranian 
tale we  have  in the  Sahname,  and that the  simurgh was  originally an 
eagle.  The  eagle thus  appears  in Iranian and Armenian tradition as  a 
noble bird, the standard of royalty, which  rescues  children destined 
for lordship and greatness; it is possible to see in these functions 
the Av.  xVarenah,  Arm.  pCarkc127 of Zoroastrianism.  In Yt.  XIX,34,  the 
xVarenah  flees  from  Yima after his sin,  in the  form  (Av.  kehrya,  Arm. 
128)  0  (  v  v  )  8  loan-word ~  of a  blrd  Av.meregna-.  In verses  35- of the 
same  hymn,  a  composition in the younger Avestan  dialect  devoted largely 
to xVarenah,129 the bird is identified as  a  vareghlla-,  which was  prob-
ably a  falcon.130  A MIr.  form of the latter (cf.  NP  waragn  'crow')  may 
be the origin of the  Arm  0  toponym Varag;  the mountain of that name  was 
once  the site of an  important monastery,  and towers  to the south of Van. 
In the valley of Varag  stand the  ruins of AstJ,kan berd  'the fortress of 
AstJ,ik I, which,  according to local tradition, ,laS  a  temple of the  god-
d  t Oo  b  f  Ch  0  to  °t  Blot  0  ess,  consor  of Vahagn,  In the  centurles  e  ore  rlS  lanl y;  l  lS 
conceivable that the lofty mountain nearby may  have  acquired its name 
in those  remote  ages,  and that the name  may  have  had religious signifi-
cance, if the proposed derivation of Varag  from  a  form of varegnna- is 310 
true,  for the  feathers  of the latter bird are  said to have  magical 
powers  in yt.  XIV.35. 
Eagles  and falcons  are birds of prey,  similar in appearance,  and 
v  v  v  both seem fit symbols  of the  royal x  arenah-.  The  falcon,  called s8hin 
'kingly'  in NP.  for its long association with the royal hunt,  was  in-
deed well suited to share with the eagle the honour of embodying 
v  v  132  x  arenah.  In a  Sogdian  fresco  from Panjikant,  a  bird is shown  with 
a  ring in its beak; it flies to the side of a  king seated at a  banquet 
under a  canopy.  This bird has  been  compared to',the baz-e  dovlat of 
Central Asian  folklore,  which alights on  the head of a  man  destined to 
be king  (on  Arm.  baze,  see n.  132),  and aluh-e  suxr  'a red eagle'  in 
the Karnamag  saves  Ardesir from  an  attempt to poison him.  In the  same 
fresco,  an  animal with a  similar ring in its mouth  flies to the side of 
another king or hero.133  The  latter may  be the  ram whose  form the 
xVarenah- takes  in the Pahlavi  romance  Karnamag  i  Ardesir i  Papakan 
when it leaves the  doomed  Parthian King  Ardawan  V.  The  xV arenah of 
Tigran II deserted him,  too.  The  scornful Strabo  remarked that Tigran 
tykhais  d'  ekhresato poikilais  'enjoyed chequered fortunes';  Gk.  tykhe 
.  v  v  134  may  be  a  translation of the  Iran~an term x  arenah. 
On  the Artaxiad crowns  we  find not  one  eagle,  but two,  as  indeed 
on  the northern Mesopotamian  and Syrian monuments.  At  the east Terrace 
of Nemrut  Dag,the row of colossal statues  representing the Iranian di-
vinities worshipped by the Orontid kings  was  flanked at its northern 
and southern  ends  by a  group  of eagle  and lion.135  Such  symbolism was 
perhaps  an  attempt to represent the encircling, protective quality of 
xVarenah:  in the Armenian  case,  the watchful  and powerful  glory 
(pcarkc) guarding the bright fortune  (baxt)  of the king,  represented by 
the luminary of Til'. 
In our day,  the  Gro±'s  name  is  a  curse on the lips of Armenian 
Christians,  and expressions of ill will often include his name:  Gro±  u 
mah  'The  Gro±  and death  (upon you)',  Gro±  u  cCaw  'The  Gio±  and pain 
(upon you)',  Gro±i  bazin/pcay  damas/lines  'May  you  come  to the Gro±', 
Gro±i  cocc  mtnes  'May  you enter the  Gro±'s breast',  Gro±  utes  'May  you 
eat the  Gro±',  and  Gro±e kCez/nrahet  'The  Gro±  be with you/him'.  136 
One  recalls the threat on  an Assyrian tablet:  'whosoever steal this 
tablet,  may  the  god Nabu  pour out his  soul like water. ,137  In Armenia, 
even outbursts of temper may  have archaic forebears. 311 
The  legend of the eagle  and child survives in the Armenian  folk-
tales  and in modern  tradition,  too,  albeit in very different  form.  In 
a  folktale,  a  youth slays  a  vi  sap  ('dragon') with his tCur kecake 
('sword of lightning', wielded by the heroes of the national epic of 
Sasun)  and saves  the young of an  eagle.  The  eagle shelters the youth 
out of gratitude and returns  him from the mutCasxarh  ('world of dark-
neES ') to the lus asxarh  ('world of light').  138  The  modern  Armenian 
writer VaxtCang Ananyan wrote  down  a  tale told him by  an  aged school-
master who  had lived before the first World War  in a  little Armenian 
village near Bin golu,  Turkey.  Most  of the villagers were  shepherds, 
and their yaylaq,  the  cool upland meadow  where  they pitched their sum-
mer tents, lay below a  cliff called Arcuakcar;  'Eagle's  Rock'.  A great 
eagle would swoop  down  from there  sometimes to steal a  sheep for her 
young  (one  recalls the statuettes mentioned above  of an  eagle perched 
on  another animal).  Once,  the eagle took  a  child, but the mighty bird 
had no  time  to clarify its .  motive ,  for an··intrepid shepherd,  fearing 
the worst,  as cended to the nest  and slew the eagle after a  fierce bat-
tle.  He  was  about to kill the eagle's young,  too, but the  mother of 
the  rescued child implored him to spare them.  'The  poor  chicks  • 
they are orphans. ,139  Had the  child been lost,  and not merely left out 
to bask in the  summer  sun,  perhaps this episode  might  have  been  cast in 
the  terms  of the ancient epic,  preserved by Xorenacci  and the  Sahname 
and the  child regarded as  the object of divine intervention,  protected 
from exposure  to the  elements by the winged embodiment  of xVarenah! 
c  .  c  .  h  park.  Aspects  of the tale indicate  deep  layers of traditlon:  t  e 
name  Arcuakcar  and the mother's protest  on  behalf of the eagle's young. 
They had dwelt there  since time  immemorial,  and were  not to be 
exterminated. 
The  various  threads of the cult of Tlr amongst  the Armenians 
stretch far into antiquity,  past the presence of the Armenians  as  a 
unified or even identifiable nation  and far beyond the confines  of 
their land.  Both the cultic and iconographical features of Tlr were 
adapted to  Zoroastrian beliefs,  although their origin lay elsewhere, 
and entered the  Christian sphere  in different  garb still.  Similar proc-
esses of assimilation,  adaptation and transmission are  seen to have 
taken place also in Iran. 
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SPAHDARAMET  - SANDARAMET 
Avestan Spenta Armaiti  and Pahlavi  Spandarmad 
Spenta Armaiti,  whose  name  may  be translated as  'Bounteous  Devo-
tion,l, is the .!\mesa  Spent  a  who  presides  over the earth,  and  forms  a 
pair with xSathra Vairya,  'Desirable Kingdom',  who  rules the  sky.  She, 
Haurvatat  'Wholeness',  and .!\meretat  'Immortality', are the only female 
.!\mesa  Spent  as , \although by no  means  the only female yazatas,  in the 
Avesta.  In later times,  Hordad  (Av.  Haurvatat)  and .!\murdad  (Av . 
.!\meretat)  were  regarded as  male,  but  Spandarmad  (Av.  Spenta Armaiti) 
remained female.2  Armaiti's  hamkars,  or supernatural collaborators, 
are yazatas  connected with water,3 the creation with "hich the earth is 
fertilised,  and which rains  down  from the sky of Xsathra Vairya. 
Armaiti was  since early times  regarded as  the  guardian of virtuous 
women,4 perhaps b",cause  of a  pre·-Zoroastrian cult of Mother Earth,  the 
bearer of all things;  as "e have noted,  she was  in later times  the  only 
female  .!\mesa  Spenta.  Because of her association with the earth, her 
yearly feast  celebrated on  R6z  Spandarmad of Mah  Spandarmad  (the fifth 
day of the twelfth month  of the  Zoroastrian calendar)  was  particularly 
popular amongst tillers of the soil and women,  and was  called  jasn~i 
barzigaran  'the feast of husbandmen,.5  In the Av.  and PhI.  books, 
Armaiti  is  described as  a  bountiful divinity;  in Yt.  17.16,  she is 
called the mother of ASi,  the yazata whose  name  means  'fortune',  and in 
-
Khotan  Saka Buddhist texts ssandramata  'Spenta Armaiti'  renders 
Sanskrit sri- 'prosperity and fortune,.6 
Zoroastrians  consider death  an unqualified evil, and inhumation of 
a  dead body in a  grave  must  therefore defile Armaiti,  who  is both iden-
tical with and  guardian over the earth;  according to the Videvdat, 
3.8-9,  graves  and daxmas  grieve the divinity.  Zoroastrianism did not 
conceive of Armaiti  as  ruler of the under<rorld,  for the proper place 
for the  departed soul was  either heaven  in the sky,  purgatory,  or hell. 
Armaiti,  being wholly  good,  cannot have had any association with hell, 
but we  do  find the grave  referred to as  'the darkness  of Spenta 
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Armaiti,.7  Yet it seems  that most  classes of society in both Armenia 
and Iran practised both burial and the  theologically sanctioned method 
of exposure  of a  corpse until the  end of the  Sasanian period.  It seems 
that there was  connected with the practice of burial also the belief 
that Armaiti was  indeed the  guardian and ruler of the  dead;  this idea 
may  have originated as  a  fusion of Zoroastrian belief in spenta Armaiti 
as  guardian of the earth with ancient beliefs according to which earth 
was  the entrance-way to the underworld. 
Armenian  Sandaramet 
In the Armenian translation of the Bible is attested the word 
sandaramet-k  c,  meaning  'Hades  or the underworld  (Gk.  Hades,  !!£.. kato) , , 
and a  derivative adjective,  sandarametakan.8  Agathangelos  refers to 
the  dead as  sandarametakan nnjecCealkc  'those asleep in the under-
world' .9  But  sandaramet originally meant,  presumably,  the earth, in 
which  men's  remains lie, rather than the  spaces  below the earth in which 
their souls were believed to sleep or wander.  The  Arm.  word also ap-
pears to render the neutral  ge  kate more  often than Hades.  Grigor 
Magistros wrote of a  wind called Liparean which hur incc  e i  Sandaramete 
'is a  sort of fire  from the underworld' .10  St.  Nerses  Snorhali wrote: 
SandarametkC sarseccin!zKapeal ogisn arjakeccin  'The  underworld 
!(  )  c  .... c  c.  trembled  and  released the spirits bound';  Jaynkhnc  ec  ln 
Sandarametk
C  andndocc  'Voices  sounded:  the underworld of the abysses.' 
These  abysses  can be also the  depths of the  sea:  in a  mediaeval  com-
mentary on  Matthew  8.27,  Jesus  quieting the  sea is said to have  sasteal 
isxanin sandarametacC  'stilled the  prince of the  sandarametkc., 
St.  Grigor Narekacci in his Matean  OiJ,bergutCean  'Book of Lamentations', 
en.  65,  refers to sandarametakanacc  merelocc  'the  dead  (abl.  pl.) of 
the underworld',  and Alisan cited a  mediaeval word sandar-kc  meaning 
'pit, hell,  abyss,  sometimes  also  a  grave'.  Why  was  the ending -amet 
lost?  Perhaps it had come  to be understood as  MIr.  mad  'mother'  in its 
older form mat,  the  distinction between  short and long ~not being ob-
served in Arm.  ; 
Phl.  Pand-namag 
Spenta Armaiti  is called the mother of mankind in the 
_  y  12  _  c 
1  Zardust.  Movses  Xorenac  i  uses  a  form 
sandarametapet  'ruler of the underworld',  explained by  H.  W.  Bailey as 
Demeter,  the  Gk.  ~oddess of the earth;13 the need to use  a  suffix -pet 
'ruler,14 to define  a  personality shows  that  sandaramet was  a  commo~ 
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noun in its common  Arm.  usage,  not  always  the proper name  of a  divinity. 
Xorenacci,  in praising Christians,  declares:  Ew  occ  zohel  cCar  diwin 
Serapeay,  ayl zKcristosi  zariwnn  matucCanel patarag: 
vC  ew  oc  xndrel 
hraman patasxanwoy  i  sandarametapeten Prodeiaday ayl usanel  zzawrutCiwns 
pes  pes  imasticC i  nor P±atonen  'Neither  (do they)  sacrifice to the evil 
demon  Sarapis, but offer the liturgy of Christ's blood;  nor  (do they) 
seek oracles  from Proteus,  ruler of the underworld,  but  study the 
powers  of various  sciences  from the  new  Plato. ,15 
In the Arm.  translation of II Macc.  6.7  are the expressions 
spandarametin kakcawel  and spandarametakan pastamuns,  rendering Greek 
pOmpeuein  t6i Dionys6i  and Dionysian heortes.  The  mediaeval historian 
TCovma  Arcruni identifies Spandaramet  as  a  specific divinity; erkir 
pandoki  spandaramet  astucoy  'the earth,  inn of the  godCdessJ 
Spandaramet ' .17  Meillet long ago  suggested that Spandaramet  must  be  a 
NW  MIr.  form of the name  Spenta Annai ti, while  sandaramet-kC is a  loan-
word from  SW  Ir., possibly Old Persian,  Arm.  ~- reflecting an initial 
*sw-.  M.  Schwartz now  suggests that the Arm.  form derives  from an 
older *santa-, while  Cappadocian  Sondara reflects an original 
*  t - 18  c  .  ,  svan a-.  The  use of sandaramet-k  as  a  common  noun  meanlng  under-
world'  indicates that the earth was  regarded as  the  abode of the  dead 
at the time when  this  form was  introduced into Arm.  Although  such a 
belief was  undoubtedly persistent in later ages,  such an explicit state-
ment  of it argues  an archaic  date,  and we  note that the Arm.  does  not 
have the neutral meaning of 'earth' which is found in the Phl. li  tera-
ture, where,  besides,  a  derivative of the Av.  is used and not  a  SW  Ir. 
19  form:  spandarmad  zamig  'Spandarmad,  the earth'.  It is likely that 
Sandaramet was  seen  as  a  divinity of the underworld,  ruler of the king-
dom  of the  dead,  through a  fusion of Zoroastrian and archaic beliefs as 
suggested above,  and that the name  came  later to mean  'the underworld' 
generally, without  referring to a  supernatural being. 
According to  TCovma  Arcruni,  Artases  II built in Lesser A±bak, 
Vaspurakan,  meheans  zHerakleay ew  zDioniseay  'temples of Herakles  and 
Dionysos,;20 Herakles  is undoubtedly Vahagn  here,  and Dionysos  is 
probably Spandaramet.  M.  Abekyan  considered the temple  of Gisane  and 
21  Demeter at Innaknean also to be  a  shrine of Vahagn  and Sandaramet. 
Gisane is to be  derived from Phl.  ges  'curls, locks', hence  'the hairy 326 
one',  perhaps  an  epithet of Vahagn,  who  hur her uner  'had flaming hair' 
in the epic song of his birth cited by Xorenacci.  Mount  KCarkce  of the 
Innaknean range,  upon  whose  southern  slope the monastery of St.  Karapet 
stood until its destruction by the  Turks  in 1915,  is called by the Ar-
menians  ~o-cam,  'the long hair of Mus',  and this popular toponym  may 
preserve the memory  of Gisane.22  Demeter is identified as  an  earth-
goddess  in the martyrology of St.  Ignatios:  occ  erkir zor 
Demetr(e)  anuaneccekc  'nor the earth whom  you call  (imp.  pl)  Demeter',23 
but this identification may  not refer to practices in Armenia.  One  re-
calls that at Astisat,  Vahagn  shared his temple with a  female  consort, 
Ast±ik.  In the  case of Lesser A±bak,  it seems  from the text of Arcruni 
that he is referring to two  different temples.  As  to the temple at 
Innakean,  Zenob  Glak  claims that Demeter and Gisane were  two  brothers 
from India, not  gods.  This  seems  to be an  euhemeristic interpretation 
of the origins of their cult, for Yovhan  Mamikonean,  in his History of 
Tarawn  (seventh  century)  refers to both as  gods,  Demeter being the  son 
or brother of Gisane;  The  historian refers to huge  bronze  statues of 
both divinities which were  destroyed by St.  Gregory the Illuminator.24 
Even  if Gisane  may  be  considered Vahagn,  the identity of Demeter is 
uncertain. 
The  identification of Spandaramet  as  Dionysos  is also puzzling, 
for the  former is  female,  the latter male.  Armenian,  like Pahlavi, 
does  not have  grammatical gender,  and the  change  of gender in transla-
tion is no  more  unlikely than a  similar alteration within the  same  body 
of tradition as with  female  Haurvatat  and Ameretat to male  Hurdad and 
Amurdad  above.  Dionysos was  a  god of fertility,  and his  cult was  there-
fore  connected with the earth.  The  particulars of his worship were well 
known  to both Parthians and Armenians.  Some  of the forty rhytons  found 
in the so-called  'square  room'  of Mihrdatkirt  (Nisa,  the early Arsacid 
capital of Parthia)  depict  scenes  of bacchantic  revelry; it is perhaps 
significant that this particular hall seems  to have been devoted to the 
cult of the ancestors of the Arsacid kings ,25  for the cult of 
Spandaramet  may  have  been associated with funerary observances.  One 
recalls also the  dramatic tale related by Plutarch in his life of 
Crassus.  In 53  B.C.,  the latter's forces  were  slaughtered at  Carrhae 
(Harran)  by the Parthians under the  command  of the young nobleman 327 
SUren.  The  Armenian  Artaxiad king Artawazd had decided before this 
that the tide of power in the region  favored the Parthians  for the 
moment,  and had arranged accordingly to wed  his  daughter to Pacorus, 
son of the Parthian king of kings,  Orodes.  The  royal wedding party was 
enjoying a  performance  of the Bacchae  of Euripides,  we  are told,  when 
messengers  burst in with the head and hand of Crassus,  which were 
tossed on to the  stage and unhesitatingly raised aloft as  the head of 
Pentheus  by a  resourceful actor.  Both the Parthian and Armenian  kings 
would have  been familiar with the  appearance of Bacchus/Dionysus.  A 
bronze  fragment of a  drooping panther skin· resembling that seen in 
Greek  depictions of Dionysus,  was  found in the  ruins of the Parthian 
temple at Shaml.  A bronze mask  with  a  ring at the  top was  found in 
the  mediaeval Armenian  city of Ani,  but it is probably very much  older. 
It shows  a  rather pie-eyed,  shaggy,  bearded and moustached Bacchus with 
a  wreath of grapes  and vine-leaves  on his head.  The  mask  probably 
adorned the neck or handle of a  metal  drinking vessel,  and a  similar 
mask  was  found at Begram,  Afghanistan.  26 
Our  two  Biblical references to Spandaramet are  from the  Book  of 
Maccabees.  It has  been  observed that  'of all the Biblical writings, 
the books  of Maccabees  have left the greatest unacknowledged imprint  on 
Moses  (Xorenacci's)  Historyt;24 and it was  common  for other historians 
as well to compare the Jewish war against the pagan Seleucids  to the 
struggle waged by Armenian  Christians  against the  Zoroastrian Sasanian 
Empire  in the  fifth century.  Indeed,  the Maccabees  fought  Hebrew  hel-
lenisers  as well as  foreign  oppressors,  and in fifth-century Armenia 
there were still numerous  followers of the  Zoroastrian faith,  who  sided 
with the Iranians  against their own  countrymen.  The  reference in 
II Maccabees  to spandarametin kakcawel is echoed by Elise. in his  de-
scription of the various  ways  Vasak  Siwni  employed to win  Armenians 
back to their former  faith:  ew  yerkarer  znuags  uraxutCean,  maselov 
c  ......  c  cc  .cc  c  zerkaynut  iwn  glserac n  yergs  arbec ut ean  ew  l  k  ak  aws  lktut ean, 
c  c  cc_  c...........  c 
k  alc rac uc  aner omanc  zkargs  erazstakans,  ew  zergs het  anosakans 
'and he  increased melodies  of joy,  spending all night long in  drunken 
song and lewd dance  (kakcaws,  loco  pI.: lit. "partridge");  for  some  he 
sweetened the musical  scales  and the heathen  songs,.28  It would seem, 
from the Biblical passage and the citation from Elise,  that the 328 
kakcaw-dance had some  religious  significance, perhaps  as  a  celebration 
of the  fecundity of the earth.  To  the  Christians of that era,  such 
earthy levity must  have  seemed lewd and unseemly,  but to  Zoroastrians 
it is proper to rejoice in the  good creation of Ahura Mazda,  and for 
them the abstemious  and melancholy behavior of some  Christian priests 
was  demonic;  E±ise's Letter of Mihrnerseh to the Armenian  nobles 
(E±ise,  II)  pours  scorn upon  Christian asceticism,  poverty and celibacy. 
The  Christian  Church  seems  to have  succeeded in eradicating the 
cult of Spandaramet, but the kakcaw-dance was  still performed,  and de-
pictions of Armenian  dances  in mediaeval manuscript  illuminations  de-
pict the  dancer baring his  genitals, which would have  seemed lewd indeed 
to  Christians.  Modern  Armenians  perform the  kakcaw  dance with more 
modesty than their forebears.29  And  an Armenian  folk tradition of 
NaxiJewan  recorded by a  Dominican  monk  travelling through the  area in 
the  fifteenth  century may  be  a  survival of beliefs concerning Spent  a 
Armaiti.  According to the tradition,  the Armenians  of old called the 
sky Noy,  and his wife the earth they called Aretia.  Noy  impregnated 
Aretia,  who  gave birth to all creatures.30  This is the only mention of 
the name  Aretia, but  Noy  is the Armenian  form of Noah,  who  is  a  popular 
figure  in Armenian  folklore because of the Biblical story of the flood, 
which ends with the mooring of the  Ark  somewhere  'in the mountains  of 
Ararat,.31  One  recalls that the first plant Noah  cultivated when  he 
descended from the  Ark  was  a  grape vine,  a  potent symbol of the earth's 
bounty  and of the cult of Dionysos  depicted on  the Parthian rhytons 
from Nisa mentioned above.  Armenian  tradition also mentions  vineyards 
in connection with Dionysos.  As  for Aretia, it may  be possible to see 
in her name  a  very  debased form of Armaiti  alone without the epithet 
Spenta-.  The  Armenians  probably recognised Spenta-,  MIr.  spand,  as  a 
separate word.  It ,has  been  suggested that Arm.  spand  'rue',  NP  sipand, 
isfand,  PhI.  spandan  derives  from MIr. 32  (it is possible that Arm. 
span~~ 'I kill' is related to Av.  spenta_,33 but this  derivation has 
been  disputed.34  Arm.  spand  'sacrifice', with spand-aran  'sacrificial 
altar' and spand-anocc  'slaughter-house,35 may  be either a  derivative 
of span- 'kill', in which  case  the  etymology is uncertain,  or a  MIr. 
loan-word.)  There  are  found  in Armenian  also two  forms  of the Iranian 
name'*spanbadata- (Gk.  Sphendadates,  PhI.  Spandiyad),  which  contains 329 
the  element  OIr.  spenta-,  MIr.  spand-:  Spandarat  and Spandiat; the 
first is the name  of a  member  of the Armenian  Kamsarakan  naxarardom and 
is a  loan from  NW  MIr.,  with the  change of intervocalic -i- to -£-, 
while the second is cited by Sebeos  as  the name 
shows  the  SW  MIr.  change of intervocalic -d- to 
of a  Persian hero  and 
36  -J...-.  The  union of 
Xsathra Vairya and Spenta Armaiti  is not  sexual,  so Noy  may  not  repre-
sent Xsathra Vairya;  on  Ascension  Day,  when  Armenian  girls gather in 
silence bunches  of the hawrot-mawrot  flower,  named after Haurvatat  and 
Ameretat,  the  sky is said to kiss  the earth merely.37  The  importance 
of Noy,  who  is not  regarded generally in Armenia  as  either a  super-
natural figure or as  one  connected with the  sky,  may  lie in the back-
ground of the Biblical tale:  his vine-planting. 
The  earth,  Armaiti,  is fertilised with water,  and  Zoroastrians 
pour libations on  the  ground at their religious  ceremonies  as  an offer-
ing to her.38  Arm.  Christians  do  not offer such libations, but they 
refrain pointedly from pouring water on  the ground at night,  in the be-
lief that the  dews  'demons'  are disturbed by it, the night being the 
time which belongs to the  dead. 39  For Zoroastrians,  the watch of 
Aiwisruthra,  the period between sunset and midnight,  belongs to the 
fravasis,  the spirits of the  departed,  and water may  not be  drawn  dur-
ing this time.40  Both peoples thus preserve  an  archaic belief that the 
souls of the  dead reside beneath the earth,  in the  darkness of Spenta 
Armaiti. 
¥.  The  fravasls  may  have  been  replaced by  dews  in Armenian tradi-
sould of the  dead  (MIr.  urvan  tion, perhaps  because  of fear of the 
'soul' becomes  Arm.  uru 'ghost').  In Arm.  tradition, it seems  that 
there was  a  supernatural being regarded as  the lord of graves  and tombs 
who  was  probably Spandaramet.  We  shall consider below this  divinity, 
the  funerary practices of the  ancient Armenians,  and their beliefs con-
cerning spirits and the afterlife. 
Arm.  Sahapet,  svod 
A thirteenth-century Arm.  miscellany,  the  Oskiberan,  contains this 
note in a  commentary  on Isaiah:  'Of Dionysos  they say that he  is the 
sahapet of vineyards;  and of Athena that she is the  sahapet of olive 
trees;  and Maireknas  is called by  them the  sahapet of all the trees.' 
In Trapezus, 
Eke±eacc  and 
on  the Pontic coast north of the Armenian provinces of 
I 
~ana±i, Dionysos  was  worshipped as  the protector of 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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vineyards.41  Hubschmann  derived sahapet  from  Av.  *soithrapaiti- 'ruler 
of a  homestead·,42 a  word which is unattested, while noting that it is 
used as  an  explanation of Arm.  sahap  'satrap  I  in the  Armenian  transla-
tion of St.  Ephrem Syrus.  Hubschmann  derives  sahap  from  OP. 
*xsathrapa_43 with the first element  clearly Arm.  sah-,  OIr.  xsathra-
'kingdom I.  (A  NW  MIr.  form  of xsathra- is  found in Arm.  asxarh 
'country, world', with metathesis of MIr.  xs-. and -hr and addition of 
an initial ~-; added initial vowels  are  a  regular feature  in Arm.  loan-
words  from  Iro,  eogo,  Arm.  isxan  'prince',  from Ir. 
Pth.  'xsynd  'prince';  Arm.  erani  'blessed'  from Ir. 
xsa(y)- 'to rule', 
*ranya- 'happy,;44 
Arm.  azn  'race'  and azn-iw  'noble'  from Ir.  za- 'to give birth  "  MIr. 
azad  'free').  If indeed sahapet is a  synonym of sahap,  we  should de-
rive the former  from  OIr.  *xsathrapaiti- :1.1ord  of a  kingdom'. 
The  office of the satrap,  Gk.  sadrapes,  was  an  important  feature 
of Achaemenian  administration.  S.  T.  Eremyan  noted the element  sahap-
in the  toponym Sahapiwan,  the  summer  residence of the Armenian 
Orontids,45  and according to the late thirteenth-century historian 
c  - v  c  Step anos  Orbelean,  Sahapawnic 
ress of Sahapawnkc  [in Siwnikc] 
berd i  sahapay parske sineal  'the fort-
(was)  built by Sahap the Persian.'  The 
form sadrapesin (dat. pl.) is  found in a  Gk.  inscription of the  two 
Persian satraps  Oromanes  and Arioukes  from Aghatcha Kale,  41  km.  SW  of 
Divri~. (Tephrike),  on  the Western extremity of Armenia.46  The  institu-
tion of the  satrap continued into Parthian times:  the Arsacid King 
Mithridates II had a  bas-relief and Greek inscription carved at Behistun 
shortly before his  death in  87  B.C.,  which mentions  'Gotarzes, Satrapof 
Satraps' .  Another official mentioned in the inscription is called 
pep[isteumenos]  'entrusted', which may  be the  Greek translation of an 
Iranian title ostikan,  found in Armenian asostikan.47 
The  office of the  satrap  commanded  great  respect,  and the title 
came  to be  applied to divinity,  much  as  Jews  call their god Adonai 
'Lord'  and Armenian  Christians  call their God  Ter(Astuac)  'Lord(  God) , . 
It is noteworthy that the Armenian  Arewordikc  'Children of the Sun' 
called their religious leaders by the  ancient  secular title hazarapet 
'chiliarch',  another office dating back to Achaemenian  times.  Thus,  we 
find an  inscription dedicated Satrapei theoi  'to the  god Satrapes'  at 
Macad,  Phoenicia,  in A.D.  8;  similar steles  devoted to the  god  have 331 
fourth  and fifth centuries B.C.48  A god  been found  dating back to the 
called ~strpty (=Gk.  Apollan)  is  invoked in the  Aramaic  part of tri-
lingual inscription  dated 358  B.C.  from  Letoon at  Xanthos  in Lycia,  a 
province of Asia Minor which was  a  part of the Achaemenian  Empire.49 
There is little doubt  that the Aramaic  name  is a  rendering of OIr.  form 
~  50  *xs athrapati.  This  word is a  divine 
xSYSptSy  is used to translate the name 
name  in Manichaean  Sogdian,  where 
of the SPlenditenens;51 II  is a 
generic word for  'god'.  A Gnostic text in  Coptic  f'J7om  before or during 
the latter part of the  fourth  century,  found at Nag  Hammadi,  Egypt, 
called  'The  Concept of Our  Great  Power'  describes  how  Christ was  seized 
by the Archons  and delivered to Hell,  after which  Christ revealed His 
nature in glory and destroyed the  dominion  of the ruler of Hades:  'And 
they delivered him up  to the ruler of Hades.  And  they handed him over 
52  to Sasabed for nine bronze coins.'  In this passage,  the ruler of the 
underworld seems  to be identified with Sasabed,  whose  name  has  not  been 
explained.  But it could be  a  loan-word from a  SW  Ir.  form of 
:,  - ....  ... 
*Xsathrapaiti,  cf.  the  change  of -thr? in xsathra- to -s- in Arm. 
~- 53  Artases,  etc. 
Arm.  sahapet  denoted a  class of supernatural beings:  there were 
sahapets of various  creations  (olive trees, vineyards,  and trees  in 
general in the citation from the Oskiberan above).  There were  also 
sahapets of different loci; Eznik  refers in his  fifth-century E±c 
MandocC'to  Sahapetk':  Ew  aynpes  janay satanay zi  zamenayn  ok  i  barwokc 
aknk 1  t c  - .  c  c_  c_  c  c  _  vC  au  ene,vrlpec usc e,  ew  i  snoti yoys  kapic  e.  Mecac  uc  ane yac  s 
dk  .....  .  ....  ah  .  kC  c.  c.  c  .  mar  an  zVlsaps,  Zl  yorzam  agln  erewesc  2n  omanc  arnuc  un  znosa  1 
....  cc_c  c  ..... c.c  c  ....  c  pastawn.  Karcec  uc  ane t  e  ew  nhangk  lnc. lC  en  getoc  ,  ew  sahapetk 
c  Ew  t  k  c  c  1  .  kC  k  .  k  .  . ~  .  vayrac  ~  ye  arcec  liC  ane  oy  In  n  erparanl  am  1  Vlsapl  kerparans 
~  ~- kami nhangi  imn  ew  i  sahapeti,  zi  aynu  zmardn  yiwrme  ararc  en 
tCiwrescce.  'And  that way  Satan tries to divert every man  from  concen-
trated attention through  good  (thoughts)  and to bind him in false  hope. 
In the eyes  of men  he  makes  serpents  (Arm.  visaps)  great,  so that when 
they appear  awesome  to some  (men),  those  (men)  will make  them an  object 
of worship.  He  causes  (men)  to think also that there are  crocodiles54 
of the rivers  and Sahapets of the  (cultivated) lands.55  And  after 
making  (them)  think  (thus),  he  himself takes  the  form of a  serpent, 
crocodile or sahapet,  so that thereby he  may  cause man  to go 
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56  .  .......  c....  c  astray from his  Creator.'  A med~aeval MS  l~sts  s~dark  ew  sahapetk 
v  c  ,  ....  c....  .... 
ew  visapk  ew  kajk  'Usedars  and sahapets  and serpents  and titans',  a 
veritable  catalogue of monsters. 57 
During his interrogation of St.  Gregory the Illuminator on  the na-
ture of the  Christian faith,  King Tiridates III asks:  Kam  ov ayn 
c  c..  .  .t  c.  c  C  oye  lnJ,  Zl  gl  ac  lC  : 
tak  c  kC  c  k  ..... c  ..... c.  c_  k C  •  c- .... ah  t  vas  DC  oc,  zor  DC  es  du  ararlC.:  llll  t  e  na  0  lC  e  s  ape 
c  c  c  c  c  gerezmanac  ,  orum  dun  c  ankas  hasanel,  kam  bandakal kapanac  k  oC  na 
icce arjakocc?,  'And who  might this  Christ be?  Show  me,  that I  may 
know,  the  one  who  might be  the  recompenser of your labours,  whom  you 
call Creator.  Might  he be  a  sahapet of the  tombs  whom  you  desire  to 
reach,  or is he  the releaser of your imprisoning bonds? ,58  In the 
dramatic  exchange  presented by Agathangelos,  the Illuminator replies to 
this  sarcastic challenge by replying that Christ is indeed the sahapet 
and pahapan  'guardian'  of the tombs,  to which He  descended vOluntarily:9 
In the  Gnostic narrative  cited above,  Christ was  delivered into the 
hands  of Sasabed,  who  can be identified with the  ruler of Hades.  The 
sahapet of tombs,  the  ruler of the underworld,  would be that divinity 
identified with  and  dwelling in the earth, with its darkness  as well  as 
its bounty,  at once  funereal  and Dionysian:  Spandaramet.  This is not 
to suggest that the word sahapet was  used in Arm.  exclusively to refer 
to  Spandaramet,  but only in the  context of funerary rituals  and beliefs. 
In the passage of Movses  Xorenac  ci  ei  ted above,  the Sandarametapet 
'ruler of the  underworld'  is placed in rhetorical apposition to Sarapis, 
a  chthonic  deity often shown  on  gravestones  found  along the northern 
60  coast of the Black Sea.  The  name  of Sarapis  sounds  very similar in-
deed to the  god whose  name  is attested in Gk.  as  Satrapes,  and we  re-
call that Arm.  sahapet,  possibly the equivalent of Coptic Sasabed,  was 
used as  a  synonym of Arm.  sahap  'satrap',  Gk.  satrapes.  The  worship of 
Sarapis was  certainly known  through the Iranian world as  well  as  in Ar-
menia in the Hellenistic period,  for although the cult  centre of the 
divinity was  the  famed  Serapeum of Alexandria,  his  image  and Bactrian 
name  Sarapo  appear on  several Kusan  coins,  on  the eastern edge of 
61  Iran.  The Iranians  and Armenians  would have  regarded the  sahapet of 
tombs,  Spandaramet,  as  ;female,  however.  Pre-Christian funerary monu-
ments  have  been  found at  Duin  in Armenia,  many  of which  depict women, 333 
and glazed ceramic sarcophagi,  similar in design to those  found  in Ar-
menia,  have  been excavated at Parthian cemeteries.  These  were  often 
decorated with the  figure of a  native  goddess  in relief.  Fragments of 
a  round ceramic ossuary excavated at Munon  Depe,  in the  southern 
.Turkmen  S.S.R.  (ancient Margiana)  show  figures  of women  in bas-relief 
in various positions which have been interpreted as  movements  of a 
funerary  dance of Dionysian character.  Depictions of Pan  and satyrs 
(the companions  of Dionysus)  are  common  from  Central Asia in the Par-
thian period,  and funerary  dances  of the type shown  on  the ossuary, 
which has  been  dated to the Parthian period,  are still performed in 
Soviet  Central Asia.62  R.  Ghirshman's  suggestion that the woman  on  the 
Parthian coffins is the  Goddess  Anahitii cannot be  supported,  for the 
yazata,  for all her connection with fertility and thus the earth in Ar-
menian  tradition, was  not  connected with  death or the underworld.  The 
images  in both countries, if indeed they represent divinities, are more 
likely of Arm.  Spandaramet,  MIr.  Span  darmad  ,  than of Anahita. 
In modern  Armenian  folklore,· belief persists in a  supernatural be-
ing called the svod  (another,  less  common  form is svaz,  perhaps  a  de-
velopment  analogous to the 
shortened form of Sahapet. 
shift in pronunciation of NP.  dh  to  ~)  a 
v  c  Eznik noted that the  sahapets  mert  mard 
erewer  ew  mert
C  awj,  orovew  zawjapastutCiwnn hnareccaw yasxarh mucanel 
'appeared sometimes  as  a  man,  sometimes  as  a  serpent:;  because of which 
it was  made  possible  for serpent-worship to be  introduced into the 
country' ,63  and the  modern  Arme:lian belief in lucky snakes which  come 
to  dwell  in houses  may  be  a  survival of the  snake-worship  Eznik de-
scribed.64  The  modern  svod is an  invisible being,  however,  who  lives 
in the walls of houses  during the winter.  On  the last  day of February, 
Armenians  strike the walls  and shout  svod durs,  Adar ners  'Out with the 
svod and in which  Adar  C=MarchJ!'  The  evening before this,  they leave 
a  dish of water on  the  threshold,  presumably to tempt  the  svod outdoors. 
The  door is  slammed,  and the sign of the Cross  is made.  The  svod dis-
likes having to leave its  comfortable winter home,  and has been heard 
to complain.  Not  all svods  lived in houses, it seems,  for a  rock in 
the western Armenian province of Dersim near a  grove of oak trees was 
called svodi ·kcar  'Svod  fS  rock'.  One  recalls the reference of the 
Oskiberan cited above  to sahapets  of trees,  and it is likely that the 334 
svod continued to be considered in Dersim a  being connected with vegeta-
tion and fertility therefore.65 
One  recalls the  custom cited above  of refraining from  spilling 
water on  the earth during the night;  perhaps  the water which is set out 
to lure the  svod and then spilled onto the  ground may  symbolise the 
svod's  return to a  home  beneath the earth.  The  winter months  are  those 
of death and cold,  but with the  coming of spring these  forces  must  re-
treat to their own  domain,  vanquished by the light and warmth  of the 
Sun,  which is believed to be  strengthened by the  fires kindled by men, 
when  it is 
ponding to 
at its lowest.  The 
66  Arm.  Ahekan,  when 
month of Adar is that of fire,  corres-
Zoroastrians  and Christian Armenians 
light bonfires to banish winter from the world,  and it is appropriate 
that the svod be  driven  from its winter quarters then.  Originally 
Atar/Adur was  a  winter month,  corresponding to Armenian  Ahekan  (see 
Ch.  15). 
Spandarmad and HroticC 
The  ancient Armenians  accorded veneration to the spirits of their 
.  ....  "c.  ,c.  c  ancestors,  for Agathangelos  refers wlth SCorn  to uruapast.t mbrut  lWnk  n 
anzgayutCeancc  'uru-worshipping insensate stupefactions l • 67  A mediaeval 
Armenian poet wrote,  probably with  reference to his own  ancestors, 
HetCanoskc  yargin/I  jero uruin  'The  heathens  are honoured/through the 
68  uru. '  The  word uru,  which now  has  degenerated in meaning to'  ghost', 
is  a  loan-word from Ir.  urvan- 'soul',  and appears to have been used 
with the latter meaning by  Classical Armenian writers  and translators.69 
To  the east of Armenia,  the twelfth month  was  called in MIr.  Spandarmad, 
as  noted above,  at the end of which falls the festival of Fravardigan, 
Av.  Hamaspathmaedaya-,  which is  dedicated to the fravasis,  the spirits 
of the  dead.70  To  the west  of Armenia,  in  Cappadocia,  the name  of the 
twelfth month was  Sondara,  a  word which  appears  to  derive  from a  SW  Ir. 
form of the name  of Spenta Armaiti, like Sandaramet.7l  We  have  noted 
the  close  connection between  Spandaramet  and the underworld above,  and 
in Armenia the festival of the  fravasis was  of such importance that it 
gave its name  to the entire twelfth month,  Hro(r)ticC,  the  gen.  pl. of 
'\~hro(r)t("':i-)  'fravasi',  a  loan-word from MIr.72  In  Chorasmian,  the 
festival  seems  to have  given its name  to the month  following it, Rw6  n', 
instead of to the month  at the  end of which it occurred.73  The 335 
distinction between Ir. urvan- and fravasi- is  a  fine  one  drawn  mainly 
in theological texts with which  most  members  of the  Armenian  Zoroas-
trian  community  probably were not  familiar,  so both Arm.  uru and 
*hro(r)t(-i-) probably refer to the  same  concept.74 
The  Armenians  erected monuments  to the souls of the  dead,  particu-
larly if the  deceased was  related to  a  common  royal ancestor.  King Tiri-
dates  alludes  clearly to the cult of the  ancestors of the Arsacid house 
in his  famous  edict invoking Aramazd,  Anahit  and Vahagn  (Agath.  127)  at 
th  d  f  h·  h  h  k  h  .  .  c  •  P  t C  c  h  c_  e  en  0  w lC  e  as stat ew  l  mer  diwc  axarn  ar  ewac  asc  e 
aycCelutCiwn~  i  pCaracc  tCagaworacc  ew  i  k~aJ naxneacc,  'visitation 
reach us  from our Parthians. of divine birth (Arm.  diwccaxarn, lit. 
"mingled of the  gods
tl
),  from the  glory  (pcarkc)  of kings  and from.our 
brave ancestors.'  Artases had mah-arjans  'death-statues)  raised over 
the  grave of Eruand,  who  was  of  'Arsacid' blood,  and Tiridates  I  built 
maharjans  at  Garni.75  The  tradition of erecting huge  steles as  monu-
ments  to the  departed survived in Christian Armenia and continues to 
vC  c  76  this  day in the art of the elaborately-carven xac  k  ar  'Cross-stone'. 
One  notable example  of such steles is the monument  at  Ojun of the sixth 
century:  a  double-arch on  a  stepped base  enclosing two tall, narrow 
steles  decorated with bas-reliefs depicting Biblical scenes.77  Although 
the monument  is undoubtedly Christian,  the  dual  colUllllls  call to mind the 
pair of Sasanian fire-altars that stand together on  an  outdoor pedestal 
at  NaQs-i  Rustam,78  or the two  colUllllls,  each on  its own  stepped pedes-
tal, that stand behind another pedestal at Bishapur;  the latter 
ensemble has  been interpreted as  a  votive monument.79 
Excavations of Parthian sites have  uncovered numbers  of statues 
and  figurines  of men  and women,  of various  sizes  and of various  materi-
als  (marble,  metal and clay);  these  figures  have  been explained as  con-
nected with the  fravasi_  cult,  and two  rooms  excavated at the old 
Arsacid capital, Nisa,  appear to have  contained numerous  figurines  of 
royal ancestors of the  Arsacid house. So  Near these  structures  stood 
the buildings where  Arsacid kings  and noblemen were  buried.Sl  It ap-
pears the Armenians,  too,  had images  of their ancestors;  Agathangelos 
wrote:  Ew  tCe  ziard norun  astuacasirutCeamb  ew  KCristosi  zawrutCeamb 
Cv  C  _  _  c  ....  c  ...  c  nma  tuelov,  ankan  p  srec  an  unaynut  ean  pastamunk n,  ew  astuacpastut  iwn 
taraceccaw end amenayn  erkirs Hayocc.  Ew  kam  orpes  sineccan eke±eccikc 336 
i  Hayastan  asxarhis,  ew  kCakeccan  unaynutCean  pastamunkcn,  ayn  or  i 
1  t c  - c  ~  ~  c  c  c  sovorakan  mo  oru  ene  naxneac n:  endvayrakoskoc,  grt axabac 
kCaranccn  ew  pCanticCn yimarutCiwnkcn ein,  ew  uruapast  tCmbrutCiwnkcn 
anzgayutCeancc  .•• 'And  [they will read of] how  by  the  love  of the 
God  of the  same  (i.  e., St.  Gregory)  and through the  granting of the 
power of Christ to him,  the  cults of insensibility fell and were  shat-
tered,  and the worship of God  spread throughout the land of Armenia. 
And  [they will read of]  how  churches were built in this  country of Ar-
menia,  and the cults of insensibility were  smashed,  those which were  of 
the  customary confusion of our ancestors:  idiotic things  made  for no 
purpose  and deceptive,  of stone  and wood,  and uru-worshipping fantasies 
of insensibility. ,82  St.  Gregory refers later in the narrative to the 
images  of the  gods  (diccn)  of King Tiridates:  omn  pCayteaykC en e>l  omn 
kCareaykc :  omn  en p±njikC ew  omn  en  arcatCik~ ew  omn  oskikc  'some  are 
wooden  and some  are stone;  some  are of bronze,  and some  are of silver, 
83  and some  are  golden. '  The  Armenian  images  must  have been  as  varied 
in material and size as the Parthian examples,  but the  few  figures  we 
possess  are all of stone  and rather crude  in execution.  Most  were 
found at the pre-Christian cemetery of Duin  and vary in height  from ca. 
O~l to 1  metre.  With the exception of a  statuette of a  man  from 
"  , 
Savarsavan,  they sho>l  a  man's  head,  usually >lith the characteristic 
conical or  s~uare headdress  familiar to us  from  Armenian  coins  and from 
Iranian coins  and sCulpture.84  Since most  of these statuettes were 
found in a  cemetery,  it is likely that they are to be  connected >lith 
the  fravasi_  cult. 
Tombs  i 
dh',nn'  'lmn'  p'hlwm YHBWN1:"ps  pty'lk' ns'y nk'nyh 
wys int'  AYK  TME  wys  OBYDWNnd 
dahom- armen  pahlom dad,  u  So  petyarag nasa-niganib WeB  mad,  ku 
Bnoh  WeB  kunend 
'Armenia >las  created the tenth best  (of the  countries),  and in 
QPpo§:t tion to it came  much  burial of corpses,  that is, tney 
practice it much  there. ' 
(GBd.  31.23-4 =  MS  TD2  f.105  b) 337 
Isidore of Charax,  writing in the  last  decade of the first  cen-
tury B.C.,  describes  in his Parthian Stations the city of Asaak,  where 
the pyr athanaton.  'immortal fire' of the Arsacids  burned,  and continues: 
Enteuthen Parthyene,  skhoinoi  25,  hes  aulon:  Parthaunisa he  polis  apo 
skhoinon  6:  entha basilikai taphai  'thence to Parthyene it is 25 
skhoinoi  [50 parsangsJ, with its defile.  After six skhoinoi  is 
85  Parthaunisa,  the city; in it are the  royal graves.'  The  third-
century Latin writer Justin,  citing Pompeius  Trogus,  a  historian who 
flourished ca.  A.D.  5, write that the Persians  (i.e., probably the 
Iranians  generally)  exposed their dead to be  devoured by birds or dogs, 
the bare bones  then being covered with earth.86  Ossuaries  of the late 
Parthian period have been  found in Nisa and SOgdia,87 and glazed ceramic 
sarcophagi have  been excavated;88 a  form of burial in communal  tombs 
were  hypogean  rooms  reached by staircases.89  Both Achaemenian  and 
Sasanian monarchs  were buried in tombs,  although no  archaeological evi-
dence  of such tombs  for the latter period has yet  come  to light,  imd 
Sasanian laws  of the fifth century prescribed severe penalties for 
interment of corpses  in the earth.90 
In Armenia,  there is archaeological evidence  for the burial of the· 
dead in sarcophagi,  in hypogean  tombs  and in funerary towers.  Literary 
sources  refer to several royal necropoli,  and a  mediaeval polemicist 
attacked the Arewordikc  'Children of the  Sun'  for exposing their dead 
91  on  rooftops.  The  scant evidence for exposure,  which is the pre-
eminently  Zoroastrian method of disposal of corpses,  need not provoke 
scepticism as to the orthodoxy of the Armenians,  Parthians,  or,  indeed, 
the Achaemenians.  Exposure by its very nature is not  intended to leave 
any traces,  except where  the  remains  are placed in astodans,  as  in 
Central Asia or Sasanian Fars,  and at a  time when  Zoroastrianism was 
the state religion there was  no  need to build enclosures to protect the 
creation of Anura Mazda  from  defilement by infidels who  might  move  or 
bury the  corpses;  the erection of dakhmas,  an.d  the exposure of corpses 
on  Armenian  rooftops  rather than  stony mountainsides,  should be viewed 
as  responses to persecution rather than as  the  recrudescence of a  faith 
mysteriously absent in the pre-Sasanian  centuries. 
Coffins  of glazed ceramic,  shaped like an  elongated tub,  plates 
fitted side by side over the top,  have  been  found at a  graveyard of the 338 
Hellenistic period northeast of Va±arsapat  (Ejmiacin).  Similar graves 
have  been  found at.Osakan  from the seventh-sixth centuries B.C.;  one 
grave  excavated at Aygesat,  near Va±arsapat,  of a  cromlech type  charac-
teristic of the Bronze  Age,  was  found to  contain a  Hellenistic belt-
92  . 
buckle.  Various  objects were buried with the  dead,  perhaps  for their 
use  in the next world.  At  one  sit:1 near Duin  cathedral dated to the 
latter half of the  first  century B.C.,  a  body was  found interred in a 
ceramic vessel with beads of glass, bronze,  stone and gold,  various 
ceramic pots  and two  seals,  one  showing a  battle between a  horseman  and 
a  man  on foot,  the other depiCting a  fight between two  hopli  tes .93 
Mass  sacrifices were  carried out at the  funerals of great men,  presum-
ably in accordance with a  belief that  dead slaves  and animals  continued 
to serve their master in the next world.  Xorenacci  relates that at the 
funeral of Artases  I  bazum kotorackc  linein est awrini hetCanosacc 
'there were  many  killings,  according to the  custom of the heathens'. 
(In the fifth century B. C.,  on  a  few,  perhaps  exceptional,  occasions, 
the Achaemenians  had buried alive or sacrificed youths  and maidens, 
perhaps to propitiate the lord of the underworld according to pagan 
custom. 94)  The  grave at Duin  reflects the same  hope  of comfort in the 
afterlife,  on  a  more  modest  scale,  and both funerals  were  probably ac-
companied by much  wailing and lamentation.95 
The  Arm.  practice of burying dead bodies  in coffins to protect the 
surrounding elements  from pollution may  have been  introduced by  Zoroas-
trians  from Iran,  for the Arm.  word for  a  sarcophagus is tapan,  a  loan-
word  from MIr.,  and a  possible 
tpnkwk,  is found on  an  ossuary 
Chorasmian  form meaning  'ossuary?, 
c  6  6  96  from  To~-Qal a  dated A.D.  1  -711. 
The  two  common  Arm.  words  for a  grave  or tomb,  gerezman  and sirim,  may 
also be loan-words  of MIr.  origin.97  The  former,  from a  MIr.  form of 
the term conceived by  Zarathustra himself for paradise,  gari5. demana 
'House  of Song', is found in the description provided by Agathangelos 
of the  Armenian  Arsacid royal necropolis at Ani  in Darana±i,  where 
there was  a  temple to Aramazd:  c  c.  c  t  agaworabnak kayeansn hangstoc lac 
c  c  c  c  gerezmanac  t  agaworac  n  Hayoc  .  'CSt.  Gregory went to the  fortress  of 
Ani,  to] the  royally-inhabited abodes  of the  resting places,  of the 
'.  98 
tombs  of the kings  of Armenia. I  Although Gregory  destroyed the 
temrleof Aramazd,  he  dared not touch the tombs  of the Arsacids,  for 339 
they still stood when  Meruzan  Arcruni led the Sasanian king Sablihr II 
to despoil them after an unsuccessful raid on  the Orontid necropolis  at 
Ang±.99  The  tombs  at Ani  must  have  been  strongly built and still ac-
corded great  reverence,  for the Persians were  unable to pry open that 
of Sanatruk,lOO  and the  Armenians  hastened to  ransom back those bones 
which the Persians had taken  away,  in the apparent belief that the 
c  .  c  ,  ,  101  P  ark  glory  of the nation still inhered in them.  The  invocation 
of King Tiridates  I  cited above  draws  a  clear connection between  pq~rkc 
and the ancestors,  and,  according to PCawstos  Buzand, it had been in-
deed the stated intention of the Persians to  rob the Armenians  of their 
xVarenah-((Av.  'glory') by absconding with the bones  of·their kings.102 
Christiani  ty,  so often implacably hostile to the manifestations  of 
Zoroastrian piety,  cannot have objected on principle to the veneration 
of human  relics, in view of its own  cultic practices involving reli-
quaries, which were  conveniently produced and installed by the Illumi-
nator in various newly-consecrated sanctuaries;  the most  prominent 
example is the provision of relics of St.  John the Baptist and 
St.  Athenogenes  to  the  Christian sanctuary established on the site of 
the temple of Vahagn  and Ast±ik at Astisat.103  And  indeed in  Christian 
times  the Arsacid kings  continued to be buried at Ani,104 whilst 
St.  Gregory and his  descendants were buried at nearby TCordan  in 
Darana±i,  the  former site of the  temple of BarSarnin;105 othere were 
interred at TCil in Eke±eacc  a  short distance to the east, the  former 
site of the temple  of Nane.106 
The  bones  of the kings  from Ani  recovered by the Arm.naxarars 
were  re-interred in A.D.  364  at A±cc, on  the  slopes of Mount  AragacC in 
the present-day Arm.  S .S.R.  It is recalled that a  figurine of an  eagle 
was  found on this mountain,107  and this indicates that some  form of 
worship  may  have  been offered on  the mountain in pre-Christian times. 
The  Yazidi  Kurds  also have  tombs  there.  Mountains  such as  Azat  Masikc 
(modern  Ararat,  TII:.  Agri  dag) ,  1fhich  faces  Aragac  over the plain of 
A  t  d  t  th · A  .  108  d  b  al  th  rara  ,  were  sacre  0  e  rmenlans,  an  one  remem  ers  so  e 
assertion of Herodotus that the Persians of Achaemenian  times wor-
h ·  d  Z  .  (.  Ah·  M  -)  .  109  s  lppe  eus  l.e.,  ura  azda  on the tops  of mountalns.  The 
highest peak of the Bargusat  chain in the 
110  S.S.R., still bears the name  Aramazd. 
district of Zangezur,  Arm. 
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had been worshipped on lofty Aragac  as  at Ani,  and the memory  of such 
cultic similarities  influenced the naxarars  in choosing a  new  site for 
a  royal tomb. 
The  tomb  at Mc  c  is a  hypogeum,  similar in plan to  another tomb  of 
the  fourth  century A.D.  at Mijleya,  Syria,lll and to the Parthian tombs 
mentioned above.  A crudely executed bas-relief in the  tomb  depicts  a 
naked man  spearing a  boar.112  A hunting scene is shown  also on  a  pre-
Christian  funerary monument  from Duin,113 and scenes  of two  animals 
fighting,  or of an  armed man,  probably a  hunter,  on  horseback,  are 
shown  with other scenes  from everyday life on  tombstones  of the six-
t  th  t  f  th  S·  .  "  Armenl·a.ll4  The· boar was  a  een  cen  ury  rom  e  lSlan reglon In 
symbol  of theyazata.  Verethraghna-,  Arm.  Vahagn,  and was  represented on 
the  royal seal of the Arm.  Arsacids;115 the hunt was  the chief joy of 
Ir.  and Arm.  kings ,116  and its depiction on  the grave monuments  of king 
and commoner  down  the long centuries probably expresses  hope  in the 
pleasures of the afterlife. 
At  PCarakcar,  a  village on  the  road from  Erevan to Ejmiacin,  two 
funerary structures,  called  'towers'  by the archaeologist who  excavated 
them,  were  found within 1.5 km  of one  another.  They  are of hard,  un-
mortared tufa blocks,  and consist of two  parts:  a  ten-sided,  convex 
platform about 10.5 m in diameter,  with the base of what  seems  to have 
been  a  tower,  about  6.5 m in  diameter,  at its centre.  One  of the struc-
tures  contained Parthian,  Armenian  and Roman  coins of the first century 
B.C.,  and there is  a  fragmentary inscription in Aramaic.  There is a 
grave  in the earth itself, at the bottom of the  'tower', which  appears 
to have been  destroyed in ancient times  and clumsily rebuilt.117  The 
original purpose  of the structure is not  certain,  although the building 
may  be  compared to the tower tombs  of Palmyra,  nor is it known  when  the 
Aramaic  inscription was  made.  But  the  grave  seems  to be  from the first 
century B. C.,  and it is unlikely that another grave was  desecrated in 
the process,  for as  we  have  seen,  the Armenians  of that period would 
have  been loath to incur the wrath of the  fravasis. 
Draxt  and.. aioXkc:  The "Next 'World 
"f;,  C 
The  Christian Arm.  words  for Heaven  and Hell;  draxt  and dzoXk  , 
are both loan-words  from MIr.:  ·draxt  comes  from MIr.draxt'tree' and 
means  'garden,  Paradise ',118 while. diaXkc  'hell', with the plurale 341 
tantum _kc ,119  comes  from MIr.  dusax  'the worst existence,  hell,.120 
In Arm.  popular belief, hell is  a  pit of seven levels where  the  damned 
soul is whipped by Satan with a  leaden scourge, worms  crawl in and out 
of his  mouth,  and he is roasted 
torture to the next in shoes bf 
on  spits. 
"  121 
~ron. 
He  clomps  about  from one 
The  Zoroastrian Arday Wiraz  Namagdivides hell into four levels; 
122  Dante's  Inferno has nine,  and both offer a  rich variety of torments, 
each of the latter corresponding to the sins  for which the soul has 
been  condemned.  In  Ch.  19 of the Arday Wiraz  Namag,  a  sodomite is 
·shown  with a snake plunging between his bowelS  and emerging from his 
mouth.  In an  Arm.  MS  illumination of A.D.  1601,  Dives,  the rich man, 
is shown  with serpents  entwined about his naked body  in hell while 
Lazarus lies at Abraham's  bosom in Paradise ,123  and in anotherMS of 
the sixteenth century the  same  proverbial rich man  is shown  with two 
snakes  entwined about his 
their backs  arched at his 
legs,  rising with their jaws wide  bpen  and 
h  uld  . t  "th  "d  of hl"s  head.124  s  0  ers,  0  el  er Sl  e 
The  latter image  is reminiscent of the  depiction of Nergal at Hatra and 
of Zahhak  in mediaeval Persian MSS  of the Sahname,  and may  go  back to 
early iconographic  conceptions of the ruler of the underworld in Ar-
menia.125  In other Arm.  MSS,  hell is shown  as  a  serpent encircling 
darkness,  and the personification of hell is  a  serpent which  an  angel 
stabs with  a  spear on  Judgement  Day.126  Demons  were believed to take 
the  form of serpents  in Armenia;  the Arsacid king Pap  CIDid-fourth  cen-
tury)  is described by PCawstos  Buzand as having serpents  sprouting from 
his shoulders,  and this  image  of demonis  possession accords well with 
both the Nergal and  ~~~ak figures  described above  and with the  Zoroas-
trial condemnation  and punishment  in hell of sodomy,  for Pap  is re-
ferred to  several times  as  a  homosexual,  first in his youth and later 
...  c  _,_'  0  c.  as  king o£ Armenia:  Snaw  ewaceac  ,  ew  gorcer  zme%s;  zpornkut  lWll, 
zp:±cutCiwn  aruagitutCean  ew  zanasnagitutCiwn,  ew  zazrali garsutCiwn: 
c  c  c~.  c  bayc  kari  zaruagi  tut iwn  .  .  •  Isk mayrn  nayec ealtesaner  .ac  awk 
iwrovkc  awjkC spitakkc,  zi patealkc  ein  zgahoyicCnotambkc,ew(;"apatein 
... c  --~-"'i  _  _ 
i  veray patanekin Papy,  minc  der engo±maneal er na  'Pap was  suckled and 
weaned,  and he  committed sins, whoring and the filth of homosexuality, 
and bestiality, and repulsive obscenity,  but especially homosexuality 
... [His  mother,  pCaranjem,  entered his  room  once whilst he was 342 
engaged in so  doll\)' ,] and his mother beheld and saw with her own  eyes 
that white snakes had entwined themselves  about  the  feet of the chairs, 
and were  crawling over the youth Pap  as  he  lay in bed. ,127  Ayl 
tCagaworn  Pap,  zi mincc  der tlayik,  ayn incc  cneal er i  mawre  iwrme, 
yaynzam  jawneacc  zna  diwacc  anawren  mayrn  pCaranjem,  ew  vasn aynorik li 
er diwawkc  i  t±ayutCene  iwrme.  Vasn  zi hanapaz  zkams  diwacc  arner, 
vasn aynorik  ew  zbzskutCiwn isk occkamer gtanel:  zi hanapaz  varer 
zanjn iwr diwawkc,  ew  kaxardanawkc  erewein dewkcn  i  nma;  ewamenayn 
mard  zdewsn  i  nma  accawkc  baccawkc  tesanein.  Zi  yorzam mardik 
hanapazawr yaygorel eleal mtanein,  tesanein zi yawjicC kerparans 
1  -..  c  P  t C •  -.  k C  e  aneln  1  COC  oyn  apay  agaworln,  ew  .. pateln  zusaw  nora:·  ew 
kc  kCt  -.  k~c-..  - h  tCl  amene  ean  oy  esaneln  zna,  er nc  elU  1  nmane  ew  up  er  a  ~  Isk na 
patasxani  tayr mardkann  aselov,  tee mi  erknccikc ,  zi  sokca  im  en:  ew 
....  .  .... c  amenayn  mard yamenayn  zam  tesanein zayspisi  lnc  ..  kerparans  i  nma.  'But 
[as  for] the king,  Pap,  when  he was  still a  child, that is, when  he was 
born of his mother,  his lawless  mother pCaranjem dedicated him to the 
demons,  and because of that he was  full of demons  from his  childhood. 
Because he  did the will of the  demons  every day,  because of that he  did 
not even  desire to  find a  cure,  for daily he  guided his  soul by the  de-
mons,  and the  demons  appeared in him by witchcraft,128 and every man 
saw with open  eyes the  demons  in him.  For when  each  day  men  came  in to 
greet him in the morning,  they saw  that the  demons  in the  form of 
. snakes  came  from the breast of king Pap and curled about his  shoulders. 
And  all those who  saw him,  feared to approach him.  But he used to give 
answer to those  men,  saying "Do  not be afraid,  for these are mine."  And 
all men  at all hours  saw  such  forms  in him. ,129 
For all the chilling forms  of the  demons  on earth and the  similar 
forms  they assume  in hell, the  Armenian  conception of Heaven,  or at 
least of the afterlife,  does  not  seem to have  been very much  brighter 
in many  cases,  and reflects the archaic belief in a  dim,  chthonian 
place of shades.  Down  to the  end of the nineteenth century,  Armenians 
put lighted candles  in the hands  of the newly  departed,  for the next 
world was  dark;  if one  over the  age of ten died,  a  candle would be left 
to burn at the spot of the washing of the  corpse  for eight  days  to 
light the saul's path to the next ;rorld.130  It was  believed that the 
dead lived beneath the earth,  and on  the  seventh and fortieth  days 343 
af:ter death,  as well  as  on other mereloc  c  ('of: the dead',  gen.  pI.)  days 
at regular intervals,  cakes  and drinks  called hogehac  c  'bread of: the 
soul'  and hogetCas  'goblet  of: the soul' would be  distributed to various 
members  of: the  community,  particularly priests  and the poor,  and also 
131  placed on  the  grave.  These  meals  combined the  f:ulf:illment  of: re-
ligious obligations with charity towards  needy members  of: the  community 
and may  be  compared to the  gahambars  celebrated f:or  the dead,  and to 
the  roz  and sal observances,  in Zoroastrian  communi ties.  132  The  six 
gahambars  (or seven,  including New  Year's  Day)  are f:estivals  celebrat-
ing the  chief: creations  of: Ahura Mazda,  and·Zoroastrians  established 
pious  f:oundations  to celebrate at agahambar service rituals in memory 
of: an ancestor,  the of:f:erings  of:  f:ood  made  during the religious  cere-
mony  to be  distributed later to members  of: the  community. 133  It was 
. probably under the  inf:luence  of: the older Zoroastrian practice that Arm. 
Christians  developed the belief: that the spirits of: the dead return to 
earth f:ive  times yearly,  on  the  eve  of: the nawakatikC f:estivals  of the 
C ·h  h  134  d  t b·  ..."  ...  dl  d  "  135 th  urc,  ~ mus  e  g~ven o~~erlng.s  o~ can  es  an  lllcense;  e 
dl "  11  ·1"  ~  ,  ,  136  can  e  lS  ca  ed mer  l  crag  lamp of the  deceased  • 
The  souls  of their ancestors, the Armenians  believed,  participated 
in the affairs  of: the living,  and could take  on  visible  form,  like the 
serpent-demons of hell mentioned above.  The  soul was  seen as  a  human 
f:orm  smaller than a  living body but the  same  size regardless  of: the age 
at which a  corporeal owner had died.  The  soul  could also appear as  a 
ball of: light, or an  inanimate  object,  or as  the swaddling clothes of 
an  inf:ant.  It could assume  a  variety of animal  forms,  appearing as  a 
cat, wolf:,  bear,  donkey,  naked man  or black dog.137  Bef:ore  entering 
the  Crow's  Rock  at Lake  Van,  the. Armenian  epic hero Mher  off:ered a 
t  'D""  L"t  ,138 t  h"  t  139  1m  t  th  pa;,  arag  1 Vlne  1  urgy  0 - 18  ances  ors.  ces  ors  warn  "  e 
heroes of Sasun in their dreams  of events  to  come. 140 
Armenian  concepts  of the next world for all but  royalty,  who  would, 
presumsbly,  have  been assured of good hunting,  seem so bleak that it is 
little wonder  the  ancestors  re~uired the  continuous  attentions of the 
living and enjoyed interfering in the  af:fairs  of the world they had 
left.  Offerings  placed upon  graves,  restrictions against  spilling water 
on the  ground at night,  and,  of course,  burial itself indicate that the 
belief in a  subterranean kingdom of the  dead persisted through 344 
Zoroastrian times  into the  Christian era,  despite the teachings of both 
religions  concerning Heaven.  Yet  certain traditions indicate also that 
Christian Armenians  saw  Heaven  much  as  the  Zoroastrians  did,  that is, 
as  a  place of pleasure  and repose  for the  soul before  the  Last Judge-
ment,  when  corporeal life on  earth would  resume  (a belief in which 
Christianity is in convenient accord with Zoroastrianism).  Heaven is 
seen as  an  angin kCal,akc  'city without price' where  the  car xnkeni 
'incense tree'  flowers,  the katCna±biwr  'spring of milk'  flows  and the 
departed eat anusak kerakur  'immortal  food' .141  But  in Armenia as  in 
Iran,  archaic,  pre-Zoroastrian beliefs  and practices  concerning death 
and burial persisted.  One  of these was  the legendry surrounding the  dog. 
In  Zoroastrianism to this  day,  the  dog  is regarded as  an inter-
mediary between the living and the  dead,  possessing the power to protect 
the soul  from evil,  and the presence of a  dog is necessary at Zoroas-
trian funerary rites.  It appears that this belief did not originate 
with the prophet  Zarathushtra,  however,  but  goes  back to Indo-Iranian 
times .142  In Armenian legend,  the  dead king Ara is licked back to life 
c  by creatures  called aralez-k  ;  the etymology and meaning of this word 
are unknown,  but  Eznik explains that the fictional creature called 
aralez is a  dog which  can  cure a  man  wounded in battle by licking 
him.143  The  legend of Ara  and Samiram is of the same  type  as  the an-
cient Asianic  myths  of Attis, the dying and rising young god,  and must 
be extremely old.  The  antiQuity of the tale is shown. also in the ap-
pearance in it of the  Assyrian  Queen  Semiramis  (Arm.  Samiram),  who 
orders her  'gods'  (astuacoc c,  according to Movses  forenac  ci ), i.  e., the 
c 
aralezk  ,  to heal Ara.  Noting the Mesopotamian  associations of the 
~h, K.  Y.  Basmacean  suggested that the belief in aralezkc  may  be of 
Assyrian 
'lord of 
origin,  for at ~arran the. god Marduk  was  called mry  dklbww 
144  ..  145  dogs',  and was  regarded as  resuscltator of the  dead. 
In later centuries, both Byzantine  and Armenian  clerics castigated 
the Armenians  for worshipping a  dog who  had been the herald and com-
panion of a  priest named sargis,146 and  a  modern  Armenian legend from 
Bukovina repeats the legend of the birth of Vahagn  that we  find in 
'xbrenacci,  adding that the fiery-haired  'man'  is accompanied by two 
d~gS of fire.147  The  Armenians  of Nor-Bayazit believed in the existence 
148  of a  race of dog-headed men  eQual to humans. In Armenia  and the  Caucasus,  oaths of denial  involved the  dog.  The 
mediaeval Armenian writer MxitCar  Gos  in his DatastanagirkC noted vari-
ous.iways  in which aylazgikC  'other peoples'  made  such oaths,  including 
zsan  zjetoy unel  'taking a  dog by the tail'; the modern  Ossetes  swear by 
killing a  cat or dog  over the  graves  of the 
over the bones of a  dog brought to a  sacred 
dead,  and the Ingush  swear 
149  spot.  The  rituals of 
oath-taking described above  seem to have  in common  the implied sense 
that the  dog represents the  powers  of the next world and will take  away 
the soul of the swearer if he tell a  lie, or else that the  dog  is an 
intermediary through which the  souls of the  dead may  be called as wit-
nesses to the  oath taken.150 
Torkc  and Spandaramet 
In Armenia many  of the  funerary practices we  have  described are 
identical to those  documented in  Zoroastrian Iran,  and post similar 
problems.  Some  seem to predate  Zoroastrianism in both countries,and 
are to be  viewed as  originating from the distinct heritages of the two 
peoples  rather than reflecting historical ties:  the significance of 
the  dog in both cultures is an example of such  a  case,  traceable in Ar-
menia apparently to  a  Mesopotamian  cultural milieu before the Median 
con~uest,  and in Iran to the  remote  Indo-Iranian past.  In other cases, 
practices which seem but uneasily reconcilable with Zoroastrian ortho-
praxy,  such as burial,  may  nonetheless be part of a  common  culture,  for 
we  have noted the fact that the  Armenians  use  an  Iranian word,tapan 
'sarcophagus',  and the tomb  at Mcc bears  resemblance to a  type  found 
in Parthian Iran.  In other cases,  the threads of a  common  Zoroastrian 
faith are more  evident,  as  in Arm;  hro( r)t.;.icc  'of the fravasis',  and 
on  the strength of such  evidence we  have  sought to establish further 
details of the  fravasi_cult in Armenia which could otherwise be  dis-
missed as  coincidental. 
Problems  found in interpretation of Greek  e~uivalents of Iranian 
yazatas,  and of the gender ascribed to the yazatas by Zoroastrians them'-
selves,  are encountered in similar form in both Iran and Armenia. 
Spandaramet was  not, .one  thinks,  considered male,  although the name  in 
the.  Arm  .. ;.Bible  renders  Greek  Dionysos  in Maccabees.  The,  Demeter of an-
cient Armenian  temples was  perhaps  another Jazata, yet the possibility 
of confusion or error on  the part of an  ancient writer must  be kept in 
I 
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mind.  After all, Herodotus  identifies the male  Mithra with the unQues-
tionably feminine  Aphrodite  in a  passage  on  Persian religion which is 
otherwise  considered a  reliable description of Achaemenian beliefs  and 
t
.  151 
prac  lees. 
Because of such problems,  both of archaic survivals  and of uncer-
tainty in the precise identification of a  given  divinity,  it is hard to 
tell whether the cult of Torkc  Ange±eay  as  the divinity connected with 
death  and the  underworld was  displaced or otherwise affected by the 
Zoroastrian yazata Spandaramet.  There  is no  evidence of the  expansion 
of the  cult of Torkc  beyond its ancient  centre at Ange±  Tun  at the re-
mote  western edge  of Armenia,  although the Armenian  translators of the 
Bible knew  enough of Torkc  to eQuate  Nergal with him.  We  have noted 
also the similarity of the image  of King Pap  in PCawstos  Buzand,  cited 
above,  to the bas-relief of Nergal at Hatra,  and PCawstos  remarks  that 
Pap had been  dedicated at birth to the  'demons'  by his mother,  pCaranjem. 
It is unlikely that this baleful, hateful image,  connected besides to 
d  t ·  . t  . d  d  .  .. Z  t"  152  so  omy,  an  ac  lVl y  conSl  ere  a  serlOUS  Sln In  oroas  rlanlsm,  can 
have been assimilated into the  Good  Religion.  It would appear that the 
concept of sandaramet-kC,  the personification of the underworld,  was 
introduced into Armenia  from southwestern  Iranian usage  in Achaemenian 
times,  when  the cult of Torkc  was  prominent--for it was  at his  cult 
centre that the  Orontid necropolis was  founded--and that the yazata 
·Spandaramet was 
Av.  directly. 
arrived separately,  the name  coming  from  NW  MIr.  or even 
c  No  attempt was  made  to  suppress  the cult of Tork  , 
though,  as .. it seems,  and it probably survived in Ang±,  whilst his  temple 
itself would presumably have  been  dedicated to the cult of the  fravasis 
of the Orontid kings,  whom  the  Arsacids  appropriated as their own  ances-
tors.  In Iran, too,  cults varying from the heterodox to the  demonic 
(from a  Zoroastrian point of view)  flourished through Sasanian times, 
despite the periodic persecution of their followers  by Kartir and 
others.  One  recalls that the naxarar structure of Armenian and Parthian 
society,  a  flexible  and often volatile alliance of local dynasts,  was 
ill-suited to a  centralised religious bureaucracy capable of such 
inQuisitions,  and greater accommodation of the heterodox was  necessary. 
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I The  Winged  Figure 
The  winged ring symbol  encircling a  human  figure  is  shown  on  coins 
of the Persian satrap Tiribazos.153  The  torso is Greek in inspiration, 
naked and muscular,  unlike the  forms  of the  symbol  found at Persepolis 
or Assyria.  Opinions  are  divided as to the meaning of the winged fig-
ure  in Iran,  where  scholars  have  argued variously that it may  have  rep-
v  v  _  .... 
resented x  arenah-,  Ahura Mazda,  or the fravasi_.  The  symbol  is  found 
in Armenia also on a  fragmentary bronze  throne-leg from Van,  probably 
from the  Achaemenian  period;154 in this case,  the human  head and torso 
are clothed and the posture is stiff, as  in the  examples  from Persepolis 
and Assyria. 
The  coins of an  Achaemenian  satrap and the  throne leg are the sole 
attestations of this puzzling symbol in the Armenian  area.  We  have 
argued that the two  eagles  and star on  the  royal  crown of the Artaxiads 
represent pCarkc  'glory,  xVar;;nah-'  andbaxt  'fortune' ,155  and the 
portrait-like quality of the  coin of Tiribazos would  indicate that the 
figure is meant to represent either Zeus/Ahura Mazda  or the  fravasi-
of Tiribazos  himself.  We  have  seen the centrality of the  fravasi_cult 
in the references by the king of Armenia to hisnaxnikc  'ancestors'  and 
in the apparent  continuation of the  Zoroastrian. gahambars  through the 
Christian nawakatikC  feasts  and their rites  and offerings to the  de-
parted.  The  daimon  of the Persian king is referred to by  Classical 
writers,156 and by a  Parthian king,  Phraates  (V?),  in a  Greek inscrip-
tion at Susa in which he  invokes  his  own  daimon;157 this may  be  a  Gk. 
translation of Ir.  fravasi_.  Kinship  and patrimony were  crucial to con-
cepts of social status and right in Iran and Armenia,  and the establish-
ment  of genealogy,  whether real or spurious,  is a  continuous  theme  in 
epigraphy and other sources  from the Achaemenian  era down  to the early 
Christian Armenian historians,  who  were burdened with the task of estab-
lishing the antiquity and descent of the particular naxarar under whose 
patronage  they worked. 
It seems,  therefore, logical to expect that such claims of lineage 
were  to be  reflected in iconography,  for the  temporal  and social pres-
tige of one's  ancestors blended well with the supernatural power  and 
religiously ceremonial significance of the  fravasis.  Depiction of 
one's  fravasi  orxvar;;nah on  a  coin or bas-relief would more  directly 348 
serve the interests of hereditary kingship than  an  image  of Ahura  Mazda. 
The  latter is often  invoked by  Darius at Behistun,  and the  Armenian 
Arsacid necropolis was  located at Ani,  cult centre of Aramazd.  Yet  He 
is the  creator of all things  and god of all the world,  perhaps  too 
general in His  influence  and state to represent  a  ruler,  albeit the 
King of Kings,  whose  primary claim to power was  that he  was  an Achaemen-
ian,  or an  Orontid,  or an  Arsacid.  It was,  rather, the  family  daimons 
or personal fravasi that such a  ruler might be  expected to invoke  in 
assertion of his right to rule. 
The  coin of Tiribazus, if indeed it represents his  fravasi.,  pre-
sents  us  yet again with the  curious blend of Hellenic and Iranian tra-
dition which pervades  our sources  on  ancient Armenian  culture: 
Spandaramet  and the Bacchae of Euripides,  and the Hellenistic mask of 
Bacchus.  The  naked,  muscular figure  rises  from the archaic  symbol  in 
an  unexpected harmony  of Greek art and Iranian religious iconography. 
As  Hellenistic art forms  went  East,  the Oriental god Dionysos, 
Spandaramet to the Armenians,  went  West with his kakcaw  'partridge' 
dance: 
From  the  fields  of qdia and Phrygia,  fertile in gold, 
I  travelled first to the  sun-smitten Persian plains, 
The  walled cities of Bactria,  the harsh Median  country, 
Wealthy Arabia,  and the whole tract of the Asian  coast 
Where  mingled swarms  of Greeks  and Orientals live 
In vast magnificent cities;  and before  reaching this, 
The  first city of Hellas  I  have  visited, 
I  had already,  in all those  regions of the east, 
Performed my  dances  • 
--Euripides,  Bacchae, 13-21 
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CHAPTER  11 
TORKC ANGE"EAY 
The  Babylonians worshipped a  god named  Ne-iri-gal  (Sumerian  'Power 
of the  great house'); his was  the planet Mars,  and he was  the ruler of 
the  underworld  (Babyl.  Arallu)  together with his  consort  Nin-ki-gal 
(pronounced also 
great earth,).l 
Eresh-ki-gal),  whose  name  means  Lady  of Kigallu  ('the 
Ne-iri-gal  (Nergal)  appears  to have  been at first a 
Sun-god;  perhaps because the Sun was  seen to enter the West  and pass be-
neath the earth in the evening,  or else because of the  deadly power of 
the Sun's burning rays,  Nergal  came  to be  regarded as  the ruler of 
Hell.2  He  was  also  a  figure  of strength and power,  hence his associa-
tion with warlike  Mars  and his later equation with the  Greek  god 
Herakles.3 
Nergal was  the patron-,deity of the city of Cuthah,  called in Baby-
lonian magical texts  'the assembly-place of ghosts ,,4 presumably because 
of Nergal's association with the world of the  dead.  In the  second book 
of Kings  Ch.  17 is recorded the  conquest of the  Hebrew  kingdom of 
Samaria by Shalmaneser, king of Assyria,  who  brought settlers  from Meso-
potamia and Syria to  displace the Israelites from their cities;  amongst 
them were  the men  of Cuth  or Cuthah,  who  worshipped Nergal  (2  Kings 
) 
~  v  c  4  17.30  :  Reb.  we-anseY-Kuth  asu eth-Nergal;  LXX  Kings  17.30 kai hoi 
andres  Khuth  epoiesan ten Ergel;  Arm.  4 Kings  17.30 arkc  KCutCay  ararin 
zAnge±.  In the early centuries of the  Christian era,  Nergal was  wor-
shipped at Palmyra,5  Dura  Europos6  and Hatra.  A relief of Nergal  and 
his  consort Atargatis  from Hatra of the mid-second century A.D.  shows  a 
fearsome  and warlike bearded man  in Parthian belted tunic and trousers. 
In his right hand he  grasps  a  double-headed axe,  and snakes  spring  from 
his shoulders.  He  has  a  beard and moustache,  and there is a  scorpion 
over his left shoulder. 7  On  an altar of a  man  named  KNZYW  from Hatra, 
possibly an  Iranian,  there is  shown  a  figure  who  clutches several ser-
pents in his left hand and  a  double-headed axe  in his right.  It has 
been suggested that this is  a  depiction of Nergal,  lord of the 
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8  underworld,  who  is bidden to  remember  the  soul of KNZYW.  On  a  Sogdian 
ossuary from Biya-Naiman is depicted a  figure of a  moustached and 
bearded man  holding a  sword in his left hand  and  an  axe  in his right, 
corresponding closely to a  similar figure in a  graffito  from  Dura 
Europos.  Both fit the  description of the figure of a  Harranian idol 
identified as  Saturn by the  fourteenth-century Arab writer  ad-Dimis~i.9 
The  double-headed axe wielded by the figures  described above  ap-
pears to have been  a  constant iconographic attribute of Nergal in all 
the various  cultures where  he  was  known,lO  although Nergal is not the 
only divinity known  to have  been  depicted holding an  axe.  The  figure 
described as  Saturn probably represents Nergal,  although the  axe  in the 
representations  from Sogdia and Dura has  only one  cutting edge.  It may 
represent the  destructive power of time  and age  (hence  Saturn,  the  sym-
bol of the  two  latter concepts)  and the ultimate  dominion of the  kingdom 
of death over all that is mortal.  In Harran-;  indeed,  Nergal,  the  god of 
the  underworld,  pestilence,  plague and war,  ruler of the utukki limnuti 
(the  seven evil winds),  'Nwas  regarded as  the twin  and adversary of the 
good moon-god,  Sin .11  Any  figure  thus  regarded as  associated with de-
struction and death would be  considered demonic  by  Zoroastrians  even 
more  than by adherents of other faiths,  for the  cosmic  dualism that is 
central to  Zoroastrian thought  rejects utterly all that is not  good and 
life-giving as  serving Angra Mainyu  rather than Ahura Mazda.  It is pos-
sible, therefore, that the  image  of  ~ru:l).ak  (Av.  Azi  Dahaka)  in mediaeval 
Persian MSS  of the  Sahname  and the terra cotta figurine  from Sogdia we 
have  discussed12 with  snakes  sprouting from their shoulders,  was  adopted 
f  M  t ··  f  N  113  rom  esopo  arraan  lmages  0  erga. 
Angelo 
One  of the  chief divinities of the Urarteans was  the Hurrian  god 
Tesub,  whom  the Urarteans  called Teiseba,  and after whom  were  named  the 
capital city of Tuspa  (modern  Van,  after Biaina,  the  Urarteans'  name  for 
their country;  the district of Van  is still called Tosp  by the  Armenians, 
however)  and the eastern town  of Teisebaini  (Karmir Blur, near Erevan). 
Teiseba was  a  weather god,  mighty and heroic,  like the  North  Syrian 
(H)adad or the Asianic storm god  Tar~unda to be  discussed below.  Zoro-
astrian Armenians  equated Teiseba with-their yazata Vahagn,  symbolic of 
might  and victory,  and the  exploits of Teiseba were  attributed to 
I 
I 
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I 14  Vahagn.  By  the late ninth century B.C.,  Urartu's  cultic observances 
were  under the  strong influence of the  country's  chief political adver-
sary,  Assyria,15  and it is likely that the cult of Nergal was  intro-
duced into the  Arm.  highlands then,  for a  bronze  statuette of Teiseba 
shows  the  god clutching a  two-headed ax,  symbol of the Mesopotamian 
16  god.  In Hellenistic times,  the two-headed axe  is a  constant  feature 
in images of Jupiter Dolichenus,  whose  cult  spread westwards  from the 
city of Dolikhe in Commagene,  a  kingdom on Armenia's  southwestern 
border.  IT 
It was  noted above  that the  Arm.  translators of the septuagint ren-
dered Greek  Ergel,  Heb.  Nergal  as  Arm.  zAnge±.  Heb.  Nergal  and Arm. 
Ange±  may  be  connected,  through the loss of initial N- as  in the  Greek, 
and the substitution of  -~- by  -~- in the  Arm.  form.  But  the  develop-
ment of Arm.  *Ange±  is not  certain.  The  latter name  is found in the  Arm. 
province of Ange±  Tun,  identified by Adoncc  with the Hittite Ingalava. 
The  name  of the province means  'House  of Ang±',  Ange±  being the  gen. 
sing.  (comp.  ast±  'star', gen.  sing.  aste±,  etc.18).  Aside  from the 
Biblical acc.  sing.  zAnge±,  which would imply  a  nom.  sing.  Ange±,  the 
name  is attested in the nominative  in the so-called  'Primary History' 
attributed to the  seventh-century Arm.  historian Sebeos:  Ew  ordikcn 
¥  •  c  Bagaratay  zarangec  in 
aysinkcn e  Ange±  tun:  .  ....c  c  vasn  Zl  koc  ec  aw  Bagarat  ew  Ange±,  zor i 
....  c  ..... c  c  zamanakin yaynmik azg barbarosac n  astuac koc  ec in  'And the  sons  of 
Bagarat inherited their inheritances in the  regions of the West,  that 
is, Ange±  Tun:  for Bagarat was  also called Ange±,  whom  at that time the 
nation of the barbarians called a  god  (astuac). ,19  The  author of the 
'Primary History'  claims  to have  got his  information  from a  Syrian 
writer,  Mar  Abbas  of Mcurn.20 and we  find in Syriac two  names  for the 
21  province,  Ingilia and Beth  Aggela,  the latter corresponding closely to 
the  Arm.  with Syr.  beth=Arm.  tun  'house'.  The  identification of Ange± 
as  a  god is significant,  for it links the Biblical reference to Ange± 
Tun.  The  genealogy,  through which the author seeks  to connect the 
Bagratid house with the line of King  Zariadres  (Arm.  Zareh)  of Sophene 
(Arm.  Copckc),  is probably as  spurious  as  Movses  Xorenacci's  attempt to 
trace the  descent of his Bagratid patron to King  David of Israel.  But 
the Bagratids were  a  dynasty of enormous  power  and importance,  and their 364 
presumed association with Ange±  Tun  indicates that a  memory  of great 
prestige and importance still lingered about  the place. 
The  fortress of Ang±,  centre of the province of Ange±  Tun  in 
Sophene,  lies on the  upper reaches  of the Western Tigris,  north of Amida 
and south of Arsamosata; it has  been identified with  Carcathiocerta 
(Arm.  ArkatCiakert),  capital of the Orontids  of SOPhene.22  If indeed we 
may  identifY Ange±  with Nergal,  the presence of whose  cult on  the  Arm. 
plateau appears to be attested from Urartean times,  as  seen  above,  and 
if further Ange±  Tun  was  a  centre of that cult, it seems  logical to ex-
pect that the Orontid royal necropolis would have  been located there, 
for  Nergal was  a  god of power  and also the ruler of the  underworld  . 
. pcawstos Buzand,  writing probably in the mid-fifth century A.D.,  tells 
us  that Ange±  Tun  had been a  ostan arkcuni ...  va±· va±  'royal capital ... 
very long ago'  (pcB  V.18),  and relates how  the  Arm.  traitor Meruzan 
Arcruni  guided the Sasanian King Sabuhr II to the  city:  •. . ew  inkceankc 
i  Copes  mec  arsaweccine  Ew  and ein berake  zor  arin:  ewer zor acc 
karaccin arnul.  Ew  gayin pah arkanein surj zAnge±  zamur berdawn,  or e 
yAnge±  tann  gawarin:  zi and ein bazum HayocC  tCagaworaccn  gerezmankc 
....  c  c  ...  c  cc  c  Slrmanc  n  aranc  Arsakuneac:  bazum ganjk  mt  ereal mnac  eal kayin i 
c.  c  ...  _  c  _  ... c  .  naxneac  n  l  hnoc  zamanakac  hete.  C uan pah arkln  zberdawn:  apa  ibrew 
vC  k  -.  .  ul  t C ,  t C,.  DC  _  are~n arn  vasn  amru  ean  te%woyn,  O=Uln  ew  gnayin.  'And they 
[the Persians] invaded Greater  Copckc.  And  there were  fortresses  there 
which they took,  and there was  [one] which they were  unable to take. 
And  they came  and laid siege about the strong fortress  of Ang±,  which  is 
in the province of Ange±  Tun,  for there were  the  tombs  of the  graves  of 
many  Arm.  kings,  Arsacid men;  there were  many  treasures stored up  re-
maining there  from the ancestors,  since ancient times.  They went  and 
besieged the  fortress.  Then,  when  they were  unable  to take it because 
of the impregnability of the place,  they left it and  departed. ,23  The 
Persians  continued,  according to PCawstos,  to the province of Darana±i 
c  c  north of Cop  k  ,  where  they sacked the Arsacid necropolis at Ani,  site 
of the  sanctuary of Aramazd;  his  reference to the Arsacids  in the pas-
sage  cited above  is undoubtedly  an  anachronism,  perhaps  fostered by the 
Arsacids  themselves.  In Arsacid times,  we  find a  high official with the 
24  Iranian name  of Drastamat  as prince of Ange±  Tun  and treasurer of 
c  c  ~  Cop  k  ;  his  seat at the  royal banqueting table of King Arsak II was 25  above that of all the other naxarars:  an indication that although 
Ange±  Tun  was  no  longer a  royal capital, it still enjoyed considerable 
prestige under the  Orontids'  successors,  the Arsacids. 
The  ruins of the Arm.  monastery of Ang±ay_Vankc  lie 2  km  east of 
the present-day village of 
the  Engil or Ho~ap Su  (Tk. 
Yovhannes  Altiparmakean in 
logue published in 1884-5, 
Engil  (recently renamed  DOnemec),  Turkey,  on  • 
'Ri ver').  According to a  legend recorded by 
1814  and cited by  M.  Miraxorean in  a  trave-
the  apostle  Thaddeus  went  to Ang±  during his 
mission to HayocC  Jor,  and found a  pagan temple there with idols in it. 
He  tried to build a  church on the spot, but the  demons  destroyed by 
night whatever the saint wrought  by  day.  The  Virgin Mary  then appeared 
and advised him to set up  a  xacckcar  ('Cross-stone').  He  did so,  and 
the stone with its holy sign banished the  demons.  There is  an old 
xacckcar in the  ruins  which  is reputed by local tradition to be that of 
St  Thaddeus. 
dedication to 
that saint.  26 
A MS  of the  Gospel  from the  fourteenth  century bears  a 
st Georg of Ang±,  so perhaps  the  church was  dedicated to 
A bas-relief found at the site shows  Daniel  amongst  the 
lions,  and is similar in style  and theme  to the  fourth-century  Christian 
Arsacid tomb  at A±cc27  on  the slopes of Mt.  Aragac,  where the  ransomed 
bones of the Arm.  kings that Siibuhr II had taken  from Ani  in Daranali 
were  re-interred (cf.  pCB  IV.24  above,  and  MX  II1.27). 
It seems  likely,  then,  that the  cult of Nergal had been adopted by 
the  Urarteans  from their Mesopotamian neighbors,  and had been assimi-
lated into the  cult of the prominent  divinitv~  ~~~seba, whose  worship 
was  second only to that of the  supreme  god,  !.!aldi:  The  cult of the lat-
ter may  have  survived down  to Achaemenian  times;  King Darius  the Great 
in his inscription at Behistun mentions  an Armenian with the theophoric 
name  of galdita,28 and the  cult of galdi was  probably absorbed gradually 
into that of Aramazd  in Achaemenian  times  as the  Persians  and other 
Iranians  colonised Armenia  and the Armenians  themselves  adopted Iranian 
beliefs  and ways.  But the  shrine of Angel  stood through Orontid times, 
and it is probable that the tradition concerning St  Thaddeus  contains at 
least the  grain of truth that the  Christian church--apparently very an-
c  cient,  to  judge  from the similarity of its decoration to that of A±c  --
was  built on  the site of an  older pagan temple to  Nergal,  called in Arm. 
Ange±.  Our  investigation  does  not end here,  though,  for the  divinity 
c  worshipped at Ange±  Tun  had another name,  too:  Tork. c  Tork 
366 
In the  same  chapter where  Movses  Xorenacci  presents his spurious 
Israelite genealogy of the Bagratids  referred to  above,  King  Valarsak, 
progenitor of the  Armenian  Arsacids,  is depicted anachronistically as 
establishing the  naxarardoms  of the various  regions of Armenia.29 
Movses  was  a  scholar of the  euhemerist school,  and believed that the 
gods  were  in fact historical personages of the past whom  later genera-
tions had deified.  Thus,  he  refers to the  'sons' of Vahagn  as being 
named  Vahuni by Valarsak after their father and entrusted with the  Care 
of the temples  (Arm.  zmeheniccn).  Movses  relates  also:  isk zayr 
v  c  ew  dznahayeac  ,  i  zawake 
P  kc  "  H  kak  t C '  - c  as  amay,  l  ay  ay  orne,  Tork  anun  vC  c  koc  ec eal:  or vasn  arawel 
iahadimutCeann  jaynein Angeleay,  vitCxari hasakaw ew  u~ov, hastate 
k  ak 1  t "  c  c"  t C  - k  vC_  "  An  '  us  a  arewm lC:  ew  yeresac n  anpltanu  ene  oc  e  zanun  azgln  ge", 
t  B  c  t C- k  .  .,.  c  c  - un.  ayc  e  e  amls,  stem ewes yalags nora,  anyaJ  ew  p  C un,  orpes 
c·  .....  c  c  c  ....  Parsikk  vasn Rostomay  Sagcki,  harewr er k  san p  loc  oyz  asen unel. 
KCanzi  kari  imn  anyarmar tCuein nma  b 
.  c  ....,  c  erg  anlC  vasn  uze",ut  eann  ew 
vC  srteay lineloyn:  orum oc  Erakleay  vC  v 
ew  oc  Sagckin yarmar en  ays 
zroycCkcs.  KCanzi  ergein nma  burn harkanel  zorjakCar vimacc  jerawkC,  ur 
vC  c  ..,  c  c  c  -c  c  v  ....  oc  goyr  gezut  iwn,  ew  ce±k el st kamac  mec  ew  p  ok  r:  ew  k  erele±e-
ngambkC ew  kazmel  orpes taxtak,  ew  grel noynpeselengambkC iwrovkc  arcuis 
ew  ayls  ayspisis.  c  c  c  Ew  yezers icovun  Pondosi  dipeal nawac  t  snameac  ,  dime 
i  veray:  ew  i  xa±aln nacCa  i  xorn  ibrew asparezs  ute,  ew  sa acc 
c  zamaneac  c  noe  a.:  ainu, .asen,  vems  blrajews,  ew  jge  zkni;  ew  i  sastik 
patarmane 
.,.  c 
Jurc  n 
....  c  ..... c 
entlmin nawk  oc  sakawk  c ,  ew  ambarjumn 
~  c 
aleac n,  or  i 
t ·  -.,.  c  - c  al  _,  pa  arma'l1e  Jure  ll,  yare  zmnac  e  nawsn  bazum  JlJ.!I:'ons .  Oh!  kari e 
.  l'  c.  cc"  araspels,  ay  ew  araspelac  araspel.  Bayc  k  ez  Zl 
d  t "k  h  "c  c  c  ar  arew  sas  l  zawr~  ew  aysplseac  zruc  ac 
y 
arzani.  'And he  [ValarsakJ 
appointed as  ruler [kuSaka130J  of the West  a  man  of deformed appearance, 
tall,  crude  and flat-nosed,  with  deep-set eyes  and a  fierce  expression, 
of the offspring of Paskcam,  grandson of Haykak  [MX  1.23:  Baycc  zAnge± 
tunn ase noyn  patmagir i  Paskcamay umemne  i  Haykakay tCorne  line  1  'But 
the same  historian (i.e., Mar  Abas,  see  above)  says  that the house of 
Ang!  comes  from  a  certain Paskcam,  grandson  of Haykak'J,  called Torkc  by 
name,  who  on  account of his  extreme  hideousness  they called Angeleay, 
mighty in stature and strength,  and by reason of the ugliness of his face  (Valarsak)  called the name  of that people the house  of Ang±.  But 
if you will,  I  too, lie concerning him,  inappropriately and uselessly, 
as  the Persians  say about  Rostom  Sagcik that he  had the strength of 120 
elephants.  For the  songs  of words  to him 
his strength and courage,  and these tales 
seemed very 
c  c  [zroyc k  sJ 
awkward  concerning 
to him are  not 
comparable to  (those)  of Samson,  Herakles  or Sagcik.  For they sang of 
him that with his hands  he  grasped boulders of granite in which there 
was  no  fissure,  and he  would crack them into small and large pieces ac-
cording to his desire.  And  he  scraped them with his nails  and formed 
them into tablets,  and in the  same  way  with his nails he wrote  (i.e., 
sketched)  eagles  and similar things.  And  when  enemy  ships  came  to the 
shores of the  sea of Pontus  he  turned on  them,  and when  they had moved 
about  eight stadia out to the  depths  he  could not  reach them.  He  took, 
they say,  boulders  shaped like hills and threw them after  (the  ships), 
and not  a  few  ships  sank because of the cleft of the waters,  and the 
waves  rising from the splash carried the other ships  many  miles.  Oh, 
this is a  fable  indeed,  but  a  fable  of fables.  But  what is it to you, 
for in truth he was  very powerful,  and was  worthy of such tales' 
(MX  11.8). 
Xorenacci  resorts to a  folk  etymology,  ange±  'ugly'  (privative an-
and  ge±  'beauty'),  in order to  explain why  Torkc  should be  the  progeni-
tor of the people of Ange±  Tun;  as we  have  seen,  the etymology is cer-
tainly spurious,  for Ange±  was  a  god in his  own  right,  and probably 
Nergal.  Torkc  is also linked to the  eponymous  ancestor of the  Armenians, 
Hayk,  through Haykak,  and it is clear that Xorenacci is relating frag-
ments  of an  epic narrative about  Torkc  which mentions his ugliness, 
ferocity  and strength.  It is unlikely that Xorenacci  has  derived his 
31  story from the Homeric  legend of Polyphemus,  as  Thomson  suggests,  for 
the historian speaks of his  account  as  an araspel  'legend',  a  word he 
uses  freQuently elsewhere in citing native Arm.  traditions and epic 
tales.  Xorenacci  also  contrasts the song  (Arm.  erg)  of Torkc  to the 
legends  of the Hebrews,  Greeks  and Persians  (Samson,  Herakles  and  Rustam, 
the latter properly called by  Xorenacci  Sagcik  'Saka')  as  though to 
stress its Arm.  origin.  The  ugliness  of Torkc  would be apparent to any 
who  beheld the horrid images  of Nergal  described above;  Torkc  shares 
also Nergal's  strength and bellicosity. 368 
c  c  c) 32  Adonc  recognised Tork  (in some  MSS,  Turk  as  the  Arm.  form re-
lated to the name  of the Asianic  Tarhunda,  weather  god of the  Luwians, 
v 
whose  name  comes  from  a  root tarh- meaning  'to be  able  (intrans.); to 
conQuer;  to dominate. ,33  The~thet derived from this base,  tarhuili 
'heroic', is found applied to the storm god of the north Syrians, 
(H)adad,  in a  humn  addressed to his sister, Istar.34  The  name  of a  king 
of Melitene  (modern  Malatya,  west of Ange±  Tun),  Tarhunazi,  contains the 
(i.e., the  southern 
Tarhuna-/Tarhunabe- the name  of a  mountain in Nairi 
v  v  35 
part of Urartu),  so  we  find forms  of the base 
base tarh-,  as  does 
--v 
tarh- used in the  region of Armenia  and in application to  a  non-Asianic 
~ 
civinity as  an  epithet.  The  word survives  into the  Christian period in 
the  form Trokondes,  the name  of a  general of the Byzantine  forces  under 
the  emperor  Zenon. 36 
In the  chapter on  the ethnogenesis of the Armenians  was  discussed 
the likelihood that the ancestors of the nation were  a  people of Thraco-
Phrygian background who  crossed the lands of the Hittites on their long 
migration to the  Arm.  plateau,  perhaps  adopting even their ethnic name, 
hay  'Armenian'  from  an  older form *hatiyos- 'Hittite'.  Contemporary 
records  called the  invaders Muski.  The  Chronicle of Eusebius  Pamphili 
(early fourth  century)  mentions  a  young wrestler named  Moskhos 
KOlophonios;  in the  Armenian  translation of the work,  which was  probably 
completed in the fifth century,  the  same  passage  has  Torkcos  substituted 
for Moskhos:  i  manktwoy  brnamartik kruin Torkcos  Ko±opconaccin miayn  i 
c  ....  ....  c  mankut  ean  i  srjanakaw martin ya±teac  'of the boys  in the wrestling 
fight,  only  TCorkcos  of Ko±opcon  in his boyhood was  victorious in the 
battle with the belt  [srjanakJ. ,37  Wrestling is one  of the  most  ancient 
athletic arts in Armenia,  and to this  day in Armenia  and Iran it is 
through wrestling that the pahlavan  ('athlete', pahlav= 'Parthian')  dis-
38  plays his  strength.  The  Arm.  translator may  have  seen in the archaic 
c  figure of the powerful athlete the image  of Tork  Ange±eay,  the legend-
ary god or hero of strength and victory,  for it is unlikely that  such  a 
change  was  a  mere  scribal error. 
The  ancestors  of the Armenians  probably adopted the cult of Torkc 
from the Asianic peoples  through whose  lands  they passed,  and applied it, 
either as  epithet or eQuation,  to that of Nergal;  the prominence of the 
cult of Ange±  Tun  indicates  the  central importance of Torkc  as late as 
1 
I 
! 
I  , Orontid times.  It is unsafe to suggest but nonetheless  tempting to 
imagine that the  fifth-century Arm.  translator remembered in Gk.  Moskhos 
a  form of the name  MuSki  by which his  ancestors had been  called,  they 
who  brought the cult of Torkc  to Ange±  Tun.  One  recalls also that the 
name  of the Muski  is probably preserved in the Moschyian mountains  of 
Kotarzene mentioned by  Claudius  ptolemy,  a  writer of the  second century 
A.D.,  in his  Geography  (V.12). 
Aside  from the  folk legend of St Thaddeus  mentioned above,  there is 
no  record of any  temple at Angel,  Tun.  In Agathangelos,  the ruler of 
y  ,  y 
Ange±  Tun  is twice  referred to,  as  isxan  'prince' or meclisxan  'great 
prince',39 but there is no  expedition by St  Gregory or by King Tiri-
dates III to the province to  destroy temples  and altars,  although all 
the major cultic shrines of the  country  seem to have been visited and 
pillaged.  Perhaps  the  reason  for this otherwise inexplicable exception 
was  that the  cult of Torkc  Ange±eay,  unlike  those of Barsamin  and Ast±ik, 
had not been assimilated into Armenian  Zoroastrianism.  The  funerary as-
pect of Nergal was  probably appropriated at an early date,  perhaps  in 
the Achaemenid period,  by Sandaramet,  for the name  of the latter divin-
i ty is  SW  Ir.1 in form  40  and probably therefore antedates  the  NW  Ir. in- , 
fluences  which began  in the Artaxiad period.  Sandaramet was  the yazata 
of the earth and thus  associated with burial. 
As  for the aspect of Torkc  Angel,eay  as  a  weather god  and  a  symbol 
of power  and victory, it appears  that these  various  functions  proper to 
Nergal,  Teiseba and Tarhunda were  appropriated by the yazata Vahagn, 
whose  cult  seems  to hav: grown  to overshadow even that of Mihr.41  The 
shift of the  centre of power in Armenia to the northeast in the Artaxiad 
period must  have  hastened further the eclipse of the cult of Torkc 
Angel,eay,  and his hideous  and sinister appearance,  as  described in the 
tradition related by Xorenacci  and as  depicted at Hatra,  would have  been 
considered by  Zoroastrians  as  demonic  and antithetical to the  Good  Reli-
gion.  The  temple  at  Angl,  probably was  allowed by the Arsacids  to  func-
tion,  but it is likely that it was  maintained out of Zoroastrian rever-
ence  for the souls of departed kings  merely,  Orontids who  appear to have 
been  claimed as  ancestors by the Arsacids  in Armenia,  much  as  the Iran-
ian Arsacids  falsely claimed Achaemenian  ancestry (see PCawstos  Buzand 
above).  It did not become  a  major centre of Zoroastrian worship, it 370 
seems,  and did not merit  a  visit  from St  Gregory  on  his mission of de-
struction described by Agathangelos. 
Arm.  popular tradition appears  to have preserved the memory  of 
c  c  c  c  Tork  Ange±eay,  however.  Step an  Malxaseanc  ,  in a  note on  Tork  in his 
translation into modern  Armenian of Xorenacci,  relates a  legend of 
Axalc  cxa (.llkhaltsikhe,  an  Armeno-Georgian  town  in the far northern prov-
ince of GugarkC,  not  far  from the Pontic coast,  now  in the  Georgian  SSR) 
told him by his  father:  there was  a  man  who  was  a  captive in the island 
c  c  (  cave  of a  giant who  had an  eye  on his  forehead that was  t  ap  agyoz  we 
c  c  interpret this word as  'sunken-eyed',  from Arm •. t  ap  - 'fall' and Tk. 
goz  'eye',  compare  Xorenacci,  xorakn lit.  'deep-eyed'  above).  The  man 
escaped by  covering himself with  a  sheepskin and passing between the 
giant's legs,  after which he  made  a  boat  and fled to shore.  The  wood of 
that 
boat 
island was  precious, 
42  for a  fortune. 
and a  Jewish merchant bought the planks  of the 
Even  had Xorenacci  been familiar with the Homeric  story of 
Polyphemus,  as  Thomson  suggests, it is unlikely that the Armenians  of 
Axalccxa were,  and one  notes  the persistence in the tale of the epithet 
'sunken-eyed'--an appropriate  feature  for a  god who  ruled the underworld 
and may  thus  have had a  corpse-like appearance.  It is likely that the 
fragment  in 
father  (the 
Xorenacci  and the modernised tale told to Malxaseancc  by his 
the Turkish kurus  coins  he has,  are all 
parts of the  same  epic. 
goz,  the  Jewish merchant,  and 
modern  features)  are probably 
Xorenacci  relates  how  Torkc  flung boulders  in the sea,  and how  he 
scratched pictures of eagles  on  rock with his  fingernails. 43  In the  Ar~ 
national epic of Sasun which  describes  events  of the ninth-tenth cen-
turies but  contains  elements of great antiquity,  the hero Mher  casts 
huge boulders  into the  river JZire, while the mighty  Dawitc ....  e±ungn 
arav kCarin u  krak tvecc  'scratched a  stone with his  (finger) nail and 
made  a  fire'.  44  Soviet Arm.  scholars  have  suggested that their ances-
tors  saw  the petroglyphs  of the Stone  Age  and the scratches left on  rock-
faces  by the retreating glaciers of the Ice Age  and believed that these 
mysterious  symbols  and marks  had been made  by  Torkc  Ange±eay's  sharp 
fingernailS;45 it seems  fitting that such relics  from the  dawn  of human 
culture may  have been attributed to a  god worshipped at the  dawn  of Arm. 
culture. 371 
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crlix. CHAPTER  12 
HAWROT  AND  MAWROT 
Amongst  the  Amesa  Spentas  of Zoroastrianism (on  these seven,  see 
Ch.  5)  there are two  who  are constantly paired:  Haurvatat  'Wholeness, 
Health',  the  guardian of the waters;  and Ameretat  'Life,  Immortality', 
1  the  guardian of plants.  Dumezil  identified the names  of the  two 
menian  hawrot-mawrot,  a  flower  used in popular rites on  Ascension 
in Ar-
2  Day. 
These  rites involve the  reading of quatrains  called vicaks,  which  are 
meant to foretell one's  fortunes  in love.  Fr.  Epcrem vardapet  Po±osean 
of the  Armenian  MxitCarist  congregation of Vienna wrote  a  study of these 
in connection with the Ascension  Day  holiday.3  We  shall examine  in this 
chapter both flower  and ritual,  drawing attention to those  aspects which 
appear to retain  Zoroastrian features. 
The  cults of certain trees  and plants amongst the  Armenians  may  be 
traced to pre-Christian times,  and frequently again reflect  Zoroastrian 
beliefs.  We  have  noted above  the practice of divination through the 
rustling of the leaves  of the saws-i  'Eastern plane tree',  and have  seen 
that reverence  for this tree lasted well into the mediaeval period;4 in 
Ch.  16 we  shall have  occasion  to discuss the cults of various helio-
tropic plants  and of the poplar tree  (Arm.  barti)  amongst  the  Arewordikc 
'Children of the Sun',  non-Christian Armenians  who  preserved a  multitude 
of Zoroastrian beliefs  and customs,  down  to recent times.5  Here will be 
noted certain trees  and plants of particular interest from the point of 
view ofcZoroastrianism;  a  prodigious  amount  of material concerning Ar-
menian  folk beliefs and uses of plants has  been collected by botanists, 
both in ethnographical studies of their native  regions  and by consulta-
tion of mediaeval medical texts,  herbals  and astrological or magical 
works,  where  numerous  plants are  described and  recommended  in the prepa-
ration of' medicines  or potions--indeed,  these were  often one  and the 
6  . 
same. 
ManY'0.bservers  have  recorded the rites of Ascension  Day.  According 
to  M.  Abe±yan,  who  observed the ritual in his native village of Astapat, 
the  feast is called also  Ca±kamor  ton  'holiday of the Mother of Flowers', 
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on which girls  go  out to gather bunches  of the  flower  called hawrot-
mawrot  (see below).  Other girls  go  to  'steal' water from seven springs. 
This  must  be  done  in silence,  and they must neither turn back nor let 
their buckets  touch the  ground.  The  girls of the jri gol  'water thief' 
and calkahawakc  'flower-gathering' parties meet at evening in a  garden 
and put the water in a  vessel  called ahavgir.  They  then  throw in seven 
stones,  and petals of flowers.  Over the top of the havgir they place  a 
decorated cross  called a  vicak  (see below).  They  guard this under the 
stars, all night long.  The  village boys  come  and try to steal it, but 
never succeed.  (Mr  Edward Tejirian of New  York,  whose  father is  from 
Diyarbekir,  told me  that the  tCas  'bucket' was  kept  on  a  rooftop  on  the 
eve of Ascension  Day.  Although in Xarberd the rites of Tearnendaraj 
were  removed to the  roof to protect the participants  from Muslim moles-
tation in recent years  [see  Ch.  15J, here the  intention may  have  been, 
rather,  to have the  tCas  directly under the stars.)  The  girls sing this 
song as  they stand guard:  Gaccekc  mec  varpet berekc;  Alvorin  xabdan 
jewacCekc;  Aregakn  eres  arekc;  Lusnkan astar jewacCekc;  Amperov bolor 
naxsekc;  Coven  abresum tCel kCaseccekc;  Astlere kocak  sarekc;  Inec  ser 
_vv  c_  c 
kay meje karec ek.  'Come,  bring a  great  craftsman,; Design a  beautiful 
dress,; Make  its front the Sun; And  its lining of the Moon.;  Decorate 
it all in clouds,; Draw  thread of silk from the sea,; Make  its buttons 
of stars; And  sewall the love there is inside it.'  On  the next,  the 
seventh,  or the fourteenth  day after this,  men  and women  gather together, 
a  seven-year-old girl wearing a  red mask  holds  the vicak-Cross,  and 
flowers  are  poured into the water.  Various  individuals before this 
place personal amulets  or other objects in the havgir;  these are now 
removed,  and a  quatrain--also called a  vieak--telling each person's for-
tune is read as  the objects  are extracted.  A similar practice is found 
amongst  the  Zoroastrians  of Yazd,  called moradUla  'bead-pot' or eOkadUla 
'fate-pot'.  In this  game,  girls  gather water at sunset in a  pot,  put  a 
token  in it, cover it with  a  Khordeh Avesta overnight,  and then on the 
morn  draw  out the objects  and sing songs  which  foretell the  'fate'  (pre-
sumably  in love)  of the owners.  Because  of the  use of water,  this prac-
tice was  connected with the rain festival of Tiragan.7  It seems  that 
the  Arm.  ritual is of great antiquity, with wide  and ancient  associa-
tions,  but that it was  in ancient times  invested with  certain  Zor. 
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features.  Modern  Greeks  in June  celebrate the nearly identical rite of 
kledonas  (from kledon  'an omen  contained in a  word',  cf.  Arm.  vicak), 
with items  dropped in water,  flowers,  covering of the bucket,  which is 
kept  under the stars,  a  maiden,  silence,  and the  removal  of the  objects 
7-a  with recitation of fortunes  in couplets. 
In the  calendar of the Armenian  Church,  the holiday of Ascension 
(Arm.  Hambarjman 
the Fifty'), the 
ton)  falls  on  the  fortieth  day of the  Yinancc  (lit.  '·of 
fifty days  which  follow Easter,  the Feast of the Resur-
rection of Christ.  Ascension is mentioned twice  in Scripture  (Mark 
xvi.19,  Luke  xxiv.49-5l),  and in Acts  I.15-26 it is recorded that after 
the Ascension of Christ the eleven Apostles  met to consider supplement-
ing their number with  a  twelfth.  There  were  two  candidates,  Joseph and 
Mattathias,  so lots were  drawn  and Mattathias  was  chosen--the word used 
for  'lot' in the  Arm.  translation of the Bible is Vicak.8  The  holiday 
of the  Mother of Flowers  mentioned above  takes place on  Holy  Thursday, 
which 
milk, 
is Ascension  Day, 
c  called kat napur, 
and it is  customary to eat a  pudding made  with 
on that  day.  On  the  Wednesday before Holy  Thurs-
day,  flowers  are  collected by parties of girls; other girls bring water 
from seven sources  at eventide,  in silence,  and without turning around 
or letting their buckets  touch the  ground.  If they meet  a  man,  they 
must  pour out the water  and start allover again.  Then  in each bucket 
of  'stolen' water is  dropped a  stone or some  sand,  and seven  types of 
grass  found growing on  a  rooftop  (Karin/Erzurum)  or seven types  of 
flowers  or twigs  (Xarberd).  Then  some  distinctive personal belonging is 
put in,  and the  tub  containing the water is placed in an  open place  un- ' 
der the stars  (the location is called ast±unkc ,  'stars') and guarded all 
night long from the boys.  Before noon the next  day,  the vicak-Cross, 
adorned with  flowers,  is paraded about  and vicaki  erger  'vicak songs' 
are  sung.  Then  a  little girl, .called a  hars  'bride' is appointed and 
veiled:  she  removes  the objects  one  by  one  from the tub  and fortunes 
are told,  in the  form of quatrains  as  above.  These  are  sometimes  called 
jan-gilliim  (Tk.  from NP.,  'flower of my  heart'),  and are all  about! love 
and marriage.  On  the night before Ascension  Day,  it is believed that 
all the waters  cease to move  for  an  instant and receive  great powers of 
fertility.  Many  bathe then,  and  a  bath in water to which  seven  flowers 
or green plants have been  added on that  day is believed to  cure illness 378 
and banish sleep,  and to make  one's  desires  come  true.9  In the  Armenian 
epic 
sion 
of Sasun, 
10  Day. 
the lady  Covinar becomes  miraculously pregnant  on  Ascen-
Easter is a  movable  feast  and  can  occur on  different  Sundays  from 
year to year,  so  the holiday of Ascension on the  40th  day after Easter--
Holy  Thursday--is also movable,  and can  occur between  ~g April  and 
11  3  June.  In  some  parts of Armenia,  the-ritual described above  is per-
formed also  on  Vardavar,  the Feast of the  Transfiguration.12  This  feast, 
which  celebrates the  appearance  of Jesus  as  a  shining figure before 
Peter,  James  and John  (Matt.  xvii,  Mark  ix;  this is usually believed to 
have  occurred on  Mount  Tabor),  comes  on  6  August  in the  calendars  of the 
Catholic  and Greek  Orthodox churches,  but according to Arm.  tradition 
St  Gregory the  Illuminator established it on  11 August,  corresponding to 
the first  day of the  month  of Nawasard.  In  551,  Catholicos  Movses  II 
E±iwardecci  reformed the  Arm.  calendar,  changing also the  date of the 
Feast of the  Transfiguration in order to separate it from the  Feast of 
the  Assumption of the Holy Mother of God  (Arm.  Verapcoxumn),  which had 
begun  to be  celebrated in August. 
14th Sunday after Easter,  which is 
He  fixed the  Transfiguration on the 
13  the  7th after Pentecost. 
Both water  and plants play an  important role  in the rituals of 
Ascension  Day,  and we  have  seen that the popular name  of this  day is 
Ca±kamor  ton,  'holiday of the  Mother of Flowers'.  Vardavar is a  festi-
val of the waters.  People  drench  each other with water outdoors,  and 
the ecclesiastical procession sprinkles the  congregation with rose water 
in church.  Al-Birlini noted that the Persians,  too,  splashed each other 
with water on  No  Roz,14  and the  sabze  (fresh green  shoots)  grown  for the 
Persian holiday are later cast into water,  another aspect recalling the 
Armenian practice of putting plants in a  tub of water.15  Three  doves 
were  released on  Vardavar,  according to  StepCanos  Aso±ik  (late tenth 
16  century) . 
Down  to the  end of the last century,  Nawasard w"'s  still celebrated 
as _  their Chtistian  New  Year instead of 1  January by the  Armenians  of 
Sisian and  Zangezur (mountainous,  sparsely populated regions  in the 
southern part of the present-day Armenian  SSR),17  so it may  be  that cer-
tain customs  of the  New  Year are  connected with those of Nawasard. 
Nawasard itself was  celebrated,  as  we  have  seen,  as  Vardavar  during the 
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first two  centuries of Christian Armenia,  and Vardavar and Ascension 
were  celebrated in similar ways.  It is important to note at this point 
that the  No  Roz  on which water was  splashed was  the  Greater No  Roz, 
celebrated on  Roz  Hordad;  customs  associated with water may  have  become 
blended with the rites of No  Roz,  although they had originally been 
proper to the  cult of Hordad.  On  New  Year's  Day  in Armenia,  it is cus-
tomary  for newlyweds  to  go  to  a  spring in silence and to say jri barin, 
v  /  c.  /v  v  jri morin  Andndayin  t  agaworln:  Jur ka±ender es?  'Good one  of the 
water,  mother of the water,/ Of the king in the abyss,/ Will you give  a 
N  Y  "ft  ,18  .  f  ew  ear s  gl  of water?  We  shall discuss the  signiflcance  0 
silence in the ritual presently;  it is sufficient at this point to note 
that it is important also in the  Ascension  Day  ritual, which also in-
volves  a  spring and at which the  vicakahan,  the girl who  takes  out of 
the  tub the various  objects  and reads  fortunes,  is called a  hars  'bride'. 
One  recalls also that the  fortunes  all involve love and marriage. 
Near the village of Xert
C  in the  region of Xnus,  which lies south 
f  K  .  /E  d  f  '1  t  '''1 D v19  th  .  o  arln  rzurum an  a  ew  ffil  es  eas  of Blngo  ag  ere was  a  sprlng 
which  flowed only three  months  of the year,  from May  to July.  Ascension 
Day  falls within this time,  and it was  the  custom of the Armenian  inhabi-
tants of the village to sacrifice a  lamb at the spring on the  holiday. 
Anquetil  du Perron recorded in the eighteenth century the  Zor.  practice 
of sacrificing a  sheep on  Mihragan;  this ritual survives  amongst the 
Irani  Zoroastrians,  who  thread pieces of six different organs  of the 
slaughtered animal on  a  piece of the  gut,  which is tied with  seven 
knots.20  The  Armenians,  too,  tie seven knots  in  a  string to ward off 
evil (there is a  Zor.nfrang ['spell', in this instance] to be  recited 
when  tying seven threads,  knotted eight times,  around the body of a 
pregnant woman  to protect her  from black magic),  21  and the  Armenian 
terminology of sacrifice is rich in MIr.  loan-words  (e.g.,  zoh  'sacri-
fice',  patrucak  'sacrificial animal,).22  It is possible that the  Ar-
menian  sacrifice is a  survival of Zor.  ritual.  The  Zoroastrian libation 
to the waters  (Phl.  Ab-zohr)  is still practised in Iran:  a  priest pours 
into a  stream milk mixed with  rose petals  and marjoram or oleaster. 
This  rite, with the appropriate  recitations of Avestan,  is performed on 
various occasions,  including weddings. 23  In the  Armenian  case,  water is 
drawn  from  seven  springs  (the number  seven perhaps  refers  to the  Amesa  I 
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Spentas),  and mixed with plants,  rather than milk being poured into  a 
spring,  but the  custom of eating kat  cnapur  ('milk soup',  see  above)  may 
go  back to a  time  when  milk was  used.  We  have  noted that Vardavar was 
a  festival of the waters,  and have  cited a  popular invocation to the jri 
morin  'mother of the water(s)',  so it may  be  that  a  libation to the 
waters was  offered in ancient times.  The  precise meaning  and derivation 
of Arm.  Vardavar  (attested as  a  loan-word in the  vernacular Greek of 
24  Asia Minor  as  Vartouvaria,  Vartouvar and Vertou  )  are not known,  but 
the word appears  to contain  Arm. ~  'rose',  a  loan-word  from; Iranian?5 
roses  are used as part of the  Arm.  church ritual,  and they may  have been 
at an earlier time,  as  in the  Iranian Ab-z6hr.  An  ancient  Indo-European 
practice may  underlie Vardavar,  like the Ascension  Day  vicakahanutCiwn, 
for in late May  the  pagan  Romans  celebrated a  holiday called Rosalia. 
The  connections  proposed above  between the rituals of Ascension  Day 
and Zoroastrianism exist, it seems  because of Zor.  influence  on  an an-
cient ritual practiced by Greeks,  Armenians,  and Iranians alike.  One 
might  doubt  the  Zor.  content of the Arm.  ritual,  indeed,  but  for the 
flower hawrot-mawrot  itself, which bears  the  names  of two  Zoroastrian 
divinities,  the  Bounteous  Immortals  Haurvatat  and Ameretat  (PhI.  Hordad 
and Amurdad).  The  two  are  female  in Avestan,  but with the loss  of gram-
matical  gender in Pahlavi they appear to have  been thought of later as 
male.  In the so-called Younger Avestan  dialect their names  are vir-
tually synonymous  with the  creations  over which they preside,waters and 
plants,  and these  continued to be  regarded as  female  in the  Pahlavi 
literature,  for according to  the Bundahisn the  sky,  metals,  wind and 
fire are male,  whilst water,  earth,  plants and fish are  female.  In  Ar-
menia,  as  we  have  seen,  both  flowers  and water are  spoken of as  having 
mothers.  We  have  also seen how  silence is  considered vital to the Ascen-
sion  Day  ritual;  according to both the  Denkard and the  Men6g  I  Xrad, 
Hordad and Amurdad  are offended by  improper talk and by violation of the 
rule of silence  during meals.  Such silence is  regarded as  an  expression 
of reverence  for the  two  yazatas.27  It would seem that  an  ancient rite 
requiring silence was  dedicated in Armenia to the two  Zor.  yazatas  most 
honoured by wilence. 
In Sogdian,  the names  of Hordad and Amurdad  are  found as  hrwwt 
mrwwt  in a  glossary,  where  they are paired thus  opposite  MP.  '(mwr)  d'd 
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28 
hrwd'd;  in Enochic  writings,  Arioch and Marioch are  considered the 
guardians  of the earth;  and in  a  fourteenth-century anti-Muslim treatise 
of John  VI  Cantacouzenus  there is cited the  legend of Arat  and Marat, 
sent to earth by  God  haste kalas  arkhein kai  dikaias krinein  'in order 
to rule well  and judge  justly,.29  The  names  are  found  in the  form 
*hrw"t'  W *mrw't I,  Hurwad  ud Murwad,  in the ninth-century Denkard 
(DkM.  607.6).  In Islamic tradition,  the  devils are  said to have  re-
vealed sorcery to  two  angels  in Babylon,  Harlit  and Marut  (Qur'an, 
SUra  2.96);  according to another tradition,  the  two  are  imprisoned and 
chained in  a  well in Mount  Damavand. 30  In the latter case,  the'two 
divinities,  transformed by Islam into  demons,  are  cast in:;the  role of a 
sort of dual Azi  Dahiika--so  closely linked were  they, it seems,  that 
both could be  substituted for a  single fiend in the  legend,  as  though 
they were  one  person. 
Henning recognised in the text of Agathangelos  the names  of Hordad 
31  and Amurdiid  in  'the Armenian  flower-names  Hauraut Mauraut'.  The  two 
are  found in a  list of flowers  in  a  passage  about  how  the  flowers  of 
spring prefigure the resurrection of men  at the end of days:  Soynpes  ew 
c  c  c  gunak  gunak  ew  erp n  erp n  ca±kanc  n:  orpes  manragorn  ew  vardn  ew 
8llsann  ew  aspazann  ew  yasmikn  ew  aniarn  ew  smnakn  ew  nergisn  ew 
samp±itakn  ew  ma±rukn,  haratn  ew  maratn  ew  manisakn:  ew'ayln amenayn 
h 
,,~  c  .  C  be",:"  C  c.  amaspram  ca~anc n  ew  caroc n  oysk  bo±boJoc  n  garnanwoyn  erewesc  In 
yet  jmeranwoyn.32  R.  W.  Thomson  translated the  above  as  follows:  'Like-
wise  the various  kinds and colours  of flowers ,  like the  mandrake  and 
rose,  and lily and soldane1,  and jasmin  and lotus,  and sumach  and narcis-
sus,  and arum and 1ungwort,  AND  HYACINTH  AND  POPPY  [emphasis  ours]  and 
violet.  And  of all the other fragrant  flowers  and trees,  the budding 
shoots will appear in spring after the winter. ,33  The  Arjern bararan 
translates harut  as  Tk.  tutya  ~i'iegi,  and the  NBHL  translates it as 
Italian giacinto tuberoso;  Kouyoumdjian  translates marut  as  'rose 
campion',  while Bedrossian has  'tuberose'.  Thomson  does  not  cite the 
source of his translation of mawrot  as  'poppy'.  It would appear that 
originally these were  two  separate  flowers,  and one recalls that in 
Zoroastrianism each  of the  33  yazatas has his  own  f1ower. 34  Two  MSS.  of 
Agathangelos  omit the word ~  'and'  between the  two  names,  and the  ear-
lier of the  two texts  dates  from the beginning of the thirteenth century. 382 
It appears  that by that time  the  hawrot  mawrot  was  therefore already 
considered a  single  flower. 
In modern  Armenian  dialects,  the name  of the  flower is pronounced 
horot-morot or xorot-morot,  and is attested also in Kurdish as  xorud-
mordud. 35  The  flower is  a  tuberous  hyacinth,  Latin  amomum  xanthorriza, 
c  36  according to Karst  and Malxaseanc.  It is not the  only flower that 
can be  used in the Ascension  Day  ritual--in Arapkir,  for instance,  the 
Armenians  used dandelions37_-but its connection with plants and waters 
through its name  accords well with the ritual in which it is used.  One 
notes  also that this  same  flower,  the  sunbul  'hyacinth' is one of the 
haft sin  'seven  (objects whose  names  begin with the  Arabic letter) sin' 
which  adorn  every No  Ruz  table.  In Armenian  folklore,  Hawrot  and Mawrot 
are  two  lovers,  and one  recalls that the  vicaks  read on Ascension  Day 
all have  to  do  with love  and marriage.  Poems  have  been written on the 
38  couple,  and in Erzurum when  two  people  fell in love the  Armenians  used 
to  say Xorote morot  e  gter  'Hawrot has  found his  Mawrot. ,39  A proper 
name  probably to be  read as  Hortik is attested from the twelfth cen-
tUry,40 and the word xorotik means  'beautiful' in fourteenth-century  Arm. 
poetry  (in modern  Arm.  dialects,  xorotik-morotik) ,41 all with the affec-
tionate  diminutive  ending -ik which we  have  encountered elsewhere.42 
Armenian  mediaeval poets mention the  flower hawrot-mawrot  in poems 
where  the various  flowers  of spring are allegorical representations of 
Christ  and the Apostles;  we  have  already seen how  St  Gregory the  Illumi-
nator  compared the  season to the  coming resurrection of the  dead.  In  a 
poem called by its first line Aysor  e±ew paycar  garun  'Today it was  a 
glowing spring'  (attributed variously to  the  two  fourteenth-century 
poets  Yovhannes  TClkurancci  or Kostandin  Erznkacci;  one  MS.  of 1336 bears 
the epigraph Yovanes  TCurgurancCoy asacceal vasn yarutCean KCristosi 
'Spoken by  Yovanes  TCurgurancci  CTclkurancciJ  on  the  Resurrection of 
Christ'),  the  flowers  go  out in search of Christ,  the  Rose: 
v 
Ahay  genan 
....  ....  c_  ....  v  .... 
xendir horot  morot  u  junca±kin/ u  ±erken  t  ez  ew  jenen  zsusann or i  mej 
dastin  'Now  hyacinth and sunflower 
the fig and  summon  the lily in the 
depart  for 
43 
meadow.  Y 
the  search/ And  despatch 
In  a  mediaeval  poem 
quoted by  Gabikean,  the  flower is  compared to the apostles:  En  Xorawt 
Morawt  ca±ikn/ Or  ge±ecCik  en  ew  sirun,/ Nman  e  surb Arakceloccn,/ 
Erkotasan nocca  dasun  'That  flower  hawrot  mawrot/ which  is44 beautiful 383 
and comely,/ Is like the holy Apostles/ In their rank of twelve. ,45 
MY  teacher Miss  Vartarpi  Tarpinian was  born in Karin/Erzurum at the 
time of the 1915  Genocide.  Her  family were  sent by the  Turks  in the 
death marches  to Rakkah,  in Syria,  and the survivors  eventually found 
their way  to  a  refugee  camp  in Aleppo.  Miss  Tarpinian's mother and sis-
ters settled in Istanbul,  but  she herself was  sent to France,  first to 
h 
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Marseilles  and then to Paris, where  she was  educated at t  e  Dproc  aser 
boarding school,  an  institution founded for Armenian  refugee  children 
whose  staff included many  of the  finest Armenian  intellectuals who  had 
managed to  escape the  general slaughter by the  Turks.  In addition to 
providing a  liberal education,  the  teachers  sought to instil in their 
charges  a  love of the  joyful customs  of their native land, of the child-
hood that had been  so  cruelly darkened for them.  Thus,  on  the eve, loft 
Ascension  Day,  parties of girls scattered through  the woods  on  the out-
skirts of the  French  capital,  gathering water from  seven  streams  and 
picking seven kinds of flowers  in the  school's  gardens.  The  youngest 
girl at the school  served as  the hars  'bride'  in the  assembly hall, and 
the  vicaks  were  read after church services the next  day as  the personal 
object  cast in by every girl was  removed  from the tub.  Miss  Tarpinian 
recalls that fifty to  a  hundred of the quatrains might be  read each 
Ascension  Day.  She  recalled a  few of them for me:  Arewed.or sires ear,/ 
Arewe  sat mi  ellar:/ Sukcid getin iynalun/ 1m  sirtes  cCi  dimanar.  'If 
you love your sun  [i.e., lifeJ, love,/ Do  not  go  out often in the sun;/ 
Cv  MY  heart  cannot bear/ Your  shadow  falling on  the ground.'  Otk  ed. 
vC  c  _  /  vC  _  .  c  v  /  kananc  c  er e  ear,  Kananc  arteren ekar:/ Slrts otk id tak ellar, 
Koxeir or kananccnar  'Your feet have  become  green,  love;/ You  have  come 
from the  green meadows./ Were  my  heart beneath your feet/ You  would 
trample it and it would become  green [i.e., yOQng,  joyfulJ.'  Heru te±er 
m'ertCar ear,/ CCi  koris,  mec  e  asxarh,/ Yetoy kCez  gtno±in es/ Asxarhn 
al tam et  cCi  tar.  'Do  not  go  to  faraway places,  love; /  Do  not  get lost. 
The  world is wide. /  Even  if I  gave  the world to the one  who  found you 
/ 
C  .... c  .....  then,  He  would not  give  you back. I  Ver p  axc  o±  ampere ear,/ Anjrew 
k'ellan ku  gan  vaT,/  Dun  al i  zur mi  pCaxir,/ Ku  gas  va±n or hars  e±ar. 
'The  upward  fleeing clouds,  love, /  Become  rain and  come  down. /  Flee not 
in vain;/ Tomorrow  you will  come  and be  a  bride.'  Other vicaks  are 
given by 1azari CCareg in his  huge  memoir  of the martyred Armenian  city, 384 
Karinapatum,  yusamatean Barjr HaykCi  ('Chronicle of Karin,  memorial book 
of Upper Armenia'),  Beirut, 1957,  365_8. 45-a 
The  word vicak is attested in the fifth-century Arm.  translation of 
the Bible:  Arm.  arkin vicakS  7  LXX  Gk.  ebalosan klerous  'they cast lots' 
(Nehemiah  XLI);  from vicak is formed the 
ew  vicakeccakc  yarajagoyn hrawirealkc  est 
verb  vicak~im,  as  in Arm.  Orav 
•  v  c  yarajadrut  eann  Astucoy = NT 
Gk.  en hoi kai  eklerothemen prooristhentes kata prothesin  [tou theou] 
'in whom  also we  were  chosen  as  an  inheritance,  being predestinated ac-
cording to the purpose of God'  (Ephesians  1.11).  The  expression  viCak 
arkanel  'to cast lot(s)' is used in both of the passages  referred to 
above  relating to the election of a  new  twelfth Apostle.  In  a  panegyric 
.  c  c.  (  )  v  v  c  of Grlgor  Tat<  .. ewac  1  fourteenth  century  ,  Enddem  Tackac  'Against the 
Muslims',  we  read: 
....  c.  c_  .....  c  .......  c 
.  cartark  1  sovorut  ene nsanac  eW  sarzmanc  , 
isk vicakkc  karceokc  ew  c  c  .........  c·.  ,  t  eakanut  eamb,  ayl  csmartut  eamb  mlayn  Asoucoy 
' ...  skilled in the study of signs  and movements  [are they],  and lots 
through suggestion  and hypothesis  [seem to explain the  future],  but in 
46  truth it is to  God  alone  [to  see the future]. ' 
The  etymology of Arm.  vicak  remains  a  problem.  Acarean based his 
suggestion that it be  derived from a  PhI.  form  *vaiCak on  the  emendation 
of a  word which is  found in  a  passage of the Pahlavi  Arday Wiraz  Namag 
('Book of the  Righteous Wiraz').  The  book is very popular amongst  Zoro-
astrians,  and its subject matter is probably very old,  although the text 
we  now  possess was  probably written in the ninth-tenth  century A.D.  The 
Book  describes  how  a  pious  man  named Wiraz  is  chosen by lot to  drug him-
self in order to release his spirit and discover for the  faithful the 
nature of heaven  and hell.  He  returns to the world of the living after 
seven  days  and relates  all he has  seen to those who  have kept watch over 
his body 
BOOk. 47 
during his  absence.  These  descriptions  take  up  most  of the 
The  theme  of travel between the lands  of the living and the 
dead is  found  in Armenian  tradition in the legend of Ara,  and the source 
of Plato's tale of Er in the tenth book of the  Republic is  Armenian.47-a 
The  Armenian  legend is therefore of considerable  antiquity,  and in later 
Greek  and Latin sources  the  character of Zoroaster,  a  priest,  becomes 
involved in the story.  Armenian  and Iranian conceptions  of the next 
world accord closely,  indicating Zoroastrian influence upon  the beliefs 
of the Armenians  concerning the matters treated in the  Book.  Itis 
, 
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likely,  then,  that the  Zoroastrian tradition of W1raz,  with its simi-
larity to their national legend of Ara,  became  known  to the  Armenians, 
and the  two  tales were  blended together in the  accounts  of later Classi-
al  't  48  th  c  wrl  ers.  The  Armenians  would have  been  aware,  then,  of  e  cast-
ing of the lots in the  Iranian legend.  The  passage 
chosen  for his  momentous  journey reads  as  follows: 
in which  Wiraz  is 
(Ch.  1. 33_4349 ) 
(transcription)  W 'ijL  c~s'n hpt  GBR'  BR'  YTYBWNst  ~d  (34)  W MN  hpt  3 
W  MN  TLT'k  'ywk wyl' c  13J  BR'  wcyt  (35)  W 'YT  MNW  nxs'pwl  13M  YMRRnd. 
I  . 
(36)  W '~L cL~ wyl'c  cygwns  ZK  sxw[nJ  'snwt  MDM  cL  LGL~ YKcYMWN't  (37)  W 
YD~ PWN  ks krt W gwpt  (38)  'YK  HTt'n  MD~Nyt 'DYNm  'k'mk'wmnd mng  'L 
YHBWNyt  (39)  cD  LKWM  m~zdysn'n W L  *n'yck LMYTWNyt  (40)  W J:lT  *n'yck cL  L 
YHMTWNyt  k'mk'wmndyh  cZLWNm  cL  ZK  gy'k  zyl  'hlwb'n W dlwnd'n  (41)  W ZNH 
~  . 
pytg"m drwstyh'  YI~LWNm W l'styh'  YHYTYWN~.  (42)  W '~L  cL~s'n m'zdysn'n W 
L  *n'yck  YHYTYWNt  (43)  pltwm b'l PWN  hwmt  W dtykl b'l PWN  hwxt  W stykl 
b'l PWN  hwwlst  KR~ TLT'k  cL wyl'c  Y·TWNt. 
(transliteration)  Ud  pas  awesan haft mard nisast hend  (34)  ud az haft  3 
ud az  se  ewag Wiraz  nam  be wizld  (35)  ud ast ke  Newsabuhr  nam  gawend. 
(36)  Ud  pas  ay Wlraz  clyan-is an  saxwan  asnud abar a  pay estad (37)  ud 
dast pad kas kard ud guft  (38)  ku agar-tan sahed eg-am  akamagamand  mang 
rna  dahed  (39)  ta asma  mazdesnan  ud man  ~'naylzag abganed (40)  ud 
agar*naYlzag a  man  rased kamagamandiha  sawem  a  an  gyag  1  ahlawan  ud 
druwandan  (41)  ud en  paygam  drustiha barem ud rastlha a1mrem.  (42)  ud 
pas  awesan  mazdesnan  ud man  *naYlzag  awurd  (43)  fradom bar pad humat  ud 
dudlgar bar pad huxt  ud sidigar bar pad huwarst har se  a  Wiraz  amado 
(translation)  'And  afterwards  the  seven men  sat  down,  (34)  and from  the 
seven,  three  [were  chosenJ,  and from the three,  one  by  the  name  of 
Wlraz was  chosen,  (35)  and some  call him by the name  of Nisapur.  (36) 
And  afterwards,  when  he had heard those words,  WIraz  rose to his  feet 
(37)  and placed his  hands  across his breast and said:  (38)  "If it seem 
proper to you,  then  do  not  give  me  mang50against  (my)  will,  (39)  until 
a  lot is cast by you,  0  Mazda-worshippers,  and by me.  .( 40)  And  if the 
lot  comes  to me  I  shall go  willingly to that place of the  righteous  and 
the sinful,  (41)  and shall bear this message  rightly and bring (it) 
truthfully."  (42)  And  afterwards  a  lot was  brought to them,  the Mazda-
worshippers,  and to me.  (43)  All three  came  to Wlraz--the first time  for 
good thoughts,  the second time  for good words,  and the third time  for 
good  deeds. ' 
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AJ3  is seen  from the  above  passage,  the lot cast was  a  1~eY'I, 
transliterated by Jamaspji  Asa  as  nahlchak  and translated by Haug  as 
'lots'; MacKenzie  renders it as  naylza€. 'small  reed,  straw',  comparing 
NP.  nayize.51  Aearean's  reading,  valeak,  accepted by Meillet with emen-
dation of the  text  (perhaps  to  *"~J veeak;  Aearean  does  not specify 
this),52 is accepted by  R.  Abrahamyan  in his  Pahlavi  dictionary53 and in 
his Armenian  translation of the Arday Wlraz  Namag,  where he translates 
the  Pahlavi word in  ~uestion as  Arm.  vieak  'lot' without  comment.54 
Prof.  Bailey explained Zor.  PhI.  vayieak  'lot' 
tival increment  -~-, with base  vee- 'throw,.55 
as  containing the adjec-
Aearean noted also the 
use  of, the  verb  abgandan  'throw'  in the Pahlavi text,  corresponding to 
Arm.  vieak arkanel  'to cast lots',  an  expression  found several times  in 
the Bible.  The  argument here is one of sense:  lots are  cast;  straws, 
however,  are not--they are  drawn.  It is unlikely that the  Pahlavi 
writer used the verb  'to throw'  meaning  as  the object  'lots' but using a 
word  meaning  tstraw',  for nayizag is not  an  obscure word,  but  a  common 
diminutive  (cf.  MP.  kan-lzag  'girl') of the word for  a  reed,  nay,  also 
one of the most  popular musical  instruments in Iran.56  In the Pahlavi 
Psalter,  the term vee(_ih)57 is  used in  a  sacerdotal sense parallel to 
Arm.  vieak,  the latter term used to mean  an area under one's  control 
(mainly as  a  term of ecclesiastical jurisdiction58). 
Various  trees  and plants were  and are still venerated by  Zoroas-
trians  as  creations of Amurdad,  and in this chapter it may  be  appropri-
ate to  discuss  certain Armenian practices which present interesting 
parallels.  The  veneration of trees in Armenia is attested in the writ-
ings  of the  fourth-century Syrian monk  Mar  ~a, who  found the people of 
a  place called cwe  (cAusa)  on  the river Arsenios  devoted to the cult of 
) a  tree.  He  converted the people to  Christianity and built a  church  and 
monastery in the village.  Mar  Quria~6s, the Metropolitan of Melitene, 
consecrated the  church,  and four priests were  appointed to serve there.59 
The  cypress  and other evergreens  are  respected in many  countries 
because  they do  not  shed their leaves  as  deciduous trees  do.  Because of 
this they are  seen to represent immortality,  and are often associated 
with the  immortal spirits of the  dead.  Horace wrote  in his Odes 
(Book  11.14)  that all is lost with  death  and the  cypress  alone  attends; 
in Book  X of the Metamorphoses  of Ovid,  the cypress is represented as 387 
the tree of mourning and the  companion of those  in distress.  In  China, 
the pine and cypress were  seen to represent  constancy,  for they are al-
ways  green,  while other trees  change with the  seasons.  A proverb  ~uoted 
by  Confucius  says  that only when  the year grows  cold do  we  see that the 
60  pine and cypress  are the last to  fade. 
In Iran,  the cypress  has since ancient times  been the object of 
veneration.  Yet it is not associated with  death or mourning,  as  these 
are  contrary to  the spirit of Zoroastrianism.  According to the  Bah-name, 
Zoroaster brought  a  cypress  from Paradise to the land of Iran;  GuStasp 
planted it at the  gate  of the  fire-temple of Burzen Mihr in Parthia. 
The  great  cypress which  stood at the village of Kismarwas  identified 
with this sacred tree,  and one of the heroes of the Parthian epic Vis  u 
Ramin  (which  survives  only in  a  NP.  version)  is named K.smyr-yal or 
K. smyr,  presumably after the village where  the  cypress of Zoroaster 
nourished still.  It was  cut  down  by the Abbasid  Caliph Mutawwakil  in 
A.D.  861. 61  This was  a  deed of great wickedness,  for  Zoroastrians hold 
cypresses  and evergreens  generally to be  sacred as  representative above 
other growing things  of the immortality Amurdad 
his  Life of Artaxerxes  mentions  that the Persian 
represents;  Plutarch in 
'b  62  1  satrap Terl  azus  a-
lowed his soldiers to  cut  down  even  the pine and cypress  for fuel  during 
a  particularly cold winter.63  The  nineteenth-century American writer 
Henry  David Thoreau was  moved to  ~uote in Walden  the  Golestan of the 
Persian poet Sacdi,  who  explained that the  cypress bore  the epithet azad 
(}noble,  free')  because it was  ever-blooming and not  seasonally transi-
tory,  even  as  the religious recluses  called azadan who  lived in unchang-
ing solitude,  their hearts never led astray by the transitory aspects of 
1 · f  64  l  e. 
In  Armenian,  the  cypress is called noc-i or saroy,  both Iranian 
65  loan-words.  A copper  coin of the Arm.  Artaxiad king Tigran  IV,  who  is 
best known  for the  jugate issues struck with his  sister-~ueen Erato to-
wards  the  end of his  reign,66 depicts  clearly a  graceful,  slender 
cypress,67  perhaps  the holy cypress bf Kismar revered by the  contempo-
rary Parthians. 
Another evergreen,  the  juniper  (Arm.  gihi)  is revered by the  Ar-
menians.  It was  often planted near chapels,  even  as  the  Irani  Zoroas-
trians still plant evergreens--cypress,  myrtle  and pine--around their 
1 
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fire-temples. 68  There  is a  legend that St  Gregory  the  Illuminator once 
slept in a  hole in the  trunk of a  juniper,  and it was  believed that eat-
ing its needles would relieve those  cured of demonic  possession of the 
memory  of their ordeal.  Zors.,  according to Al-Blrlini,  fumigated their 
houses  with  juniper during Fravardigan,  in order to please the spirits 
of the  righteous  departed. 69,  Christ is said to have blessed the  juniper 
and saws-i with eternal  green  (a puzzling legend in the  case  of the 
plane tree, which is  deciduous)  because they sheltered him and hid him 
when  the  Jews  were pursuing him.70  Not  all Armenians  regarded ever-
greens with  such  reverence;  in one  mediaeval  MS.  we  are bidden to regard 
references  to  them in Scripture as  metaphors  of barrenness,  for they 
bear no  fruit. 71 
oak. 
Another tree accorded great  reverence  amongst the Armenians  was  the 
vc  _ 
There was  a  sacred grove  of these near the village of Xac  anes  in 
Vaspurakan before the first World War.  A person who  left some  posses-
sion there was  not  allowed to  touch it again  for 24 hours,  and no  other 
person  could ever touch it.72  It is not  explained why  this particular 
prohibition was  observed,  but one recalls that personal belongings  are 
left in the havgir before  Ascension  Day  and are extracted the next  day--
or later--so that  a  vicak may  be  read for each. 
Armawir  was  used also  for mantic purposes,  as we 
The  plane  grove  of 
73  have  seen,  so  perhaps 
personal belongings left in the sacred grove  for a  time were  used later 
for the  divination of a  particular person's  fate.  Other sacred groves 
(Arm.  mayri  'grove,  fir tree', antar  'forest') existed in ancient times. 
A mediaeval text refers to mairekan  Aramazd  'Aramazd of the  grove(s) ,,74 
indicating that  groves were  sacred to him (cf.  the  oak of Dodona  in 
Greece,  which was  sacred to  Zeus  and was  used for divination).  A forest 
of firs  (Arm.  mayri)  called Cnndocc  antar (lit.  'forest of generations') 
was  planted by  the Orontid king Eruand near the newly-founded holy city 
of Bagaran;75  firs are  evergreens,  and the  grove  may  therefore have  been 
planted in accord with the  Zoroastrian  custom discussed above.  The  Ar-
menian  Arsacid king Xosrov II Kotak  (A.D.  330-8)  over five  centuries 
later planted a  grove  of oaks  (Arm.  ka±in,  kalni)  called Tacar mayri 
==--=~  76 
'Palace  grove'  and another of firs  called Xosrovakert  'Made  by Xosrov'. 
Both kings  used the  forests  they had planted as  game  preserves  for the 
royal hunt. 77 
j 
, Certain plants,  creations of Amurdad,  are  revered by  Armenians  and 
Zoroastrians alike for their properties.  Irani  Zoroastrians  employ  fre-
quently as  a  ritual food sir-o-sedow  'garlic and rue',  a  pungent broth.78 
Rue  is also used separately, being scattered at shrines,79 and is much 
revered also by Muslim Iranians, who  call it sipand.80  The  Arm.  word 
for  rue,  spand,  is  a  loan-word from MIr.,81  and the  Armenians  use the 
plant as  a  talisman against evil spirits and the evil eye.82  Garlic 
(Arm.  sxtor,  xstor,  from *IE.83)  is also used as  a  talisman against evil 
spirits by the Armenians;84 it is also threaded with blue beads  and an 
eggshell and left on  the balcony of the house against the evil eye,85 
and is believed to protect newlyweds  or those with new  garments  against 
malign,POwers.86  Garlic was  regarded as  efficacious  against  demons  in 
Sasanian Iran,  too,  where,  according to Biriini,  the Sir-sur  'Garlic-
feast' was  celebrated yearly on  the 14th day of the month  Dai. 87 
Various  other plants  are believed by the  Armenians  to counteract 
the  powers  of evil.  A medical  MS.  advises  one  to  smoke  the  arju vard 
(lit.  'bear's rose',  Latin Paeonia officinalis)  or 
against witches,  demons  and demonic  possession. 88 
61der or water elder)  is believed to turn  away  the 
brew it as  a  tea 
The  bri/br~ni  (dog 
evil eye, 89  and the 
sew  sonic/arjnde±  (black rose  campion)  is sprinkled on bread eaten by a 
90  c  pregnant woman  to keep  Satan  from her.  Xorenac  i  cites  a  fragment  of 
the ancient  epic of Artases  about  the Alan princess SatCinik which was 
thought by M.  Abe±yan  to refer to  a  magical plant:91  Ayl  ew  tencCay, 
asen,  SatCinik tikin tencCans,  zartaxur  xawart  ew  zticC xawarci  i 
barjicCn Argawanay. (MX  1. 30).  ,f'Also,  II  they  say,  "the lady SatCinik had 
a  desire  for  a  crown of greens  and the rhubarb plant  from the  feast of 
Argawan. ,92 
The  lostak  'mandrake  (root)',  called by Armenians  the  'king of 
plants ',93 is held to be  a  cure  for every illness,94 and it is used also 
as  a  love potion.95  But it is  dangerous  to tear the  root  out  of the 
ground,  for it will cry out,  and its cry kills men.  So  the  Armenians 
dig carefully around it while  reciting a  prayer against hearing its 
vOice,96  and then bring a  chicken or the kid of a  goat to pull it out. 
Most  often,  however,  a  dog is used.97  The  animals,  it is said,  often 
die,  yet as we  shall see in the next  chapter,  dogs  are believed to 
possess  supernatural powers  most  efficacious  against  death,  and it is 390 
perhaps  for that reason that men  used them in order not  to  die when 
extracting the  mandrake,  the  voluble  creation of a  yazata venerated by 
silence. 
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MIr.  loan-word (see  Arm.  Gr.,  160 s.v.  xoyr  and H.  W  ..  Bailey, 
'Vasta,'  in J.  P.  Asmussen,  ed.,  Iraniart:3tudiespresented to Kay 
Barr,  Copenhagen,  1966,  36  on  Arm.  arta-,  Georgianartag-i  'cover-
ing').  We  takexawart asa loan-word from  a  Mlr.  p.  part.  xvart 
'eaten' ofxvar- 'eat', with Arm.  intrusive -a- (cf.  Arm.  x;;;::;;:ret, 
caxarak,  discussed in  Ch.  10), cf.  Arm.  xortik 'good'  (Arm.  Gr., 
161),  probably borrowed at a  later stage,  when  Mlr.  xwar- came  to 
be pronounced asxor-.  The  wordticC is obscure,  and we  have  fol-
lowed the Arm.  lexicographers  in translating it as  'plant' or 
'food'.  Arm.  xawarci may  be analysed as  xawar-ci(l)  (?) with ci1 
'plant'  as  suffix, i.e.,  'edible plant'.  Such  a  name  could be ap-
plied to  a  variety of vegetables,  and is,  for  Gabikean  (op.  cit., 
83)  lists three different plants  called xawarcil, all of them 
edible.  The  most widely accepted meaning is  'rhubarb'  (loc.  cit., 
no.  526;  see also  G.  Ter-MkrtcCyan,  Hayagitakan usumnasirutCyunner, 
I, Erevan,  1979,  470). 
93.  MA  7,  34. 
94.  AVanda~atum, 118-9  (no.  331);  G.  Srvanjtyanc
C  (Erker, I, Erevan, 
1978,3) reports the more  modest  claim that the mandrake  cures  14 
different illnesses. 
95.  Ter-MkrtcCyan,  op.  cit.,  468. 
96.  Srvanjtyanc
C
,  op.  cit., 285-6,  cites the text of the prayer,  which 
invokes  God  and the  Christian saints. 
~C  4  97.  Ter-Mkrtc yan,  op.  cit.,  70;  Avandapatum,  119. 
I CHAPTER  13 
CAPTIVE  POWERS:  APOCALYPTIC  AND 
ESCHATOLOGICAL  LEGENDS 
The  legend exists in various  cultures  around the world of a  king 
or hero  confined to  a  cave or mountain until an apocalyptic  event when 
he  is released.  In western Europe,  for example,  there is the legend of 
Frederick Barbarossa,  the  German  king who  was  drowned in Cilician Ar-
menia during the Third Crusade,  late in the twelfth century,  but who  is 
believed to be waiting in a  cave in the Kjffh1iuser mountain in Thuringia 
for the reunification of Germany.  There is a  popular Greek superstition 
that Alexander the  Great still 'lives and reigns'  (see  Ch.  14).  We  have 
already  discussed the Iranian legend of the  imprisonment of AZi. Dahaka 
in Mount  Damavand by the hero  ThraiHaona and its treatment in Armenian 
epic tradition, where  the monster of the Avesta is variously identified 
as  foreign tyrant or heresiarch.l  It was  seen also how  in Armenian 
folklore the  Zoroastrian yazata Mithra is led by a  crow to a  cave  at 
Van  where  he waits  for the restoration of justice to the world:  an 
apocalyptic vision in which Mithra  (Arm.  Mher)  is an  epic historical 
figure,  the leader of the Armenians  of Sasun in their rebellion against 
foreign  oppressors.2  It is believed that on  Ascension  Day  the  cave of 
Mher  yawns  open  and the hero  (as  the  Epic  regards  him)  may  be  seen 
astride his steed. 3 
The  various  legends  cited above  seem to have  a  single  common  fea-
ture,  in that at the centre of each stands  a  hero  or villain whose 
powers  are seen to be  so  great that they would effect  a  complete trans-
formation of the world--either destruction or redemption--were they to 
run their full  course.  But  the world is as it was  before:  the world 
conqueror's lands have  fallen  away;  the evil demon  has not  succeeded in 
corrupting all of the  creations;  the liberating hero has not procured 
everlasting freedom for his nation.  Yet  the  central figure  retains the 
awe  still of those who  hoped in him or feared him,  and he  is  granted 
immortality,  the  completion of his works  postponed until the  end of 
days.  Neither wholly  god nor wholly mortal,  he is  consigned for the 
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intervening ages  to an earthly place of seclusion endowed with super-
natural features:  mighty  Damavand,  or the  rocky heights of Van  fortress 
with its blind portals  and mysterious  cuneiform inscriptions.  We  shall 
discuss in this  chapter two  epic figures  of power made  correspondingly 
captive in Mount  Ararat,  Artawazd and Sidar,  and various  legends  con-
nected with them. 
Another  general theme  in the history of human  religion and thought 
is the relationship of men  to animals.  Some  of the latter were  con-
sidered noxious,  creatures of evil,  and in both Iran and Armenia there 
is evidence that  certain classes of beasts and insects were  regarded 
thus.4  Animals  such as  cows  and horses were  useful,  friendly to man, 
and often considered sacred;  birds like the  eagle were  endowed with 
supernatural powers,  and it seems  that these miraculous  properties 
caused the real eagle to be transmuted into  a  fantastic  creature in 
Iranian legendry.5  In  Iran,  the  dog was  considered a  creature of par-
ticular sensitivity to death and supernatural phenomena;  in Armenia, 
both the  dog  and a  dog-like  supernatural creature called the  aralez are 
associated with the  captive powers  mentioned above.  The  aralez probably 
is an  invention of folklore which  developed out of the dog--like the 
Persian simurgh  from the eagle--and it figures  prominently in the legend 
of Ara  and Samiram,  which we  shall discuss  below. 
The  name  Artawazd is a  western MIr.  form of the name  attested in 
Av.  as  ASavaZdah-,6  coming probably  from an old western  Iranian form 
represented in Elamite  as  Irdumasda.7  If Benveniste"s  interpretation of 
the Elamite  form is correct,  the name  would be  thus  attested in Iran 
from the earliest times that the Armenians were 
trians.  The  name  is 
(Ys. 
compared by Jackson to the 
64.4),  which  he  translates 
in contact with  Zoroas-
Gathic  ~v.  phrase 
as  'furtherers of  asahya vazdreng 
righteousness ,8  and which Insler renders with the word  g~ following  as 
'the  draft  oxen of truth', which  he  explains  as  'the earthly community 
of the faithful,.9  It is more  likely that ASavazdah  means  'constant in 
righteousness', with  Av.  vazdah- 'constant' ,9-a  as befits one who  is to 
assist the  Saviour at the  Renovation of the world together with other 
heroes  including one  Gew  son of Gudarz,  who  is obviously  a  Parthian 
(GBd.  29.7).  The  imprisonment  in Mt.  Damavand  of AZi,  Dahaka is de-
scribed in the  same  chapter.  One  ofASavazdah's  seven  companions  at 401 
Frasegird is Fradaxsti,  PhI.  Fradaxst.i Xlimbigan,  who  is to withstand 
the  demon  of wrath,  Aesma,  then,  but  for fear of whom,  according to the 
Phl.  explanation of his  name,  he was  raised in a  jar (ke bim az  Xesm  ray 
andar xlimb  parwarihist,  zsp.  35.4).  As  will be  seen,  the  Arm.  Artawazd 
was  a  contemporary of the Parthian Arsacids;  he is depicted as  an  es-
chatological figure;  he  is  imprisoned in a  mountain  and  compared to or 
even  eQuated with Azi  Dahaka;  and other eschatological heroes  confined 
in bottles are likened to him.  The  name  is found in various  Greek  forms 
(Artaouasdes,  Artabasdes,  Artabasdos,  Artabazos,  Artabazes)  in Iran and 
Asia Minor  from the Parthian period.10  The  name  Artawazd is  found with 
11  some  freQuency in Armenian history down  to the twelfth century.  Three 
kings by the name  of Artawazd reigned over Armenia in the Artaxiad 
period:  Artawazd 
and Artawazd III, 
I,  son of Artaxias I; 
12  son of Artawazd II. 
Artawazd II, son of Tigran II; 
Artawazd II is well known  as 
the  Armenian king taken  captive in 33  B.C.  by Mark  Antony  and killed two 
years later by  Cleopatra VII of Egypt  after the battle of Actium;13  and 
it was  at the wedding feast of the  sister of Artawazd and Pacorus,  son 
of the  Parthian king Orodes,  that the head of the  defeated Crassus was 
brought in during a  recitation  from the Bacchae of Euripides,  according 
to Plutarch.  The  actor Jason  took up  the head of Crassus  and sang the 
14  lyric passage of the bacchante rejoicing at the murder of Pentheus. 
Movses  Xorenacci  in his History writes that at the  death of Artases 
(Artaxias  I)  'much  slaughter took place according to the custom of the 
c  ~  ..  c  c)  15  heathens'  (bazum kotorack  line  in est awrlnl  het anosac.  Movses 
adds  that Artawazd was  displeased and,  according to the singers of 
Go±tC n,16 said to his  father  (presumably before the  death of the latter), 
.... c  c  ....  c  c  Minc  du  gnac er, ew  zerkirs  amenayn  end k  ez tarar, es  awerakac  s  orpes 
tCagaworem  'Since you have  departed and taken all the  country with you, 
how  shall I  be king of these ruins?'  Whereupon  his  father cursed him 
d  ·d  t C- d  h  c.  ..  M·  kC  kal c.  kC "'kc  an  sal  E  e  u  yors  ecc  18  yazat  1  ver  1  aSls,  z  ez  C In  aJ  , 
tarccin yazat  i  ver i  Masis,  and kacccces,  ew  zloys  mi  tescces  'If you 
ride to the hunt  on  Azat  Masikc  [i.e., Greater Ararat] the kCajkC will 
take you and carry you  up 'on  Azat  Masikc:  may  you remain there and not 
see the light!:(MX 11.61).  The  kCaJkc,  lit.  'brave ones', were  regarded 
in mediaeval times  as  supernatural  creatures who  lived in the mountains; 
it has  also been  suggested that they were  the spirits of the Artaxiad r 
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royal ancestors.17  According to Persian literary tradition,  the  Sasan-
ian king Bahram V (called Gar  'onager'),  a  famed  hunter,  died during the 
chase  when  he  fell into a  hole  (NP.  gar);  such  a  death seems  to be  a 
t  f  I ·  •  X  c.  .  Z  c  - opos  0  ran~an ep~c.  orenae  1  contlllues:  rue  en  zsmane  ew 
parawunkc,  etCe  argeleal kay yayri  mium  kapeal erkatCi  sktCayiwkc :  ew 
....  c  .....  c  v  ..... 
erku sunk  hanapaz  krcelov zs±t  aysn,  janay elanel ew  amel vaxcan 
~  h'  1  "  - k'  k  C  C  I  k  nkc 
asxar 1:  ay  1  Jayne  ranar ut  ean  darbnac  zawranau?  as~n,  apa  no 
Vasn  oroy ew  ar merov isk zamanakaw  bazumkc  i  darbnacc,  zhet ertCalov 
araspelin,  yawur miasabatCwoj ericcs kam  cCoriccs  baxen  zsaln,  zi 
c  ......  c  c  zawrasc  in,  asen,  skt ayk n  Artawazday.  'The  old women  also tell this 
tale of him [i.e., Artawazd IJ:  He  is confined in a  cave  and bound with 
iron chains,  and two  dogs  daily gnaw  at the  chains.  He  tries to  go  out 
and make  an  end of the  country,  but the bonds,  they say, are  strengthened 
by the  sound of the striking of hammers  of blacksmi.ths.,  Because  of this 
even in our own  time many  smiths,  following the fable,  strike their 
anvils three or four times  on  the first  day of the week,  so that, they 
say,  the bonds  of Artawazd may  be  strengthened'  (MX  11.61). 
Another  version of the  above  legend is  found in the PatmutCiwn 
tiezerakan  'Universal History',  a  work of the thirteenth century attrib-
uted to  Vardan Barjrberdcci:18  MolorutCiwndiwacc  xabeacc  zkrapastsn 
HayocC  i  jern kCrmaccn,  orkc  asein tCe  zArtawazd omn  visapkc  argeleal en 
C  ~  C  kendani  i  Masis learn:  ew  na elaneloc  e  ew  zasxarhs  uneloc:  ew  omn 
ayl mtacC uner  zisxanutCiwn Hayocc:  zarhureal harccaner  zkjays  diwacc 
ew  zkaxardsn,  tC~ erb lini Artawazday  elaneln i  kapanaccn.  EM  nokca 
aBen  cena:  tee  acC kamis  zelaneln nora i  kapanacc ,  hraman  tur  end 
amenayn  asxarhs  darbnaccn,  or i  Nawasardi  am amenayn  darbin kopce 
kranawn  i  veray sali iwroy:  ew  erkatCkCn  Artawazday andren hastati:  ew 
kataren  znoyn  hraman  ayzm  amenayn  darbin,  or i  Nawasardi  kranaw harkanen 
zsaln minccew cCaysar  'At the  hands  of the kCurms['priests'J the  idola-
ters of Armenia were led astray in the  confusion of the  dews.  (The 
kCurms)  said that the visapkc  ['dragons,19J  had imprisoned a  certain 
Artawazd alive in the mountain  Masikc ,  and he will come  out  and will 
have  the country.  And  someone  else thought  "(he will have)  dominion 
over Armenia  (also)."  And  frightened,  he  asked also the witches20  about 
the desires of the  dews:  "When  will be the  escape of Artawazd  from his 
bonds'I:'  They  said to him,  "If you  do  not  desire his  escape  from his 
I 
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bonds,  command  all the  smiths  of the  country that on  the  day of Nawasard 
[i.e.,  on  New  Year's  Day2l]  every  smith strike his  anvil with his  hammer; 
the irons of Artawazd will be  strengthened by it."  And  every blacksmith 
fulfills the  command  now;  they strike their anvils with a  hammer  on the 
day of Nawasard,  to this  day.'  Eznik Ko±bacci  compared the legend of 
Artawazd 
22  Jews: 
and the belief in his  release to the messianic hopes  of the 
Ew  acc  zokc 
iwreans  kendani:  zi kendanikc  i  marmnaworacc  erkun  ewetC kan,  Enokc  ew 
E±ia.  Ayl  orpes  "  c  dr- b'  c  t C - k  d  'k  c_  z~ek san  e  xa  e~n dewk  e  en  an~  ayc  e, 
.  c  c  ............. 
eg~ptakan hnaro±ut  eann kapeal arkeal kaxardanawk  zdew  ~  s~s, 
k  c  c  'tC  kC  k'  ,  c_  h  dr'  c_  arcec  lie  aneln  e  Ale  sandros  endanl  lC  e  ew  rna  xn  lC  e:  ew 
galustn KCristosi xaytarakeacc  zxabeutCiwnn,  ew  ebarj  i  miJoy 
zgaytcak±utCiwnn,  noynpes  ew  molorutCiwnn  diwacc  xabeacc  zdiwccapasts 
H  c  t C  Ar  d  1  l' c_  d'  c  c  Y  k  d  '  ayoc  ,  e  e  zomn  tawaz  anun  arge  ea  lC  e  lwac,  or  C ,ayzm  en  anl 
k  1  1  c  - c  v  't'  k  al k  ay,  ew  na e  ane  oc  e  ew  uneloc  zasxarhs:  ew  ~ sno  ~ yoys  ape  an 
anhawatkC,  orpes  ew  HreaykC or i  zur aknkalutCiwn kapeal kan,  etCe 
'tC  C  - ......  _...  c 
Daw~  galoc  e  s~nel zErusa±em ew  zo±ovel  zHreays,  ew  and t  agaworel 
c  ...,.  c 
nma  noc  a.  'Nor have  [the visapk  ]  taken to themselves  alive  and in 
23  bondage  anyone  of royal lineage or of the heroes,  for of corporeal 
beings  only  two  remain alive,  Enoch  and Elijah.  But  just as  the  dews 
deceive  concerning Alexander,  that he  is alive--according to the  Egyp-
tian art they bound and cast a  dew  by witchcraft  into a  bottle and 
24 
caused one to think it was  Alexander,  alive  and asking for death,  but 
the advent of Christ disgraced deception and banished scandal--so  also 
did the confusion of the  dews  deceive the worshippers of the  gods  of Ar-
menia:  that  someone  by the name  of Artawazd is imprisoned by the  dews, 
that he  is alive until now  and will come  out  and will have the  country, 
And  those without faith are bound by vain hope,  even  as  the Jews,  who 
are bound by the vain expectation that David will come  to Jerusalem and 
to  gather the Jews  and to be their king there. ' 
The  two  dogs  that  gnaw  at the  chains of Artawazd may  represent  day 
and night,  for  according to the mediaeval writer Vanakan  vardapet25  they 
are  Seaw  ew  Spitak,  or yar lezun  zkapans  nora  'Black and White,  which 
eternally lick  (yar lezun)  his bonds.'  We  shall find Arm,  yar  'eter-
nally'  and lez- 'lick' presented often as  a  folk  etymology of the 
name  of the mythical  creature  called the  (y)aralez; to the black 
I 
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and white  dogs  may  be  compared the  figure of Zamanak  'Time'  in Ar-
menian  folklore,  who  sits on  a  high mountain  and rolls alternately a 
white  and a  black ball of thread down  the mountainside.26  Vanakan  wrote 
of the legend of Artawazd,  Ays  e  yaralez araspeln  'This  is the  fable of 
the  (y)aralez. ,27  It may  be  recalled that in the  8att-name  Kava,  the man 
who  raised the banner of revolt  against the tyrant  ~a~~ak was  a  black-
smith,  and in both Iran and Armenia objects of iron  (particularly 
shears)  were  considered potent talismans against evil.28  Blacksmiths 
seem to have played a  role of religious  significance in pre-Christian 
Armenia.  According to  a  mediaeval Armenian letter (attributed to 
Xorenacci,  probably inaccurately)  to the nobleman  Sahak Arcruni in which 
is described the mission of the Apostle  Bartholomew to the province of 
AnjewacCikc  in Armenia,  the HogeacC or Hogwocc  Vankc  .(  'Monastery of All 
Souls ,)29 was  originally sacred to Anahit30  and was  called Darbnacc  KCar 
'Rock of the Smiths': 31  Dewk c  bazumk  c  bnakeal ein i  K
C am yayn,  ew 
patrein  zmardik  tebwoyn,  tueal yaynm  tebwoJe  debs  axtakans  ar i  katarel 
zpbcutCiwns  axticC,  kranajayns  darbnacc  ahawor  hrasiwkc  arhawirs 
gorcein:  yors  mardik  as:x!arhin  sovorealkc,  and ar kCrayin  degerein, 
.  .  vC  C  C  .  t'  t'  c  - areal  1  c  astuacoc  n  crars  t  araxacors  l  pa lr ax  lC n,  orpes  zcrarsn 
Kiprianosi  ar  i  patir Yustinea kusin:  ew  anuanein  zanun  te±woyn  aynorik 
.  c  c 
Haseal Isurb Arak ealn halaceac  zdarbinsn  zgorc6neays 
..... c  .  •  c..,.  c  c  arln,  ew  zkursn  p  sreac  or yanun  Anahtay er.··  'Many  dews  lived in 
that  Rock  and seduced the men  of that place,  giving [them]  there potions 
of passion for the fulfillment of the  corruption of their passions. 32 
33  They  made  blows  of the hammer,  terrors by  dread wonders.  The  men  of 
the  country became  learned in these  and lingered by the  crucible,  taking 
from the non-gods  talismans34  dripping with corruption for seduction to 
the passions,  like the talismans  of Cyprian  for the  seduction of Justine, 
and they named the place  Rock  of the Smiths.  The  Holy Apostle  arrived, 
drove  out the smiths--the ministers of evil--and smashed the  idols, 
which were  in the  name  of Anahit. ' 
The  eleventh-century Armenian  nobleman  and scholar Grigor Magistros 
Pahlawuni wrote  a  letter on  the occasion of the  consecration of a  priest 
named  Grigor HnjacCi  at the monastery of Varag,  which  stands  on  the 
slopes of a  mountain of the  same  name  near Van. 35  Grigor Magistros be-
gins his letter Astuac bnakeccuccane  zmiakrawns  i  tan  ew  hane  zkapealsn 405 
kCajutCeamb  'God  causes  the faithful to  dwell  in a  house  and with valour 
removes  those who  are bound.'  Later,  he  discusses mountains,  because 
Varag is a  mountain.  Apparently in recollection of his first theme, 
that of dwelling within a  house  and of release  from bondage,  he  adds  (in 
the midst of various  references  to Scripture and to  classical mythology): 
yC 
Gitem ew  zBiwraspi  i  learn Dabawand,  or e  Kentorosn  Priwdeay.  Oc. 
moracCaycc  zSpandiarn  i  Sabalanin kalov lerin, kam  zmer  Artawaz  i  cayrs 
Ayrarateay  i  Masikcohn. '.  'I know  also Biwraspi  [Azdahak]  in the mountain 
Dabawand,  who  is the  Centaur Piwrid. 36  I  will not  forget  Spandiar who 
is in the mountain of Sabala~,37 or our Artawaz  [sic] in the  region of 
Ayrarat  in Ararat. 38 ,  It appears  that in Armenian  epic Artawazd was 
connected to Azdahak,  perhaps  because of the similarity of the two  tales. 
In the  Georgian  Visramiani,  a  version of the Parthian romance  preserved 
in New  Persian as  vis  6  Rallin,  there is found the name  Artavaz where the 
Persian has  Zahhak.  Movses  Xorenacci writes,  Ayl  omankc  asen  ew  i 
cnaneln  zsa  dipeal pataharacc  iron:  zor hamareccan kaxardeal  zsa kanancc 
.  c  y  h  .... c  .... c  c  .... - zarmlC  n  Asda  akay:  vasn  oroy  znosa bazum  c  arc  areac  Artases.  Ew 
. YCkc  •  - tC-......  kC'  c  zays  noyn  erglc  n  yaraspelin asen ayspes:  e  e  Vlsapazun  go~ac an 
zmanukn  Artawazd,  ew  dew  pCoxanak  edin.  Baycc  inj  ardaracceal tCui lurn 
c  c  c  .  .....c  ....  c  ayn,  t  e  icnndenen ewet  molorut  eamb  leal, IDlnc  novimb  ew  vaxcanec  aw. 
'But  some  say that at his birth certain misfortunes befell him,  which 
were  considered to be  the bewitching of him by women  of the race of 
AZdahak.  For this reason Artases oppressed them greatly.  And  the  same 
singers  [of Gobt cn]  say thus  in fable:  "The  spawn of the visap stole 
the  child Artawazd,  and put a  dew  in his place."  But the  rumour  seems 
justified to me,  that he was  insane  from birth and finally  died because 
of it, (MX  11.61). 
It is noteworthy that the Arsacid king Pap,  described by  PCawstos 
Buzand  as!having snakes  springing from his breasts  similarly  to~aJ:tlJak 
in the  Bah-name  or Nergal at Hatra,  was  said to have been  devoted to the 
dews  at birth and driven  insane by them. 39  The  belief that  a  child may 
be kidnapped and a  dew  changeling put in his place  survives  in modern 
Armenian  folklore.  Patriarch E±ise.Durean of Jerusalem writes:  'A 
child who  has not been  christened with miwron  [holy oil] is never sepa-
rated from his mother;  that is, he  is never left alone.  It is thought 
that the  dews  (would)  change  him.  That is why  they sometimes  say to a 
i 
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c  .  vC  (  child P  oxuac  es,  lnc  ,es  "Are  you a  changeling--what is the matter with 
you?"). ,40 
If Artawazd was  believed to have  been  a  dew,  the legend of his  im-
prisonment  in lofty,  snow-capped Ararat  may  be regarded as parallel to 
Iranian legends  about the  imprisonment of Azi  DallBka  in Damavand. 
For many  centuries,  Armenians  have  regarded Ararat with  awe.  This 
attitude is illustrated by the reaction of the Armenian  clergy to the 
first recorded ascent of the mountain,  in which 
menian novelist took part. 
~c 
Xac  atur Abovean,  a 
the pioneer modern  Ar-
native of KCanakcer  {a 
village  on  the outskirts of Erevan)  and one of the first graduates  of 
the Nersisean School at Tiflis--the earliest Armenian  European-style 
gymnasium--intended upon  his graduation in 1826 to attend classes at the 
Armenian  Catholic monastery of the MxitCarists  on  the  island of San 
Lazzaro,  Venice.  Detained by the  Russo-Persian War,  Abovean  took  employ-
ment  as  a  clerk at Ejmiacin monastery,  the Mother  See of the  Armenian 
Church.  After the  Russian victory and the  annexation of Erevan  and its 
environs to the  Russian Empire  in 1828,  Professor Friedrich Parrot of 
Dorpat  University  (now  Tartu,  in the  Estonian SSR)  led an  expedition to 
Mount  Ararat.  Abovean,  as  the only Russian-speaking cleric at Ejmiacin, 
was  given the reluctant permission of the  Catholicos to accompany  the 
Western scholar and his party.  On  28  September 1829  Parrot  and his as-
sociates,  including Abovean,  reached the  summit  of Greater Ararat. 
Abovean  was  regarded with  deep hostility from then  on  by the  Armenian 
clergy,  who  considered him guilty of desecration of the sacred moun-
tain.
41 
When  St,James of Nisibis  had attempted to scale Mt  Sararad in 
Gordyene  in the  fourth  century,  an angel of 
from reaching the top,  but  gave  him a  relic 
the  Lord had prevented him 
42  of the ark of Noall.  This 
tradition, preserved by PCawstos  Buzand for the Armenians,  had been 
transferred with the legend of the  ark itself to  Azat  Masikc  as  the  Ar-
menians  sought to adorn  the mountain--already sanctified in pre-Christian 
belief--with added Biblical prestige,  to strengthen the legitimacy and 
holiness of Va±arsapat-Ejmiacin,  which stands  in the  shadow of the mas-
sive peak.43  Abovean's  ascent was  a  rejection of Armenian  religious 
tradition which  marked his  decisive break with the  clerical leadership; 
hounded and persecuted thereafter,  he  disappeared from his  home  in 
KCanakcer nineteen years later and was  never heard from again.  For the 407 
........c  c  later Soviet  Armenian  poet E±ise  C arenc  ,  Abovean's  journey,  no  less 
than his pioneering novel  in the  vernacular language  Verkc  Hayastani 
'The  Wounds  of Armenia'  (1848),  marked the beginning of Armenian  modern-
ism.  He  called his  poem to  Abovean  Depi  lyarn Masis  'Towards  Mount 
()  ... c  c  .  Ararat'  1933, yet even  C arenc  seems  to have  retalned some  of the 
traditional regard for the mountain,  for he  calls Masis  anhas  pcarkci 
v  c  (  camp  a  'a road to unattainable glory'  in a  ta±  .,  song',  a  medieval verse 
form)  written in 1920.44 
Other Armenians  held resolutely to their ancient beliefs.  A British 
traveller in World War  I  expressed to  Armenian  friends  at Igdir,  at the 
foot of the northern slopes of Ararat,  his  desire to  climb the mountain. 
Their reaction was  to urge  him to abandon his  foolhardy  plan.  They 
cried,  '''The mountain is sacred.  It is inhabited by evil spirits,  so 
.  45  no  one has  ever reached the  summit--we  shall never see you again.'" 
This writer was  assured by villagers of Ararat,  Armenian  SSR  in August 
1973 that Artawazd waits  within Mount  Ararat  and will rise again to 
liberate western Armenia from the  Turks.  The  legend of Artawazd was 
kept  alive in popular memory,  it seems,  through  dramatic presentations 
in mediaeval times  which  depicted his  imprisonment;46 except  for the 
epic  fragments  from  Go±tCn  preserved by Movses  Xorenacci  and references 
in other literary sources,  these have not survived.  The  villagers of 
Ararat,  though,  probably learnt the legend of Artawazd at school in 
their Armenian history classes. 
It is possible that Artawazd was  regarded by Zoroastrian Armenians 
as  a  hero of Frasegird,  and that  Christians transformed him into a  demon. 
Or,  Artawazd may  have been  equated already with AZdahak  in pre-Christian 
legend for various  reasons:  his  disrespect towards his  dying father 
could have  cast him as  a  sinner in the popular imagination;  perhaps  he 
became  demented at an early age  and,  like the later king Pap,  came  to be 
regarded as  a  demon.  Certainly no  recorded notice of the historical 
deeds  of Artawazd  I  suggests  that he was  either a  great national hero or 
a  particularly vile tyrant,  but  one  recalls the tendency of Armenian 
epic to telescope  several historical figures with the  same  name  into  a 
single epic hero,  as  appears  to have  been the  case in the legend of the 
struggle of Tigran with Azdahak,  in which  an  Orontid Tigran fights  the 
king of the Medes  and is credited with the  conquests  of the much  later 
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Artaxiad Tigran 11.47  Artawazd II was  a  historical figure  of some  im-
portance.  His  imprisonment  and banishment to Egypt  by Mark  Anthony may 
have  fonnd an  echo  in Armenian  folklore,  but then the place of his  cap-
tivity is not in distant Egypt--sharing perhaps  pseudo-Alexander's nn-
pleasant little ampule--but  in the very heart of Armenia.  The  scene of 
the performance of the Bacchae  recorded by Plutarch is not  implausible 
~  priori,  and its coincidence with the victory over  Crassus would have 
etched the  drama--both play and feast--indelibly upon the minds  of all 
who  heard of it at the time.  One  recalls that Dionysos,  the  god who 
takes human  form,  is imprisoned by  Pentheus,  who  orders  him to be left 
'staring at darkness'  (line  542);  Dionysos  warns  him that  'Dionysos,  who 
you say is dead,/ will  come  in swift pursuit to  avenge  this sacrilege' 
(548-9).  Shortly thereafter the prison of the  god crumbles  away  and 
Dionysos  is liberated in  earth~uake, panic,  fire  and destruction.  The 
scene  is apocalyptic;  for the worshippers of the  god it is salvation, 
but for Pentheus  and the settled order he represents it is death.  The 
parallel,  even to the  ambiguity of the central figure  as  saviour or 
destroyer,  is there,  but  one  might well ask whether the  singers of 
Go±tCn  would have  been likely to cast their king in an  Iranian epic mold 
because of the  events of a  Greek play allegedly performed at the moment 
of a  victory. 
It is more  likely that Artawazd was  an  apocalyptic hero of Zoro-
astrianism whom  Christian writers  sought to discredit by  comparing him 
to Azdahak,  even as  they scorned the Jewish hope  in a  coming Messiah. 
Zor.  elements  remain in the legend which  indicate that Artawazd was  seen 
originally as  a  redeemer  in whose liberation the,. Zoroastrian Armenians 
hoped.  For the  dog in  Zoroastcdanism is considered a  holy creature,  as 
we  shall see,  and nnlikely to  gnaw  the  chains  of a  demon  in an  attempt 
to  free  him.  The  Arm.  word sidar means  'crazy,  possessed'  as  an  adjec-
tive; as  a  substantive, it is a  kind of evil spirit.48  Derivations have 
been  suggested from  a  Semitic root  G~R 'to be  crazy'  attested in Arabic 
and Syriac,49  but it is not explained how  Semitic  -~- became  Armenian 
-d-.  Originally,  the word was  a  proper name,  Gidar,  and it is attested 
as  such in  a  Yaysmawurkc  (Menologium)  of Grigor  Cerencc  XlatCecci 
(A.D.  1441):50  TCagawor  mi  kayr HayocC  Artawazd annn,  ew  nner ordi mi 
xelagar,  oroy annn  er Gidar.  Ew  e±ew  yorzam meraw  arkCayn  Artawazd, 409 
....  ....c  c  c  ..., 
hayrn Sidaray,  oc  . et  zt  agaworut  iwnn  iwr Sidaray,  zi  xelagar er.  Vasn 
oray  ew  asxarhs  irar dibaw,  ew  awerunm  liner acc  sakav.,.  Ew  yawur  mium 
heceal Gidarn  i  ji ew  et pCol,  harkanel,  tCe  kamim ,tCagaworel:  ew  el 
c  ~ 
gnac  entir 
c  anc  aneloy. 
hecelawkc  i  zbawsans,  ew'  eleal i  veray kamrJi  getoy vasn 
Ew  anden sarzeal zna aysoyn pl,coy,  ankaw  i  getn  ew  koreaw. 
Ew 
c  c  c_  ... c  c....  c....  c.  hecelazawrk n  hambawec  in t  e  c  astuack n  Sidaray yap  stakec  1n  zna 
ew  edin  i  seaw learn, or e  awag  Masis,  ew  and kay  sl,tCayac.  Ew  erku 
sunkc  minn  spitak ew  minn  seaw ku lizen hanapaz  zsltCaysn Gidaray:  ew  i 
t  1 · c..  t C- kt  .  - ~  h  c  c  - are  ~c n  1  mazn:,.<.gay,  or  e  rl, na  elane  ew  zasxar  s  anc  ue  ane. 
Vasn  oroy kargecCin kaxarmkcn  araspel dimawkc  ew  tCeatronokc 
C  .....  c  c  t  e i  taremutn  i  Nawasardi  mekn  amenayn  gorcawor  ziwr  Zlnc  ew  ic e 
gorcn kopce  erekc  angam,  darb  inn  ew  ayln  amenayn.  Zi  kapn  Gidaray or i 
mekmazn  ekeal e  i  ktril,  darjeal hastati ew  amranay,  or occ  elne  ew 
'There was  a  king of Armenia named Artawazd,  and he 
had  a  demented son whose  name  was  Gidar.  And  when  king Artawazd,  the 
father of Gidar,  died,  he  did not  give his kingdom to Gidar,  for the 
latter was  insane.  Therefore there was  strife in the land,  and no 
little destruction.  One  day  Gidar mounted his horse  and had the trum-
pets blown,  (saying)  "I will be  king. II  He  arose  and went with picked 
horsemen to take  diversion,  and went  up  on  a  bridge over a  river to 
cross it.  A filthy wind-demon51  pushed him from there  and he  fell into 
the river and was  lost.  His  horsemen  spread the rumour that the non-
gods  of Gidar had seized him and put  him in the black mountain,  which is 
Greater Ararat,  and he  stands there  chained.  Two  dogs,  one  white  and 
one  black,  daily lick the  chains of Gidar,  and at the  fullness  of a  year 
these  are thick as  a  hair; if they break,  he will come  out  and  cause  the 
world to pass  away. 
aJ:fable with masks 
Therefore the witches  ordained the  [performance  of 
52  and plays  :  at the start of the year on  the first 
of Nawasard every workman  should strike thrice,  whether he be  a  black-
smith or any  other  (sort).  For  the bond of Gidar is  [the thickness  ofJ 
one  hair and is  about to break; it is again  made  firm and thickened, 
that he  may  not  come  out  and  cause the world to pass  away.'  The  story 
of the  ays  thrusting Gidar  from the bridge is  an  adaptation of a  fre-
Quent  device  in Armenian  epic literature.  Anak  the Parthian,  murderer 
of the  Armenian king Xosrov,  is thrown  from the bridge  called Tapcerakan 
to his  death  in the river Araxes;  later, Tiridates the  Great is cast  from 410 
his  carriage by  an  ays  for his punishment of St  Gregory--he  goes  insane 
and becomes  a  boar until the holy man  is released from the pit of Xor 
Virap.53  There  are evil spirits in Arm.  folklore whose  particular pur-
pose is to drown  people who  fall  from bridges.54 
In  Zoroastrian  doctrine,  the bridge is of particular importance. 
In Avestan it is the Cinvat6.peretu-,  'Bridge of the Separator',  which  a 
man's  soul must  cross after death.  The  soul of a  sinner will find the 
bridge exceedingly narrow,  and will fall  from it to hell,  in the  company 
of his evil conscience  (Av.  daena-),  immediately after judgement by 
Mithra,  Rasnu  and Sraosa.  For a  righteous  man,  the bridge is wide  and 
the way  to heaven  easy in the  company  of the beautiful maiden who  is his 
good  conscience.55  To  fall  from a  bridge--or to be  pushed,  as  Auak was--
may  have  the  symbolic meaning of damnation.  In  Armenian  folk belief, 
Christ passes  judgement  on the soul of one  newly  dead,  at  dawn;  the soul 
must  then  cross  a  bridge  made  out of one hair  (Arm.  maze  kamurj).  If it 
is righteous,  the  crossing is easy;  if it is evil, the hair breaks  and 
56  it plunges  into the river of fire which  separates  Heaven  and hell.  In 
Zoroastrian belief,  the  rays of the rising sun  draw  up  the  soul to 
Mithra's  judgement seat at  dawn.  The  Manichaeans  of 
lieved, it seems,  in the  daena- which meets  the  soul 
Sogdia,  who  be-
57  after death,  pre-
served also a  scene of the  goddess  Nanai  mourning on  a  bridge with her 
ladies,  probably over the  slain Adonis/Attis.58 \  Perhaps  here  the bridge 
! 
is an Iranian symbol of transition between life and death,  or simply of 
death--for the mortal  one  crossing it has  already died and it is the 
soul which  crosses over from the world of· the living.  It is important 
to note also that,  according to the  Videvdat,  two  dogs  await the spirits 
of the  dead at the Bridge  of the Separator,  59  and of course two  dogs  are 
found in the  Arm.  legend which struggle':to  free Sidar--to restore him, 
that is, to life. 
In  order to explain those  aspects of the  Armenian  myth which have 
to  do  with hope  in  some  sort of redemption,  it is necessary to  seek a 
connection with some  eschatological figure.  Manandyan  identified Sidar 
with ASxadar,  son of the Parthian king Pacorus  II  (77-110 A.D.),  who 
reigned over Armenia for three years,  from 110 to 113,  and was  deposed 
by his  father's  successor,  Xosrov,  who  installed Asxadar's  younger 
brother,  Parthamasiris,  on  the  Armenian  throne; this was  done without 411 
60  consulting Trajan,  who  reacted by invading Armenia in 113.  There 
seems  to be  scant justification for such an  equation.  Asxadar was  not 
the  son of Artawazd,  or even of an  Armenian;  as  a  historical figure,  he 
is unimportant;  and the transformation of Asxadar to Sidar is not  easily 
explained in Armenian,  which usually preserves the Iranian consonantal 
v  v 
cluster -xs-. as  -sx-. 
It is more  likely that the name  Sidar comes  from Phl.  Use dar  (Av. 
UxsyWt.ereta-),  the first Sosyant  (Phl.,  'Saviour')  of three,  born of 
I 
the seed of Zarathustra,  who  will battle evil in the final  centuries be-
v.  61  v  v  (  fore  Fraseg~rd.  In the  age of the  second Sosyant,  Usedarmah  Av. 
Uxsyat.nemah-),  AZ  Dahag  (Av.  AZi  Dahaka)  will burst  f~ee of his fetters 
and leave his mountain prison,  to be  defeated once  and for all by the 
v_  (  v V)  62  hero  Karsasp  Av.  Keresaspa- and his  comrades. 
It is possible that the Armenians,  recognising a  common  element 
*sidar in the names  of the first and second Sosyants,  proceeded to  con-
fuse  the  second with the arch-fiend whose terrible liberation is the 
most  important event of his  reign.  Or,  Christian writers  might  have 
sought to  discredit Usedar,  even  as  they had defamed Ohrmazd.  The  myth 
then was  explained by making Sidar the  'son' of Artawazd,  while Artawazd 
(like Artaxias)  was  presented as  displeased with his  son,  who  is de-
picted as  insane  and accursed  (he is thrust  from the bridge,  perhaps be-
lieved to stretch between the two  peaks  of Ararat--this is probably  a 
symbol of damnation,  as  we  have  seen above).  Sidar merely takes  the 
place of Artawazd in the legend of Artawazd recorded by Movses  Xorenacci; 
while Artawazd in the Sidar myth takes  on the role of Artases.  It has 
been  seen that Mihr  (Arm.  Mher),  confined to his cave at Van,  repre-
63  sented for Armenians  the hope of redemption at the  end of the world. 
A similar belief must  have  attached to Mount  Ararat with its majestic 
c  v 
beauty,  yet it was  also the prison of a  demented king of the k  aj  'brave' 
dynasty of the Artaxiads,  who  was  equated by the weavers of epic  song 
with AZdahak.  The  myth  of redemption  and the vision of the release of 
the  dragon  and the  destruction of much  of the world preceding its renova-
tion were  fused together in  a  single legend. 
The  association of apocalyptic events with both destruction  and re-
birth lends to other traditions  as well  as  the  Armenian  an  ambiguous  ap-
prehension that is felt,  for instance,  in the  poem  'The  Second  Coming' 412 
by William Butler Yeats,  in which  'a  shape with lion body  and the head 
of a  man'--more  like the leontocephalous  Deus  Areimanius  of the western 
Mithraists  than 
Bethlehem to be 
the  scion of the House  of David--'slouches  towards 
b  ,64  om  .  Which  is the Antichrist,  and which the  Christ? 
It is a  feature of Zoroastrianism that various  place-names  men-
tioned in the Avesta which mayor may  not have  been actual places  on 
earth originally,  later came  to be  associated with various  locations  in 
Iran.  We  shall have  occasion shortly to  discuss,  for instance,  Av.  Lake 
Kasaoya- (Phl.  Kayansih),  which was  later identified by  Zoroastrians 
with Lake  Hamun  in Seistan, ona hill.near which. called KiUhiKhwaja 
there stood an  important . Zoroastrian shrine built ·in the Arsacid peri-
od.65  v 
Ac.cording to the Pahlavitexts,  the three.yazatas Mihr,  Rasn  and 
Srospass  judgement  on  the soul on  the  'Peak of Judgement';  the Bridge 
of the Separator stretches  from Hara Berezaiti  (cf.  the cult epithet 
barzokhara,  Ch.  7)  to the  Cagad i  Dadig  'Peak of Judgement'  (PhI.  Vd. 
19.30,  cf.  AWN  53;  compare  Arm.  loan-word from Iranian cakat  'brow, 
forehead'),  which has  been identified by some  scholars with  Damavand  on 
the  evidence of PhI.  tradition, which places the mountain in western 
66 
Iran.  The  same  mountain,  if the  above  identification is correct, was 
also believed to be the place of confinement of Azi  Dahaka.  Here,  too, 
one  may  perceive  a  parallelism with Mount  Ararat  and the  Arm.  story of 
the bridge.  It is not possible to say which  cave  on  the mountain is the 
place of Artawazd's  imprisonment.  Caves  were often regarded in the 
Iranian world as  the  abode of demons;  in Vis  0  Ramin,  king Mobad  locks 
up  Vis  in a  place called ASkaft-i  Devan,  'Grotto of Devs',  identified by 
Minorsky with one  or another of the artificial grottoes in the hills of 
the Murghab,  which are still called dev-kan  'carved out by devs'. 67  Yet 
one of the striking features  of Mount  Ararat is its terrible  chasm,  the 
Ahora  Gorge  (Arm.  Akori),  on  the northeast  face of the mountain.  The 
bridge of a  hair might well have been believed to stretch across this 
abyss,  and the testimony of Movses  Xorenacci  indicates that Artawazd 
fell into it, although passage  over  a  bridge  is mentioned separately: 
t  ak  .  vC  c  t C  l'  c  1  ye  s  aw  J.nc  awurc  agmfore  oyn  lwroy,  anc  ea  zkamrJawn  Artasat 
c  c  .........  c 
kalak i  orsal kincs  ew  isavayris  zakambk  n  Ginay,  almkeal  iron  i 
cCnoricC 
xelagaranacc ,  end vayr yacelov erivarawn,  ankani  i  xor  imn  mee, 
ew  xorasoyz leal anheti  (MX  II.  61) I 'After but  a  few  days of his  reign,  I 
!. 
I 
i 
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[ArtawazdJ  passed over the bridge at Artasat to hunt wild boar and wild 
ass68  at the springs of Gen.  Startled by  some  phantom of insanity he 
whirled his horse  round and fell into  some  great  abyss;  he  plunged to 
the bottom and vanished.'  Why  does  Xorenacci  inform us  that Artawazd 
crossed a  bridge?  It is self-evident that one  must  cross  the  Araxes  to 
reach the  slopes  of Mount  Ararat  from Artasat,  so it is at least a  possi-
bility that Xorenacci,  in an effort to rationalise the narrative he had 
received,  separated two  incidents which were  originally one:  the pas- . 
sage  over  a  bridge  and the fall into  an  abyss  (the  cCnorkc  'phantom'  is 
to be  equated with the ays  of the  Sidar legend).  Xorenacci .knew  that 
there had never been  any bridge  over the  chasm of Mount  Ararat,  so if 
such a  bridge had been  referred to,  he  would not have  understood its 
symbolic  meaning as  the Armenian  Bridge of the Separator,  the  maze 
kamurj  discussed above,  and would have  taken it to be  a  bridge  such as 
c  the  Tap  erakan  from which  the  accursed murderer Anak  was  cast, at 
Artasat. 
It seems  likely,  therefore,  that  an  Armenian legend about Frasegird 
(Arm.  hrasakert)  was  connected with Mt  Ararat  as  the place of the Bridge 
of the Separator, like Damavand.  But the mountain was  also the prison 
of AZdahak  (here  equated with the mad  king Artawazd),  whose  release  from 
his  captivity is one  of the great events  immediately preceding Frase  gird. 
The  legend of Artawazd was  re-worked for Sidar,  the first of the two 
Sosyants,  probably the  second,  for it is in the time  of the  second that 
the  dragon  is  released.  The  Sosyant was  then equated with the  fiend 
whose  release would coincide with his reign.  This  could have  been  a 
mistake of ignorance--we  have  seen how  eschatological events  may  be 
viewed as  either good or evil,  destructive or renewing--or an  alteration 
by  conscious  design.  In the latter case,  one might  attribute it to the  , 
Christians,  for whom  the old gods  were  demons  and the old heroes, 
villains. 
The  third and final Sosyant,  Astvat.ereta-,  is referred to by Eznik, 
along with his  two  brothers before him,  in the  refutation of the  'sect 
of the  Persians ,:69  Darjeal miws  ews  imn  asen,  or  amenewin  ~ce hawatali, 
tCe  ibrew meraner or <di Or> mzdi 70  zsermn  iwr ya±biwr mi  ark:  ew  mawt 
i  vaxcan yayn  sermane  koys  mi  cnanelocc  e,  ew  i  nmane  ordi -e±eal harkane 
zbazums  i  zawraccn  Arhmeni:  ew  erku ews  noynpisik noyngunak  e±ealkc 
I. 414 
harkanen  znora  zawrs  ew  sparen.  'Again they say yet  something else 
which  is completely unbelievable:  when  the  son  of Ormizd was  dying he 
cast his· seed into a  fountain,  and close to the end a  virgin will give 
birth by that seed,  and a  son arising from the  same  (will)  strike many 
of the  forces  of Arhmn.71  And  two  more  of the  same  type born the  same 
way  (will)  strike his  forces  and exhaust  (them).'  Use dar is the first 
of the three Saviours  to  come  and is accorded the most  attention by 
those now  alive,  the other two  being merely thrown  together as  'two 
more',  when  in  Zoroastrian doctrine the last is the most  important. 
Such  emphasis  would explain why  Sidar figures  in the Armenian  legend, 
rather than another with a  name  derived from Astvat.ereta-. 
The  seed of the  Sosyants  comes  not  from  any  son of Ahura Mazda,  but 
from  Zarathustra;  one  may  compare  the pseudo-Platonic Alcibiades  1.121, 
in which reference  is made  to  'the Magian lore of Zoroaster  son of 
Horomazes'  (i.e.,  Horomazes  in the  genitive).  The  tradition of the 
preservation of the seed is substantially the  same  as  in the  Pah1avi 
texts,  according to which it is preserved in Lake  Kayansih,  identified 
with Hamun-i  Seistan. 72  The  fertilisation of a  virgin by  seed pre-
served in a  lake  is a  theme  found in the Armenian  epic of Sasun.  The 
daughter of king Gagik  (Arcruni,  of Vaspurakan)  is married to the 
'idolatrous'  (krapast)  Khalifa of Baghdad.  On  the  eve of the holiday of 
the Ascension  (Arm.  Hambarjum)73  the  daughter,  Covinar,74  asks  her hus-
band for permission to  go  on  an 
Milky Spring  (KatCnov albiwr). 
outing with  some  other women  at the 
Later they  come 
cov) •  Covinar .is thirsty, but the water is too 
to the Blue  Sea  (Kapot 
salty to  drink. 75 
Covinar asks  God  to  cause  a  fountain to well  up  so  she  can  drink;  then, 
Astcu hramanov  covn baccvav,/ Mi  sat hamel jur  c  durs  ekav./ Nayec  ,  tesay 
mek  joj kCar ka covu pruk,/ Siptak  (sic)  albur  .  -d k C  "c k
V  t C  1"  TIll  e  arlC  e  a  1 
'By  God's  command  the sea opened,/ And  very  delicious water  came  out./ 
She  looked and saw  a  great stone at the  shore of the sea,/ And  a  white 
spring flowed out of that rock.'  Covinar strips off her clothes,  goes 
into the  sea to the place where  the  fountain  flOWS,  and drinks  one  and 
one half handfuls of water.  Later,  Covinar  imaccav,  or erexov e:/ Akhav, 
or en  covicc  e  'Covinar discovered she  was  with chi1d;/ She  figured out 
it was  from that sea.'  She  gives birth to two  heroes,  Sanasar and 
Baldasar.  The  latter is smaller than the  former,  for he was  conceived 
j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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with only half a  handful of the liquid of the  fountain.  The  two 
brothers,  who  are traditionally regarded as  the  progenitors of the 
Arcrunid house,  go  on  to perform heroic  deeds  in driving the  Arab  infi-
dels  from sasun.76 
Although the basis of the historical events  in 
Arab  rebellion in Sasun  and xoyt
C  which  occurred in 
the  epic is the anti-
77  A. D.  851,  the 
motifs  and characters  (e.g.,  Mher,  who  figures  towards  the  end)  are much 
more  ancient:  the  saviours of Armenia  from  a  foreign infidel are con-
ceived by a  virgin impregnated in a  fountain  by the will of God.  One 
,4. 
recalls Eznik's  statement that the  seed was  of the  son  ofO~zd, and 
that the evil to be  opposed by the  Sosyant  is often seen as  foreign 
tyranny  (~attlJak the Arab  in the  Sah-name;  AZdahak  the Mede  in Armenian 
tradition) . 
We  shall now  examine  another legend of life, death and resurrection, 
in which a  prominent part is played by the  dog,  a  creature holy to  Zoro-
astrians.  This  is the  myth  of Ara  and Samiram,  preserved by Movses 
Xorenacci.  According to Xorenacci,  Ara  the Beautiful  (Arm.  ge±eccik) 
was  the king of Armenia,  a  descendant of Hayk--the  eponymous  ancestor of 
the nation--who was  a  descendant of Japheth. 78  He  was  granted his  king-
dom,  like Aram  his  father,  by Ninos,  the king of Assyria,  whose  queen 
was  Samiram  (Semiramis).  At  the  death or flight of Ninos,  Samiram  de-
sired Ara,  but he  refused her advances.  She  determined to seize him, 
and invaded dastn Arayi,  or ew  yanun nora anuaneal Ayrarat  'the plain of 
Ara,  which is called by his name  Ayrarat. ,79  The  queen  gave  orders that 
Ara be  captured alive and brought to her unharmed,  but in the battle he 
was  killed,  so  she  sent  despoilers to  find his  corpse  and bring it to 
her.  It was  placed in an  upper  chamber  (Arm.  vernatun)  of her palace. 
When  the  Armenians  prepared to fight to  avenge  their fallen king, 
Samiram forestalled them:  H  c.  c  .  c  1  1  - ramayec  1  astuacoc  n  lIDDC  ezu  zvers  nora, 
ew  kendanascci  'I commanded  my  gods  to lick his wounds,  and he will come 
to life  1  (MX  L15).  According to Xorenac  ci ,  Ara  did not  come  to life, 
but  Samiram deceived the Armenians  by  dressing up  one  of her lovers to 
look like the Armenian king and announced that the  gods  had licked Ara 
and brought him back to life.  She  then  caused to be  erected a  statue 
(Arm.  patker)  in their honour,  and convinced the  Armenians  that it was 
all true. 
I 
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It is unlikely that Ara died in the original version of the story; 
Xorenacci  probably introduced the  pseudo-Ara to explain the tale  in his-
torically credible terms.  Ara was  known  to Plato as  Er the Pamphylian, 
identified by  Classical writers  as  Zoroaster and called an  Armenian,  a 
figure  of supernatural power who  visits the kingdom of the  dead and re-
turns to the world of the living.80  The  legend is probably a  variant of 
the passion of CYbele  and the beautiful youth Attis,  who  is both her 
lover and son;  this  myth  goes  back to prehistoric Asia Minor,  and is at-
tested in Armenia  also by mother-and-child figurines  from Artasat  and 
elsewhere which probably represent  Nene  (=  Samiram,  the  Magna  Mater) 
with the boy Ara  (=  Attis).81 
According to  an  account of the legend preserved by the  so-called 
Anonymous  Historian  (whose  brief account of ancient  Armenia was  incor-
rectly attributed to the seventh-century writer Sebeos,  of whom  he  ap-
)  82  "  ~  pears to have  been a  contemporary,  the  gods  of Samiram were 
aralez-kc:  ayspes  hane hambaw  aralezacc  tikinn Samiram  'thus  did the 
lady Samiram  ac~uire the  fame  of the aralezkc, .83  It is not  apparent 
that Xorenacci's work  was  one  of the  sources used by the Anonymous  His-
torian,  so the identification is probably part of tradition rather than 
an embroidering of Xorenacci's narrative.  The  aralez is described in 
any  case  by  fifth-century writers,  although they  do  not make  specific 
reference to the legend of Ara.  Eznik argues,  oec  i  sane  inec  eleal, 
c  .....  c  c..  ..... c  c_  ......  c  et e  end anerewoyt  zawrut  lWllS  lnc  kec  e,  ew  yorzam Vlrawor  ok  ankeal 
i  paterazmi  dllicci  tCe lizicce ew  o±jacCucCanicce  'nothing has  come  from 
the  dog which  might live with invisible powers  and lick and make  healthy 
someone  wounded when  he  falls in battle and is laid out,'  and he ridi-
cules  those who  think zarlezn i  sane  '(that) the arlez [is]  from  a 
dog,.84  The  fifth-century historian E±ise,  in  a  commentary  on the book 
of Genesis,  speaks  of a  creature which yar lizu zmerealsn  'continually 
licks the  dead'  and revives  them,  and is called a  yaralez. 85  The  analy-
sis of the word as  yar  'continually)  and lez- 'iick'  is  a  folk  etymology, 
yet none  of the other explanations  of the- word which have  been  proposed 
are  conclusive or convinCing. 86  The  late fifth-century philosopher 
DawitC Anya±tC is supposed to have written,  KCanzi  yiro±utCeanccn  omankc 
k
c  - y  c  _  ..... c  c  .  .....c  an  goy  en,  orpes  e±Jeruak a±n  ew  aralezn,  ew  orc  ap  lnc  mers 
veraste±ce  mtacutCiwn  'For  certain  circumstances  are nonexistent,  such 417 
as  the  chimaera and the aralez,  and such other things  as  our cogitation 
synthesizes.'  The  structure of DawitC,s  proposition seems  to  derive 
from a  citation of Aristotle by  Dionysios  Thrax  (whose  works  were trans-
lated into Armenian),  but the  ara1ez is  DawitC,s  own  addition.87  The 
tenth-century historian  TCovma  Arcruni  refers  to the  'village of Lezkc , 
where  they recite the legend of the healing of the wounds  of the  dead 
c  88  Ara,  i.e., where  the Ara-lezk  licked him back to health. 
Mention of belief in  rescue  or resuscitation by aralezkc  is  found 
in legends  about other heroes,  as well.  Xorenacci  seeks  rational expla-
nation for the  following Armenian tale concerning the  infant prince 
Sanatruk,  who  was  caught in a  snowstorm in the mountains  of Kordukc  with 
his nurse Sanot:  Zorme  araspelabanen,  etCe kendani  imn norahras spitak 
t  c.  k C  1  _.  yas  uacoc  n  ara  ea  paher  zmanukn.  c  vC  C  c  Bayc  orc  ap  e±ak  verahasu, 
ayspes  e:  sun  spitak end xndraks leal,. pataheacc  mankann  ew  dayekin. 
..... c  c  .  Ard koc  ec  aW  Sanatruk,  l 
vC  c  .  - tC- dayeken  zanuanakoc  ut  iwnn  areal,  orpes  e 
c  turk  Sanotay.  'They make  a  fable  about it:  a  miraculous white  animal 
sent by the  gods  guarded the  child.  But  as we  have  understood it, it is 
thus:  a  white  dog was  in search and  came  upon  the  child and  (his)  nurse. 
Now  [the  former]  was  called Sanatruk,  taking the name  from the nurse,  as 
"gift of Sanot". ,89 
It was  apparently believed by  Christians  in the  fourth  century that 
the  aralezkc  would descend to revive  dead heroes.  The  sparapet of the 
Armenians,  Muse±  Mamikonean  (died~. 375),  appears  as  the principal 
secular hero of PCawstos  Buzand.  At his  death,  ibrew taran  zmarminn 
sparapetin MuSe±i  tun  iwr ar entanis iwr,  oec  hawatayin  entanikc  nora 
mahun  nora,  tCepet  ew  tesanein  zglux norun  zat  i  marmnoyn.  Zi  asein: 
c.  v 
Dora yant  lW  cakat  mtea1 er,  ew  ver 
c  .... c  .... c 
erbek  c.·er areal:  oc  net mi 
di  c  b-kc  vC  c.  pee  aw  er e  ,ew oc  ayloc  z~nu xocceal  e  zda.  Isk keskc  yarneloy 
akn  unein nma:  minecew  zgluxn  anden  i  koee±n kareal k  c  c.  h'  c  ec  In,  ew  anlD 
edin  i  tanisn astaraki mioy:  asein tee vasn  zi  ayr 
C  "':"  _  •  c 
k  aJ  er,  arlezk 
ijanen ew  yarucCanen  zda.  Pahapan kayin,  ew  akn  unein yarneloy,  minecew 
nexeccaw marminn.  Apa  iJuccin yastarake  anti,  ew  laccin tCa±ecCin  zna 
orpes  awren  er  (pcB  V.36).  'When  they took the body of the  commander 
MuSe±  to his house,  to his household,  the family  did not believe in his 
death,  although they  saw the head separated from the  body.  For they 
said,  "He  has  gone  into battle innumerable times,  and has  never been 
i, 
t 
I 
I 
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wounded:  no  arrow has  ever touched him,  nor has  the weapon  of others 
ever pierced him."  And  half of them expected him to rise;  as  they  sewed 
the head to the  trunk,  took and placed it on  the  roof of a  tower,  they 
said,  "Because  he  was  a  brave  man90  the  arlezkc  (will)  descend and resur-
rect him."  They  stood guard and expected his  resurrection, until the 
body  decayed.  Then  they  took it down  from the tower,  and cried,  and 
buried it as  was  fitting. ,91  It has been  suggested that tower-type 
structures  found in Armenia  and Asia Minor  may  have  been  connected with 
belief in the aralezkc ,  for one  recalls that Ara,  too,  was  placed in an 
upper  room  (vernatun)  of the palace of Samiram.92  We  have noted that 
the tower excavated at PCarakcar,  near Ejmiacin,  was  also  a  burial site 
of the pre-Christian period,  and perhaps Musel's body was  first exposed, 
then buried. 93 
An  Armenian  Christian polemicist attacked the  'Paulicians'  for 
their practice of various pagan  customs,  amongst which was  the  exposure 
of the  dead on  rooftops.94  The  exposure of the  dead is an  important as-
pect of Zoroastrian ritual,  and it may  be  assumed that  corpses were 
placed in high and rocky places where they would not pollute the earth 
and their presence would not  impede traffic, or in enclosed places of 
exposure,  such  as  the  stone  daxmas  'towers of silence'  of.,the  Parsi and 
Irani Zoroastrians.  It is noteworthy,  too,  that the  Zoroastrians attrib-
ute to certain  dogs  the power to banish the  corpse-demon,95  and a  dog  is 
brought to  the  side of the newly-deceased to  determine whether  a  man  is 
truly dead.  The  dog is for preference either! yellow,  with  a  spot  over 
each eye,  or white with yellow ears  (it is recalled that the  dog which 
saved Sanatruk was  white).  In Armenia,  too,  dogs  were believed to be 
able to sense the  approach of death.  Sruanjtcancc  recorded in the mid-
nineteenth  century one villager's testimony:  Nargiz  xatcun hiwand er, 
...  .....  c.  c  c  c  grole  iker er  deh  inor arew,  snerac  orna1uc  imac  ank  'The lady Nargiz 
was  ill and the  grol  ['writer', i.e., the Angel of Death]  had come  to 
(take  away)  her  sun  [i.e., life]; we  learned it from the barking of the 
dogs. ,96  It may  be that  dogs  on  occasion  found people asleep or coma-
tose  and saved them  from interment or exposure;  they would thus  have 
been  regarded as  having rescued the body  from  death.  It is also pos-
bile that the  Armenian  aralezkc  belong to  a  tradition which predated 
Zoroastrianism but  survived with that tenacity which is seen to 419 
characterise archaic  funerary beliefs and practices in various  cultures. 
It has  been  suggested that the  Arm.  tradition may  be  traced to Assyria, 
where  the  god Marduk,  called  'resuscitator of the  dead',  is found still 
at  Harran  in 
'lord of the 
the first 
dogs 1.97 
centuries of the  Christian era 
Thus,  while it may  be that the 
as  mry  dklbww 
c  aralezk  are not 
creatures of Zoroastrian belief,  and the resuscitation of the  dead by 
them certainly has  no  direct parallel in  Zoroastrianism,  the belief in 
the  supernatural  Qualities of the  dog and the  exposure of a  corpse are 
Zoroastrian practices.  Indeed,  it is interesting that while  Ara was 
placed merely in an  upper room,  Muse!  was  placed on  a  rooftop;  an old 
Armenian practice may  have  undergone  changes  introduced by  Zoroastrian-
ism,  much  as  the Achaemenian  kings  seem to have  adapted the pagan rite 
of burial to conform with Zoroastrian laws  of purity,  by entombing the 
corpse  in such  a  manner that it did not pollute by  contact the earth of 
Spenta Armaiti. 
We  possess other evidence  for  the  reverence of the  dog by the Ar-
menians.  The  fourteenth-century Byzantine ecclesiastical historian 
Nikephoros  Kallistos  Xanthopoulos wrote:  'Now  if one  asks  about the 
Artzibour98  fast,  some  say it is for Adam's  disobedience or for the 
repentance of Nineveh.  Some  say it is because  the Armenians  fasted as 
they were  about to be baptised by St  Gregory.  Sometimes  they say also 
that it is for  somebody named Sargis who  died a  martyr's  death amongst 
them.  There  are yet others who  tell the true story of its origin, which 
is the  following:  There  was  once  a  priest amongst  them named  Sargis who 
had a  dog which,  at Satan's instigation,  he often made  a  herald of his 
arrival,  and gave it the name  Artzibour,  which in Armenian  means "herald" 
or "messenger".  Thus  whenever his  students  and disciples living in 
towns  and villages  saw his  dog preceding him,  they came  up  before their 
teacher and guided him.  Now  this  dog was  eaten by wolves.  One  day, 
Sargis  sent his  dog  ahead of him and then went  out himself,  but  was  very 
angry when  he  found no  one waiting to meet  him on the road.  When  he 
discovered that his  dog had been eaten by wolves,  he  commanded  the  Ar-
menians  to fast,  mourn  and lament every year at that time  because of the 
dog's  death,  as  they had lost such  a  great boon  thereby. ,99  The  Arnenian 
chronicler MattCeos  UrhayecCi  (Matthew of Edessa),  who  lived in the late 
eleventh-early twelfth century,  recognised the existence of the  cult of 420 
the  dog  of Sargis  amongst  the Armenians,  so  one  cannot  dismiss  the testi-
mony  of Nikephoros  as  merely another example  of Byzantine anti-Armenian 
calumny.  MattCeos  wrote,  'As  far as 
100  day we  celebrate,  is  concerned, 
St Sargis the  General,  whose  holi-
who  in the  days  of the 
then we 
c_ 
emperor  T  eodos  was 
have  in mind the true martyr, 
martyred in the province of 
Bagrewand at the  hands  of the  sons  of Hagar--the sons  of Mahmed--and not 
the apostate assherd Sargis,  who  made  people worship  a  dog. ,101  In 
Romania,  where there is a  large  Armenian  community,  the  Romanians  speak 
of a  dog named Artsivurtsi which belonged to an  Armenian priest.  The 
priest was  once  lost in a  forest  and the  dog  guided him out of it; the 
Armenians  considered the  dog holy and kept  a  fast  on  the  day of St 
102  Sargis  in its honour.  The  latter tale, of popular origin and there-
fore probably not  filtered through the mind of a  hostile theologian,  is 
similar to the others  above with one  significant difference:  the  dog 
does  not merely accompany  the priest; it guides  him when  he  is lost. 
This  detail recalls the legend of the rescue of Sanatruk  and his nurse 
when  they were  lost in  a  snowstorm,  and suggests that the popular ob-
servance may  have  been  connected to the ancient cult of the aralezkc. 
It was  believed by Armenians  in Nor  Bayazit  (modern  Kamo,  northeast 
of Erevan near the  shore of Lake  Sevan)  around the beginning of this 
century that there was  a  race of dog-headed men  who,  of all God's  crea-
tures, were  the only ones  equal to human  beings.103  Dog-headed men  are 
regularly shown  in mediaeval Armenian miniature paintings  amongst  the 
representatives of the various nations  in whose  languages  the  Apostles 
104  began to speak at Pentecost.  In the Armenian Life.of st Eustathius, 
v  c  the  fleeing holy man  pays  one  of the sanaglux-k  'dog-headed ones', Le., 
worshippers of the  dog-headed  god Anubis,  to ferry him and his  family 
across  the sea to Egypt .105  In  Christian art until recent times,  a 
cynocephalic  man  seems  to have been used to  represent the Nile; it is 
likely therefore that in the  Armenian  MS  illuminations  the  dog-headed 
f ·  t  th  E  ..  106  19ure represen  s  e  gyptlans. 
There are  a  number of modern  Armenian  legends which preserve many 
essential details of the  Samiram story.  E.  Lalayeanc
C  published a  vari-
ant related to him by a  centenarian  from  Erzurum,  Mr  Sahak Safarean:10T 
Many  centuries  ago  in Nineveh,  which  is Mosul,  there lived the  aged king 
Aram.  He  became  blind,  and was  advised to  send one of his three  sons to 421 
Samiram  for medicine.  He  declined to  do  this,  fearing that she  desired 
his youngest boy,  Ara,  but the latter persuaded his  father to let him 
go.  Ara,  together with his  two  elder brothers,  set off for Samiram's 
'tal  108  f  d  capl  ,Van.  On  the way,  they  conQuered three  fortresses  0  ews 
and freed maidens  from each;  Ara married the third maiden,  ZuartC,  who 
knew that Samiram would not  release him.  But  Ara  forged ahead.  He  met 
an old man,  who  made  him pluck forty leaves  from a  great tree.  Ara ate 
one  and beheld the whole world,  his home,  and his ailing father.  He 
took another leaf,  became  invisible,  and slipped past Samiram's  four 
formidable  guards.  Once  inside her chamber,  Ara took the medicine 
needed by Aram,  but he  saw  Samiram's beauty and slipped a  ring with his 
name  on it on her finger as  she slept.  Then  he  hastened home.  When 
Samiram  awoke  the next  morning,  she  saw  Ara's  ring, called her army and 
went  after him,  furious  that he had escaped her.  Meanwhile,  Ara arrived 
home",cured Aram,  and told him that Samiram would soon  be  upon  them.  He 
added that there was  no  time to prepare to fight her,  and asked that he 
be  allowed to  go  out with ,thirty men  to meet  her.  Aram  grudgingly 
agreed to this plan.  Samiram seized Ara with little difficulty,  and 
kept him by her for three years.  At the end of that time,  Ara  escaped. 
The  army  was  sent in hot pursuit, but killed him by accident.  Lament-
ing,  Samiram buried him.  Although  Ara  and Samiram figure  in this  legend, 
it resembles  more  closely the  Greek  song of a  young man  held against his 
will away  from his wife  by a  beautiful Armenian witch.109 
The  above  legend has  no  mention of the resurrection of the  dead, 
but  a  reference to that aspect of the tale is  found in a  Kurdish legend 
cited by  X.  Lewonean:110  A king in Pol  [Arm.  HayocC  Jor,  the valley of 
the  Ho~ap, southwest  of Van]  wished to marry the  Queen  of Van.  A widow, 
she was  afraid to  refuse his offer outright, but neither did she wish to 
lose her lands,  so  she  promised to marry him if he  would bring the water 
of the Spring of Samiram on the Hosap  to her palace.  He  constructed a 
canal as  far as Artamet;lll seeing that he  would succeed,  the  Queen 
hurled herself from her tower  and died.  The  king ordered his  magicians 
to resurrect her with talismans,  but they were  unable to  do  so.  The 
king of Pol thereupon seized her lands.  One  notes  in this story the 
c  ~  112 
tower,  the  talismans  mentioned by  Xorenac  i  as  belonging to  Samiram, 
and the vain attempt to raise the  dead. 422 
In Artamet  there is a  pit with a  boulder at the bottom,  about which 
this legend is told:  some  boys  found the beads which Samiram  used to 
enthrall men.  Samiram recognised the beads  and took them away  from the 
boys.  An  old man  snatched them from her and ran off.  She  made  a  sling 
of her long hair and with it hurled a  huge  boulder at him.  He  escaped 
and cast the enchanted necklace  into  Lake  Van;  the boulder fell at 
Artamet.113 
.  114  •  (  Accordlng to another legend,  there was  an azdahar  NP., 
'dragon ,115)  called Sahmaran  (NP.  sah-i maran  'king of the snakes', 
probably a  folk  etymology of the similar sounding name  Samiram)  which 
threatened some  villagers and was  killed by a  hero.  Years  later,  a 
witch had a  daughter who  was  ugly and unmarried but skilled in magic. 
This  girl went  into the fields  to  find betony root.  The  root was  en-
twined about  a  bone  and she could not  extract it, so she  smashed the 
bone.  Sparks  flew,  and she fell asleep.  In her  dream,  she  saw  a  dragon 
(Arm.  visap)  with a  shining gem  on  its head.  Then  she  awoke  and saw the 
gem  lying before her.  She  began to polish it and was  granted her wish: 
that she  and her mother might  have  a  palace on  the spot where  the  dragon 
had died.  The  witch  gave her daughter the  name  Sahmaran.  Now  a  lovely 
youth lived in Artamet,  and Sahmaran wished to marry him;  she  forced him 
to  come  to her with her  dragon-gem,  but he  escaped.  She  asc'ended to the 
c  top of Mount  Nemrut  [a mountain of this name  is  found north-northeast 
of Datvan,  with a  lakei in the extinguished volcanic  crater at its summit; 
Nemrut  Dag  in  Commagene  is not meant hereJ,  made  a  sling of her hair, 
and cast a  great boulder at Artamet  out of spite.  Then  she built the 
a~ueduct at Van,  dropped her  stone into it by accident,  and died.  Some 
boys later found the stone at  Ostan  [southwest of Artamet,  on  the  shore 
of Lake  VanJ,  but  a  priest of their religion took it and threw it into 
Lake  Van  so that no  man  might  take possession of it and misuse it.  The 
old man  is the  cause  of the  disappearance of the  stone  (or beads)  in 
several legends,  and appears  as  'a priest of their (the boys')  religion' 
above.  One  recalls that in the narrative of Xorenacci  Samiram casts her 
beads--used as talismans--into the  sea whilst  fleeing  Zradast,  i.e., 
Zarathustra,  who  was  indeed a  priest.116 
•  117  Finally,  there is  a  legend of Xotrjur.  which unites various 
themes  of the legends of captive heroes:  the hero  captured and bound, 423 
dogs  (in this case,  they are undoubtedly aralezkc )  which  gnaw  at his 
bonds,  his  release,  and his  revenge.  From the legend, it will become 
apparent that the  myth  of Artawazd,  with its theme  of apocalyptic re-
newal,  and the  myth of Ara,  with its theme  of renewal  of a  different 
kind--resurrection  from the dead--share  common  details, particularly the 
c  aralezk.  It is probable that a  cult of ArajAttis  preceded by many  cen-
turies the introduction to Armenia of Zoroastrian eschatological  concep-
tions;  the  goddess  called the  Great  Mother,  with her  divine Son,  is at-
tested in Asia Minor  from the Palaeolithic Age.118  The  images  common  to 
both groups  of legends would have  been borrowed from the legend of Ara. 
Here,  then,  is the tale  from Xotrjur.  A king had three sons,  and the 
youngest of theml19 one  day  saw  a  crowd of gypsies  outside the walls  of 
the palace.  Amongst  them he  espied a  lovely girl,  and asked his mother 
to have  her brought to the palace.  He  decided to marry the girl,  and 
asked for his  inheritance then and there,  that he  might take her to a 
faraway  country.  His  mother went  to the treasury, which was  guarded by 
a  lion,  and fetched lordly garments  for the young couple,  who  set off 
and arrived at the seashore.  The  waters  churned,  and a  huge  creature 
with sunlike  eyes,  laughing like a  man,  swam  towards  them.  It came  on 
shore,  and resembled a  winged lion.  It asked them to mount it, and bore 
them across  the sea.  On  the  far shore, it asked the youth to kill it, 
dismember it, bury the parts  separately and exhume  them a  week later. 
Reluctantly,  the boy performed the task.  A week later, he  exhumed the 
lion's trunk.  A horse of fire leapt up,  knelt before him,  and,  flapping 
great wings,  took him for a  flight through the air.  Then  he  exhumed the 
head:  four fire-eyed dogs  jumped up  and flew  about  on their wings.  He 
then  exhumed the intestines, which became  weapons  of fire.  The  youth 
built a  palace  in a  leafY forest  on  the  seashore  and often went  hunting. 
One  day,  while  he was  away,  a  pceri120 in the  form of a  black man  swam 
towards  the  shore.  The  gypsy  girl, who  had become  bored during the  con-
tinual absences of her husband,  was  persuaded to extend a  stick to the 
evil pCeri and pull him ashore,  despite  her fright.  Without  very much 
trouble the  pCeri convinced the  girl that her husband intended to kill 
her,  and that she  should therefore slay him first.  The  girl feigned 
sickness  and asked her husband upon his  return to  go  to fetch her a  lyre 
from  an  enchanted garden where  musical  instruments  grew  on trees.  The 424 
youth set off and arrived at  a  palace near the  garden,  where  a  girl 
asked him what  he  wanted.  Shen  he told her,  she replied that his wife 
obviously intended to kill him,  because  the  garden was  surrounded by 
c  .  b  p  er~s,  and  a  ear 
the bear and grass 
and a  bull guarded the gates.  She  gave  him meat  for 
for the bull.  He  passed through  the  gates  unharmed, 
seized the lyre,  and was  gone  on  his winged steed before the  pCeris 
could grab him.  He  played the lyre for his wife,  and she pretended to 
get better.  Then  she  feigned illness  once  more,  and sent him off for  a 
special black ram.  Again,  the girl at the  distant palace  advised the 
youth,  telling him how  to  avoid the lions that guarded the  ram,  and he 
brought it back to his wife.  She  sent him on  a  final  Quest  for  some 
golden water.  The  pCeri had nearly exhausted his tricks,  and  confessed 
to the wicked girl that if this one  did not work,  he would not know  what 
to  do  next.  Yet  again the girl in the  faraway palace  counselled the 
tired youth,  warning him of two  mountains  that closed on  anyone who  ven-
tured out upon  the lake,  and imprisoned him.  The  young man  escaped the 
clashing walls of rock,  but his  four  dogs  were trapped between them. 
Saddened but still faithful,  he returned to his wife with the golden 
water.  Amazed,  she  asked the youth what  could bind him.  Nothing,  he 
replied,  but the hairs of a  pig.  She  bound him with these,  and at that 
moment  the  foul  pCeri burst forth  from his hiding place and cast the 
young man  into  a  pit.  The  hairs  cut into him,  his life's blood trickled 
away,  and he  cried out.  The  fiery,  winged  dogs  came,  severed his bonds, 
and licked his wounds.  He  emerged from the pit, forced the pCeri to 
kill his evil wife,  and married the  good princess. 
The  above tale bears  some  resemblance to the  Georgian  story of 
GvtCisavari  (the name  means  'I am  of God'),  who  is tricked and sent on 
dangerous  errands.  This  hero,  it is of interest to note,  was  born of an 
apple his mother  found in the sea and ate  (cf.  Covinar above).  He  has 
eight  dogs,  who  send a  griffin  (Geor.  pCaskcundzi)  to save  him when  he 
is in mortal peril.121 
In the land of Armenia,  where  the earth's crust is in continual 
travail,  the  ragged cliffs must  have  seemed to the ancients  :fulJy capable 
122  of giving birth to stony monsters,  and the restless mountains,  rent 
by  earthQuake  and landslide,  were  likely gateways  from which the world's 
end might  someday  emerge.  Surely the  stories  about the Magi  were  meant 
, 
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to  encourage  the  followers  of ancient  faiths  in the East to  embrace the 
Saviour born at Bethlehem;  how  much  more  impressive their journey would 
have  seemed to the  Armenians,  when  the latter were told that the three 
sages  departed to follow the star from a  cave,  in the  Mons  Victorialis.123 
Jesus  did not  go  to the mountain,  but its denizens  went to him. 426 
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the Apostate  (ca.  A.D.  361),  took  refuge briefly in Arm.  under 
king Tiran,  but was  forced to leave there.  He  fled to Persia, 
where  he,  his  son Martiros,  and fourteen other  Christians refused 
to offer sacrifices  demanded by the Magi,  whom  they also insulted, 
whereupon king Sabuhr II ordered that they be  executed  (Tc• 
GuSakean,  Surbkc  ew  t6nkc  HayastaneaycC  Eke±ecCwoy,  Jerusalem, 
1957,  143-4).  Another St Sargis,  considerably more  obscure  and 
too late to be  considered an  early martyr of Christianity or of 
the  Arm.  Church,  is apparently the  one  referred to by MattCeos, 
however.  He  was  an  Armenian  general who  died fighting the Arabs 
at Bagrewand,  according to MattCeos,  during the reign of the 
Caesar  TCeodos  (i.e., Theodosius III,  715-17;  see  S.  Runciman, 
Byzantine  Civilization,  Cleveland,  Ohio,  1970,  242  and HAnjB,  IV, 
406).  The  great  and ill-fated revolt of the Armenian naxarars 
which  culminated in the  disastrous battle of Bagrewand  did not 
occur,  though,  until at least a  generation later (the battle oc-
curred in  775,  according to  A.  N.  Ter-Gevondyan,  Armeniya  i 
Arabskii Khalifat,  Erevan,  1977,  106-9,  or 25  April  772,  according 
to  C.  Toumanoff,  Studies  in  Christian  Caucasian History,  George-
town  University Press,  1963, 154). 
101.  Arm.  or sann tayr erkir paganel,  cited by Matikean,  op.  cit., 159; 
incorrectly translated as  'who  worshipped a  dog'  by H.  BartCikyan, 
trans.  into Mod.  Arm.,  MattCeos  UrhayecCi  ZamanakagrutCyun, 
Erevan,  1973,  117. 
102.  . "  Cited by  HAB,  I,  252  s.v.  araJ. 
103.  Matikean,  op.  cit., 169;  AB,  190B,  93. 
104.  See  the  scenes of the Pentecost  (Arm.  Hogegalust)  in a  thirteenth-
century Gospel  (L.  A.  Durnovo,  R.  G.  Drampyan,  ed.,  Haykakan 
manrankarcCutCyun,  Erevan,  1969,  pl.  33),  in the  Queen  Keran 
Gospel,  painted for the Arm.  Royal  family of Cilicia at Sis, 
A.D.  1272,  Jerusalem Arm.  MS  2563,  fol.  349  (B.  Narkiss,  ed., 
Armenian  Art  Treasures of Jerusalem,  New  Rochelle,  New  York,  1979, 
fig.  7B),  and in a  Gospel of A.D.  1575  from Van,  Erevan  MS  4B31, 
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( 
~c  c  fol.  12  b  H.  Hakobyan,  ed.,  Haykakan  manrankarc yt ;:run, 
Vaspurakan  (Erevan,  197B,  Pl.~BO~).~~~~~~~~~~ 
105.  Ew  i  giseri edeal  zt±aysn  i  maxa±i  gnacCin  dimealkc  yEgiptos:  ew 
ararealkC erkucc  awurcc  canaparhi merjecCani  cov ew  pCutCayin 
nawel.  Ew  gteal nawavar yazgensanaglxacC,  ew  nawarkealgnaccin. 
'And  at night they put the children in a  knapsack and went  towards 
Egypt.  And  after two  days'  journey they arrived by the sea and 
hastened to set sail.  Finding a  skipper of the nation of the Dog-
heads  (SanaglxacC),  they boarded ship and departed'  (VarkC ew 
vkayabanutCiwnkc  srbocc  hatendir kCa±ealkci carentracc ,  I, 
Venice,  1874,  427;  for an  abbreviated Life of the saint,  see 
Gusakean,  op. cit., 133). 
106.  A cynocephalic  man  astride a  flood,  with his back to the viewer, 
represents  the  Nile in an  eighteenth-century engraving by the 
English poet  and artist William Blake after the painter Fuseli for 
Erasmus  Darwin,  Botanic  Garden,  1791  (see  Kathleen  Raine,  William 
Blake,  London,  1970,  33  & fig.  IB). 
107.  In AB,  1902,  144-59. 
loB.  In  MX,  Samiram herself is from  Nineveh;  the  construction of Van 
after the  death of Ara is attributed to her. 
109.  Gk.  'He  Magissa',  at the end of Ch.  14. 
110.  Vantosp,  1911,  2-4. 
111.  This is the  Urartean  a~ueduct, whose  construction is attributed by 
the Armenians  to Samiram  (MX  L16). 
112  .  c  kC  4  .  On  Arm.  yurut  - ,  see  Ch.  1  . 
113.  H.  N.  Sargisean,  Te±agrutCiwnkc  i  PCokcr  ew  i  Mec  Hays,  Venice, 
IB64,  cited by Matikean,  op.  cit.,  72. 
114.  Ibid.,  73. 
115.  See  our  Ch.  on  Vahagn  for a  discussion of the  so-called visap 
steles,  which  are  called azdaha yurts by the  Kurds.. 
116.  On  the  expression ulunkc  Samiramay  i  cov  'the beads  of Samiram 
~~-.:-"-'==""-..:"---""-'- into the sea',  see  Ch.  14. 
117.  Cited by Matikean,  op.  cit.,  32.  XotrJur is  a  region north of 
Karin/Erzurum and south of the  river  CCorox. 
IlB.  See  M.  J.  Vermaseren,  Cybele  and Attis,  the MYth  and the  Cult, 
London,  1977,  13,  and our  Ch.  on  Anahi  t  and Nane. 
119.  Presumably this is Ara;  cf.  the three sons  in the tale recited by 
Mr  Safarean of Erzurum,  above.  It is perhaps  noteworthy that 435 
there are  also three Si5syants  in the  Zoroastrian eschatological 
tradition we  have  discussed,  although three  sons  are  indeed a 
commonplace  in folk-tales. 
120.  NP.  perl  'fairy'; on  Arm.  parik  'an evil spirit), a  loan-word from 
MIr.,  see  Ch.  14. 
121.  M.  Wardrop,  Georgian Folk Tales,  London,  1894,  25,  32.  Ossetic 
pCakcundza  'griffin' appears to have  been borrowed from another 
Iranian language via Georgian.  PhI.  bSkwc  and older Ir.pskwc 
'griffin)  are  traced to OIr.  *pati-skuvaci~  'swooping  down  upon' 
(H.  W.  Bailey,  'Excursus  Iranocaucasicus,'  Monumentum  H.  S.  Nyberg, 
I, Acta Iranica,  1975,  34;  on the Ossetic  form,  see  also  R..  Ajello, 
op.  cit.,  315).  Arm.  paskuc is  a  loan  from the older Ir.  form 
cited by Bailey;  according to  AHH,  181, it and other birds of prey 
(including the kCarkcaz,  an  Ir~oan-word, cf.  Av.  kahrkasa-
~Vulture') were  objects of cult.  On  eagles,  which are listed in 
this category,  see n.  5 above. 
122.  See  our  discussion of the  myth  of Kumarbi  and Ullikummi  in the Ch. 
on  Mithra. 
123.  Herzfeld identified the KUh-i  Khwaja with the MonsVictorialis of 
the  Magi;  see  K.  Schippmann,  op.cit.,  58  & n.  126  (also n.  65 
above).  The  oldest reference to the mountain,  which  contained a 
cave where  the Magi  kept the gifts that it had been prophesied 
would one  day be  presented to the Messiah,  is to be  found  in the 
SyriacBook of the  Cave  of Treasures,  where it is calledtur Nud 
'Mount  Nud'  (probably to be  emended<;to  Nlir  'Light',  for in later, 
Western texts it is called the  Mountain  of Light)  or  tlirne$~ane 
'the Mountain of Victory'.  The  scene of the Nativity and the 
Adoration of the Magi  in the earliest Armenian  miniature painting, 
a  sixth-century work bound with the  EJmiacin  Gospel of A.D.  989, 
is  a  sumptuous  palace;  in later Armenian  art,  as  in other Chris-
tian painting,  the  scene is a  grotto  (clearly labelled ayrn  'the 
cave'  in Erevan MS.  9423,  A.D.  1332,  from Van,  in Durnovo  & 
Drampyan,  op.  cit., fig.  65;  see ibid.,  fig.  1, for the  Adoration 
from the  EJmiacin  Gospel,  Erevan MS.  2374).  It has  been  suggested 
that this  depiction was  influenced by the legend of the  cave  in 
the Mons.Victorialis  (see  Ugo  Monneret  de  Villard,  Le  leggende 
orientali sui Magi  evangelici  (=Studi  e  Testi, 163),  Vatican,  1952, 
9,18,  62  & n.  1).  An  Armenian  apocryphal text on  the Nativity in 
a  MS.  copied in A.D.  1700 mentions  the  msur  'manager'  as within 
the  ayr  'cave '  (Fr.  Y.  TayecC;, ,ed., An~n  girkCNor Ktakaranacc , 
Venice,  1898,  267-77). CHAPTER  14 
EVIL  SPIRITS  AND  CREATURES 
Zoroastrianism differs  from the other great.monotheistic religions 
principally in its treatment of the presence of evil in our world.  In 
any  system which postUlates  an  omnipotent  God,  evil cannot logically be 
explained except  as  a  power either willed or permitted by  divinity. 
Zoroastrians  regard the  Druj  'Lie'  (OP.  drauga),  the  very spirit of all 
chaos  and wickedness,l  as  utterly alien  from ABa  (OP.  arta),  the spirit 
of the right order of the  cosmos.  According to the  Gathas,  Ahura Mazda, 
'the Lord Wisdom'  and Angra Mainyu  'the Destructive Spirit' were  separ-
ate  and distinct spiritual beings  in the beginning,  i.e., infinitely 
into the past.  Ahura  Mazda  chose  ABa,  while  Angra Mainyu  chose the 
Druj.  The  two  spirits are  opposed in every way.2  Ahura Mazda  created 
the universe,  which was  originally good  and pure;  Angra Mainyu,  unable 
to create  any material being,  invaded it and corrupted certain parts of 
it.  All  death,  disease,  hatred and suffering is the  result of that in-
vasion,  against which  the  asavan  'possessor of  iBa~, i~e~,  'righteous 
man',  is bidden to fight.  In  Zoroastrian theology,  Ahura Mazda  and the 
other yazatas  he  created receive  reverence;  neither Angra Mainyu nor his 
daevas  may  be worshipped,  nor can  they be propitiated--they are to be 
opposed. 3.  It should be  obvious  from the  above that  Zoroastrian  dualism 
is the  opposition not of two  gods,  but of God  and a  demon.  In that 
sense it is monotheistic,  although Ahura Mazda  is not  omnipotent.  The 
world is the  scene of a  cosmic  struggle in which the  forces  of Ahura 
Mazda,  the yazatas,  asavans  and all good creation battle against the 
powers  of darkness.  The  latter will be  van~uished in the end,  we  are 
assured,  but  for now  Ahura Mazda  has  not the power to prevent  our death 
or always  to stay other disasters that may  befall US;  we  must  be reso-
lute and brave. 4 
The  origins of this ethical and cosmological  foundation of Zoroas-
trian thought  may  perhaps  be  seen in the early distinction drawn  in the 
~g Veda  between the supernatural beings called asuras  (cognate with Av. 
ahura- 'Lord'),  who  possessed maya,  a  kind of mental  power,  and the 
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de vas  (cf.  Av.  daeva-),  who  exerted their will, it is suggested,  by pure 
strength.  5  Zarathustra, who  was  himself a  priest of an  old religion 
which may  have  paid reverence to both ahuras  and daevas,  may  have  seen 
in the mental basis  of the power of the  ahuras  the  foundation  of moral-
ity, whereas  in the mere  force of the  daevas  he perceived the  amorality 
that is the basis of evil:  the thoughtless exercise of power without 
regard for the rest of the  cosmos  as  ordered by  ASa  (Vedic .ta).  It is 
also possible that the religion  Zarathustra professed before his revela-
tion already  condemned the  daevas  and that the Prophet  refined this sys-
tem.  But those who  have  advanced this theory  do  not  seem to have 
accounted adequately for the  vehemence  of the Prophet's  condemnation of 
the  daevas  and of his  enemies  who  worshipped them. 
From earliest times  to the very end of the Sasanian  dynasty and 
later,  the worship of the  daevas  as  gods  by non-Zoroastrians,  as  in 
Sogdia,  together with the propitiation of the  devs  as  demons  by nomi-
nally Zoroastrian practitioners of black magic,  persisted throughout the 
Iranian world,  despite the best efforts of kings  and clerics to eradi-
cate it.  In the Achaemenian  period,  Xerxes  boasted in an  inscription 
that he  had destroyed a  daivad2~a- 'place of the  daivas'  and had estab-
lished the  cult of Ahura Mazda  "here previously men  had worshipped the 
daevas.6  His  own  wife,  Amestri "  is said to have buried alive  fourteen 
Persian boys  of distinguished f  .mily in order to propitiate the  god of 
the  underworld;  the Magi  buried alive nine boys  and nine  girls  during 
the Persian invasion of Greece.  Although  Angra Mainyu receives  the 
epi  thet khthonios  'of the earth  [or,  underworld]'  in Hippolytus, 8 it is 
unlikely that Amestris  or the Magi  were performing black magic in a 
Zoroastrian context;  at this early period, it is probable that they were 
practising the rituals of the elder gods.  Perhaps  the Armenians  adopted 
. from Old Persian  a  term sandaramet meaning  'underworld'  generally,  wi th-
out  specific reference to  the  Zoroastrian yazata Spandarmad  (Av.  Spent  a 
Armaiti}.9  It seems  that there still existed in Achaemenian  times  the 
pre-Zoroastrian  conception of an  underworld of shades, to be distin-
guished from the  Zoroastrian after-life of rewards  and punishments  (the 
place of the righteous being called in Av.  garo.demana- 'the house of 
song',  cf.  Arm.  gerezman  'tomb,IO).  'The ruler of the pagan  underworld 
was  probably Yima  (Skt.  Yama),  "ho may  be the  adam-e  si" z"ln  'person 
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beneath the earth' to whom  certain  Zoroastrians of the  community  of 
Barifabad, near Yazd, 
black being the  colour 
offer the propitiatory sacrifice 
.  11  12  of eVll.  We  have  suggested 
of a  black hen--
that the  image  of 
~aJ;-~8:k':in the  Bah-name  may  come  from  an original  conception of Yima 
based upon  the  Mesopotamian  Nergal;  one recalls that in the Persian epic 
youths were  sacrificed and their brains  devoured by  ~a~~8:k 
In the Parthian period,  Plutarch states explicitly that the Per-
sians  (to be  understood as  Iranians  generally)  make  apotropaic offerings 
to both Oromazes  Ibnd  Areimanios  (i.e., Ahura Mazda  and Angra Mainyu). 
For the rites of the latter they pound  an  herb  called omomi,  invoke 
Hades  and darkness,  mix the herb with the blood of a  slaughtered wolf 
and throw it away  in  a  sunless Place.13  This  ritual would seem to be  an 
inversion of the haoma-pounding  ceremony.  Benveniste identified omomi 
as  Gk.  ami5mon;14  according to Pliny ,this plant  grew  in Media,  in 
Pontus,  and in Armeniae parte,  quae  vocatur Otene.15  According to 
Clement of Alexandria,  the  Magi  boasted that they could bring demons 
under their power  and compel evil spirits to  serve  them.16  This  may  be 
compared to the boasting of the youthful monster Snavidhka in 
Yt.  19.43-4,  who  promises  to harness both Angra Mainyu  and Spenta Mainyu 
to his  chariot when  he  grows  up.  One  ought to regard with caution 
Classical references  to the Magi  as  practitioners of witchcraft,  how-
ever,  for by Parthian times  the term often carried in the West  much  the 
same  implications  as  'magician  I  and  'magic'  do  today,  and various  kinds 
of sorcery were  labelled as  Magian  which  Zoroastrian priests would cer·· 
tainly have  shunned.  The  writer Apuleius,  a  learned adept of Oriental 
cults  and mysteries,  sought to  defend himself in A.D.  155-61 against 
accusations of magic by arguing a  literal definition of the term. 
'Magician',  he insisted, was  merely the Persian word for priest,  and 
meant  therefore one  skilled in the performance of religious rites,  'an 
art acceptable to the  immortal  gods,  full of all knowledge of worship 
and prayer,  full of piety and wisdom in things  divine,  full of honour 
and glory since the  day when  Zoroaster and Oromazes  established it, 
high-priestess [i.e., magic]  of the powers  of heaven. ,17  Despite this 
clever piece of sophistry,  he was  forced to  acquit himself of specific 
charges  concerning acts of witchcraft. 440 
The  Denkard describes  rites of praise and propitiation of Ahriman 
18  and the  demons  which were  conducted in  darkness  and secrecy.  It would 
appear that in the Sasanian period and later, there existed both sorcery 
for the purpose of power or propitiation, based upon  a  perversion of 
Zoroastrian doctrine  and ritual,  and also  a  form  of the older,  non-
Zoroastrian  daeva-worship.  Since an  amoral  desire  for power or wealth 
from the gods  would have  been  a  common  feature of both paganism and 
sorcery,  and since the rites in honour of some  underworld divinity would 
have  involved revolting and dark practices  in both cases  also, it is 
difficult to  define precisely one  from the other,  and indeed sorcerers 
and pagans  may  have been in contact.  For their attitudes would have 
been  simple  and materialistic, without the  desire  for moral rectitude 
and the  readiness  to sacrifice oneself for it that  characterises the 
Zoroastrian.  19 
A heresy of Zoroastrianism which was  very widespread in Persian 
from Achaemenian  times,  Zurvanism,20  deprived Ahura Mazda of his 
omniscience--a quality essential to the  Zoroastrian belief that Ahura 
Mazda  created the world with the  fore-knowledge that Angra Mainyu would 
be trapped and defeated ultimately in it.  This  certainty is a  great 
theological  consolation,  bearing the  assurance that the tribulations of 
the righteous  are not in vain;  the loss  of it seems  to have provoked 
much  fatalistic  speCUlation.  According to one  Zurvanite  myth,  Ahura 
Mazda  acquired the knowledge  of how  to  create light from  a  demon  named 
Mahmi,  who  learned the  secret  from the Evil Spirit.  Syrian and Armenian 
polemicists of the Sasanian period claimed that  'priests of this sect' 
(i.e., the  Zurvanite  Zoroastrians)  offered sacrifices annually to Mahmi, 
and chided Zoroastrians  for persecuting worshippers  of demons  when  they 
21  were  no  better themselves.  The  Manichaeans  also ridiculed the  Zur-
't  f  h'  t'  22  vanl  es  or t  lS  prac  lee.  No  reference to Mahmi  as  a  being is known 
in surviving Zoroastrian literature. 
Evidence  does  exist of pagan or geotic practices  in relics of ma-
terial culture,  mainly  from eastern Iranian lands.  A number  of small 
ceramic heads  of creatures of demonic  appearance  of the early post-
Sasanian period have  been  found in Sogdia,23 i.  e.,  from  a  time before 
Islam became  firmly established as  the principal faith of the region. 
There is in the Hermitage  Museum  at  Leningrad a  terra  cotta figurine, 
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possibly of the  same  period and place of origin as  these objects. 
It is 61  cm  in height,  and depicts  a  man  on  a  semi-cylindrical 
throne which has  a  low,  serrated back.  There  is a  conical hat on  his 
grotesquely oversized head; it is adorned with ridges  of bumps,  perhaps 
representing rows  of pearls or precious stones.  His  muscular  face  has  a 
prominent hooked nose,  almond-shaped,  narrow eyes,  and his mouth  is open 
to reveal  clenched teeth.  He  has  heavy brows,  a  moustache  and beard. 
His left hand is clasped to his breast, while his right,  also clenched 
and directly above,  carries to his  mouth  the  remnants  of a  staff (?). 
His  robe  is tied at the waist with  a  wide belt with  round clasp,  and he 
wears  soft boots.  Two  snakes  spring out of his  shoulders  at the base of 
the neck,  curl up  and around his ears,  and descend down  his cheeks, 
their heads with jaws  open turned towards his  grinning mouth.  The  base 
24  of the  figurine  appears  to have  been  damaged by water.  The  figurine 
is similar to the bas-relief of Nergal at Hatra,  and may  be  an  apotro-
paic  image  of the  demon  AZi  Dahaka,  Pers.  ~aJ;tJ;tak.  \  It is  interesting to 
note that  in',the Persian dialect of modern  Tajikistan, the  expression 
AZdaha  pes kardan means  'to ward off death',  according to Ms.  Isabella 
Ibragimova,  a  native of Dushanbe.  A statue  from the Mediterranean west, 
made  in Roman  times  and apparently heavily restored in later'centuries 
to  resemble  a  winged,  leontocephalous  figure  on  a  bas-relief from the 
same  site,  shows  a  man's  naked trunk adorned with astrological symbols; 
a  serpent coils  around it.  The  object has  been  connected by  some 
scholars with the western cult of Mithraism and is considered to repre-
sent  Zurvan  or Ahriman.  A similar figure  appears  on  a  medallion  from 
Iran which may  have been  issued at the  death of 
ure would,  accordingly,  represent  death or time 
a  Biiyid ruler. 
25  as  destroyer. 
The  fig-
Gray wrote that,  ' ...  analogies  from other religions would imply 
that in Iran  as  elsewhere maleficent beings  received an  excess,  rather 
than  a  deficiency,  of cult.  The  relative paucity of material concerning 
the powers  of wickedness  seems  due  to  a  determined and systematic  en-
deavor to  ignore evil as  far 
oblivion to nothingness. ,26 
thousands  of those  daevas  . 
as  possible,  and thus to  doom it through 
The  Avesta mentions'  •  thousands  and 
their numberless  myriads',  27  yet Gray's 
suggestion seems  to reflect the  Zoroastrian point of view.  In the 
Denkard it is written that the  dwelling of Ahriman is in the body of 442 
men,  and when  he  is  chased o.ut  o.f  the  bo.dy  o.f  every man,  he will be an-
nihilated fro.m  the who.le  Wo.rld. 28  Tho.ught  o.f  Ahriman is to.  be banished 
fro.m  the mind,  and by  careful adherence  to.  the  laws  o.f  purity as  defined 
in the Vldevdat  'Law  Against the  Demo.ns'  all that is demo.nic  may  be 
purged fro.m  the physical bo.dy.  We  shall see that many  aspects  o.f  Zo.ro.-
astrian  demo.no.lo.gy,  termino.lo.gy  co.ncerning so.rcerers,  and pheno.mena  and 
creatures perceived as  demo.nic,  are  to.  be  fo.und  in vario.us  perio.ds  at-
tested alSo.  amo.ngst  the  Armenians. 
The  mo.st  co.mmo.n  Arm.  word  fo.r  a  witch o.r  warlo.ck is kaxard,  which 
translates Biblical Gk.  go.es,  pharmakeus.  It is pro.bably to.  be  derived 
.  MI  f  v  ~  (  v  vidh-)  f  d'  ~  a  r.  o.rm  fro.m  Av.  kax aredha- fem.  kax are  l-,  o.un  In 
Yasna 61.2.29  TCo.vma  Meco.pcecc~ (fifteenth century)  wro.te  o.f  kaxardkc 
o.r  yarmats  caracc  ew  i  jayns  tCrcCno.cc  diwtCein  'witches  who.  divined by 
the ro.o.ts  o.f trees and the vo.ices  o.f birds. ,30  Ano.ther  mo.re  recent 
clergyman attacked kaxardn  o.r  aniitC incc  tCa±e  i  ho.±,  kaps  kam  mo.m  kam 
erkatC,  ew  pespes bzzaniikc  yarmaren  (sic!)  zaruestn  'the witch who. 
31  buries  so.me  vessel in the earth,  bo.nds,  o.r  wax,  o.r  iro.n;  and with 
divers  talismans practises  (his)  art. ,32  In his  sermo.n  Vasn  arbecCo.±acc 
ew  gusanacc  'On  drunkards  and minstrels ,33 Simeo.n  the bisho.p  o.f 
A±jnikC34  lists vario.us  techniques  o.f witchcraft:  Darjeal satanay ayl 
...... c  .  .  ....  _  c  .....  . 
ews  cars tay gorcel,  or e vnasakar hogwoy,  Jernacu,  garenkec  ,  eraml, 
aknaxa±,  erazahan,  jur o.rhnel  (o.r  e  na pi±c ew  hakarak awazanin), 
cragamah[r?J,  krakahan,  azbnago.±,  xmo.ratCa±,  ew  ayl  ew  anhamar bzzumn 
diwakan tay  go.rcel  satanay35  'Again  Satan  gives  o.ther evils to.  perfo.rm 
as  (are)  harmful to.  the so.ul:  the witch,36 the  diviner with ho.ps,  the 
37  .  38  39  pagan,  the  caster o.f the eVll eye,  the interpreter o.f  dreams,  the 
blessing o.f water  (which  is filthy and co.ntrary to.  the  [baptismalJ 
fo.unt),40 extinguishing a  lamp,41 the interpreter o.f  fire,  the o.ne  who. 
42  steals the reed o.f  a  lo.o.m,  o.ne  who.  buries  leaven--and Satan  gives yet 
o.ther,  innumerable evils to.  do..  ,  Ano.ther practitio.ner o.f  the black arts 
is the vhuk,  who.se  name  renders Biblical Gk.  engastrimytho.s  'a diviner 
o.f  entrails',  and in the Bo.o.k  o.f  Kings,  theletes  'so.rcerer,  necro.mancer  '. 
The  wo.rd  is  pro.bably to.  be  derived fro.m  a  MIr.  fo.rm  o.f  OIr.  *vithuka-
fro.m  the base vaeth- 'to.  ascertain  fo.r legal purpo.ses  (thro.ugh  divina-
tl ·o.n) '.43  In  Arm.  f'  d  1  .,.  tuk  '  '1  d  f  we  In  a  so.  J a  so.rcerer  ,  a  o.an-wo.r  ro.m 
MIr.44  Arm.  diwtC  'witch o.r  warlo.ck,  diviner' is a  wo.rd  o.f  uncertain 
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etymology  (note v.t.  diwtC-ein  from diwtC-em  'I divine'  above); 
HiwnkCearpeyentean  suggested a  derivation  from  Arm.  ditem  'I observe,44 
Arm.  get  'seer, witch' is probably to be  derived from the native  Arm. 
git- 'know'  (cf.  dit- 'observe',  det  'observer'),45 rather than  from Av. 
k  -t  k- 46  ae  a-,  MP.  ed. 
c  The  charms or spells  cast by sorcerers were  called hmay-k  ,  trans-
lating Biblical Gk.  oi6nismos;  the word may  be  an  Ir.  loan-word,  cf.  NP. 
humay.47  The  word.used for a  talisman or magical instrument was 
.  c  c  .  48  8  yurut -k  ,  a  word of uncerta~n etymology.  In MX  1.1  ,  the Assyrian 
queen  Samiram  casts her  'talismans  into the sea'  (ZYUTutCsn  i  cov), 
which Xorenacci  considers  the origin of the expression ulunkc  Samiramay 
i  cov  'the beads  of Samiram into the sea·.49  The  word is  found with the 
suffix of agent 
a  fifth-century 
(fifth century) 
as  yurtC_icc  'witch'  in the works  of Yovhannes  Mandakuni, 
Catholicos of the Armenian  Church,50  and Eznik Ko±bacci 
writes:  c  c  .  c_  ..... c  ......  c  Ew  ard et e  het anos  ~c e  or c  ar  ~nc 
bnutCeamb karcicce,  yandimanescci yiwrocC  aruestakccaccn yawjapastaccn: 
orayncCapC  zgawnaccuccanel  zawjs  giten,  minccew koccel yurtCiwkc  i 
tuns,  ew  kerakurs  matucCanel,  orpes Babelaccikcn visapin  zor pasteinn: 
ew  span  zna Astucoy sirelin novin entelakan kerakrovn51  'And now  if 
there be  a  heathen who  may  think a  thing evil by nature, let him be op-
posed by the co-practitioners of his  own  art, the worshippers  of ser-
pents,  for they know  how  to tame  snakes to such  a  degree that they  can 
call them into houses with talismans  [yurtCiwkc]  and offer them food,  as 
did the Babylonians with the  dragon they worshipped,  but the beloved of 
God  killed it with the  same  accustomed food. ,52  PCawstos  Buzand  (fifth 
century)  describes  the  divination practised by the traitor and apostate 
from  Christianity Meruzan  Arcruni as  he  flees  from the Armenian  sparapet 
('commander-in-chief')  Manuel  Mamikonean:  Ew  inkcn ancceal est u±in 
• "<  - •  h  k C  'd- t C  k C  - h  c  - ~c  v  lJaner  l  mays  a%  eu  ean,  Z  lies  arc  aner:  ew  oc  goyr  nma  yajo±ak 
•  cdc  53  ,  .  yurut  kaxar  anac  n  yor yusayrn  And  he  went  on  h~s way;  he  descended 
to  Chaldaean spells,  and questioned dice,54 but the talisman of witch-
craft in which he  hoped  did not  come  up  in his favour.'  Meruzan,  it is 
recalled,  had accepted Zoroastrianism,55 but  pCB  portrays  him in colours 
as  dark  as  possible,  and it cannot be  inferred that divination necessar-
ily formed  a  part of his faith.  Christian writers stigmatised their op-
ponents  as  adepts  of black magic  and other foul practices; we  shall see 444 
how  they were to scorn the  Zoroastrian Armenian  Children of the Sun  for 
gathering at night,  even  as  the  Denkard condemns  the worshippers  of the 
devs--in the  case of the Armenian  Arewordikc ,  such secrecy might  indeed 
have been the result of fear of persecution by the  Christians.56 
In the several  cases we  have  cited, yurutCkC are beads  or small 
stones or knuckle-bones.  The  act of Samiram which became  an  idiom,  her 
casting of her beads  into the sea,  may  have  been  an  act of magic.  The 
Dabistan,  a  pseudo-Zoroastrian work of the seventeenth century,  contains 
a  legend according to which  Zarathustra, when  stricken by his assassin 
Turabatur(hash),  cast his yad afraz  'rosary'  or  'worry beads'  at the 
man;  the beads  shot  forth  flame  and incinerated the miscreant. 57  While 
the text is wholly unreliable as  a  source of orthodox  Zoroastrian tradi-
tion,  the tale cited may  reflect popular beliefs in magic which would 
appear to be  similar to the Armenian legend of the yurutCkC cast  ~y 
Samiram into the  sea. 
The  Armenian word for  a  curse is anec  (anic-em 'I curse'), which  \ 
is related etymologically to Av.  naismI;58 Acarean  suggested a  direct 
derivation  from  IE.  *neid-,  cf.  Gk.  oneidos.59  The  sum  effect of the 
v.rious  demonic  acts,  talismans  and formulas  noted above  may  be  de-
scribed by Arm.  pCatCerak  'distress, trial, tra@edy'  with  pCatCerakawor 
tCu±tC  'a magical scroll, talisman'  (lit.  'paper', presumably evil)  and 
pCatCerak arnum  'I am  afflicted by the evil eye',  from MIr patyarak,  a 
word steeped in meaning for Zoroastrian theologians  as  describing the 
adverse  actions of Ahriman's evil counter-creation.60 
The  name  of the Destructive Spirit himself is found in Armenia in 
three  forms.  In the province of Dersim there is a  village named 
Ahriman,61 but this  form is not  found in the texts.  The  forms  Haraman (i) 
or Xaramani,  meaning  'evil spirit,  serpent ,62  and Arhmn  (abl.  yArhmenay) 
'Angra Mainyu,  Ahriman'  are both well attested in the E±c  a±andocc  of 
c  63  Eznik Ko±bac  i, where the terms  are  equated: 
c  vC 
!wI  t  e  Ahrmnn  c  ar 
karcicci nocca,  vasn  zXaramani  anunn yanjin kreloy ar i  yarewe 
zaregaknatencciks  arkaneloy,  usti  ew  zanunn  isk  zXaramanoy  ar,  noynpes 
t  vC  b  t C  •  -c  1  b  c  - l'  ew  sa anayn  anun  DC  nu  ean  lnc  anun,  ay  aruc,  orpes  barutCene 
ok
c  barl'  kO-CCl',  ew  l'  -c  t C  - -c  -c  t C  b  .  c  aru  ene  car,  ew  ayn  DC  e  e  naCln bark
C  en, 
ayl  ekamuts.  'But if Arhmn  be  thought by them to be evil,  for his bear-
ing the  name  Xaramani  on  account of casting away  from the Sun  those who 445 
desired the Sun,  it is because  of that he  took the name  of Xaramani, 
just as  one  is called good because of goodness,  or evil because of 
wickedness,  and these are not  inborn qualities, but are acquired.' 
Hubschmann  suggested that the Armenians  adopted the  form Arhmn  in 
Sasanian times,  while  an  older form,  Haramani,  continued to be  used.  He 
explained the initial X- as  a  result of transmission via Syriac  ~rmn' ,64 
but it may  be  accounted for as  an internal Armenian  change;  it is in any 
case unlikely that a  Zoroastrian religious term of 
have  found its way  into Armenian  through a  Semitic 
such importance would 
.  t  d'  65  Th  In erme  lary.  e 
intrusive -a- in the first part of the name  may  be explained by  analogy 
66  . 
with the Arm.  loans  xoraset  'sun' or caxarak  'wheel'  from MIr.,  or by 
metathesis of initial a- from  a  form ahra- (Av.  angra-, ~- 'destruc- i 
tive').  It is more  likely,  however,  for metathesis of the two  conso-
nants  to occur,  as  in Arhmn,  from a  MP.  form Ahrmen,67  and the element 
ahra- is attested in another  case  also with this  change,  Arm.  arhawir-kc 
'terror/,,68 explained by Bailey as  a  loan-word from MIr.,  attested in 
MMP.  ~Qryvr *ahrevar,  to be  connected with Av.  ~ra~ var_.69  The  Ar-
menians  believed that the  devil  (Satan,  Arm.  satanay,  from Syriac)  70 
had two  daughters,  Slik and Blik.71  An  Arm.  translation of A.D.  1720 of 
a  Uniate  Catholic work of the fourteenth  century says  unein tCagawor 
.....  c  c  ..... e.  c  zhrestakn  andndoc  ,  aysink n  zsatanay,  or koc  l  azgabon,  or t  argmani 
korust  'they had as king the  angel of the abysses,  that is, Satan,  who 
is called azgabon,  which is translated as  perdition. ,72  The  name 
azgabon  is clearly an  armenised form of Heb.  abadon  'perdition'.  In  an 
Arm.  MS.  we  find:  H.  Ov  e Baha±il?  P.  Can~ilm Akkaroni  or e canckul 
kam  pararu dewn  kam  glux  diwacc,  ays  er Sodom  pastonn73  'Q(uestion). 
Who  is Baha±n  [i.e., Belial]?  A(nswer).  The  fly of Akkaron  [IV Kings 
1.2J who  is the  fly-swallower or the  encompassing demon  or the head of 
the  demons;  that was  the worship  (at)  Sodom.'  In the folklore of the 
v  c  .  .  _  74 
Arms.  of Jawaxk  there  lS  an  eVll angel  called Pe±cewon  or Pe±ceon, 
obviously the Heb.  Bacal-zebub  'Lord (of the)  Flies', armenised through 
contamination by Arm.  pe±c,  pi±c  'filthy'.  There  existed in Arm.  folk-
lore also the Siraki  dew  'Demon  of Sirak', which took the  shape  of a  fly 
and moved  in  darkness. 75  The  latter may  be  related to the Avestan 
NasuS,  'the most bold,  continuously polluting,  and fraudulent'  of all 
76  the  devs,  the  demon  of the  Corpse,  or Decay,  who  appears  as  a  fly. 446 
The  Armenian  representations of Satan as  a  fly  seem to owe  more  to BIbli-
cal tradition,  however,  than to  Zoroastrian  demonology,  and the various 
names  the arch-fiend is  given may  be traced,  as  we  have  seen,  to the  Old 
Testament. 
The  element  -mani  (Av.  mainyu- 'spirit') in the  Arm.  Xaramani  can 
be  found elsewhere;  cf.  Arm.  tCs-nami  'enemy', with the metathesis of 
~  ~  7T  -!!!.- and -!!.-,  Av.  dus-mainyu-,  PhI.  dusmen.  The  base  OIr.  mainyu-
~. 
'spirit' or manah  'mind'  appears  also in the proper names  Manaclrh, 
:M'anawaz, 
kert. 78 
Manak,  Manen,  ManitC and Manec,  and in the  toponym Mana(z)-
The  Amesa  Spenta Vohu  Manah  'the Good  Mind'  is not  directly at-
tested in Armenian,  however.  Strabo, writing at the time of the birth 
of Christ,  referred to temples of Anaitis  and of Omanos  in  Cappa  do cia, 
just to the west  of Armenia;  the temples  belonged to the Magi,  who 
served in fire-temples with the felt  cheek-pieces of their tiaras  cover-
ingtheir lips so they might  not pollute the sacred fire.  They  covered 
their lips  also in the temples of Anaitis  and Omanos  (it is probable, 
therefore,  that a  fire burned there, too),  and an  image  of the latter 
was  carried in procession. 79  It has been suggested that Omanos  may  be 
80  Vohu  Manah. 
...,  - -.  One  Biblical evil spirit of Iranian origin is Reb.  Asmodal,  Gk . 
.  Asmodeus,  attested in the Arm.  translation of Tobit  111.8,  25  as 
Azmodews  dewn  or Azmod  dewn,  'the  demon  Asmodeus'. 81  This  is  Av.  Aesma-, 
PhI.  X~Sjll,  the only  demon  named in the  Gathas,  82  and thus  perhaps  one of 
the supernatural  figures  of pagan  Iran,  who  was  the personification of 
v  83  Wrath.  Arm.  *hesm-ak  probably is to be  derived from the  Iranian 
rather than  the Biblical  form of the word;  it occurs  in the texts  only 
.........  .  .  _  .... c 
once,  in the  compound  *hesmakapast  'Wrath-worshlpplng':  Ew  aynpes  oc 
c  c  v  - ,: ·cl  c  84  _  _  85  • 
et oJ,  erbek  Astuac  zasxarhs  aL:anc  I vkayut  ean:  Orpes  margaren  ar 
hreutCeambn aser ibrew yeresacc  Astucoy tCe  yamenayn  teJ,is  arkanen  xunks 
t  c  t  86  .  Z'  c  c  c_  t C  d  ew  ma  liC  anen  pa  arags  anuan  lmum.  1  C lie  c  e  e  yamenayn  arB 
astuacapastkC gtanein,  or yandimanein  zhesmakapssosn.87  'And thus  God 
never left the world without witness.  As  the prophet  said to the  Jews 
as  from the presence of God,  "In all places they scatter incense  and 
render offerings to ~  Name, Ii  [cf.  Malachi  1.11J to  show that in all 
ages worshippers of God  were  found who  opposed the worshippers of 
Wrath. ' 447 
Numerous  other evil spirits of various kinds  are  found in Armenian 
texts  and folklore,  from the  fifth century to recent  days.  The  demon  Al 
is believed to be the personification of a  disease which strikes  a  woman 
at  childbirth,  the  'red (illness.)';  the name  of the  demon  appears  to 
come  from an  Iranian word al  'red'.  Belief in this  demon  is attested 
throughout the entire Iranian-speaking world and outside it, from 
Kurdistan,  Armenia and Georgia in the west to the  remote  Pamir mountains 
in the east.  The  demon  is called Alk  in Kurdish and Ali in Georgian. 
Amongst  the Wakhis  and the Kirghiz,  Al-masde  is the  demon  of the whirl-
pool, taking the  form of an  old woman  with streaming hair,  living in 
gardens,  canals  and rivers.  She  seizes men's  throats at night to pro-
duce  snores  and nightmares.  Such manifestations of sleep are treated in 
both Iranian and Armenian  demonology,  and are  found,  of course,  in many 
human  cultures.88  The  Sughni  Almasti  is a  demon  with one  eye  and enor-
mouS  breasts.  In Afghanistan,  Almasti  is a  female  demon  with claws, 
spiky hair,  and long breasts which  she tosses over her shoulders;  she 
lives in waste places.  In the Kabul  area,  the al, xal,  hal89  or madar-e 
AI  is described as  a  woman  of about  twenty with long teeth and nails, 
eyes  curving down  the sides of the nose,  feet turned heel  foremost;  she 
feeds  on  corpses.  The  Zoroastrians of Yazd  consider Al  a  demon  which 
attacks  women  with child and carries  away  children. 
In  Armenia,  a  pair of scissors is placed under a  woman"'s  pillow as 
a  talisman against 
ward off evil.  90 
Al,  recalling the  Zoroastrian 
c  c.91  Grigor Tat  ewac  ~  wrote that 
belief that iron shears 
orkc  i  jurs  ew  i  cnund 
c  c  vC  C  ....  kananc n  alk  koc  ec an,  zi  gej  axtiwn  zhogis  korusanen,  ew  i  cnunds 
zmarmins  ew  zhogis  'those who  are in the waters  and in the  childbirth of 
women  were  called als, because through the wet  disease they bring the 
soul to perdition,  and in childbirth (they  destroy)  both body and 
soul. ,92  Arm.  axt is a  loan-word from Ir., cf.  Av.  axti- 'disease·;93 
the gej axt is masturbation  (cf.  Arm.  v.L  gij-anam9~a sin for which 
the Videvdat  (8.5)  allows  no  explanation. 
The  aid of St  Cyprian  and St Sisianos was  invoked in Armenian 
talismanic scrolls against Al which  contained illustrations of saints 
and  demons,  usually rather crude  in execution.  The  amulets  are  also 
found as  tiny books,  the size of one's palm, .and were  obviously meant to 
be  carried about.  A great many  are known,  and several have  been 448 
published,  in whole  or in part.95  Alisan recorded a  fragment  of such  a 
talismanic scroll, with  a  picture of Al,  a  thin black imp  holding the 
esophagus  and bronchial tubes  of his  victim:  Surbn Sisianos  gayr  i 
lerne  i  .... c  ..... c  c 
vayr,  ew  tesaw pe±c  mi  car, ew  Uller ac  k  hre±en,  ew  i  jerin 
ktrocc,  ew  handipeccaw i  teli awazoy: 
c  ert as,  nzovac  pe±c?  Patasxani et nma  ew  ase: 
ase S.  Sisianos,  Dr 
c  kananc  n 
c.  c  c  c  c  c  ..... c  c  c  ....  t  aramec  lie  anem,  zkat  n  pakasec  lie  anem,  zac  SD  xawarec  uC  anem,  ze±e±n 
ccem,  ew  hamrarnem,  ew  arnem  ztlayn anzamanak  i  yorovayni  'St Sisianos 
came  down  from the  mountain and saw  a  filthy evil one who  had fiery eyes 
and iron shears96  in his hand,  and who  sat in a  sandy spot.  St Sisianos 
said,  "Where  are you going,  accursed97  filthy one?"  He  answered him and 
said,  "I am  going to wither the babes  of women,  to  dry up  their milk,  to 
darken their eyep,  to  suck out their brains and to make  them  dumb,  and I 
shall take the  child in the womb  untimely." ,98  Another scroll intro-
duces  a  mayrn  Alin  'mother of Al',  recalling the madar-e  Al  of Kabul.  , 
The  'father' or  'mother' is usually stronger than the  demon  itself,  and 
examples  abound,  for instance the  Persian madar-e  fulad-zareh  'Mother of 
the  Steel \Armored  [divJ,.99  Alisan provides  another description of Al 
from a  scroll:  Ayr  mi  nsteal i  veray  awazu,  ew  magn  nora ibrew zoji,  ew 
8lunkn nora p±nji,  ew  atamunkcn  nora orpes  varaz xozi:  Nstim i  veray 
c.  y  CC  c  .... 
t±ac kanl,  zakanJn  xorovec  ue  anem,  z±asapn k  arsem,  ew  xe±dem  zmayr  ew 
zmanukn:  mer  kerakurkcn  morn  t±ayocCn  misn e ew  t±acckani ±asapn,  ew 
c  c  "c  .  c  eot n  amsoy  manukn  golanamk  i  moren,  xul  ew  murrc  tanikmk  ar t  agaworn 
mer yandurrds.  Ew  mer  bnakutCiwn yankiwns  tann e ew  yaxorurrs  anasnocc. 
'A  man  sat on  the sand,  and his hairlOO  was  like a  serpent,  his nails 
were brazen,  and his teeth were  like those of a  boar pig.10l  (He  said~) 
i'I sit on  children and roast their ears and pullout their livers and 
strangle both mother and child.  Our  food is the  flesh of mothers'  chil-
dren  and their liver,  and deaf and ,dumb  we  bring them to our king in the 
abysses.102  And our habitation is in the  corners  of the housel03 and 
the stables of animals." ,104  An  entire scroll against Al,  who  is called 
in it Abiahu,105  was  published in English translation from the Arm.  by 
Wingate;  it contains  two  miniature paintings of Al  being subdued by 
St Peter and St Sisianus,  as well  as  a  few  lines of magical  curlicues 
and gibberish.  The  talisman is written on  paper,  about  3-1/2" wide  and 
.  c  106  over 12  feet  long.  It contains  an  invocation also  agalnst the t  b±a. 
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The  tCp±a  (or tCep±a,  tCep±)  is  depicted on  a  talismanic scroll as 
a  hairy humanoid creature with a  bushy tail and horns. lOT  Alisan  de-
clared that the name  sounds  foreign  to 
factory  derivation of the name  has  been 
the Armenian  ear,  and no  satis-
108  proposed.  The  64th  dew  of 
the  T2  questioned by Solomon  in an  Arm.  MS.  facsimile published by 
Macler is called TCapalay,  and has  four 
a  lance in each hand.  109  The  demon  may 
eyes  and four hands; it carries 
c  be the  Arm.  t  p±a,  although the 
MS.,  dated A.D.  1616,  appears  to be  a  translation from Persian,  and 
deals with  a  theme  popular in Persian literature:  Solomon  interrogating 
demons.110  Another  demon  in this text,  Dzoxkc'Hell t,  is certainly Ar-
menian,  though, III and the incantatory scribbles and gibberish contain 
excerpts of both Armenian  Christian prayers  and Muslim incantations. 
Although the Iranian origin of Al is beyond question,  the  demon 
found his way  into Armenian  Christian folklore.  According to  one  legend, 
God  created Al  as  the original companion of Adam,  but  Adam  did not like 
Al;  God  tried again,  and came  up 
b  .  .  t  .  112  , een  a  mlsogynls  ever Slnce. 
with Eve.  Al,  angry  and jealous,  has 
In most  Iranian descriptions,  Al is a 
female.  In a  primitive, patriarchal society,  certain feminine  processes 
such  as parturition and menstruation arouse  great superstition and fear, 
and are associated with evil.  The  menstrual  cycle is an  object of par-
ticular concern to  Zoroastrians,  as  is the delivery of a  still-born 
child;  both are ritually unclean and require the  careful isolation of 
the woman  from the  community until she becomes  ritually pure  again.113 
v  •  114  Armenian has  inherited from MIr.  the word dastan-1k  'menstruant!,  and 
although the belief (shared by the Arms.)  that  a  woman  in menses  is  im-
pure exists  in other societies remote  from  any possibility of Iranian 
influence,  the fact that a  foreign word is used by Armenians  for such a 
common  function  suggests  that specific  Zoroastrian beliefs about it may 
have entered Armenia. 
A number of Zoroastrian  demons  are  female,  e.g.:  Az,  the  demon  of 
Greed;  and Jeh,  the primal Whore;  and  an  entire class of maleficent be-
ings,  Av.  pairikas  (PhI.  parIk).115  In  certain districts of Armenia, 
all evil demons  are considered female,116  and Eznik  condemns  those who 
believe in the  female  spirits called hambaru,  parik  and yuska-parik,  of 
which the latter two  are  obviously Iranian.llT  The  menstrual  cycle of a 
woman  was  regarded, it seems,  as  an unclean affliction,  and in Armenia 
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it was  believed that any  person with a  physical deformity is  dangerous, 
as evil has  entered him;118 this belief is in accord with the  Zoroas-
trian doctrine that all pain and injury comes  from Ahriman  or the  demons, 
but never from  God. 
Various  other  demons  are attested in Armenian literature,  in more 
or less  detail.  Some  are  figures  from pre-Christian epic or cult which 
v. 
were taken by  Christians later to  denote  classes of evil beings.  Sldar, 
.  f'  119  v. d  c  (  )  k'  f  d  d'  an  eplC  19ure,  becomes  Sl ar-k  pl., a  lnd 0  emon  or an  a  Jec-
tive used meaning  'demented' ;120 he  is one of a  horde  of demons  ex-
tracted from the exploding womb  of a  visap  'dragon'  by Simon  Magus.121 
The  word sandaramet-kC is similarly found in mediaeval texts  as  a  class 
of demons,  in the plural,  although in the old religion the word was  a 
term in the singular meaning  'underworld,.122  Similarly, the pre-
Christian term sahapet is found in the plural,  as  a  kind of evil spirit, 
shortened also to svod in modern  Armenian  dialects.123  We  have  dis-
cussed Arm. 
v  124  frasa-. 
shape of a 
v  C  v 
hras-k  ,  hrasa-kert as  loan-words  from Iranian,  cf.  Av. 
Arm.  hres or hras  'monster'  (withhrasacin  'born with the 
hres') may  also be  derived from the  Iranian form with the 
sense of something prodigious  made  manifest  (compare  the word monstrum 
itself, with the literal meaning of  'something shown');  a  term associ-
I 
ated by  Zoroastrians with sacred phe~omena is thereby inverted by the 
adherents of a  later, hostile faith.125 
There  is  a  Zoroastrian yazata,  Vata-,  who  represents  the  good wind 
126  which brings  rain and scatters clouds,  but there is a  more  general 
and more  powerful wind-god,  Vayu-,  who  is both  good and eVil;127 the 
evil Vayu- (PhI.  Vay)  is identified with Ast6.vidhotu-,  the  demon  which' 
brings  death to men.128  In the  Classical Arm.  texts, there are evil 
wind-demons  called ays_kC;  an  ays  struck Sidar from his horse  and 
Trdat  III from his  chariot  and made  both mad.129  In the Arm.  transla-
tion of the Bible,  the  ays  appears  frequently,  usually with the epithet 
pi±c  'foul,  filthy' or "car  'evil'; the  forms  aysabek linim 'I become 
broken by an  ays',  aysakir  'bearing  an~' and aysaharel  'to be 
stricken by an  ays'  are also  found in Scripture,  rendering Gk.  pneuma 
'spirit'  (with poneron,  'evil', etc.), which also has  the  sense of 
'wind f. 
an evil 
The  Mandaeans  similarly 
.  't (.  )  130  E  'k  splrl  zlqa.  znl 
use ~  'spirit, wind'  in the  sense of 
writes,  I  mer lezu aysahar  asemkc, 
! 
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orpes  i  xtranac  harc  meroc  est sovorutCean  i  mez  kargeloy:  ayl 
c  c  .  ....  c  c  .  c  ......... e.  gitemk  et e  aysn  ho±m,  Ogl  .  yorzam asemk  t  e  slk  snc l, 
c  v  vc_131  storneayk  asen  ays  snc  e  'In our language  we  say ays-stricken,  ob-
serving the superstition of our fathers  that has  become  established 
amongst  us  as well,  according to custom.  But  we  know  that ays  means 
"wind"  [ho±mJ  and "wind"  means  "spirit"  [ogiJ ...  When  we  say  "A 
breeze is blowing," those  below [i.e., to the southl32  say  "An  ays  is 
blowing.'"  Acarean  cites a  proposed derivation  fromNP.  saya,  'spirit, 
demon' ,133 but  one would  exp(lct  to  find in the fifth century a  deri  va-
tive of the MIr.  form sayag  ('shade,  shadow').  One  recalls nonetheless 
I 
the  inaccurate  PhI.  tr. of Av.  duzako.sayanaJ- 'inhabited by hedgehogs' 
as  'having evil shadows'  (presumably of mountains)  in the  zand of the 
first book of the Videvdat.134  In  any case,  the Iranian word  does  not 
mean  'wind',  the primary meaning of the Arm.  form,  so  the etymology must 
be  discarded.  Arm.  ays  may  be  cognate with Skt.  asu  'spirit', the 
source of physical vitality for  animals  and men.135  The  term ays  is 
used in the Bible with a  Qualifying adjective meaning  'evil', and the 
word on  its own  possessed probably a  neutral meaning,  even  as  Av.  Vayu-
can be  either vohu- 'good'  or aka- 'evil',  depending on  the adjective 
Qualifying it. 
Ayskc  were believed to exist of either sex,  and to marry each other 
or men.  They  could become  beasts to  frighten  dreamers,  and they had a 
king.  In the  daytime,  they could appear as  men  or serpents.  They could 
also behave  in a  kindly manner,  we  are told by  one  eleventh-century 
writer:  a  woman  died,  leaving ahUSb1and and children.  Another woman, 
an  ays,  appeared and took  care of the family  for  a  time,  then disap-
peared.  In order to  catch an ays,  we  are told,  one must 
in her clothes  (on  the talismanic properties of iron,  see 
stick a  needle 
136  above) . 
c  v  The  Arm.  word k  aj  means  'brave'  and is used only in this sense in 
the Bible.  It was  apparently also  an  epithet applied to the Artaxiad 
c  y  c  kings  of Armenia.  The  k  aJ-k  were  also  considered in ancient epic  a 
race of supernatural  creatures who  captured and imprisoned the Artaxiad 
king Artawazd in Mount  Ararat,  the place of their dwelling.138  The 
legend may  have  arisen  from another belief:  that the king at death 
c  v  139  joined his  deified,  k  aj  ancestors  of the royal clan. 
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1 The  philosopher Dawitc  called Anya±tC ('the Invincible')  or Eramec 
('Trismegistos'),  who  flourished in the late fifth century and was  in-
clined towards  a  rationalistic explanation of supernatural phenomena, 
insisted that kCaj  e  ogi bacCarjak  i  ho±e±en marmnoy,  est inkcean  gOlov 
bari  'the kCaj is a  completely earthly and corporeal spirit which  is 
-- -- 140 
good by nature. '  Some  Armenians  believed that kCaJkc  held Alexander 
the Great  captive in a  mountain  in  'Rome',  but this would seem to be  a 
mere  extension of the myth  of Artawazd to the numerous  legends  wrought 
141  c  in the East  about  Alexander.  Grigor of Tat  ew  (see  above)  wrote, 
c.  _.v  C  ~ C  vC  c  Ork  l  vellS  lsxen k  aJk  koc  ec an 
called kCajkC, ,142  also apparently 
'They who  rule in the. rocks were 
in reference 
the kCajkC are said to  dwell 
to the legend of 
Artawazd,  in which  in Ararat. 
were  thought of as  male  pCeris  'fairies'  (a loan-word from NP.  peri, cf. 
)  c  ~  PhI.  parig,  Arm.  parik above  ,  and in mediaeval times  the word k  ajunak 
'having the kCaj'  was  used of lunatics.143  One  mediaeval writer linked 
the J<!c"jkC to Biblical tradition:  'Some  say that they  [the 
......  c  c  .....  c  yawerzaharsunk  ,  'nymphs '] are  k  ajk  ,  and add that after the  flood Noah 
had a  son Maniton  and a  daughter Ast±ik?144  And  when  God  asked Noah, 
"Do  you have  another son or daughter?"  and he was  ashamed and answered 
"NO,"  then both son  and daughter turned into kCajkC and became  invisible. 
Because  of this,  they  say that they are mort.al:  they are born,  and then 
they die.  And  he  who  sees  them sees also that they have  weddings  and 
cymbals  and gusans  ['minstrels',  see  above]  every day.'  In another ver-
sion of the tale,145  God  commanded  Noah  and his  sons  to observe marital 
continence  on  the Ark,  but  Ham  (Arm.  KCam)  had a  son  and daughter.  When 
the  flood abated,  these two  remained in the Ark,  ashamed,  and became 
.c  ....  c  146  peri and cark  ['evil one'  ]. 
KCajkC are  reputed to live in tacarkc  'palaces'  in the mountains, 
or in deep,  thickly forested valleys called kCajkCajorkC  'valleys of the 
kCajkc" l  They  enjoy roast beef,  xavic  (hasty pudding),  halvah and cakes 
at their feasts,  at which they are  entertained by human  musicians.  Once 
one of the latter,  a  sazandar  (~-player) stole  a  bone of the spitted 
cow  in order to convince himself the morning after that he had not been 
dreaming.  Towards. daybreak,  the kCajkC put  skin over the bones of the 
cow.  It came  back to life and returned to its home.  But 
missing,  so it was  lame;  this is why  cows  can  become  lame 
one bone  was 
.  h  147  overnlg t. 453 
In the  Armenian  epic of Sasun,  the  clan of DawitC and the other heroes 
is called kCajancC or jojancC tun  ('house');  joj means  'giant '.  The 
fourteenth-century  Armenian  poet  Yovahannes  of TClkuran  sings  to his 
beloved,  KCajancC tanen berac  du inj xilay es  'You are  a  kingly robe 
c..,.  c  ....... 
brought to me  from the k  ajanc  tun,'  and marvels  Hre:hen  es,  ho:he:hen, 
c_  d  - c  y  t  e  mar  adem k  aJ 
f 
? ,148  ace. 
Ie·  y;-:, 
'Are you of "fire, or earthly, or a  k  aJ  with human 
The  kCaji was  defined by Saba Orbeliani,  a  Georgian lexicographer 
of the seventeenth century,  as  a  diabolical creature  'like the  Ccimkca 
149  [see  Arm.  cmak,belowJ,  the Ali  [Arm.  Al,  aboveJ  and others.'  In the 
v  c 
twelfth-century Georgian  epic  'The  Man  in the Panther's Skin'  of Sot  a 
RustCaveli,  a  kCaji  can raise storms,  and one  of the  creatures holds 
.  c  150  c  v  captive the lady beloved of  Tar~el, Nest  an.  The  k  aj  is  found  ap,.. 
parently also to the west of Armenia;  in  Cappadocian  Greek the word 
katsora means  'nightmare,  evil  spi~it,.151  The  name  of the Modern  Greek 
supernatural  giant,  kalekantsaros, kalkatsaros,  etc.  (sg.),  seems  to 
contain katsora with the euphemistic kale  (f.)  'beautiful,  good',  cf. 
the Armenian  euphemism for supernatural evil beings,  mezme  a:heknere 
) 
c  v 
'those better" [or,  more  beautifulJ than us'.  An  etymology of k  aj  was 
proposed by SzemerenYi,  who  cited Sgd.  krj, kj  'miracle'  and Ossetic 
karz  'strong',  comparing Arm.  kCaj  and skcancceli  'wonderful'  (the lat-
c  vC  "j  ter to be analysed as  s-k anc -eli, with the Iranian preverb ~  us-
and Arm.  suffix -eli  'able')  .152  If the above  suggestion is correct, 
c  vC  b  the  forms  attested in Arm.  as  -k anc  - and in Ossetic as karz may  e 
compared to the bases  *sera- and sena- ,rith alternation of -n- and -r-
in Arm.  siramarg  'peacock'  (cf.  PhI.  senmurw).153  InArmeni~, the-
alternation of Incl or Injl  and Is)  or III is observed at  an early stage 
in the pronunciation of the toponymical suffix -aric as  laric/. or 
v  154  c  vC  c  v  ----
larinj I,  so  -k anc  - and k  aj  may  be variant  forms  of the  same  word. 
-- .  c.  C C ' 155  .  There  is  a  place in the region of AnJewac  ~k  called But !,  wh~ch 
was,  according to the historian of the mission of the Apostle Bartholo-
mew,  tun kraki,  anyag hroy,  andadar  ayrman  astuacoccn  'a house of fire, 
156  of insatiable combustion,  of unceasing burning for the  gods.'  The 
History of the  Icon of the Mother of the Lord,  another mediaeval Ar-
menian text,  explains  that te:hin  ButC lsi, kCanzi  anun  kCrmapetin ButC 
kardayr  'the place  is known  as  ButC because the name  of the high priest all d  B t c  ,157  Th  .  h  BtC ..  ~ 158  was  c  e  u  •  ere lS  another town  to t  e  north,  arlC, 
14 km.  northeast of Erznka  (Erzincan)  in the province of Ekeleacc  (Gk. 
Akilisene); the  town  had about  150 families  at the beginning of this 
century,  of whom  about  a  third were  Armenians.159  During the  Turkish 
genocide of 1915 the little community was  destroyed.  One  of the  sur-
vivors was  Leon  Serabian Herald,  who  had left the town  in 1912 to  join 
his brother in Detroit,  Michigan.  Serabian  enjoyed a  period of con-
siderable popularity as  a  poet in the late 1920's, and in the 1930's  he 
was  active in the Writers'  Project of the W.P.A.,  an  important artistic 
160  undertaking sponsored by the U.S.  Government.  Serabian spelled the 
name  of his village Put-Aringe in the  poem  'Memories  From  ~  Village': 
.'The  name  of our village was  Put-Aringe, /The  name  of a  once  mighty  god./ 
Put-Aringe has  lost a  lover,/And somewhere  there is a  dreamer.//God 
Aringe  has lost his power,/And our village has  been annihilated./Some 
day  I  might be  found,  still dreaming somewhere;/But who  will tell me, 
161  c  '.~  d  tell of your whereabouts?'  It is apparent that Bt  arlC was  name 
after ButC and was  still associated in the minds  of its Armenian  inhabi-
tants on the  eve  of World War  I  with  a  divinity of pre-Christian times. 
Bailey has  suggested that  a  form of the name  of the Buddha,  *Buti,  was 
incorporated into the Videvdat  ca.  the  second century B.C.  as the  demon 
Buiti, Phl.  But.162  NP.  bot  means  'idol',  and perhaps the Armenian  ButC 
c  .......  and Bt -arlC were  so named because temples  containing images--as well  as 
the  fire referred to above--had stood there.  In PhI.,  But is a  demon, 
but it is not possible to  determine whether the Arm.  word bears  any re-
c  .  163  lationship to the  Iranian.  Arm.  but  means  'stupld',  and perhaps 
this derogatory epithet was  applied by the  Christians to  a  Zoroastrian 
kCrmapet.  In Armenian  folklore there was  another kCurm  called  'Ka±' 
c  c 
Kudrut  --Kurdut  the Lame--whom St Gregory  forced to pour the  sacred ash 
of the fire temple  into the Tigris, at the place where the  Christian 
c  c  (  )  Hogwoc  Vank  Monastery of Souls  was  built,  in the  district of 
Anjewaccikc.164  Arm.  KudrutC is probably  a  Syriac translation of Arm. 
ka±  'lame',  from the  root  KDR  'to become  weak,  to enfeeble'.  165  The 
name  may  be  a  tautology;  it is unlikely in any  case that  a  historical 
kCurm bore it, as it is unlikely one was  named ButC--demon,  idol,  or 
fool.  The  appellation must  be of a  later century,  when  Zoroastrian 
temples were  regarded as  the  abodes of demons  and idols,  and those who 
had served in them were  scorned as  cripples  and idiots. 455 
v  166  Another  demon  whose  name  is  found in the Videvdat  is  Zemaka-, 
the personification of the evil power of winter,  a  spirit whose  origin 
would have  been in the  demonic  north,  whence  the  cold wind and snow  came. 
The  primary meaning of Arm.  cmak  is  'north',  and the word may  be  a  loan 
from Iranian.  Eznik wrote,  agrawucC i  cmakacc  va±agoyn  i  Jerin te±is 
gnaloY'(it is the instinct) of crows  to  go  early from the north to 
167.v.  168  places of warmth. '  Allsan also  deflnes  cmak  as  'north',  and 
Acarean,  proposing the etymology  from Iranian,  defines  cmak  further as 
'a shaded place in  a  valley where  the  sun  does  not  shine',  citing the 
c  c  169  verb  cmakec  uc  anel  'to darken'.  A village in the  region of Dersim, 
south of the Aracani  river and southeast of Capa±Jur  (Tk.  Colik,  Cevlik) 
is called Croak  by the  Armenians.170 
There is a  demon  called by the Armenians  Sembodik,  which  dwells  in 
the  dark corners of a  house.  If somebody is found sitting in a  corner 
holding a  candle,  one  asks  him  Sembodikn i, cragn ke vares  dem  'Are you 
burning the lamp  against the Sembodik?,171  The  word may  be  connected 
with Pth.  zmbwdyg  *zambudig  'world'  (from Skt.  jambudvipa),  with the 
meaning of  'chthonic  (spirit)', or it may  be  from Ir., cf.  Lithuanian 
Zemininkas,  a  chthonic spirit;172  both these suggestions are wholly 
speculative,  however. 
Large  though Armenia's  debt to  Zoroastrianism in beliefs about evil 
beings  seems  to be,  there  are  some  which  do  not appear to have 
with Iran,  for instance the  Englay,  ciwa±kc  and xpilik.  Arm. 
any link 
'"  Enghy 
translates  Gk.  erinys  'Fury'  in the  Commentary  of John  Chrysostom on 
Matthew,  11.15,  and is explained by Acarean as  'a mythical  sea mon-
ster l •173  Alisan  derived the name  from  Arm.  eng±mem  'I sink  (v.t.),.174 
~apC~cCyan derived the word  from Sumerian nin-gal  'great lady',175 but 
this suggestion is unlikely,  for the Armenians  worshipped the Sumerian 
goddess  as  Nane  and the two  forms  are not  similar.  More  likely, the 
Arm.  is a  calque  on  a  Semitic  name  for  a  demon  of sinking or drowning. 
Armenia is not  a  maritime  country,  but  for millennia it maintained eco-
nomic  and cultural contacts with the  seafaring peoples  of the north 
Syrian and  Cilician coast,  who  believed that ships  did not sink because 
a  god of floating,  $aphon,  supported them.  This  word became  the Hebrew 
word for  'north', perhaps because the peoples who  worshipped the god--
176  and the waters  they  crossed--were north of the  Land of Israel.  It is 
I 
I 
I 
I possible that the  Armenians  knew  of a  demon  opposed to 9aphon  and  called 
him by  an  Arm.  name.  In Arm.  folklore  there are  found evil spirits 
called hnar_kc  which lie in wait under bridges  and pull hapless travel-
lers into the water,  while the river gurgles  Anlo±e  gay lo±anay,  lo±worn 
im xorakna  'May  the one 
down  in my  depths. ,177 
not  swimming  come  and swim;  may  the  swimmer  go 
Hre±en  a±jikner  'girls of fire'  and jramardik 
'watermen'  are believed to  dwell  underwater,  but the former are benevo-
178  lent:  they marry earthborn men  and grant  sound sleep. 
Arm.  ciwa±-kc  'monster(s),  are  found in the Bible,  in Agathangelos 
and Koriwn  (fifth century);  TCovma  Arcruni  uses  the p.  part.  ciwa±-eal 
'old,  decrepit ',179 and in Arm.  idiom a  thin, weak  man  is called 
..........  ........  180 
cewcewe;!:. 
minor  demons 
fapcancCyan  derived the word ciwa±  from Hittite zawall-is, 
who  are hideous  to behold and who  bring evil to men.181 
The  Arm.  word was  borrowed by the Gypsies,  and Dowsett has  proposed an 
etymology on  the basis of IE.  *gei- 'sing, call,  shout',  the  ciwa± being 
specifically a  creature which makes  loud noises.182 
We  have  referred above  (in a  note)  to Mrapc,  the  demon  of sleep. 
Various  other  demons  may  be  mentioned which haunt the hours  of night. 
In Mus,  it was  believed that there was  a  demon  called the  Gabos  which 
183  strangled sleepers.  There was  also  a  demon  called Xp(i)lik which 
caused nightmares.  Amongst  the Kurds  of Iran there are believed to be 
evil spirits which  assume  at  dusk the  deceptive appearance of living 
people and are  called xilbil'lk (sgj.).  Safety pins  are believed to ward 
them off; this is the  familiar talisman of iron  (cf.  the Al).  The 
Kurdish name  may  derive  from Armenian;  or they may  have  a  common  origin 
in Arabic  or Iranian.184  The  name  may  come  from  Arm.  xabel  'to deceive', 
for certain plants are  called xpilik which are  considered deceptively to 
resemble  other plants, while  presumably not having the beneficial prop-
erties of the latter; the Turkish term used in describing such plants  is 
oynas,  from the verb  oynamak  'to play'.  AmirdovlatC Amasiacci,  the 
fifteenth-century author of a  medicinal and herbal work entitled 
Angitac
C  anpet( 'Useless to the Ignorant'),  explained sut matite± 
('false matite±',  a  kind of rhizome)  as  matite±in xpelik,  oynas  'the 
oynas or xpelik of the matite±·.185  A hat which made  the man  who  wore 
it invisible was  the 'Xpekli  kC610s  of ~s.186  A demon  called the  Druz-_ 
the principle of evil itself, the  'Lie'--is said to reproduce by 
,  , 
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187  tempting men  in their dreams.  Such  temptation was  probably seen  as 
the  cause of nocturnal emission,  which was  believed to  create  female  de-
mons  and was  called satanaxabutCiwn  ('satanic deception';  cf.  xab- 'de-
ceive'  and Xpilik  above).188  The  antCaram-flower  (heliChrysum~it. 
'unwilting')  can protect one  from this sin, however;  it was  believed to 
have been brought by the  csmarit. crag  'true lamp'  from the Paradise of 
Elijah.189 
Certain Armenian  beliefs concerning purity of the body and of crea-
tion may  be  cited here,  as  they seem to bear some  resemblance to  Zoroas-
trian practices, the latter founded on  the belief that death is evil and 
dead matter is therefore  contaminated by evil.  The  presence of a  corpse 
is a  source of contamination:  one  does  not bathe while  a  corpse lies in 
the house  unburied,  lest one fall ill with a  disease  called hrestakakox, 
gro±i  zarkac or mereli  vaxeccac  ('angel-trodden',  'gro±_stricken',190 
'frightened by the  dead,).191  Fire is not  allowed to burn where  a 
corpse is lying,  and water that is used to wash  the  dead must  be  heated 
with a  fire kindled with flint,  under the sun,  but not  fire taken  from 
the hearth.  The  fire thus  used is impure,  and must be purified.192  The 
custom appears "to be  a  curious  reversal of Zoroastrian practice,  accord-
ing to which  a  fire is kept burning near the  corpse.  The  fire is be-
lieved by  Zoroastrians  to protect the  soul,  which lingers in the 
vicinity of its earthly home  for three  days  after death.  It is note-
worthy that the fire must  be placed three paces  away  from the  corpse; 
were it any nearer, it would be pOlluted.193  It would seem that amongst 
the Armenians  the  danger of pollution of the fire by the corpse out-
weighed  considerations of comfort  for the soul of the  deceased.  Such  a 
calculation would have  been  influenced no  doubt by the  Christian belief 
that the soul  does  not remain,  but leaves the body  immediately after 
death. 
Not  only the  corpse,  but  also  dead matter from the living body  such 
as  hair-combings  and fingernail-clippings  is regarded by  Zoroastrians  as 
polluted by evil.  Nail-pairings and hair-trimmings  are  disposed of with 
care in  a  special building or in the  desert.194  The  Armenians  collect 
parings,  trimmings,  and teeth which have  fallen out,  and deposit  them in 
holy spots,  such  as  cracks in the wall of the  church.  Cracks  in walls 
are  remote  from the  creations  sanctified by  Zoroastrians  (principally earth and water in this  case)  and the  sullying matter would be thus 
safely disposed of.  Other beliefs and practices  do  not  seem to be  con-
nected with Zoroastrianism,  however:  it is considered,  for instance, 
that on  Judgement  Day  all parts of the body will  come  together,  and 
nails  and hairs, if not originally buried,  must be sought the world over. 
If one  cannot bury nail-clippings, it is therefore best to cast them 
over one's  shoulder,  repeating thrice Ur  el gnam,  inj het  gas  'Wherever 
I  go,  come  with me.'  Sometimes  parings,  clippings  and teeth are buried 
in the stove, with an  invocation to  an  ancestor (api195):  Ai kCez,  api 
san atam,/Tu inj oske  atam  'Api,  take this  dog's  tooth/and give  me  a 
golden tooth.'  For fingernails,  one  says  bung,  :±ung,edi kacc ,/AtCam, 
dun  vkay kacc  'Nail, nail, stay there:/Adam,  you be  a  witness. ,196 
It is believed by the  Zoroastrians  that the world we  live in is in 
a  state of mixture  (PhI.  gum@zisn)  of good  and evil.  Such  demons  as 
afflict us  represent supernatural evil;  disease  and menstruation are the 
onslaught of evil against the living body;  corpses  and other dead matter 
are wholly in the grip of evil.  Evil thoughts,  words  and deeds  repre-
sent the surrender by man  of his  free will to Ahriman.  Those  creatures 
which appear hideous  or harmful to man  are  assigned by  Zoroastrians to 
a  particular class which it is meritorious  for men  to  destroy,  as  they 
represent the perversion by Ahriman  of the matter and life made  by Ahura 
Mazda.  Aspects  of this  Zoroastrian attitude towards  such  'noxious  crea-
tures'  (Av.  xrafstra-,  Phl.  xrafstar)  are  found  amongst  the Armenians. 
The  frog is generally considered by Zoroastrians to be the most 
evil earthly creature,197 and in late Zoroastrian texts the  Av.  word 
xrafstra- was,  it seems,  fa  narrow specialised term for  one  subdivision 
of fauna,  the serpent  and scorpion being the chief in the list. ,198  In 
Armenia;  the  frog  (gort)  causes warts  (gortnuk)  and makes  one's teeth 
fallout.  It also steals them,  so  upon beholding the frog one  must  spit 
upon  the hands  and feet  (to prevent warts)  and then shut one's mouth 
tightly (lest the  frog steal a  fallen tooth).199  A wedding song laments 
the  fate  of St  Gregory,  who  was  cast into the pit of Xor  Virap at 
Artasat:  Ayn  over or derin hore, /  Vran  leccin ojn  u  gorte  .'Who  is he 
200 
whom  they put in a  pit,/over whom  snakes  and frogs  poured?' 
St Gregory of Narek wrote,  ta:±tkatesak garsutCiwn  gortocCrt  me:±acc 
.  kkc .  c  c  'd'  t'  awrlna  n  ZlS  zazrac  ue  anen  lSguS  lng frogs,  repellent to behold, 
th  1  f ·  It  ,201  e  exemp  ars  0  Sln,  revo  me. 459 
The  snake  and scorpion  are the  chief representatives of the noxious 
creatures,  reptilian and insect, which bite and sting.  Both biting and 
stinging are expressed by the  single  Iranian base  gaz-;  from the  adjec-
ti  ve  *gazana-
a  wild beast, 
formed therewith may  be  derived the Ann.  generic term for 
.'scorpion'  is to be  connected with 
203 
202  ~  gazan  Ann.  karic 
Zoroastrian PhI.  karcang  'crab' as  a  loan-word from MIr.  Another 
form of the word is Ann.  kor  'scorpion'.  A talismanic scroll  (Ann. 
erdmneccuccicc)  against  666  kinds204  of snakes,  creeping and crawling 
things,  wasps  and bees,  karic and kor,  declares:  Korn  or elane  i 
t c.  "c  t  "  "nkc  t C  e- ",.  c  ."  lwnl.C  sa  anaYl,  ew  1.  n  agawor  amenayn  Pl::eC  zernoc  or  zeran  1. 
veray erkri  ew  harkanen  zmardik  'The  scorpion is he who  comes  from the 
poison of Satan,  and is himself the king of all the filthy crawlers that 
creep over the earth and strike men. ,205  Eznik refuted the notion ad-
vanced by the Persians that certain gazan-kC are evil,  and attacked also 
V'·  .... c 
the idea that one born under the sign Karic  .'Scorpio'  c  ar ew 
me±anccakan linelocc  e  'will become  evil and sinful,.206 
It was  believed in mediaeval Europe that Satan occasionally mani-
fested himself as  a  great cat,  and in 1307 the Knights  Templars  were  ac-
cused,  among  other acts of sorcery,  of cat-worship  (most of them denied 
207  the  charge). 
~  c  katuapastut  iwn 
Yovhannes  of Awjun  accused the  'Paulicians' of 
'cat_worshiP',208 and there is  evidence that the  Ar-
menians  may  have  revered cats because  they killed mice.  Catholicos 
~azar Jahkecci  (early eighteenth century209) wrote,  AnmtagoynkC omankc  i 
~c  tarin mi  or kiraki pahen,  ew  marmnakan  gorc  bnawin  oc  kataren,  aselov: 
c  ...... c.  c  c  Aysar Mkntan  e:  et e  marmnakan  gorcs  lnc  arnemk  gan  Mkunk  ew  ktraten 
zhanderjs  mer2lO  'Certain of the most  mindless  keep  one  Sunday  a  year 
and do  no physical labour  (then),  saying:  "Today is the Holiday of Mice. 
If we  do  any physical labour the Mice  will  come  and cut up  our  clothes.'" 
Such  a  holiday was  probably kept  for fear of mice,  and Armenian  farmers 
would indeed have prized the cat,  called by  Yovhannes  of Awjun  a 
mknorsak  'mouse-hunter'  in his attack on  the Paulicians  (mknorsakacc 
linelov pastawnamatoycC  'for they make  offerings  to mouse-hunters').  In 
one Iranian land,  too,  the cat  seems  to have been prized for its useful-
ness  against rodents,  for it was  called  'mouse-killer'  in Sogdian  (as, 
indeed,  in Classical Greek  and Sanskrit).211  According to one  modern 
Armenian superstition,  a  person who  kills a  cat  must build seven 
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with his little finger  (ckoytc);  otherwise his  soul will go  to 
The  cats of the  Van  area do  not exhibit the virtues that might 
make  them the object of cult,  however.  A nineteenth-century English 
traveller wrote,  'The best  cats are  Van ,cats, which  are not  really Per-
sian;  these, if well bred,  are  deaf,  and also  have  eyes of different 
colours--a pink and a  yellow eye,  or a  blue on  one  side  and yellow on 
the other.  They will not  catch mice,  show  nO  affection Whatever,  their 
hair sticks to everything in spring,  and they are in every way  objec-
tionable. ,213  The  twentieth-century Armenian poet  Gurgen  Mahari,  a  na-
tive of Van,  addressed a  poem to one 
loved family pet lost during the 1915 
of the  ferocious 
G  'd  214  enoel  e. 
creatures,  a  be-
Zoroastrians regard the cat as  a  xrafstra-, however,  perhaps be-
cause it is a  nocturnal creature and had not  been  domesticated in the 
times when  the  Iranian nomads  first formulated the concept of the pure 
and noxious  creations.215  Dislike of cats was  a  conspicuous  feature of 
Zoroastrianism in Muslim Iran.  The  tenth-century Samanid wazir 
Abu-cAbdullah  M~ammad ibn-A?mad Jayhani  'was  suspected of dualism,  and 
some  peculiarities of his personal life were  connected,  in the minds  of 
the people ,  with his  religious  opinions:  he would not touch a  man 
otherwise  than through cloth or paper,  and  could not suffer the presence 
216  of cats. '  The  Armenians  of Vaspurakan told of a  demonic  spirit 
called the  PCampcusik  (from pCusik  'pussy cat') which  grew to giant size 
and suffocated sleepers, or assumed the  form of a  cat and strangled them. 
It also  caused nightmares.217 
The  ,rolf,  too,  is regarded by  Zoroastrians  as  a  demonic  creature  .2l8 
Armenians 
otherwise 
believe that the wolf  (gayl)  eats evil itself, which would 
219  overwhelm the world. 
turned backwards.  Prayers against 
It walks  on  two  legs, with its feet 
it, called gaylakap  ('wolf-binding') 
are repeated thrice.  A talisman against wolves  is made  as  follows:  one 
hangs  a  ladle  from  a  house-pillar,  on  black thread.  Then  one  bends  a 
knife or makes  seven knots  in a  shoestring,  and ties these between the 
teeth of a  comb;  an  axe  is placed on top of these things.  It is be-
lieved that the  gaylakap makes  the wolf dumb,  causes  its teeth to fall 
out,  blinds it and confuses it.  The  power of the spell lasts  seven 
days. 220  One  gaylakap reads,  'The  Mother of God  is in the mountains,/ 
the Son  of God  in her embrace,221/a  column  of light in his heart/and 
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three nails in his hands:/one  for the heart of Satan,/one  for the mouth 
of the wolf-beast/that wanders  in the night,/and one  for the tezmin-
bezmin222/that twists over my  head./I bound the wolf to the mountain;/I 
bound Satan to the rock./I riveted the bonds with nails. ,223  God  pun-
ishes evil women,  it is believed,  by making them werewolves  (mardagayl). 
The  ordeal lasts only seven years, 
even after she becomes  fully human 
but the woman 
.  224  aga:m. 
retains her wolf's tail 
The  snake is considered a  xrafstra- by Zoroastrians,  and the  spe-
cial stick used by Irani  Zoroastrians  to smite noxious  creatures of 
various  kinds  was  called a  mar-gan  'snake_killer,.225  In the  fifth-
century History of PCawstos  Buzand,  iserpents  are  associated with heresy, 
sodomy,  and madness.  The  mother of king Pap,  pCaranjem,  once  beheld 
white  snakes  entwining themselves  about the legs  of her son's  couch as 
h  d·  .  tal' t  226  e  engage  In  unna  ur  In ercourse. 
It would appear,  however,  that ophiolatry was  practised in 
Kurdistan,  Armenia  and Iran.  The  Yezidis  revere  a  carven  snake the 
height of a  man,  painted black,  on the wall to  one  side of the entrance 
h  .  .  h  .  kh  C  - ul  .  h  I  227  to t  elr hollest s  rlne,  Shei  Adi,  near Mos  ln nort ern  ra~. 
Alisan lists the  following toponyms  containing the element  awj  'serpent': 
Awjteb in Baberd,  Awjaberd in Ge1a(r)kcuni,  the river Awji  near the lat-
ter,  Awjun  in Jorapcor,  Awjin  in Apahunikc,  Awjjor in Marand,  Awjni  in 
.  c  c  . v  C  c.  228  Karin,  and AWJ.-.-k  abak  or Vlsap-k  abak  ln Tarawn.  Alisan identifies 
the latter with the site of the 
• v  c  ( ,  temple of Vahagn  vlsapak  ab  dragon-
reaper,229),  and it is possible that the other place names  refer to the 
slaying of a  serpent rather than to the worship of one;  cf.  Kirman  in 
Iran, where  Ardaslr I  was  reputed to have  slain a  dragon  (PhI.  kirm). 
Yet  in both Armenia and Iran,  house-snakes  are revered.  Gurgen  Mahari 
(see  above)  wrote that a  snake with a  golden spot  on  its head lived in  a 
pile of brushwood at his  family's  home  in Van.  It was  the  guardian of 
their luck,  and when  his  cousin killed it Mahari's  sister went  insane 
and other misfortunes  as  well beset the family.230  C.  J. Wills wrote  in 
the last century,  'The  Persians  do  not like to  destroy house-snakes,  for 
two  reasons:  first,  because they say they  do  no  harm;  and secondly,  be-
cause  they suppose them to be tenanted by the spirit of the late master 
of the house. ,231 
Zoroastrian beliefs  concerning evil spirits and creatures  exerted 
considerable influence  on  Armenia,  as  we  have  seen,  although in the many 
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centuries that have  elapsed since the  conversion of the  Armenian  state 
to  Christianity certain 
modified;  Christ repels 
of these traditions were  obscured,  and others 
232  the  dews,  and the  souls of the  damned  now  go 
down  to a  Christian hell,  although it still bears its Iranian name: 
y  c  233  dzox-k  .  Western  influences,  too,  may  be perceived in the  develop-
ment  of Armenian  demonism and witchcraft.  It is interesting finally to 
note  a  reference to the black arts  in Armenia  as  seen by foreigners. 
A Greek  folksong  from  Thrace  called  'The Witch'  was  transcribed and 
c.  234  translated by M.  Bart  ~kyan: 
MY  black swallows  of the desert 
And white pigeons  of my  shores, 
Who  fly so high to  my homeland, 
I  have  an apple tree in my  garden-nest there 
And  tell my  good wife 
To  be  a  nun if she wishes,  or to marry, 
Or,  if she wishes,  to  dye  her clothes black. 
Let her not persevere or wait  for me. 
Here  in Armenia they have married me 
To  an  Armenian  girl,  daughter of a  witch. 
She  bewitches  the stars and the  sky; 
She  bewitches  the birds and they cease to fly; 
She bewitches  the rivers  and they flow  no  more; 
She  bewitches  the sea and it is becalmed; 
She  bewitches the  ships  and they  do  not sail; 
She  bewitches  me  and I  cannot  return. 
I  set out on the road and snow  comes  down; 
I  turn back  and the stars shine,  the  sun rises; 
I  saddle  my  horse  and the saddle falls  down; 
I  tie my  sword and it breaks  and falls  from  my  side; 
I  sit,  compose  a  letter, and the paper turns white. 
T>ro  more  songs  were  found  from the  Greek  island of Simi,  north of Rhodes. 
Since  Armenia is reached by  sea in both,  H.  BartCikyan has  suggested 
that they were  composed in the  fourteenth  century,  when  the Armenian 
maritime kingdom of Cilicia had come  to be  known  as  Armenia  generally to 
the Byzantine  Greeks.  Folk poetry need not  observe  the rules of physi-
cal geography,  of course;  there were  few  places in the  Greek mind that 
could not be sailed to,  and it may  be thought that the place of the 
Qdysseus's  last journey,  where  the use of the oar was  not  known,  lay in-
deed outside the lands of the living.  The  two  variants  from Simi  read: 
1. 
The  ship with silver rudder and keys 
Is endangered in the  deeps. 
The  gold in the hold lies in heaps. 
The  helmsman  is a  prince's  son 
r  , 
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Who  cares nought  for the ship or gold 
And  is stirred only by his little Clove-tree. 
"Who  wants  to take  my  wife, 
To  marry her as  his  own, 
To  kiss her sweetly at sunrise, 
And  to embrace  her at midnight?" 
A voice  called from another ship: 
"I wi sh to take your wi fe , 
To  marry her as  my  own, 
To  kiss her sweetly at sunrise 
And  to  embrace  her at midnight." 
He  sends her no letter, no  news, 
A mere  two  words  in his handkerchief: 
"Take  a  man,  my  girl, if you wish, 
Or  dress  in black and be  a  nun. 
I  have  gone  to Armenia,  my  lady, 
And  will take  an  Armenian  girl,  a  witch-girl 
Who  bewitches  ships  and charms  the seas, 
Who  enchants  the skies that the  stars not rise 
And  enchants  the seas,  and no waves  vex them. 
She  hexed me,  too,  and  I  cannot  come  to you." 
The  girl heard,  arose and put  on black; 
The  lovely woman  became  a  nun 
And  went  to Armenia to  find him. 
"Greetings,  Armenian woman.  Where  is your husband?" 
"He  has  gone  to feast with the nobles." 
"Greetings,  Armenian woman.  Tell him 
That the vine of his  garden is  dry and withered, 
His  arch has  cracked and fallen in, 
Another picks the apples of his tree, 
And  the  two  doves  have  flown  away. 
Greetings,  Armenian woman.  Tell him my  words." 
"A  nun told me  to tell you 
(Christ  God,  may  you see  and not eat; 
Christ  God,  may  you see  and not  drink) 
That  the vine of your  garden is  dry and withered, 
Your  arch has  cracked and fallen in, 
Another picks  the apples of your tree, 
And  the  two  doves  have  flown  away." 
"The  vine of my  garden is my  mother true, 
The  arch of my  house is my  own  father 
MY  apple-tree is my  gentle wife, 
And  the  two  doves  are my  beloved sons. 
Greetings,  Armenian woman.  I  will not return." 
Before she bewitched him he  flew outside. 
Before  she  charmed him he  took horse  and  sped away. 
II. 
The  seas are  calm and peaceful  today. 
Our  sparrow became  a  wanderer  and flew  away. 
He  sends  me  no letter and  does  not  explain: 
Just three letters in  a  handkerchief. 
Read them and lament  and cry. 464 
"If you wish,  girl,  take  a  man. 
If you wish,  put  on black and become  a  nun. 
They  married me  off in Armenia 
To  the  daughter of a  witch and warlock. 
She  bewitches  ships  and seas 
And  bewitched me;  I'll not  return." 
She  put  on black,  she went  down  to the shore, 
And  a  ship set sail for Armenia. 
She  saw the Armenian  girl and said to her 
"Greetings,  Armenian woman.  Where  is your husband?" 
"He  has  gone  to the hunt with the nobles." 
"Greetings,  Armenian woman.  Tell him  for sure 
What  I  now  will say: 
"A  good nun  came  from your land, 
From your parents,  from your father's house, 
And  said the pillar of your house  has  fallen in, 
The  vine of your  garden has withered dry. 
Another plucks  the  apples of your tree 
And  the  two  doves  have  flown  away. 
Greetings,  Armenian woman.  Relate it thus 
As  I  have  said.  Farewell. " 
When  the man  came  back with the nobles 
He  went  alone  into his  house; 
His  wife  came  to him and told him 
All that the nun  had said. 
"My  father is the  fallen pillar of my  house. 
The  apple-tree is my  gentle wife, 
And  the  two  doves  are  my  beloved sons. 
You  will see  me  no  more.  Armenian  woman,  good-bye." 
Before  she bewitched him he  fled far away. 
Before  she hexed him,  he  entered his home. 
"Where  shall I  find a  two-bladed scissor 
To  cut out the tongue of the  one who  says it to  m~?" 
When  Odysseus  languished on  Circe's enchanted isle,  Penelope  could but 
sit and wait  for his  return.  With the  coming of Christianity redoubt-
able  Greek nuns  in black went to Armenia--to  spread the new  faith there, 
like Hripcsime  and her companions,  or to get back their men.  It appears 
they learnt of the scissors that protected Armenians  and  Zoroastrian 
Iranians against evil,  and found a  practical use  for them in silencing 
the spells of a  witch. 465 
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18.  DkM.  182.6 ff.,  893.10  and 634.14.  discussed with text and trans. 
by Zaehner,  op.  cit.  n.  4,  14-16,  30-31. 
19.  See  also Boyce,  Hist.  Zor., I,  252. 
20.  For  discussion of this heresy as attested in the works  of Eznik 
and EHse  (fifth century),  see  Ch.  4. 
21.  L.  Maries,  Ch.  Mercier,  Eznik  de  Ko±b:  De  Deo  [=  E±c  A±andocc 
('Refutation of Sects'), Patrologia Orientalis, 28,  fasc.  4J, 
Paris,  1959,  187;  Zaehner,  op.  cit., 148,  438-9. 
22.  Ibid., 148,  citing W.  B.  Henning,  Zoroaster,  Oxford,  1951,50. 
Prof.  H.  W.  Bailey suggested (verbal  communication,  21  March  1979) 
that Mahmi  is to be identified with Mahawai,  the messenger of the 
giants in Mani's  'Book  of Giants'  (see  J.  T.  Milik,  The  Book  of 
Enoch:  Aramaic  Fragments  of Qumran  Cave  4,  Oxford,  1976,  298, 
314).  See  also J.  R.  Russell,  'Mahmi  Reconsidered,'  JCOI  (forth-
coming).  ----
23.  See  V.  A.  Meshkeris,  Koroplastika Sogda,  Dushanbe,  Tajik S.S.R., 
1977,  94  & pIs.  21,  22. 
24.  N.  V.  D'yakonova,  'Terrakotovaya figurka  Zakhaka,'  Trudy otdela 
Vostoka  gosudarstvennogo  Ermitazha,  Leningrad,  3,  1940,  195-205 
& fig.  1.  ~a~~ak is clearly shown  with a  snake springing from his 
shoulder in a  fragment  of a  fresco  from Panjikent,  Tajikistan, 
U.S.S.R.  (ancient Sogdia),  see A.  M.  Belenizki,  Kunst  der Sogden, 
Leipzig,  1980,  p.  203. 
25.  F.  Cumont,  The  Mysteries  of Mithra,  New  York,  1956,  104-11  & 
figs.  20-22;  see also,  e.g.,  J.  Hinnells,  Persian Mythology,  New 
York,  1973,  78  & fig.  facing page;  and A.  D.  H.  Bivar,  'Mithraic 
Symbols  on  a  medallion of Buyid Iran?'  Journal of Mithraic  Studies, 
Vol.  1, No.1,  1976. 
26.  Gray,  op.  cit., 175. 
27.  Yt.  4.2,  trans.  by J.  Darmesteter,  The  Zend-Avesta,  2  (=  SBE,  23), 
49. 
28.  See  S.  Shaked,  ed.  and trans.,  The  Wisdom  of the Sasanian Sages 
(Denkard VI)  [=  E.  Yarshater,  ed.,  Persian Heritage Series,  34J, 
Boulder,  Colorado,  1979,  103. 
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29.  This  etymology was  proposed originally by  P.  de  Lagarde  (Beitrage 
'zur baktrischen Lexicographie,  1868,  40); it is discussed by 
M.  Schwartz,  'Miscellanea Iranica,' W.  B.  Henning Memorial  Volume, 
London,  1970,  389-90. 
30.  ARH,  392. 
31.  Armenian  kap  'bond'  can  also mean  paralysis by magic;  see  our dis-
cussion of the  gaylakap below. 
32.  ARH,  391. 
33.  Arm.  gusan  'minstrel' is  a  loan-word from Fth.  gosan  (see  H.  W. 
Bailey,  'Iranica II,' JRAB,  July 1934,  514).  Mediaeval  Armenian 
clerics frequently and vituperatively attacked minstrels  (called 
in later centuries  asu±s,  from Arabic  casuq  'lover',  Tk.  loan-word 
(a1lk),  who  sang the pre-Christian epics  frequently cited by 
Movses  Xorenacci  and others  (see our  Ch.  on  Vahagn  for instance, 
and M.  Boyce,  'The  Parthian  gosan  and Iranian minstrel tradition,' 
JRAB,  1957,  13-15),  and who  encouraged carnal love,  feasting, 
drinking and other activities  considered unseemly by the  Church. 
34.  Suggestions  about his  dates  vary  from the  seventh to the thir-
teenth centuries,  see  ARH,  379  and HAnjB,  IV,  496-7. 
35.  E.  Durean,  HayocC  hin krone,  Jerusalem,  1933,  126  s.v.  kaxard. 
36.  Arm.  jernacu is explained as  kaxard  'witch'  (NBHL,  517). 
37.  Arm.  erami is a  hapax.  Compare  to  MMP.  ramganig =  Gk.  ethnikos 
(cit.  in HAE,  IV,  140,  s.v.  ramik),  'gentile' in the sense here, 
perhaps of non-Christian.  Vardan AygekcCi,  cited by L.  XacCikyan 
in P-bH  4,  1963,  148-9,  mentions  garenkecCutCiwn  'casting hops' 
(Arm.  gari)  among  other techniques  of witchcraft. 
38.  Arm.  aknaxa±,  literally  '(one who)  moves  (xa±-)  the eye  (akn)'. 
According to  MX  II.  42,  Eruand had the evil eye  (dzneay akM 
hayecCuacov  'with the  look of the burning eye')  and stones were 
placed before him at  daybreak  for his  glance  to shatter--presumably 
releasing thus  the baneful energy accumulated overnight.  Armen-
ians still make  plaques  with  a  blue  eye  (xaz-akn)  or wear  jewellery 
with a  turquoise or other blue  stone to ward off evil. 
39.  On  Arm.  erazahan,  see  our  Ch.  on  Tir. 
40.  Perhaps  the  Zoroastrian  ab  zohr  'libation to the waters'  was  re-
garded by  Christians  as  demonic;  but it is more  likely that the 
ritual resembled the one  described by  ~tepCaeos Orbelean  (late 
thirteenth century):  kazmeal  anotC incc li jrov,  ew  niwtCeal ... 
anccuccane  zSurbn  (EricCak)  i  veray nora "( the witch)  prepares 
some  vessel full of water,  and making it ready  [or,  'winding' 
(niwtCeal)  or divining'  (with emendation to  diwtCeal)J  passes  the 
Holy  (?)  [thrice  (?)J over it' (cit.  by E.  Durean,  op.  cit., 147 
s.v.  jrahmayutCiwn). 468 
41.  Arm.  crag8JJ1ah,  apparently composed of crag  'l8JJ1p'  (a Mlr.  loan-
word,  see  Arm.  Gr.,  190)  and mah  'death'  (emended by  Durean  to 
~- 'extinguish').  Armenians  still regard fire  as  holy,  and in 
the last century in parts of Armenia it was  customary for one to 
say when  extinguishing a  candle,  krake mareccaw/  cCare  xapcaneccew 
'the fire was  extinguished/ and evil was  confounded'  (E.  Lalayean, 
Jawaxkci  burmunkc,  Tiflis, 1892,  9).  It was  also  considered a  sin 
to tell someone  to exsinguish a  fl8JJ1e;  the  euphemism krakn orhnir 
'bless the fire!' was  employed  (AR,  1897, 194).  See  also the fol-
lowing  Ch. 
42.  Arm.  azbnago±  (from azbn  'reed,  tassel'  and go±- 'steal') is  'One 
who  performs  magic with the  reed of a  loom'  (Afjern). 
43.  E.  Benveniste,  'Etudes  irani~nnes, 'TPS, 1945,  75.  Acarean  in HAE 
noted a  form vohuk  and suggested a  derivation of vhuk  as  a  euphe-
mism  from Av.  vohu- 'good',  but this seems  implausible,  as  the Ir. 
word  from  a  MIr.  form--the  form we  should expect to  see  for the 
period when  the loan was  probably made--is  attested in Arm.  as  ve.h 
'good'  (Arm.  Gr.,  246).  --
44.  HAE,  I,  671;  on  the possible MIr.  orlgln of dit- see  Arm.  Gr.,  141,  s.v.  det.  MIr.  dit  'seen' is  found  in Arm.  ~arit 'true', lit. 
'seen by the  eye  (MIr.  casm)'  (with  change  of intervocalic -i- to 
-r-; see  R.  Godel,  An  Introduction to the Study of Classical Ar-
menian,  Wiesbaden,  1975,  3.1). 
45.  HAE,  I,  551-2;  compare  Russian ved'ma  'witch',  from Proto-Slavonic 
*vede  'I know'  (M.  Vasmer,  Russisches  etymologisches Worterbuch, 
Heidelberg,  1953, I, 178). 
46.  An  etymology  from Iranian was  suggested by  YarutCiwn  TCireakcean 
in his  Arm.  trans.  of the Karnamag  (cit.  by Acarean,  HAE,  I, 
551-2),  followed by Bailey  (TPS,  1955,  64)  and Gershevitch  (ARM, 
156-7).  It is not  explained how  Ir. !.- bec8JJ1e  Arm.  £-. 
47.  See  Arm.  Gr., 181,513;  a  brother of St  Vardan  Mamikonean  (fifth 
century)  was  named  Hmayeak,  cf.  Av.  Humayaka- (Yt.  5.113,  cit.  by 
ibid.,  47). 
48.  See  HAE,  III,  410-11. 
49.  On  Ara and Samiram,  see  our  Chs.  7  and 13. 
50.  See  Thomson,  MX,  103 n.  2. 
51.  Eznik,  op.  cit.,  440  (para.  65). 
52.  Eznik is referring to the  apocryphal book of the  Old  Test8JJ1ent  Bel 
and the  Dragon,  in which  Daniel  feeds  lumps  of pitch,  fat  and hair 
to  a  dragon worshipped at Babylon  and causes it to burst.  On  Arm. 
visap,  see  Ch.  6. 469 
54.  Arm.  kCue(ay).  See  HAE,  IV,  590  and Bedrossian,  752;  in Modern 
Arm.,  the word means  ~allot  ' . 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
66. 
68. 
See  Ch.  4. 
See  Ch.  16. 
Cited by  A.  V.  W.  Jackson,  Zoroaster,  the Prophet of Ancient  Iran, 
New  York,  1899,  repro  1965,  131. 
E.  Benveniste,  'Que  signifie Videvdat?'  Henning  Mem.  Vol.,  40, 
n.  16. 
RAE,  I, 193.  The  Arm.  word of opposite meaning,  too,  awrhn-em  'I 
bless',  is to be  derived from MIr.,  cf.  Av.  afrinBmi  (see  Godel, 
op.  cit., 2.345  and A.  Meillet,  Esquisse  d'une  Grammaire  Comparee 
de  l'Armenien  Classique,  Vienna,  1936,  31-2. 
HAE,  IV,  469;  Jackson,  op.  cit,n. 57,76;  Ar~.  Gr.,  254. 
.....  c  ....  c  See  G.  Halajyan,  Dersimi  Hayeri  azgagrut yune  (=  Hay  azgagrut yun 
ev banahyusutCyun,  5),  Erevan,  1973,  87.  The  village is two  hours' 
journey west of Esrik,  on  the border of the  Carsancak  region.  It 
belonged to the a%iret of the Bahtiyaris  and  "'had  240  Armenians  and 
700  Kurds.  It is not explained why  the village had been  given 
such  a  name,  nor indeed does  HalaJyan  seem to  recognise what  the 
name  means. 
See Bedrossian,  s.v.  and Durean,  op.  cit., 121. 
Eznik,  op.  cit.,  473  (para.  198),  in the refutation of the teach-
ings  of the Persians. 
See  Arm.  Gr.,  26-7. 
The  letter x  is used frequently instead of h  by TCovma  Arcruni 
(tenth century), e.g., xoc  (Arm.  hoc  'thick'), cax (cah  'proper'), 
tCanjraxoc  (tCanjrahoc  'dense',  c:r:-hoc  above),anxeded (anheded 
'absurd'),  Vaxric  (Vahric,  a  proper name  from MIr.,  see  Arm.  Gr., 
78),  daxlic  (dahlic  'hall',  fromMIr.,  ibid., 133)  andXraxat 
(Hrahat,  Gk.  Aphraates,  ibid.,  48),  cited by  V.  Arakcelyan,  Grigor  c  yy  -- Narekac  u  lezun ev oce,  Erevan,  1975, 16. 
See  H.  W.  Bailey,  'Saka ssandramata,'  Festschrift fur Wilhelm 
Eilers, Wiesbaden,  1967,  139. 
The  form  Ahrmen  is  found in MMP.  texts,  see  F.  C.  Andreas,  W.  B. 
Henning,  'Mitteliranische Manichaica aus  Chinesisch-Turkestan, II, , 
SPAW,  1933,  307-8,  cited by J.  P.  Asmussen,  Manichaean  Literature, 
Delmar,  Ne1f  York,  1975,  10. 
Arm.  arha1fir-kc 
342,  343 n. 1), 
as  a  variant of 
is parallel to  Gk.  orama in the  Gk.  Agath.  (AEH, 
and is analysed by Acarean,  HAE,  I,  323,  1fith arh-
Arm.  ah  'fear'.  One  should expect  an  -r- in the 470 
Ir. base;  ah is to be  derived from  Av.  athi- (E.  Benveniste,  op. 
cit. n.  43-,-68).  Arm.  mah,  marh  'deathl""iS an  example  of -h-/-rh-
rniation with loss of -r-, with the proposed OIr.  base merethiU=" 
containing  ~£- (see  Go del,  op.  cit., 4.122  and H.  W.  Bailey,  'A 
Range  of Iranica,' Henning Mem.  Vol.,  31  n.  50). 
69.  See  H.  W.  Bailey,  '*Spanta-'  in Die  Diskussion um  das  'Reilige', 
Darmstadt,  1977  (,,=  'Iranian Studies III,' BSOS,  7,  1933-5,  276-96), 
170-1, 176.  Arm.  z-arh-urem  'I am  terrified'  and arh-ur-eli 
'frightful' are probably to be  derived from a  MIr.  base ahra- (for 
alternative  forms  in Arm.  with  ~-, cf.  armanam/zarmanam  'I am 
astonished.') . 
70.  Arm.  Gr.,  316. 
71.  Durean,  op.  cit., 112,  149. 
72.  Cited by RAE,  I,  85;  no  explanation of azgabon is offered. 
73.  Durean,  146,  citing Jerusalem Arm.  MS.  1288,  fol.  134 b. 
74.  See  Ali,  I,  324. 
75.  Durean,  143. 
76.  Videvdat,  7.1-4  (trans.  by West,  SBE,  4,  74-80);  see also Boyce, 
Rist.  Zor., I,  86-7. 
77.  Arm.  Gr.,  154. 
78.  Ibid.,  50-51;  E.  Benveniste,  Titres et Noms  Propres  en  Iranien 
~en, Paris, 1966,  116;  G.  bapCanCCyan  (Kapantsyan),  Istoriko-
lingvisticheskie raboty,  Erevan,  1956,  215.  On  the  suffix _itC, 
see our discussion of Tir-itC in  Ch.  9. 
79.  Strabo,  Geog.,  XV.3.l5,  cited by E.  J.  Thomas,  'Strabo  and the 
Ameshaspands,'  in J.  J.  Modi,  ed., Sir J.  J.  Madressa Jubilee 
Volume,  Bombay,  1914,  173;  the yazata is called in  Gk.  theos 
eunoias  'the  god of the  good mind'  by Plutarch, cit. by  A.  J. 
Carnoy,  'The  Character of Vohu  Manah  and its evolution in  Zoro-
astrianism,'  in T.  W.  Arnold  & R.  A.  Nicholson,  ed.,  A Volume  of 
Oriental Studies  presented to  E.  G.  Browne,  Cambridge,  1922,  95. 
80.  M.  Boyce,  'Iconoclasm amongst the  Zoroastrians,'  in J.  Neusner, 
ed.,  Studies  for Morton  Smith at Sixty,  IV,  Leiden,  1975,  100  & 
n.  35. 
81.  Durean,  op.  cit., 130. 
82.  Boyce,  Rist.  Zor.,  I,  87. 
83.  Rubschmann  did not  discuss  the word.  See  HAE,  III,  79-80,  where 
Georgian hesmak-i  'Satan'  is cited. 
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I 84.  On  the MIr.  etymology of Arm.  vkay  'witness',  see our Ch.  on  Mihr. 
85.  Arm.  margare  'prophet'  appears  to contain MIr.  mahr- 'word, 
manthra-'  [Le., a  word possessing spiritual power,  cf.  Skt. 
mantra],  cf.  Pth.  m rygr  *maregar,  Sgd.  m rkr  'sorcerer'  (see 
R.  W.  Bailey,  Zor.  Probs.,  162 n.  1).  It is interesting to note 
that in Arm.  Christian literature in this case  the word  'possessor 
of the manthra- 'retained the positive,  holy meaning it had pos-
sessed for  Zoroastrians, whilst in the non-Zoroastrian writings  of 
the  Iranian peoples  above  the  meaning was  apparently inverted to 
refer to  sorcery and the recitation of spells. 
86.  Arm.  patarag  'offering'  (later, the  Divine Liturgy of the  Church) 
appears  to be  a  MIr.  loan-word with the pre-verb pat- (OIr.  pati-), 
but  a  conclusive  derivation has  not been proposed  (see  RAE,  IV,  37). 
87.  Eznik,  op.  cit., 510  (para.  343).  Maries  emends  to  zhesmakapatsn 
(acc.  pI.  of *hesmak-apat  'encompassed by wrath', but  e~lained by 
the Arjern,  491,  as  'worshipper of demons,  idolater'); Acarean, 
y  y  y  (  op.  cit.,  emends  to  zhesmakapastsn with -past  'worshipper'  on the 
MIr.  etymology of Arm.  past-em  'I worship',  see  G.  Bolognesi,  Le 
fonti dialettali degli  im restiti iranici in Armeno,  Milano,  1960, 
35.  The  form  zhesmakapssosn is meaningless and obviously a 
scribal error--the word is a  hapax and was  probably obscure to the 
copyist.  A.  Abrahamyan  in his Modern  Arm.  translation  (Eznik 
Ko±bacci,  E±c  A±andocc ,  Erevan,  1970,  146  & n.  422)  renders the 
word as krapast  'idolater', which  does  not  do  justice to the mean-
ing of *hesmak  'wrath'. 
88.  E.  Benveniste,  'Le  dieu Ohrmazd  et Ie demon  Albasti,'  JA,  248, 
1960,  65-74,  discusses  the etymology of al and its attestation in 
various  Iranian and non-Iranian cultures;-all references to the al 
outside Armenia are  cited from this article.  Physical functions 
such as  sneezing  (Arm.  pCncCeln)  were  attributed by superstitious 
Armenians,  according to Eznik,  to the ays,  a  demon  to be  discussed 
below;  see  C.  Dowsett,  'Cause,  and some:LinguisticallY allied con-
cepts,  in Armenian,'  BSOAS,  33,  1970,  who  discusses also yawning 
(Arm.  horanjel).  Drowsiness is attributed by  Zoroastrians to the 
demon  of Sloth,  Av.  Busyasta-.  The  Armenians  also regard sleep  as 
improper to man,  and regard it as  the work  of a  demon  called Mrapc 
(MA  7,  33),  cf.  Gk.  Morpheus,  the  god of dreams,  with which the 
Arm.  is probably  cognate.  Morpheus  is the  son of Rypnos,  god of 
sleep and brother of Thanatos--Death--so the  Greeks,  too,  must 
have  looked upon  sleep as  associated with  death and therefore evil 
(see the  New  Larousse  Encyclopedia of Mythology,  London,  1978, 
166).  Mrapc  is  called the  a~ckceri paron  'master of eyes'  (MA  7, 
33),  presumably because he  causes  them to  close.  On  other Arm. 
demons  associated with sleep and  dreams,  see below. 
89.  Cf.  Arm.  Raramani,  Xaramani  above  and Arm.  variant  forms  in  -h-
and -x-. 
90.  See  Boyce,  Stronghold,  op.  cit., 152. 
iron as  a  talisman in another context: 
One  recalls  also the  use of 
Arm.  blacksmiths  strike  i 
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their anvils to strengthen  the bonds  of the  imprisoned Artawazd 
(see  Ch.  13).  In Akn,  Armenia,  scissors were  placed in the bath 
of a  new-born baby  for  good luck;  see  Y.  K.  Canikean,  HnutCiwnkc 
Aknay,  TiLlis,  1895,  109).  T.  H.  Gaster,  The  Holy and the Profane, 
New  York,  1980, 10,  suggests that the  use of iron or steel as  a 
talisman against the  child-stealing witch may  go  back to a  time 
when  primitive people  feared the metal,  against which they, with 
their old stone weapons,  were  defenseless. 
91.  Fourteenth  century,  see  HAnjB,  I,  599-605  and N.  TCovmasyan, 
Grigor TatCevaccu soccial-tntesakan hayacCkCnere,  Erevan,  1966. 
92.  Cit.  by AHH,  240. 
93.  Arm.  Gr.,  93. 
94.  Arjern,  216. 
95.  One  scroll was  translated and published by J.  S.  Wingate,  'The 
Scroll of Cyprian:  An  Armenian  Family Amulet,'  Folk-Lore,  40, 
1930;  a  booklet-talisman  from the MS.  collection of Columbia  Uni-
versity is  described with a  discussion of legends  concerning 
St  Cyprian,  in J.  R.  Russell,  'St.  Cyprian in Armenia,'  The  Ar-
menian  Church,  Vol.  23,  No.1  (Winter,  1980), 10-11.  The  mediaev-
al Arm.  Life of St  Cyprian is still popular,  and the text of Darj 
Kiprianosi  hayrapetin  'The  Conversion of Cyprian the Bishop'  is 
published in Girkc  a!otCicc  or kocci Kiprianos  ('Book of Prayers 
which is  called Cyprian'),  Jerusalem,  1966,  56-75.  The  Life was 
often read in earlier centuries,  and is found in one  of the 
earliest Arm.  printed books,  the UrbatCagirkC  ('Friday Book', 
Venice,  1512-13,  reprinted in  facsimile by the MxitCarist  congre-
gation of San  Lazzaro,  Venice,  1975),  which  also  contains prayers 
for one who  is awjahar  'stricken by serpents';  on the  awj  'serpent', 
see below. 
96.  The  description of the .demon  may  have  been  contaminated here by  a 
notice of the talisman most  effective against him. 
97.  Arm.  nzov-ac,  nzov-em  'anathematise':  probably from a  MIr.  form 
wi th preverb ni- 'down'  and the base  zav- 'call'. 
98.  AHH,  241.  A picture of the Al  is reproduced also in Ananikian, 
pI.  V,  VI. 
99.  AHH,  242;  see  Benveniste,  op.  cit. n.  88. 
100.  We  emend ~,  a  meaningless  word,  to mazn  'hair  ( if to 'L.).  One 
recalls that Medusa,  the  Gorgon  killed by Perseus,  had snakes  for 
hair. 
101.  On  the boar  (Arm.  varaz)  and its symbolism,  see  our  Ch.  on  Vahagn. 
102.  This  'king in the abysses'  is presumably Satan,  discussed above. 103.  These  are purified with embers  from the bonfire kindled on  the  Ar~ 
Christian feast of the  Presentation of the Lord to the  Temple  (~ 
Tearnendaraj,  pre-Christian Ahekan);  see our  Ch.  on  the Fire-cult. 
104.  AEH,  242. 
105.  Abiahu is probably a  Hebraism,  perhaps with abi  'my  father'  and 
the  ending hu,  cf.  Eliyahu  'Elijah'); see refs.  to Belial and 
Beelzebub  above. 
106.  See Wingate,  op.  cit.  n.  95. 
107.  AEH,  239  (pl.). 
108.  Loc.  cit.; hapCancCyan,  op.  cit., 303,  cites a  form tCep±i  found 
in Mus,  Adana  and Marsovan,  and connects it with the name  of the 
Hittite  demon  Telipi.  Acarean  derived the name  from NP.  taba 
'maleficent,  destructive'  (HAE,  II, 213);  Wingate  proposed!tJ1at 
tCp±a be  connected to English  'devil'  (op.  cit., 175 n.  5). 
109.  See  F.  Macler,  L'enluminure  armenienne profane,  Paris,  1928.  A 
similar text in which most  of the  demons  are  shown  with snakes, 
resembling somewhat  the traditional depiction of  ~~~ak in Iran, 
Arm.  MS.  21  of the Biblioteca Marciana,  Venice,  AD  1616,  is to be 
published by Henrik Bedrossian in his  forthcoming L'arte nel  credo 
popolare  armeno. 
110.  Christensen,  op.  cit.  n.  5,  73-4.  Solomon  and his bottled demons 
were  very popular also  in mediaeval Armenia;  see  J.  R.  Russell, 
'The  Tale of the Bronze  City in Armenian,'  in T.  Samuelian and 
M.  Stone,  eds.,  Medieval  Armenian  Culture,  Univ.  of Penn.  Arm. 
Texts  and Studies,  6,  Philadelphia,  1984,  250-61. 
111.  On  the resemblance  of Arm.  dzoxkc  to the  Zoroastrian VlSlon  in the 
Arday Wiraz  Namag,  in structure  and in the punishments  meted out, 
see  Ch.  10. 
112.  MA  7,  95;  AE  I,  344;  Avandapatum,  788 a. 
113.  See  Videvdat  5.8, .7.9 and Boyce,  Hist.  Zor., I,  308,  on  still-born 
children;  on  menstruation,  see Boyce,  .stronghold,  100-107.  If the 
Zoroastrian attitude  about the impurity of women  who  have  given 
birth to  dead children seems  primitive,  one  might  recall that un-
til recent times  Christian Europeans  often accused midwives  of 
using sorcery to kill children in the womb.  Where  the  Zoroas-
trians  concern themselves with the  ritual purification of the 
li  ving,  Christians  sought  to place blame  (see  C.  Williams,  ~. 
cit.  n.  17,  134-5). 
114.  See  J.  Hambroer,  Armenischer  Damonenglaube  in religionswissen-
schaftlicher Sicht,  Vienna,  1962,  68. 
115.  Boyce,  Hist.  Zor.,  I,  85. 474 
115.  Boyce,  Hist.  Zor.,  I,  85. 
116.  MA  7,  35;  T.  Nawasardean,  Hay  zo±ovrdakan hekCiatCner  (Vols.  I-X, 
Va±arsapat  & Tiflis, 1882-1903),  VII,  25. 
117.  Eznik,  454  (para.  122);  on yuskaparik,  see Arm.  Gr.,  199-200. 
118.  MA  7,  102. 
119.  See  the  Ch.  Captive  Powers. 
120.  TC.  Avdalbekyan,  Hayagitakan hetazotutcyunner,  Erevan,  1969,  54-7, 
cites Ejmiacin Matenadaran MS.  582,  fol.  125  a,  sidarkc  ew 
sahapetkC ew  visapkc  ew  kCajkc  and Grigor Magistros,  sandarametkC, 
sidarkc :  concatenations of demons. 
121.  Amongst  the others are  demons  with strange names  such as  GatCron, 
Zrnccan,  Zsuikc ,  Zsbin  and Zsurdn;  see  Durean,  op.  cit., 143. 
122.  See  n.  120 above  and our Ch.  10. 
123.  Loc.  cit. 
124.  See  Ch.  2. 
125.  The  form hras is found in the  Arm.  version of the Alexander-
romance  of Pseudo-Callisthenes  (HAE,  III, 135).  Acarean  suggests 
(loc.  Cit.) that hres is to be  derived from Av.  fravasi-,  but the 
Arm.  form attested for the latter term,  *hro{r)t,  in the name  of 
the  month  HroticC,  indicates a  borrowing from Wlr.  with -rt-
rather than Elr.  -s- (cf.  OP.  arta-,  Av.  asa-).  It is more  likely 
that hres is a  loan-word from a  Mlr.  form fras,  with the  sense of 
an  extraordinary apparition. 
126.  Boyce,  Hist.  Zor.,  I,  79. 
127.  Christensen,  op.  cit.,  35. 
128.  See  Zaehner,  Zurvan,  op.  cit., 84-6. 
129.  On  Trdat,  see  Agath.  212  {ew  hareal  ztCagaworn  aysoyn  p±cutCean,  i 
karaccn  i  vayr korcaner  'and anays of foulness  struck the king 
and hurled him from his  chariot'~nd Ch.  4;  on  Gidar,  see the 
preceding Ch. 
130.  TC.  Astuacaturean,  Hamabarbar hin ew  nor ktakaranacc,  Jerusalem, 
1895,  s.v.  ~,  e.g.,  I  Kings  16.14;  Ps.  1.7;  E.  Drower,  Book .of 
the  Zodiac,  London,  1949,  12  n.  10. 
131.  Eznik,  451-2  (para.  116). 
132.  c  Arm.  storneayk  : 
southern Armenia 
presumably inhabitants of  'lower',  i.e., 
{as  opposed to the northern district of Barjr 475 
HaykC  'High Armenia',  as  the  area around Karin/Erzurum and  Erznka/ 
Erzincan is called;  see  ~.  CCareg,  Karinapatum:  yusamatean Barjr 
HaykCi,  Beirut, 1957).  Acarean,  HAB,  I, 171,  favors  this reading 
over Tervisean IS  emendati,on  to  *aWrneaykC  'Assyrians', i.  e. , 
Assyrian  Christians or Armenians  living in Asorestan/northern 
Mesopotamia  (see also  AHH,  233).  In either case,  the  implication 
is that those who  called a  wind ays  lived to the south.  It is 
noteworthy,  therefore,  that in Harran,  to the south of Armenia,  it 
was  believed that there were  evil winds,  called utukki limnuti, 
which originated in the underworld and caused sickness--these were 
probably the  scirocco,  called in Arabic hamsin  (see  H.  Lewy, 
'Points of comparison between  Zoroastrianism and the  Moon-cult  of 
Harran,'  in A Locust's  Leg:  Studies in Honour of S.  H.  Taqizadeh, 
London,  1962,  147  & n.  2).  If the ays--at least in its evil 
manifestation--was originally the hot blast of the south,  then the 
cmak  (see below)  must  have  been the cold and equally baneful 
counterpart of it to the north. 
133.  RAE,  I, 171. 
134.  D.  N.  MacKenzie,  A Concise  Pahlavi  Dictionary,  London,  1971,  74; 
and E.  Benveniste,  'Une  differentiation de  vocabulaire  dans 
1 'Avesta, '  in Studia Indo-Iranica  •.• fur W.  Geiger,  hrsg.  von 
W.  Wust,  Leipzig,  1931,  221. 
135.  E.  S.  Drower,  The  Mandaeans  of Iraq and Iran,  Leiden,  1962,  93 
n.  1, noted this Skt.  word. 
136 .  Ananikian,  86. 
137.  Astuacaturean,  op.  cit., 1538. 
138.  See the preceding Ch. 
139.  On  a  proposed identification of the  epic  KCajancC  Tun  'House  of 
the Brave  Ones'  with the Artaxiad dynasty,  see  Ch.  3.  The  terms 
'giant'  and  '(royal)  hero'  seem to have been regarded in Iran, 
too,  as  having similar meaning,  for in the Sasanian period Greek 
gigas was  used,  apparently,  to translate the MIr.  form(s)  of OIr. 
kavi  (see J.  Rarmatta,  'The  Parthian Parchment  from  Dura-Europos, , 
ACta  Antiqua,  Budapest,  5  (1957),  275  and n.  23). 
140.  Cit.  by ARR,  207. 
141.  Ananikian,  83.  By  Rome  is probably meant  mediaeval  RUm,  i.e., 
Asia Minor  and the  lands  of Byzantine  Christendom.  Greeks  to this 
day believe in the return of Alexander,  even  as  Armenians  await 
the liberation of Artawazd,  and Greek  fishermen  declare to mer-
maids  in order not to be  drowned by them,  0  Meghalexandros  zi ke 
vasilevi  (Ho  Megalexandros  ze kai basileuei)  'Alexander the  Great 
lives  and reigns! ' 
142.  MA  1, 153. 
\ 143.  ABH,  213. 
144.  On  Ast±ik,  see  Ch.  6. 
145.  AB,  1895,  338. 
146.  Literally car_kc,  'evil ones'  (pl.), but the  Classical Arm.  pl. 
_kG, was  preserved in certain words  for which it had originally de-
noted a  dual  (e.g.,  jer-kC,  acc_kc  'hand',  'eye'  in the sg., with 
pI.  -er added in Modern  Arm.)  or a  plural  is tantum (e. g.  kaJll-kc 
'will', cf.  MIr.  kam  'will';  dzox-kc  'hell', see below). 
147.  AB,  1895,  325.  The  renovation of the  cow  recalls  a  similar 
miracle performed by the tenth-century mystic St  Gregory of Narek. 
Reminded by priestly guests  at supper that the  day was  a  meatless 
fast,  the saint caused the roasted doves  he had prepared and 
served to sprout  feathers,  rise  from the table,  and fly off (see 
J.  R.  Russell,  Grigor Narekatsci:  Matean  O±bergutCean  [= J. 
Greppin,  ed.,  Classical Armenian  Text  Reprint Series,  3J,  Delmar, 
New  York,  1981,  Intro.). 
148.  E.  Pivazyan,  ed.,  Hovhannes  TClkurancci,  Ta±er,  Erevan,  1960, 
X.36,  XIII. 7. 
149.  G.  Charachidze,  Le  systeme  religieux de  la Georgie  paienne,  Paris, 
1968,  533. 
150.  Ibid.,  537. 
151.  HAE,  IV,  554-5,  citing P.  Karolides,  Glossarion synkritikon 
hellenokappadokikon lexeon,  Smyrna,  1885,  88.  The  word written 
katsora would have  been pronounced /kacora/;  the Armenians  of 
Kayseri  in  Cappadocia pronounce  kCaJ  as  /kcac/. 
152.  o.  Szemerenyi,  'Iranica III,' Henning Mem.  Vol.,  424-6. 
153.  This word,  with etymology proposed by Bailey,  is discussed in our 
Ch.  on  Tir. 
154.  See  our  discussion of the  toponym Bagayaric in  Ch.  8,  and below on 
BtCaric  /  Put  Aringe. 
155.  AON,  371  n.  5. 
156.  Cited by AHH,  48. 
157.  Ibid.,  50  n.  1. 
158.  For  ~apCancCyan's discussion of this  form  see  Ch.  8. 
159.  Haykakan  Sovetakan Hanragi  taran, II,  430. 
160.  See  T.  Gloster,  intro.  to  L.  S.  Herald,  A Late Harvest,  New  York, 
1976,  i,.ii. 
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161.  L.  S.  Herald,  This  Waking  Hour  (Poems),  New  York,  1925,  4. 
162.  H.  W.  Bailey,  'The  Word  But  in Iranian,'  BSOS,  6,  1931,  2,  279. 
The  element bwt  is  found  on  Sasanian seals in the names  bwtmtry, 
wyxbwty,  and mrt  nbwty;  R.  N.  Frye,  Sasanian  Remains  from  Qasr-i 
Abu  Nasr,  Cambridge,  Mass.,  1973,  49,  suggests  bwt here  may  be  an 
abbreviation of bwxt  ('saved'), but it seems  more  likely that here 
it is to be  read bud  (from bav- 'to be'), cf.  Arm.  Xoroxbut  (MX). 
On  the  'demon'  Bu~see also J.  R.  Russell,  rev.  of Bailey,  Iran-
Nameh,  Vol.  1, No.4,  1983,  278 n.  21-22  and fn. 
163.  Arm.  Gr.,  430. 
164.  E.  Lalayean,  'Vaspurakan:  hawatk
C
,' AB,  1917,  204. 
165.  See  J.  Payne  Smith,  A  Compendious  Syriac Dictionary,  Oxford,  1903, 
205. 
166.  Videvdat  4.49,  cit. by Jackson,  Zor.  Stud.,  97. 
167.  Eznik,  485  (para.  250). 
168.  ABH,  150. 
169.  HAE,  II,  463-4. 
170.  Halajyan,  op.  cit., 66,  68. 
171. 
172. 
173. 
174. 
175. 
176. 
177. 
178. 
179. 
180. 
181. 
182. 
Lalayean,  op.  cit., 207. 
Gray,  op.  cit., 179. 
HAE,  II, 122. 
ABH,  66. 
c  c 
~ap anc  yan,  op.  cit.,  309. 
See  E.  Lipinski,  'El's Abode:  Mythological  Traditions Related to 
Mount  Hermon  and to the Mountains  of Armenia,'  Orientalia 
Lovaniensia Periodica,  Leuven,  II, 1971,  13-69'. 
....  c;  c;  T.  Nawasardean,  Hay  zo±ovrdakan hek iat ner,  op.  cit., VII,  78. 
See  MA  7,  37,  82-4. 
Cited in HAE,  III,  203. 
AHH,  238. 
c  c 
~ap anc  yan,  op.  cit.,  301. 
See  C.  Dowsett,  'Some  Gypsy-Armenian  Correspondences,'  REArm, 
N.S.  10,  1973-4,  71-2. 183.  S.  Sahnazarean,  Msoy  barbare,  Beirut,  1972,  88;  in a  modern  Syriac 
charm to bind false  dreams,  from  the  Urmia  area,  is  found the word 
kpws,  which  H.  Gollancz,  The  Book  of Protection,  London,  1912, 
xlvii n.  3,  derives  from  kps'  'nocturnal emission'  (Lev.  12.2,  5, 
etc. ) .  .Arm.  fI",  E.  are pronounced !£,  12.,  in Western  dialects,  so the 
terms  may  refer to the  same  demon. 
184.  AHH,  246;  MA  7,  35;  M.  Kahn,  Children of the Jinn,  Wideview  Books, 
U.S.A.,  1980b  181;  RAE,  II,  309. 
i  --
185.  See  K.  Gabikean,  Hay  busasxarh,  Jerusalem,  1968,  xv,  149. 
186.  Sahnazarean,  op.  cit., 88. 
187.  Ananikian,  87.  On  Arm.  drz-em,  drzankc,  see Hambroer,  op.  cit., 
55.  Other words  descriptive of evil which  Arm.  had adopted from 
Iranian include,  e. g.,  neng  'fraud'  (cf.  Ph1.  nang  'shame')  and 
daw-em  'I plot,  deceive'  (cf.  Av.  Dawi-,  the  demon  of Deceit,  see 
Gray,  op.  cit., 204);  Arm.  varan  'perplexity, uncertainty'  is 
probably to be  derived from  Phl.  varan,  translated by  Zaehrier  as 
'heresy'  and by other scholars  as  'lust'. 
188.  Nawasardean,  op.  cit., VII,  29. 
189.  MA  7,  37. 
190.  On  the  gro±  (lit.  'writer'), which takes the  soul  away  at death, 
see our Ch.  on  Tir. 
191.  Ali,  1895,  318;  G.  Sruanjteancc,  Mananay,  Constantinople,  1876,  69 
\repro  in Garegin SrvanjtyancC ,  Erker,  I, Erevan,  1978,  117-363). 
192.  H.  Allahverdean,  Ulnia kam  Zeytcun,  Constantinople,  1884,  37. 
193.  Boyce,  Stronghold,  149. 
194.  See  ibid., 107-8. 
195.  Arm.  api is probably Tk.  agabey,  an honorific 
an elder brother and pronounced abi;  the  Arm. 
been pronounced abi by western Armenians. 
used in addressing 
word api would have  --, 
196.  Ali,  1895,  362;  Allahverdean,  op.  cit., 102-3.  It is worthy of 
note that,  according to  Videvdat 17.10, nails not  disposed of 
properly can become  weapons  in the hands  of demons. 
197.  Boyce,  Hist.  Zor. ,  I,  91. 
198.  H.  W.  Bailey,  'A  Range  of Iranica, top.  cit. ,  25. 
199.  MA  7,  32 ;  Ali,  1895,  362. 
200.  MA  7,  32. 479 
201.  Matean  o±bergutCean  ('Book of Lamentations'),  68.3;  on  St  Gregory 
of Narek see n.  147 above. 
202.  Bailey,  op.  cit. n.  198,  25. 
203.  Loc.  cit. 
204.  The  number  666  is  found often in western esoterica as the  gematric 
number of the Antichrist  (i.e., a  number  arrived at by  assigning 
numbers  to the letters of the alphabet and rendering words  as 
sums),  e.g.,  Gk.  Te it  an ,  Antemos  (AHH,  249  n.  1), and probably 
came  to  Armenia  from the Greek-speaking world.  Another relic of 
such influence is Arm.  de±tay,  referred to by Anania of Sanahin,  a 
priest of the eleventh  century (cit.  by HAE,  I, 652):.  Glux 
diwtCiccn  SadayH .••  deUayn  glux diwtCiccn  'Sadael the head of 
sorcerers .•• the  de±tay,  head of sorcerers.'  Acarean cites the 
suggestion of the  NBHL  that the word refers to de±atukamtaxtak 
vhkutCean  i  jew A ~ta  ta:H yunacc  'a sorcerer, or a  tablet of 
witchcraft in the  shape  of the  Greek letter delta;' one  notes that 
in the black masses  celebrated by Western European witches,  a  tri-
angular wafer was  used in mockery of the Host  (see  C.  Williams, 
Witchcraft,  op.  cit., 133). 
205.  AHH,  170. 
206.  Eznik,  473-5,  477-8  (para.  201-2,  219). 
207.  C.  Williams,  op.  cit. ,  86. 
208.  See  Ch.  16. 
209.  HAnjB,  III, 127. 
210.  AHH,  171. 
211.  Loc.  cit.; I.  Gershevitch,  A Grammar  of Manichaean  Sogdian,  Oxfor~ 
1961,  para.  382  and n.  1. 
212.  Durean,  op.  cit., 127. 
213. 
214. 
215. 
216. 
217. 
C.  J.  Wills,  In the Land of the  Lion  and Sun,  or Modern  Persia, 
2nd ed.,  London,  1891,  305. 
Gurgen  Mahari,  'Ballad katvi masin,'  Erkeri  zo±ovacu,  I, Erevan, 
1966,  354  ('Ballad of a  Cat,' trans.  by J.  R.  Russell,  'Gourgen 
Mahari:  Eight  Poems,'  Ararat  Quarterly,  New  York,  21,  1980,  4, 25). 
See  Boyce,  Hist.  Zor.,  I,  91  & n.  40. 
c- v.  V.  Barthold,  preface to  V.  Minorsky,  Uudud  al- Alam,  London, 
1970,  16. 
Lalayean,  op.  cit., 205. 
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218.  Boyce,  Hist.  Zor.,  I, 279;  a  Pahlavi nirang  'spell' to bind 
(bastan)  xrafstars  on  the  day  and month  of Spandarmad  (pub.  by 
M.  Haug,  An  Old Pahlavi-Pazand Glossar  ,  Stuttgart, 1870,  App.  IV, 
pp.  23-24  is still written and attached to the  door by Parsi 
priests every year.  Other nirangs bind,  amongst  other noxious 
creatures,  gurgan  sardagan' 'the kinds  of wolves'.  On  the  gaylakap 
in mediaeval  Arm.  Christian prayers,  see J.  P.  Mahe,  'Mythologie 
chez  Grigor Narekacci,'  REArm,  n.s.  17, 1983,  esp.  260-262. 
219.  Nawasardean,  op.  cit., VII,  34. 
220.  AH,  1897,  238.  TYing  seven knots  in a  thread or cloth is a  very 
common  Zoroastrian  custom (see Boyce,  Stronghold,  137, 198). 
221.'  On  mother-and-child figurines  from  pre-Christian Armenia, see Ch. 7. 
222.  Arm.  tezmin-bezmin:  apparently the onomatopoeic name  of some  sort 
of buzzing insect. 
223.  G.  Sruanjteancc,  Hamov-hotov,  Constantinople,  1884,  341  (repr.  in 
Erker,  I, Erevan,  1978,  365-565);  Lalayean,  Jawaxkci  burmunkc,  ££. 
cit., 11. 
224.  HA,  1897,  226. 
225.  Boyce,  Hist.  Zor.,  I,  298. 
227.  W.  Bachmann,  Kirchen  und Moscheen  in Armenien  und Kurdistan, 
Leipzig,  1913,  pIs.  14-16. 
228.  AHH,  165-6. 
229.  See  our  Ch.  on  Vahagn. 
230.  G.  Mahari,  'MankutCyun, ,  Erkeri  zolovacu,  II, Erevan,  1967, 14. 
231.  WillS,  op.  cit.,  307. 
232.  For the Ir.  derivation of dew  see  Arm.  Gr.,  140. 
233.  Ibid.,  142. 
234.  The  Arm.  trans.  was  published in Tekekagir,  1956,  3,  75-86.  It 
was  reprinted,  together with a  study and the two  variants which 
follow,  by  Hra~c Bartcil<:yan,  'Huyn  panduxti  ev kaxard hayuhu erge,' 
Garun;  Erevan,  1980,  7,  95-6.  The  Greek text of the first poem, 
entitled He  Magissa  ('The Witch'),  was  published by  N.  G.  Politou, 
Demotika  Tragoudia,  eklogai  apo  ta tragoudia tou hellenikou laou, 
Athens,  1975,  202.  Politou in a  note  compares  the  Arm.  witch to 
the Homeric  Kalypso. CHAPTER  15 
TRE  FIRE  CULT 
In the  Zoroastrian faith,  reverence is  shown  to the  Creator Ahura 
Mazda  both directly and through veneration of his various  creations  and 
their supernatural guardians.  Fire,  the  creation under the protection 
of the  Amesa  Spenta ABa  Vahista,  is held to pervade the other six prin-
cipal creations,  and is always  present at  Zoroastrian rites; the faith-
ful turn  during their prayers towards  a  fire,  or else towards  the  Sun  or 
Moon,  which are  regarded as  heavenly fires,  and Ahura Mazda himself 
dwells  in anagra raocah  'endless light,.l  In the early period of the 
. religion, it seems  that the hearth-fire of each  family was  used for wor-
ship; later, probably around the fourth  century B.C.,  temples  called 
*baginas were  instituted which  contained images  of the yazatas;  a 
2  temple-cult of consecrated fires  developed in response.  In Sasanian 
times,  the cult of images  was  suppressed,  and shrines where  images  had 
stood were  converted into fire-temples, left empty,  or destroyed.  Rep-
resentations of the yazatas  continued to be  carved and painted, but 
these, it seems,  were  not objects of worship,3  and it appears that at 
this time  also  a  systematic terminology was  developed for  fires of vary-
ing grades  of permanence  and sanctity.  Fire,  a  living source of light, 
warmth  and energy,  is  called  'son of Ahura Mazda' ,4  and is the  most  po-
tent of all the icons  of the faith in its opposition to the  cold,  dark-
ness  and death of Angra Mainyu.  Although Ferdowsi  appealed to his 
fellow Muslims  to call Zoroastrians worshippers  of God,  not of fire 
(NP.  atasparast),  fire temples were the most  conspicuous  centres of 
Zoroastrian worship,  and the term  'fire worshipper'  was  frequently  used.5 
Fire is not  regarded as  a  symbol,  but  as  a  holy being who  comes  to man's 
assistance  in return  for nourishment.  Fire is a  divinity deriving from 
the essence of the  Creator,  and is worshipped--following,  as  always,  the 
primary invocation of Ahura Mazda. 
The  importance of the  cult of fire warrants its careful examination 
in Armenia.  As  one  might expect,  the Iranian loan-words  in Arm.  relat-
ing to the  cult are mostly pre-Sasanian,  as  are the institutions  and 482 
offices they describe.  There  are  attested various  other terms  relating 
to image-shrines,  sacrifices and instruments  used in ritual which will 
also be  discussed.  The  ancient  Iranian feast of fire,  *Athrakana-, 
whose  name  is found in Arm.  as  Ahekan,  continues to be  celebrated as  a 
Christian holiday by the  Armenians;  their observance parallels in most 
particulars the feast of  ~ade amongst  Irani  Zoroastrians. 
Zoroastrians probably  did not have  temples  until the  reign of 
Artaxerxes  II Mnemon  (404-359 B.C.),  but performed their sacrifices  and 
other rituals as  described by Herodotus  (1.131):  in high places  and in 
the open,  or else by their own  hearth-fires.  The  first Persian temples 
were  image-shrines  dedicated to Anahita.  In a  famous  passage,  Strabo 
describes  the  shrines of the Magi  in  Cappadocia in the  first  century 
B.C.;  these shrines were  probably  founded,  however,  under the earlier 
Achaemenian  rulers of the province.  The  Magi,  he  says,  were  also  called 
Pyraithoi;  they performed their rites in temples  of the  Persian  gods 
(ton persikon theon hiera).  In sacred enclosures  (or buildings,  Gk. 
sekoi)  called pyraitheia were  altars  (bomos)  heaped with ash  (spodos), 
where  the Magi  guarded a  fire which was  never extinguished.  They  car-
ried bunches of sticks and wore  tiaras with chin-pieces that  covered 
their mouths  (paragnathidas)  (Geog.,  XV.3.15).  In  connection with one 
such Persian shrine,  Strabo mentions  also a  wooden  image.6  There is no 
doubt that  a  Zoroastrian temple is described; the bunch of sticks is the 
bars  om  used in rituals  (on  Arm.  barsmunkc,  see below),  and the function 
of the protective  covering worn  over the mouth  is the  same  as  that of 
the padam  (cf.  Arm.  pCandam below).7  The  bomos  with its heap of ash is 
the fire-altar. 
In Arsacid times, it has  been  suggested,  the Parthians called fire-
temples  *atarosan  'place of burning fire';  shrines to yazatas,  in which 
the principal object of worship was  an  image,  would have  been  called 
*bagin  '(a place)  belonging to the  gods'.  It is noteworthy,  though, 
that Strabo in the passage  discussed above  stresses that all the rites 
of the pyraitheia were  performed also at the temples  of Anaeitis 
(Anahita)  and Omanos  (probably Vohu  Manah).  Armenian  Zoroastrians 
probably kept both  images  and  sacred fires in the  same  buildings. 
*atarosan is attested only in Arm.  atrusan,to be  discussed below; 
*bagin is found in the title of the priest of such a  shrine,  MP  bsnbyd 483 
*basnbed,  Sgd.  Synpt  *faghnpat,  Arm.  bagnapet,  and in Sgd.  Syn,  Arm. 
bagin. 8  In the third century A.D.,  the  Sasanian high priest Kirder at-
tempted to  suppress worship  at  image-shrines,  called in PhI.  uzdescars, 
but references to them are  found still in the sixth century Madiyan  i 
Hazar Dadistan  'Book  of a  Thousand Judgements',  a  digest  of cases of law, 
so it may  be  supposed that  the  reforms  of the Sasanians  encountered stub-
born resistance locally from the  devotees  of the old  'places of the 
gods ,;9 in Islamic times,  the shrines,  now  empty  of images,  continued to 
b  d  - 10  e  revere  as  plrs. 
In  Y.  37.11,  five  'spiritual' fires  are mentioned,  whose  particular 
functions  are elaborated in the  Greater Bundahisn.  They  are Berezisavah, 
which burns before  Ahura Mazda;  Vohufryana,  which burns  in the bodies  of 
men  and animals;  Urvazista,  which burns  in plants;  Vazista,  which  fights 
the .demon  spenjaghra in the  clouds;  and Spenista,  'that in the world is 
11  used for work. '  The  PhI.  text  continues by listing the Bahram fire--
the most  sacred grade  of temple  fire--and three particular fires of the 
latter type:  Adur  Gusnasp,  Adur  Farnbag,  and Adur  Burzen Mihr.  The 
latter, relegated by the Sasanian author to the position of least impor-
tance of the three in the list, was  the great  sacred fire of the Parth-
ian kingdom.12  Adur  Farnbag,  whose  name  may  mean  'prospering through 
xVarenah',  was  the  fire particularly revered in Pars ;13  and Adur  Gusnasp, 
enthroned at the 
fire of Media.14 
site called in Islamic times  Taxt-i Suleiman,  was  the 
~  15  The  latter is referred to as  Vsnasp  in Arm.  texts, 
and Hubschmann  proposed that  Arm.  Hurbak,  the name  of a  bagin of pre-
Christian Armenia mentioned by the tenth-century writer Anania,  may  be  a 
form of Farnbag.  Pagliaro  repeated the suggestion,  but it is also pos-
sible that hurbak  seems  to be  a  native Arm.  word for  a  fire_temPle.16 
The  highest  grade  of sacred fire,  requiring elaborate rituals of 
purification of fires  from 16  different  sources, lasting 1001  days,  is 
the atas-i Bahram  'fire of Verethraghna',  which  must  be  kept blazing 
night  and day.  This  fire is invoked in the  name  of Ohrmazd,  so it is 
perhaps this  grade  of fire,  probably  a  royal  fire in addition,  that is 
referred to by  Arm.  writers when  they mention the ormzdakan krak  'fire 
of Ormizd'  as  well  as  the  vramakan  krak  'fire of Vram'  (i.e., Bahram).17 
Such  an  equation is borne  out by Xorenacci,  who  describes  how the 
~  c  ~ 
Sasanian king Ardeslr invaded Armenia  and  zmehenic npastamuns  arawel 
I 
I 
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ews  yordore:  ayl  elV'  zhurn  ormzdakan,  i  veray  bagnin or  i  Bagawan,  anseJ 
h  - c  ramaye  luc anel.  Baycc  zandrisn zor 
v  ,c 
arar Va±arsak patker lwroC 
c  h  d'  ak  b  l'  ,  c  c  'B  naxneac  n  an  erJ  areg  am  ew  usnlW yArmawlr,  ew  p  oxec  aw  l  agaran 
ew  darjeal yArtasat,  zaynosik pCsre  'increased religious  services  in the 
temples,  but ordered that the  fire of Ormizd be kept perpetually burning 
on  the altar at Bagawan.  However,  he  smashed the  statues that Va±arsak 
had made  in the image  of his ancestors with the Sun  and Moon  at Armawir, 
which had been transferred to Bagaran  and then to Artasat'  (MX  11.77). 
Bagawan  waS  a  site of royal  devotions.  A more  common  type of fire,  re~ 
quiring considerably less  fuel  and attention,  is the Adaran  fire, which 
is made  to blaze up  for religious  services but  allowed to smoulder for 
the rest of the time  under its own  bed of ashes.18  When  rituals were 
not being performed,  the altar would have  appeared to hold merely  a 
mound  of ashes.  It is perhaps  for this  reason that uninformed or mali-
cious  Arm.  writers of the  Christian period were  to  scorn their ancestors 
as  moxrapast  'ash-worshipping',  as  we  shall see presently. 
The  third and lowest  grade  of sacred fire is the  dadgah type, which 
similarly is allowed to  'sleep' under its ashes  and is re-kindled for 
prayer.  Zoroastrians  sometimes  have  fire altars of this type in their 
homes;19  in temples,  a  'throne'  (Parsi  Gujarati macI)  is made  for the 
fire of 
,  20 
Wlseo 
four pieces of wood  upon which two  more  pieces  are placed cross-
According to PCawstos  Buzand,  the naxarar Meruzan  Arcruni  after 
his  apostasy  from  Christianity built an  atrusan in his house; this was 
probably an atas-i  dadgah  (see  pCB  IV.23,  59,  below).  Zoroastrian 
temple  fires  are installed by priests who  carry weapons:  swords,  maces, 
21  shields and daggers.  These  are  symbolic of the militant character of 
the  faith and the victorious  aspect of the fire itself, whose  most 
sacred type,  it is recalled,  is called after the name  of the yazata of 
victory,  Verethraghna.  The  weapons  have  been  used to  defend temples 
from  desecration in  Armenia  and  amongst  the Parsis of India,  as  we  have 
22 
seen. 
In the pre-Zoroastrian religion  ,bf the  ancient Iranians,  offerings 
were  made  to fire  and water,  and in Zoroastrianism the  ab-z6hr  and 
atas-z6hr  (Arm.  loan-1mrd zoh)  are still closely associated;  the  ancient 
offering of fat to the  fire has  been  replaced by incense,23 whilst  a 
mixture of milk  and two  different plants  is  ceremonially poured into 485 
streams  of living water in performance of the  ab_z6hr.24  In  ancient 
times,  fire was  considered male by the Iranians, whilst water was  fe-
25  male.  The  Arms.  and Syrians associated water  and fire  closely, but 
regarded fire  as  the sister and water as  the brother. 
~  c  St Mesrop  Mastoc 
attacked  'pagan'  Armenians  for deifying fire  and water together;  he  ar-
gued that neither is immortal,  for water trickles away,  and fire  dies 
when  its fuel  is gone.26  In the Syriac Acts  of Mar  Abda,  the  Christian 
convert Hasu declares to his Sasanian persecutors:  'fire is no  daughter 
of god,  but a  servant  and a  handmaid for kings  and men  of low estate', 
and calls fire  'a goddess  of the Magians,.27  According to  a  MS.  of the 
mediaeval History of the Icon of the Mother of the Lord cited by Alisan, 
c  c28  there was  a  place in Armenia  called Seaw  K ar  'Black Rock'  or But 
where there was  a  spring,  ew  zi  asein  zkrakn kCoyr  ew  za±biwrn e±bayr, 
yerkir occ  arkanein  zmoxirn,  ayl  artasuokc  e±b6rn jnjein  'and because 
they called fire sister and the spring brother,  they did not  cast the 
29  ash upon the earth,  but  smothered it with the tears of the brother. ' 
According to  an  Arm.  folk-tale,  'once Brother Water  came  down  from the 
mountain,  Sister Fire said to him,  "Come  and warm  yourself a  bit." 
Water answered,  "Come  and drink  a  bit,  and take  a  breather." ,30  The 
Arms.  of Akn  and Diarbekir used to  give the sick water mixed with the 
ashes  of an  oak-fire to  drink;  the  ashes were believed to possess  cura-
tive properties. 31  The  belief that fire is the sister of water is at-
tributed by bazar of PCarpi to the  persians;32 this testimony,  together 
with that of the martyr Hasu and the  Arm.  folk tradition cited above, 
indicates that the identification was  not  a  confusion of Christian 
writers, but  a  Zoroastrian popular belief not  attested in the written, 
orthodox teachings of the  faith. 
The  altar on which the fire is enthroned varies according to the 
grade of fire,  in size and shape.  The  earliest altars were of stone, or 
of mud  brick coated with plaster. 
~~  ~  ,  read adist  ('tyst') 
One  Phi.  term for  a  fire-altar is 
by MacKenzie;33 the type of fire-
holder now  in general use is a  metal  goblet  called an  afrinagan,  whose 
name  appears  to  derive  from the  Zor.  ceremony of praise.  The  vessel, 
probably used in ancient times,  seems  to have  been adapted around the 
late fifteenth  century by the Parsis  as  a  portable receptacle of the 
sacred fire;  Irani Zoroastrians both use this and retain also mud-brick 486 
pillar-altars, called adhoxs or kalak,  in the hall of the  fire-temple. 34 
The  chalices  containing temple  fires stand nearly the height of a  man, 
and are  filled with ash.  Smaller afrinagans,  about  a  foot  in height and 
width,  are  also to be  found in Zoroastrian homes.  The  small goblet it-
self is sometimes  kept  empty,  and  a  metal plate on top contains  a  shal-
low bed of ash on  which  fires  can be kindled.  There is  depicted on  a 
terra cotta ossuary of the  fifth-seventh centuries  from Biya-Naiman in 
Sogdia a  bare-headed figure holding a  small fire-altar about  the size of 
his head.  The  altar has  a  large base  and smaller top,  both rectangular 
in shape.  The  top rests  on  a  squat pillar, and flames  rise  from  a  pyra-
midal  cone of fuel on the altar.  On  another Sogdian oBsuary are  shown 
two  men  in padams  (Arm.  l-w.  pCandam,  the  face-mask which protects the 
sacred fire  from  defilement by human  breath)  before  a  blazing fire on  a 
stepped altar two-thirds  their height.35 
The  Arm.  word for  an  altar (and,  apparently,  sanctuary of a  par-
ticular yazata)  in pre-Christian times was  bagin,  which was  used to 
translate  Gk.  bomos.  In the religious terminology of the Arm.  Church, 
the pulpit is called bem  and the altar is called se:±an;  both of these 
are loan-words  from Hebrew or Syriac.36  Several types of altar are at-
tested in Armenia  from the pre-Christian period.  Two  were  unearthed 
during the archaeological excavations  made  at the sites of the  Christian 
sanctuaries of Duin  and  Va:±arsapat,  where  meheans  are known  to have 
stood;  the third is  depicted in a  mediaeval manuscript of the Bible. 
According to PCawstos  Buzand (III.8),  ,Xosrov II Kotak  ('the 
Little,37)  transferred the  Arm.  capital to  Duin,  whose  name  means  'hill' 
in MP.,38  from  Artasat,  which  had become  an unhealthy place in which to 
live because of the stagnant waters  and  swamps  on  the banks  of the 
Araxes.  During the reign 'of Catholicos  Giwt  (461-78),  the Mother See of 
the  Church was  transferred from Va:±arsapat  to  Duin,  to the  church of 
St  Gregory built by Vardan  Mamikonean.  According to  Yovhannes  of 
c  .  c  eve  ...... c  _  c 
Drasxanakert,  omank  l  meroe  naxararac  dawacanealk  l  c  aren  urac  an 
zhawats  kCristoneutCean hetCanosakan  awrinacc  hnazandealkc .  Isk 
awagagoynkC erkukc  i  noccane  Sawasp  Arcruni  ew  Vndoy  i  Dvin  kCa:±akce, 
.....  .....  c  c  hramayen sinel  zmeheann  Ormzdakan  ew  ztun hrapastut ean.  Ew  k  rmapet 
karger Vndoyn  zordi  iwr  zSeroy,  ew  dner  awrens  i  Parsik matene  bazum 
'certain of our naxarars, led astray by evil,  apostasised the  faith of 487 
Christianity and submitted to heathen ways.  And  two  of the most  promi-
nent  of them,  Sawasp  Arcruni  and Vndoy  from the  city of Duin,  commanded 
that the temple  of Ormizd  and the house of fire-worship  be built.  And 
Vndoy  ordained as  high priest his  son Seroy,  and established many  laws 
from the book of the Persians.'  This  occurred~. A.D.  572.  The  'book' 
(Arm.  mate  an ,  from MIr.,  cf.  PhI.  madiyan)  is,  presumably,  the Avesta, 
which had just been established in its final and largest redaction under 
Xusro  I  Anosarwan.  Vardan Mamikonean  the Second and his  forces  con-
quered the place,  seized the miscreants,  burned Vndoy  yatrusani krakin 
'in the fire of the  fire temple',  hanged Seroy over the bagin  'altar', 
and on  the site of the latter built a  church.  TCovma  Arcruni  identifies 
Vndoyas  a  Persian mogpet  'high priest'  and locates the episode in 
Artasat,  before 451,  i.e., in the time of the first Vardan  Mamikonean, 
who  fought  at Avarayr.39  Remains  of two  structures were  found which 
have  been identified as  pagan temples.  The  first is a  three-naved 
Christian basilica of dressed stone,  which,  ~afadaryan suggests, was  a 
pagan  temple  converted to  Christian use.  There  is no  support for this 
supposition,  though,  in either the texts or in architectural tradition. 
More  likely it was  a  church  converted by the Persians to  a  fire temple, 
as  in the  case of Va±arsapat.  To  the  side of the  church foundations, 
however,  the excavators  discovered a  pit full of clean wood-ashes.  This 
find is of interest,  because  a  similar pit was  found also on  the summit 
of the fortress-rock of the  city, near the  ruins of a  smaller building 
of unmortared stone, and a  strikingly similar method is employed by 
Zoroastrians of Yazd to deposit embers  from their household fires  at 
fire-temples.  E±ise may  allude to similar  'donations'  of ashes  (see be-
low).  The  building faces  east,  at  an  angle of 45°  to the rest of the 
fortress,  indicating that it was  deliberately positioned towards  the 
place of the rising sun.40  Remains  of weapons  were  found in the build-
ing,  as  well  as  other objects,  including a  number of clay tablets 
adorned with  sinewy linear decorations  incised with cuts.
41 
A stone 
altar was 
b 
.  42  agln. 
found in Duin  which may  have  been  used for sacrifices in  a 
The  altar,  of rectangular shape,  consists of a  base, pillar 
and top;  each  side of the middle pillar has  a  symbol  in relief, and the 
whole  is 55  cm.  high.  The  pillar is 17.5 x  17.5  cm  on  the  sides,  and 
the base  and top are  25  x  15  cm  and 25  x  11  respectively.43  The  symbols 488 
appear to represent  a  ring,  a  bird atop the summit  of a  hill, the head 
. of a  bull,  and a  scorpion  (?) with  a  round object in its pincers.  The 
altar is of a  type  very  common  in the  Roman  period,  and it is impossible 
to  determine whether it belonged to the temple  on  the  fortress hill or 
to the mehean  destroyed by Vardan.  More  likely it belonged to  a  private 
individual or  to  a  bagin.  The  altar was  made  in Armenia,  for  a  chemi-
cal analysis of the  granite of which it is  carven revealed that it comes 
from  the  same local quarry  as  the  granite used in the temple of Garni. 
In 1980,  Soviet Arm.  archaeologists  discovered a  fire-altar in the pal-
ace  of Dvin.  It appears  to have  been  made  by Sasanian Persians, but it 
is very likely that the  Arm.  apostates  of the sixth century worshipped 
there.  The  relevant passages of the report of the  discovery are here 
translated: 
'The  excavations  of the lower level of the west wing of the palace 
hall provide very interesting material on the  culture of early mediaeval 
Dvin.  The  building adj.acent to the  colonnaded hall is  an  organic part 
of the plan of the palace.  But  a  second period of building is clearly 
observed here,  of around A.D.  550-510.  During the revolt of 512  this 
part of the building perished in a  conflagration with the rest of the 
palace.  A new  floor of hardened clay was  made,  about  0.1 m above  the 
level of the  floor of the  colonnaded hall; it differs in  composition 
generally  from the  floors of the other rooms  of the palace.  In the 
central part,  a  square platform was  made  of three large pieces of tufa 
(1.5  x  1.5 x  0.3 m);  this was  covered with a  layer of ash,  and the outer 
surfaces of the stones were  cracked by fire.  To  the side of the plat-
form was  placed a  great jar full of ash.  At  the  center is a  square hol-
low.  A base  for  a  column was  found here;  it differs  from those of the 
colonnaded hall.  Three  slabs were  found at some  distance to the south 
of it.  It must  be  assumed that the structure was  colonnaded,  but other 
bases  have  been  removed.  Some  may  yet be  found,  since excavations of 
the structure continue.  The  study of materials and architectural de-
tails shows  that the  structure discovered is a  Zor.  temple,  and that the 
platform is  a  fire altar.  The  central square hollow indicates that 
there was  erected here  a  four-sided pillar, upon  which the fire was 
kindled in a  special vessel.  Thus,  the  fire altar possessed all the 
basic elements  found in similar Sasanian structures:  a  lower platform, 489 
pillar,  and fire  vessel.  The  fire altars depicted on  the  reverse of 
Sasanian  coins,  while  remaining the  same  in their structure,  differ in 
appearance  from one  period to another.  This  characteristic was  noted by 
K.  V.  Trever in one  of her articles on  coins  ('The  artistic significance 
of Sasanian coins,',  Trudy otdela Vostoka Ermitazha, 1, Leningrad,  1938, 
274).  The  fire altar discovered at Dvin  in its general outlines is 
similar in shape to the fire-altars  shown  on  coins.  This  may  be because 
the small  space of a  coin did not provide  for preservation of scale,  so 
there is therefore  some  distortion.  Unfortunately,  we  do  not  at present 
possess  the  ground plans  of late Sasanian fire temples  and excavated 
fire altars, which might  allow us  to establish general  correspondences. 
Apparently,  the  Dvin  temple  differs  in its ground plan  from classical 
Sasanian temples.  One  must  say that  a  temple was  not built here specifi-
cally for the worship of fire;  rather,  one  of the areas of the palace 
was  accommodated to tbe purpose.  Further excavations will bring to 
ligbt particular features  specific to such  cultic buildings ..•.  Strati-
graphical  study of the palace  and careful examination of the  sources 
have led us to the  conclusion that the palace was  built in the 470's, 
immediately after the transfer of the  residence of the  Catholicos to 
Dvin;  it was  probably his original residence.  The  conversion in the 
sixth century of one  part of the palace to a  temple,  as  shown  by the 
stratigraphy,  indicates that the palace was  converted to the seat of a 
high Persian official.  This  could have  happened only  during the period 
of the politically and religiously intolerant policies of the marzban 
Suren  (564-72).  As  was  shown,  the palace  and the temple with it were 
burnt  and ruined during the revolt of 572.  It is no  coincidence that 
when  theehurch of St  Gregory was  rebuilt  in the early seventh  century, 
the new  palace of the  Catholicos  was  founded north of it, and the  de-
filed building was  levelled,  to become  an  open  square near the  church, 
until the beginning of the ninth century. ,44 
Another fire-altar was  found  some  years earlier in  a  room with 
walls of smooth,  dressed tufa directly beneath the main altar of 
Ejmiacin  Cathedral,  the  very heart of the  Armenian  Church.  The  room was, 
it seems,  the  apse of an earlier Christian basilica on  the site.  The 
altar is a  cone of cemented rubble.  At  the top is a  circular hole which 
extends  to the base of the altar, which  stands  about  3-1/2  feet  high. 490 
The  hole is lined with smooth,  grooved ceramic plates.  Some  ash was 
found at the site,  and the altar could have  accommodated  amply  a  sacred 
fire.  The  location of the altar indicates that the cult practised there 
was  of very considerable  importance,  and it is likely that the  rude  core 
of rubble waS  faced with plaster,  dressed stone, or the same  reddish 
ceramic  shards that were  used to line the  central hole.  The  date of the 
altar has  not  been  conclusively established.  It was  found with a  large, 
table-like slab of stone on top of it which  does  not  seem to have be-
longed there originally,  and it was  suggested that the altar had been 
constructed by the Persians  and their Armenian naxarar allies during 
their brief occupation of Vakarsapat  in 451.  The  altar appears,  indeed 
to have been built in some  haste,  unlike the more  elaborate  and solid 
temple of the marzban at Dvin,  in a  building converted from  church to 
mehean.  When  Vardan  reconquered the  city,  he would have  caused the slab 
of stone to be placed on  the altar so it could serve temporarily for 
Christian worship,  before  a  new  church was  built and properly conse-
crated.  The  altar appears not to have  been,wari,dalized,  perhaps  out of 
fear of later Sasanian retribution.  In this circumstance,  and in the 
details of its construction, it bears  remarkable  resemblance to the fire 
altar erected--apparently in a  niche which had previously held an  image 
of the Buddha--in  a  vihara at Kara Tepe,  Bactrian Termez.  One  might 
date the Termez  altar to the time of the eastern  campaigns  of 
Yazdagird JI mentioned by E±ise,  rather than to the earlier periods  of 
Sabuhr II or Kartlr.45 
The  third type of altar found  in Armenia is  shown  in a  manuscript 
illumination of the scene of the sacrifice of Isaac  from  a  Bible of 
A.D.  1305,  from the privince of Vaspurakan.  The  Armenian illustrator 
seems  to have  followed national traditions as well  as  canons  of painting 
common  to East  Christian cultures,  for the  ram  caught in the thicket is 
shown  hanging there,  following the  Arm.  translation, where the  ram 
kaxeccaw  'hung'  (cf.  LXX  Gk.  katekhomenos  'caught',  Gen.  XXIL13). 
Above  the altar where  Abraham is preparing to 
shown  a  fire-goblet  strikingly similar to the 
sacrifice his  _  _  _  46 
afrlnagan. 
son there is 
The  tongues 
of flame  shooting up out of the bowl  leave no  doubt  as  to the  function 
of the object,  but  one  cannot be  certain of the source of the artist's 
inspiration; it is possible that the painter simply  combined the images 
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of goblet  and altar-fire,  for fire is  shown  in most  Arm.  portrayals of 
the sacrifice. 
In his  'Paean to the  Cross',  the tenth-century writer Anania 
..... c  .  ......  ....  c  ....  c  vardapet praises the korcanickrapast tacarac n, moxrapast  ew  moxra1ic 
....  c  c  c  c.  .  atrusanac n  sovorut  eanc  zanC  arnelov  zormzdakan  ew  zvramakan 
vC  c  ..... c  c  .C  c  .  hrapastut  eanc  ,  hogekorust toc ormanc  n  hraklzut  eanc  ,  zor l  merum 
HayastaneaycC azins  'destroyer of the  temples  of the  idolaters,  of the 
customs  of the ash-worshipping and ash-filled fire temples,  causing to 
pass  away  the fire worship of Ormizd and Vi-am,  the 
the perdition of the  soul that are  in the Armenian 
flaming holocausts of 
t ·  ,47  St  G  na lon.  reg-
....  c  c  c  ory referred with scorn to the moxrapastut  ean naxneac  meroc  'ash-
worship of our ancestors'  (Agath.  89),  indicating that the worship of 
fire in Arm.,  with its attendant  careful reverence  for the  ashes of the 
fire,  existed before the Sasanians  introduced terms  such as the  'Ormizd' 
and  'Vi-am'  fires.  The  Arms.  may  have  had various  grades  of sacred fire, 
as  did the Parthians--for the  Adur  Burzen Mihr was  presumably kept blaz-
ing continuously, whilst  temple  fires  less illustrious were  allowed to 
smoulder under a  mound  of ash.  The  various  types  of altar which may  be 
adduced for Armenia  (with the reservations noted above)  would be  suit-
able  for  different  grades  of fire.  Different terms  for these have  not 
come  down  to us,  however,  only the word atrusan in Armenian,  meaning,  it 
seems,  both  'fire temple'  and  'fire altar'.  The  word continued to be 
used to refer to fire temples  in the Sasanian period,  although the Per_ 
sians themselves  did not  have  a  word related to atrusan.  The  fire 
temple  was  called also  moxra-nocc  'a place  (or,  receptacle)  of ashes'. 
Th  v ,  S"  k C  •  t  T  pc  C •  t  e  naxarar  arazva~an of  lwnl  ,  accordlng  0  ~azar  arpec  l  apos  a-
sised the  Christian faith thus:  mteal  i  tun moxranoccin  zkrakn  asacc 
gal astuac  'entering into the house of moxranocc,  he  declared the  fire 
to be  god.'  Later,  bazum tuns 
built many  moxranocc-houses  in 
c  ~  ~ 
moxranoc  s  sineal yasxarhin 
h  f  S ·  'kc  ,48  t  e  country  0  lwnl  • 
Siwneac  c  'he 
The  fire-
temples  were  described as  full of ash,  although various  methods  of dis-
posal were employed,  as  we  have  seen.  Ash  was  also proof that  a  fire 
had been kindled,  and a  provision of the  decree of Yazdagird II to the 
Arms.  as  reported by E±ise  requires  that every household produce  a  mea-
sure of ash to prove that the hearth-fire had been  properly maintained: 
Minccew  i  nawasarde  i  nawasard,  (ase,)  yamenayn te±is or iccen  end 492 
•  v  t·C  b  t C  .  b  c.  C  k'  C  C k  c.  2sxanu  earn  agaworln meci,  arjc  In  kargk  e  e~ec way,  p  a  esc  In  ew 
Imkc  c.  kC  b  t  v  C  h  .  c.  .  al  kC  esc  In  drun  sur  acarac n,  gray  amarov  arc  In nUlre  spas  n 
yarkCunis,  lresccen  jaynkC sal,mosaccn  ew  dadaresccen  entCerccuackc 
(  )  t  -.  C  KC h  kC "  v  C  .  t  .  C  C  1  an  su  margarelc n.  a  anay  ml  lsxesc en  l  uns  lwreanc  usuac  ane 
zzo±ovurds,  ew  hawataccealkcn  i  KCristos  arkc  ew  kanaykC,  or bnakeal  en 
.  akc  .... c.  c  C  C  h  d  ..  c  .....  ......  hak  ylwr  ane  lwr menanoc  s,  p  oxesc  en  z  an  erJs  lwreanc  est asxar  an 
kargacC•  Darjeal ew  kanaykC naxararaccn kalccin  zusumn  vardapetutCean 
mogaccn.  Usterkc  ew  dsterkc  azatacC ew  sinakancc  krtCesccin  i  hrahangs 
C  C  v  C  1  c.  - kC  b  t C  nae  un  mogac.  Karcesc  in ew  arge  C  In  awren  sur  amusnu  ean,  zor 
-"  C  v  t  k  .  kC  .  t  - t C  1  C  ak  v  dim  "<  •  Ulleln  1  naxneac  es  argl  rlS  oneu  eann:  ay  p  oxan  en  0.]  nuoy 
bazum kanays  arasccen:  zi acecceal bazmasccin  aZgkc  HayocC.  Dsterkc 
h  C l'  .  c.  kC  kC  'b  C  kC '  1 cdc  1  aranc  lnlC  In,  ew  or  er arc:  mar  m2  e  c  en yor woe  ,ay  ew 
tCorunkc  elccen yanko±ins  hawucc.  PatrucakkC mi  merccin  anyaz,  etCe 
d e. c_  t C- C  c_  y.  C  t C- .  hawucc  ew  yaw  eac  lC  e  ew  e  e  yayceac  ew  et  e  yar,]aroc  ew eel 
t C- .  C  H  kC '  C  C  da"  c.  .  kC  kCak  kC  .  eel  xozac.  ays  aranc  p  an  ml  IDl  zaugc  In:  C1W  ew  or  1 
krak mi  ekesccen:  jerkC arancc  gumizoy  mi  luasccin:  snJrikc  ew  a±ueskc 
ew  napastakkC mi  merccin.  AwjkC ew  mo±eskc,  gortkC ew  mrjmunkc ,  ewor 
.  c  ...........  c  c  c  ayl ews  xarnap ndor bazmacclk  en,  mi  kayc  en,  ayl val,  t  uov hamarov  i 
....  c....  c  ..... c  c  .  ...c  c  .  c  mej  berc  en est ark uni  C ap  oyn.  Ew  or ayl ews  lnc  spask  lC  en,  kam 
h ·  C k  di C  v  C  v  zo  lC  am  span  c  ?  est tawnakan kargin tarewor  t  uakanin,  ew  est 
.....  c.  .....c  c  c  c  .....  kapcat  lW  moxrac  ap  kargin.  Zays  amenayn  zor asac ak  ar zamanak  mi 
...... c.  t  C  C  mlnc  ew  l  glux  arwoy  kataresc  en  amenek  ean:  ew  zayln  amenayn  ar yapa 
patrastesccen.  'Between this  New  Year and the  coming one,49 (it says,) 
in all the places that are under the rule of the  great king,50 let the 
orders of the  Church  be  removed.  Let the gates of the holy temples  be 
shut  and sealed,  and the  holy utensils be listed, numbered,  and de-
livered to the  court.  Let the voices of the Psalms be still, and may 
they cease the  readings  from the  (un-)lying ProPhets.51  May  the be-
lievers in Christ, both men  and women,  who  dwell in hermitages,  change 
into secular garments.  Also,  may  the wives  of the naxarars learn the 
teachings of the Magi,  and may  the  sons  and daughters  of freedmen  and 
peasants be  instructed in the learning52  of the  same  Magi.  May  the laws 
of holy matrimony be  severed and restricted, that they had according to 
the orders of Christianity from their forebears.  But  instead of one 
wife,  may  they take many  wives,  that the nation of Armenia may  be  fruit-
ful and multiply. 53  May  daughters  come  to their fathers,  and sisters to 493 
their brothers;  may  mothers  depart  not  from sons,  nor grandchildren  from 
the  couches  of grandparents.  May  sacrificial beasts  [patrucak-kc,  see 
below]  not  be killed without  prayer;54 whether it be  a  sheep,  goat, 
bullock,  fowl  or swine. 
c  [p an  dam] .  Let no  rags 
wash  their hands without 
May  they not  knead  dough without  a  face-mask 
or excrement  approach the fire. 55  Let them not 
~.56 Let  them not kill otters,  foxes  or 
hares.  May  snakes,  lizards,  frogs,  ants  and other swarms  of maggots 
not be  allowed to live, but may  they bring them in haste,  numbered and 
listed, according to the  royal measure.57  And  whatever other services 
there be,  either sacrifices or slaughters,  [let them be performed]  ac-
.v  58  cording to the order of the number of kaplcs  and the measure of ash. 
Let  everyone fulfill what  we  have  said, until the beginning of the year, 
and let them  prepare  everything else for the  future. ,59 
In the  above  passage, it is seen that the Armenians  were  required 
to kill a  certain number of noxious  creatures,  in keeping with the  cus-
tom of Zoroastrianism,  and to present them as  proof that the  command  had 
been  carried out;  similarly,  they had to present  a  measure of ash  from 
the hearth fires  tended at their homes.  PCawstos writes of a  fourth-
v  60  61  century naxarar,  Meruzan  Arcruni,  that xostovan  e±ew  vasn anjin 
.  t C- vC  kC .  - d  c  ·nkc 
lwroy  e  c  em  rlstoneay:  ew  kalaw  zawrens  maz  ezanc n,  aYSl  n 
zmoguccn:  epag erkir aregakan  ew  kraki,  ew  xostovan  e±ew  tCe  astuackc 
t c  p.  c  v t - 62  v  d  v  h  kC •  ayn  en  zor  agaworn  arS1C  pas  e.  Ed  uxt  en  Sap  oy ar  aYln 
c  c_  .  c_  k  c-, c  1  v  uh  c  Parsic  yaynm hete:  T  e  lC  e  ew  arasc e  ya%t  e  Sap  Hayoc,  ew  unel 
zasxarhn,  ew  inj  darj licci yim asxarhn  ew  yim tunn,  nax es  ase 
sineccicc  atrusan yimum tann  sephakanin,  ays  inkcn tun krakin pasteloy. 
'He  made  confession  for his  soul:  "I  am  not  a  Christian."  And  he 
adopted the laws of the Mazdeans,  i.  e., the  Magi:  He  made  obeisance to 
the Sun  and fire,  and confessed:  "The  gods  are those whom  the king of 
Persia worships."  He  swore  to Sabuhr,  the king of Persia,  after that: 
"If it happen that Sabuhr is able  to  conquer Armenia and to hold the 
country,  and I  return to  my  country and my  house,  first," he  said,  "I 
shall build an  atrusan in my  private house," i. e., a  house of the wor-
ship of fire'  (pCB  IV.23).  Later,  he  and another naxarar,  Vahan 
Manikonean,  atrusans  sine  in  i  bazum te±is,  ew  zmardik hnazandein 
awrinaccn mazdezancc :  ew  bazum yiwreancc  sepchakansn  sinein atrusans, 
ew  zordis  ew  zazgayins  iwreancc  tayin yusunm  mazdezanccn  'built  atrusans 
I. 
i 
I  , 
!  , in many  places,  and made  men  subject to the  laws  of the Mazdeans;  and 
many  built atruSans  in their own  houses,  and gave  over their sons  and 
relatives to the learning of the Mazdeans'  (pcB  IV.59).  In addition to 
the  consecration of new  fires,  many  old fire-temples  must  have  been 
renovated,  some  in places where  churches had since been  constructed. 
There is no  reference made  to the  image-shrines of pre-Christian Armenia, 
where,  as  we  have  seen in preceding chapters,  statues of the yazatas had 
stood. 
Although  the  Sasanians  justified their destruction of these  shrines 
by arguing that  demons  infested graven  images,  we  are not  constrained to 
accept the  cherished myths  of that bureaucratic state, whose  very cen-
tralised structure indicates what  the  actual motive of their campaign 
may  have been.  It has been noted above  how  the position of the  Adur 
Burzen Mihr,  a  much-beloved sacred fire of the Parthians,  was  degraded 
on  pseudo-theological  grounds  in order to give first place to the Fires 
of Persia and Media,  the western  centres of Sasanian Iran.  In the  'Let-
ter of Tansar',  a  document  preserved from the Islamic period in NP.  but 
purporting to be the work  of a  Sasanian high priest of the third cen-
tury,  a  local Iranian king named  Gusnasp  refuses to submit  to Ardeslr, 
accusing the  King of Kings  of having  'taken away  fires  from the fire-
temples,  extinguished them and blotted them out'.  Tansar replies that 
the  fires were not  extinguished but  removed  from the temples  'to their 
place of origin',  and adds  that the temples 
authority of the kings of old (by which the 
had been built without the 
63  Achaemenians  are meant). 
The  kindest observation that  can be  made  about this reply is that it is 
disingenuous.  The  same  Achaemenians  who  established fire-temples  also 
built image-shrines; their only claim to greater orthodoxy thaI) 'the 
Parthians is their Persian origin, which is no  claim at all.  Combining 
fires is allowed in Zoroastrianism when  necessity dictates it,64 but it 
is unlikely that the  devotees of a  local sacred fire should have  re-
garded with  e~uanimity its removal  to  a  remote province.65  It is in  any 
case  certain that the Sasanian campaign  in Armenia did not encourage the 
re-establishment of the bagins of the  country;66  and it is possible that 
I 
the  atrusansf built in the  Sasanian period in many  respects  did not 
resemble the  atrusans: of Pth.  times--the Sasanian names  of the yazatas 
in the highest grade of fire,  noted above,  strongly suggest that these 
new  foundations  were  alien to  Armenian tradition. 495 
Two  later notices of sites of fire-temples  in Armenia  may  be  cited 
here.  The  fourteenth-century  Persian geographer and historian 
~amd-Allah Mustufi of Qazvin,  in his  cosmography  Nuzhat  al-Qulub  reports: 
'In Little Armenia there is a  fire-temple,  the  roof of which is plas-
tered over with  cement,  and below the gutter from the roof is  a  tank in 
which the water is collected that falls  on  the roof.  The  people  are 
wont  to  drink of this,  and if but little rain should fall, then with 
some  of the water that is left they wash the  roof of this  fire-temple, 
and forthwith rain again falls,  and so the tank is refilled. ,67  By 
Little Armenia is meant  the western part of the country; we  have  not 
found  any reference to the temple  in Armenian  sources.  The  rain-fed 
well recalls that of Bharucha agiari  (The  well there is called a  laka in 
Parsi Guj.),  from which  the  faithful draw  drinking water  (written  com-
munication of N.  M.  Desai  and F.  Dastoor of Bombay).  In the  southwest 
of Armenia,  near the  Khabur  cay and south of Viran Sehir  (between 
Diyarbakir and Urfa),  there is a  town  called Tel Ateshan,  i.e.,  'Hill of 
Fires'  (NP  atas-an).  The  same  NP.  form is  found in the  name  of the  town 
and district of Atsi  (NP.  *atas-i)  Bagawan,  Caspiane  (Arm.  PCaytakaran), 
v  c  c  68  .  in the Asxarhac oyc.  But the modern  form of the name  glves  no  clue 
as  to the age of the atrusan{s)  that may  have  been there. 
Before  considering modern  survivals of the  Zoroastrian cult of fire 
in Christian Armenian ritual, we  propose to discuss brieflY aspects of 
the temple  cult alluded to or described at length in earlier chapters: 
temples,  priesthood,  sacrifices,  and ritual implements.  Temples  were 
called mehean  or tacar generally,  whilst the terms bagin and atrusan re-
fer specifically to image-shrines  and  fire-temples.  The  most  common 
term for  a  priest is a  Semitic  loan-word,  kCurm  (with Ir.  suffix, 
kCrma-pet  'high-priest'), but other terms  are  attested:  bagnapet, 
mogpet  and aranccn mogucc  (gen.  pi.),  and mitCerean!mihrpet,  the latter 
associated with the name  of Mihr,  from which the word mehean  itself is 
to be  derived.69  MOgpet  is a  NW  Mlr.  loan,  OIr.  *magu-pati-,  MP.  mowbed; 
arancc  moguc
C  appears  to be  a  calque  on  Sasanian MP.  mog  mard{an)  'Magi-
men,.70  The  priestly title herbad,  derived from Av.  aethrapaiti-,  is 
71  not  found in Arm. 
In the  Arm.  Church,  the  Sasanian title vardbad is found  as  the ec-
clesiastical rank of vardapet, whilst the parallel form  from Fth., 
! 
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I· v  n  varzapet,  is retained only with the  general meaning of  'teacher'.  The 
MP.  form indicates that the title was  adopted on  the model  of a  Sasanian 
office,  rather than an earlier,  pagan Arm.  one;  in the earliest period 
of Arm.  Christianity,  the Syriac loan-word kCahanay was  the  general word 
for  'priest'; the word vardapet  seems  to have been used only later.  Now, 
c  the k  ahanay may  be  a  married priest, subordinate to the vardapet,  who 
is celibate.  The  Ir. loan-word dpir, which became  an ecclesiastical 
title, has  been discussed in connection with Tir,  above.  (The  Arm.  word 
for  an  Old Testament  prophet is margare,  a  loan-word from pre-Sasanian 
MIr.73 ) 
Tae  names  of a  number of Arm.  ecclesiastical vestments  are to be 
derived from MIr.;  some  of them are  Zoroastrian religious terms.  The 
name  of the  Zor.  sacred undershirt,  PhI.  sabig,  modern  sudra,  sedra, are 
found in Arm.  sapik,  rendering  Gk.  khiton  (Matt.  v.40)  and in sutra 'a 
kind of clothing'  (Grigor Magistros  Pahlawuni,  eleventh century);74 the 
Arm.  word for the  Christian sacerdotal vestment,  patmucan,  is derived 
from Pth.  pdmwcn  'garment,.75  The  Zor.  sudra has  a  small pouch at the 
throat,  called in NP.  giriban,  which  symbolically receives one's  good 
deeds;  originally,  the word meant  'neck-protector',  and the term may  be 
regarded as  a  religious  adaptation of a  military term.  In Arm.,  the 
word is attested as  grapan.76  The  cincture  (Arm.  gawti)  worn  by priests 
over the sapik as part of their sacred vestments,  is called by the 
fourteenth-century poet Yovhannes  TClkurancci  kCustik;  both the object 
and the word for it seem to be  a  direct survival of the  Zoroastrian 
sacred girdle,  PhI.  kustig. 77  The  tiara worn by  Arm.  priests is called 
xoyr,  a  loan  from  NW  MIr.78  Other survivals of Zoroastrian terms  in the 
.Christi:an Arm.  vocabulary have  been noted in this work. 
Benveniste observed that the tiaras,  desmen  ton  rhabdon and 
paragnathidas  of the Magi  of Cappadocia mentioned by Strabo are  found in 
Arm.  as  xoyr  (also arta-xoyr,  artaxurak and psak  79),  barsmunk  c  and 
pCandam, 80  cf.  PhI.  barsom,  padam. 
The  rite of offering was 
D··  L·t  81  h  1V1ne  l  urgy,  and t  e  act 
called patarag,  now  the Arm.  Christian 
of sacrifice was  called zoh  (cf.  PhI. 
zohr,  Av.  zaothra-);  the ritual words  accompanying the sacrifice  formed 
the yast,  cf.  an-yaz  in the passage  from E±ise  above,  and the sacrifi-
cial offering was  an  animal,  called patrucak,  a  loan  from Pth.,  cf.  PhI. 497 
padrozag;  the  general word for a  temple-offering was  rocik,  cf.  Phl. 
rozig.  The  PhI.  words  mean  'fasting'  and  'daily bread'  respectively, 
but the basic element  of both words  is rwcCroz]  'day', which  implies 
that the sacrificial offerings were  made  on~regular basis. 82 
As  in 
Iran,  different  animals were  sacrificed:  rams,  sheep,  horses,  pigs  and 
oxen might be  Slaughtered.83  According to Strabo  (Geog.  XV.3.15),  the 
Magi  in Armenia stunned the  animal with  a  log before killing it; this 
was  done  also by Zoroastrians in the Sasanian period,  and in the  Denkard 
it is explained that the procedure  spares the animal pain at the moment 
of death,  an  attitude in keeping with the kindly and reverential atti-
84  tude  of the religion of Mazda  towards  gospandan  'holy creatures'.  To 
this  day,  Armenian  Christians perform blood sacrifices,  mainly of chick-
ens,  although the slaughter of sheep is not  uncommon.  The  ritual, 
called matak  'young'  after the young  animal which is killed, is per-
formed on 
.  .11  85  lS  l  0 
major festivals of the  Church,  and when  a  member  of a  family 
Zoroastrians  do  not sacrifice  immature  creatures,  so  the 
matal rite probably  comes  from the Judaeo-Christian tradition. 
Reverence  for fire is another aspect of the ancient religion which 
has  become  enshrined in Armenian  Christianity.  It is considered a  sin 
to tell someone  to extinguish a  flame;  the euphemism krakn orhnir  'Bless 
the fire!'  is used.86  As  in other societies, the hearth fire  must  not 
go  out  at all,  however,  and a  woman  who  let the  smouldering coals  die 
out was  regarded by Armenian  villagers at the turn of this  century as 
possessed by evil.87  The  hearth is regarded as  the  centre  and life of a 
household,  and is called krak-aran  'place of fire',  tConir  'furnace' or 
ojax.88  Of  a  good  son,  the  Arms.  would say he was  hor krakarane paho±n 
'guardian of his  father's  fire-place',  and of one  dead it was  said nra 
cuxe maraw  'his  smoke  was  extinguished.'  Curses  often involved fire: 
TCol  kCo  krakarani  (kco  ertCiki)  cuxe ktrui  'Let the smoke  of your fire-
(  ) 
y  c  c  v  .... c  .  I  place  your  chimney  be  cut off  ;  t  ol k  0  tane krak  c  gtnul  may  no 
fire be  found in your house';  antCeld jur ktri  'may water put  out your 
lamp,.89  Sahak of Rstunikc  boasted to a  horrified Densapuh  in the fifth 
century of his mistreatment of Sasanian Magi  dispatched to Armenia, 
sakawik mi  cCarccarelov  gani'if  noccin  isk etu  zkrakn  i  jurn  enkenul  'I 
tortured them for a  while with a  whip  and made  them cast the fire  into 
90  the water. '  But  for the  countrymen of Sahak,  over 1400 years later, 
such an act was  the substance of a  curse. The  ninth month of the  Zoroastrian year bears  the name  of the 
yazataAtar;  the ninth  month  of the  ancient  Arm.  year is called Ahekan, 
a  MIr.  derivative of OP.  *Athrakana-,  the  feast of Fire.91  The  ancient 
Iranian  celebration survives,  as  we  shall see,  amongst  Irani  Zoroas-
trians  as  the  feast of i?ade,  '(the feast of)  the  Hundred  Days',  and in 
Armenia as  ~earn end araJ,the Presentation of the  Lord to the  Temple, 
the Western  Christian Candlemas.  In Zoroastrianism, it is believed 
that Rapithwin is the ,lord or ratu of noonday heat  and of the  seven 
months  of summer,  which begins the first  day after the  gahambar of 
192  Hamaspathmaedaya  and ends  on the last day of that of Ayathrima,  the 
beginning of the five  months  of winter.  Of  those months,  the three 
middle  ones,  Atar,  Dadvah  and Vohu  Manah  (Phl.  Adar,  Dai  and Bahman), 
are  considered the coldest.  The  yazatas  Asa Vahista and Atar--the Amesa 
Spenta who  is the  guardian of fire,  and the yazata Fire personified--are 
both invoked with Rapithwin in the watch of the  day  (NP.  gah)  ruled by 
him,  and in the Xasna when  the latter is mentioned.  The  connection of 
the  ratu of swmner  with the warmth,  heat  and light of fire is a  logical 
and natural one,  and during the winter the  Zoroastrians have  since an-
cient times  celebrated a  festival of fire,  the purpose of which is to 
drive  away  darkness  and cold,  and to assist Rapithwin  in his task of 
warming the  roots of plants  and the  springs of the waters.93  In the 
Greater Bundahisn, it is mentioned that fires  are lit everywhere  on the 
day Adar of the  month  Dai  (xxv.14),  and BlrUnI  mentioned two  feasts  of 
fire in winter,  the Adar Jasn  regularly celebrated on  the  day  and month 
named after the yazata  (Adar  roz of Adar mah),  and the Jasn-i  ~ade, 
'hundredth-(day)  feast',  on Aban  roz of Bahman  mah.  The  latter, still 
celebrated in this century by the  Zoroastrians of Kerman  falls exactly 
100  days  after the beginning of the  five-month  Zor.  winter;  in the  Zor. 
villages of Yazd,  however,  the Jasn-i  ~ade,  called Hlromba  (a word whose 
meaning is no  longer remembered),  is  celebrated instead on  Astad roz of 
Adar mah,  100  days  before the  return of Rapithwin,  i.e., No  Ruz.  It is 
proposed that this  date was  the original one  of the  feast.94 
Due  to the  recession of the  Zoroastrian  calendar,  the  feast of i?ade 
-was  celebrated at  Yazd  in 1964  in late April,  but the rituals themselves 
reflect the original significance of the  holiday.  On  the  eve  of the 
holiday,  a  great bonfire of bone-dry brushwood is kindled in the  court 499 
of the shrine of Mihr,  with a  torch  (although fire  from the  fire-temple 
was  probably used in ancient times)  over an  underground irrigation canal 
(NP.  qanat).  As  the fire flares up,  the names  of the great men  of the 
faith--both the  fravasis of ancient heroes  and those of the  community 
recently deceased--are recited,  and after each name  the boys of the  com-
munity  shout  'Hirombe!'  and  'Xod;;  be-amurzades! I  ('May  the  Lord have 
mercy upon  him! '--the first expression is the  same  incomprehensible name 
of the  festival itself).  In the morning,  the women  gather the  dying 
embers  of the fire,  which  are  distributed among  the households  of the 
faithful,  so that other fires  may  be kindled from  them. 95 
In Armenian  communities  around the world,  the  Feast of the Presen-
tation of the  Lord to the  Temple  is celebrated on  the night of 13th 
February,  and on  the  following  day;  the  date is fixed as  the fortieth 
day  after Epiphany.  On  the eve of the  feast,  all the  grooms  married 
during the past year,  or,  in some  communities,  since the  autumn,  gather 
in the  church  and put on the  sapiks  (sacred shirts; see  above)  of the 
choir.  Their mothers  distribute candles,  sugar,  dates  and  almonds 
amongst.the  congregants.  The  grooms  do  not  sing, but walk  round to-
gether in a  circle, lighted candles in their hands,  during the andastan 
service,  an Armenian  Christian rite of invocation of blessing upon the 
fields.  Then  they  go  home  and are entertained by relatives.  Later, the 
people  reassemble  in the  courtyard of the church.  Branches  from trees 
in the gardens of the  families  of the  grooms,  cane,  straw and nettles 
are piled up  and ignited with a  candle brought  from within the  church. 
Of  the fire,  the  Arm.  manual of church Festivals Tenacc oycc  says:  Ew 
.  c  c  c  .... c.  Inlaban  k  ahanayk n,  ew  elc en  xac  lW  ew  awetaranaw ew  amenayn 
zardukc  i  c  c  ....  ....  c  durs •..  ew  luc  c  en  zhurn ..•  xoteli e srjiln zhrovn or i  tgitac 
e nermuceal  'And  the priests of the brotherhood shall vest themselves 
and go  out with cross  and Gospel  and all adornments ...  and they shall 
kindle the fire ...  perambulation  about the fire,  which has  been intro-
duced by the ignorant,  is to be  deplored. ,96  No  other fuel may  be used, 
perhaps  because  dross  stuff would be  thought to pollute the fire, or 
might  contain moisture.  The  bonfire is called melet,  merelet,  or 
merelocc,  the latter meaning  'of the  dead'  {gen.  pl. )97  and the festival 
itself is  sometimes  called by the  same  name,  although terntaz,  drdorinJ, 
terntes  and terntas are also  common;  the latter four  seem to be 
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ccrruptions of Arm.  Tearn  end  ara} (lit.  'of the  Lord,  before'; the 
three words  are often  run together,  even  in canonical  calendars, but the 
Arm.  name  is probably a  calque  on the  Gk.  name  of the  Church  feast, 
Hypapante  tou Kyriou).98 
When  the  fire is kindled,  the  men  leap over it and women  walk  round 
it, singing Occ  kCorotim,  occ borotim  'May  I  not  have  itches or skin 
disease.'  Sometimes  people  singe the hems  of their garments  or cast 
bits of clothing into the fire;  the intention here  seems  to be to burn 
away  impurity,  although one notes that, paradoxically,  an effort is 
made  also to keep  impure  forms  of fuel  from being used to kindle the 
fire initially.  (This  seems  like the modern  Iranian  custom observed on 
caharsanbe-ye surl,  the Wednesday  (of feasting)  that precedes  No  RUz,  of 
kindling a  fire,  leaping over it, and chanting zardl  0  Iran}uri-ye man 
az to,  sorxi  0  xorrami-ye to az man,  apparently a  spell for health and 
life.  98- a)  The  fire is also considered a  source of omens.  If it flares 
up  towards  the east, this means  the coming year will be  good.  Ashes 
from the fire are taken home  by the  celebrants and scattered in the  four 
corners of every house  and farm building,  or are mixed with the ashes  of 
the hearth fire,  or put  in the soil of the field, or in the oven where 
bread is baked (cf.  the prohibition mentioned by Elise  against baking 
without wearing  a  face-mask,  above).99  In the district of Moks  (Clas. 
Arm.  Mokkc),  torches  are kindled from the fire  and taken to the grave-
yard to bring light to the souls of family  ancestors;IOO this  custom re-
calls  the  reverence paid by the  Yazdis  to the  fravasis  at the bonfire of 
Hiromba. 
Such  an  act of reverence  for the  dead may  explain the word merelet, 
of which melet  appears  to be  an  abbreviated form:  the base would be 
mereal  (past part.)  'dead',  with the  ending -ed  'from thou'  (abl.  sing. 
with pronominal suffix),  pronounced -et in Western Arm.  The  word seems 
to mean  'from thee,  0  dead one,'  and was  perhaps  part of an ancient  in-
vocation to the souls  of the  dead,  or else a  corruption of the  form 
merelocc  cited above.  The  sanctity of the fire is evident,  as well as 
the power attributed to it to purify people  and houses,  and to  give 
light to the  dead;  out of the  dead winter,  fire helped to bring forth 
life.  This  symbolism is apparent  also  in some  European  popular Lenten 
rituals, in which  an effigy of straw called  'Death' is burnt to signify 
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The  Arm.  celebration provoked the hostility of Muslim  neighbours. 
I  1808  F  M  - f  vec  kC v  ttl"  v  t c  c,  cd  .  n  ,r.  ovses  0  n  us  wro  e,  Naew  yay  1n1  en  ere  o~ac  ,Zl 
yaysm  ami  eris pCorjutCiwns  ekn  i  veray azgis  Rayocc:  skizbn tarwoys 
T  .  v  d  .  Y.  •  'akc  ,  kC'  -t  . kC  vC  earnen araJl awrn  ays  glW~  a~a  lS  0  arazgl  .•.  oc 
•  c  •  t C '  'Al  meletn  zhravarut  iwnn yaytni,  vasn oroy  e±ew  mec  xrovu  lwn...  so let 
it be known  to you,  0  readers,  that in this year tribulations thrice be-
fell this Armenian  people:  at the beginning of the year,  on  Tearnendaiaj 
the  foreigners  of this town ...  did not permit the melet,  the well-known 
conflagration,  to 
t  b  ,101  ur  ance .... 
be kindled,  because of which there was  a  great  dis-
In the town  of Arapkir in the 1950's Armenians lit 
melet-fires on the flat rooftops of their houses; their church,  with its 
yard,  had been  confiscated by the Turkish authorities,  and on  the  roofs 
they were  relatively safe  from harrassment  by  gangs  of troublemakers. 
The  Arm.  feast is calibrated, as we  have  seen,  forty  days  after 
Epiphany,  i.e., roughly in mid-winter.  The  ninth month,  Ahekan,  cor-
responds to the ninth Iranian month,  Atar,  and a  feast of fire  cele-
brated in Ahekan--the month  named after fire--would fall about 100  days 
before Nawasard,  like the Yazdi  Zoroastrian  jasn-i 9ade.  But with 
Nawasard falling in late summer,  Ahekan  comes  in April,  and Adontz  noted 
that Ahekan  corresponds  to  Greek  Xanthikos  in the Arm.  translation of 
II Maccabees  XI.30,  33,  and argues  that the two  would have  coincided in 
the month of April in A.D.  468.102  But  according to E±ise,  the Book  of 
Maccabees  was  read to the Arm.  troops  on the  eve of the Battle of 
Avarayr,  17 years earlier,  and it is likely that the Biblical t.ale,  of 
such  immense  symbolic  importance to Arm.  Christians  in their struggle 
with the Sasanians,  had been one of the first parts of Scripture to be 
translated into  Arm.  by the disciples of Mastocc.  The  date  468,  there-
103  fore,  seems  to be  of no  relevance.  It is noteworthy that the trans-
lators rendered Xanthikos  as  Ahekan,  "hilst transliterating the names  of 
(  c......  c  ......  _  )  other months  e.g.,  t  S±l,  k  as±e,,;  Reb.  tlsre, kislew  ;  it is likely 
that the month was  one  of particular importance to Arms.,  and such a 
supposition is borne out  by the  remarkable  survival of the  feast of fire. 
That  feast is celebrated in February,  ho"ever,  and the eleventh-century 
scholar Yovhannes  the Philosopher  (Arm.  Imastaser)  in his  calendrical 
c  c  104  tables  e~uated Gk.  K sant  ikos  (Xanthikos) "ith the  Roman  February. 
It is possible that the mediaeval scholar preserved an  e~uation used by 502 
the ancient translators in their reckonings.  This  eQuation is not  the 
one that was  used when  the  months  were  finally  fixed,  however,  in rela-
tion to the solar year,  for February corresponds  to Mehekan,  the month 
of Mihr; it would seem that the  Armenians  Preferred to keep their feast 
in mid-winter,  anchored to its proper season,  than in Ahekan,  its proper 
month;  the  common  sense of enshrined popular tradition prevailed in Ar-
menia,  and only the hypothetical link between Ahekan,  Xanthikos  and 
February proposed above  hints at the original correspondence of name  to 
feast.  In Iran, where  the  feast of fire was  linked to  No  Ruz,  and the 
scholastic tradition was  never broken,  the  Zoroastrians  followed their 
calendar faithfully,  only to perform their ritual in April, when  it is 
Quite pointless--the world has been warmed by then without bonfires. 
Why,  however,  was  the  ceremony of the old festiVal/Of fire trans-
ferred by the Armenians  to the Christian holiday of the Presentation of 
the  Lord to the  Temple?  An  explanation is suggested by the  depiction of 
the  scene in Armenian  manuscript paintings, which vary little in their 
basic elements:  the  Virgin is  shown  offering the  forty-day-old Christ 
Child to Simeon,  as  Joseph and Anna  look on.  There  is often an altar in 
the scene,  and the  figures  stand to either side of it, seeming about to 
pass  the  Child over it, or carry him around it.  In ancient  Greece,  it 
was  the  custom when  a  child was  weaned for his parents to  carry him 
around the hearth-fire a  few  times  and then pass  him over it.  This 
ceremony of dedication and purification,  called amphidromia,  corresponds 
in purpose,  and,  apparently,  in the manner of its performance,  to the 
Presentation as  visualised by Armenian artists,  as well as  to the cere-
mony  of the melet-fire,  around which the women  walked and over which the 
newly-wedded young men  jumped.  No  Zoroastrian would  jump  over the 
HiroIDba  fire,  though,  and it is likely that this aspect of the ritual 
antedated the  Zoroastrian  features  which  are present in Armenia  and so 
obviously parallel to Irani  Zoroastrian practices. 
In  Christendom,  the  feast is seen first in fourth-century  Jerusalem; 
Pope  Sergius  I  (687-701), fa  Syrian,  established a  procession in its  , 
honor,  and in the West, it was  only in the eleventh century that the 
custom came  into being of blessing all the  candles to be  used over the 
coming year.  There  ,ras  considerable opposition  amongst  the Fathers of 
the  Church  to aspects of the  Candlemas  rite which  involved fire,  for it 
I 
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seems  that as  the  feast  spread westwards,  local aspects of pre-Christian 
fire-worship were  incorporated into it by the various  communities  of 
105  Europe.  It was  in the eastern lands,  under the aegis of the Sasanian 
Empire,  that the  feast  first attained to prominence  in the  Church,  how-
ever:  a  Syrian pope  promoted it in the West,  and the  Arm.  observance 
retains many  aspects of the older Zoroastrian  *Athrak~aa-, Arm.  Ahekan. 
It was  the prestige and importance of the Zoroastrian festival that 
would have  given  such  impetus  to its Christian reincarnation,  and trans-
formed  a  relatively unimportant way  station in the great  cycle of the 
Church  calendar into  a  bright and  joyous  celebration of the Armenian 
people. 
The  temples,  priesthood and fire-cult of pre-Christian Armenia were 
eradicated or absorbed by the  Church,  yet one  small band of the  faithful, 
the Arewordikc  'Children of the Sun'  seem to have  clung to the old reli-
gion still, their standard being the  Sun,  the greatest of all physical 
fires,  and one  which  St  Sahak  and St  Vardan  could not  reach to  extin~ 
guish or defile. 504 
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tions,  not to Arm.  Zor.  observances,  see  Ch.  5. 
18.  Boyce,  'Sacred Fires,'  op.  cit., 53-4. 
19.  Ibid.,  54. 
20.  Stronghold,  74. 
21.  Boyce,  'Sacred Fires,'  op.  cit., 53. 
22.  Ch.  6. 
23.  Hubschmann,  Arm.  Gr.,  151,  noted the derivation of Arm.  zoh 
'sacrifice'  from a  MIr.  form of Av.  zaothra-,  PhI.  zohr  'sacri-
fice'  (see also Benveniste,  op.  cit.), with derivatives  zoh-em  'I 
sacrifice',  zoh-anocc,  zoh-aran  'place of sacrifice'  (LXX  Gk. 
thysiasterion).  The  animals  sacrificed were  referred to by the 
MIr.  technical terms  patrucak or rocik,  both pre-Sasanian,  see 
below.  The  Arm.  form  zoh  is to be  derived from  a  metathesised 
borrowing  from MIr.,  *zorh;  on  the loss of -r- before -h-,  cf. 
Arm.  marh/mah  'death', and ah  'fear', ahreli-'  frightful', 
z-arh::;rem---.:E" terrify'  (see----ch.  14).  The  Arm.  word for incense, 
xunk,  is probably to be  derived from MIr.,  cf.  NP.  xnk  *xunk, 24. 
25. 
26. 
27· 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31-
32. 
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xung,  Kurdish  xung  'incense'  (~, II,  420-1).  An  incense-burner 
is called in Arm.burvar,  a  loan-word from MIr.,  cf.  Sgd.  Sw6Srn 
(E.  Benveniste,  'Etudes  iraniennes,'  TPS,  1945,  70-1)  and Mon-
. golian 10an-wordboYfor  'incense'  (A. R. Rinchine,  Kratkii 
mongol'sko-russkii  slovar', Moscow,  1947,  32);  Arm.  boyr  'frag-
rance'  is  a  loan-word from  NW  MIr.,  cf.  Arm.  asxar  'mourning~ and 
Fth.  xSd,  etc.  (Bolognesi,  op.  cit., 40). 
Hist.  Zor., I, 153-4, 160. 
DkM,  79.21,  cit.  by R.  C.  Zaehner,  Zurvan,  A Zoroastrian Dilemma, 
Oxford,  1955,  73,  79· 
s.  Ter-Mikcelean,  ed.,  Yacaxapatum carkc. srboy horn meroy 
eranelwoyn  Grigori LusaworcCi,  cit.  in S.  T.  Eremyan,  ed., 
Kul'tura rannefeodal'noi  Armenii  (4-7 vv.), Erevan,  1980, 160. 
Cit.  by  Gray,  'Foundations, I  69. 
c  On  But  ,  see the preceding  Ch. 
AliH,  50. 
Ibid. ,  44;  Ali,  1897,  195;  E.  Lalayean,  'Ganjaki  gawar,'  Ali,  1900, 
332. 
Ananikian,  56. 
Loc.  cit. 
33.  M.  Boyce,  'The  Fire-Temples of Kerman,' in J.  P.  Asmussen,  ed., 
Iranian Studies presented to Kaj  Barr (=  Acta Orientalia,  30), 
Copenhagen,  1966,  57-8;  D.  N.  Mackenzie,  A Concise  Pahlavi  Dic-
tionary,  London,  1971,  5. 
34.  Stronghold,  76-8. 
35.  T.  T.  Rice,  Ancient  Arts  of Central Asia,  New  York,  1965,  92 
fig.  76;  Frantz  Grenet,  'Samarcande  et la route  de  la soie, , 
L'Histoire .77;  Paris,  Apr.  1985,  illus.  on  p.  38. 
36.  Compare  to  Arm.  bem  Hebrew bima,  the table in the middle of the 
synagogue  at which the  Torah is read.  This  table stands opposite 
the Holy  Ark  containing the scrolls of the  Law,  against the wall 
in the direction of Jerusalem.  Gk.  bamos  may  be  a  very early 
loan from this Semitic word.  Hubschmann  rejected Lagarde's  deri-
vation of Arm.  sekan  from Hebrew  sulhan  'table'  (Arm.  Gr.,  316), 
but  such  an  etymology is  possibl~;-Atarean notes the NP.  silan 
'table of kings', which  displays  similar loss of Heb.  -~- (HAB, 
IV,  198-9),  and we  may  observe the  change  of initial -f- to  ~- in 
Arm.  loans  from both Persian  and Syriac, e.g., the proper name 
Senitam Xosrov  (NP.  senidam  'I heard')  and Arm.  sapcor  'trumpet', 
cf.  Hebrew  safar. 508 
37.  A Mlr.  loan-word,  cf.  Phl.  kwtk'  kodak  'young,  small; baby' 
(MacKenzie,  op.  cit., 5l). 
38.  Cf.  TCil,  Ch.  7,  and.MX  III.8. 
39.  Yovhannes  DrasxanakertecCi,  PatmutCiwn  HayocC,  Tiflis, 19l2,  59; 
R.  W.  Thomson,  tr., E±ise:  History of Vardan  and the Arm.  War, 
Cambridge,  Mass.,  1982,  33-8. 
40.  One  notes that in the fourth  century,  according to  a  Syriac 
martyrology,  Sabuhr II ordered a  Christian to pray  'to the  Sun, 
god of the east'  (Hist.  Zor., I, 29  n.  43);  Arms.  still call the 
east a±otC(a)ran  'the place of prayers';  on  the Arewordikc,  who 
prayed always  towards  the Sun,  see the following  Ch.  On  the 
Yazdi  Zoroastrian lok-e tas'hole for the  fire', where  embers 
were  placed,  see Stronghold,  72-3. 
4l.  On  the excavations,  see A.  A.  KCalantCaryan,  Dvini  nyutcakan 
msakoytCe  4-8  dd.  (Hayastani  hnagitakan huSarjannere,  5), Erevan, 
1970;  on the temples,  see K.  G.  bafadaryan,  'Dvin kCa±akCi 
himnadrman  zamanaki  ev mijnaberdi  hetCanosakan mehyani  masin,' 
P-bH,  1966,  2,  45-7;  the two  clay tablets  found at the  fortress 
site are  shown  in pls.  5,  6  (pp.  55,  56). 
42.  G.  KCocCaryan,  'Antik darasrjani  zohase±an Dvinicc,' P";bH,  1977, 
2,  280-6,  does  not  say where in the city the altar was  found. 
43.  The  altar and the  symbols  thereon  (ibid., pls.  l-4, pp.  28l-2); 
on  the granite,  see p.  284.  These  symbols,  although  found 
throughout the ancient world,  would represent in Iran the ring of 
divinity; bird of xVarenab  (on  a  hilltop?);  and sun-and-moon or 
44. 
horned bull's head.  ..... I  - ... _.-.  - . 
c  c  Tr.  from A.  K alant aryan, 
ardyunkCuere,'  Lraber  (l2) 
::----- ----- -------~,~  ..  -._.  --,._ •.. ,--_._---,--
'Dvini  198~1 t c • 
1982,  87-94. 
pe±umneri himnakan 
45.  The  excavations are  described by  A.  Sahinyan,  'Recherches 
scientifiques  sous  les voutes  de  la Cathedrale  d'Etchmiadzine,' 
REArm,  N.S.  3,  1966.  The  altar is shown  in A.  Hatityan,  ed., 
EJmiacin  albom,  Holy  Etchmiadzin,  1971, n.p.;  F.  Gandalfo,  Le 
Basiliche Armene,  IV-VII  secolo,  Rome,  1982;  and,  most  recently, 
EJmiacni  ganjere,  Holy  Echmiadzin,  1984,  plate, n.p.  On  the fire 
altar in Bactria,  see B.  Staviskiy,  'Kara Tepe  in Old  Termez.  A 
Buddhist  Religious  Centre of the Kushan  Period on  the Bank  of the 
Oxus, I  in J. Harmatta,  ed.,  From H'ecataeus to Al-Huwarizmi, 
Budapest,  1984, ll4-5.  v 509 
46.  The  painting,  from Erevan Matenadaran  MS.  2744,  is reproduced in 
H.  Hakobyan,  Vaspurakani  manrankarcCutcyun,  I,  Erevan,  1966, 
pl. 1.  The  altar looks like this: 
47.  Cit.  by AHH,  51-
48.  ±,Pc  chs.  20,  46 C  pp.  117,  270-1). 
49.  The  Persian  No  ROz  is meant,  but the Arm.  name 'NawaSard is used 
(see  Ch.  5). 
50.  The title  'king of kings'  (PhI.  ,sahan sah)  is replaced here by 
the title attested in MP.  inscriptions as  'great king of Armenia' 
(see  Ch.  3  on this office),  a  position generally reserved for the 
candidate  second 'in line to the succession in Pth.  and Sasanian 
Iran. 
51.  It appears that the  Christian copyist  could not bear to call the 
Prophets sut  'lying',  and in pious  fear inserted the privative  811-. 
52.  Arm.  hrahang is  a  loan-word from MIr.,  cf.  MP.  frahang  'educa-
tion'; in the Sasanian period,  the  school was  called frahangestan 
(see Boyce,  Zoroastrians,  137). 
53.  The  Arm.  style reflects this Biblical locution,  an  indication 
(should such be  necessary)  that E±ise's  own  literary style in-
forms,  in part, the recounting of the  decree.  The  details of the 
latter are probably factual nonetheless. 
54.  Arm.  an-yaz;  see  Ch.  6  on Arm.  (Y)asti:;:sat and Benveniste, 2E.. 
cit n.  7,  49:,.!32  on Arm.yaz-el  and mis  yazacoy  'meat of a 
ritually slaughtered animal'. 
55.  The  reference here  seems  to be to the  Arm.  practice of fueling 
fire with  cow  manure;  pats of this are  dried against the walls of 
village houses  in Armenia and stored in stacks. 
56.  Cf.  Phl., gomez,  the urine of a  cow,  bull or calf,  and Arm.  loan-
word -mez'  'urine f  with derivative verb niiz-em  iI urinate',  from 
Av.  ~a- (E.  Benveniste,  'Mots  d'emprunt  iraniens en armenien,' 
BSLP,  53, 1957-8,  55-71).  The  word is attested in  a  specifi-
cally Zoroastrian sense in Arm.  only here,  in the gen.  sg.  (Arm. 
Gr.,  128), but  cf.  the modern  Arm.  dialect of HamSen,  where  the 
WOrd  gumez  means  '  a  runneJ.  in the middle  of a  stable where  the 
urine of animals  is collected'  (RAE  I, 592; ,Acarean expressed 
doubt  about  the first element,  connecting it with koy  'animal 510 
excrement',  but it seems  more  likely that the  runnel  collected 
only liquids, the  contents  giving the name  to the container). 
Zoroastrians wash with bull'  s  urine,  a  mild antiseptic, to  remove 
impurities before rinsing themselves with water,  lest they defile 
the latter, which is a  sacred creation of Ohrmazd  (Stronghold, 
95).  Tiridates  I  of Arm.  travelled overland to  Rome  for his 
coronation in order to avoid polluting the sea with waste matter 
(see  Ch.  8).  It is known  that the  Sasanians maintained a  large 
fleet of merchant  ships,  but one recalls that ancient mariners, 
lacking precise instruments  and techniques  of navigation,  tended 
to sail along the  shore.  Zoroastrians would have had ample  op-
portunities to  dispose  of waste with the proper precautions  on 
shore. 
57.  On  the  slaughter of xrafstaran  'noxious  creatures',  see the pre-
ceding  Ch.  and Herodotus,  Hist., I, 142.  The  killing of the ot-
ter and other animals  is expressly forbidden  in Zoroastrianism, 
see Hist.  Zor., I, 298-300;  on  the otter, or  'water-dog',  con-
sidered the holiest of the  dog  species,  see Videvdat,  XIV. 
58.  'A measure of grain',  loan-word from  NW  MIr.,  see  Arm.  Gr.,  165 
and S.  Shaked,  'Mihr the Judge,'  Jerusalem Studies  in Arabic  and 
Islam,  II, 1980,  1, where  is cited PhI.  kapiz  from Arday Wiraz 
Namag,  67  on  the punishment  of one who  cheats  in weights  and 
measures. 
59.  E±ise,  pp.  52-3. 
60.  On  theophoric names  with  forms  of Mithra-,  see  Ch.  8. 
61.  In PhI.,  astuviinih is used as  a  technical term for  confession of 
the  Zor.  faith;  the  Arm.  form,  from Pth., is used in the trans-
lation of formulae  of Christian confession  from Syriac  (in which 
the word used is tawdita);  see  J.  P.  Asmussen,  Xuastvanift, 
Copenhagen,  1965,  46. 
62.  A loan-word from Mlr.,  cf.  Av.  uxti- (Arm.  Gr.,  216), with the 
sense of a  religious oath or pact;  in later centuries,  the Arm. 
word is used also to mean  a  pilgrimage to  a  Christian holy site. 
E.  Benveniste  and L.  Renou,  Vrtra et Vrthragna,  Paris, 1934,  8, 
define  Av.  uxdhem  as  'formule protectrice'. 
63.  M.  Boyce,  The  Letter of Tansar,  Rome,  1968, 16. 
64.  See  Stronghold,  6. 
65.  To  imagine what  the reaction may  have been,  one is invited to 
consider how  the residents of Rome  might react to the  removal of 
the Basilica of St Peter on  some  similar pretext of illegitimacy 
to Salt Lake  City,  Utah,  there to be  grafted onto the Mormon 
Tabernacle. 
66.  The  word bagin occurs  in the toponym Bagnayr in Sirak, the site 
of a  monastery  (AON,  411;  A.  A.  ManucCaryan,  KCnnutCyunHayastani 511 
IV-XI  dareri  sinararakan vka a  reri, Erevan,  1977);  the name 
seems  to contain Arm.  ayr  'cave'  cf.  the  cave of Mher,  Ch.  8, 
and  Ch.  13).  In the district of Uti,  in the borderlands of Ar-
menia and Caucasian Albania,  was  BagnacC giw±  'Village of the 
Altars'  (AON,  411). 
67.  The  English trans.  of the passage was  published in JeOI,  1937,  3, 
180.  The  Persian text,  ed.  by  G.  Le  Strange,  Leiden,  1913; 293, 
reads  as  follows:  Dar  Arminiya  al-a~ghar atasxane-ist ke  bam-as 
be~saruJ andude  u  dar zir-i nave dan-as  uau~-i saxte.  Ab-i baran 
ke  az  an  him dar  an  l].au~  J  amc  savad x6ras  -i iS8J;1  az  an  basad. 
t%l  ab  be-andak be-oftad bedUn-i  ab  bam-i  atahane-ra be-suyand; 
baz baran  ayad u  l,J.auf  purr savad. 
68.  NP.  Viran sahr  'City of ruins';  cf.  toponyms  Aweraki,  Awerkc 
'ruins'  (AON,  310);  s.  T.  Eremyan,  Hayastane est  AsxarhacCoycc-i, 
Erevan,  1963,  42. 
69.  See  Ch.  8. 
70.  Arm.  Gr., 195;  Eznik,  para.  2;  see also  Ch.  9  on the proper name 
Mog-paste  and the toponym Magu-stana in Arm.  The  former would 
mean  something like  'one who  worships after the manner of the 
Magi',  cf.  Arabic majusiiand its Syriac  antecedent  magiise.  Mag 
mard in PhI.  means  'priest'  ('a!man who  is a  magus!),  not 
'Zoroastrian' generally. 
71.  On  the equivalence of these terms,  see for instance SKZ  MP.  1.34 
krtyr ZY"yl,J.rpt  Pth.  krtyr "l1rpty  Gk.  Karteir magu;  Boyce,  The 
Letter of Tansar,  op.  cit., 9,  and Zoroastrians,  97-8. 
72.  SKZ  NP.  33  wrdpt  ZY  plstkpt Pth.  wrdpt  prstkpty Gk.  goulbad tou 
epi tes hyperesias  'over the service'.  The  word is a  proper name 
here  (Dictionary of Khotan  Saka,  66);  Benveniste  suggested  (TPS, 
1945,  69)  that it was  also a  Mazdean  ecclesiastical office; see 
also M.  Back,  Die  sassanidischen Staatsinschriften, Acta Iranica 
18,  Lei  den ,  1978,  269-70.  For the association of the base vrdh-
'to increase  (wisdom,  piety)' with the duties  of an athravan,  see 
J.  J.  Modi,  Oriental  Conference  Papers,  Bombay,  1932,  III, citing 
Ys.  9.24. 
73.  See  Bailey,  Zor.  Probs., 162  n.  1,  and Dictionary of Khotan  Saka, 
328;  N.  Marr  and J.  Smirnov,  Les  Vichaps,  Leningrad,  1931,  41-2, 
note  Georgian  memarge  'prophet', also an Ir.  loan-word. 
74.  See MacKenzie,  op.  cit. n.  33,  78;  E.  W.  West,  Pahlavi  Texts,  I 
(Sacred Books  of the East,  5),286 n.  7;  Arm.  Gr.,  211;  G.  B. 
Jahukyan,  Ocherki  po istorii dopi.s'mennogo  perioda armyanskogo 
yazyka,  Erevan,  1967,  12. 
75.  Arm.  Gr.,  224;  M.  Boyce;  The  Manichaean  Hymn  Cycles  in Parthian, 
Oxford,  1954,  193. 512 
76.  Hist.  Zor.,  I,  258;  Arm.  Gr.,  132;  on  MP.  *griv-pan  'neck-guard', 
see A.  D.  H.  Bivar,  'Cavalry Equipment  and Tactics  on  the 
Euphrates  Frontier,'  Dumbarton  Oaks  Papers,  26, 1972,  277  n.  28. 
77.  See  the present writer's  'The  word kCustik in Armenian,'  in 
J.  Greppin,  ed.,  First International  Conference  on  Armenian 
Linguistics:  Proceedings,  Caravan  Books,  Delmar,  New  York,  1980, 
107-114. 
78.  Arm.  Gr.,  160;  G.  Bo1ognesi,  'Ver  "bles  sure  II ,  ,  REArm,  N.S.  18, 
1984,  295. 
79.  Arm.  psak means  'wreath' or  'diadem'  rather than the Pth.  head-
dress,  the latter like the modern  Turkicbas1lk~'  It is an Ir. 
loan-word,  cf.  PhI.  pusag,  Sgd.  ~  (Arm.  Gr. ,  232;  W.  B. 
Henning,  'A  Sogdian Fragment  of the Manichaean  Cosmogony,'  BSOAS, 
1948,  307 line 16). 
80.  E.  Benveniste,  op.  cit.  n.  7,  54. 
81.  Onpatarag,  see ibid.,  48 and n.  4.  The  word may  derive  from a 
MIr.  word p'dlky(H.W.  Bailey,  oral comm.  citing Henning).  An-
other possibility is to  derive it from a  MIr.  reflex of OIr. 
*pati-gray- with a  base  meaning  'chant,  celebrate', especially 
since  an Ossetic  form  demonstrating the metathesis that would be 
necessary for Arm.,  argawyn,  argawun,  means  'to perform a  church 
service'  (the latter words  are cited by E.  Korenchy,  Iranische 
Lehnworter in den  Obugrischen Sprachen,  Budapest,  1972,  52). 
82.  Benveniste,  op.  cit., 52  ff. 
83.  E.  Durean,  HayocC  hin krone,. Jerusalem, 1933,  117.  The  act of 
slaughtering in Arm.  is called spand (probably  from  span-anem  'I 
kill') or zen-umn.  The  former is to be  distinguished from spand 
'wild rue',  a  MIr.  loan  (cf.  NP.  sipand);  Acarean  (RAB,  II, 91) 
cites a  Sgd.  form ozyan  'sacrifice',  comparing PhI.  zyan  'damage, 
harm,  loss'  and an  Arm.  hapax legomenon,  zenakar  'harmful',  PhI. 
zyan-gar. 
84.  Hist.  Zer.,  I, 149-50 n.;  R.  C.  Zaehner,  Zurvan,  A Zoroastrian 
Dilemma,  52,  citing Dkm.  466.12. 
85.  HAB,  III,  267.  At  Ejmiacin, it is  common  to  see Sunday worship-
pers  in the  Cathedral  clutching doves  to be blessed and sacri-
ficed.  In Armenian cities,  mata;!,  at an  Armenian  church is often 
a  leg of roast lamb,  bought  at the butcher's  and cooked at the 
church kitchen (it is very rare  for  an  Armenian  church to be 
without this facility).  The  meat,  served with a  sweet  pudding of 
toasted wheat  (bu1ghur),  is blessed by the priest and served up 
to parishioners  and guests  on  plates. 
86.  AH,  1897,  194. 
extinguish the 
let it go  out, 
Similarly,  Zoroastrians  of our acquaintance never 
fire in an  afrinagan,  nor do  they say they would 
but  use  a  euphemism,  'to put the fire to sleep'. 513 
87  A.  TltYcc  'Ho,"  h"  kCY  'AH  1912  75  •  ri·:  ean"  '-"J  l.n  lrawun  e,.  _,  ,. 
88.  A loan-word from  Tk.  ·<icak;  in Turkey,  this is also the name  of 
the  coldest month,  Ja~,  when  no  farming can be  done  and 
families  are  gathered at the hearth to keep warm. 
89.  Ibid.,  70-1. 
90.  Cit.  in AHH,  57. 
91.  See  Arm.  Gr.,  95;  L.  H.  Gray,  'On  Certain Persian and Armenian 
Month-Names  as  influenced by the Avesta Calendar,'  JAOS,  28, 
1907,  339. 
92.  Arm.  HroticC;  see  Ch.  10. 
93.  Stronghold, 176;  M.  Boyce,  'Rapithwin,  No  Ruz,and the Feast of 
Sade,'  in J.  C.  Heesterman et a1.,  ed.,  Pratidanam:  Indian, 
Iranian and Indo-European Studies Presented toF. B.  J.  Kuiper 
on his Sixtieth Birthday,  The  Hague,  1969,  201-13  .• ; 
94.  See  M.  Boyce,  'The  two  dates  of the feast of Sada,'  Yadgar  'J. 
name-ye Pur-Dawd (Farhang-e  Iran  Zamin,  21),  Tehran,  1976, 
26-40.  See  also  Boyce,  Pratidanam, op.  cit., 214. 
95.  See  Stronghold~ 176 et seq.,  for a  description of the Yazdi 
observance. 
96.  A number of descriptions of this popular ritual have  been pub-
lished.  The  earliest is provided by Garegin SrvanjtyancC (Erker, 
I,  Erevan,  1978, 159), the mid-nineteenth-century Arm.  cleric and 
ethnographer.,  followed by Manuk  Abe±yan  (MA VII,  62),  Y.  K. 
Canikean  (HnutCiwnkc  Akua:y,  Tiflis, 1895,  105)  and Eruand Lalayean 
.('Vaspurakan,'AH,  1917,  202).  Later,  accounts were provided by 
Ananikian  (p.  58) and Garnik Georgean(CCnkCusapatum,  Jerusalem, 
1970,  371,  437).  Different writers stress different  aspects of 
the holiday,  but it seems  it was  celebrated much  the  same  way 
everywhere,  except when  adaptations  had to be made  because of 
Muslim oppression  (see below).  On  the priestly condemnation see 
TonacCoycc,  I, Jerusalem, 1970,  25-7,  and the present writer's 
~On the Pre-Christian Religious  Vocabulary of the Armenians,'  in 
G.  B.  Jahukyan,  ed., MiJazgayin hayerenagitakan gitazo±ov: 
zekuccumner,  Erevan,  1984, 167-8. 
97.  Georgean  cites melet,  'campfire, bonfire'; Fr.  Khaj ag Barsamian, 
a  native of Arapkir,  Turkey,  born in 1951,  reported to us  that 
people  chanted  'merelet'  around the bonfire;  the variant merelocc, 
also  from Arapkir,  was  noted for us by Dr.  Krikor Maksoudian of 
Columbia  University,  New  York. 
98.  It is suggested by  some  scholars that  forms  such as  terntaz are 
closer to the original name,  a  Persian formtir-andaz  'arrow-
shooting',  and that  Arm.  Team ·end araJ is merely  a 514 
rationalisation of the foreign words.  In an  Iranian context,  one 
is reminded naturally of the archer. Erexsa  (PhI.  Aris),  cf. 
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CHILDREN  OF  THE  SUN 
We  have  in the preceding chapters  seen many  instances of the  sur-
vival of individual  Zoroastrian customs  and beliefs in  Christian Armenia, 
and Zoroastrians  lived in large numbers  in Sasanian-ruled parts of Ar-
menia  down  to the mid-seventh  century,  but in the light of instances 
from elsewhere of the stubborn survival of Zoroastrianism as  a  faith, 
even in adverse  circumstances,  one  might  reasonably look for something 
more.  Indeed,  the old religion did not  disappear;  in certain mountain-
ous  regions  of Armenia  Zoroastrianism seems  to have held out until 
recent times. 
In A.D.  377,  St Basil of Caesarea,  Cappadocia,  wrote of the 
magousaton ethnos,  'nation of the Magousaioi,'  in a  letter to 
Bishop  Epiphanius of Salamis,  Cyprus.  As  we  have  seen, it was  not un-
usual to refer to  Zoroastrians by the name  of their priests,  the Magi. 
Thi  s  Greek  te  rm  deri  ve  s  from-----an-----AramaTc----T6fiii----6f------th-e-- S-as-ari"i-an --p-eI'i-bd-=  ------ --- ----------- ----- --- ------
There were  many  of them in  Cappadocia,  he wrote.  They  had come  long ago 
from Babylonia,  and kept to their own  customs,  disdaining to mingle with 
other people.  They  had neither books  nor teachers of doctrine, but 
passed down  their traditions  from father to son by word of mouth.  They 
would not perform sacrifices, and had others kill animals  for their 
needs.  They practiced  'unlawful' marriages  (Gk.  gamois  epimainontai 
paJ7anomois )  ,and  called fire  God.  They  traced their descent not  from 
1  Abraham,  but  from one  called Zarnouas.  In this description we  recog-
nise  certain distinctly Zoroastrian practices  and beliefs such  as  the 
deification of fire, the practice of  'unlawful' marriages  (most likely 
Av.  xvaetvadatha- 'next-of-kin marriage'),  and the oral transmission of 
doctrine;  In  Zarnouas  one  may  discern the  Iranian Zurviin,  'Time',  who 
was  held by some  western  Zoroastrians to be  the  origin of all things. 
Babylonia was  at the time  of St Basil's writing the administrative  cen-
ter of the Sasanian Empire,  and had been  so  for hundreds  of years  under 
the Arsacids,  so it is likely that the Magousaioi were  descendants  of 
Persian settlers of Achaemenian  times,  whose  temples  in Asia Minor 516 
Kartir rededicated during the  campaigns  of Sabuhr I  a  century before the 
time  of St Basil. 
Zoroastrianism survived in Armenia after the Arab  conquest of 
Sasanian Iran in the mid-seventh 
Dvin  (Arabic MarJ  Dabi1)  in A.D. 
century,  for we  find the  conqueror of 
654-5  issuing an  edict 
the  Christians,  Magians  (Arabic maJus1)  and Jews  of the 
of toleation to 
city.2 
In the mid-eleventh  century,  the  Armenian  nobleman  and scholar 
Grigor Magistros  Pahlavuni  wrote  a  letter to the Syrian  Catholicos of 
Amida.  The  letter is mainly  concerned with Paulicians  and TCondrakites, 
heretical Christian sects.  Grigor  distinguishes  carefully from these 
'some  others infected by the mage  Zradast  [i.e., ZarathustraJ,  the  Per-
sian Magi,  and the  sun-worshippers infected by them,  who  are  called 
Arewordikc  [Arm.  'children of the Sun'J.  In that region  [AmidaJ  there 
are  many  of them,  and they publicly call themselves  Christians.  But we 
know  that you are  acquainted with their confused and dissipated way  of 
life. ,3  This  passage  contains the earliest mention of the  Arewordikc  we 
possess,  and links them,  even if indirectly, with  ZarathuStra.  We  shall 
meet  the term in various other writings,  and in popular usage,  although 
it is not possible to establish when  it was  coined. 
The  term Arewordikc  is a  compound of the Arm.  words  arew  'Sun'  and 
ordi  'son', with the nom.  pl.  ending  ";'kc.  The  form arewapast  'Sun-
worshipper'  (with reference to the Persians)' is attested from the works 
of the  fifth-century writer Eznik of Ko±b  and the  fifth-century Armenian 
translation of the Hexameron  of St Basil of Caesarea, while St Nerses 
the  Graceful  uses  a  form  arewpast in his Epistle to Samosata.  A proper 
name  in Persian,  Aftab-parast  'Sun-worshipper'  is known;  it appears,  for 
c  ¥  instance,  in the mediaeval epic Samak-e  Ayyar.  The  forms  aregnapast. 
and aregaknapast,  with the  same  meaning,  are attested only  from the 
eleventh century and later.  In his  commentary on Matthew,  the 
thirteenth-century writer Yovhannes  of Erznka explains that  God 
xawarecCoycc  ze±akan loysn,  zi mi  Astuac karcicci yaregaknapasticCn 
'blotted out  the created light  50  that the Sun-worshippers  might not 
think it God. ,4  The  word aregakn has  been  analysed as  a  compound of 
areg,  an  old genitive of arew,  and akn  'eye',  so  one  would expect  a  com-
pound meaning  'Children of the  Sun'  to be  *aregordikC or *aregakanordikc; 
the  form which  survives,  Arewordikc,'  is probably from  ca.  the eleventh 517 
century,  although it may  be  an  older form based on  an  imprecise analogy 
with arewapast. (ior the latter word has  no  genitive sense).)  Another 
possible argument  for the early origin of the name  is the assertion by 
St Nerses that the name  of the Arewordikc  was  handed  down  to them by 
their ancestors. 
About  a  century after Grigor's letter, the  Arewordikc  were  men-
tioned again by St Nerses  KlayecCi  (called Snorhali,  'The  Graceful' 
d.  A.D.  1173)  in a  letter to the people of Samosata on  the treatment of 
Arewordikc  who  wished to become  Christian.6  We  learn  from this  document 
(translated in the  appendix to this  chapter)  that the Arewordikc  are Ar-
menians  who  were not  converted to  Christianity by St  Gregpry the Illumi-
nator in the fourth  century.  St Nerses  speaks  of their reverence  for 
the  Sun  and the poplaxc,"  and notes that their religion had been wide-
spread at one time:  'this confusion [i.e., the religion of the 
Arewbrdikc]  was  by the  grace of God  rooted out  from  amongst  other 
peoples living on  the earth.'  They are accused of ignoring Christian 
fasts,  and of enjoying rich food and intoxicating drink.  Their indul-
gence  in good  food and  drink,  their abhorrence of fasting,  and their 
recognition of their own  righteousness  and piety are qualities  frowned 
upon  by  Christianity, but  fundamental to Zoroastrianism.  The  Zoroas-
trian perceives himself as  one  of the  good creations of Ahura Mazda,  a 
soldier in the  cosmic battle against evil.  His  body  deserves  good treat-
ment,  both as  a  holy creation and as  a  weapon  in the struggle.  Indeed, 
the word used by St Nerses  for rich food,  Arm.  parart  'fattening, nour-
ishing',  corresponds  exactly to the liutCiwn parartutCean yaroyn 
Aramazday  'fullness of richness  from manly  Aramazd'  that Tiridates III 
asks  for the nobles  and kingdom of Armenia  (Agath.  127),  and parart may 
correspond to the Fablavi epithet of Ohrmazd,  rayomand  'the rich',  used 
in the ubiquitous  invocation pad nam  i  Dadar  Ohrmazd  r  rayomand r 
xwarrabomand  'in the name  of the  Creator Ohrmazd,  the rich and the 
glorious.'  The  total rejection by the  Zoroastrians of asceticism and 
renunciation of worldly pleasures is  one of the most  strikingly obvious 
differences between  the  Good  Religion  and the ascetic trends which were 
most  pronounced in early mediaeval Eastern  Christianity.  Far from being 
a  creature crippled by original sin,  man  in the  Zoroastrian view is in-
trinsically good,  and recognition of this, through pious  thoughts,  words 
and deeds,  is his highest  joy. 518 
In the  twelfth century,  Dawit c  of Alawik termed the Paulicians  and 
Messalians  Arewordikc. 7  The  eighth-century Armenian philosopher 
Yovhannes  of Awjun  accused the Paulicians of consorting with sun-
worshippers,  of worshipping the Sun  and Moon,  and of exposing the  dead 
on  rooftops.8  His  contemporary,  Paw±os  of Tarawn,9 wrote of the  'wor-
shippers of the  Sun.  These  do  not  admit  the resurrection of the  dead, 
and are true worshippers of Satan.  They believe not in the Holy Scrip-
tures,  nor  do  they accept  them;  and they say that He  who  died underwent 
corruption and perished.  They  liken this life to herbs  and to trees, 
and say that it is as the herb,  which when  destroyed does  not  come  to 
life again,  whereas  its root  does  so  come  to life. ,10  It would seem 
that orthodox Christian writers  seem to have  lumped Christian heretics 
and unbelievers loosely together,  perhaps because the  former may  have 
adopted certain of the practices of the latter.  As  we  shall see shortly, 
mediaeval  Armenian  poets were  apt to regard even members  of faiths  as 
obviously distinct as  Islam and Judaism as  simply infidels; polemicists 
against far less  defined teachings  which were,  furthermore,  practised 
covertly, were  unlikely to be  fine in their distinctions. 
In the  fourteenth century,  MxitCar of Aparan wrote,  'There  are  some 
Armenians,  who  speak Armenian,  worship the Sun,  and are  called 
Arewordikc .  They  have  no  literature or writing,  but  fathers teach their 
children according to traditions their ancestors learned from the  mage 
Zradast,  the  chief of the  fire-temple.  They worship the  Sun,  turning 
their faces  to it, they revere the poplar tree,  and of the  flowers  they 
worship the lily, the  sunflower and others whose  faces  are  always  turned 
toward the  Sun.  They  consider themselves  similar to these in faith and 
in lofty and fragrant  deeds,  they offer sacrifices  for  the  dead and 
bring all offerings to  an  Armenian elder.  Their leader is  called 
hazerpet,  and twice or more  times  a  year all of them,  men  and women, 
sons  and daughters,  gather at a  very dark time  in a  pit and strip naked, 
and the hazerpet  reads  to them and rings  a  bell. ,11 
The  Arewordi title of hazerpet is  found as  OP.  hazara-pati,  equiva-
lent to  Gk.  chiliarchos.  In the  fifth century Armenian translation of 
the Bible,  Arm.  hazarapet is used to translate  LXX  Gk.  oikonomos,  and in 
the  usage of the Armenian historians the title hazarapet  dran  Areacc 
'hazarapet of the Iranian court'  corresponds  to the Sasanian Pahlavi 5J,9 
wuzurg-framadar  'Prime Minister'.  The  Armenian  usage  is  a  survival of 
Parthian,  and although  as late as  A.D.  297  the Persian King of Kings 
Narse negotiated with Diocletian in the  company  of Apharban,  his 
arkhapetes  (it has  been  suggested that this is a  Gk.  rendering of 
hazarbad),  by the time of Xusro  I  Anosarvan hazarbad was  used only in 
its original, military sense  and never as  Prime Minister.12  The  meliks 
of Eastern  Armenia in about  the mid-fifteenth century commanded their 
sepcakan  zawrkc  'private forces'  through their hariwrapet  'centurion', 
hazarapetner (pl.!)  and  zorawar  'general' .13  (On  OP.  hazarapatis- MP 
(h)arkapat- OP.  *azarapatis  (Arm.  hazarapet-hazarawuxt),  see O. 
Szemerenyi,  'Iranica V (nos.  59-70)',  Acta Iranica, II serie;  vol.  II, 
1975,  354-66.)  The  meliks :preserved the sense of hazarapet  as  a  mili-
tary title (cf.  Mark  6,21-2;  Acts  21,31-2)  rather than as  civilian 
'steward'  (I  Cor.  4,  1-2,  Luke  8,3;  Galat.  4,2).  The  OP.  title of 
hazarapatis was  applied to the ten leaders of the 10,000 Immortals,  but 
also to the leader of the melophoroi  or doryphoroi  regiment of the 
Achaemenian  army.  In later centuries, the hazarbad was  recognised by 
Classical writers  as  second only to the King of Kings;  Cornelius  Nepos 
Conon  wrote  of the  ••. Chiliarchum qui  secundum  gradum imperiitenebat 
'the chiliarch [i.e., the hazarbadJ,  who  held the second position of the 
(Persian)  empire',  and Hesychius,  noting that the hazarbad reported 
daily to the King,  describes  ~a~z~a~r~a~p~a~t~e~i~s~h~o~l~'_e~l='~s~an~g~e~l~e~i~s~p~a~r~a~·~P~e~r~s~a~i~s 
'the azarpateis, the announcers-at-court of the Persians. ,14 
In Armenia,  the office of hazarapet existed during the period of 
the Sasanian marzpanate  following the end of the Armenian  Arsacid dy-
nasty in A.D.  428;  the hazarapet  collected taxes  and was  responsible for 
the maintenance of order generally in Armenian  cities and villages.15 
The  Aramaic title RB  TRB~ rabb tarbasu  'chief of the court(?)',  (comp. 
mediaeval Arm.  darpas  'palace i)  in an  Aramaic  inscription at Mtskheta, 
the  ancient  capital of Georgia,  has  been  equated with Arm.  hazarapet, 
for the  Georgian title ezoys  mozgvari,  used to translate Arm.  hazarapet 
in Christian texts  (post-fifth century),  means  'chief of the  court  i  .16 
The  Aramaic title has  also been  compared to  Gk.  pitiaxes,  Arm.  bdesx, 
and to Sasanian Pers.  framadar.  For the  transformation of this civil 
term into a  religious title,  one  may  compare the  development  of another 
Iranian rank,  ganzabara  'treasurer' to Biblical Aramaic· gizbar  'priest', 
Mandaic  ganzibra  'idem'. 17 520 
Yovhannes  of Awjun  notes that the  'Paulicians'  gather in darkness, 
there to perform intercourse with their mothers  like the Persians:  a 
clear reference to xvaetvadatha-.  As  to the. gathering of the  Arewordikc 
in  darkness,  this may  have  been  a  response to persecution,  as  we  shall 
see below.  In discussing their oaths,  Yovhannes  mentions  that they 
swear by the  glory  (pcar-kc,  comp  .•  Av.  xvarenah-)  of the one  to whom 
Jesus  consigned his Spirit  (ogi);  such  an  oath may  reflect both the 
fravasi_ ault and the  Zoroastrian  concept of xvarenah-,  the  former  con-
nected to the sacrifices offered to the  dead which MxitCar cites. 
In the late fourteenth  century light is  shed on the  continuing 
threat to the  Arewordi  community by the record of TCovma  Mecopcecci  of 
the  destruction by Tamerlane of four Arewordi  villages near Merdin; 
TCovma  notes that the Arewordikc  multiplied in Merdin  and Amida  when 
18  peace  returned.  In the life of the martyr Putax of Amida  (d.  1524), 
we  learn that he  was  a  blacksmith by trade,  son of an  Arewordi  father 
and a  mother from Maraka  whose  father had been  a  priest of the Armenian 
Ohurch.19  MxitCar  Catholicos  noted the presence of Arewordikc,20  and 
they appear in mediaeval  Armenian  poetry;  DawitC of Salnajor wrote this 
couplet  on  them: 
Shepherd's  clock,  wild camomile,  Egyptian willow 
wait  upon the Arewordi. 
Their flock is  separate indeed:  all day  long 
they turn with the Sun.21  . 
c  Y· 
These  lines recall a  fable  of Mxit  ar Gos  (d.  1214):  'The  flowers  of 
the bulrush and those like it were  accused of worshipping the Sun.  But 
they,  raising their hands  towards  the Sun,  swore,  by  the  Sun,  "We  are not 
.  22  c 
Sun-worshippers!'"  The  poet Yovhannes  of T lkuran  (a town near Amida, 
modern  Diyarbakir),  fourteenth  century,  mentions  the  Arewordikc  in a 
misogynous  poem: 23 
Woman  is repelled not by Arewordi, 
Nor  by Jew,  nor by Turk. 
The  one  she loves:  he is her faith. 
God  save  us  from her evil! 
The  Arewordikc  are regarded as  infidels  comparable to Jews  and Muslims. 
Dcwn  to the nineteenth century,  there were  members  of a  sect  called 
in Arabicsamsiyya  'those of the Sun'  living in Mesopotamia;  Armenian 
horsemen belonging to the sect took part in the murder of Bazwiig, 
isfahsaliir of the emir of Damascus,  in April,  1138.  It has  been 
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suggested that these were  Arewordikc  who  had fled persecution by the Ar-
menian  Church. 24  This  is unlikely,  for the  samsiyya were  a  recognised 
order of the  Xalwati  dervises of Siwas  since circa 1600,  and,  therefore, 
considered Muslims;  it is unlikely that the Arewordikc  would have  been. 
It seems  this is another instance of the  confusion of heretics and un-
believers,  as was  noted above  in the  case of the Paulicians  and 
Messalians. 
It was  noted above that Zoroastrians still resided at Duin  in the 
seventh century,  and it appears that many  Armenians  resisted conversion 
to  Christianity.  It may  be  recalled that many  others returned in the 
fourth  century to their older customs  whenever the opportunity presented 
itself.  We  are told by the fifth-century historian PCawstos  Buzand 
that non-Christian Armenians  performed their rites in secret,  under 
cover of darkness,25  and this accords well with the description of the 
Arewordikc  provided by MxitCar of Aparan  above.  Such secret gatherings 
are  characteristic of the rites of any religion whose  members  fear perse-
cution,  and do  not necessarily indicate that the members  of the faith 
are partial to  darkness,  which  Zoroastrians  certainly are not.  Sephardic 
Jews  who  practised their religion in secret during the Inquisition often 
held their rites in cellars or other dark places of concealment;  and 
some  of the Mexican  descendants  of these  conversos,  forced converts to 
Catholicism,  continued until recent times to retire to their cellars 
every Friday evening at the beginning of the 
longer understood or remembered why  they did 
Sabbath,  although they no 
26  . 
so.  It is not unusual, 
either, for a  polemicist of a  persecuting religion to call scornful at-
tention to the  furtiveness  of those who  practice forbidden  faiths,  even 
if the  cause of their secrecy is the intolerance of his  own  creed.  Thus, 
the Zoroastrian Denkard scorns  'dev-worshippers'  for their  'movement  in 
darkness'  (PhI.  nihanigtom dwarisnih),  using the pejorative  daevic  verb 
dwar-,  which perhaps is best translated as  'scuttle, creep'.  By  the 
mid-fourth  century,  some  non-Christian Armenians  felt it necessary that 
they practice in concealment their religious observances;  the necessity 
of such precautions would have  grown.  greater with time,  as  Christianity 
gained a  firmer foothold in the  country.  Yet we  are  also told by 
Yovhannes  of Awjun  that a  'demon'  commanded the  'Paulicians' to sacri-
fice  (zohel,  cf.  Av.  zaothra)  on hilltops  and mountaintops,  indeed as 522 
the  Achaemenian worshippers  of Ahura Mazda  had proudly and openly 
done.27 
In our day,  to be  Armenian but not  Christian is popularly regarded 
as  a  logical impossibility,  yet our sources  speak of followers of 
Zradast--i.e.,  Zarathustra--who were  Armenian  and who  spoke  Armenian, 
and who  transmitted the teaching of their prophet orally, like the 
Magusaioi of St Basil and in accordance with Zoroastrian tradition.28 
Following the  Zoroastrian injunction to  expose  corpses to the  Sun  (Phi. 
xwarsed nigirisn), the Arewordikc  faithfully laid out their dead on 
rooftops,29 just as  the pre-Christian Armenians  had exposed the bodies 
of the Hripcsimean virgins  (Agath.201):  Ew  kCarseal  i  bacc  enkeccin 
.  c.  .  ....  c  c  C  C  k'  zmarrrans  noc  a  ar i  ker Ilnel sanc  k  a±ak in ew  gazanac  er rl ew 
c ..... c  c  .  c  t  rc noc  erknlc  'They  dragged out their bodies  and threw them away  to 
be the  food of the  dogs  of the city and the beasts of the country and 
the birds of the skies.'  But  none of these,  we  are told, molested the 
virgins' bodies, nor  did they  decay until Gregory was  brought to them 
on  the ninth  day after their death  (Agath.  223).  The  veneration of 
trees was  practised by the ancient Urartean  inhabitants of the  Armenian 
highland,  and so may  not be  a  specifically Zoroastrian custom,  although 
certain trees were venerated in Iran,  from Achaemenian times  down  to the 
present  day. 30 
The  Arewordis'  refusal to recognise  the resurrection of Christ is 
in keeping with  Zoroastrian  doctrine,  which  allows  for the restoration 
of the physical body  (PhI.  tan i  pasen)  only at Judgement  Day  (PhI. 
frasegird  'the making wonderful "  Arm.  hrasakert)  and the Arewordi be-
lief concerning the root which will eventually sprout  anew  may  reflect 
this  doctrine.  In accordance with  Zoroastrian custom,  the Arewordikc 
made  regular offerings for the souls of the  deceased. 
Of all the beliefs  and practices attributed to the Arewordikc ,  the 
most  prominent is reverence  for the Sun,  which is  central to  Zoroas-
trianism.  Every orthodox  Zoroastrian should recite a  hymn  to the Sun, 
the  Xwarsed niyayes,thrice daily,  together with the Mihr niyayes,  the 
yazata Mithra being closely 
noon,  and afternoon watches 
how  the  Arewordikc  actually 
associated with the  Sun,  during the morning, 
31  of the  day.  Several writers  have noted 
turned with the  Sun  when  praying,  and this 
too is an  observable practice of the  Zoroastrians,  who  turn east in the 
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morning  and west  in the  afternoon when  tying the sacred girdle  (PhI. 
kustig,  Arm.  kCustik). 32  . St  Nerses  Snorhali himself composed  hymns  to 
be  recited before the  rising Sun; it is the turning of the worshipper 
with the  course of the Sun  that marked the  Zoroastrian and which is 
specifically anathematised by the  Greek  Orthodox  Church.33  It was  said 
that the Arewordikc  worshipped the  moon  as well as the  sun,  and this 
statement is presumably to be linked with the  Zoroastrian usage  whereby 
the worshipper faces  the  moon  when  tying the  sacred girdle at night if 
he  has  no  lamp,  and recites the  Mah  niyayes,.a hymn  to the moon,  thrice 
34  monthly.  The  cult of the  Sun  has  always  remained prominent  in 
Zoroastrianism. 35 
Reverence  for the Sun  was  a  prominent  feature  of the pre-Christian 
faith of the Armenians,  who  associated the. greatest of heavenly fires 
with the yazatas Mihr and  Vahagn  at various times,  and Tiridates  I 
(first century A.D.)  in his  Greek inscription at  Garni  identified him-
self with the epithet helios  'the Sun'. 36  The  name  of the eighth month 
of the Armenian  year was  Areg,  'of the Sun',  and the  great  gate of the 
city of Artasat was  called Areg  durn,  'Gate of the Sun I.  In  Christian 
Armenian  iconography,  a  sunburst is often  found at the centre of the 
Cross,  and in  some  early Christian Armenian  ornamentation the Sun  even 
replaces the  Cross  entirely.37  The  image  of Christ  as  the  sun of right-
eousness  (Arm.  aregakn  ardarutCean)  is found  frequently in Christian 
texts,  and in one  hymn  (Arm.  sarakan)  the  Christians  fight  fire,  the 
substance of the sun,  with fire  in the most literal sense:  Pancali  surb 
k  kc  h  .  kC  t C  kC  h  h  Y.Y  C.  b  c  k  ak  Yt  zawa  aw  OVlW  n  zwar  un  ,  rov  ogwoyn  SlJUC  In  z  oc  n  z  r  apas 
parsic  cn  'The wakeful shepherds  through their glorious,  holy children 
extinguished with the  fire of the soul the  flame  of the  fire-worshipping 
Persians. ,38  The  tenth-century mystical poet St  Gregory of Narek 'ITote, 
End  elicc I  arewun,  ArdarutCean aregaknd i  yanjkutCiwn srtis mtcCe  'At 
the  sunrise,  may  that  Sun  of righteousness  enter my  straitened heart. i 
Certain other practices  and beliefs of the Arewordikc  beside those 
cited above  seem to be part of Zoroastrian tradition.  Grigor Magistros 
speaks  darkly of an  'angel-like race of demons'  revered by the  'Pauli-
cians'.  These  'demons'  were  perhaps the yazatas,  about  whom  the  Armen~ 
ian heresiarch 5mbat  TCondrakec ci  learned from  'the Persian,  Majusik'. 39 
One  of them may  be theyazata Anahit,  for Yovhannes.of Awjun  mentions 
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cakes which were offered to the  Lady  of Heaven  (tiknoj erknicC); the 
title Lady  (Arm.  tikin, MIr.  loan-word bambisn,  PhI.  banug)  is among  the 
most  common  appelations of theyazata in both Armenia and Iran.  It was 
'!  - noted above  that the title Magus,  from which was  derived Arabic maJUSl, 
came  to be  applied to  Zoroastrians generally,  so that Grigor's Majusik 
is more  likely to mean  'Zoroastrian'  than to be  a  personal name.  The 
ending -ik is  Armenian,  however,  a  diminutive mainly  denoting affection. 
It is often used with priests; in the early years of this century, 
Catholicos  MkrticC Xrimean was  called Xrimean hayrik  'little father'. 
According to Yovhannes·of Awjun,  the TCondrakite heretic8zaregakn 
vC  ,C  S  a±ac  el kamec  eal as  en,  arewiklusik'when they wish to beseech the  un, 
say  "Li  ttle sun ,  little light  II"  and the Oskeberan  (a mediaeval miscel-
lany containing texts of various periods)  informs  us that Manikceccikc 
erdnun yaregakn,  ew  asen:  lusik,  arewik kCalccrik, lies tiezerokc  'the 
Manichaeans  swear by the  sun  and 
40  you are  full of the heavens. II , 
shipped a  goddess  Astkik,  'Little 
say "Little light,  sweet little sun, 
The  pre-Christian Armenians  also wor-
Star,.41  As  we  have  seen,  there were 
v  _ 
Zoroastrians,  referred to  as  majusls  by the Arabs,  who  resided at  Dvin 
in the mid-seventh  century.  The  seventeenth-century Ottoman traveller 
Evliya Efendi  mentions  in the narrative of his travels that he  saw  rich 
~s  in  Genje  (Arm.  Ganjak)  and Zindiks  (Manichaeans,  called Zandiks  by 
Eznik)  in Naxijewan.42  There were  Manichaeans  in Armenia,  it seems, 
from the very earliest years of that faith,  for according to the tenth-
century Arab bibliophile and scholar An-Nadim,  Mani  addressed an Epistle 
t  ,_  .  43  o  cumenla. 
Not  far  from  Ganjak,  on  the  Apseron  Peninsula,  was  the atasgah 
'fire-temple' of Baku,  whose  fires were  fed by natural  gases.  The  pres-
ent building was  built probably no  earlier than the eighteenth century, 
and inscriptions in Indian scripts on 
of pilgrimage  for Parsi-Itravellers in 
, 
extinguished, but it is possible that 
its walls  indicate it was  a  place 
t  t ·  44  Th  f'  recen  lmes.  e  lres  are  now 
the Baku temple was  a  centre of 
Zoroastrian worship in the  Caucasus  before the  simple shrine now  stand-
ing on  the site was  constructed.  It may  be  stated with reasonable cer-
tainty,  then,  that both Zoroastrians  and Manichaeans  continued to  reside 
in Armenia  and neighboring areas until recent times.  Eznik's  remark 
that both were  sun-worshippers45  is borne out by later Armenian writers 525 
in their citations of invocations to the Sun.  But  the liking of the 
Arewordikc  for good  food and drink is  definitely contrary to the ascetic 
and world-denying teachings  of Manichaeism,  nor was  any man  called a 
Magus  likely to be  a  Manichaean.  We  cannot tell for certain whether 
MaJusik was  a  Persian or an  Armenian,  but it is possible that he  was 
identified as  the  former because of his adherence  to  a  religion which 
had once  been practised by  'many'  peoples  (cf.  the Epistle of St,Nerses) 
but was  by the eleventh century considered Iranian,  and certainly non-
Armenian.  Zoroastrians  and Manichaeans  would not  have  intermingled,  for 
however  considerable the  superficial and visible similarities between 
them that may  have led Christian writers maliciously or ingenuously to 
confuse them,  their philosophies  are  in diametric opposition to  one  an-
other and wholly irreconcilable. 
Armenian  and Persian Zoroastrians living in the hostile Muslim  and 
Christian environment of mediaeval Armenia may  well have  overcome  the 
differences that had separated them in early Sasanian times,  however,46 
for there would have  been  no  irreconcilable contradictions between their 
views.  The  man  who  was  called MaJusik  could have  been  'Persian'  in na-
tionality as well as  religion. 
In his enumeration of Arewordi  customs,  St Nerses  refers to the  ad-
dition of substances  repulsive to  Christians to  food and enjoins the 
AreworOikc  to cease this practice.  The  substance alluded to is possibly 
consecrated bulls' urine  (nirang),  the ritual consumption of which is 
crucial in  Zoroastrian laws  of purity. 
Like the Magusaioi  of Cappadocia and the  Zoroastrians of other 
countries,  the Arewordikc  appear to  have  shunned very much  contact with 
the  dangerous  and unclean infidel,  living,  as  TCovma  Mecopcecci  wrote, 
in villages of their own.  The  mountainous  isolation of their homeland 
no  doubt  assisted greatly their chances  of survival and the protection 
of their ancient faith,  although it is this  same  isolation that  makes 
any  information concerning them so  precious  and scarce.  (Tcovma  Arcruni 
wrote of the Armenians of XutC that  'half of them have lost the use  of 
their mother tongue  through the  remoteness  of their homes  .  they 
know  and are  forever repeating Psalms  translated by the ancient Armenian 
translators •• )47 526 
A certain survival of the  ancient  Zoroastrian faith of the  Armen-
ians of particular relevance to the Arewordikc ,  the  image  of shadowless 
light,  may  be noted here,  however.  Students of religion have  often re-
marked upon  the uniquely  Zoroastrian solution to the problem of evil, 
whose  existence continues to perplex the followers  of monist  faiths  such 
as  Judaism,  Christianity and Islam.  For the  Zoroastrian,  Ahura Mazda  is 
all light, all good and all warmth.  Disease,  death,  darkness  and the 
other scourges of our lives are  a  result of the  invasion of the world by 
Angra  Mainyu  and are wholly  separate  from  and inimical to Ahura Mazda. 
Evil is a  Quality apart  from  God,  rather than a  mysterious  aspect of His 
inscrutable ways  before which men  can only bow  their heads  in humble 
perplexity.  To  a  Zoroastrian,  there is no  darkness  in God,  and all evil 
is to be  fought.  Zoroastrian philosophy must  sacrifice the  concept of 
an  omnipotent  divinity in order to achieve this  solution,  of course,  for 
the wholly good Ahura Mazda would have  destroyed evil long ago,  had he 
been able to  do  so.  Man  is therefore  an ally of Ahura Mazda  in battle 
against Angra  Mainyu,  his minions,  and the creations he has perverted; 
the  Armenians  preserve the names  of many  of these,  as well  as  Zoroas-
48 
trian concepts  such as that of a  class of Ahrimanic  creatures. 
Christian theologians have  divided the unified Zoroastrian  concept 
of evil into two  parts,  in an effort to  solve the problem.  External 
manifestations of evil,  such as  plagues or floods,  are part of God's 
plan,  and conceal  some  greater good,  or are retribution for our sins,  or 
are sent to test us.  Inner manifestations of evil,  such as  violent or 
sinful thoughts,  desires  and impulses,  are an  absence of God  (and there-
fore  have nothing to  do  with Him  or His will),  a  test sent by Him 
(either to strengthen us  or for other reasons  known  to  God  but not  im-
mediately to us),  or a  result of original sin  (itself an evil impulse 
coming either from  an  absence of God  or as  a  test which our father Adam 
failed).  In both cases,  however,  an  all-powerful  God  would be  competent 
to fill whatever was  void of Him,  to make  us  pass  His  tests,  and to pur-
sue  His  plans without the  inexplicable and unbearable pain which  is 
visi  ted daily upon  His  creatures.  For what  is omnipotence if not this? 
God  seems  to be the  source of both  good and evil, of light and  darkness 
(cf.  Yovhannes  of Erznka,  cited above)  in our world. 527 
The  fine poetical and polemical  distinctions  drawn  between manifest 
and eternal light make  such an  image  difficult to treat of with preci-
sion,  particularly since the  cosmological  views of Christianity and  Zoro-
astrianism are totally different:  to  the  Zoroastrian,  the getig 'earthly, 
material'  state is a  completion and fulfillment of the menog  'spiritual' 
creation; to the  Christian,  the material world is to be  seen as  an  image 
informed by  an  unchanging and superior spiritual reality.  We  have  seen 
how  Armenian  Christians  appropriated the  images  of the  Sun  and of Light 
and turned them to their own  purposes.  Yet it is still striking to ob-
serve the insistence with which various  Armenian writers assert that God 
is all light and totally free of evil. 
St Gregory of Narek  and other writers 
shadow;49  this  image  is thoroughly  no 
St Nerses,  Grigor Magistros  and 
compare  God  to a  light that casts 
Zoroastrian in character,  for it 
was  Angra Mainyu who  was  said to have  added to fire its smoke  and its 
shadow. 50  Before the onslaught of evil,  fire neither released smoke  nor 
cast any  shadow. 
Although  the Epistle of St Nerses  was  written to direct the mass 
conversion of Arewordis  to Christianity,  members  of the  sect are men-
tioned by writers of later centuries,  and it seems  that some  of them may 
have  survived down  to the time of the 1915  Armenian  Genocide.  On  4  July 
1979,  Mrs.  Maricca Metakcsean of Epinay-sur-Seine,  France  responded to  a 
~uery by this writer which  had been published by the American-Armenian 
writer Khachig Tololyan in the Mitk
C  ew  Aruest  ('Thought  and Art'  sup-
plement of the Armenian-language Parisian journal Haratch  (i.e., yaraj 
'forward')  on  1  July 1979.  Mrs.  Metakcsean was  born in Marsovan,  Turkey 
of parents  from Sebastia (Tk.  Sivas).  The  ancestors of most of the  Ar-
menians  of Marsovan,  she wrote,  came  from Ani,  the mediaeval Bagratid 
capital of Armenia on the Araxes,  far to the east.  .The  area of Marsovan 
around the hill which was  the Armenian  ~uarter, and particularly that 
part of the district at the  foot of the hill where  Armenians  had settled, 
was  called Arewordi,  according to Mrs.  Metakcsean,  and a  cemetery in the 
gardens  outside  town was  called Arewordii  grezlllan  (i.  e.,  gerezman), 
'Arewordi's  tomb,.51  She  recalled a  song  from Marsovan  she had heard 
with the word arewordi  in it, and the  surname of the  owner of one  of the 
vineyards of the town  was  Arewordean.  The  fate of this man  is unknown 
to  us. 528 
In 1898,  Nathan  SOderblom wrote,  'One  of the proofs that Mazdeism in 
the beginning was  not peculiar to  one  people,  but had universal preten-
sions like those of Hellenism,  is that Armenia remained entirely Mazdean 
until the time  of the Sasanians,  when  the relations between  the Armenian 
nobility and the Arsacid court broke  down.  Only  then  could Hellenism, 
thanks  to  Christianity,  undermine  Mazdeism in Armenia. ,52  Zoroastrian-
ism,  which was  introduced into  Armenia at least as  early as  Achaemenian 
times,  survived Christian oppression and Muslim massacre;  remnants  of 
the early community  of the faith seem to have  survived as  the  Children 
of the  Sun  down  to the final devastation of the western Armenian lands 
in our century.  Armenian  Christianity and folk  custom retain many 
traces of the old religion too,  and it may  falrly be  said that some  Ar-
menians  retained with tenacity the religion· of Ahura Mazda  beyond the 
frontiers of Iran,  as  the world faith  Zarathustra intended it to be, 
while others,  although embracing  Christianity, still retained certain 
Zoroastrian concepts  and practices.  Despite  successive waves  of 
obliteration,  the  filtering of Armenian  Zoroastrian doctrine through 
hostile  Christian polemics  and the ruthless  destruction by time  and in-
vasion of much  of the ancient material  culture,  one  can reconstruct the 
saga of a  coherent  faith,  rich,  dearly held,  and a  worthy  chapter in the 
annals  of the  Good  Religion. 529 
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Appendix to  Chapter 16 
1.  Translation of the  'Letter of Lord Nerses  Catholicos to the city of 
Samostia  [SamosataJ  concerning the  conversion of the Arewordikc " 
from Nerses  Snorhali,  Endhanrakan tCu±tCkC,  Jerusalem, 1871,  223-9. 
A translation of the text into Russian  forms  the  appendix to 
Bartikyan's article cited above;  Biblical citations in it were 
identified by him.  A French translation of his article,  'Les 
Arewordi  (Fils  du Soleil)  en  Armenie  et Mesopotamie  et l'epitre du 
Catholicos  Nerses  Ie  Gracieux',  was  published in REArm,  N.S.  5, 
1968,  271-288. 
*  *  * 
We,  Nerses,  servant of God  and by His  grace  Catholicos of the Ar-
menians,  send greeting to you,  noble priests of the city of Samosata, 
Bishop  TCoros  and your fellow priests,  and to you,  Godfearing lay men, 
hazan,  and to all the householders of our spiritual children,  a  greeting 
full of love  and blessing from  my  sacred,  God-given office,  from the 
right hand of the holy Illuminator and from this throne--may the  Lord 
keep it whole  in soul and body. 
Let it be known  to you that we  received long ago  your epistle con-
cerning the Arewordikc  who  dwell in your city and their desire  and peti-
tion to be  commingled with the  Christian flock,  concerning also the fact 
that,  as they are by nation  [azgawJ  and language of the Armenian  clan 
[i tohmeJ,  they desire to be made  equal as  one with it in faith and soul. 
Several of them  came  to us,  too, with this request.  We  acquainted them 
with that which we  had read in books  [igroccJ  concerning their demon-
worshipping cult  [diwapast  a±andoyJ  and with that also which we  had 
heard by word of mouth  concerning various wicked  concepts  and  deeds  of 
their fellows.  For even  as  in the tribe of the  Romans  [i.e., the 
ByzantinesJ  the so-called Bogomils  [Po±omeloskcnJ  remained obscured from 
the light of the glory of the  Gospel of Christ,  secretly retaining in 
their hearts the  cult of Satan  and disobeying the teaching of the 
Apostles,  so  in our nation the Arewordikc,  lingering in Satanic dark-
ness,  did not desire to be illuminated with divine light by the hand of 
our Illuminator,  the holy  Gregory,  and love not light, but  darkness  to 
this  day, (224).  And  as  in our days,  in which  good is scanty,  God  has 
pardoned them and opened the benighted eyes  of their souls,  and they, 
having departed  from Satan,  appealed to  God,  not by deception but in 
truth, then we.  must  thank  God  for this mercy.  Certain others like them 
who  had come  to us,  having taken  a  great vow,  departed from this evil 
heresy and by their own  tongues  anathematised[nzoveccinJ those who  con-
ceal in themselves like godlessness.  And  they resolved to fulfill all 
the  demands  that we  set before them.  In regard to them we  fulfill 
thereby the Lord's  command:  "I shall not  chase  away  the one  who  comes 
to Me"  [John VI,  37J,  for God  "desires that all men  be  saved and attain 
to recognition of truth"  CI  Timothy II, 4J,  as  the Apostle  says.  If 
their turning to God  be  done  in truth, then  such salvation of the souls 
of so many  people is a  joy to  God  and the heavenly angels,  and to us  on 
earth.  But if their conversion is a  lie,  as  many  think concerning them, 
and they return again to their nonsense  [Proverbs  XXVI,  11; II Peter 
II, 22J,  then there will be no  harm in it for us,  as  we  according to the 
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command  of Christ desire  and strive to catch them,  but if it will be 
possible  for all peoples  to be  in the  skein of His  Evangel,  to  separate 
and collect the  good in a  good  vessel  and to throwaway the bad,  accord-
ing to the words  of the Evangelical parable  [Matt.  XIII,  48J,  this is 
the  deed of the  just Judge  when  He  sits on  the throne of His  glory and 
dispenses  to  each according to his  faith and his  deeds. 
So,  by God' s  command  we  have  found it fitting to  deal with them 
this way.  Let  all priests together with our notable disciples  come  to 
the great church which is in your city, and let them collect at the 
gates of the  church all those named  Arewordikc,  men,  women  and children. 
And  first they will ask them:  "Do  you  desire with all your heart, your 
mind and all your soul to  cast off the first confusion of your  fathers 
[zarajiri niolorutCiwn harcCjeroccJ  and to  come  to the truthful recogni-
tion of God  of our Christian faith?"  And  when  they undertake this  and 
say  (225)  "voluntarily and with heartfelt eagerness we  renounce the 
satanic deceits of our fathers  and do  appeal to Christ," then ask them 
anew thrice ,as with children at their baptism,  "Do  you  renounce  Sau:an 
and all his  designs,  words  and deeds?"  And  when  they undertake this and 
say  "We  renounce  them," then turn their faces  towards  the West  and say, 
"Spit thrice in the  face  of Satan,  revile him as  one who  is filthy, ly-
ing and unjust."  When  they have  done  this, teach them not to consider 
the Sun  as  anything other than  a  luminous  body  in the  firmament,  created 
by  God  the  creator and set in heaven by him,  like the moon  and stars,  as 
a  lamp  to the earth [crag asxarhiJ.  Nor  must  they revere the  aspen 
[zbarti  carn ,also translated as  'poplar'  J  any more  than the willow 
[zurinJ the poplar  [zka±amaxinJ  or other trees, nor should they think 
the wood  of Christ's  cross  was  aspen-wood;  this is a  lie and Satanic de-
ceit,  that has  led them into  confusion and has  turned them  from  God. 
For this tree called the  aspen was  for them an object of worship 
CpastonJ  in the times  of idolatry  [krapastutCeanJ,  and demons  used to 
settle in it and accept the obeisance of men.  And  although this  confu-
sion was  by the  grace  of God  rooted out  from amongst  other peoples liv-
ing on the earth,  amongst you Satan hid and cherished it as  a  leaven of 
evil,  and if you wish to  come  to the truth of Christ,  then pullout the 
wicked custom from amongst you.  Not  only must  you not  revere the aspen 
over other trees, but you consider it less honourable  than other trees, 
for thus will Satan be brought  low.  If some  one of you knows  of their 
other  demonic talismans  [diwakan incc  bzzankcJ, tell them of those too; 
tell them to  renounce  them and to get rid of them. 
Then  turn their faces  to the East  and ask  "Do  you believe in the 
Holy Trinity:  the Father,  the Son  and the Holy Spirit, who  are three 
persons  [anjnaworutCiwnJ  and one  divinity,  one nature  and  (226)  one 
power,  one  dominion  and one  creative principle  [ararcCutCiwnJ,  from 
which by His word there  came  forth out of nothing all creations visible 
and invisible,  the  sky and the  earth and all that is in the heavens  and 
the earth,  angels  and rational men,  the  sun  and moon  and stars, the 
luminaries of the  firmament,  earthly creatures of air and sea, all 
grasses  and trees, the motionless  and the moving,  and there is no  crea-
tion that has  come  into being,  incorporeal or corporeal, that was  not 
created by the true  God.  Do  you believe in the  incarnation of Christ, 
(who  is)  one  of three persons,  the Son of God,  who  desired by the benevo-
lence of the  Father and the Holy Spirit to become  the Son  of man,  born 
of the perpetually virgin Mary  for the  salvation of mankind,  who 536 
accepted baptism in the Jordan  from John,  was  witnessed to by Father and 
Spirit,  who  was  tempted by Satan  and was  victorious over the tempter; 
that He  banished demons,  and that he  who  asked of Him  in faith was 
healed of psychic and bodily ills.  Do  you believe that He  gave light to 
the blind, that he  cured the lame,  that he  raised the  dead and walked on 
the sea as  on  dry land, that like the Creator he  reined in wind and sea 
and they were  calm,  that he sated a  great  crowd with a  few  loaves?  Do 
you believe that after He  had created a  multitude of divine  signs  and 
wonders,  he· took willingly upon  himself the passions of salvation, which 
he  suffered in our nature,  that he  was  crucified on  the cross  and re-
deemed  the  Bins  of Adam  and his progeny?  .Do  you believe that he  died in 
body  and by his  soul granted life to men,  that he  went  down  into the 
grave  and saved souls in Hell, that He  rose  from the  dead on the third 
day  and gave  men  hope  in resurrection by his  appearance at the  second 
coming,  that in the presence of his disciples  in our body he  rose to 
Heaven  and sat on  the right of His  Father in the highest, that he will 
come  again for the righteous  judgement  over all men,  granting good  (227) 
to those who  have  done  good and have  abided in the true  Christian faith, 
whilst preparing for infidels  and unrepentant  sinners eternal punishment 
in the hands of Satan and his devils,  (and)  that he with His  saints  and 
righteous  ones will reign eternally and unto  ages  of ages? 
And  after they accept this and begin to profess the true faith of 
Christianity which we  have  set forth,  gather them into the  church,  and 
whosoever of them is unbaptised,  teach him the mysteries  of the faith, 
preach to adults  and impose  a  penance  upon  them for a  short time;  then, 
after a  while,  baptise them.  Baptise minors  and infants at once.  As 
for those who  have been baptised before,  merely command  them and,  laying 
a  penance upon  them,  mark their brows  and sense-organs  with holy oil, 
saying "In the name  of the Father and the Son  and the Holy Spirit",  and 
then join them to the  Christian flock.  And  as  Christ  commanded  His  dis-
ciples, that after baptism of heathen disciples "teach them to  follow 
all that I  have  commanded  you"  [Matt.  XXVII:  20J:  so  do  you do  the  same 
with them,  commanding  them not to murder or to commit  adultery or to 
fornicate  or to steal or to bear false witness against their friends  or 
to be  drunk or to  do  any  other evils of Satan,  which  God  hates, but in-
stead of these to love their brother,  to do  good and not only to desist 
from stealing that which belongs to others, but to give to the needy 
that which one· has  acquired through honest labour according to Christ's 
command,  and not to  follow that example of a  few  early Christians who 
fearlessly violated God's  law.  Even if amongst  the priests there may  be 
one whom  they detest,  who  is lawless  and fearless,  let them not be 
tempted by the meanness  of the  few  in regard to true Christian law,  but 
rather let them direct their gaze to the good and the  chosen,  and let 
them receive  from those a  worthy example,  for the law of God  does  not 
command  the  dullwitted to be so, but it is their own  sloth and impru-
dence that does this.  Satan,  who  is opposed to  good  (228),  suggests to 
them for the  destruction of their souls that they scorn the laws  of God. 
In a  fitting way,  then,  command  also the women  to be  far from witchcraft, 
administering of potions  [i kaxardutCene ew  i  de±atuutCeneJ  and all man-
ner of demonic  cult  [diwakan  a±andaworutCeneJ,  for whosoever practises 
witchcraft,  he is one  who  worships  and bows  down  to  demons.  He  who  does 
this  and he  who  causes  others to  do  it deserves neither last rites nor 
Christian burial.  Teach  them similarly that if anyone  for  demonic  love 
mixes with  food or drink some  filth or rubbish  [pi±c ew  za±te±i irsJ and 537 
gives it to a  Christian,  that one  is separated from 
of last rites and is worthy of real hatred,  so warn 
preparation of any such talismans  [bzzagorcutCeneJ. 
God  and is deprived 
them against the 
In  addition to that which I  have  said, of which we  write in short 
and in passing,  let: it be  a  general rule for them,  men  and women.  Let 
them twice or thrice or more  every year confess to the priests their 
sins, let them accept the penance which the priest lays upon  them for 
the forgiveness  of sins:  this is the observance of fasts,  prayers, 
charity,  thanks to which they become  worthy of forgiveness  by  God  of the 
sins to which they have  confessed.  And  at all hours  of prayer let them 
come  with other Christians to pray with the priests and bow  down  before 
God,  the creator of all.  And  let them pray to  Him  and ask for the 
atonement of sins  in order that they may  attain the Kingdom  of Heaven 
and be  saved from the tortures of Gehenna,  to keep  soul  and body in this 
world pure  and untainted by all Satan's wiles,  temptations  and dangers. 
Those  fixed fasts which other Christians  in the world observe--let them 
follow them and keep  from eating rich food and intoxicating drink·(i 
parart kerakrocc  ew  i  tCmbreccucCi~CempeleaccJ.  Teach them also this: 
to be  heedful o.f  and obedient to the  Gospel  and other sacred writings. 
Learned priests,  explain to them as you can the esoteric words  of the 
writings.  Take  their children  for the study of Scripture.  We  asked 
this of them (229)  when  they came  to us,  and they agreed with love to 
give  them to us,  so that perhaps their children too  might be worthy to 
enter the priesthood,  just as  St.  Gregory taught the  children of the 
(heathen)  priests  [kcurmkcJ  and made  them priests and bishops  [cf. 
Agath.  845  and our  Ch.  on  Armenia under the Parthians  and SasaniansJ. 
And  God  will reward you  a  hundred-fold for teaching them,  as  He  said 
through the  mouth of the prophet:  flHe  who  extracts the precious  from 
the base shall be called as  my  mouth"  [Jeremiah  XV:  19J.  Finally, let 
them at last;.'change the name  Arewordi  that they inherit  from their an-
cestors  [zor unin  i  naxneacc  iwreanccJ  and be  called by the great  and 
wonderful name  of Christ--Christians.  This  is the  name  that the holy 
apostles,  believers in Christ in great Antioch called themselves.  And 
we  shall pray to God  to bind them to the rock of faith,  so that the 
gates of Hell  [drunkc  dzoxoccJ--Satan and his minions--cannot turn them 
from  the true faith and law of our  Lord Jesus  Christ, to whom  with 
Father and Holy Spirit glory and power  unto  ages  of ages,  Amen! 
When  by God's  grace they are  commingled with the  Christian flock by 
those  rules we  noted above, let them become  the wards  of the wise, 
learned and Godfearing priests, that these might be able to teach and 
instruct them in Scripture.  It is not necessary to scandalise them by 
insisting that they bring gifts to  church for baptism,  confession, last 
rites, burial or anything else.  Be  content with voluntary contributions. 
Teach  them gently rather than harshly,  that  God  may  reward you  for your 
kindness  rather than punishing you as is meet  for tempters,  who  are  cast 
into the sea with a  millstone  on  their necks  [Matt.  XVIII:  6J. 
2.  Yovhannes  of Awjun,  'Enddem Paw±ikeancc ,  ('Against the Paulicians'), 
MatenagrutCiwnkc,  Venice,  1834,  34-47  (excerpts). 
(35)  For there are  some  of them  [the Heathens,  hetCanoskcJ  who  were  de-
ceived by their eyes.  Whatever of the elements  of heaven  and earth ap-
peared once pleasant to behold,  they called gods:  stars, mountains, 
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hills, trees  and rocks.  And  they,  too,  frightened and terrified by  the 
power or ferocity of animals,  turned to worship of them,  as  a  serpent 
[vi~apJ was  honoured amongst  the Babylonians,  or crocodiles  amongst  the 
Egyptians •.•• others  chose  and deified elements useful and necessary to 
the purposes  of everyday life, as the Persians  and Medes,  (who  deified) 
fire,  water and earth TorpesParsikkc  ew  Markc  zhur  ew, zjur ew zerkirJ; 
while it seemed more  pleasant to them at death to give their bodies to 
be  consumed by wild beasts  and birds than to  conceal  them beneath the 
earth and by putrefaction to  dishonour the one  stupidly honoured. 
(37)  NOW,  since we  have unveiled,  denuded and made  manifest the 
stupidity of the idolaters  [zkrapa~ticCnJ, there is no  point in calling 
those others,  about  whom  the present discussion is  concerned,  by any 
other~epithet [ocC,inccen petkC deranunutCeamb  zaynosik,  ya±ags  orocc 
bans  entCanayr,  nsanakelJ,  for they are identical in the matter of their 
deeds  and require no  separate name.  They  bow  to the  Sun  and cohabit 
with  fellow worshippers  of it.  They  make  offerings to mouse-hunters 
[Le., catsJ,  and,  thrust  forward by them,  they fall into the pit, they 
who  chose the horse  and dog  as  gods, or they  drown  in the Egyptian river 
that fosters beasts.  In the  darkness  they perform dark  copUlations:  by 
their Persian copulation with their mothers  they are thrust,  imperilled, 
into depravity.  (For the  Arm.  text of the preceding lines,  see' Ch.  16, 
n. n.) 
(38)  Falling  (upon their faces)  they worship  even the repulsive 
idols  [kursnJ of Chamos  and Astarte  [Arm.  zkcamovsayn  ew' zAstarta;yn,  LXX 
Khamos,  Astarte,  cf.  III Kings  XI.7J.  As  ones  who  praise the leapings 
of the fire of Gehenna of the lightning-producing  demon  they prostrate 
themselves with Jannes  and Jambres  [cf.  II Tim.  III.8J before the demon 
that on  Mt.  Olympus  sprawls  on the  ground and foams  at the mouth. 
(38)  They  also  conceal their own  corpses  in the eaves,  on  rooftops, 
looking upwards,  facing heaven.  They  swear in their confusion  "The  one 
on high knows."  And  when  they wish to beseech the Sun,  they say "Little 
Sun,  Little Light." 
(38)  They  are perverse in every oath they utter,. saying,  "(I am) 
sworn  by the sole-begotten Son',  or again,  'I have  as witness to you the 
glory [zpcarsJ of that one to whose  hands  the Sole-begotten son  con-
signed his spirit [zogiJ.' 
(41)  The  demon  of passion for the  (material)  elements  forces  his 
subjects to bow  down  to pleasant  forms  or lovely images  of the elements: 
thus they learned to make  cakes  for the Lady  of Heaven  and to give of-
ferings  to the Sun  [orpes  ew  usan isk arnel karkandaks  tiknoj erknicc, 
ew  nuirel nuers  aregakanJ.  He  also taught  them to make  noise before 
trees  on  earth,  (saying)  'You  are my  father,'  and to  rock  (saying)  'You 
gave  birth to us,'  and he  commanded  them to sacrifice on  mountains  and 
hills, beneath oaks  and poplars  and leafy trees  [Noynpes  yerkri ar 
pCaytn  a±a±akel vardapeter:  hayr im es tu,  ew  k~arin:  kCo  isk cneal e 
mez,  ew  i  veray lerancc  ew  blrocc  hramayer  zohel,  i  nerkCoy ka±neacc  ew 
ka±amaxeacc  ew varsawor  carace.] 
3.  Grigor Magistros,  Letter 57,  'Patasxani tCJ,tCOyn  katli±ikosin 
Asorwocc  i  zamanakin~ yorzam er dukes  i  Vaspurakan  ew  i  Taron,  zkni 
barnaloyn  zManikceccisn yasxarher Yunacc,  ew  i  TCondrakacc 539 
mnaccealsn nocca korcaneal  azgn:  cCogan ar katcti±ikosn Asorwocc  i 
ka±akcn AmitC,  zi tCerews  xabeuteamb  hawaneccusccen  zna:  zor nora 
tCti±tC i  Grigor Magistrosn YArsakunin.  Ew  ays  e  patasxanin' 
[Answer to the letter of the  Catholicos of the Assyrians  at the 
time  when  he was  Duke  of Vaspurakan  and  Tarawn.  After the expulsion 
of the  Manichaeans  from the  country of the Greeks,  those  remaining 
of the TCondrakites,  their obliterated nation, went  to the Catholi-
cos  of the Assyrians  in the city of Amida  that perhaps they might 
persuade him by trickery;  he  wrote  a  letter to Grigor Magistros,  the 
Arsacid,  and here is the reply to itJ, in K.  Kostaneancc,  ed., 
Grigor Magistrosi tC±tCer,  A±ekC-sandrapol,  1910, 148-164  (excerpts): 
(153)  But you,  holy archpriest and all constant,  manly  followers 
of Jesus,  come  and read that you may  find in that province the writings 
of the holy  and thrice blessed priest Anania by the  request of Lord 
Anania,  Catholicos of the Armenians,  and Lord Yovhannes,  overseer 
[veradito±J of the Armenians,  whose  names  we  have written in that letter 
on  how  that bloodthirsty evil beast, the homosexual  [arnamolinJ  and 
lascivious maniac,  the lover of slime  [borboritJ, the filthy,  accursed 
5mbat  appeared in the  days  of Lord Yovhannes  and 5mbat  Bagratuni,  who 
[i.e., the  former  5mbat,  the heresiarchJ had studied his evil confusion 
from a  certain Persian physician and stargazing magus  whom  you call 
MaJusik  [useal zccar molutCiwn  yumemne  arskakan  bz~ke ew  aste±abasxe 
moge,  zor Me  usikd koccekcJ. 
161  [Grigor describes  several sects who  believe the universe was 
created by  an evil spirit.  He  then adds:J  But  there are certain others 
also,  from  Zradast the magus,  Magian  Persians.  And  now  the sun-
worshippers  have been poisoned by them,  (the  former)  whom  they call 
Arewordikc.  And  in that province there are many,  and openly they call 
themselves  Christians.  But  we  know  that you are not uninformed  concern-
ing the  confusion  and corruption of their behaviour.  [Aha  ew  ayl  omankc 
i  Zradast  moge:.  mogparskakankc :  ew  ayzm  i  noccuncc  de±eal 
aregaknapastkC,  zor arewordisn  anuanen.  Ew  aha en yaydm  gawari  bazumkc 
ew  inkceankc  kCristoneaykC zinkceans yaytnapes  koccen.  BaycC etCe 
orpisi molorutCeamb  ew  anarakutCeamb  varin,  gitemkc,  zi occ  es 
ante±eak.J 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
This list contains abbreviations  of both terms  and works  used in the 
text  and footnotes,  including many  primary sources; the full biblio-
graphical references to the latter given below are not  repeated in the 
select bibliography which  follows. 
Agath.  - Agathan~elos (Arm.  AgatCange±os):  G.  Ter-MkrtcCean, 
St.  Kanayeanc  ,  ed.,  AgatCange±ay PatmutCiwn  HayocC,  Tiflis, 1909, 
reprinted with introduction by R.  W.  Thomson,  Agathangelos,  History 
of·the Armenians,  Caravan Books,  Delmar,  New  York,  1980  (in 
J.  Greppin,  general ed.,  Classical Armenian  Text  Reprint  Series). 
Paragraphs 1-258,  716-900 and Appendix are translated into English, 
with Classical Armenian text facing,  introduction and notes by 
R.  W.  Thomson,  State University of New  York  Press,  Albany,  New  York, 
1976; paras.  259-715  trans.  into English by  R.  W.  Thomson,  The  Teach-
in  of St.  Gre  or:  An  Earl  Armenian  Catechism,  Cambridge,  Massa-
chusetts,  1970  published 1971.  Cited by paragraph number. 
AR  - Azgagrakan Handes  ('Ethnographical Journal'), Susi  and Tiflis, 
1895-1917.  Cited by year and volume  number. 
AHH  - Fr.  J;,ewond  Alisan,  Hin  hawatkC kam  hetCanosakan kronkc  HayocC 
--(  'The  Ancient  Faith or Heathen  Religion of the Armenians'),  Venice, 
1910 ed. 
ARM  - I.  Gershevitch,  The  Avestan  Hymn  to Mithra,  Cambridge,  1967. 
AI  - Acta Iranica,  Leiden  (and Tehran).  Cited by vol.  no. 
AirWb.  - C.  Bartholomae,  Altiranisches Worterbuch,  Strassburg,  1904 
(repr.  Berlin, 1967). 
AMI  - Archaologische Mitteilungen  aus  Iran. 
AON  - Heinrich Hubschmann,  Die  Altarmenischen  Ortsnamen,  in Indo-
--germanische Forschungen,  Bd.  XVI,  Strassburg, 1904,  197-490;  repro 
Amsterdam,  1969.  Arm.  trans.  by H.  B.  Pilezikcean,  Vienna,  1907. 
'Ar.  - Arabic. 
Aram.  - Aramaic. 
Ai-jern  - Ai-.iern  bararan haykazean lezui ,(  'Handy  Dictionary of the  Ar-
menian  Language'),  2nd ed.,  Venice,  1865;  contains all the lexical 
items  in the NBHL,  but without citations  from texts or Greek and 
Latin equivalents. 
Arm.  - Armenian. 542 
Arm.  Gr.  - H.  Hubschmann,  Armenische  Grammatik,  Leipzig,  1897  (repr. 
Hildesheim,  1972). 
Ananikian  - Martiros  H.  Ananikian,  Armenian Mythology,  in J.  A. 
MacCulloch.  ed.,  The  MYthology  of All  Races,  VII,  New  York,  1925, 
repro  1964. 
Av.  - Avestan. 
Avandapatum  - A.  'banalanyan,  Avandapatum  (Russian title:  Armyanskie 
predaniya),  Erevan,  1969  (a collection of Arm.  traditions culled from 
literary, ethnographic,  and original oral sources).  A Russian trans-
lation was  published in 1980. 
AWN  - Arda Wiraz  Namag.  M.  Haug  and E.  W.  West,  The  Book  of Arda  Viraf, 
Bombay  and London,  1872,  repro  Amsterdam,  1971. 
Bailey,  Zor.  Probs.  - H.  W.  Bailey,  Zoroastrian Problems  in the  Ninth-
Century Books,  2nd ed.,  Oxford,  1971. 
BASOR  - Bulletin of the American  Schools of Oriental Research  (Jerusalem 
and Baghdad) • 
BBB  - W.  B.  Henning,  Ein manichaisches Bet- und Beichtbuch,  repro  in AI, 
-14, 417-557. 
Bedrossian - M.  Bedrossian,  New  Dictionary,  Armenian-English,  Venice, 
1879,  repro  Beirut,  1973. 
Benveniste,  Titres et noms  - E.  Benveniste,  Titres et noms  propres  en 
iranien ancien,  Paris, 1966. 
Boyce,  Hist.  Zor.  - M.  Boyce,  A History of Zoroastrianism,  Vol.  I, in 
Handbuch  der Orientalistik,  I  Abt.,  8  Bd.,  1  Absch.,  Lief.  2, 
Heft 2A,  Leiden,  1975,  and Vol.  II, 1983. 
Boyce,  Sources  - M.  Boyce,  ed.  and tr., Textual Sources  for the· Study 
of Zoroastrianism,  Manchester,  1984. 
Boyce,  Stronghold - M.  Boyce,  A Persian Stronghold of Zoroastrianism 
(based on the  Ratanbai  Katrak  Lectures,  1975),  Oxford,  1977. 
Boyce  - Zoroastrians  (or Zors.)  - M.  Boyce,  Zoroastrians,  Their Reli-
gious Beliefs  and Practices,  London,  1979. 
BSLP  - Bulletin de  la Societe Linguistique  de  Paris. 
BSOAS,  BSOS  - Bulletin of the  School of Oriental and African Studies, 
University of London. 
CHIran  - The  Cambridge  History of Iran. 
DB  - The  Old Persian inscription of Darius at Behistun,  ed.  by R.  Kent, 
Old Persian,  Grammar,  Texts,  Lexicon,  2nd ed.,  Amrican  Oriental 
Society,  New  Haven,  Connecticut,  1953. 543 
DkM  - D.  M.  Madan,  ed.,  Dinkard,  Bombay,  1911. 
E±ise - E.  Ter-Minasean,  ed.,  E±isei  Vasn  Vardanay  ew  Ha  occ  Paterazmin 
('On  Vardan  and the Armenian War'  ,  Classical Arm.  text,  Erevan, 
1957  (Modern  Arm.  trans.,  Erevan,  1971). 
Eng.  - English. 
Eznik - L.  Maries,  Ch.  Mercier,  Eznik de  Ko±b,  De  Deo,  Arm.  text in 
Patrologia Orientalis,  Vol.  28,  Fasc.  3,  Paris, 1959  (French trans., 
Fasc.  4).  Mod.  Arm.  trans.  and notes by A.  A.  Abrahamlfan,  Eznik 
Ko±bacci,  E±c  a±andocc  ('Refutation of Sects'), Erevan,  1970. 
Garsoian,  'Prolegomena'  - N.  G.  Garsoian,  'Prolegomena to  a  study of 
the Iranian aspects in Arsacid Armenia,'  RA,  1976,  177-234. 
GBd  - The  Greater  (or Iranian)  Bundahisn  ('Creation').  English trans. 
---by B.  T.  Anklesaria,  Zand-Akasih,  Bombay,  1956;  facsimile of Pahlavi 
MS.  TD2  published by T.  D.  Anklesaria,  Bombay,  1908;  facsimiles of 
MSS.  TDl  and DR  published by the Iranian Culture Foundation,  Tehran, 
Vols.  88,  89. 
Gk.  - Greek. 
Gray,  'Foundations'  - L.  R.  Gray,  'The  Foundations of the Iranian 
religions,'  JCOI  15, 1929,  1-228. 
HA  - Randes  Amsoreay  (Journal of the Armenian Mekhitharist  Congregation, 
Vienna) • 
RAE  - H.  Acarean,  Rayeren armatakan bararan  ('Armenian Egymological 
---Dictionary'),  4  vols.,  Erevan,  1971-79  (repr.  of the 7-vol.  ed., 
Erevan,  1926-35).  Citations  follow the repro 
HAnjB  - H.  Acarean,  HayocC  anjnanunneri bararan  ('Dictionary of Armenian 
Proper Names'),  5  vols., Beirut, 1972  (repr.  of the Erevan ed., 
1942-62) • 
Heb.  - Hebrew. 
HZP  - Hay  zo±ovrdi  patmutcyun  ('History of the Armenian  People'), 
Vol.  I, Erevan,  1971. 
IE  - Indo-European. 
IIJ - Indo-Iranian Journal  (The  Hague). 
Ir.  Iranian. 
Ir.  Nam  - F.  Justi,  Iranisches  Namenbuch,  Marburg,  1895  (repr. 
Hildesheim,  1963). 
JA  - Journal Asiatique  (Paris). 
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JAOS  - Journal of the American  Oriental Society  (New  Haven,  Connecticut). 
JCOI  - Journal of the K.  R.  Cama  Oriental Institute  (Bombay). 
JNES  - Journal of Near Eastern Studies  (Chicago). 
JRAS  - Journal of the Royal  Asiatic Society  (London). 
JSAS  - Journal of the Society for Armenian  Studies  (Los  Angeles). 
KKZ,  8KZ  -. M.  Sprengling,  Third Century Iran:  Sapor and Kartir,  Chicago, 
1953:  text,  transcription and translation of the inscriptions of 
Kirder  (K)  and 8abuhr I  (8)  on  the KaCaba-yi  Zardust  (KZ)  in Middle 
Persian,  Greek  and Parthian;  the major Sasanian inscriptions  from 
Iran, with the exception of that at Paikuli,  are edited and trans-
lated by  M.  Back,  Die  Sassanidischen Staatsinschriften,  AI  18, 
Lei  den ,  1978.  -
KZ  - Zeitschrift  fUr vergleichende Sprachforschung auf demGebiete  der 
Indogermanischen Sprachen. 
c  c  c  c.  c  c  c 
~P  - ~azaray P  arpec woy  Patmut  ~wn Hayoc  ew  T li±t  ar Vahan 
Mamikonean  ( 'History of the Armenians  and Letter to Vahan  Mamikonean 
of ~azar of pCarpi'),  Arm.  text,  Venice,  1933. 
LXX  - Septuagint  (Bagster ed.,  London,  1851). 
MA  - Manuk Abe±yan, 
Erevan,  1966-75. 
Erkeri zo±ovacu('Col1ected Works'), 
Cited by volume  and page nos. 
MIr.  - Middle  Iranian. 
MP.  - Middle Persian. 
Vols.  I-VII, 
MX  - Movses  Xorenacci,  PatmutCiwn  HayocC  ('History of the Armenians'), 
Venice,  1955,  cited by book  and chapter in Roman  and Arabic numerals. 
The  critical ed.  by M.  Abe±ean  and S.  YarutCiwnean,  Tiflis, 1913, 
was  repro  with an intro.  by  R.  W.  Thomson,  Caravan Books,  Delmar, 
N.Y.,  1981;  an English trans.  with a  long intro.  essay and notes was 
published by Thomson,  Moses  KhorenatsCi,  History of the Armenians, 
Cambridge,  Mass.,  1978;  trans.  into Mod.  Arm.  with intro.  and notes 
by St.  MalxasyancC,  Erevan,  1961,  repro  with alterations,  1981. 
NBHL  - G.  Awedikcean,  X.  Siwrmelean,  M.  Awgerean,  Nor  BargirkC 
H~ykazean Lezui,  2  vols.,  Venice,  1836-7  ('New Dictionary of the Ar-
menian  Language':  a  dictionary of Classical Arm.  with trans.  of 
entries  into Gk.  and Latin,  and citations  from texts of the fifth 
century and later; see Arjern). 
NP.  - New  Persian. 
OIr.  - Old Iranian. 
OP.  - Old Persian. I 
pCB  _  PCawstos  Buzand,  PatmutCiwn  HayocC  ('History of the Armenians', 
or Buzandaran,  a  word  meaning probably  'Epic Histories',  Venice, 
1933.  Only Books  III-VI  survive;  cit. by book  and ch.  Mod.  Arm. 
trans.  and intro.  by  St.  Malxasyanc
C
,  Erevan,  1968. 
P-bH  - Patma-banasirakan Handes  (Russian title:  Istoriko-
~ilologicheskii zhurnal),  Erevan. 
Phl.  - Pahlavi. 
Phl.  Vd.  - Pahlavi  Vendidad. 
Pth.  - Parthian. 
RDEA,  REArm  - Revue  des  Etudes  Armeniennes,  Paris, 1920-32' (RDEA); 
~ouve11e Serie  (N.S.:  REArm),  1964-. 
RHR  - Revue  de  l'Histoire des  Religions  (Paris). 
SBE  - F.  Max  Muller,  ed.,  Sacred Books  of the East  (Vols.  IV,  XXIII, 
XXXI  =  J.  Darmesteter,  L.  H.  Mills, trans.,  The  Zend-Avesta, 
Vols.  I-III; Vols.  V,  XVIII,  XXI,  XXXVII,  XLVII-E.  W.  West,  trans., 
Pahlavi  Texts,  Vols.  I-V), 
Sgd.  - Sogman. 
SPAW  - Sitzungsberichte  der koniglichen Preussischen Akademie  der 
~issenschaften (Berlin). 
TCA  _  TCovmay  Arcrunwoy  PatmutClwn  Tann  Arcruneacc,  Classical 
ed.  by  R.  Patkanean,  st PetE' "sburg,  1887;  Mod.  Arm.  trans. 
by  V.  Vardanyan,  TCovma  Arc,.,  an 
of the Arcrunid House'),  Ere 
tory of the House  of the Arc 
Te±ekagir - Haykakan  SSB  Gitutc:-unneri  Akademiayi  Te±ekagir, 
(Russian title:  Izvestiya &kademii  Nauk  Armyanskoi  SSR); 
since 1956:  Lraber Hasarakakan  GitutCyunneri. 
Tk.  - Turkish. 
Arm.  text 
and notes 
('History 
,  His-
Erevan 
title 
TMMM  - F.  Cumont,  Textes  et monuments  figures  relatifs aux mysteres  de 
~thra,  2  vols.,  Brussels, 1899. 
TPS  - Transactions of the Philological Society  (London). 
VDI  - Vestnik  Drevnei Istorii  (Moscow-Leningrad). 
VM  - Koriwn,  Varkc  MastocCi  ('Life of MastocC Y):  intro.,  Classical 
Arm.  text facing Mod.  Arm.  trans., English trans.,  Russian trans., 
and notes  by  M.  Abe±~an, Erevan,  1941,  repro  1981. 
WZKM  - Wiener  Zeitschrift  fur die Kunde  des  Morgenlandes  (Vienna). 546 
Y.  or Ys.  - Yasna. 
YM  - Yovhannes  Mamikonean,  PatmutCiwn  Taronoy  ('History of Tarawn'), 
Venice,  1889.  Cit.  by  page no. 
Yt.  - Yast. 
ZDMG  - Zeitschrift der  deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft  (Berlin). 
ZG  - Zenob  Glak Asori,  PatmutCiwn  Taronoy,  Venice,  1889.  Cit.  by 
page no. 
ZHLBB  - Zamanakakicc  hayocC  lezvi bacCatrakan bararan  ('Explanatory 
Dictionary of the  Contemporary Armenian  Language'),  4 vols.,  Erevan, 
1969-81. 
Zor.  - Zoroastrian. 
Zsp.  - Wizidagiha i  Zadspram,  text ed.  by B,  T.  Anklesaria,  Bombay, 
1964. TRANSLITERATIONS 
For Armenian,  the system of transliteration used is a  modified 
form of that used in REArm,  the so-called Hubschmann-Meillet  system: 
u..  w  C 
~  ~ ~  t  \,  n  U  II  s~ ..,.  k
C  a  C  e*  k 
Po  p..  b  ~  p-t
C  <  ~  h  t 
v  ~oL  0  i3  'l....s  v  0 
cr  a..  rf 
~  cQ.  !  II- g  z  j  n ,., 
0  s an  t  .t~ f 
'r  1- . d  J-.  f  i  ~  'l..  ±  ~ L 
~c r r  oJ-- no. u  c  r 
ti  Ir  ~ Ll  2S  J:' 
~ .f1)  5  ~ 
c  b- e  c  Y(  p  c  ew 
.2.  'L  Ju  fox  tr.rm~ 2-
~ .'1'- z  j  L.  w 
!::;  f;  e  U"  c\-c  at.!  y(}  I&- r  <P  f 
c  p 
.The  original alphabet of St Mesrop 
~  c  Mastoc  consisted of 36  letters;  i3 
renders  Classical ArmenianW&.  aw,  and was  added in the twelfth century 
with f.  The  diphthong 1ft.  ~, corresponding to  Gk  O\,),  is transliterated 
by some  writers as  ow  or ou.  - -
For the transliteration of Pahlavi  and New  Persian,  one  has  con-
formed in most  cases to MacKenzie's  system  (D.  N.  MacKenzie,  A Concise 
Pahlavi  Dictionary,  London,  1971,  x-xv),  except  in direct citations of 
scholars like H.  W.  Bailey,  who  use the older or  'Arsacid' translitera-
tion;  for Pth.  and Manichaean MP.,  has  been used most  often Boyce's 
system  (M.  Boyce,  A Reader in Manichaean Middle  Persian and Parthian, 
Acta Iranica 9,  Leiden,  1975, 14-19).  For Av.  and OP.  is preferred 
the  system of AirWb.  The  symbols  gamma,  delta,  and theta are tran-
scribed~, dh,  and th;  shva is treated as in Arm.  above.  The  tran-
scription of other foreign languages  requires no particular comment. 
A discrepancy may  be noted between the transliterations of Ar-
menian words  in certain cases.  This is due  to the orthographical re-
forms  introduced in Soviet. Armenia,  which have not been generally 
adopted by Armenians  abroad.  The  Soviet orthography is followed  for 
materials printed in Soviet Armenia,  using the  Classical Arm. 
*The  symbol  shva was  not  available to the typist. 548 
orthography only where  clarity would otherwise be  impaired.  In Western 
Arm.  dialects the voiceless  consonants  are voiced and the voiced conso-
nants are pronounced as  voiceless; the  form of a  Western  Arm.  word or 
name  is transcribed according to the Hubschmann-Meillet  system above, 
and the word as it is actually pronounced is given in brackets where 
the sense of the  argument  requires it. 
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historical Armenia based upon  Classical and Arm.  sources,  studies  such 
as that of Eremyan,  and coordinates based upon  the Aeronautical Approach 
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vonUrartu in AMI,  Erganzungsband 3, Berlin, 1976  (see also S.  T. 
Eremyan's map  of Urartu,  870-590 B.C.,  in HZP,  I).  InHZP,  I  also ia a 
reconstruction of ptolemy's map  of Armenia  (second century A.D.)  and a 
map  of Armenia,  66  B.C.-A.D.  224,  by Eremyan.  For the  geography of 
Asia Minor  in the Roman  period, we  have  referred to D.  Magie,  Roman 
Rule  in Asia Minor,  Princeton University Press, 1950,  2  vols., with a 
detailed map.  A map  of Artaxiad Armenia is published in the Haykakan 
Sovetakan Hanragitaran, II, opp.  p.  40.  A convenient  general map  of 
Arm.  in the Artaxiad and Arsacid periods is T
C
•  X.  Hakobyan,  Hayastan 
(II  d.m.tc.a.-V d.m.tc•  sahmannerov),  Erevan,  1970.  C.  Toumanoff,  'An 
Introduction to Christian  Coucasian History, '  Traditio, 15, 1959,  105-6, 
published maps  of the Armenian  naxarar  domains,  and of the provinces of 
the country (see also  R.  H.  Hewsen,  'An Introduction to Armenian  Histori-
cal Geography,'  REArm,  N.S.  13,  1979-80).  A huge  and exhaustively de-
tailed map  of Arsacid Armenia was  pub~ished by S.  T.  Eremyan,  Mec 
c.  c  '  c'"  (  8  8)  Hayk  l  t  agaworut  yune  IV  darum  29  ~3 5  ,  Erevan,  1979. 
After the Arab  conquest in the seventh century,  the administrative 
unit of Arminiyya  embraced historical Armenia  and large regions  of 
c  y 
adjacent  countries;  a  map  is provided in S.  T.  Melik -Baxsuan, 
Hayastane VII-IX darerum,  Erevan,  1968.  Following the Seljuk conquest, 
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the political and cultural centres of Armenia  shifted to the independent 
Arm.  kingdoms  in Cilicia,  on  the Mediterranean coast to the  southwest of 
the  central Arm.  plateau;  for the  geography of this area,  we  have  re-
ferred to  M.  H.  Cevahiryan's map  in A.  G.  SukCiasyan,  Kilikiayi Haykakan 
petutCyan ev  iravunkcipatmutCyun(XI~XIV darer), Erevan,  1978. 
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Antiochus  IV,  237 
Antitaurus,  2 
Anubis,  420.  See also Dog-
headed Men 
AnuS'awan,  40,52 
Anya±tC,  DawitC  (David the 
Invincible), 169,173 
Apam. Napat,  244 
Aphrodite,  193,194. 
.  Anai tis,  244.  See  also 
Anahit. 
Apollon,  55,80,195,290,296, 
306 
altar of,  296 
. statue of,  296 
Apollon-Mithra,  306 
Apollonius of Tyana,  122,132 
Apos  dew,  demon  of Draught,  292 
Apseron Peninsula,  524 
Apuleius,  439 
Ara,  legend of,  40,81,415,416, 
421 
Ara  and Samiram 
legend of,  45,400 
myth  of,  415 
Aracani  river,  2,27,199,455. 
See  also Euphrates. 
Arachosia,  244 
Aragac  Mt.,  365 
Arakcelyan,  B.N.,  5,33,82,270 
Aralez,  40,172,400,416 
Aramaic,  271,299 
inscription,  119 
script,  300 
Aramayis,  52 
Aramazd,  33,49,83,87,132,153-175, 
217,247,297,335,339.  See 
also Ahura  Mazda. 
temple,  49 
temple at Ani,  240 
Ararat,  Mt.,  2,4,25,39,77,190, 
250,400,406,412 
Araxes  river,  2,  52 
Arbela,  131 
Arcruni,  364,326 
Arday  Wiraz  Namag,  341,384.  See 
also WJ:raz. 
ArdesJ:r,  246,123,461,483 
Ardini  (-Musasir),  28 
Ardoates,  47 
Arebsun,  14,156 
Areg, 'of the sun',  523 
Areimanios,  439 
Areopagite,  Dionysiosthe,  169 
Ares,  189,271 
Arewapast, 'sun worshipper',  516, 
517 
Arewordikc,  'children of the 
sun',  375,516-527 
Argaeus,  Mt.,  164 
Argawan,  45 
feast of,  389 
Argisti,  29 
Argistihinili,  28,29 Argos,  161 
Ariamnes,  93 
Ariarathes of Cappadocia,  47 
Arin-berd,  45,51 
Arioukes,  330 
Aristakes,  241 
Aristotle, 169 
Arjan,  200 
ArJu Vard  (bear's rose),  389 
Armawir,  7,13,45,248,296 
Armawir,  tell1[lle  at,  52 
Armazi  (bilingual inscription), 
119 
Arme-supria,  4,31 
Armenia,  as  Urartu,  28.  See 
also  Hay-kC,  Urartu. 
as  a  Christian state, 114 
etpassim 
Armenian  central star crown, 
306 
diaspora,  17 
legends,  420 
script, 9 
Armeno-Sasanian relations, 17 
Armina,  28 
Armeno-Phrygian,  32 
Arnobi  us,  49,50 
Aroandes,  46 
Arot,  381 
Arrian,  47,156 
Arsak,  116,130,131;11,364 
Arsamosata,  364 
Arslan,  171 
Arta,  49.  See  also ASa. 
Artabanus III, 96,115 
Artabanus  V,  114 
Artamet,  421,422 
Artanes,  189 
Artasat,  7,13,78,114,118,212, 
248,295,296,484,487.  See 
also Artaxata. 
Artases,  27,54,123,401,405. 
See  also Artaxias. 
Artases II,  325 
Artases  V,  135 
Artasir,  262.  See  also Ardesir. 
Artawazd (II), 26,82,93,94,123, 
190,400-407,402:;408 
Artaxata,  4,58,78,81,83,248. 
See  also Artasat. 
center of industry and com-
merce,  79 
craftsmen, ,79 
Artaxata (continued) 
fortified,  78 
thunderbolt, 171 
Artaxerxes II, 46,53,244,245, 
270,482 
Artaxiads,  17,73,120,305.  See 
also Artases. 
monarchy,  113 
Artaxias  (Artases),  74,77,78,94, 
115,119,194,240,264 
Artemis,  73,175,195,238,248. 
See  also Anahit. 
temple of,  246 
Arxa,  32 
Arya,  89,93 
Aryazate,  92 
ASa  Vahista,  437,481,498 
ASavan,  437 
Asavazdah,  400.  See  also 
Artawazd. 
Ascension  Day,  273,329,377,375, 
378,3iO,383,399 
ASdahak,  208.  See  Azdahak. 
Ash-worshipping  Tmoxrapast),  484 
ASi,  241 
ASkenaz,  30 
y  •  Askenazlc,  15 
Asianic Tarhunda,  weather god of 
the Luwians,  368.  See  also 
Torkc• 
ASkaft-i  Devan,  'cave of the 
demons I,  412 
Asklepios,  163 
ASmodai,  446.  See  also Aesma. 
Asnavad,  Mt.,  164 
Aso±ik,  29,167 
ASot  III,  88 
Aspandiat,  190.  See  also 
Spandarat. 
ASsur,  25,28 
Assyria,  2,4 
As syri  ans,  32 
kings of,  4,27 
Astapat,  375 
y 
Astarte,  29.  See  also Istar. 
Astisat,  6,62,194,195,623,339. 
See  also Vahagn 
temples of,  193,248 
Ast±i-blur,  fortress  of,  39,40,41 
Ast±ik,  163,199,339 
temples,  159 
Ast±unkc  'stars',  377 
Astuac,  174 
in Christianity,  154 
i 
I 
I Astyages,  41 
Asuras,  437.  See  also Ahuras. 
Asxadar,  410,411 
Atargatis,  361 
*Atarosan,  'place of burning 
fire',  482 
atrusan,  166,482,484,491,494 
AtasgBh,  524 
Atas-i  dadgah,  484 
Atas-zOhr,  484 
Athamanians,  32 
Athena,  87,240,241 
Athenogenes,  relic of,  160,193, 
199,201,205 
Athrakana,  9,398,503.  See 'also 
Ahekan 
Atro:patene,  41 
Attis,  40,236,241,416.  See  also 
Nane  and Magna  Mater 
Avarayr,  battle of,  140 
Avesta,  23,25,49,134 
Avestan,  134 
script, 134 
Aurel Stein, Sir Mark,  192 
Avroman  parchment,  Kurdistan,  88 
Awj  'serpent',  461 
Axalccxa,  legend of,  370 
Axidares,  li7.  See  also Gidar. 
Aycptkunkc-Anahtakan,  2, 
Ays,  204,451 
Aysha,  243 
Ayvazyan,  SUren,  212 
Az,  449 
Azat,  2.  See  also Ararat. 
Masikc,  2,26,29,339,401,406 
Azdahak,  42,43,44,57,165,191, 
208,400,407,411-415 
AZdahas,  208 
AZidahaka,  26,43,45,191,274, 
339,400,401,406,412,441 
Zahhak,  439 
Azerb~ijan, 16,190 
Babylon,  Persian attack on,  32, 
41,45 
Babyloniaca,  of Iamblichus,  132 
Bacal, 171,172 
Bacalsamin,  153,169,170 
Bacchus/Dionysus,  327.  See  also 
Spandaramet. 
Bagaran,  6,7,248,388 
temples,  53 
Bagarat,  363 
Bagawan,  7,49,160,228,484 
Bagayari c,  6, 7 
Bagin,  sanctuary of a  particular 
yazata,  482,486,494.  See 
also Altar. 
Bagoas,  93 
Bagratids,  363 
Bagrewand,  420 
Bag-Tesup/b,  32 
Bahram  V,  74,135 
Bahram  fire,  483,402 
Yast,  189,214 
Bailey,  Sir Harold,  16,207,445, 
454,308 
Baj,  268 
Baku,  524 
Balalyk Tepe,  239 
Balasagan,  124 
Bambirn  (musical instrument), 
197,198 
Barbara, St.,  252 
Barbarossa,  Frederick,  legend of, 
399 
Bardaisan,  122,132 
BarguSat,  165 
chain,  339 
Bar Kiso,  135 
Barsam,  170  ...  Barsamean,  Father Xazak,  302 
Barsamin,  27,172,174,339 
temple,  339 
Barsmunkc,  'bundle of sacred 
twigs r,  286 
Barsom,  268,482 
Bart  Cikyan,  H.,  462 
Bartholomae,  C.,  244 
Bartholomew,  St., 114,116,250, 
404 
Basen,  29 
Basil of Caesarea,  St., 135,515, 
516 
Basoropeda,  77 
Bas-relief from  southern 
Turkmenestan,  333 
Bawri,  42.  See  also Babylon. 
Baxt  ~fortune',  306,347 
Behistun,  28,32,156,330 
inscription,  45 
bas-relief,  86 
Bel,  14,171,174 
as  Marduk,  153,165,210 
Benveniste,  E., 16,195,271,400, 
439,496 
I 
i 
i 
I 
! Bernard,  P., 192 
Berossus,  25 
Bible,  134 
Book  o~ Proverbs,  157 
Biblical heroes,  135 
legends  o~,  26 
Biliotti, 249 
Bingol  Dag,  379 
BirITni,  378,388,389,498 
Bitlis,  302 
Bolognesi,  G.,  16 
Bomos,  482 
Book  o~ Maccabees,  327 
Book  o~ Six Thousand  (Vecc 
Hazareak\), 167,16-9-
Borsippa,  cult center  o~ Nabu, 
289 
Boundary steles, 27,75,84 
Bounteous  Devotion,  323.  See 
also Spenta 1l.rmai ti. 
Bread~the soul,  343 
Bridge  o~ the Separator  (cinvato 
peretu),  413 
Bronze  mask,  ~rom Ani,  327 
Bronze plaque,  at  Do dona,  55 
BtCaric,  454 
Budclha," 454 
Buiti,  454 
Bull Haclhayans,  261 
Bundahisn,  168,169,380,483,498 
Burdar,  123 
Burzen Mihr,  125,164.  See  also 
Adur 
ButC,  453 
Cagad-i  Dadig,  412 
Cahar tag,  172 
Calendar,  162 
Armenian,  50 
Ca±kahawakc ,  '~lower gathering', 
376 
Ca±kamor  ton  (holiday  o~ the 
mother  o~ ~owers), 378 
Cambyses,  marriage  o~,  94 
Capa±jur,  455 
Cappadocia,  4,14,28,124 
Cappadocian,  4,28,30 
Caracalla,  114,117,122,131 
Carcathiocerta,  364 
Carenitis,  77.  See  also 
Erzurmn,  Karin. 
Cassius,  73,248 
Cat,  460 
Cathedral  o~ Ejmiacin,  26 
Caucasian brown bear,  39 
Caucasus,  2 
Cav,  52 
Cave  o~ Mher,  399.  See  also 
Mithra,  Spelaea 
Caxarak,  'wheel',  445 
CCamccean,  10 
CCimkca,  453 
Chaldaei,  168 
Chaldaeans,  39 
Chalybians,  39,77 
Chapel  o~ the Holy Ressurection, 
204 
Children  o~ the  sun,  515.  See 
also Arewordikc 
Chorasmia,  239 
Chorokh,  2 
Chorzene,  77 
Christ,  temple at Jerusalem,  173 
Christian basilica,  487 
naxarars,  203 
Christians,  passim 
Cicero,  7 
Cilicia, 124 
Cimmerians,  30 
Cinvato.peretu,  410.  See  also 
Bridge  o~ the_Separator. 
City  o~ dragons,  200.  See also 
"Nisap. 
Ciwa±kc  (monster(s)),  455,456 
Claudius,  31,191,369 
Clement  o~ Alexandria,  245,439 
Cleopatra VII,  401 
Croak,  455 
Coin 
o~ Artaxias  I  showing an 
eagle,  83 
coins,  77 
depicting mountain,  164 
in the  Hermitage,  94 
o~ Oro des ,  89 
o~ Tigran" I,  83 
o~ Tigran II showing moun-
tain peaks,  83 
CokadUla,  376 
Colchis,  52 
Comana,  31 
Commagene,  58.  See also  Nemrut 
Dag. 
Conversion,  legends, 126 
~orced conversion  to~Catholi­
cism,  521 
r 
I· 
I 
I CopCkC,  31 
Council of Ephesus,  135 
Covaccul,  'sea bull', 197 
Covinar,  378,414 
Crassus,  327,401 
Cross-stone  (Xa;!ckCar),  27,335 
Ctesiphon,  91,136,174 
Cults 
of Allahi t, 270 
Ara,  Attis,  423 
Aphrodite-Anaitis,  245 
dog of Sargis,  420 
Haldi,  365 
Hebat,  213 
Images,  481 
of Mihr,  82 
Mother Earth,  323 
sun horses,  81 
Torkc,  36<;1 
Vahagn,  215,217,270 
Cunaxa,  46 
Cuthah,  361.  See  also  Torkc 
Cyaxares,  41 
Cybele,  81,235,241,416.·  See 
also Anatolian MOther 
Goddess. 
Cypress  tree,  sacred to  Zoroas-
trians,  84 
Cyprian,  St.,  447 
Cyrus,  33,41,44,45,46 
Dabistan,  444 
Dadvah,  51,154,498 
Daena,  410 
Daevas,  49 
dew,  174,267 
dews,  329,403,404,405,412, 
437-463 
divs,  289 
worship of,  440 
564 
Dai  vad8.na,  'place of the dai  vas • , 
438 
Dakhma,  304,323,337,418 
Damavand,  Mt.,  26,42,381,399, 
400,406,412 
Damis,  133 
Danaeans,  27 
Daniel,  bishop,  133 
Dante,  341 
Darana:±i,  170 
Darbnacc  kCar;.' 'rock of the 
smiths', 404 
site of a  Zoroastrian shrine 
of Anahit,  250 
Dar-i Mihr,  272 
Darius,  28,32,45.  See also 
Achaemenians,  III,47,156 
DatastanagirkC,  law book  of 
MxitCar  Gos,  94 
Datawor:  judge,  466 
DawitC,  169,173c370,452 
DawitC Anya:±t  ('the In-
vincible'),  167,416 
of A±awikc,  518 
of Salnajor,  520 
Dayeak,  'nurse' ,.123 
Demetr,  200,201,202,205,325,326 
Demosthenes,  47 
Den,  'religion',  203.  See  also 
Daena 
Deni  Mazdezn,  166 
Denkard,  126,380,440,441,444, 
497,521 
Densapuh,  167 
Derjan,  270 
Dersim,  444 
Derxene,  77 
Deveri kayane,  'station of the 
demons',  203 
Diauxi,  29 
Dimis'li,  362 
Di-kc,  'god( s) "  174 
Diocletian,  519 
Diodorus  Siculus,  47,49,93 
Dionysius,  169 
Dionysos,  408 
DiwtC,  'enchanter',  442 
Diwtun,  'house of dews',  204 
Diyarbekir,  376.  See  also 
Amida. 
Dog,  344 
Dog-headed men,  420.  See  also 
Anubis. 
Dolikhe,  363 
DOrner,  F .K.,  6 
Dowsett,  C.,  456 
Dpir,  'scribe', 300,486 
Dragon  IlluYankas,  210.  See 
also Visap. 
Dragon-Reaper  (Vahagn),  197, 
200 
Drastamat,  364 
Drauga,  49 
Draxt,  'tree, paradise',  340 
DruJ,437 
demon,  456 
Duin,  3,7,26,309,516,521 
Dumezil,  G.,  16,375 Dura  Europos,  306,361 
frescos at,  305 
Durean,  E.,  10 
Dushanbe,  441 
D'yakonov,  I., 90 
Dzoxkc,  'hell',  340,449,462 
Eagle,  Arm.  arciw/arcui,  307 
aJ.uh-i  suxr,  310 
Rock,  311 
Eastern plane tree,  52.  See 
also Saws(i). 
Ebronte,  56 
Edessa,  291 
Edict of Milan,  114 
Ejmiacin,  118,406,418.  See  also 
Cathedral of E. 
Elijah,  403 
E±ise,  8,91,92,122,136,158,166, 
299,416,487,490,496,501 
~±iwardecci,  378 
Emin,  M.,  10  ...  ~  Endless light, Av.  Arigra  raocah, 
481 
Eng±ay,  455 
Enoch,  39,403 
Ephraim Syrus,  161 
Epic,  of Ara and Samiram,  242 
of Artases,  389 
of Sasun,  81,370,378,414 
Eransahr,  90,  and Iran,  passim 
Erato,  94 
Erazahan,  'dream interpreter', 
296,299 
Erebuni,  30 
Erez,  6 
Erinys,  455 
Eruand,  46.  See  also  Orontes. 
Eruandasat,  53 
Eruaz,  54 
Erznka  (Erzincan),  51,249 
Erzurum,  379.  See  also Karin. 
Esarhaddon,  Assyrian king,  30,31 
Esayan,  40 
Esther, biblical romance  of,  131 
Estrangel0,  134 
Eudoxus,  168 
Eumenes,  47 
Euphrates,  2,26,45.  See  also 
Aracani. 
Euripides,  55,93,401,327,348 
Eusebius,  40,160 
Pamphili,  363 
testimony,  125 
Evil,  455.  See  also Augra 
Mainyu 
spirit,  303 
Exposure  of corpses,  337 
Eznik of Kobb,  8,136,163,166,174, 
208,266,306,309,344,403,406, 
443,449,459,616,524 
Fable of the  (Y)aralez,  404. 
See  also Aralez. 
Feast, of Argawan,  490.  See 
also Hambarjman  Ton. 
of Ascension of the Holy 
Mother of God,  378 
of husbandmen,  323 
of presentation of the  Lord to 
the temple,  499 
of Sade,  482 
of Transfiguration,  251,273,378 
Ferdowsi,  481 
Fire.  See  also Adur,  Ataxs, 
Atrusan. 
altars,  484 
cult,  481ff 
dadgah  type,  484 
feast of Athrakana,  482 
holder/afrinagan,  485 
of Mihragan,  262 
of Ormizd,  483 
reverence  for,  497 
on  Sasanian coins,  490 
son of Ahura Mazda,  481 
temple of Burzen Mihr,  387 
of Verethragrrna,  483 
Folklore of the Arms.  of 
Jawaxkc,  445 
Fradaxsti,  401 
Frasa,  49 
Frasegird,  Arm.  hrasakert,  261, 
401,407,413 
Fratadara:  Greek inscription, 
172 
temple  at Persepolis,  156 
Fravardigan festival,  334 
Fravasi  (Arm.  hrot-icC),  53,125, 
159,329,334,347,499,500 
cult of,  335,345,346,520 
Frederick Barbarossa,  legend 
of,  399 
frog,  458 
Funerary monuments,  340 
towers,  340 
Gabikean,  382 Gabriel,  identified with  Sraosa 
in Islam,  302,305 
Gahambars,  29,343,498 
Galatia, 124 
Galeri  us,  125 
Gamirkc,  30.  See  also 
Cappadocia. 
Ganjak,  263,524 
Ganzaca,  30,52 
Ganzabara,  'treasurer',  519 
Garegin,  170,205 
Garlic  Feast,  389 
Garni,  7,29,78,118,269,523 
Garsoian,  N.G.,  4,95 
Gaster,  T.,  40 
GatCrcean,  10 
Gathas,  304,437,446 
Ga ugamela,  47 
Gayl, 'wolf',  460 
Gaylakap  (wolf-binding 
spell),  460 
Gazan,  'beast',  459 
Gazioura,  28,73 
George,  of Angl,  365 
of Cappadocia,  271 
Georgians,  4,16,31,243,274 
Visramiani of,  405 
Gerezman,  'tomb',  438 
Gershevitch,  I., 274 
Ges,  201 
Getig,  'earthly material',  527 
Gew,  400 
Giarniani,  29.  See  also  Garni. 
Gisane  and Demetr 
shrine of, 199,201,202,205 
temple of,  325 
Gisawor,  201 
Giwt,  catholicos,  486 
Gizbar,  priest,  519 
Glak,  monastery of, 199,200 
Goblet  of the soul,  343 
God  Sabazios, 174 
Goddess  Ast±ik:  little star, 
524 
Goell,  T.,  6 
Gogarene,  77 
Golestan,  387 
GoHcn,  44,133 
Good  Religion,  13,14,17,76,126, 
340,346,369.  See  also 
Daena. 
GOr,  'haughty,  onager',  88,402 
Gordyene,  2,25,406 
566 
Gort,  'frog', 458.  See  also 
frog. 
GOspand,  'good creature',  497 
Gotarzes  II,  Zoroastrian,  90,191 
Satrap of Satraps,  330 
Grantovskii,  I  .l~.,  90 
Gray,  L.,  91,441 
Great  Mother,  235.  See  also 
Anatolian Mother  Goddess  ." 
and Attis. 
temple  at Pessinus,  73 
Greater Bundahisn,  292.  See 
also Bundahisn. 
Greater  No  Roz,  379.  See  also 
Nawasard. 
Greek inscription,  330 
Greeks,  passim. 
Gregory,  St., the Illuminator, 
116,160,172,196,199,264, 
293,326,332,369,370,378, 
382,388 
Gregory,  St., of Narek,  157, 
203,527 
Grigor Arsaruni,  217 
Grigor  Cerencc  XlatCecci,  408 
Grigor HrjacCi,  404 
Grigor Magistros,  164,190,201, 
208,404,527 
Grigor Magistros  Pahlavuni,  164, 
516 
Grigor of TatCew,  452 
Gro±,  'writer', 289,290,300-305 
gro±-stricken,  457 
Groli-gzir,  301 
Gudarz,  400 
GugarkC,  370 
Gumez,  493 
Gumezisn,  458 
Guras,  88.  See also  Gor. 
Gusnasp,  40,164,494.  See  also 
Adur  Gusnasp. 
Gustasp,  387.  See also Vistaspa. 
Haccekacc,  156 
Hadad,  171 
Hadamakert,  308.  See  also 
Adamakert. 
Haft Sin,  382 
Haldi,  28,32 
Haldita,  32,365 
Halys  River,  39 
Hambarjman  Ton,  377.  See  also 
Feast. Hambaru,  449 
Hamkiirs,  323 
Hamun-i  Seistiin,  412,414 
Hamza  Isfahiini,  92 
Hannibal,  4,78 
Haoma,  244,439 
Hara,  Mt.,  245 
Hara Berezaiti,  412 
Harahvati,  244.  See  also 
Aniihit. 
Hariwrapet,  'centurion',  519. 
See  also Hazerpet. 
Harkc,  31 
Harriin,  362 
Hars,  377,379,383 
Hiirut,  381.  See  also  Haurvatiit, 
Horot-Morot. 
Harviin,  92 
Hatra,  44,306,361,369,405 
Haurvatiit,  'wholeness',  9,33, 
323,329,375-398 
Haviin  Giih,  266 
Havgir,  376,388 
Hawrot,  375 
-Mawrot,  380 
flower,  329 
Haykak,  367 
Haykakan  Par,  2 
Hay-kC,  as Hittite,  30,31,367 
Hayrens,  303 
Haziirbad,  519 
hazerpet,  518 
Hebat /Hepi t, 29 
Helicon,  Mt.,  55 
Helikonis of Thessalonike,  163 
Helios,  523 
-Hermes,  306 
Henning,  W.B.,  16,239 
HepCestos/Hephaistos,  81,262, 
266,306 
Herakles,  192,195,196,197,367. 
See  also Vahagn. 
on  coins of Tigran,  84 
temples of,  194 
Herald,  Leon  Serabian,  454 
Hermitage,  Leningrad,  94,440 
Herodotus,  3,25,30,31,39,45,46, 
49,123,244,482 
Hesiod,  55 
Hesm-ak,  446.  See  also Aesma. 
Hesperi  tes,  39 
Hesychius,  32 
Hiera Kome,  sanctuary of the 
Persian Goddess,  73 
Hierapolis,  248 
Hirombo,  499 
Hittites,  209,368.  See  also 
Hay-kc. 
legend of Kumarbi,  271 
Hiwnkcearpeyentean,  443 
Hmay-kC ,  'charms',  443 
Holiday.  See  also Feast, 
Ca±kamor  Ton,  Hambarjman  Ton. 
of Ascension,  9,377,414 
of mice,  459 
of the mother of flowers,  477, 
378 
Holy 
Apostles,  200 
fires,  166 
Thursday,  377 
Homer,  370 
Hordad,  323,381.  See also 
Haurvatiit. 
Hormizd-Ardasir,  90 
Horot-Morot,  the  tuberous 
hYacinth,  9,380-383 
Hrat,  198 
Hres,  450 
Hripcsime,  St., 118 
Hrwwt  (Sogdian),  380.  See  also 
Haurvatiit. 
Hubschmann,  H.,  11,16,330,483 
Huramiya,  122 
Hurbak,  483 
Huri,  243 
Hurrian weather-god,  14,174,209. 
See  also  Tesub,  Vahagn. 
Huviska,  239 
Hydarnes,  46 
Iasonia, 196 
Ijevan,  39 
Ilori,  monastery of,  267 
Image 
of the  gods/diccn,  336 
shrines,  123,482,494,495 
uzdesciirs,  483 
Inanna,  29,237 
Innaknean,  199,325 
Inquisition,  521 
Inscription 
at Aparan,  75 
Armawir,  58 
Behistun,  365 
on  a  bowl  from Sisian,  89 
funerary,  56 
of Kartir,  90 Inscription  (continued) 
at Paikuli,  125 
Sabuhr,  KZ,  90 
Susa,  49 
TCelut,  76 
Zangezur,  76 
Zangezur,  Spitak,  75 
Irdumasda,  400 
Isfahan,  130 
Isfahs1ilar,  520 
Isidore of Charax,  166,246 
Isis, 13,14,55 
Ispuini,  28 
Istar,  240,244,368.  See  also 
Anahit. 
Isxan,  'prince',  369 
Ivarsa,  Luwian  god,  30 
Jackson,  A.V.W.,  400 
Jacob,  St., of Nisibis,  250. 
See  James. 
Jahukyan,  G.,  31,32,157 
Jamaspji Asa,  386 
James,  St., of Nisibis,  250, 
406 
Jamsid,  42 
Jan-gulum,  flower,  377 
OZa:eheth,  415 
Jasn_i barzigaran,  323 
Sade,  298,501 
Ja~on, 401 
Jatuk,  442 
Jeh,  449 
Jeroboam,  162 
Jesus,  378 
Jews,  13,15,91,521 
John,  370 
St., the Baptist, 160,193,201 
relics of,  339 
Joseph and Mattathias,  377 
Josephus,  132 
Jri go±,  'water thief',  376 
Jri morin,  'mother of the 
waters',  380 
Judgement  Day,  522.  See also 
Frasegird 
Julia Ammia,  242 
Julian the Apostate,  130 
Junker,  H.,  16 
Jupiter Dolichenus,  16,363 
Justi, F.,  88,  93 
Justin,  47,337 
Justinian, 122 
JZire,  370 
568 
Kabul,  447 
Ka Chanay,  'priest', 496 
Kainapoli(s),  58,118 
KCaJ,~kCaJkC,  331,451,453 
K"aji,  453 
KCajkC,  401 
Ka±  Dew,  'lame  demon',  205 
Kamax,  6 
Kamsarakan,  167 
Kanayean,  S.,  77 
Kangavar,  246 
Kaniska,  239 
Kiira,  490 
Karaites,  15 
Karapet,  St., of Mus,  202,203., 
See  also St.  John the Baptist 
monastery of, 199,326 
Karcang,  , crab',  459 
Karen,  167 
Karic"  'scorpion',  459 
Karin,  29,383.  See  also Erzurum. 
Karnamag,  310 
Kars,  1 
Karsasp,  411 
Karsiptar,  274 
Karst,  J.,  382 
Kartir,  91,490,516 
KatCnapur,  'milk soup',  377,380 
Kava,  404 
Kavi  Usan,  77 
Kaukabta,  29 
Kaxard,  'witch',  442 
Kayanians,  15 
Kayansih,  Lake,  412,414.  See 
also HamUn-i  Seistan. 
KCanakcer,  406 
Kelkit,  River,  249 
Kirkuk,  4 
Kerman,  130 
Ker-Porter,  R.,  192 
KCes,  166 
Kesvars:  Xwanirah,  89 
Khirbet  Abu  DUhlir,  290 
Khordeh  Avesta,  376 
Khthonios,  438 
Kiga11u,  'lady', 361 
Kirder,  124,156,483.  See  also 
Inscriptions. 
Kismar,  387.  See  also  Cypress. 
Kledonas,  377 
Klimova  Cup,  210 
Kor,  'scorpion',  459.  See also 
Karic 
KotCo±,  'obelisk',  27 Koriwn,  133,134,156,157,456 
Kostaneancc ,  K.,  10 
Kotarzene,  31 
Krafto,  192 
KCrmapetutCiwn,  121 
Kronos,  174 
Kubaba,  235 
Kudurru,  27 
KUh-i  Khwaja,  412 
Kumarbi,  271 
Kund  Aramazd,  161.  See  also 
Aramazd 
Kura,  2 
KCurm,  'priest', 121,200,201, 
205,299,402,454,495.  See 
also mog,  magi. 
Kura-Araxes,  25 
Kustig,  'sacred girdle',  496,523 
Kyffhaus er, Mt.,  399 
Labubna of Edessa,  132,291 
Lady of Heaven,  524.  See  also 
Nane. 
Lagarde,  P.  De,  11,158 
LalayeancC,  S.,  420 
!'apcan,  52 
!,azar PCarpecci,  8 
Lehmann-Haupt,  131 
Leontocephalous  Deus  Areimanius, 
412 
Lewonean,  421 
Lion-Man  combat,  51 
Lostak,  'mandrake',  389 
Lucian,  248 
Lucullus,  88 
Lus  asxarh,  'world of light', 
311 
Luwians,  368 
Lynch,  H.F.B.,  6 
Mabinogion,  130 
Maccabees,  136,327 
MacCulloch,  J .A.,  11 
Macedonians,  47,48 
MacKenzie,  D.N.,  485 
Macler,  F.,  175 
Madar-e  Al,  of Kabul,  448 
Madar-e  fulad-zareh,  448 
Magi,  15,438,439,482,515.  See 
also mog. 
shrine of,  482 
Magian,  268 
Magna  mater,  235 
at Falerii,  242 
Magusaioi  of Cappadocia,  525 
Mah  niyayes  (Hymn  to the Moon), 
57,523 
Mahari,  Gurgen,  460,461 
Mahmi,  'demon',  440 
Mairekan Aramazd,  388.  See  also 
Araman. 
Maithryana,  264.  See  also 
Mehean,  Mithra. 
Majusi/majusik,  523-525.  See 
·&lso Magi 
Malak  Tacus,  'Peacock Angel', 
309.  See  also Yazidis. 
Malxaseancc,  S.,  370 
Mameluke,  S.,  3 
Mamikoneans,  135,136,493.  See 
also Vardan. 
Manandyan,  Y.,  47,410 
Manazkert,  2,29,292 
Mandakuni,  123 
Mani,  134 
Manichaeans,  91,122,135,440, 
524-525 
Arm.,  167 
prayer,  273 
Sogdian,  167 
text,  239 
Mardaki,  39 
Mardastan,  39 
Mardi,  39 
Marduk,  30,289,419.  See  also 
Bel Marduk 
Mareri,  50 
MargacC,  50 
Mar-gan,  'snake-killer',  461 
Mark  Antony,  94,401,408 
Markazana,  50 
Markwart,  J.,  7,48,196 
Marot,  381.  See  also Ameretat. 
Mars,  planet,  361 
Marsovan,  169 
Martyropolis,  131 
Marut,  and Harut  (Qurcan),  381 
Mary,  the Blessed Virgin,  365 
Marzpan,  138,489 
Masikc,  2.  See  also Ararat. 
Mask  of Bacchus,  348 
Mascudi,  246 
Mass  sacrifices,  338 
MastocC,  St., 9,133,135,156,169, 
.  299,300,305,485 
Matak,  '(young)  sacrifice',  29 
Mater,  235 
Mathematici,  168 
l 
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I Matieni,  39 
MattCeos,  'Emperor',  420 
MattCeos  UrhayecCi,  419 
Mawrot,  375.  See  Ameretat. 
Maximianus,  125 
Maximius  of Tyre,  l64 
Mazda-worship,  religion,  136. 
See  also Daena. 
Mazdak,  43 
Mazdaki tes,  122 
Mazdeacci,  169.  See  also 
Aramazd. 
Medes,  2,3,14,30,31,33,39,46, 
49,57 
Atropatene,  4 
Media,  439 
Mehean,  'temple  (originally,  of 
Mithra)',  202,263,265,297, 
490,495 
Mehekan,  266.  See  also 
Mithrakana. 
Meillet,  A.,  16,264,325 
Melet  fire,  499,502 
Melid-kammanu,  31 
Meliks,  95,519 
Meli  tene,  31 
Me±ri,  52 
Menog  i  xrad,  380 
Menon,  47 
Menophanes,  93 
Menua,  28,29 
Mercury,  planet,  289 
Mefelet,  500.  See  also Melet. 
Meru~an, Meruzanes,  117,364 
Meru~an Arcruni,  128,484,493 
Messalians  (Mc±neaykC),  518,521 
Metrodi5ros,  87 
Mher,  9,261,370.  See  also 
Mihr,  Mithra. 
Mheri  durn,  'the  Gate  of 
Mi thra',  272 
Mihr,  261,411,412,523 
Arm.,  306 
cult of,  82,  174 
mehean,  263 
niyayes,  522 
son of Aramazd,  264 
temple  at Bagayaric,270 
with Xwarsed,  266 
Yast,  189 
Yazata,  261-274 
Mihragan,  262,267,379 
Mihranid  dynasty,  74 
Mihrnarseh,  136,262,272,328 
510 
Milky way,  170,174 
Miraxorean,  365 
Mithra,  9,29,56,81,82,189,215, 
244,261,264-274,290,399, 
401,410,522.  See  also Mher 
and Mihr. 
Apolli5n-Helios-Hermes,  265 
invincible,  270 
Sol  Invictus,.  'the invincible 
sun',  268 
Mithradates,  96,115,118 
Mithradates  I,  86 
Mithradates  II, 86,88,330 
Mithradates  VI,  86,93 
Mithradates  Eupator of Pontus, 
47,48 
Mithraic bas-reliefs,  261 
Mithrakana,  45.  See  also 
Mehekan 
Mi thranes,  264 
Mithraustes,  47,264,270 
Mithrenes,  47 
Mithrobuzanes,  264 
MkrticC Xrimean,  Catholicos,  524 
Mog,  299.  See  also Magi. 
mogh,  524 
Mogpaste,  54 
Mogpet,  299,495 
MogntCiwn,  'priesthood',  299 
Monaeses,  94 
Monophysites,  122 
Moon-god  of Cappadocia,  57 
Moradiila,  376 
Moschyean,  31 
Moskhos,  368 
Mossynoeci,  77 
Mosul,  420 
Mowbed,  166.  See  also Mog. 
Moxra-nocc,  'place of ashes',  491 
Moxrapast,  'ash-worshipping',  166, 
484 
Mrapc,  'demon  of sleep',  456 
Mrhakan,  'temple of Mihr',  263, 
265,267,274,297,486 
Mucain,  290 
MuJ:1ammad,  190 
Mouun  Depe,  southern  Turkmenistan, 
333 
Murghab,  412 
Mus,  2,199,201,203,456,301 
MuSe±  Mamikonean,  417,419 
Muski,  4,27,28,30,31,32,368 
Mustufi,  Hamd-Allah,  495 
Mutawwakil,  Caliph,  387 MutC asxarh,  'world of dark', 
311 
MxitCar of Aparan,  318,520 
MxitCar Gos,.52,520 
Mysia,  47 
Nabii,  289,290 
cult of,  290 
scribe of Ormizd,  290 
temple of,  290,306 
temple at Palmyra,  305 
underworld journeys of,  289 
Nadlm,  Fihrist of, 166 
Nag  Hammadi,  331 
Nahapet  KCuccak,  303 
Nahatay,  250.  See  also Anahit. 
Naimanes  or Nemanes,  93 
Nairi,  25,28 
Nane,  13,29,33,81,212,235,241 
temple of,  339 
temple  at Amos,  241 
Naqs-i  Rustam,  75,335 
Narseh,  90,125,519 
Nasus':  'corpse-matter  demon I  , 
445 
NawakatikC,  festival of the 
church,  343 
Nawasard,  50,160,161,194,217, 
378,403,501.  See also 
No  Roz. 
Nawriiz,  161 
Naxarar,  28,73-75,113,115,120, 
127,200,263,340,365 
Naxarardom,  160,167,366 
Naxijewan,  52,196,328 
Naxnikc,  'ancestors',  347 
NaYlzag,  'reed',  386 
Nebo,  290.  See  also  Nabii. 
Nemrut  Dag,  6,189,265 
Nemrut,  temple of,  58 
Nene,  416 
Nerga1,  341,361-374,405,439 
bas-relief at Hatra,  341 
. Nero,  115,168 
Ners-Mihr,  Nairyo  Sanha,  263 
Nerses,  St.,  59,156,198,517, 
523,525,527 
Neru,  168 
Nestorian sect,  135 
Next-of-kin-marriage  (Zor. 
xvOaetradatha),  77 
Nig,  75 
571 
Nikephoros  Ka11istos  Xanthopoulos, 
419,420 
Nineveh,  420 
Nin-ki-gal,  361.  See  also  Nane. 
Nino  St., 154 
Ninos,  415 
Niqmadu  II, 170 
Nlrang,  'spell',  379,525 
Nisa,  164 
Nisibis,  Peace of, 125 
Nizaml,  47 
Noah's  ark,  25 
relic of,  406 
Noc-i  or Saroy,  'cypress',  387 
Nor  Bayazit,  420 
No  Riiz,  9,378,379.  See  also 
Nawruz,  Nawasard. 
Noumenios,  58 
Nay,  329.  See  also Noah. 
Nuarsak,  Treaty of, 140 
Odys seus,  464 
Ohrmazd,  262.  See  also Aramazd. 
Olympian  image  of Zeus  in the 
fortress of Ani,  160 
Olympios,  13 
Omomi,  herb,  439 
Orlagn,  186.  See  also Vahagn. 
Ormazdakan,  123 
hur,  'fire', 167 
mehean,  167 
Ormizd,  125,153 
son of Zurvan,  166 
temple of,  487 
Ormizddad,  93 
Orodes,  401 
II,  93 
Oromanes,  330 
Oromazes,  439.  See  also Aramazd. 
Orontes,  46,47,48,264,294 
Orontid,  365.  See  also Eruand. 
capital,  78 
kingdom of Commagene,  116 
necropolis,  339 
period,  51,54,58,364,407 
OrtakCiy,  245 
Oskemayr,  shrine of,  248.  See 
al  so  Anahi t • 
Ostanes,  50 
Ostraca,  from  Nisa,  16 
Ovid,  386 
Oxen,  209 
Pacorus,  93,401 
II, 117,410 Padam,  1 face-mask',  Arm. 
pCandam,  482,486 
Pagliaro,  A.M.,  483 
Pahlavan,  30,368 
Pahlawuni,  404 
Paikuli,  Inscription of Narseh, 
91.  See  also Inscriptions. 
Pairikas,  449 
Palmyra,  173,361,290,306 
temple at,  213 
Pamphylia,  133 
Pand-namag-i  Zartust,  324 
Pap,  130, 341 
PCarakCar,  7,340,418 
Parart,  'fat', 517 
Parik,  449 
Paroyr,  30,39 
Pars,  115,114,483 
Parsis,  15 
Partatua,  30 
Parthia,  15 et passim 
Parthian Arsacid,  53 
Manichean text, 167 
sacred fire at Asaak,  166 
Parthians,  2,15,16,30 et passim 
Paryadres,  77 
Patarag,  'offering',  496 
Patmahayr,  epithet of MX,  297 
Patmucan,  'vestment',  496 
PatmutCiwn  tiezerakan  (Univer-
sal History),  402 
572 
Patrucak,  'sacrificial offering', 
379,496 
Paulicians,  516,518,520,521 
Paw±os  of Tarawn,  518 
PCampcusik,  '(demonic)  cat',  460 
PCarkc,  'glory',  347,520.  See 
also xVarenah  --
c  -- P  awstos  Buzand,  8,25,95,117, 
127,129,131,341,405,406, 
443,484,486,493,521 
PCeri,  423.  See  also Parik, 
Pairika 
Peacock,  golden  image  of soul, 
309.  See  also  Simurgh. 
Pemberton,  R.,  168 
Pentheus,  408 
Pergamon,  47 
Perikhanyan,  A.G.,  17,76,119 
Perez,  92 
Persepo1is,  46 
Perses,  55 
Petros,  Catholicos,  164 
Pharasmanes,  96,115 
I, n6 
II, n8 
Pharnaces,  57 
I,  86 
Pharnake,  56 
Phasians,  39 
Phauni  tis,  77 
Philadelphe,  58 
Philip the Arab,  122 
Philistines,  27 
Philo,  173 
Philostratus, 133 
Phoenician pantheon,  170 
Phraaspa,  41 
Phraat,  41 
Phraataces,  95 
Phraates  IV,  94 
Phrygians,  31,46 
Pigeon,  309 
Pillar-altar,  adhoxs or kalak, 
486 
Piotrovskii,  40 
Pirs,  shrines  empty of images, 
483 
Plato,  49,50,169,416 
Pliny,  73,90,192,248,439 
the Elder,  168 
Plutarch,  86,93,78,245,248,264, 
266,387,401,439 
Po1yaenus,  47 
Po1yhistor,  Alexander,  25 
Polyphemus,  367,370 
Polytheism,  174 
Pompeius  Trogus,  337 
Pompey,  73 
Pontus,  2,57,261 
Porphyry,  169 
Presentation of the  Lord to the 
Temple,  502.  See  also 
Ahekan. 
Priesthood,  see kCurm,  mog. 
Protothyes,  30 
Proverbs,  Book  of, 134 
Pseudo-Plutarchus,  271,272 
ptolemy,  263 
Purity of the Body,  457' 
Put-Aringe,  454.  See  BtCai-ic 
Putax of Amida,  martyr,  520 
Qazvini,  164,210 
Rakkah,  383 
Rasnu,  189 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Rasnu  (continued) 
Rasn,  412 
Rasnu,  410 
Rasn  Ized,  304 
Ratu,  498 
Raven's Rock,  273.  See  also 
Mithra,  Karsiptar. 
RaD"  43 
Resep,  290 
Restages,  legend of,  201 
Revand,  Mt.,  164 
Reverence  for plants,  33 
~g Veda,  437 
Rites  of Ascension  day,  375 
of Kledonas,  377 
Rituals of oath-taking,  345 
Ro;'ik,  'offering',  497 
Rock  of Arimazes,  164.  See  also 
Aramazd. 
Rosalia,  380 
Rostom  Sagcik,  367.  See  also 
Rustam. 
Roz  Hordad,  379 
Ruphanos,  133 
Rusa,  30,32 
Rust  am,  191,201 
Saba Orbeliani,  453 
Sabalan,  Mt.,  164,190,191,192, 
405 
Sabazios,  175 
Sabbath,  521 
Sabig,  modern  sudra/sedra,  496, 
499 
Sabuhr,  237,493 
Siibuhr I, 122,123,124,516 
Sabuhr II, 91,117,126,129,174, 
339,364,365,490 
Sabze,  378 
Sacrificial beasts,  493 
Safavids,  3 
Sag;'ik,  367 
Sahak  Arcruni,  404 
Sahak  PartCew,  St.,  32,135,169, 
172,174 
Sahak Salarean,  420 
Sahapet,  329,331,333,450 
Saharuni,  167 
Sahmaran,  legend of,  422 
Sah-name,  42,44,126,191,289,308, 
309,311,362,341,387,404, 
405,439 
Sahnazarean,  204,205 
Sahristiiniha i  Eriin,  292 
573 
Sakacene,  Arm.  SakaBen,  30 
Sakas,  45,201 
Salcum PaBa,  243 
Salmaneser I,  25 
Salmaneser III, 28,31 
Samari  tans,  15 
Samas,  28,306 
Samin,  173 
Samiram,  415,420,421,443,444 
Samsiyya,  520,521 
Samson,  367 
Samvelian,  10 
Sanatruk,  116,117,118 
Sandaramet,  298,323,369,438. 
See  also Spenta Armaiti  and 
Spandaramet. 
Sandaramet-kC,  the underworld, 
324,450 
9aphon,  god of floating,  455 
Saqqiz, 192 
Sararad,  Mt.,  25,406.  See also 
Ararat  and Masikc 
Sarasvati,  244 
Sardis,  46 
Sarduri,  28 
Sargis,  419 
Sarifabad,  439 
Sasabed,  ruler of Hades,  332. 
See  also Sahapet. 
Sasanians,  3,4,8,15,16, et passim 
Sasun,  31,272 
Satala,  249 
Satan,  459 
Saturn,  362 
Savaliin,  190.  See  also Sabalan. 
Sawasp  Arcruni,  487 
Saws-i,  375 
Schmitt,  R.,  16 
Schwartz,  M.,  325 
Scorpion,  459.  See  also Kari;'. 
Scythians,  30 
Seal,  chalcedony from Iran,  139 
Sebastia,  11 
Sebeos,  132,165,363 
Seistiin,  412 
Seleucids,  48 et passim 
Seleucus,  48 
Sembodik,  455 
Semiramis,  49,245 
Semitic 
god,  27 
loan-words,  26 
_-names,  32 Sephardim,  15,521 
Serapeum of Alexandria,  332 
Sergi  us I,  Pope,  502 
Seroy,  487 
Serpent,  289.  See  also Azdaha, 
.v  Vlsap. 
Sevan,  Lake,  2,29,39 
Shalmaneser,  361.  See 
Salmaneser. 
Siculus,  49 
Sidar,  409,411,413.  See  also 
Axidares. 
Simeon,  174 
the bishop of A±jnikC,  442 
Catholicos,  91 
magus,  450 
574 
N.P.Simurgh,  Arm.  siramarg,  Phl. 
sen murw,  Av.  saena-mereghal, 
'peacock',. 308,309,400 
Sipand,  389 
Sirak,  445 
Siramarg,  'peacock',  309 
Sir-o-sedow,  garlic and rue,  389 
sir-sur:  garlic feast,  389 
Sisianos,  447 
Siwnikc,  bishop of, 156 
Siyavaxs,  237,239 
Siz, 190 
Skand-gUmanig Wizar,  203 
Skayordi,  30,39 
5mbat,  308 
TCondrakecci,  532 
Smirnov,  Y.,  208 
Snake,  459,461.  See  also Visap. 
Snavidhka,  a  monster,  439 
Snorhali, 198,517.  See  also 
Nerses,  St. 
Soderblom,  N.,  528 
Sogdia,  44,438,440 
Sohaemus,  118 
Solomon,  the king,  167,449 
Sondara,  Cappadocian,  325.  See 
also Sandaramet. 
Sophene,  58,117,364 
Sophia,  123 
Sosi,  52.  See also Saws-i, 
eastern plane tree. 
Sosos,  168 
Sosyant,  411,413,414 
Soviet Armenia,  16,17,39 
Spahan,  92 
Spandaramet,  93,201,251,298, 
323-348 
cult of,  328 
Spandaramet  (continued) 
Dionysos,  326 
Torkc,  345 
Spandiar,  190,201,405 
Spandidad,  191 
Spelaea  (St.  Mithra,  et al.), 
261 
Spenta,  380 
Spenta Armaiti,  51,201,244, 
323-348,438 
Temple,  261 
..  worship of in Armenia,  155 
Spento.data, 190.  See also 
Spandiyar. 
Spitakapcar,  'of white glory', 
172.  See  also Barsamin. 
Spitakawor,  81 
Sraosa,  267,304,305,410.  See 
also Sros. 
Sri,  241 
prosperity or fortune,  323 
Sros,  92,412 
Ized,  304 
Sruanjtcancc,  9,205,418 
ssandramata,  Saka,  323.  See 
also  Sandaramet. 
Stackelberg,  42 
Staviskii,  81 
Steles,  355.  See  also Arjan, 
Koto±. 
of Artaxias,  75 
StepCanos,  167 
StepCanos  Asa±ik,  378 
Stephen the Byzantine,  32 
Stone altar,  found in Duin,  487 
Strabo,  4,6,46,57,58,85,90,196, 
245,248,482,497 
Strategoi,  58,74 
Sudra,  496.  See  also Sabig. 
Sun  gate,  80.  See  also Artaxata, 
Artasat. 
Sunbul,  382 
Suppiluliumas,  170 
Surb  Xacc,  'holy cross t, 196 
SUren,  173,489 
Surmalu,  95 
Sus,  168 
Susa,  46 
Suspyrians,  39 
Suxmu,  31 
Svod/sahapet,  a  supernatural be-
ing,  329,331,333,334,450 
Synkletos, 139 
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Syrians,  13,77 
weather god  among,  171 
Syspiratis,  47 
Szemerenyi,  0.,  453 
Tabari,  172 
Tacar mayri,  'palace  grove',  388 
Tacitus,  4,95,115,191,245 
Tajikistan,  441 
Talawarean,  N.,  10,11 
Talisman,  443,444 
talismanic scrolls,  445 
Talmud,  168 
Tamerlane,  520 
Tang-i  sarvak,  51 
Tansar,  Letter of,  90,494 
Taochi,  39 
Taq-i Bostan,  246 
Tarawn,  31,156,196,199 
Tarawn,  history of, 199 
temple  complex,  196 
Tarhunda,  362,369 
Tariuni,  29 
Taronitis,  77 
Tarpinian,  Vartarpi,  383 
Tauroctony,  261 
Taxt-i Suleiman,  40,41,483 
Al-Tayyibe,  171 
TCeodos,  420 
TCil,  3,6,26 
TCondrakites,  516 
TCordan,  127,170,172,173 
TCovma  Arcruni,  173,325,417,456, 
487 
TCovma  Mecopcecci,  442,520,525 
Teirei  (Cappad,  fourth month), 
293.  See  also  Tir. 
Teiseba,  28,29,362,369.  See 
also  Tesub. 
Teisebaini,  30 
Teixidor,  J., 13 
Tel Ateshan,  495 
Temple  buildings,  6 
Temple-cult,  481,495.  See  also 
Mehean,  Bagin,  Atr~~an. 
temples  called *baginas,  481 
Temple  estates,  73 
Temple  fire,  92,483 
Temple  histories, 132.  See  also 
01ympios,  Ani. 
Teribazus,  387 
Ter Israel, 174 
Teriyadada,  291 
Tesub,  33,171,209,213,362 
Thaddeus,  St., 114,116,250,365, 
269 
Theopator,  cult of the  royal 
ancestors,  53 
Thessaly,  32 
Thomson,  R.W.,  132,368,370,381 
Thoreau,  Henry  David,  387 
Thrace,  4 
Thracians,  30 
Thraco-phrygian,  12,27,32 
Thraetaona,  26,45,191,274,399 
Thucydides,  136 
Thuringia,  399 
Tigran, .83,88,93 
Tigran II,  41,42,85,160,264 
Tigran III,  94 
Tigran  IV,  94,96 
Tigran,  son of Eruand,  44,45 
Tigranakert,  87,114 
Tir,  165,289,305 
Armenian,  292 
Iranian,  291 
as  Nabii,  304 
temple,  56,248,296,305 
temple at Artasat,  299 
Zoroastrian yazata,  290 
Tiragan,  festival of,  376 
Tiramayr,  'mother of the  Lord', 
246 
Tiribazos,  51,294,347 
Tiridates I, 118,121,261,268,339, 
523 
Tiridates III, 115,117,198,269, 
332,336,369,517 
Tirikana,  festival,  292 
Tirkan  (Milky Way),  294 
Tistrya,  291,305 
'Tiwr',  292 
Tololyan,  K.,  527 
Toporov,  189 
TCordan,  6 
Torkc,  Tarhundas,  26,365,366,367, 
368 
Ange±eay,  361,369,370.  See 
also Ang±. 
cult of,  369 
Toumanoff,  48 
Trdat  II, 119,122 
Trail of the Stl'aw-thief,  170 
Trajan,  117,411 
Tree  of life, cult of,  33 
Tree,  veneration of,  522 
Trever,  56,57,58 
Tridis,  temple,  296 
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r, Tryprn,  291.  See  TIr. 
Turanians,  43 
Turtle-dove,  309 
Tuspa,  25,28,30,272 
T,rkhe,  310.  See  also  PCarkc . 
Ullikummi,  monster,  271 
Urarteans,  13,28,365,522 
bas-relief of,  33 
divination amongst,  52 
gates  of god,  272 
king Argisti,  27 
pantheon,  32 
temple,  51 
tongues,  73,209 
Urartu,  25,28,30,39,272 
Urastu,  Babylonian Urartu,  28 
Urmia,  Lake,  2,39 
Uruk,  29 
Urumu,  land of the Arimoi,  27 
Uru/urvan,  334 
uru-worshipping,  336 
Uruatri,  25 
Usedar,  4ll,414.  See  also Sidar 
and Artawazd. 
Usedarmah,  4ll 
USi.darena,  Mt.,  164 
576 
Vabagn,  29,33,84,129,170,174,189, 
199-217,248,270-273,302,326, 
335,339,362,369,493,523. 
See  also Verethraghna. 
cult of,  15 
dragon-reaping,  213 
and Sandaramet  shrine,  325 
temple  of,  339 
yazata of strength,  84 
Vabevanean,  194 
temple,  193 
Vahram  Vardapet,  205 
Vahuni,  197,263,366 
Vakars II, 13,118,119.  See  also 
Vologases. 
Vakarsak,  116,366 
temple of,  53 
Vakarsapat  (Ejmiacin),  7,26,118, 
295 
sanctuaries of,  486 
Valaxs,  12 
Van,  Lake,  2,6,28,39,272,404 
Vanakan  Vardapet,  403 
Var  of Yima,  274 
Varag,  monastery of,  404 
Varaz/varaza,  189,198,214 
boar,  symbol  of Verethraghna, 
340 
Varbakes,  39 
Yard,  rose,  380 
Vardan,  137,490 
Vardan  Barjrberdcci,  402 
Vardan  Mamikonean,  115,136,487. 
See  also Mamikoneans. 
Vardapet,  491 
Vardavar,  251,378,380.  See  also 
Feast of the Transfiguration. 
Vardbad,  495 
Varlaagn,  189.  See  also Vabagn. 
Vasaghn  (Sogdian),  189.  See 
also  Vabagn. 
Vasak,  137 
Vasak  Siwni,  136 
Vaspurakan,  6,47,194,388,490 
Vata,  450 
Vecc  Hazareak,  168,169 
Venus,  the planet,  244 
Verethraghna,  29,189,190,191,214, 
270,340.  See  also Vabagn, 
Varaz. 
companion  of Mithra,  215 
as Hrat,  214 
symbol  of, 126 
Ve.spasian,  116 
Vicak,  'lot', 375,376,377,380, 
382,383,384,386,388 
vicak-cross,  376,377 
vicak songs,  377 
vicakaban,  379 
VIdevdat,  158,323,410,442,455 
Vihara,  490 
Visap,  'dragon',  205-211,216,402, 
405,450 
Vistaspa,  conversion of,  126 
Vis  u  Ramin,  387 
Vndoy,  487 
Vohu  Manah,  498 
Vologases,  96,228.  See  also 
Vatars  •. 
Vologases  I, 116 
Vologases  III, 118 
Vologases  V,  114 
Vonones,  96 
Vouruna,  244 
Vramakan  fire,  123.  See  also 
Adur,  Vahagn,  Verethraghna. 
Vramsapuh,  133,300 
Vsnasp,  483.  See  also Adur 
Gusnasp. 
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I Wills,  C.J.,  461 
Winged  circle,  51,347 
Wiraz,  384 
Wolf,  460.  See  also gayl. 
Wuzurg-framadar,  519 
Xacckcar,  'Cross-stone',  27,365 
Xaccpcak,  monastery of, 204 
Xalwati dervises,  of Siwas,  521 
Xanthos,  13,94 
Xarberd,  376 
Xarteas,.202 
Xas,  172 
Xenophon,  1,33,39,41,46,48,55, 
139,268,294 
Xerlc,  379 
Xerxes,  46,49,438 
Xesm,  446.  See  also Aesma. 
Xnus,  379 
Xoran,  , canopy',  172 
Xorasiin,  164 
Xoraset,  'sun',  445 
577 
Xorenacci,  Movses,T,8,13,27,40, 
41-45,50,52,54,56,57,76,79, 
83,89,95,123,129,140,160, 
161,165,194,195,197,210,241, 
248,166,269-299,306,307,311, 
327,338,344,367-370,389,404, 
405,413,417,421,422,443,483 
Xor  Virap,  204 
Xosrov II,  77,125,246,388,486 
Xosrovakert,  grove  of oaks  made 
by Xosrov,  388 
Xotorjur,  302,422,423 
Xoyr,  'tiara', 496 
Xoz,  'pig', 198 
Xp(i)lik  'demon  of nightmares', 
455,456 
Xrafstar,  'noxious  creature', 
458 
Xsathra Vairya,  76,323 
Xusro  I, 119,122,487,519 
XVaetvadatha  (Zoroastrian marri-
age to the next-of-kin),  94, 
95,515 
XVarenah,  'glory',  80,164,306, 
309,310,320,339,347,483,520 
See  also pCarkc 
Yadgar-i  Zareriin,  190 
Yasna,  164,498 
Yast,  199,496 
Yazata,  9,17,26,27,29,43,134,195, 
238,241,261,303,304,323,333 
Yazata  (continued) 
380,394,437,523 
Asa  Vahista,  498 
Asi,  241 
Atar,  498 
of baxt,  306 
cult of,  125 
Mithra,  522 
Mithra,  Nairyo  Sanha,  263 
shrines of,  126 
Spandarmad,  438 
Spenta Armaiti,  117 
temples of,  120 
Tertius  Legatus,  263 
Verethraghna,  340 
Yazd,  439,447.  See  also 
Sarifabad. 
YazdagirdII,  91,92,115,167,490 
Yazi di,  309,461 
Yeats,  William Butler,  412 
Yima,  JamSid,  42,44,292,438,439 
Yinancc,  377 
Yovhan  Mamikonean,  202,326 
Yovhannes  of Awjun,  206,213,459, 
518-524 
Yovhannes  of Drasxanakert,  198, 
486 
Yovhannes  of Erznka,  247,516 
Yovhannes  Imastaser (the Philoso-
pher),  501 
Yovhannes  Mandakuni,  443 
Yovhannes  TClkurancci, 168,453,520 
YurutCkC,  'talisman(s) ',444 
Yuska-parik,  449 
Zabaxa,  29 
Zaehner,  C.,  15 
Zahhiik,  341,362,404,405,439,441 • 
.  .•  See  also AZdahak. 
Z1il,  son of Sam,  308 
Zamanak,  'time',  404 
Zandik,  zindik,  524.  See  also 
Mani. 
Zangezur,  165,274,339 
Zarathushtra,  11,50,154,190,528 
Zariadres,  58,·83 
Zarnouas,  515 
Zela,  6,73,245 
temple at Pontus,  73 
Zelinskii,  161 
Zelitis,  T3 
Zemaka,  455 
Zeno,  96 
Zenob  Glak,  201,326 Zeus,  87,162,163.  See  also 
Aramazd. 
Keraunios,  16,83 
Megistos,  172 
Nikephoros,  83 
Phalakros,  161 
Zod,  7,212 
Zorawar,  519 
Zoroastrianism,  33,49,51,94,211, 
235,261,267,304,309,323, 
337,419,449,516,517 
fravasis  in,  77 
Zoroastrians,  3,43,44,83,89,140, 
154,161,211,217,237,261, 
298,304,329,337,343,362, 
416,449,484,515,525,528 
calendar,  498 
diversity,  15 
divinities,  3,4 
eschatology,  49 
foundations,  6,11,14 
law,  religion,  92 
seasonal festivals,  51 
site,  89 
temples,  262 
use of images,  53,67 
vision,  3 
vocabulary,  6,92 
xVarenah of,  76 
Zradast,  516,522.  See  also 
Zarathushtra. 
Zurvan,  14,161,163,515 
Zurvanism,  8,12,45,136,163,440 
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